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THE BIOGRAPHICAL INSCRIPTIONS OF NEKHEBU
IN BOSTON AND CAIRO

By DOWS DUNHAM

With Plate i (1), ii

The two biographical inscriptions of “J whose other name is ^ ? ^-T’
found by Eeisner in the tomb-complex of the Sndm-ib family of the Fifth to Sixth Dynasties
at Gizah, near the north-west corner of the Great Pyramid. A summary report on their dis-

covery was published by the finder in Bull. UFA, No. 6G, Nov. 1913, pp. 53 ff. The whole
chapel of Nekhebu had been destroyed and the blocks were found in a disordered heap of

debris. As the stones were too heavy to be handled and put together in the field, each block

was separately photographed, to an approximately uniform scale, and the walls were recon-

structed on paper by assembling the prints from these photographs. Both inscriptions wci'e

published by Sethe in the second edition of his TJrl., i. 21o-‘21. The longer published text

was collated with the original in the Cairo Museum by Sethe in 1925, and again by Gunn in

1931 . The shorter text, now in Boston, has never been collated, and the original as set uj)

in the Museum shows some variations from the text as given by Sethe. It seems, therefore,

desirable to publish a photograph (PI. i, 1 )
and hand-copy (PI. ii) of the Boston text, and to offei'

translations of both inscriptions, since they form a continuous account of Nekhebu’s career.^

The two texts stood originally on the jambs of a doorway in the chapel; the left-hand

jamb bearing the inscription now in Boston, and the right-hand jamb that in Cairo.

The Boston text comes first and contains, after an introductory statement, the account

of three missions assigned to Nekhebu by the King (Pepy I). The First ilission was in Lower
Egypt and consisted of work on A’a-mansions and administrative duties in three places: a
‘ City of Lakes ’, Akhbit, and the Pyramid of Pepy ; the Second Mission, also in Lower Egypt

,

was the digging of a canal between Akhbit and the Eesidence; and the Third Mission, in

L'pper Egypt, was concerned with the digging of a canal at Kus. Each section consists of

three parts: statements of the task allotted, its execution, and praise and reward bestowed

by the king.

The Cairo text continues with the account of a Fourth Mission, in the same triple form,

in which Nekhebu carried out works on a pyramid-monument at Heliopolis. Then comes a

resume of the titles and honours conferred on him bj’ the king
; an account of his training by

an elder brother, in which he tells how he was advanced step by step to positions of in-

creasing responsibility and power; statements of his virtues; and finally appeals to Ka-
servants and the public for offerings and for the safeguarding of his tomb.

Boston Text

TJrli., I, p. 219, No. 48 : Museum of Fine Arts No. 13.4331 . Height over all 2-545 m.
;
width

of columns 2 to 9 inclusive, 0-755 m.

^ The Editor of the Journal has contributed his own collation of the Cairo text, and has ^dven me numerous
notes and suggestions which are incorporated in my article.

B
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Translation

(1) The Sole Companion, King's Architect, Merptahtankhmeryre< : he says: (2) I am a work-

maiA of Meryret my lord. His Majesty sent me [to direct all the works of the king ?],- (and) I [acted]

to the satisfaction of His Majesty in Lower and Upper Egypt.

His Majesty .sent me to direct the construction of (3) the 7ia-mansions of His Majesty in Lower

Egypt, and (to direct) the Administration: at the uortli^ in the ‘City of Lakes’ (and) in Akhbit-of-

Horus
: at the south in the pyramid (called) Menneferpepy. I came^ thence, it (the work) being

finished. (4) I [erected?] the A'a-mansions there, built and faced (?), the woodwork thereof® having

been placed® (in position), having been cut" in Lower Egypt. I returned, it having been completed

through mv agency. His Majesty praised me for it (5) in the presence of the [officials].® His

Majesty gave me gold-amulets (??),® bread, and beer in very great quantity. His Majesty caused^®

TO go forth to me a company of the Residence bearing it, until they reached my gate bearing it

(the present); (6) because I was so much more excellent in his esteend^ than any other king’s-

architect whom His Majesty had .sent before (?)^- on (= with regard to) the administration of the

royal domain.

His Majesty sent me to lav out (?)^® the canal of Akhbit-of-Horus, and <to)“ dig it. (7) I dug

it . . .
.1® until I came to the Re.sidence when it (the canal) was (already) under water. His Majest}-

praised me for it ; His Maje.stv gave me gold-amulets (?'?), bread, and beer. Great was His Majesty's

prai^p®® of me because of that concerning which HLs Majesty had sent me, (8) as one succe.ssful (?)

with regard to everything that was done in every work concerning which His Majesty had sent

me (??).^'

His Majesty sent me to [Kus ?] to dig the canal of his®® .... of Hathor-in-Kus. I acted and (9) I

' As there is uo po.ssibihty that the group was preceded by Imj-n. I see no alternative to reading knvil.

•See Gard.. Eg. Or., § 79. Obs. K'i.. v, 102, 7 records its use in tlie Middle Kingdom.
- I restore in the lacuna [r hrp ktt nht nt n-in-t tir b], for which the space just suffices. In the photograph

;t will be observed that there is no preserved surface at this point, despite Sethe's copy.

\
* Sethe give.s [-y- There is now no trace of but the position of <=» and the weathering of the stone at

* 5

this point make his reading probable. * Sethe gives
^ ; only the tip of the sign is now preserved.

^ Reading as irgt; Gard.. Eg. Or.. § 79 (for the writing cf. UrJ:., i, 276, 10). Sethe reads but

the .sign is clearly -=. ® Read ii'dy.

• The determinath'e is a man with axe standing on a piece of wood, not a man with hoe as given by

Sethe. * Sethe's restoration seems highly probable.

I have adopted Reisner's translation of »hu tc-<»h (cf. also 11. 7. 9), but the true nature of the objects

IS unknown. The text might also be read to refer to two different classes of object, each in the plural, i.e.

iihirir and ’nhw.

*" Sethe gives : the sittn is clearly Ijr-f. ‘in his esteem', or the like.

Is this the adverb Ijftir used with temporal meanmgV
'

’ H:. 11 6. gives ‘to found', but iSchafer renders ‘planen (?)' in Ein Bruchstiick aUag. Annahn, 16.

l’repo.sition r omitted before ini, as not infrequently before an inhnitive in Old Egyptian (cf. Urk.. I.

21.S. 14: 2.'56, 7 (?): 260. 16; 261. 7. 8; 263, 10; similarly before rjr. Teti Pyr. Cem., 109, n. 2; 123, 1. 7

ot vertical imscription).

' This worrl 1 am unable to interpret. The initial sign suggests
[
but can hardly be that sign. It is

followerl clearly by and i i i. One is tempted to read ‘3 years’, but
(, ,

is impossible. See Sethe’s note

f -f {(ip. ( it., p. 220). The jteriod of time required to dig the canal seems intended.

' //v.c. The first s is in the lacuna, but a trace is visible above on the original.

’ This wliole sentence is very involved and the translation is decidedly doubtful, although the general

^cnse .seems clear.

“ The lacuna noted here, and at the corresponding level in column 9, by Sethe has since been partially

tilled bi- an incomplete block. The left tip of wliat may well be the sign kU is preserved. Below, the traces

civen by Sethe are not quite accurate. The first is clearly followed by n. The next group is illegible but

Is followed bv f (.is seen by Sethe) with a probable trace of n below it.
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dug it [so that] His Majesty praised me fur it. M'hen I went to the Residence His Majesty praised
me for it very greatly, and His Majesty gave me gold-amulets ('??), bread, and beer.

C-A^iRo Text

After Uric., i, pp. 215 ff.

A small, somewhat weathered block belonging to the Cairo inscription was recently

found in the store-rooms of the Boston Museum, whither it had evidently been shipped by
mistake together with the stones of the Boston inscription. It has since been returned to the

authorities in Cairo for insertion in its proper place. The block belongs in the lower part of

columns 2, 3, and 4, and reads -A:

In the translation below the words

appearing on this block are under-

lined.

Collation of Sethe's copy of the inscription, given in Uric., i. 215 ff., with (lunn's copy

made in 1931, when a wrongly-placed slab had been restored to its proper position, but

before the fragment mentioned above had been received from Boston. The references are

to the pages and lines of Sethe’s edition, except numbers in thick type, which are those of

the lines of the inscription.

P. 215. L. 9: 1 runs horizontally over 2-11 ,
which are vertical. L. 10: 4-i- to 5 sq. lost

at beginning of 2 .
xi:;. in cartouche clear though damaged. L. 11 ; of hrp not lost. L. 13

:

stick of det. hrp is straight and vertical. L. 15: ^ clear. After kd 1 sq. lost. clear. LI.

15-16: between ^ and end of 3 only f sq. lost. L. 16: 4-1 to 5 sq. lost at V>eginning of 3.

Trace before seems to be clearly tail of

P. 216. L. 1: G. has kd. L. 2: G. has lower part of ««= with ’?, and no stroke

after this. L. 4: not followed (as in L. 15) by sic. L. 5: after iim-f possiblj- 1 sq. miss-

ing, possibly nothing. L. 0:
]

n
;i ]

followed liy I j sq. now lost. L. 9: ^ now lost.
‘Ill

G. saw after this 5 sq. now lost before •' L. 12: © of ihr now lost. L. 13:

nd-ti without sic. <? before hicf now lost. A iict ^\ithout .•iic.

P. 217. L. 1: of nd now lost. L. 4: agreeing (independently) with

Eeisner’s copy. Ends of fingers turned bac/cHurd-:;. L. 5: ^ without tuft, sic. L. S;

det. spt (N (
= not accompanied by I. now lost. L. 9: o now lost. (, not

().

Narrow damaged strip beside hbs. but no trace of : perhaps nothing lost. Trace of

of bfcr, VX7, all now lost. L. 11: without -=> clear though damaged. L. 13:

beside (ed. Sethe under) now only Lv- I nder first NA is =fe. Under second ' is

^ with Sethe. After this o clear. L. 14: after fH no i. of tr now lost.

P. 218. L. 1 : only -1 sq. lost before t /([rD]. no trace of sign g of hnict now lost. of

not seen
;
copy has '?. No room for ds-in

:

][^]^, L. 2: as 217. 16.

not =. Det. sb L. 3: trace of A now lost. Next three signs disposed
] 7^ . L. 5: c>

sic. L. 7: of pn now lost. L. 8: sic. as 217, 16, not =. (i^ sic. L. 10: det.
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sb Lack of ^ visible, not legs. L. 11 ; L. 12: Det. sh 'A • L. 14;

sic L. 15; between and 1 sq. now lost.

P. 219. L. 2: object held in det. sm narrow and tapering to top. L. 4: object held

in det. shi rectangular, as Sethe gives, but narrower. L. 6: t of first njrt now lost.

Translation

(1) [The Sole Companion. King's Architect, Merptahfanklimeryre<] 2 he says: (2) [I am a work-

man ofj'^ i\Ier[ref], my lord.

His llajesty sent me to direct the work of his (pyramicl)-monument- in Heliopolis, and I acted

to the satisfaction of His Majesty. I passed 6 years there in directing the work. His Majesty

]iraised me as often as I came to the Residence because of it ; everything came about [through my
agencyp because of the vigilance that 1 exercised 2 .... (3) [his] there, in accordance

with what I know myself.®

His Majesty had found me a common builder ;® and His Majesty conferred on me (the offices of)

Inspector of Builders, (then) Overseer of Builders, and Superintendent of a Guild. And His

Majesty conferred on me (the offices of) King's Architect and Builder, (then) Royal Architect and

Builder under the King's Supervision ('?). And His Majesty conferred on me (the offices of) Sole

(Companion, King's Architect and Builder in the Two Houses. His Majesty did all this because His

Majesty favoured me so much.'

(4) I am beloved of my father, praised of my mother.® I did [not] give them occasion® to punish

me until (i.e. up to the time when) they passed^® to their tomb of the necropolis; and I am one

jiraised of his brothers. Now I was in the service oH^ ray brother, the Overseer of Works
tus I used to do the writing,* '- 1 used to carry his palette (?).^® When he was appointed

Inspector of Builders, I used to carry his measuring-rod (?).^‘* (5) When he was appointed Overseer

of Builders. I used to be his companion (?).*® When he was appointed King’s Architect and Builder,

* Missing. Restored (with Sethe) after the Boston text.

* The pyramid-sign is determinative of mnic, not to be read.

‘ Restoring with Sethe for which cf. I'rk., i, 108, 10.

^ Cf. [>/.•., I. 127. 10; 129,' 13.

R rht-i di-i. For the construction see Wb., n, -Wo, .5. ® Cf. TI'l)., l, 228, 21.

' Perhaps nothing lost here; see Gunn's collation.

' The construction with the first person (//•(, mut-i) is very curious. “ Lit., ‘cause them’.

This word
[1 ^ ^-0 , which is unknown to Ifh., occurs in two other places in this inscription, Vrk., I.

218, 3. 7. In 218, 7 it replaces in the very common phrase ‘ye living who shall pass by

this tomb', and although the word sw!, normally VTitten, is found in the same phrase in line 10 (218, 15),

and although the determinative in 218, 7 is, according to Sethe, J\ , and not the which sid regularly has

in Old Egn., it seems likely that we have here a writing of iu) with omission of initial w of the simplex in a

causative form (rf. Sethe, Verbum, i, § 178). But in 216, 7 and 218, 3 the meaning by no means suits sia:

in 216, 7 we have 'until they passed awai/ to their tomb’, and in 218, 3 'the day on which I shall have

jwssed Uifoy'. In these the meaning is that of
|1

(see ITli., iv, 378, 7). and
|
are not very dissimilar

in Old Hieratic {cf. MoUer, Paliiographie, 594, 391), and it is possible that the of 216, 7 and 218, 3 are

merely false transcriptions of hieratic
D

: note that in these two examples the determinative is , as in sd;,

and possiblv this determination has influenced that of 218, 7. That the ^ of 218, 7 is merely an error for

-f] is unlikely. “ Lit. 'after'. *- Lit. ‘I used to write’.

5', explained 418, 8 as 'ein Gerat des Schreibers'. This is perhaps the only example of the

\\ ord.

** Mnrt. hardly statf, since that would be carried by the owner. Perhaps ‘rule’.

For this strange use of a word related to hmt 'three' see the discussion of this passage in Sethe, Von
Zahlen iind Znhhcorten, 120.
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I used to rule tlie city for him, and did everything in it excellently. ’When he was appointed Sole

Companion, King’s Architect and Builder in the Two Houses, i ii^ed to take charge of all his

possessions for him, and the property was greater (or increased more?) in his house than (in) the

house of any noble. 'When (6) he was appointed Overseer of Works, I used to represent^ him in

everything about which he spoke,- to his .satisfaction concerning it. Moreover, I took charge of

things for him in his estate for the period of 20 years. Kever did I beat any man there so that he

fell^ through my action.-^ Never did I enslave any people there: as to all people there (7) with

whom I used to negotiate’ there,® it was I who used to pacify thein.^ Never did I go to rest for

the night there angry with any people. It was I who used to give'^ clothing, bread, and beer to

every naked man and hungry man there.

I am beloved of all men: never did I say anything evil to the king (or) to a high authority

against any man. I am one praised by his father, his mother, and his master.s in the necropolis

(8) for making funerary-offerings for them and making their festival® on the Tr/^-Fea.st, the Feast

of Socharis, the First-of-the-Year-Fea.st, the Feast of Thoth, the Opeuing-of-the-Year-Feast, the

first day of the month,® the last day of the month, and on every good feast which is celebrated at

every season of the year.

0 A'n-servants of the honoured (dead): do ye'® desire" that the king .shall favour you, and that

ye shall be in honour'® with your lords and fathers in the necropoli.s ? (Tlien) ye shall make funerary-

offerings (9) of bread and beer, as I have done for your fathers.*® 8mce ye will de.sire that I intercede

for (?)'* you in the necropolis, (then) tell ye to your children, on the day when I shall have passed

* Lit. ‘report'.

® Mdw rn must surely mean "to .speak about here, although 116. knows only the meaning 'to speak

against’ ; cf. perhaps hw nh ddd 7i-k l»i. ‘every place about which you have been told (t) Ur):., i. 29(5, r>.

® Lit. ‘so that a fall took place (?)'. The text has hpr hr; see the collation, p. 3.

* Lit. ‘under my fingers’; cf. Tr6., v, 5(55. 3.

’ D/s, old form of d.'is. see 116.. suh voc. The construction iciiW'iiu d:^'t i.s similar to that of Pyr.,

§ 759 c (especially the M-text). 700 6.

® The adverb bn seems to have been repeated unnecessarily.

" For the construction of hi): u'H'l s)itp't sn. In): ini'i dht, cf. hil: tan tru n-^n s)jr it was I vho used to

direct them’, Ur):., l, 102, 9. For examples of «•«•/ sdm-f (for which in Mid. Egn. see Gard., Gr., § 474, 2)

cf. Ur)c., I, 44, 8; 194. 10. besides 59. 10 cited by Gardiner. ® Of prt n-sn hne, ta Irt )\h-sn.

® For this word (often written with the sun between the horns) cf. Anthes. Fclsenin./c)iriften v. Hainiib,

Graffito 9 (PI. 13), line 2, with pp. 23-4 ;
Petrie, Qiirneh. PI. x. B 33. line 4 : Berlin Pap. 10500 (unpublished)

;

El Bersheh, n, 44, right, line 6 of vertical inscription; written \J as here, on an unpubli.shed fragment of

Fifth-Bvnasty paprTus in the Cairo (Museum, and several times in the still unpublished Hekanakhte Papvri.

It does not seem to occur in dates after the early (Middle Kingdom, but i.s peihaps the original of the late

word , which is apparently {cf. 11 6., I. 304. 12) a general word for fea.st .

*“ Rhetorical question, equivalent to protasis of conditional sentence: cf. the examples quoted Firth-

Gunn, Teti Pyramid Cemeteries. 100, n. viii.

" Gardiner, Some A.spects of the Egyptian Language, from Proc. Brit. Acad. 23, p. 12 with p. 26, n. 19,

points to = A -“ here and in 218, 10 as valuable evidence of the derivation of the .-idm-n-f form from

a passive*^rticiple d-thitive. This interpretation presumably involves past meaning in these two places,

although with the verb mri a past tense has often to be translated as a present one {cf. Sethe, Verhum. n.

§ 761, 3); it is however also possible that mry was felt here as passive participle functioning as adjectival

predicate, followed by the dative: ‘Is that the king praise you etc. desirable to you''’

Lit. ‘that your state-of-honour shall be with’; so also in line 9 below.

‘As your fathers have done for me’ (ml irt-n n-i tficdn instead of mi irt-n-l n tfwtn) is grammatically

equaUy possible; in this case Nekhebu will be addressing people of more than one generation after his

death. On this passage see Clere in Mel. Maspero. i, 783.

** Despite the quite different writing of the verb sh. it is diffieidt not to identify it with the verb of e.g.

^ ^ Gardiner-Sethe, Letters

to the Dead, 20, with references; 11 6., lii, 430, 6.
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away/ the words of making the offering-formula for me: (for) I am an excellent spirit, and I know
everything through which I may become a spirit{?)‘ in the Necropolis.

0 ye living ones who are upon earth, and who shall pass by® thi.s tomb: if ye desire that the

king favour you, and that ye shall be in honour with the Great God,
(
10

)
ye shall noG come into

this tomb in hostility (?),® (or) having because of (?) your impurity (?).® As for any man
who shall enter therein in hostility (?)' in spite of this (that I have said), I will be judged with him

by the Great God; I will® de.stroy their surviving relative.s® and their dwelling.s^® upon earth.

0 ye living who are upon earth, and who shall pass by^^ this tomb: do ye desire^® (11) that the

king shall favour 3-011, and that 3’e shall be in honour with'® the Great God ? (then) sa}- : may the

honoured Nekhebu have a thousand of bread, a thou.sand of beer. Ye shall not destroy an3’thing

in this tomb, (for) I am a glorified soul " (and) equipped. As for an}' man who shall

destro}- ant-thing in this tomb. I will be judged with them (.v/c)'® bt’ the Great God.

1 am one who spoke what is good and repeated what is good ; never did I sat’ ant’thing evil

against ant’ people.

Among the parts of Nekhebu's tomb notv in Boston, several record titles other than

those mentioned in the foregoing inscriptions. It mat’, therefore, be of interest to list them

here.

A. MFA. No. 13.4335. A series of fitting blocks with six standing figures of Nekhebu in

relief, three facing —> and three Between the figures are the following columns

of inscription:

•yr

Cd Ai')

03) H
(4) .h

(
5

)

(6
)

' Read aVb 5 Cf. p. 4 , n. 10 above. A parallel for this future-perfect use of .5//««/ seems to be lacking.

' On this see a ‘Brief Communication' by Gunn in this Part. ' Cf. p. 4. n. 10 above.
* On the negative word «• here see Sethe in ZAS. 59. 63—t. where this passage

(
Urk., I, 218, 8-14) is cited

with translation and notes ; M b., i, 243, 8.

' .Sethe, ZAS. 59, 64 translates sh here as ' pietatlo.s (o, a.) ' ; Il't., ni. 432. 12. ’ von unfreundlicher Gesin-

nung’ ; both are probably mere guesses, as the word does not seem to be known elsewhere.

® Sethe, loc. cit., ’nur um eures eigenen Interesses wegen' ; M b., i. 175. 21, m ’bwf. fir ’bir-f.
'

•’nm .seiner

selbst willen" (o. ii.)'. Contrast, however, the remarks in Gardiner-Sethe. £ifn. Letters to the Dead. 10. n. 3.

' Cf. n. 5 above. Cf. p. 2, n. 14 above.
® Tpyic-in-ti. literalfv "their those-who-are-upon-earth'.

Lit., ‘gates’. .See the note on this word in Gardiner-Sethe. op. cit.. 22. n. \ i, 4.

" Sioty.hi must be intended here. '''
Cf. p. 5. nn. 10, 11 above. “ Cf. p. 5, n. 12 above.

'* The lacuna perhaps contained only or as in 218, 5. but probably restore ikr. for which there

appears to be room. Perhaps read ‘I am a glorified soul, excellent and equipped’. The statement implies a

warning to the evil-doer that the deceased is equipped to have cognizance, and to make complaint to the

Great God. of anv misdeed that mav be committed.

'' Plural pronoun with singular antecedent ynb. as often in Egvptian and almost alwa3 s in Coptic. The
pronoun is. however,

[1
only, an interesting Old Egn. example of the writing without n frequently found in

later Eg3 ptian (cf. Sup. Card. Eg. Or., 2, to p. 39, § 34).
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B. MFA. No. 13.4348. Left jamb of a doorway with standing figure of Xekhebu, and one

column of inscription

-d-'J, L c J T.. . 1 I_ I . L © « JT

C. MFA. No. 13.4349. Eight jamb of the same doorwav, inscribed — :

I). MFA. No. 13.43.51. Block with relief head of Nekhebu, and four columns of inscription

above (incomplete at top) -A :

' 1
) .

JAkn ©JI4-A(^) [^,r

In front of Nekhebu's face, the incomplete title

On the wall adjoining the Boston text is a scene showing Nekhebu spearing tish from a

canoe (MFA. No. 13.4332). In the canoe in front of him stands a smaller tigure, also spear-

ing fish, with an incomplete inscription reading ‘His brother, the Lector. ...... .^

Behind Nekhebu in the same scene stands a small tigure of his son. named ^ | ^J A •

Again, on an isolated block showing part of a procession of sacrificial animals (13.434(3).

is the figure of a man inscribed ‘His l)rother, the Lector, Merptah'ankhpepy . It must

remain uncertain whether either of these brothers (they may, of course, be one and the same)

is to be identified with the one mentioned in the Cairo text, since his name is missing.

Note ox the Offices -\xd C.cueer of Nekhebu

The Cairo text yields interesting evidence on two matters connected with Nekhebu's profes-

sional career. In the first place he lists the oftices to which he was appointed, ])resuinubl\ in the

order of their acquisition. Secondly, in his account of his apprenticesliij) to his brother, he gives

both the steps bv which the latter rose in his profession, and the preliminary training which he

himself imderweiit. These records not only give us an indication of the relative grades of the various

professional offices, but also tend to show that they were not, at this time, acquired purely by in-

heritance, but were, in part at least, the rewards of training and experience.

The professional posts held by the two men appear to have been as follows, in order of progres-

sive importance:

Nekhebu Brother

1. Common Builder

2. Inspector of Builders

3. Overseer of Builders

4. Superintendent of a (riiild

5. King's Architect anil Builder

6. Eoyal Architect and Builder under

the King’s Supervision

7. King's Architect and Builder in the

Two Houses

8. Overseer of all M'orks of the King

Inspector of Builders

Overseer of Builders

King's Architect and Builder

King's Architect and Builder in the

Two' Houses

Overseer of IVorks (perhajis a short form

of title 8)
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Wliether tlie brother aho held idhees 4 and 0 does not appear. Xekhebii would naturally be

very particular in recordine all the .step.s in his advancement, but niieht well have given his brother's

career somewhat more .surnmarv treatment.

Other offices and honours enjoyed by Nekhebu, as .shown by the inscriptions from his tomb
given above, were the following:

Overseer of Roval Commissions of the Pvramid Menneferpepy (perhaps acquired in connexion

with the mission referred to in Bo.ston text, line 3).

[.Master of Secrets] of the Two u<bt-Chanihers.

Elder of the .sso/'t-l louse.

Oirector of Evcrv Kilt.

Door-keeper of (the god) Du nr.

Favourite Sole C'otupanion of His Lord.

Sole Companion. (.\s also the brother.)

First under the King.
( 'hief Lector.

S’le-l’riest.

XOTK

du^t betore sending Mr. Duuh. nil's contribution to press we received from M. Jean Sainte Fare

( larnot an (dt'print of his interesting article JJnc (iraphte fuutive du verbe .sbi A in Bull. Inst.fr.

37, f)3 ff. He deals with the words sb, written with a fish-sign, which occur in 11. 9, 10 (twice) of

Nekhebu's C,uro inscription (see pp. 5, n. 14 : 0, nn. 5, 7, above). M. Garnot regards all three examples

as abnorinal u riting' of the common verb 2.- Ihinham has taken this view (p. 5 above, n. 14)

,is rcg.irds the e.xanqile in 1. 9. (.Vnotlnw and even more abnormal writing of thi.s word in the idiom

ib] In 'to intercede for (?)’, "to protect (?)’ is perh.ips—against Rode Tombs of Meir, iv, 25, n. 3—
the "j of Ci/e , I, 223, 1 referred to p. 5, n. 14). The passages containing the two other examples

ni sb, where .Mr. Dunham, following Wb., suggests 'to be hostile’, are rendered by M, Garnot (p. 70)

:

N'entre/, pas d.iiis cette tombs, arum^unt . . . pour votre part alors que vous etes impurs.

Four tout lioinnie i(iii entrei\dt (bins cette tombs nruiK^itiil a]>res ceci, je serai jitge avec lui par le Dieu

grand' (it.ilics ours). Here tin' idi.mtification with i] seems to us less plausible than to M. Garnot,

on grounds not only of th(> sense, whii h is poor, but of grammar (verb of motion in Old Perfective

dependent on another verli of motion). The ex[>lanatiou (pp. 72 ft'.) of the use of the fish-sign as

due to the ch.mce juxtaiiosition ml. ’.t of the signs— reminding the 'scribe' of the verb

-cems to us iiujirobable. M. ( hi i not h.is perlnqis overlooked the word ~JT

2

i 'i

'l^ind of fish’ )f'6..

Ill, l.”>2 (13), from whieli the sign might, at least in 1. 9, have boon borrowed. It seems further just

(lossiblc that m the veib— the lish may h.ive the value sb\rf. the use of with id (e.ij., Ranke,

I’l'i >oiiniiii!hi('ii, .'i.")-!) and iiln (Gard., (Ir., p. 1.3.3). 31. Garnot reg.irds (p. 67) the of

11 I, 9 (twice) .Is ,1 writing not of .s3iv or sih (p. 1 above, n. Id), but perhaps of .sv/i ‘draw near’, which
seems speci.dly difficult to reconcile with the context in line 1, where it is followed by hr. The
article cont.ims t.icsimiles ,md a number of usetui observations which should be read in connexion
with Mr. I fimlMin's contribution. Enrrou.
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A WRITING-PALETTE OF THE CHIEF STEWARD
AMENHOTPE AND SOME NOTES ON ITS OWNER

By WILLIAM C. HAYES

With Plate i (2)

The Metropolitan Museum of Art in New A'ork has recently acquired a scrihe's palette

which was once the property of an important Memphite official of the late Eighteenth

Dynasty (PL i, 2).^ As is often the case with this class of object, the palette is a funerary

model, a ‘ dummy ’ reproduction in stone of a real pen-case.- Of milky white, almost grainless

alabaster (calcite), the slab measures 44-7 cm. in length, 7-0 cm. (bottom) to 8-2 cm. (top) in

width, with a mean thickness of l'2o cm. The lirst dimension, as may have Itei-n noted, i>

almost exactly the short cubit of 0 palms.® the width l)eing slightly over 1 palm. The back

and edges of the slab are quite plain, but on the front surface are car\ ed the salient featuro

of the average writing-palette: the oj)en uppc-r end of the pen-slot, with the tojjs of the reed

pens appearing in it, and above this the two circular ink-wells, here merely suggested by two

Q signs incised in outline on the surface of the stone. Down each side of the front of the

palette runs a column of incised hieroglyphic inscription (width 2 cm.):

Left. An offering which the king gives (to) Osiris. Lord oj Ihisiris, l-tidcr oj Abydos, on

behalf of the one in honour with Hathor. Lady of the Sycamore. Mistress of the Western

Desert, (namely) the Osiris, the King's Scribe, the Chief Steward in Mernph is. Amenhotjw.

Eight. An offering which the king gives (to) Osiris. Foremost of the West, the Oreat (iod.

Lord of Eosetau. on behalf of tJw one in honour with Xiit. Mother (f the Gods, (namely)

the Osiris, the King's Scribe, the Chief Steward in Memjjhis, Amenhotpe.

Although slightly irregular in shape, the palette is nicely made and is iinislu'd csifh .i

line surface-polish. The cutting of the iii-cni)tions is ade[)t and soj)histieaf ed. The (jutliues

of the Q-signs are, on the other hand, unaccountably rough and careless.

The palette had been broken into three fairly large and ehocn small jiieces. but, a))art

from a few minute chips out of its edges, it is conqdete and in go(»(l c(.»ndition. .Vt some time

before its acquisition by the ^letropolitan .Museum it had lieen inemh-d somewhat carelesslv

with a thick shellac (which with time had turned black) and had liec-n mounted in a frame

composed of a strip of lirass bent around the edges of the palette aTul fastened to them by a

series of small screws.® This has been removed and the palette has been re-mended and

mounted on a heavy brass plate, slightly shorter and narrower than the slab itself.

^ MilA. accession Ao. 37.2.1. Purchased at a sate of ' Egyptian Anticpiitie.', . . . tlie property of a collector'

at Christie, Manson & Woods, London, March 2. 1037 (see tl)e sale VaUthigiu. p. 12, Xo. 17 and the aecone
panying illustration). Accession reported by }la\es. An Kiji/jilian tSniht'..! rnhiii. linU. .l/.l/.l 32, lr>7-S.

From the collection of M. Xahman of Cairo and Paris.

" See Glanville, Scribes' Palettes in the British Mustnin. Part I. ./A'.l 18. ,53. .58 a;o. Pis. iv 1. v 2. viii 1, 4

;

Lull, A Group of Er/yptian Antiquities. Bull. J/J/.l 27. 130-1. Fic. 1 ; Ifanke, .irt of Ancient Egypt. Xo. 302.

Petrie. Mensu/es and Weights. 4. C/. the jedette of the Vizier Ptahmose in the Louvre (X' 302(1). whieli

measure.s i52'.5 cm., a royal cubit, in length (M. Saicey. TraitC dr mGrologir nnriinnr rl niodrrne. 1.5).

See Christie's Catalogue, illu-tration facing p. 12, Xo. 47.

C
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The internal evidence (the name Amenhotpe, the style of the hieroglyphs and of the

workmanship in general) points to a date for the jralette fairly advanced in the eighteenth

D3*nasty. The invocation in the right-hand inscription of Osiris as Lord of Eosetau and the

owner’s title. Chief Starard in Memphis, suggest the latter town or its vicinity as the pro-

venance of the piece. The nature of the monument indicates that it came originally from a

tomb.

We are not, however, dependent onlj^ upon such general impressions and such epigraphic

and stjdistic minutiae in establishing its date and provenance, for the owner of this palette

was a man of considerable prominence in his time and is represented bj" at least sixteen other

monuments, scattered throughout the museums of Europe,^ among which are two alabaster

palettes similar to the one under discussion.

Moxumexts of the Chief Steward Amenhotpe (also called Huy)

(Hereinafter referred to b}' the letters A, B, C, etc.)

A. The Scribe's Palette (funeraiy model) published in this article. New York, Metro-

2X)litan Museum of Art, Acc. No. 37.2.1.

B. Scribe's Palette (funeraiy model), alabaster. Paris, Musee du Louvre, AF 483.

(2nd) Salt Collection, Inv. No. 833.

[Nizzoh], Memorie relative al gabinetto di antichitd (1824), in Documenli inediti per servire alia storia

del Musei d' Italia, r\', p. 372; ChampoUion, Xotice descriptive des monumens egyptiens dit Musee
Charles X (1827), no. il. 51, p. 302; notes taken in the Louvre by H. E. Winlock (June, 1930), on
file in the Metropolitan Mu.seum; Boreux, Guide-Catalogue sommaire. Departement des antiquites

egyptiemies, Musee Xational du Louvre, part I (1932), p. CIO, ‘Vitrine IX'.

C. Scribe's Palette (funeraiy model), alabaster. Florence, Museo Archeologico, 3080.

(2nd) Nizzoli Collection, Inv. No. 133.

Museo XizzoU, a. 1824, Caialogo ed inventario, in Docunicnti inediti, w, 356; [Nizzoli], Memorie (1824).

372; [Migliarini], Di un Cuhito, etc., Biblioteca Italiana o sia giornale di letteratura, science ed arii, 33

(1824). p. 47 ; ChampoUion, letter to Champollion-Figeac from Turin, -August 14, 1824 (Hartleben,

Lettres de ChutiipolUon le Jeune, i. Lettres ecrites d'lbdie (Bibl. egyptoL, xxx, p. 39); Champollion-

Figeac, Observations sur les coude'es egyptiennes de'couveries dans les mines de Memphis, in Bulletin des

sciences historiques, antiquites. philologie (Section Vll of Bulletin universel des sciences ei de V industrie),

I (1824), no. 322. p. 289; Rosellini, I. Monumenti delVEgitto e della Xubia, II. Monument

i

Cii'ih (1834),

PI. LXVI;- O. Thcnius, Die allhebraischen Lungen- und Hohlmasse. II. Die altugptischen Mapstabe,

in Theologische Btudien u. Kritiken, xix, 1 (1846), 302 ; Sethe, Uber einige Kurznamen des neueii Reiches,

in ZAS 44 (1907). 89; Boosor, Beschr. Leiden. De Monumenten van het Xieuive Rijk, Afdeeling II

(1912), p. 4 : Bagnani, II Primo Intendente del Palazzo, Imenhotpe, detto Huy, in Aeg. 14 (1934), 38-40.

Fig. 2.

D. Cubit-Eod ('funerarv' model), alabaster. Florence, Museo Archeologico, 3078. (2nd)

Nizzoli Collection. Inv. No. 132.

Museo Xizzoli (1824), .356; [Nizzoli], Memorie (1824), 372: Salt, letter to Sir William Gell from
Alexandria, September 16, 1822 (Hall, JEA 2, 139); [Migliarini], Di un Cubito, etc. (1824), with a

drawing
: ChampoUion, letter to Champollion-Figeac from Turin, June 30, 1824 (Hartleben. op. cit.,

23-4); to the same from Turin, August 14. 1824 (Hartleben, op. cit.. 39); Champollion-Figeac,

Sur une Cuwh'e, in Bulletin des Sciences, i (1824) no. 321, pp. 280-1 ; Observations sur les coudees. (1824)
(sec under C), p. 289; Supplement aux observations, in Bulletin des Sciences; ii (1824), no. 25, p. 21

;

' Eight of the.se monuments have recently been re-published by Cl. Bagnani, Aeg. 14 (1934). 33-48.
- The palette is erroneously listed by Rosellini with a group of ' varj utensili e stnimenti, che si trovarono

nclle tombe tebane, . .
.'.
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Champollion, letter to Champollion-Figeac from Turin, October 30, 1824 (Hartleben, op. cit., 78)

;

E. F. Jomard, Leltre a M. Abel Remusat sur line nouvelle mesure de coudee trouvee d Memphis (1827),

with a drawing ; Saigey (1834), op. cit., 12-13, PI. i ; A. Boekh, Die aegyptischen Ldngen- und Kbrper-

masse. Metrologische Untersuchungen uher Gewichte, Munzfwsse itnd Masse des Altertums in ihrem

Zusarnmenhange, Abschn. xm (1838), 224—5; Amalia Xizzoli, Memorie sulV Egiito e specialmente stu

costumi delle donne orientali e gli harem, scritte durante il suo scggiorno in quel paese (1819-28), pp. 83—4,

237-8 (1841) ; Thenius, op. cit., pp. 297, 301-2, Fig. 5 ; Vazquez Queipo, Essai sur les systemes me'triques

et monetaires des anciens peuples, etc., I (1859), Chap. I, pp. 44-5; Lepsius, Die alt-aegyptische Elle und

ihre Eintheilung, in Abh. Berlin, 1805, 14-15, PI. ii, h; Berend, Principaux monuments du Musee
egyptien de Florence, pp. vi, 72;^ Bagnani, op. cit., pp. 40-6, Fig. 5.

E. Stela, limestone. Florence, Miiseo Archeologico, ‘25G7. (Snd) Xizzoli Collection.

Inv. No. 2.

Museo Xizzoli (1824), pp. 346-7
;
[Kizzoli], Memorie (1824), 371 ; Champollion, letter to Champollion-

Figeac from Turin, June 30, 1824 (Hartleben, op. cit., p. 24); Champollion-Figeac, Supplement aux

observations (182i), p. 21; ChampoUion, letter to Champollion-Figeac from Florence, July 2, 1825

(Hartleben, op. cit., 236); Saigey op. cit. (1834), 13; Lieblein, Diet, des notns hierogl. (1871). No. 652.

p. 218; Wiedemann, IJne stile du Musee egyptien de Florence, in Congris provincial des orientalistes

frani;ais, Compte-rendu de la premiere ses.Aon, n (1875), 145-6; Piehl, Petites notes de critique et de

philologie, in Rec. Trav. 2 (1880), 124-5; Berend, op. cit., 71-2; Schiaparelli, Antichita egizie. Museo

archeologico di Firenze. (Catalogo generale dei musci etc. Series \a, vol. i) (1887), No. 1617, pp. 349-51

;

Sethe, op. cit., 89; Boeser, op. cit., 4; Bagnani, op. cit., pp. 33-8, Fig. 1.

F. PYR.4.MIDION, gray granite. Florence, \Iuseo Archeologico, 2610. (2nd) Nizzoli

Collection, Inv. No. 63.

Aluseo Nizzoli (1824), 354; [Nizzoli], Memorie (1824), 372; Schiaparelli, op. cit., No. 1675, p. 420.

G.-H. Two Jaes (inscribed), alabaster. Florence, Museo Archeologico, 2338, 2339. (2nd)

Nizzoli Collection, Inv. Nos. between 83 and 110.

Aluseo Nizzoli (1824), 355; [Nizzoli], Memorie, 372, 373 ; Champollion, catalogue of the Nizzoli Collec-

tion (1825), Nos. 102, 103 (Pellegrini in Bessarione, 2nd Series, 5, 198); Sethe, op. cit., 89; Boeser,

op. cit., 4; Bagnani, op. cit., p. 40, Figs. 3, 4.

I.-K. Three Jars funinscribed), alabaster. Florence, Museo Archeologico. (2nd)

Nizzoli Collection, Inv. Nos. between 83 and 110.

Museo Nizzoli (1824). p. 355; [Nizzoli], Memorie (1824). pp. 372, 373.

L. Pa’eamidiox, red granite. Leiden, Eiiksinuseum van Oudheden. D'Anastasy Collec-

tion, Inv. No. A.M. 6.

Leemans, Description raisonnee des monuments egyptiens du Mu.sie eVAntiquitis des Pays-Bas d Leide

(1840), No. K. 1, pp. 137-8; Alonumens egyptiens du Ahisee d'Antiquites des Pays-Bas a. Leide, in

(1846), No. K. 1, p. 1. Pis. i-ii; Holwerda, Cntalogus van het Rijksmuseum van Oudheden te Leiden

Egyptiseke AJdeeling, Part I (1904), No. 36, p. 53; Sethe, op. cit., 89; Boeser, op. cit., (1912), No. 1, p.

1 ; Bagnani, op. cit., p. 46, Fig. 6.

M. Canopic Chest, quartzite. Leiden, Piijksniuseum van Oudheden. D’Anastasy

Collection, Inv. No. A.M. 2.

Leemans, Description (1840), No. S. 1, p. 221 ; Holwerda, op. cit.. No. 37, p. 53; Sethe, op. cit., 89

(‘Sarge’) ; Boeser, op. cit., No. 5, pp. 2-4, PL ii; Bagnani, op. cit., p. 46, Fig. 7.

' Berend makes two misstatements concerning the cubit rod: (o) that it was acquired by the Florence

Museum in 1829-30 (it is included in the 1824 catalogue, seeMuseo Nizzoli. 356), and (h) that it was pubhshed
by Nizzoli in 1831, reference not given (there is no trace of any such publication). He also misquotes the

inscription on the rod, p. 72 (c/. Lepsius, op. cit., PI. ii, h; etc.).
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X. Leg of a Stool, 'wood. Leiden, Eijksmuseuni van Oudlieden. D’Anastasy Collection.

Leemans, Description (1840), Xo. H. 551, p. 97; Monumens, li (1842), Xo. H. 551, pp. 49-50, PI.

Ixxiv; Holwerda (1904), op. cit., 53.

O. Stela, quartzite. Cairo, Egyptian Museum.

QuibeU, Monastery of Apa -Jeremias (1912), pp. C, 146, PI. Ixxxiv; Bagnani, op. cit., pp. 46-8, Fig. 9;

Porter-Moss, Top. BihK m (1931), 178.

P. Statue, quartzite. Oxford, Aslnuolean Museum.

Gardiner, ap. Petrie, Tarltmn I and Memphis F (1913), 33-6, Pis. Ixxvii (lower right) Ixxx; Porter-

AIoss (1931), op. cit., 218.

(L Statue, gray granite. London, British Museum, 448.

Petrie and Griffith, Ahydos, n (1903), pp. 3.5-6, 4.5, Pis. xxxii, 11 (lower right), xxxvi; [Budge], Guide

to the Egyptian Galleries (Sculpture), Briti.sh Museum (1909), Xo. 448, p. 127, PI. xvii; Hierog. Te.vts

BM. V (1914), Xo. 448 [632], p. 11, PI. xxxx iii.

(The statement of Lepsius. Ahli. Berlin, 186.5. 15, that the same Amenhotpe is the owner

of a stela in Turin and a ‘green basalt’ palette in the Louvre, is erroneous.^ Nor can I see

that Holwerda, op. cit., 53, has sufficient basis for assigning to him two alabaster shaicahtis

and a carnelian amulet in the Eijksmuseum at Leiden.^)

M'ith the exception of the two statues (P and Q), all the monuments listed above are

obviously items of tomb equipment or decoration. The quartzite stela (0) 5vas found by
(^uibell in the ruins of the monastery of Apa Jeremias at Sakkarah, whither it had been

brought ("probably from the 5-icinity) by the ancient monks and used for many years as a

door-sill.® All the remaining monuments (A-N) appear to have been found in Amenhotpe’s

tomb at Sakkarah some time during the years 1821-2.

Four well-knoAvn collectors Avere involved in the acquisition and transportation to

Europe of these monuments:

(a) Giuseppe di Nizzoli, Chancellor of the Austrian Consulate in Egypt from about 1818

to 1828.^ Following the sale of his first collection of antiquities to the Imperial Court of

Austria at Vienna in 1820® Nizzoli returned to his post in Egypt and, either personally or

^ I am assured by Dr. Farina of the Museo di Antichita, Turin, and by M. Boreux of the Louvre that no

such monuments of Amenhotpe are to be found in their respective museums.
Lepsius obviously took his error regarding the stela directly from Bockh, (see p. 11, under D), p. 224, who

makes the same misstatement and gives as his reference Gazzera, Applicazione delle dottrine del Signor

< 'hampollion Miaore ad alcuni monurnenti geroglijici del Regio Museo Egizio, in Alemorie della Beale Accademiu

delle Scienze di Torino. 29 (1825), Alemorie della classe di science morali. storiche e filologiche. Fig. 6 A [PI. 12].

When the latter reference was checked it was found that Bockh’s ‘stela’ is in reality a Twentj’-first Dj'nasty

coffin belonging to a man named Amenliotpc, who, like scores of others of his period, was a ‘King’s Scribe in

the Place of Truth’.

The statement of Lcpsiu.s concerning the ‘green basalt’ palette is clearly the result of a confusion of the

alabaster palette of Amenhotpe (B) with the schist palette of Ptahmose, which is also in the Louvre (AF 481).

and may have been due to a careless reading of Vazquez Queipo, Es.srti (see p. 11, under D), p. 45, items 6-7.

- The owner of the shau-abtis (Leemans, Description, Xos. P. 73, 74, p. 209) was a King’s Scribe named
-\mcnhotpe—by no means neces.sarily the Amenhotpe in whom we are interested.

The amulet (Leemans, Description, no. B. 585 (sic), p. 32; Monumens, i, no. B. 578, p. 21, pi. xxvi) is from
the de I'Escluze Collection, purchased at Antwerp in 1820. It is inscribed with the title and name of a Chief
Steward, Amenhotpe.

’ f)uibell, op. cit., pp. 0, 146.

‘ See the memoirs of his wife, Amalia Xizzoli (quoted p. 11, under D).
^ Amalia Xizzoli, op. cit., 83-4.
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through an agent, resumed his excavations in the Memphite necropolis.^ The area in which

he conducted his operations was situated ‘ at Saccarah,® near Memphis, on the chain of hills

which separates the left bank of the Nile from the sands of the deserts . . . not more than a

quarter of an hour’ from ‘the town of Memphis'.® In 1821 or early in 1822,* while working

in this area, he cleared, or helped to cleai’,® the tomb of the Chief Steward Amenhotpe,® and

obtained from it the limestone stela (E), the five alabaster jars (G-K), the small granite

pyramidion (F), the fragments of apparently all three of the palettes (A-C), and five of the

seven extant pieces of the cubit-rod (D).^ He also found in the tomb ‘a very large sarcophagus

of ash-coloured granite, the lid of which was broken to pieces Being unable to remove the

sarcophagus, he was forced to abandon it in the tomb,® where it probably still reposes. Monu-

ments C-K were included in the collection of 1408 pieces which Nizzoli on September 2S.

1824 sold to the Grand Duke Leopold II of Tuscany.*® The collection was installed in the

Uffizi** at Florence and, after several moves, had arrived by 1882 in the present Musei)

Archeologico.*® At the time of its purchase from Nizzoli the collection was catalogued,*®

apparently by G.-B. Zannoni,** and in 1825 by Champollion.*® Nizzoli seems to have disposed

of the palettes A and B*® (which are practically duplicates of C) either in Egypt or in Europe

some time during the years 1822-3, certainly before September, 1824, as they are not, of

course, included in the Zannoni catalogue.

* Amalia Aizzoli, pp. 83-A. In 1824-5, and perhaps from 1821 to 1828, his wife acted as his repre-

sentative at Sakkarah (ibid., op. cit., 244-7).

i.e., near the vUlage of Sakkarah. The name in those days apparently was not applied, as it commonly

is to-day, to the whole of the region between Abusir and Dahshur.

[Nizzoli], Memorie, 371.

* On September 17, 1822, Nizzoli left Egj*pt for the .second time, taking with him (in his .second collection)

the oubit-rod, and the other objects which fell to his share, from Amenhotpe’s tomb (Amalia Nizzoli, op. cit .

83-6).

® With Anastasy (?). See below. Neither Nizzoli nor his wife lay claim to his having discovered the tomb.

® [Nizzoli], Memorie, pp. 371. 372-3; Amalia Nizzoli, op. cit., 83-4, 244-5; Hartleben, Lettnts de Ckavi-

pollion (see p. 10, under C), pp. 24, 39
;
[Mialiarini]. iJi loi Cuhilo, p. 47 ;

etc.

* [Nizzoli], Memorie, pp. 371. 372-3; Amalia Nizzoli. op. cit., 244-5; [Migliarini], Di uii Ciihito, p. 47

;

Hartleben, op. cit., 24, 39; etc.

* [Nizzoli], Memorie, 372,
® ‘Come e da qual parte fu introdotto cola quel gran sarcofago ? Non essendo in modo alcuno possibile cli

farlo uscire daU" apertura che era assai stretta bisogno abbandonarlo’ (Amali.a Nizzoli, op. cit., 244-5). In

addition to the burial-pits through which Nizzoli entered the tomb there niav have been, for the sarcophagus,

a larger pit or slide, of which the early nineteenth-century excavators were unhappily unaware. An alterna-

tive suggestion is that the small size of the pits as found may have been due to a stone lining, which had been

bunt after the introduction of the sarcophagus.
*“ Documenti inediti, p. xi; Amalia Nizzoli, op. cit., 125; Hartleben, op. cit., pp. 234, 238. The history of

the collection from the time of its departure from Alexandria on September 17, 1822, to the time of its sale

to Leopold II can be traced step by step. See Amalia Nizzoli, op. cit., 83, 85, 80, 104, 106, 109
;
[Migliarini]

,

Di un Cvbito, 46 ; Hartleben, op. cit., 23-4.

Berend, Prmcipaux monuments du Muste tgyptieu de Florence, p. v.

Berend, op. cit.. pp. v-vi.

Mitseo Nizzoli

;

see Documenti inediti, pp. viii ff.. 346 ff.

Co-director, with Alessandri, of the 'Oallerie’ at Florence (Hartleben, op. cit.. 2.34, 236). The catalogue

was evidently not made b\’ Nizzoli himself, for in it the descriptions of the objects vary considerably from

those given by Nizzoli in the Memorie.

Pellegrini, in Bessarione, 2nd Series, 5, 187 ff. ; Hartleben, op. cit., 234, 236. 238.

They must certainly have been in his possession for a time, for, in addition to the Florence palette (C),

he mentions having found in the tomb "altri pezzi di altre palette a eolori' (Memorie, 372). On the manner
of their disposal and their probable receivers see below.
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(h) J. d’Anastasy, Consul for Swedoii at Alexandria from before 1820 to at least 1S27A

lle appears to lia\-e ser\ ed also as the Danish Consul.- More relevant to the discussion which

follows is the fact that he seems to have had close and friendly relations with the Austrian

Consulate and its personnel.^ His activities in the third decade of the nineteenth century

cannot he traced in such detail as those of Xizzoli. In 1820 Anastasy was in Lower Egypt

and had already assembled a considerable collection of antiquities.'* He was almost certainly

w orbing the necmpolis at Sakkarah at this time and we have the word of Signora Xizzoli and

others for the acti\ ities of his agents there in 1S28-5.® By 1S2G he had established his agent,

I’iccinmi, at Thebes® and had probably transferred his major operations thither. In May
of the same year he was preparing to ship his collection to Europe," but delayed the ship-

ment, presumably until the more important items from his Theban work could be added

to it. Tbe collection tinally arrived at Leghorn in the late summer of 1827,® and in 1828 it

was purchased by the Metluulands government and added to the already existing Egyptian

collection at Leiden.® Three of the objects which Anastasy sold to Leiden at this time came
from tbe tomb of the Chief Steward Ameidiotpe (Monuments L-X)—the same tomb from

whicb A'i/zidi recovered tbe Elurence pieces discussed above. The stool leg (N) might have

lieen purchased from Xizzoli's workmen without the latter's knowledge. This is, however,

far from being the case with the granite pyraiuidion (L) and the quartzite canopic chest (M).

i)oth of whicli are of considerable size and weight. The presence of these two monuments in

.\nastasy's collection points strongly to the conclusion that he also conducted excavations

in the tomb, and perhaps was its discoverer.*® Certain details which have come down to us

regarding the clearing of the tomb suggest that Anastasy, after the discovery, cleared it in

partnershiii itli Xizzoli,** and that the two excavators divided the proceeds of their combined

* Barom-.ss von Hinutoli, KecoUections of Egypt. 20; Amalia Xizzoli. op. cit., 236; Thenius in Theol. St.

Kr.. XIX 1, p. 303 ; .lom.ird, Lettre (sec p. 11 , under D), 19; Lenormant, CoUilogue d’une collection d'antiquitis

I'gyptimnn rm.^nnhli'cs par M. d'Anastasy (Paris, 1857 ).

' [fe is so relt-rred to by Leemans, Description (.see p. 11. under L), vii.

A.S «itne-,'ed liy the facts that:

(a) (.'li.impollioii ( Hartlebcn, op, cit., 94) calls him Te Consul Gcmernl d'Autriche’—an error, but an error

un((U(-.tioiialily tostcred by the close as,sociation in Champollion's mind of Anastasy and the Austrian
( 'on-idate.

(t) At a time when s.ife pa-,sa‘ies to Europe were almost impossible to obtain, Anastasy was able to

.irr.iiice that tlu' liaron and Baroness von Minutoli shouM be transported to Trieste on an Au.strian ship

I
.Miuutoh. up. cit.. 23o).

(e) In l,S2t .>. altlioucdi .\n.ist.i^y ajipears to h.ive been engaged in endless sguabbles with other excava-

tors, Ni/./oli and lii^ « lie toiiiid no re.ison to complain of him.
' Miniitoli. op. rit., p. 2(1.

' .\malia Ni/.'/.oli. op. cit., 236; .loniard. Lettre. I'.t; Theniii'-. op. ril.. 303: Lepsiu.s, Ahh. Berlin. 186.7. 1.5.

l.eiiormant. op. !'((. I am inih-bted to .Mr. Wiidock for thi-. reference: the publication is not obtainable

HI New York.
' llartlelien. op I'it,. 346 -7.

' Ihul. 347. n. 1 : .--ee also p. 422.

I hill. |i.347. 11 . 1 ; Leemans. Ih-ict ijitiun (^ee p. 1 1. under L). vii : Monti me us (see p. 11. under L),i, Preface.

The pyraiuidion ( L) was probably lound lyiiiy on the ruins of the superstructure ot the tomb, and would
in that case ha\ e beeti the first objei t found, may indeed have led to the di.scoverv of the tomb itself.

“ Even yiantino that the work of Aiiastasy's agents may have been far trom thorough, the following

f u ts cannot be explained away:

'I'o re.ieli the eanopie chest (M) in the burial chamber of the tomb. Anastasy'.s workmen had to pa.ss

through a chamber, in one wall of wliii-h the Elorence stel.i ( E). 1 18 67 cm., would have been still upright,

in ^itn
(1 Ni/,7,nli|, Memonc. 371). In removing only the canopic chest (and the stool leg. X) the.se same work-

men w on Id h'i\ c had to ignore the very large granite sarcophagu.s, which was presuniablv in the same chain-
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work, Monuments A-K going to Xizzoli and (C-K) to Florence, Monuments L-X to Anastasv

and Leidend

(c) Henry Salt. British Consul-General in Egypt from iSltl to }ii.s death, near Alexandria,

on October 80, 1827.'^ As late as 1825 Salt maintained an agent in the Memphite necropolis,

through whom, according to Amalia Xizzoli,^ he conducted ‘vast excavations’ there. In the

early Fall of 1822 he himself was in the vicinity of Sakkarah, and in a letter written to Sii'

William Gell from Alexandria on September IGth of that year he mimtions the recent dis-

covery at Sakkarah of three cubit-rods,^ one of which was certainly Xizzoli's. At some time

during the years 1822-4—probably in 1822—Salt sold or traded to Xizzoli a papyrus which

in 1824 went with Xizzoli's second collection to Florence.® It was probably at the same time

and perhaps as part of the same transaction that Salt obtained from Xizzoli the second of the

three palettes from the tomb of Amenhotpe (B). In any event, the palette was added to

Salt's second collection of antiquities, and as part of that collection was sold to the Louvre on

February 23, 1826.® It is listed in the catalogue which t'hampollion in 1827 drew up of the

Louvre's newly installed Egyptian galleries.’

(d) The Chevalier Drovetti, Consul-General for France,® who in the years 1820-5 was

amassing the second of his great collections of antiquities.® There can he no doubt that

Drovetti (or his iigent) was busy at Sakkarah at the time of the discovery of Amenhotpe's

tomb,^® and that he and Xizzoli were in the habit of exchanging anti(|uities with one another.

After the latter's departure on September 17, 1822,i- Drovetti purchased from natives two of

the three missing pieces of the cubit-rod (l))i® and forwarded them to Xizzoli, who had by this

time reached Florence,^* hut had not yet sold his collection to the museum there. Of the

her as the chest and which contained the Florence palette (C), the cubit rod (D), the pyramidion (F). anil

fragments of several of the alabaster jars (ti-K) ([Nizzoli], Meiiiorie, 372, 373).

It is undeniably strange that neither Nizzoli nor his wile mention a partnership \.ith Anastasy or any of

the objects which Anastasy obtained from the tomb. This is, however, not altogether inexplicable. Xizzoli's

Metnorie accompany a catalogue of objects which he wa.s on the ])oint of selling to the mii.seum at Floreni e.

and the comments which he makes in the.se notes are naturally confined to the objects catalogued. 8ignora

Xizzoli may not have wished to detract from her own anil her hnsbaiufs distinction in having excavated

the tomb by admitting that they did so only as associates of the famous .\nastasy. Attention mu.st once more

be called to the fact that, in spite of their very natural de.sire to rank first a.s the exj.loiters of the tomb,

neither of the Xizzolis anpvhere lays claim to having discovered it.

^ This would have been by no means the only time that Xizzoli and Anastasy appear to have divided

the contents of a single Memphite tomb. Other Sakkarah tombs, objects from eai h of whii h are to be found

both in the Xizzoli collections at Florence (or Vienna) and the .Vna.sta.sy collection at Leiden, are those of the

High Priest Ptahmose, the King'.s .Scribe Ptahmose, and the Oeiieral (Liter king) Haremhab. .See Porter-

Moss. Top. Bibl., m, pp. 191, 192, 19.7-fi ; Capart, The Memphite Tomb of Kinrj lliiremhob. JEA 7, 31-2 ; and
the c.atalogues of the Florence and I.eiden Museums.

“ J. .T. Halls, Life and Correspondence of Henrij Halt, see e-speeially I, 4.71 . li, 279 ; Hall, Litters to Sir Il d-

Imm Gelt from Henry Salt, etc.. ]EA 2, 133 11. ^ Op. rit.. 23(5.

* Hall, op. cit., 139. ^ Musco Xiczoli, p. 3(it), Xo. 12!Ml; |Xizzoli], Memorie. p. 37(5.

“ This valuable information, drawn from the .MS. inventori' of the Salt colleetioii, I owe to the courtesy of

iM. Charles Boreux, Curator of the Louvre' .s Egyptian Department,
' Champollion. Xotice descriptive des monuineii'i lijiiptinis dn M toset t 'horhs ,V ( LS27). Xo. M. ol

,
p. 192.

' Consul to 1815, Consul-tieiieral from 1821 on. .See Minutoli, op. ri/.. 14-1(5; .Salt, letter to Win. Hamil-

ton from Alexandria, Xovember (5. 1821 (Halls, op. cit.. 191) ; Hartleben, op. rtl., 392 -3.

’ Minutoli. op. cit., 3. 14-1(5, 113, 153, 175. Amalia Xizzoli, op. cit., 23(5.

[XTzzoli], J/e?non>, 375. ' -Vnialia Xizzoli, op. cit., 85~(5.

'
' .See above, p. 13, n. 7.

Amalia Xizzoli, op. cit., 237-8; [MigliariniJ. L)i nn Ctibito (see p. 19, under (!'), 45-(5; .Joniard, Lettre

(.see p. 11, under D), 14.
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tliiet- practically identical palcttc-s (A, 15. and C) originally included in Nizzoli's collection^

M ). as ^^e lia\ e >ccn, went to the Florence iiiuseiim. and (B) to hialt and, through him, to the

Loin re. d'lu're is no record of the New York palette (A), from the time it was in Xizzoli’s

pos.ses>ion until it was obtained some years ago hy M. Nahman from ‘an old collection’ in

Paris.- It is, however, not unlikeh' that in 18-2-2 or 1S-2:I Xizzoli gave or traded the fragments

of the palette to Drovetti in return for the pieces of the cubit and that several years later

the palette was taken to Baris by Drovetti when he was negotiating the sale of his second

collection t(j the Louvre. The collection was purchased by the Louvre in September, 1827,*

but the palette, being practically a duplicate of one already in the Louvre (B), was not in-

i hided in the purchase. It was proliably dispo.sed of by Drovetti to a private collection in

Paris, vhere it remained until its acquisition by Xahman. With its subsequent history we
are familiar (set' aboc’e, p. 9. n. 1).

The Tomb oe the Chief Stewakd Amenhotpe at Sakkarah

The information which Xizzoli and his wife ha\ e passed on to us concerning the tomb at

>akkarah from which they and Anastasy extracted Monuments A-X and from which un-

ipiestionably c.iiiu' also tluibeU's stela (D). is scanty and not always clear and consistent.

“

Tht' tonili. however, ajipears to have conformed to a type which was common in the late

I'.ighteenth I )ynasty and w hich is represented by examples both at Sakkarah and elsewhere.

This tact. .(11(1 the s[)eci<d character of some of the monuments from the tomb, allow us to

I'eccmstruct a fairly ck-ar picture of it.

The tomb proper consisted of two subterranean chambers, access to which was gained by
t wo long pits, tile lirst leading from ground-level to the first chamber, or what we may call

the utiU’chnmltcr. the second descending from the antechamber to the hurial-chamber. Both

pits were intended .is Inirial-shafts only, and were too small to have permitted the insertion

or renio\-,d of tlm s.ircojihagus, which may have been lowered into the burial-chamber

I liroiigh another and l.irger shaft, s[)ecially designed for the purpose.®

Set in one of the walls of the antechamber was the limestone stela, (E), dedicated to

Viiienhotpe by his son Ipy and representing father ami son seated face to face on either side

of .m ottbriiig t.ible. the figure accompanied by the usual offering formulae.’^ The chamber
.ippears to ha\c been otherwise undecorated. luit the presence of the stela in it identifies it

,is .1 sort of suliterr.il lean ch.ipeB and correlates it with the inscribed chamber in. for example,

t he tomb of Si niiiiTt at Dt"r d-Bahri.^

' S<q- al'osr, }), 11. l»i.

l.ft t«T. M,i \ , tnun M . X.ilun.iii to H . K. W lulock, on HId in the Metropolitan Museum.
\\ ( ( in hanlly douht that Ni/zoli was enormously iiratoful lor the additions to his cubit—an object in

w he ii Id‘ tt'ok '•ffei ial prid«* ( \mah.i Xizzoli, (tp. fit., S',\ 4) and ulueii was at the time attracting widespread

.itffntnm ('.tc thr tally n ttn-nefs uikUt D. ah(»ve). Drovetti, <tn the other hand, has not the reputation of a

II I in w ho pt'rfornu'd at t Dfj^fnero'.ity w ithout rx|KM tat ion of <\tlef|uate ret uni's.

In additiuTi to thf pieces of cuhit-ro«l. S\77.(>h (as he himselt tells u.'', Ma/torie. 37.)) also obtained from
Dn)\etti in 3 sfvtTai ."carabs. It was |MThaps thcMx not thf cuhit fragments, that Drovetti exchanged
t'T t ht' p.di’t t*’.

^ Hartlebcn. o/i, rd.. 421. 424.

[Xr/zoliL 371, 372-3: Amalia Nizzob, <*/). rit., 241-3. Kxrcpt where spccitieii, all the data
1 ’ll thf touili pr-f sentfd hflow' are drawn from these two souri-es.

t'l. r»ru\tTe. il'ipport sur I'
s
j'>uillf< fW iJeir el Mcdftifh (IH24 .7). {FomlJes de I'hi^tdufy iii. 3), Fiizs.

> >. StM' aliovt'. p. 13. n. ‘3.

' 'fhf Ion.: and intf re^tini.: text bflow the fe.mre^ lia'> boen tranNlatfd by Wiedemann, np. fit. (sec p. 11,

liu ItT Ki. i>y Schiaparflli, Aftfirhihi frp'zie (^fc p 1 1. uialer E). pp. 3.>0-l. and bv Bagnani, Afg. 14, 3.3-8.

' In \ff<".'xihlf once the burial had been made in<l the tomb .-e.dfd nji.

\\ inlot k. Ill /v///. MM

A

23(I‘t2'M Id-liinirv. Sci t ii, 3-1 7. I'il:-'. 3(1 44.
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i’he burial chamber, or, perhaps better, ‘crypt’, seems to have Ijeeii completely uii-

(lecorated, as is usual in private tombs of this date. In this chanil)er were Amenhotpe's gray

granite sarcophagus and, without doubt, his quartzite canopic chest (M). In the sarcophag\is

were found the small granite pyramidion (F),i the cubit-rt)d (D), at least one (F) of tlie

alabaster palettes, and several of the alabaster jars (tl-Kh
As was usual, the tomb appears to have been surmounted, above ground, by a brick ('?)

chapel, from the floor of which the first pit descended to the subterranean rooms.- It must

have been from this chapel, or its ruins, that the monks of the monastery of Apa Jeremias,

about the middle of the first millennium a.d., extracted the quartzite stela (O). On this stela

Amenhotpe and his wife Mej' are depicted in the act of adoring the di\inities Osiris, I’tah,

Isis, and Hathor,

The large granite pyramidion (L) indicates that, as with the Eighteenth Dynasty tombs
at Der el-Medinah,* the chapel was topped by a small, steeply-angled pyramid, probably of

brick, of which the Leiden monument formed the cap-stone.* The sides of the pyramidion

thence, those of the pyramid) slope sharply upward at an angh' of about *2 in 1. On the front

and back surfaces of the monument Amenhotpe is depicted kneeling in the doorway of his

tomb and adoring the rising and setting sun, the accompanying texts being the two hymns
which he sings to the sun.

The tomb was plundered probably long before the visit of the monks of Apa -h remias.

and when Nizzoli and Anastasy entered it all that remained of its original contents were

those monuments which, because of tbeir material, shapt“, or strictly funerary nature, ^\ere

useless to any of the several categories of tomb-robber. Tin* lid of (be sarco])hagus had been

prized off and smashed to pieces in the process, the sarco{)hagus gutted of jewcfry and otlu'r

metal objects, the bones of the deceased scattered about the burial-cbamber, and tbe caflfins

carried off for the sake of the wood of which they were made. The canoi)ic chest had also

been opened and the jars taken away, probably to be re-used in their original role, or as

ordinary household receptacles. Of furniture there remained only the leg of a folding stool

with a foot in the form of the head of an aquatic bird,''* inscribed with the name and titles of

Amenhotpe (N). The small granite pyramidion (F). the alab.ister cubit-rod (D). and tbe thre()

palettes (A-F) naturally did not appeal to the iflunderers, but most of these wen^ broken to

bits through carelessness or sheer vandalism. Five alabaster jars (0-K) bad suffered tbe same

fate. Probably in more recent times brick- and stone-thieves (among whom unfortunately

we must include the pious brethren of Apa Jeremias) accounted for the sujjerstructure of the

tomb and the slabs of relief which may have lined the chapel and the ante-chamber, sparing

only the large granite pyramidion (L), which by reason of its shape was utterly useless excejit

for the purpose for which it had been made.

' A model or symbol of the considerably Larger cap-stone of the tomlfs sujH’rstnn tiire, small enouch to

be placed in the immediate presence of the deceased, thereby facilitating his going forth to greet the sun.

Like its larger counterpart it bears a hymn to the sun, n-i ited by the deeeaseil.

^ Cf. Quibell and Hayter, Teti Pjirnmiil. Sorth Siile {Sercire dr<s Aiiliijuili't), pp. 10 11, .12 fl., I’K. 2. 8 IT.,

sec especialh' p. 10 and PI. 8.

^ Bruyere, Deir el Medineh (Fondles de rinstitul. 1022-21. vol. i. jit. 1). pp. .'il-d. .>7 8, Pis. .\v-.\\i, .xx ;

Rnpport sur lesfouilles de Deir el Malineh (1023—1). jip. S l."> (see espc-cially pp. 13, 14-1.')), Pis. vii, viii, xiv.

XV, xxx: Rnpport (1924-0), pp. .j-14, pigs. 3, 5-8; Rnpjn>r1 (1927). pp. 118-19, Figs. 80, 81 ; Rnpport (1928),

pp. 29, 95-(i. Fig.s. 19, 53.

* PjTamidal cap-.stones from a number of other private tombs in the Eighteenth-Dynasty eenietiTV .it

ISakkarah are pubhshed by Boeser, Beschr. Leiden. Afdeeling ii. (see p. 10, under ('), Xos. 2. 3, 4. Pis. i.

xv-xvi (all three from Ana.sta.sy's collection), and Schiaparelli. Anlichitn eyizie (.see p. 1 1, under E). X'os. Iti7()

8, pp. 420-3. ^ Cf. VdTti'T, Tomb of Tutnnk'hninen, m, p. 112, PI. xxxiii.

D
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We learn from Xizzoli that the tomb was situated on the hilly ground at the edge of the

desert, not far from ]Mit-Eahmah and probably in the vicinity of the village of Sakkarah.

This would place it in the area adjacent to the desert end of the principal embankment

leading from the cultivation to Sakkarah—the ‘Eas el-Gisr’d—a hypothesis confirmed by

the presence of the large quartzite stela from the chapel of the tomb in the monastery of

Apa Jeremias. The tomb, at all events, was not an isolated phenomenon, but part of an

extensive upper-class cemetery of the late Eighteenth and early Nineteenth Dynasties, which

extended along the desert's edge from beyond the pyramid of Tety on the north^ to the

pyramid of I'nis on the south.* The north and south ends of this cemetery have been

excavated in relatively recent times and the positions of the Eighteenth-Dynasty tombs

in these sections are therefore known.'* In the area between, much dug over, but nowhere

cleared, lie in all probability the many fine tombs of the New Kingdom which have furnished

the museums of Europe with blocks of relief, stelae, and other objects, but which Porter-

iloss have had of necessity to class under the heading ‘position unknown’. Noteworthy

ainoirg the owners of these tombs are such close contemporaries of our Chief Steward as the

High Priest Ptahmose,* the King's Artificer Peatenemhab,® the Merchant Huy,’ and the

General (afterwards king) Haremhab.® The tomb of Haremhab appears to be situated close

to that of the Chief Steward Amenhotpe in the neighbourhood of the Eas el-Gisr, for blocks

of relief from it were found, like Amenhotpe's stela, in the monastery of Apa Jeremias.® It

should also be noted that the majority of the pieces from the tombs of Ptahmose, Peaten-

emhab, and Haremhab—now in the museums at Elorence, Bologna, and Leiden—were

found by Nizzoli and Anastasy.*®

His Statues

I'rom many points of view the most interesting, certainly the most informative, of

Amenhotpe's monuments are his two statues (P, Q).

The quartzite statue (P), in the Ashmolean Museum at Oxford, lacks its head, but is

otherwise in fairly good condition. The type is a familiar one: a scribe seated cross-legged,

holding on his lap a half-open papyrus roll on which he has been writing. The long inscrip-

tion,** which starts on the open section of the rollon the lap of the figure and continues on the

top. front, sides, and liack of the base, begins with a statement to the effect that the statue

V as granted as a favour to Amenhotpe by King Amenophis III and was placed in the latter's

temple,** ‘ United-with-Ptah’, situated in the cultivated land west of the city of Memphis.

This is followed by a long and very interesting biographical text, of which more anon. The
inscription ends with the customary exhortation to passers-by to honour the tomb and

the memory of the statue’s owner, whose virtues are described with the usual enthusiasm. The
statue Avas found in 1912 by Professor Petrie within the temenos area of Ptah at Memphis.
It lay near the north temenos wall, the site of which is marked to-day by the path leading

eastward from the north end of the T illage of Mit-Eahinah.** It was unquestionably one of

‘ )Sce Quibell, Excavations at Saqqara (190(>-7). 63,

" Porter-Moss, Top. Bibl., in, 126, 14.7 ; Firth anil Gunn, Teti Pyramid Cemeteries, i, 3, 66-83 ;
QuibeU and

H.iyter. Teti Pyramid, North Side, 3, 10-11. “ Porter-Moss, op. cit., 175-7.

See above, ns. 2, 3. “ Porter-Moss, op. cit., 191. ® Ibid.

Op. cit., 192. 8 pP ^ 195-7.
“ Op. cit.. 179, 196 ;

Bagnani, Aeg. 14, 4S.

See Porter-iloss, op. cit, 191, 195-6; Capart, .JEA 7, 32; and the catalogues of the Florence and
Leiden museums.

“ Translated, with commentary, b.v Gardiner, «p, Petrie, Turlhan I and Memphis V, pp. 33-6.

See Gardiner, op. cit., pp. 35-6. ‘8 pgtrie, op. cit., pp. 32-3.
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several statues of Amenophis Ill’s favoured officials which stood in the outer court of his

temple, just inside the main gateway, flanking the way along which priests and other privi-

leged persons passed to reach the sanctuaryd Striking is the very close similarity of this

statue to the Metropolitan Museum’s statue of General Haremhab, which appears also to

have come from a temple in the temenos area of Ptah, perhaps from the great temple of Ptah

himselfA
Of a different, but even more common type, Amenhotpe’s gray granite statue in the

British Museum (Q) represents its owner in a squatting posture, the knees drawn up before

the chest, the forearms crossed over the knees. On its head the figure wears the fairly long

and flowing wig, composed of innumerable small locks, wliich came into fashion toward the

end of the Eighteenth Dynasty. The face is modelled with more care and delicacy than is

usual on statues of this class, and is unquestionably the best portrait which we possess of the

man with whom we are dealing. The eleven-line inscription on the front of the legs of the

figure is a combined offering-formula and hymn to Osiris Onnophris.® The statue is from

the Eighteenth-Dynasty temple in the old temenos-area at Abydos. It was found, in situ,

just inside the pylon of Tuthmosis III, a trifle to the left of the axis of the gateway.^ Beside

it stood a similar statue of another Memphite, the Vizier Pere'hotpe, an official of the reign

of Harnesses II.^ The statue of the Chief Steward Amenhotpe was probably set up by the

temple gate on the occasion of the additions made to the front of the building in the reign

of Amenophis III.®

His Two N.vmes

In common with dozens of other Amenhotpes our Chief Steward bore also the shorter

and less formal name '
(| (|

.’ Indeed, it was probably by the latter name that he was generally

known to his contemporaries, though it is of course less frequent than Amenhotpe in the

inscriptions on the monuments, ‘Huy’ occurs, used alternatively with ‘Amenhotpe’, on

Monuments E, M, and 0, and as the sole name preserved on F.® It appears on the monu-

ments 8 times in all, as compared with the 37 times that the name Amenhotpe is used.

His Titles .\xd Epithets

(The letters in the parenthesis following each title designate the monuments on which

the title occurs. The numeral accompanying each letter indicates the number of times the

title occurs on that particular monument. The final numeral in each parenthesis represents

the total number of times that the title occurs.)

Traditional Titles:® rp^ty ‘Hereditary Prince’ (D, 3 ; L, 1 ; N. 1 ; 0, 2 ; P, 1 : 8)

;

‘ Count ’ (D, 3 ? ;
L, 1 ;

N, 1 ; 0, 2 ;
P, 1 : 8) ;

sdnvty (?) bltij ‘ Treasurer of the King of Lower
Egypt’ (L, 1 ; 0, 1 : 2) ; smr icHy ‘Sole Companion’ (L, 1:1); smr

n

mrivt ‘ Greatly Beloved

Companion’ (D, 1:1); smr ri Nb Tncy ‘ Great Companion of the Lord of the Two Lands’

(N, 1:1); hry-dfdf (?) nsiv ‘Attendant of the King’ (F, 1 ; 0, 1 : ‘2)
; sib ‘the Worthy’ (Q, 1:1).

Priestly Titles: hrn-ntr Wrt-hknv ‘Priest of Weret-hekau’ (L, 1:1); imy-r Jimw-ntr m
^ Cf. Legrain, pp. 13-32, Pis. i-iii ; Winlock, Harmkah, in Bull. MilA 18, October, Part li, 4 ;

Statue of

Horemhab, in JEA 10, 4; Hayes, Statue of the Herald Yama-nedjeh, Ann. Serr. 33, S-9.

“ Winlock, Harmhah (see n. 11); Statue of Horenihab (see n. 11). If anything, the Oxford statue, though

deprived of its head and somewhat battered, is superior in style and quality to the statue of Haremhab.
^ Translated by Griffith, ap. Petrie, Abydos II, 45. * Petrie. Abydos II, p. 36, PI. Ivii.

® Op. cit., pp. 36, 45, PI. Ivii ('figure of Rahotep’). ® Op. cit., pp. 18-19, PI. Ivii.

’ See Ranke, Personennamen

.

i. p. 30, 12; Sethe, ZAS 44, 89; Bagnani, -ley. 14, 48.

* But the end of the inscription, with a recurrence of the titles and almost certainly the name of the owner

of the monument, is in this case mutilated. ® Honorary and without function.
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Ht-Shmt 'Overseer of Priests in the House of Sakhmet'^ (L, 1:1); Imy-icrt ‘Imy-weret

Priest ’ (Q. 1 : 1) ; simic }ih{ic) ii Pth rsy-inh-J n nine nbw ’Inbw-hd ‘Leader of the Festival(s) of

Ptah Sold h-of-his-Wall and of all the gods of Memphis' (L, 1 : 1).

Titles as Architect and Administrator: imy-r hnct m Hnmt-Pth ‘Overseer of Works in

" Kheninet-Ptah
"

’ (L, 1:1); hrp knet
‘

Controller of Works ’ (P. 1 : 1) ;
imy-r irudy m U r-dr-f

'
( Iverseer of the Double Granary in the entire Land '

(L. 1 : 1) ;
imy-r pric hd nbw ‘ Overseer

of the Houses of Silver and Gold ’ (Q, 1:1).

Titles as Scribe: ss ‘Scribe’ fO, 1:1); ss nsic ‘King's Scribe' (A, 2; B, 2; C, 2; D?;

L. 2 : P. 1 : G, 1 : H, 1 : L. :3 ;
M, 12 ;

X, 1 ; O, 4; Q, 2: 33) ;
s.s nsw myc mryj ‘Veritable

Beloved King's Scrilie’ (L, 1 ;
M, 7 ; P, 1 : 9) ;

ss nsw nfrw ‘King's Scribe of the Eecruits’

(L, 1: 1).

Titles as Steward: hny-r pr ‘Steward’ (E. 1 ; E, 1 ;
M, 1 : 0, 1 : T)

;
imy-r pr n Mn-nfr

'

Steward of Memphis ’ (Q, 1:1); imy-r pr wr ‘ Chief Steward ’ (E. 1 ;
H, 1 ; L, 1 ; M, 9 ; X, 1

;

( ), 2 : P, 1 : lb)
;
imy-r pr wr (n) nsw

‘

Chief Steward of the King ’ (G, 1 ; 0. 2 ; Q. 1 : 4) ;
imy-r

pr irr )i Mn-njr ‘Chief Steward of Memphis’ (M. 1
: Q, 1 : 2), imy-r pr wr m Mn-nfr ‘Chief

Steward in i\femphis’ (A, 2; B, 2; C, 2; D. 3; E. 1 : L. 3: M. 12: 25).

Epithets; Excellent confidant (mhy-lb) of his Lord ’ (Q) ; ‘one whom the King promoted
’

( l>i : ‘one lieloved of the Lord of the Two Lands’ (P) ; ‘he who is in the heart of Horus in his

House ’ (L) : the eyes of the King of Upper Egypt and the ears of the King of Lower Egypt
’

( F) ; magistrate at the head of the King's notables' (P) :
‘ (one) great [in his rank and exalted

in his ottice]' IP) : '[(one) well acquainted] with the way to the Palace' (P)
;
‘the mouth that

gii'es satisfaction in the King's dwelling-place’ fPj ; ‘the mouth that gives satisfaction in the

entire Land' (L) : ‘one praised of Ptah every day' {'?) (O) : ‘praised-one, who came forth from

the \iouil) praised' (t), Q).

His Family

worthy Hahy'^ (L).

Mofher: ‘Hie House-Mistress, Tjutjuia'^ (L).

Wife: ‘tlie Chantress of .\mun. the House-Mistress, iley' (0).

f T ^ f ^ IQ ! p ’ i

°
'i

‘1 ’
'Hic Fan-bearer on the King's right hand, the

King's Scrilie, the Chief Steward in the Memphite Xome. Il'y'.^

His Lirn

Ills extant monuments do not permit anything like a complete biography of the Chief

Steward Amenhotpe, but it seems desiralile as a conclusion to this study to put together the

a\ ailable niateri.d and to try to present at least the salient features of his life and activities.

Our princiiial biographical source is the inscription on Statue P. of which Dr. Gardiner has

given us a. needle-.-, to s.iy. excellent translation."’ As a basis of our study we cannot do better

tban quote (with a few slight alterations) certain [lortions of this translation. Speaking of

himself at the time of the carving and erection of his statue, Amenhotpe says:

i served the (Inod (iod, the [joyful {?)] prince, the King of I'pjier and Lower Egypt Xibinu'rCa

( Vnieiiophi' 111), when I was young and without kindred ("(). When I was grown old and ... I

‘ .See ( lautliier. /I/r/. IV. 130. - Ranke. Per.s’oiieioiroHe/i. I. p, 230. 15.

' O/j. nf.. p. 3!»5. 25. Xote the .similarity of this name to that of the mother of Queen Teye.

* See t>elinv, p. 24. ^ -Ip. Petrie, Tarkhan I amt Memphis V, 33-5.
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entered into the Palace when he was in private, so as to behold Horns in this his house,^ and the

nobles walked behind (?). He gave me marks of favour on account of my excellent demeanour, and

promoted me [to be] Chief Steward, and my stick was on the heads of the people. I became wealthy

in serfs, cattle, and possessions of all kinds without a limit, and [there was nought] to be desired, by

the favours of the Lord of the Two Lands Horus Khaemmu'et. . .

.

He promoted me to direct the constructions in his House of Millions of Years, which he newly

made in his cultivated laud west of Hetkuptah (Memphis) in the district (?) of 'Ankhtowe (the

region of Memphis) . . . (There follows a description of the glories of this temple and of the offerings

and personnel which the King provided for it.)

Now behold, I appointed property by written deed out of mv fields, mv serfs, and my cattle on

behalf of the .statue of Nibmu're' who.se name is . . . which his Majesty [had made] for his father

Ptah in this sanctuary. Specification of the .same:

Fields, 210| arouras.

In the Northern Province, fields 220 arouras, of what had been given to me by the favour of

the King.

Total, fields [4301] arouras.

jin addition to ...]... 10 .. . 1,000 egg-laying geese, 1,(J(X) pigs, 1,0(X) young (?) pigs. His Majesty

])raised me on account of it, inasmuch as I ajjpeared excellent in his heart.

I attained a venerable age in the favour of the King, and I delivered up (my) bodily frame (?) to

the .sarcophagus after a lengthy old age ;
I became united with my tomb [in the Necropolis . . .].

The [respect] of me was with the courtiers, the love of me with all men, and the favour shown me
was established in the Palace,

His Majesty gave me divine offerings of that which had come forth from before his processional

statue in his House ‘United with Ptah’ [which he made in his cultivated land west of] Hetkuptah.

When moreover the god has sated him.self with his pos.sessions and this statue" (also) has received

its meals, then provisions shall be caused to go up before this humble servant by the hand of tlie

lector who is in his house, and the Meli-prie.-'t of the hour shall make offering . . .
[according to

the] ritual in the course of every day. (There follows a list of the very considerable offerings which

the Chief Steward was to receive from the King's endowments.)

Li.sten, ye iccli-priests, lectors (etc.) ... Do not covet my provisions which my own (?) god decreed

for me so as to do me honour at my tomb. I have not made mention of more than my own belong-

ings, I have not demanded aught over and above; forasmuch as I appointed property by written

deed for this statue of the King which is in this hou.se in exchange for his giving to me divine

offerings that come in and came forth from before his processional statue after the ritual-sacrifice

has been made, .so as to establish my provisions for future generations to come.

The iu.scri))tion ends with a lengthy injunction to priests and ollicials of the future, and

the usual protestation of Amenhotpe's virtues.

While Amenhotpe’s own statement to the effect that he died and was buried in the reign

of Amenophis III naturally cannot be quoted as definitive, there cun be little doubt that he

did actually fail to survive this King.® If. on the other hand, he was, as he says, a youth when
he entered the service of Amenophis III. 1h‘ must have died during the last years of the reign.

Even so. unless the figures generally accepteil for the reign of Amenojihis IIP are very

inaccurate, the Chief JSteward cannot have been more than si.xty years of age at the time of

' ^'/. the epithet Tie who is in the heart of Horus in hi.s Hou.se', ajipeurino on the Leiden pyniniidion (L).

" The statue of the King.

That he was not alive in the reign of Akhenaten i.s indieated by the facts that he wa.s buried at Sakkarah.

is not mentioned at El-'Amarnah, has no tomb there, and displays no knowledge of the heretic king or his

hercs\'. Amenhotpe's .son. Ipy. may well be the ow ner of a tomb at El-‘Amarnah (see below), but by the time

this tomb was made the father of its owner would, normally, have been dead for man\- years.
* 1411-137.3 B.c. (Breasted. Hint.. or 140.3-1370 B.c. (Meyer, Ge-ich. Alt.. 2nd ed., vol. u. pt. 1, p.

140).
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his death. He must therefore liave been born during the second quarter of the reign of

Amenophis II, and \vc can safely place his span of life within the years 1440 and 1370 b.c.

As was usual in ancient Egypt, Amenhotpe appears to have achieved his exalted rank

on his own merits. His parents were clearly very ordinary people, perhaps peasants. They

were not, at all events, nienihers of the official class, and the utmost which he was able to

summon up for them in the way of titles were those which we might best translate as ‘Mr.’

and ‘^Irs.’ (sfh and nbt-pr).

There can he little doubt that their son started his career as a scribe, and that his earliest

title was that of plain ' Scribe’. His proficiene\' earned him a positioninthe royal administra-

tion, and he became a ‘ King's Scribe’, a title which he bore until the end of his life, rising at

length to hceoine ‘the Veritable Scribe of the King’, or ‘the King's own Scribe’, i.e., one of

Amenophis Ill’s personal secretaries.

As ‘King's Scribe of the Recruits’ he was held responsible for the feeding, clothing, and
general management and organization of bodies of soldiers or workmen. The profession of

scribe nnght require, as we know, the ability to keep accounts, to solve complicated mathe-

matical and mechanical problems, and to jdan and oversee the execution of architectural

projects. 1 It was therefore natural that Amenhotj)e, probably early in his official life, should

have added to his functions those of steward, treasurer, and architect.

It was as a steward that he reached the })innacle of his career, and when he became the

King’s Chief Steward in the great city of Memphis his power and wealth were probably the

e(|uals of those of any official in the country, excepting always his great contemporary and
name^ake, the son of Hapu.

.Vmenhotpe's actit ities as a treasurer seem to have Iteeii inciileiital to his functions as a

steward. Tlie traditiomil and probably purely honorary title vijniiji bit]/ may be discounted

altogether, since it is borne by almost every Eighteenth-Hynasty official of any prominence.

I'he signilic.ince of tlu' title ’ Overseer of the Houses of Silver and (fold ’ is also questionable.

It appears, at all events, only one*' on Amenhotpe's monuments—on his British Museum
statue {(.)). I’he same applies to the common title 'Overseer of the Double Granary in the

entire Land’, %\hich occurs on the Leiden pyraniidion (L) in the midst of a long series of

traditional titles and epithets.

The accomplishments of Amenhotpe as an architect, (m the other hand, cannot be
doubted. As 'Controller of Works’ and ‘Overst'er of Works in “ Khenmet-Ptah ”

’ he built

.\nienophis Ill’s temple at Memphis, and was ])rohahly responsible for that king’s additions

to the Eighteenth-Dynasty temple at .Vhydos.- 'I'hough certainly not as large or elaborate

as the Pharaoh’s [)rincii)al tem|)l(' at Thebes, built for him by Amenhotpe. son of Hapu,
there is no re.ison to doul)t th.it the tenq)le at iMenqdiis aas. as its builder affirms, an im-

port .int and niagniticeiit structure.

.\s a prominent citizen of his town .Vnieiihotjie naturally took part in the local religious

act ivit ii's. He \\ as ( ) verseer of Priest s m t he t einjile of the goddess Sakhmet , consort of Ptah
and the principal female divinity of Meiiqihis. and served also as a priest of another lioness-

headeil deity, the local goddess \\ eret-hekaii. He ajipears, moreover, to have been charged
\Hth the supervision of all religious festivals held at iMemphis, particularly that of the chief

god, I’tah. His prii'stly offices should not, however, he taken too seriously, and are probably
to ho grouped with the score or so other, largely honorary, titles, which, like our modern
onlers and decorations, were showered upon every eminent man in recognition of his services

ill his sjiecial field.

' Pup. .lianfa.o/ /. See al.so Winloek, in liitll. .M.MA IS. Oetober, pt. ii, 0.

See above, p. 19.
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It is not difficult to believe the Chief Steward Amenhotpe when he tells us that he fre-

quented the palace and was on familiar terms with the King, 'the relations existing Ijetween

the Pharaoh and his business manager are nowhere so well illustrated as in the mutually

beneficial agreement which the two men drew up regarding the otYerings to be supj)lied to

their respective statues (see above, p. 21 This was evidently neither a commandeering
of property on the part of the King, nor a concession to his sovereign on the part of the

Steward, but a strictly business transaction, as between equals, based on the principle of

value returned for value received.

From the description of the transaction on the O.xford statue we obtain a very clear

insight into the astounding wealth of our Memphite official. A man who, in a country like

Egypt, could devote the produce of 430 arouras of land to the upkeep of a single statue must

have ranked high among the nation's property-holders.

The outstanding fact which we learn concerning the Chief Steward Amenhotpe is that he

was, first and last, a Memphite, with his life, his activities, and liis interests centred in the

city of (Memphis. He held his highest offices in Memphis, was Imried there, and almost

certainly received his early training there. His religious atliliations were throughout with the

gods of Lower Egypt and of the Memphite region in particular. The name of .Cmun is

conspicuously absent from his monuments,- as are also the names of other T'heban and

Upper-Egyptian gods.

Those of us who have come to regard the Eighteenth Dynasty as a purely Theban

phenomenon may find it difficult to believe that an otlicial of this dynasty could have risen

to importance without leaA'ing his mark in the capital city: and the fact that the achieve-

ments of Amenhotpe were confined almost entirely to Mempliis may fend to mark him in our

estimation as a provincial of no real standing. Nothing could l)e more fallacious. In the

Eighteenth Dynasty (Memphis, though no longer the capital, seeiiis nevertheless to have

remained the largest and from many points of view the most imjiortant city in Egypt.®

Owing to its more temperate climate and the fact that it occupied a central ])osition in the

Egyptian empire, it is probable that the Eighteenth and Nineteentli Dynasty Pharaolis

spent more of their time there than in their recently established capital and cult centre in

southern Egt'pt. It is likely that, far from feeling subservituit to Tliebes. the inhabitants of

the proud and ancient metropolis, the affairs of which were for a while largely in the hands

of the Chief Steward Amenhotpe, actually looked down upon the ‘Southern City' as an

upstart.

Having started life as the son of a commoner and having entered the service of the King,

as he tells us, ‘without kindred'—that is, without tin* advantagt's which a waailthy and

powerful family could have bestowed on him—.Vmenhotpe at the time of his death had so

smoothed the way for his own son, Ipy, that the latter was able to step forthwith into the

important office which his father had vacati'd. Thus we see an Egyptian family rising in one

generation from obscurity to a point where its members were acceptable candidates for the

* This transaction is discussed by Dr. Gardiner, ap. Petrie, Tarkhnn I and Memphis I', 36.

’ His own name, Amenhotpe, was probably taken directly from that of the kinfj in whose reicn o\ir

Memphite official was born, nameh- Ainenophis (.\menhotpe) II. and had no conscious association with the

Theban "od.

The fact that Amenhotpe's wife, 4Iey, bore the title ‘Chantress of .Cmun’ may indicate that she was a

Theban, but this is highly conjectural.

The only other mention of the god .4mun on the Chief Steward's monuments occurs in a more or less

extraneous 'aside' in line 21 of the inscription on the Oxford statue.

’ See Winlock in Bull. MMA 18, October, pt. ii, 10-11.
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highest public offices. Since, however, a hereditary aristocracy was, as a general rule, un-

known in ancient Egypt, we cannot doubt that Ipy was himself a man of considerable

ability and had been given his father’s office principally on the basis of bis own qualifications.

I'he data which we possess regarding this son of Amenhotpe are, in any case, worth some

l)rief notice, if only as a means of rounding off our knowledge of Amenhotpe himself.

His Sox, the Chief Steward Ipy

It is probable that Ipy took over bis father's office as Chief Steward before the latter's

death, for on the stela which he erected in Amenhotpe's tomb be already bears the title.

( )n this stela (E) the two Chief Stewards, father and son, appear, seated face to face as equals,

their figures being practically identical. Like that of Amenhotpe,^ Ipy s name in the inscrip-

tions is accompanied by the epithet It is therefore evident that, as Bagnani^ has

pointed out, the stela was intended as a memorial not only to Ipy's father, but to Ipy himself.

Ipy's titles are ‘ Fan-hearer on the King's Right ’, ‘ King's Scribe ’, ‘ Chief Steward ’, ‘ Chief

Steward of Memphis’, and ‘Chief Steward in the Memphite Kome’.® In addition to the

monuments discussed below, he is the owner of a stela in the Ermitage yiuseum at Leningrad.*

That he is to be identified with the owner of one of the smaller tombs at El-‘Amarnah^

is open to question.® The titles of the owner of the tomb (’King's Scribe’, ‘Overseer of

Soldiers’, ‘Steward’) do not match those on the Florence and Leningrad stelae sufficiently

well to make the identification certain. On the other hand, it is reasonably sure that the son

of Amenhotpe lived during the reign of Akhenaten. If he continued to flourish in this reign,

it is not unlikely that he joined the heretic king at El-‘Amarnah, and he may well have
prepared a tomb there.

Ipy appears, however, to have been actually buried at Sakkarah in a tomb situated not
far from that of his father. In this tomb were found two alabaster canopic jars, inscribed

with his name and titles. Like the pyramidion (L) and the canopic chest (M) of Ipy's father,

they were discovered by Anastasy between the years 1820 and 1826 and are at present in the

Rijksmuseum at Leiden.’

The fact that Ipy was buried at Sakkarah does not preclude the possibility that he may
have also made the tomb at El-‘Amarnah and never occupied it. It is highly probable that

he died at ^Memphis in the time of TiiRankhamun, Ay. or Haremhah.

' More frequently on this monument called Huy.
= Aeg. 14, 3S.

* That the last title indicates an expansion of the powers exercised by Amenhotpe is doubtful. The

dc.signations and were probably interchangeable, and we should perhaps be forcing a point

if wc attempted to see in them a strict differentiation between the city of Memphis and the nome.
Lieblein, Die aegyptischen Denkmaler in St. Petersburg, Helsingfors, Upsala und Copenhagen, Xo. 45,

p. 27. PI. V, 17 ;
Diet, des noms kie'rog.. Supplement, Xo. 2053, p. 791.

' Boirriant. Deux jours dejouilles u Tell el Amarna, Mem. Miss.fr. i, 15; Bouriant, Legrain and Jequier,
Les Tombes de Khouitatonou. Monuments pour sen-ir n 1'etude dii culte d'Atonon en Egypte. i (Mem. Inst, fr.,

mu), 87-92 ; Davies, Rock Tombs of El Amarna, iv, pp. 19-20, Pis. xxx-xxxiii.
''

Schiaparelli, Antichitd egizie (see p. 11, under E), p. 351.

Hijngaarden, Lijkvazen en Lijkvazenkisten, Beschrijving van de egypti.sche Verzameling in het Rijks-
mnseum van Oudheden te Leiden. Deel xm, pp. 13-14, PI. xi, nos. 70, 71. Jars 09 and 72, which Wijngaarden
has grouped with them, are the property of a different person.
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SOME REPRESENTATIONS OF TOMBS FROM THE
THEBAN NECROPOLIS

By NIXA M. DAVIES

At the present day the exterior of no tomb-chapel dedicated to the nobles in the Theban

Necropohs preserves its original aspect, but sufficient evidence for reconstruction of the

architectural features is sometimes to be found in the courtyards. Within, on the tomb-walls

—especially those dating from the end of the Eighteenth Dynasty onwards—a number of

representations of mortuary chapels are to be seen. Whether these give a real picture of

what the building looked like or envisage the ideal in the artist’s mind, is a subject too large

to discuss here. A few salient parallels are, however, mentioned below.

The tomb-pictures collected are chiefly from Shekh ‘Abd el-Kurnah, El-Khokhah,

Dira' Abu ’n-Naga, and Kurnet Mur'ai. Only two typical ones from Der el-Medlnah out

of a large number in that district have been selected, and these only for purposes of com-

parison with types in the four former districts.

Vignettes of the Book of the Dead often show tomb-chapels, and these are also to be

found illustrated on stelae. None of these is included here.^

In the course of his excavations for the Institut fran9ais at Der el-Medinah, M. Bruyere

has found sufficient evidence to enable him to reconstruct a small chapel which permits us

to visualize one of the types as it appeared in realitj’. Although dating from the end of

the Eighteenth Dynasty this building corresponds very closely to many of the pictures in the

neighbouring tombs of the Nineteenth (see Figs. 19, •20).^ The beginning of the Eighteenth

Dynasty provides us with little architectural variety. The pictured tomb is shown as merely

a door with its framing and cornice above, placed on a platform or threshold (Fig. 1).

Towards the end of the Eighteenth Dynasty the pyramid appears (Fig. 4). and there is often

a string-course of cones below the cornice.^ In the Nineteenth Dynasty the small pyramid

above the building is almost invariable unless replaced by a free-standing pyramid at the

side (Figs. 7, 15).

The actual fragments found by il. Bruyere prove that these pyramids were common in

Der el-Medinah.^ On the lower slopes of Shekh ‘Abd el-Kurnah there exist no traces of them

to-day, although they are usually shown in the later tomb-representations. There is,

however, a pyramid in El-‘Asasif which may belong to the large Saite tombs in the

neighbourhood. At Dira‘ Abu ’n-Naga a series of late brick pyramids on the upper terraces

^ Two from papyri and one from a stela are reproduced in Bruyere. Rapport sur les Fouilles de Deir el

Me'dineh for 1924-.5 (1926), p. 9. (In this and similar references below to M. Bruyere's Rapports, the years

in brackets are those of publication.)

“ Bruyere, op. cit. for 1927 (1928), pp. 118. 119. The tj-pes of chapels and their component parts at Der

el-MedInah are dealt with in these publications of the Institut Francais, particularly in the Rapport for

1923-4 (1925), pp. 5-18.

® For evidence of the use of cones as tomb-decoration see Winlock, Bull. d/d/-4, Feb. 1928, The Egyptian

Expedition 1925-1927, p. 6. Cones are shown on reconstructed buildings by Borchardt, Konigsberger, and
Ricke, in ZAS 70, 29.

‘ Bruyere, Rapports for 1928 (1929), p. 95, Fig. 53, and for 1923-4 (1925), PI. vii.

E
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may well be the origin of those depicted in the tombs just below (Figs. 14, 15).^ The point

of the pictured pyramid is painted black, or sometimes blue (Fig. 8). The actual apex stones

found at Der el-Medinah are of limestone, and are sculptured with a figure adoring and

prayers to the solar deities.^ A small niche or open recess half-way down the pyramid

which was found in the same necropolis, and which there is reason to believe contained a

kneeling figure in relief behind a stela,® has its pictured counterpart in the form of a face

looking out at the spectator from over the top of the painted stela, as if the man were holding

it before him (Figs. 10, 9).

Eemains of colomiaded facades are not unknown outside Eighteenth-Dynasty tombs, but,

so far as we know, are not represented on the walls at this period, although fairly common
in the Nineteenth (Figs. 7, 13, 15).

Stelae are frequently found during the excavation of courtyards, or are sculptured on

the dressed wall of rock outside tombs as well as in the interiors. These are often pictured

(Figs. 6, 7, 8, 10, 11). In tombs Nos. 13 and 273 the mummy is placed before a stela alone,

and no mortuary chapel is shown.

From the reign of Amenophis III onwards the usual place for the picture of the tomb

is at the end of the long funeral procession, at the point when the mummy has been taken

from the catafalque and placed upright in front of the chapel, with tall bouquets before and

behind it. i\Iourning-women embrace it, and either a male mourner, or a priest personifying

Anubis, supports it. On the other side of the tomb the sloping line of the desert hill, which

the inner chambers are to be thought of as penetrating, is nearly always shown. Out of

this comes the Goddess of the West, usually a woman, but sometimes represented by a

Hathor-cow (tombs Nos. 29G, 19, 341, 30). The Goddess stretches out her arms and receives

the deceased, who has meantime shed his mummy-cartonnage and emerged from it as from a

chrysalis. He is now clothed like a living being again, and enters into the life and experience

of the land beyond the grave to which the tomb-door is the entrance (Fig. 7).^

These pictures may be roughly classified into the following groups

:

A. A simple corniced door-framing with a door in the centre. Sometimes there is a

string-course of cones under the cornice (Figs. 1, 3).

B. Similar to A, but with a pyramid on the top, and occasionally pillars flanking the

door. A stela is often placed in front (Figs. 4, 5, 10, 11, 12, 14, 16, 17, 18, 22).

C. A corniced building with a pyramid on the top, a portico at the side, and a stela

(Figs. 6, 8).

D. A colonnade with a free-standing pyramid at the side, in which is a doorway, above

a corniced platform forming the base on which the pyramid rests (Figs. 7, 15).

For a rare example of a pyramid on a plinth without a door or colonnade see N. de G.

Davies, Two Eamesside Tombs, PI. xiii and p. 27.

I have to thank Mile Baud for permission to reproduce Figs. 6 and 23, and M. Bruyere

for Figs. 19 and 20.

‘ Tomb Aoi 35, of Bekenkhons, in this district has a pj-ramid belonging to it, and so also has tomb No.

Bruyere, Rapport for 1922-3 (1924), Pis. xv, xci.

’ See Bruy ere, Rapport for 1923-4 (1925), pp. 12, 14, for a discussion of the whole subject, and PI. xxx

for a restoration of these lucarnes.

‘ For an exception, where the Goddess greets the deceased before he enters the tomb, see N. M. Davies,

Tno Ramesside Tombs, PI. xiii.
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Description of the Figures

Fig. 1. Tomb of Amenemliet, No. 82. Tuthmosis III. Sliekh ‘Abd el-Kurnah. Publd.

Davies-Gardiner, The Tomb of Amenemhet, PI. x.

This is a typical tomb-fagade, imitatiag a false door (or here perhaps a shrine). It is

very similar in form to Figs. 3, 4, and 20, but lacks the pyramid of the two latter. The
funeral procession leads up to it, but no mummy is placed before it at this period. The
Goddess of the ^Yest stands behind, and a priest holding a leg of beef kneels before it. For

the same toras-moulding on the facade see Fig. 4.

Fig. 2. Tomb of Nebamun and Ipuky, No. 181. Amenophis III. El-Khokhah. Publd.

N. M. Davies, The Tomb of Two Sculptors at Thebes, Pis. xix, xxi.

Some confusion seems to have arisen between the tomb and the stela. The latter is

decorated with cones, which ought really to be shown below the cornice surmounting the

building, while the stela should be separate. The Falcon of the West, replacing the goddess,

is placed behind the tomh, while two mummies are in front. Exactly the same picture

is shown directly below. Here booths are placed in front of the chapel, and mourners

greet the boats bringing funerary equipment towards it. No other example of this type is

known to me.^

Fig. 3. Tomb of Ra^mose, No. 55. Amenophis III-Akhenaten. Shekh ‘Abd el-Kurnah.

See Porter-Moss, Top. Bibl., i, 84, 86 (at 4 in plan).

A string-course of cones is below the cornice. The conventional figure of the Goddess of

the West stands on a mound of sand behind the tomb. Two mummies in fi'ont are being

purified and mourned. The burial-pit is just below the picture.^

Fig. 4. Tomb of Neferhotep, No. 49. Ay. El-Khokhah. Publd. N. M. Davies, The
Tomb of Nefer-hotep, PI. xxiv.

This seems to be the earliest representation of a pyramid placed on top of the mortuary

chapel. Rows of cones appear on the pyramid, and also on the lower part of the building.

A second version of the tomb, without a pyramid and similar in form to that from Ra'mose
(Fig. 3), is depicted on another wall {op. cit., PI. xx). For another example of two differing

structures in the same chapel see Figs. 5 and 6.

Figs. 5 and 6. Tomb of Amenmose, No. 19. Ramesses I-Sethos I (?). Dira‘ Abu "n-Naga.

Publd. G. Foucart, Le tombeau d’Amonmos, 4" partie, Pis. ix, xxvi.

Two versions of the mortuary chapel are shown in this tomb. The one with the portico

(Fig. 6) has the mummies in front. At the back of the building the deceased persons advance

against the desert chff-side towards the Hathor-cow of Der el-Bahri. The stela shows Osiris

worshipped by Amenmose and has a text below. In the other example (Fig. 5), no portico,

stela, or desert is apparent. It is evident that here the seated figures of Amenmose and his

wife are placed outside the tomb, the columns of which may perhaps be hidden by their

chairs. The structure is raised on a plinth surmounted by a cornice.

Fig. 7. Tomb of Amenemopet, No. 41. Ramesses I-Sethos I (?). Shekh ‘Abd el-Kurnah.

See Porter-Moss, op. cit., i, 74 (at 2 in plan).

This picture is of the same type as Fig. 15, but the pyramid at the side projects in front

of the colonnade although apparently standing on the same corniced plinth. A screen-

wall is between the columns, and above are curving lines in red paint the meaning of

* For a suggested reconstruction see Borchardt. Konigsberger, and Ricke, ZAS 70, 29, Abb. 7.

^ For a similar building of this type see K. 51. Davies, The Tomb of Xefer-hotep, PI. xx.
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which is obscure. Steps lead up to the top of the platform—a feature not met with in the

other examples. The symbol of the West against the stela has an outstretched arm which

helps to support the mummy. On the right, against the desert cliff, Hathor embraces

the deceased when he has emerged from the tomb. The picture is in coloured relief, with

details in paint only.

Fig. 8. Tomb of Neferronpet, also called Kel (‘Kenro’), Xo. 178. Harnesses II. El-

Khokhah. To the right of the entrance to the second chamber. Publd. Borchardt and

others, ZAS 70, 28, Abb. 3.

As the picture is at the end of the wall there is no room to show the desert. The Anubis

dogs on their shrines are to be thought of perhaps as wooden pieces placed on the top of

the building, and not as forming an integral part of the architecture. The two rows of cones

beneath the cornice are as usual red, the figures on the stela dark blue, while all the

hieroglyphs are black. The apex of the pyramid is here blue. Two mummies stand before

the stela.

Fig. 9. Tomb of Pesiur, Xo. 106. Sethos I-Eamesses II. Shekh ‘Abd el-Kurnah. See

Porter-Moss, op cit., i, 132, 134 (at 15 in plan).

This scene, hitherto published incompletely, clearly represents the interior of a tomb.

The pyramid above, the cornice (the modelled end of which can be traced bordering the

right-hand break), and the stela or niche surmounted by a head as in Fig. 10, leave little

doubt as to the correctness of this interpretation, wliich is further supported by the

fact that there is no other picture of a tomb-structure on the walls. The point of the

pyramid is black with alternate red and black bands below it. The polychrome hieroglyphs

are incised except those on the left-hand column, which are in black paint, and those on

the pyramid, which are in blue paint.

Fig. 10. Tomb of Xakhtamun, Xo. 341. Eamesses II. Shekh ’Abd el-Iyurnah. On the

south-west wall.

The lower portion of the picture is damaged, and only the upper parts of the corniced

building with its pyramid, and the stela in front with the back of the mummy against it.

can now be seen. There was probably a door in the middle of the facade. The little stela

on top of the cornice with the full-face framed in a wig appearing above it is paralleled in

Fig. 9. At the bottom the foot of a man holding the mummy is indicated.

Fig. 11. Tomb of Khons, Xo. 31. Eamesses II. Shekh 'Abd el-Kurnah. See Porter-

Moss, op. cit., I, 64, 66 (at 6 in plan).

The building represented has a columned portico and a corniced doorway, above which

the sacred eyes and nejer-sign, usually shown apart from the building itself, are incorporated

in the decoration. Streamers hang from beneath the capitals. A hdep-di-nesu prayer is

inscribed on the stela, but is here omitted in the drawing. The line of the desert appears to

intervene between the portico and the pyramid, as if the latter were a separate building,

but this may be due to lack of space, since the corner cramps the drawing on the left. Two
mummies stand before the stela, which is flanked on either side by a tall bouquer.

Fig. 12. Tomb of Xedjemger, Xo. 138. Eamesses II. Shekh ‘Abd el-Kurnah. On the

south-west wall.

On the left a large bouquet behind a mummy interferes with the outline of the tomb.

To the right the desert ends where it meets the edge of the wall. The stela (or niche), half-

way down the pyramid, is apparently of solid colour like the point.
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Fig. 13. Tomb of Tjoy, No. 23. Merneptah. Shekh ‘Abd el-Kurnah. See Porter-Moss,

op. cit., I, 60, 63 (at 7 in plan).

The sculptured representation now has all its details in paint so thickly overlaid with

varnish that the decoration on the screen-wall between the columns is not easy to make out.

What must have been one of the most elaborate pictures of tomb architecture at Thebes is

so much destroyed that it is impossible to say whether a pyramid formed part of the

design or not. There is scarcely room for it on the right as in Fig. 15. On this side the

deceased is received by Hathor, but only the feet of the figures are extant. On either side

of what seems to be the doorway the name and titles of Tjoy are inscribed in small painted

hieroglyphs (omitted in drawing). The actual courtyard of this tomb shows five round

columns along the north and south sides, and two square pillars on either side of the entrance,

in part raised on a low corniced platform. These features are perhaps reflected in the picture.

Fig. 14. Tomb of Eaya, No. 159. Merneptah. Dira‘ Abu 'n-Naga. On the south wall.

Publd. Borchardt and others, ZAS 70, 28, Abb. 1.

As the scene extends to the limit of the wall there is no room for the reception of the

deceased by the Goddess of the West, and the desert comes down past the chapel door.

The double row of cones on the pyramid as well as below the cornice is also found in Fig. 4,

but here the first row is just beneath the apex. A bouquet rests against the left of the

building behind two mummies which stand on a platform. A burial-pit exists below the

picture, as in tombs Nos. 55 and 41.

Fig. 15. Tomb of Tjoniifer, No. 158. Merneptah (?). Dira‘ Abu ’n-Naga. On the west

wall of the first room, to the left of a pair of seated statues.

The columned door of the free-standing pyramid is placed on top of a corniced plinth

as in Fig. 7, but whether the entrance is an open archway or represents a stela in front it is

difficult to determine.^ The pillars have flat capitals and rectangular bases. Two bands of

red paint decorate the upper parts, while a screen-wall runs between them. Some pebbles,

traces of the hill-side, appear on the extreme right, and two mummies are on the left. The

picture is sculptured in low relief with details in paint. Outside, in the courtyard of the

chapel itself, bases of pillars still exist, while on the slope above tomb No. 158 brick pyramids

can be seen.

Fig. 16. Tomb of Hori, No. 259. Kamesside. In the plain north of the Eamesseum.

On the north wall.

In the picture a door is curiously placed high up on the face of the pyramid. Before the

gods depicted under the pyramid and on the stela are inscriptions too minutely written to

be reproduced in the drawing ;
they consist of the name and titles of the deceased and prayers

to Ee'-Harakhte. Behind the tomb the Goddess of the West in the cliff stretches out her

arms, but Hori has not yet passed through his tomb. The bottom of the picture has been

destroyed, but the height from the top of the pyramid to the base-line is approximately

sixteen inches.

Fig. 17. Tomb of Nefersekheru, No. 296. Eamesside. El-Khokhah. See Porter-Moss,

op. cit.. I, 164, 167 fat 8 in plan).

A large bouquet on the right of the picture (behind the mummy), and the line of the

desert on the left (from which the head of a Hathor-cow emerges), interfere with the outline

of the building. The door, painted yellow, is surrounded by a curious border widening into

‘ For the reconstruction of a similar door based on actual features found outside tomb No. 288/9

see Borchardt and others, ZAS 70, 29, Abb. 6.
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a rectangle above, all of which is coloured blue; this represents the line of text with a

pictured panel in the centre. The drawing is very rough.

Fig. 18. Tomb of Saroy, No. 233. Ramesside. Dira" Abu 'n-Naga (lies open). On the

south wall.

The pyramid here is not in the centre of the facade. Two mummies stand against the

stela in front, the top of which is destroyed. It is placed on a mound of sand, or has a shaped

base. The Goddess of the West receives Saroy and his wife on the farther side of the tomb.

The sculptured surface of the wall was once painted, but the only traces of colour now visible

are on the capital of the column. The restorations in dotted lines are tentative.

Fig. 19. Tomb of Nakhtamun, No. 33.5. Ramesside. Der el-Medlnah. On the west wall.

Publd. Bruyere, Rapport for 1924-5 (192G), Fig. 80, suUe A (photograph).

This tomb pictures a type not uncommon at Der el-Medinah. It consists of a sharply

pointed pyramid with a doorway filling the greater part of the space below, the whole

raised on a low platform (compare with the free-standing pyramids in Figs. 7 and 15).

Two mummies in their coffins stand before the chapel.

Fig. 20. Tomb of Ra'mose, No. 250. Ramesside. Der el-^Iedlnah. On the west wall.

Publd. Bruyere, Rapport for 1920 (1927), PI. vi.

No line of desert can be shown behind the tomb, since the drawing extends to the limit

of the wall. Five mummies are set up in front. E.xcept for the pyramid the building is of

the same form as Fig. 1.

Fig. 21. Tomb of Amenemonet, No. 277. Ramesside. Kurnet Mur'ai. See Porter-Moss,

op. cit, I, 163 (at 2 in plan).

The scene where the mummy, upheld by a man, is mourned and purified before the stela,

is repeated on the stela itself; but the coffin is here supported by an Anubis-headed figure

On the other side of the chapel, beyond the hill-side in which the tomb is excavated, the

mummy is carried down to its bier in the burial-chamber, where it is shown lying with its

ba hovering over it. Farther along the wall Amenemonet in his ordinary aspect worships

Horus. The inscription, which ought to fill the horizontal lines on the stela, has been omitted.

Another tomb of this type was represented in tomb No. 113 (Kynebu), now destroyed (see

Wilkinson, Manners and Customs (187H), in, PI. Ixix). In tomb No. 30 a very similar

edifice is preserved, but here the doorway is shown as an important feature with an arch

above its cornice. See photo, in M. Baud, Les dessins ebauche's de la yiecropole thebaine,

p. 84.

Fig. 22. Tomb of Amenemhab, No. 44. Ramesside. Shekh ‘Abd el-Kurnah. On south-

east wall of first room.

The doorway leading to the inner chamber abuts upon the edge of the picture on the

left, so that there is no room to sho\v the desert. In front of the pictured tomb, on the right,

a figure with Anubis-head supports a mummy before mourners. The columns on either side

of the entrance are very roughly painted, but show traces of blue, yellow, and white. The
door is yellow to represent wood.

Fig. 23. Tomb of Roy. No. 255. Ramesside. Dira‘ Abu 'n-Naga. See Porter-Moss,

op. cit., I, 156, 161 (at 2 in plan). Publd. Baud and Drioton, Le tombeau de Roy, Fig. 8.

The stela shows on its upper part Osiris worshipped by Roy, while an inscription (not

reproduced) fills the rest. Before it a figure with Anubis-head supports a mummy whose
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feet are clapped liy a inmirnin^^ woman. The corner of the wall limits the picture on the

rif^ht. The lower part of the scene is now destroyed.

Fi^'. ’24. Tonih of Huy. Xo. 14. Late Xineteenth Dynasty. Dira’ Abu 'n-Xaga. On the

'oiith wall. Puhld. M. Laud. Lfs dc.-i.-^ins ebauch'>; de Ja m'cropole thebaine. PI. iii.

The subject appears to be the arrival of two funeral boats before a tomb or shrine where

a luuurning-wom.in and Isis meet them. It is included here on account of the pyramid on

top of the building vhich is so characteristic of these representations, but the absence of

the mummies and the presence of the boats make it probable that a shrine or temple and

not a tomb is shown. ^ In tombs Xos. 147 and 249 also the boats are approaching a building

which is clearly a shrine of Osiris (named as such), and not a tomb. That of tomb Xo. 147

has a garden in front. Traces of a garden can also be seen in Fig. 24, although the artist

was not very clear as to what form the trees were to take. The whole drawing is a sketch

in red paint. Some of the lines have been corrected by the draughtsman, and others, on
the bottom left-hand corner, are now impossible to make out.

' In the duplu-ate<l reprc.sentation of the tomb in No. 181 (Fi;j. 2), however, boats carrying funerary

furniture are met by mourners before the building; sec N. 41. Davie.s, The Tomb of two Sculptors at Thebes,

Pis. XIX, .XXI.
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THE BREMNER-RHIND PAPYRUS—IV

liY ll. (). FAI LKNEK

D. THE BOOK OF OVERTHROWING <APEP (conchiJed)

The present instalment, which conchides the translatinii of the llreinner-llhinil Papyrus,

contains the remainder (Poohs 7-T, see JEA *23, of th(' Eook of Orerflirowiny ^Apep

commencing with the variant version of the t'reation-story. The liook entithal The Xavier

of ^Apep (Section E) follows after the Commentary on Section 1).

Translation

The book of kxowixg the creations of Kc< and of fellin;; 'Afep. Recite:

—

Thus spake

the Lord of All: When I came into being, ‘Being’ came into being. 1 came into being in the

28 21 form of Khopri who came into being on the First Occasion ; I came into being in the form ' ot

Khopri when I came into being, and that is how ‘Being’ came into being, because {‘!) I was

more primaeval {‘?) than the primaeval ones whom I had made: I wa.s the most primaeval (?)

of the primaeval ones, and my name was more primaeval (‘t) than theirs (‘?), (for) I made

22 primaeval time and the primaeval ones. I did all that I de.sired ' in this land, and I was all-

pervading (?) in it. I knit mine hand, being alone, ere they had been born, ere I had .spat out

Shu or expectorated Tefenet. I u.sed (?) mine own mouth, and ‘Magic" was my name. It was

23 I who came into being ' in <my form, having come into being in the form of Khopri. I came

into being among (?) the primaeval one.s, and there came into being a multitude of beings in

the beginning, ere anv being had come into being in this land: 1 alone achieved all that was

24 made, ere there had come into being ' any other who couM act with me in this place. I made

the beings therein with this my soul: I created (some) of them in Nun as an Inert One, when

I could as yet find no [)lace wliere I could stand. I considered (?) in mine heart, I surveyed '

>:) with my sight, and 1 alone acliieved all that was made: 1 jilanned in mine heart, I created

another being, and manifold were the forms of Khojiri: their children came into being in the

20 forms of their children (?). ' It was I who sjiat out Shu and expectorati'd Telenet. When I hud

come into being as sole god, there were tliree gods in adilition to myself, and two gods came

into being in this land: 8hu and Tefenet rejoieetl in the Nun. in which they were. It was mine

27 Eye which brought ' them to me after a long age when they were far from mo: I united my
members, and thev issued from me mv.self. After I had made excitation with my fist, my desire

29 1 came into mine hand, and seed fell from my mouth : 1 s|)at out ' Sliii and exjiectorated Tefenet.

When I had come into being as sole god, there were three gods in a<ldition to my.self, and two

gods came int-r being in this land: 8hu and Tefenet rejoiced in the Nun, in which they were.

2 It was mine Eye which brought them to me after a long age ' when they were far from me:

I united <my/ members, and they issued from mo mv.self. .\fter I had made excitation with

my fi.st, my desire came into mine hand and seed fell from my mouth : 1 spat out Shu and

3 expectorated Tefenet, and mv father ' Nun brought them uj). mine Eye following after them

since (? ?) the aeons . . . serpents, when I wept with tears over (?) fit ?J : mine [Eye ?] planned.

4 and that is how men came into being. ' 1 replaced it with the Glorious One, and it was enrageil

with me when it returned, another having grown in its place, but its wrath died away (? ?)

5 when I made replacement in it, and it was soothed (?). ' I promoted it in my face and it

exercised governance over the entire land. Shu and Tefenet begat Grd) and Nut, <and Geb

and Nut begat Osins, Horus 3Iekhantenirti, Seth, Isis and Nephthys, and they begat and

G
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6 created many beings ' in this land, namely the forms of children and tlie forms of their

children.

They made conjuration in my name that they might fell their foes; they created the magic

7 spells for felling 'Apep. He is ' imprisoned in the arms of Aker, he has neither arms nor legs,

and is confined (?) in one place, according as Re« obstructs him, for he has commanded that

8 he be felled on account of this his evil character. ' His face is cut away because of what he

has done, and he suffers for his evil character. Children fell him and sunder his soul from his

9 body and his shade, and the sages who are in the bark and the tears of mine Eye desire ' to

attack them. He shall be rendered impotent, and there shall be made no portion for him in

this laud at ^ his ?/ desire. He is de.spoiled (?) and his soul is despoiled (?); those who are in

10 the south fell him, those who are in the north fell him, those who are in the west fell him, ' and
those who are in the ea.st fell him. 0 ye sages who are in this land, and ye Nine Gods who
came into being from my fle.sh, be ye vigilant in felling 'Apep I Exorcise him and destroy his

11 name ; may your arms fell him, ' may ye not permit his name to be spread abroad
;
his children

shall not exist, his seat shall not exist, and he shall have neither soul nor body nor spirit, for

he belongs to the Eye of Re', and it has power over him, it devours him. I am he who has

12 been sent to fell him, to destroy his name, ' and to chastise his name and his magic
;
I have

committed him to the flame, I have allotted him to the heat
;
I have given him to the Eye

of Re', and the Glorious Eye has parched <(him)>, it has consumed his soul, his spirit, his bodv,

13 his shade ' and his magic, and he shall neither copulate nor become erect for ever and ever.

To EE EECiTED OVER (ail image of) CA.pep made of wax with his name written on it in

green ink
;
he shall also be made on a new sheet of papyrus, and the (images) of all the foes

1-1 of Pharaoh, ' dead or alive, shall also be made in wax, and their names written on them in

green ink, they being bound within a box (?) ;
they shall be spat upon and trampled with thy

15 left foot, slaughtered with a knife, put on a fire ' of bryony and quenched with the urine of

a . . , woman. And the names of 'Apep and of all the foes of Pharaoh, dead or alive, are to be

written in pigment (?) on the ground, and trampled with thy left foot in the correct manner.

16 It is well for a man ' when he knows this matter of Re' and his creations
;
he will triumph over hi.s

foes. It is a secret book of the House of Life (?), which none see
;
the secret book of felling 'Apep.

17 The stanza of conjuring their names. ' A\pep is crushed, his confederacy is cut up, Re'
triumphs over his foes, the bark of Re' is enabled to sail in peace, 'Apep is made to retreat

18 BECAfSE OF fire, he is made to go to the execution-block of the god, <Ne>haher is crushed ' in

very truth, and there are made to retire his soul, his body, his spirit, his shade, his children,

his heirs (?), his tribe, his family, his inheritance, his skin, his shape, his form, his tongue, his

19 egg, ' hi.s name, his substance (?), his arms, his legs, his utterance, his magic, his spells, his

seat, his cavern, his tomb, his chamber (?). So is he to be felled and his (power of) movement
20 taken away, that he may not attack the Night-bark ;

' the knife is given power over him daily

in the presence of Re', who is made joyful when he has heard this book, and the bark of Re'
is enabled to sail in peace, 'Apep is cru.shed ix all his xames. Praise the god who created

21 his (own) strength, who binds ' the serpent and cuts up Neki the Ill-disposed One ; may the

god be joyful at my words. Thus spake Isis unto Re': Turn aside the rebel, that his eyes may
22 be blinded to the mysteries of heaven in very truth ; cha.stise his .soul even as his body, ' crush

his bones, may <(he/ be placed on the fire, may it be caused that he bite into his own flesh,

may he be given into the hand of the executioners of Re', may he be caused to be turned away.
23 Recite:—Get thee back, 0 A4pep, thou bowel of Re'! Get thee back, ' thou ixtestixe

of the viscerae, thou fallen one, thou rebel, who ha.st neither arms nor legs, thou long-tailed

one who come.st forth from thy cavern. 0 Bowel, retire before Re', for I know the evil that

24 thou doest
;
thy head shall be cut off, ' thou shalt be cut to pieces, thy face shall not be lifted

up against the great god. Flame be in thy face, fire be in thy soul, the knife (?) of the great

execution-block be in thy flesh, mayest thou taste of the cutting of the great god, may Selket

23

conjure thee, may she turn thee aside. ' Depart (?), depart (?) ! Fall, fall through this magic
in my mouth. <1) place thee on the fire, that it may destroy tliee and that the Eye of
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Horus may burn thee in thy brow. Fall on thy face! Thy soul is felled, for the Eye of Re'

26 has power over thee, and thou art fallen, ' fallen, and turned away, away, thou serpent who
hast neither arms nor legs. Upon thy face' Thou .shalt have no tomb, but thou shalt enter

into the fiery furnace, for the great god who came into being of himself shall fell thee and

27 those who are in ' his bark shall destroy thee in his bark bv means of the spells of their utterance

and by means of the magic which is in their bodies. /Ig ca.st thee on thy back and thine

30 1 intestines shall be cut out, for the executioners of Sakhmet .slay thee, ' they fill their mouths
with thy flesh, they squirt out (?) thy blood into the heat, thv head is broken with yonder

knife, and the great god takes away thy (power of) movement. Retire, retire! Get thee back,

2 get thee back! Be thou fallen and crushed! ' [Get thee back ?] in thy journeyings! The great

god takes away thy legs, Re' comes forth, Horus appears in glor}', and mighty is their magic

against thee
;
Re' is triumphant over thee, 0 'Apf.p.

Be thou spat upon, thou enemy; 0 rebel. Re' cuts thee up. Be thou brought to naught,

3 being utterly fallen. ' The fingers of Thoth are in thine eyes, his magic lays hold on thee, and
thy form is annihilated, thy shape destroyed, thy body is annihilated, thy shade and thy magic

t crushed, for he takes away thy life, and thou shalt not snuff ' the breeze, the breeze. Fall!

Be annihilated! Be thou disturbed, O thou who rebellest again.st the god; thou art allotted

to the great cutting, thy [confederates ?] are smitten on their heads, thou hast no arms nor legs,

5 and the spirit of thine heart is not in its place. ' Be thou cut up, cut up! Get thee back, get

thee back! Creep away, for the spear of Horus goes forth against thee, the lance of Seth is

thrust into thy brow. Re' himself has destroyed thee. Thy voice is done away, and thou hast

6 no cry of joy, for thou art utterly crushed. ' Thy form is not, for thou belongest to the Eye
of Horus, and it has power over thee daily.

0 'Apep thou foe of Re', may Re' cru.sh thee, may Atiim turn thee back with the spells

7 of their (sic) utterance. Hayest thou hear my magic utterances. ' mayest thou die because of

them, even as Re' commanded should be done to thee. 0 CVpep thou foe of Re', I know what

thou hast done : come, turn thee back because of thine evil deeds ; thou art fallen in thine evil

8 moment. .A.rise! Re' exorcises thee, the Great Ennead testifies against ' 'Apep the foe of Re'.

Thou art fallen and felled : fall thou in this their moment, for I have given thee over to the

knife, and it has power over thee (tlirough ?/ these knife-bearers who are in his bark. Thou
0 art (condemned) to the fire, and it has power over thee ' daily; thou art (condemned) to the

execution-block, thy face is toward it. Isis fells thee with her magic. Thou art (committed)

to the Eye of Horus, and Wo.sret the burning one, she burns up thy soul. Thou belongest to

10 Horus, the heir of the great god, and his spear which is in his hand ' goes forth again.st thee.

Thou belonge.st to Seth the son of Mut, and he breaks thy vertebrae, he severs thy neck, and

•stabs thee with this his strong lance which is in his hands. Thou belonge.st to the Eye of Re',

11 the fiery glance of Horus, and it consumes ' thy body. Thou belongest to the crew of Re' who
row Re', and they drop thine head on the ground. Thou belongest to Horus Mekhantenirti,

%vho kills thee with this his knife which is in Letopolis. Thou belongest to the wardens of

12 the ' my.sterious portals, and their fiery blast and their tlame go forth again.st thee, the great

and terrible one devours thee and she is .satisfied with thy body, 0 'Apep thou foe of Re.

13 Mavest thou not travel by water or land, ' mayest thou not e.xist, maye.st thou not rise up (?).

A .soul goes forth against thee in the west, and thou art (condemned) to the flame which is

on its mouth
;
the iron of Horus goes forth against thee in the east, and thou art (condemned)

1-t to the magic which is in his body. Those who are in their shrines cut thee up, ' thev stick (?)

their arrows in thee, they cut thee to pieces again and again, thou being cast into the furnace

of the god at the hall of sacrifice of the Flesh-Eater, at the hell of the crew of Re', at the

15 execution-block of Thoth. All the gods take ' their meat-portions (?) out of thee, their hearts

are sati.sfied at cutting thee to pieces.

0 'Apep, thou foe of Re', get thee back ! Thy head is turned back to the ground, thy

(power of) movement is destroyed, and thou art totally blinded. Thou shalt not be, thy like-

16 ness shall not be, ' thy .shape .shall not be, thou shalt not come against Re' in his two heavens
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when Re' is in his heavens
;
he shall triumph over thee, thy tail shall be placed in thy mouth,

17 and thou shalt chew thine own skin, it being cut into upon the altar of the gods, of ' the Great

Ennead which is in Heliopolis. Thou art fallen and felled, for they fell thee. The evils go

forth, their fiery blast goes forth against thee in fire, they cry out against thee with fire, their

18 faces are against thee with their flame, ' . . . with knives of flint, they burn thee in thine

intestines, they crush thee with their knive(s) which are in their hands, the Children of Horus

IS) crush thee, their magic enters into thee, ' their spells come into being against thee, thou being

conjured on water and on land, and thou being conjured in every form which thou hast assumed
-’0 in this thine evil hour; mayest thou not attack the Night-bark or the gods in ' it; get thee

back, thou rebel. May thy .soul be destroyed, for thou art cut up, thou art driven off from

the sacred bark, thou art exorcised, thou art felled, and the Eye of Re' devours thee.

21 Get thee back, thou rebel, be thou annihilated, for the arrows ' of Horus are shot into thy

nose. Oho! 'Apep is crushed, Re' has power over his foes, this Glorious Eye devours thee in

this its name of ‘Devouring Flame’, it consumes thee, it gulps thee down by means of the

22 magic ' of their (sic) utterance, and it has overcome thee. Thou diest for them (sic), they fell

thee, they repel thee, they have power over thee, and thou art brought to naught, being

annihilated and turned back. The Great Ennead which is in Heliopolis cuts thee up, the Great

22) One chastises [thee]. ' Great is the fire and sore the heat, and thou art (condemned) to the

fiery blast which is in her mouth. She has annihilated ((thee), 0 AA.PEP, she has repelled thee

in thine evil coming forth
;
fire is on thee, it consumes thy flesh and makes thee into ashes, it

24 burns up ' thy soul and broils thy bones and thy members
;
the fiery glance of Horus, the Eye

of Re', it acts against thee, and Seth thrusts his spear into thine head. Thou art (committed)

25 to the fierce lion, the son of Ba.stet, lady of terror, and he is satisfied with thy blood. ' Fire is

on thee in all thy ways, Pakht has condemned thee, her flame is the great flame, lady of terror,

mistress of fire, and she takes away thy flesh, she condemns thy .soul, (her) flame has burnt

2(j thee up. I 0 'Apep thou foe of Re', those who are in the shrine devour thee, even the Great

Ennead which is in the bark, so that thou mayest not exist. Thou shalt not exist, thou shalt

sutler
;
when thou sleepest thou shalt not awake, for Re' has felled thee for ever. Thou shalt not

7)1 1 endure in ' the sky, thou shalt not be on earth, for thou art destroyed by this great knife, being

cut to piece.s again and again. Fall thou to the knife of the god, for the trap is on thine head,

2 the spear in thy back and the barb of Re' ' firm-fixed in thy brow, thou being fallen in thine

evil moment, and burnt up in thi.s moment of Horus. The god goes forth against the rebel to

3 fell'APEP, and thy face is toward this executiox-bi.ock of A"at-Pega, ' thou being destroyed

in it for ever and ever. Thou shalt not become erect, thou shalt not copulate, thy young shall

not come into being, thine egg shall not grow, but the gods who came forth from the Eye of Horus

4 shall cut thee up, thou being sought out and fallen. ' Re'-Harakhti fells thee, the spear in his hand

goes forth against thee, his arrow .strikes into thee, and thou art become nox-existext.

Be thou axxihil.ated, O A\pep thou foe of Re*—tot it times. Thou shalt xot exist

AX i) thy soul shall xot e.xlst; thou shalt xot e.xist axd thy body shall xot exist; '

5 thou shalt xot exist .axd thy children shall xot exist; thou shalt xot exist axd
thine arms shall xot exist; <fTHOU shalt xot exist) axd thy flesh shall xot exist;

thou shalt xot exist axd thy boxes shall xot exist; thou shalt xot exist axd thy
t) MAOIC shall not EXIST; thoi' shalt xot exist .axd thy mouth shall xot exist; ' thou
shalt xot e.xist and thy form shall xot exi.st

;
thou sh.alt xot exist axd thy shape shall

not exist ; thou shalt xot exist axd thy beixg shall xot exist
;
(thou,> shalt xot exist

.AXD thy SKIX shall XOT E.XIST; THOU SH.ALT XOT EXI.ST AXD THY HOUSEHOLD SHALL NOT

7 exist; thou SHALT XOT EXIST ' .AND THY SEED* SH.ALL XOT EXIST; <THOU) SHALT XOT EXIST

.AND THY .SUBSTANCE (?) SH.ALL XOT EXIST; THOU SH.ALT XOT EXIST AXD THY SE.AT SH.ALL XOT
EXIST ; THOU SH.ALT XOT EXI.ST .AND THY GR.AVE SHALL XOT EXI.ST

;
THOU SHALT XOT EXIST AXD

THY CAVERN SHALL XOT EXIST
;
THOU SH.ALT XOT EXIST .AND THY' TOMB SH.ALL XOT EXIST

;
<(TH0U,>

8 SHALT XOT EXIST ' AND THY ROADS SH.ALL XOT EXIST ; THOU SH.ALT XOT EXIST AXD THY DEEDS
* Or ‘poison’.
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SHALL NOT EXIST : THOU SHALT NOT EXIST AND THINE UTTERANCE SHALL NOT EXIST
;
THOU SHALT

NOT EXIST AND THINE ENTERING SHALL NOT EXIST; THOU SHALT NOT EXIST AND THY GOING
9 SHALL NOT EXIST; THOU SHALT NOT EXIST ' AND THV TREADING SHALL NOT EXIST; THOU SHALT
NOT EXIST AND THY' SAILING SHALL NOT EXIST; THOU SHALT NOT EXIST AND THY' SITTING

SHALL NOT EXIST
; THOU SHALT NOT EXIST AND THV GROWING SHALL NOT EXIST

;
THOU SHALT

NOT EXIST AND THY’ HODV'^ SHALL NOT EXIST; THOU SHALT NOT EXIST AND NO PLACE WHERE
10 THOU ART SHALL EXIST; ' 0 'ApEP THOU FOE OF KeI, THOU SHALT DIE, DIE I MaYEST THOU

PERISH, MAY THY NAME PERISH, THY TEETH BE SOFT, THY POISON SPILT ; MAY EST THOU BE BLIND
11 AND UNABLE TO SEE. FaLL UPON THY FACE; BE FELLED, ' FELLED I Be CTllslied, CTUshecl ! Be

annihilated, annihilated! Be slain, slain! Be cut to pieces, to pieces! Be cut up, cut up!

Be severed, severed! Be .slaughtered, .slaughtered' Thy head shall be cut off with this knife

12 in the presence of Re' every day, for he allots thee to Aker, and he crushes thv bones. ' Retire,

for Re'-Harakhti has felled thee, thou art given over to the god who averts ill through his

words. The barb of Horus i.s thrust into thy brow, thine head is severed from thv neck, thy
13 soul is fallen, thy shade is not, thou art destroyed at the execution-block; ' thy head is cut

off, and thou art cast on thy back.

Get thee back, thou rebel, thou foe of Re<! Thou art cut up in thine evil coming forth, the

uraeus of Horus consumes thee, it devours thee in order to .satLsfv its heart, its tierv blast is

14 on thee, ' its flame is on thee. Retire, turn back, O *Apep. in this thine evil hour; the Nine
Gods lift up their lace.s against thee, they .spit their flames into thine eve. Fire is on thee, and

15 sore is the flame; it has power over thee, ' it has heated thee, it has burnt thee, and thou art

(condemned) to the fiery blast which is in its mouth. Be thou cut up! Thy vision is averted

by Re', Horus in his bark blinds thee, he has power over thee; Wosret (?), she cuts thee up.

16 The knife is on thee, ' its destruction is for thy members, and thou shalt not come against the

bark of the great god. Re' himself turns thee back, and thou art (bound) for the execution-

block, thy face is toward it. The Ennead which i.s in his shrine fells thee, they fell thee, and
17 thine ears are stopped up and deaf. ' Isis fells thee with her magic, she closes thv mouth, she

takes away thy (power of) movement, and she will not give Re' over unto thee for ever and
18 ever; this his spear is turned back in thy flesh. Be silent! ' Fall! Thou shalt die, and not live,

for I.sis and Kephthys fell thee; together they avert thv rage. Retire, turn thee back!—and
vice versa. Be thou blind, be annihilated!—and vice versa. Thy soul is destroved. and

19 thou shalt not live ' for ever and ever. Thy moment is averted, thv .strength taken awav,
and flame is on thy body, fire is on thee. < it chasti.ses thy body, it burns up thy bones. The

20 flame hs gone forth that it may burn up thv soul and consume ' thv bodv, Wepcs the great

chastises thee, her flame is on thy flesh, and thou art turned again to thine execution-block

which Re' made ('?). Thoth cuts thee to pieces with his magic and thou canst not come against

21 the bark ' of Re'
;
Re' him.self turns thee back, for he knows all that thou hast done evilly.

Fire is in thee in the south, and it has |)ower over thee; it is ISothis and .Vnukis who have
commanded what is done again.st thee. Fire i.s in thee in the north, and it has power over

22 thee; it is Wadjet, ' Lady of Pe and Hep, who has commanded what is done against thee.

Fire is on thee in the west, and <it has ])0wer over thee ; it i.s Ha. Lord of the West, who has

commanded what is done against thee. Fire is in thee in the east, and it has power over thee;

23 it is Sopd, Lord of the East, who has commanded what is done against thee. ' Thou shalt not

be in any place of thine where thou art, for indeed it has jiower over thee, and thou art (con-

demned) to this fire of the Eye of Re'; it sends forth (?) its fiery blast against thee in this its

24 name of Wadjet; it consumes thee in this its name ' of ‘ Devouring Flame’; it has jiower over

thee in this its name of iSakhmet ; it is fiery against thee in this its name of 'Glorious Serpent’.

Thou shalt die in the flame of fire; thou shalt be blind and the Eve of Horus shall have power
25 over thee

;
' it shall take away thine arms, it shall remove thy legs, and thou shalt be rendered

impotent. It is Re' who brings about evil in thee, it is Horus who cuts thee to pieces, thou
26 being bound, fet red and fallen. Thy soul is sundereil from thv shade. ' thv head is bound

—

‘ Repeated from above, 31, 4-5.
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varuDit. thy head is cut off—thy bones are cut out, thy flesh is beaten from thy body, thy

soul is sundered from thy shade, and thou art senseless. Thou shalt not be, for <(I) have cast thee

27 into the fire. Lie down in pain, being turned aside ' and fallen at the wrath of his uraei
;
they

consume thee with the fiery blast of their mouths, and thou art (condemned) to the flame of

1 fire ; its flame is in thee, its blaze is in thee and it destroys ' thy soul at the execution-block

of the god. The Great Ennead rages against thee because of (?) this which has been done by

thine hands : Amun in his chapel curses thee and has gored his horn into thy neck. Isis has

2 blocked ' thy roads, her son Horns obliterates thy name. Thus says Tefeuet; The water shall

rage (?) against thee, and chastisement shall be on the water whence thou hast issued. Shu

thrusts his spear into thee, and thou shalt submerge and not emerge (again), 0 'Apep thou

;i foe ' of Ee'. Be thou spat upon, O *Apep

—

rocR times—be ye spat upon, 0 all ye foes of

Pharaoh, dead or alive.

The book of felling 'Apep. Eecite: Hail. Re'! Hail, Atiim! Hail, Khopri! Hail, Shu! Hail,

4 Tefmet: Hail, Geb!"' Hail, Nut! Hail, Osiris! Hail, Horus! Hail, Isis! Hail, Nephthvs!

Hail, Shu!! Hail, Tefenet!i Hail, Hu! Hail, Sia! Hail, Horus, Lord of Athribis! Hail, Hike,

o kn of Re'! Pharaoh has come to vou that he mav .set fire to 'Apep, ' that he may take away
the heart of the Ill-disposed One, that he may put rejoicing in the Bark of Millions, and the

liearts of the crew of Re' are in rejoicing within his shrine, the souls of the gods being at peace

»i in his horizon
;
the gods who are in it give praise to him ' while Re' is in Het-mesek and Horus

1 ' gone up on to his standard. Re' is triumphant over'.4PEP

—

Fom times—Pharaoh is trium-

phant over his foe

—

focr times.

7 .\nother book of felling 'Apep. Recite: 0 all ye men, nobles, plebs, sun-folk, etc., ' who
'hull [plan ?] danger (?) to Pharaoh; 0 ye gods who shall work ill (?) again.st him, he shall be

in your sight as the great god, the lord of heaven, and all his words .shall be as the cry of the

s ac6u-bird (?) when thou (sir) cro.sse.st the two skies, the earth being in [. . .
'

]
when (?)

Re' de.''tro}> his foes ; he is a messenger (sent) to Heliopolis to pacify Atum and his company
and to make joyful the Heliopolis of Uj)per Egypt and the Heliopolis of Lower Egypt: he

0 .--hall be in your sight as the ' «6cd-fish of (?) gold which is under the bark of Re',

and all his foes shall fear him. Re' gives strength to the heart of Horus and the enemies of

Re' are broken : the heart of Horus is made jo_\Tul and the Great Bark is caused to be rowed

:

10 the heart of Re' is content ' in his shrine, for he has destroyed all <,'his > enemies : the Day-bark

is in joy and the Night-bark is at peace

—

variant, in a fair breeze
;
Ma'et has enfolded her lord

11 and Hemset is in rejoicing, for Re' is in his (own) place. Geb protects ' Pharaoh <jwith) the

protection of Re', and it is he who shall protect him against all men, nobles, plebs, sun-folk,

etc. ; it is Re' who shuts for him every mouth which speaks again.st Pharaoh with any evil

word. He blinds thy (.^ic) sight when (?) he looks at (?) all (those) ymen?y who have done

12 auvthing ' against him evilly and wickedly, but he opens the mouth of Pharaoh against all

men, nobles, plebs, sun-folk, etc.

Thi.s spell is to be spoken when Re' is upon the hill of the Lake of Desdes in order to

rejuvenate the king with life; its name is The Book of the Lord of All.

It is at an end.

Commentary
2S. 20 If. IVe now meet a variant version of the nionolo,gue of the Creator which occurs

above, 211, 21 ff.

28. 21. The sentences following hpr hprir pir, with the continued play on the words

pi and pmijiw. are very obscure. Hpr hprw pic is clearly the construction sdm-f pic of

Gard., Hg. Gr. § L89. 1, with the meaning ‘that is how . . .’; Eoeder has overlooked this

usage in his translation ‘ Als ich entstand, entstanden die Gestalten’. In

9 ^ - the preposition n may perhaps express cause. Pr here and in the following

^ Erroneous repetition.
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sentences is a verb which, judging from the context, must lie related to the auxiliary verb

fnc ‘ to have done in the past ' (Gardiner, op. cit., § 484). and it has been tentatively rendered

as ‘to be primaeval'. Boeder's translation of pi as ‘to exist’ is difficult to justify, and

Budge's ‘I rose up’ is even wider of the mark. (](? here and below after rn-i is clearly for

the preposition r, which probably has comparative force. In prn-l m pmiijic the prepo.sition

perhaps carries a nuance of the superlative, cf. Gardiner, op. cit., § 97, third example.

should doubtless be emended into p,'-n rn-l r-.‘in
;

clearly stands for

\r-n-i, with mis-writing of — for — . while pnd immediately following must be the word

for ‘primaeval time'.

28, 22. Wsh-n-i Im-f, lit. ‘I was wide in it' (acil. this land) perhaps means that the

influence of the Creator pervaded the land through and through
;
Boeder's rendering ‘und

war in ihm weit(-hin herrschend '?)
’ embodies much the same idea.

—

Ts-n-i drt-i u<-kict

‘I knit my hand, being alone’ alludes to the mode of creation einidoyed by the solitary

sun-god, compare Fijr., § 1248 and above 2(5, 24.—In nn ms-sn folder n the suffix

must refer to the ‘primaeval ones’ mentioned above.

—

In-n-l r-i ds-i. lit. ‘I lirought mine

own mouth’; the translation of the verb as ‘used’ is unavoidable as the text stands.

Boeder's translation ‘Ich brachte (sie aus) meinem Munde herbei’ assumes the omission

of sn m after In-n-l, but the parallel ^ with mine own mouth

'

27,

1 speaks against his emendation, for it suggests that here is to be regarded as an

approximate equivalent of hr m.

28,

24. Ts-n-l im m Xwn m 7in ‘I created some in Nun as an Inert Gne' ; with this com-

pare ts-n-i hn-sn »i Xuii m tuiw 26, 22-6, with the n. thereon. Here n>i ‘inert one’ appears

to refer to the Creator, whereas in 26, 23 the plural strokes suggest that there the term is

applied to the newly created beings.

28, 24-0. For jh-n-i m ib-i, snt-n-l m hr-l see n. on 26, 23.

28, 25. For Ir-n-l Irijit) nht ‘I achieved all that was made’, 26. 23 has ir-n-i Irir nht

‘I made every shape'.

—

Knu-n-l ky hprw, hprtc nic Hpri, Jjpr-in oisic-sti )n hpric )iw wsa-.sn

‘I created another form, and manifold were the forms of Khopri; their children came into

being in the forms of their children’ shows signs of textual corruption, especially as regards

the last sentence, which is well-nigh unintelligible; the version of 26, 24 is perhaps nearer

the archetype. is probably to be regarded as the .s'dwlm/ form, which occurs above

in ms-in 27, 4-5.

28, 26. Hpr-n-l m ntr id ‘when I had come into being as sole god’
;
the translation as

a temporal clause is indicated by the variant m-ht hpr-l in ntr id of 27, 1-2 .—Hpr iifricy

m tf pn ‘two gods came into being in this land’; the parallel of 27, 2 has hprn-l in t/ pii.

The ‘two gods’ of the present passage are clearly 8hu and Tefenet. the third of the three

mentioned above being presumably Nun, who as the embodiment of the primaeval watery

abyss could hardly be in ‘this land’.

28, 26-7. ’In irt-i in ii-i sn m-ht hntij ‘it was mine Eye which brought them to me after

a long age’; this sentence is just the reverse of 27, 2, where it is 8hu and Tefenet who
bring back the far-wandering Eye, and it is clear that the author of the present version

has not understood the allusion to this legend and that he has accordingly emended his

text to refer to the bringing of these two deities from out of the primaeval waters. For

m-ht hntij ‘after a long age', see TEh.. in, 106, 14.

29, 1-2. The scribe has erroneously repeated 28, 26-7 ‘ When I had come into being as

sole god ... I expectorated Tefenet ’.

29,

3. Irt-i iii-s)-sii lahiv sp 2 hnty; this sentence is quite unintelligible as it stands, and

should probably be emended to agree with the parallel in 27, 1, which has irt-’i iii-ss-sii dr
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}jnty ic,-s)i r-i ‘mine Eye following after them since the aeons when they were far from me’,

see the n. thereon. The word labw here and in the next sentence is utterly obscure; it

occurs twice in ‘27, 4. see the n. thereon, as well as below in ‘29. 4. From here on to 29. 6 the

text is most confused, the component sentences occurring out of all order and words being

omitted. In the translation the existing arrangement of the text has been retained, but for

an intelligible sense it is necessary to refer to the previous version.

—

is unintelligible. It apparenth’ corresponds to 'pr-n-l m wibiu kniz-n-l ddft nbt of

27. 4, and if so is misplaced here; it should possibly precede ms Sw TJnt in 29, 5 .—Hpr 'pw

rmt should presumably follow directly after rm-i m rmw r . . .. while the intervening k/-n

[irt which has no jiarallel in the other version, should perhaps be inserted before w rm-i.

29. 8-4. According to 27, 3, db/-)i-i sw m )\il should follow kt rd-tw m st-s; the latter

sentence has no introductory gm-s.

29, 4. Hr-tw dndn-s iw wibw-s hr wibw and dbi-n-i im-s correspond to hr n it-sn he wibw-sn

and db.’-n-l itt-s im-s in 27. 4; the first sentence should perhaps read hr-n dndn-s r wfbw-s,

see n. on 27, 4, and both should doubtless follow hki-n-s h dr-f (29. 5) as in 27, 4.

29, 4-.5. A” im-s does not occur in the parallel text. Literally perhaps ‘smoothness

was in it the meaning of the expression is bj’ no means clear, but it may perhaps refer to

the soothing of the enraged Ej’e. On the sense of nn as ‘smooth’ (not ‘many-coloured’

as ll’b., II, 208) see Gardiner, Hierat. Pup. BM, in, p. 41, n. 5; 49, n. 1.

29, o. For hntg irf read shntij-n-i irj or perhaps ir-n-i shntij Irf as 27, 3 .—Ms Gb Kiel

‘and Geb and Aut begat’ has been omitted before TFsir ‘Osiris’, compare ‘27, 5.—For

J-llPi ^ iPiT"
perhaps ms-in-sn

;
for the use of the sdm-in-f iorm in this context compare

27, 5. This sentence is a combination of ‘there came into being a multitude of forms of

living creatures, namely the forms of children and the forms of their children’ 26, 24 and

they begat their multitudes in this land’ 27, 5 ; knu is perhaps inserted under the influence

of htu-n-i ddft nbt in ‘27, 4.

29. 6-7. ’Iw-J hr sue hr <wij n ikr ‘he is imprisoned in the arms of Aker’ is lit. ‘he is

guarded upon the arms of Aker’ ; for sue with a nuance of captivity compare the expression

rmt sne ‘prisoner’ (lit. ‘guarded man’) Horus and Seth 15, 12. The preposition in Iw-fhr sno

should i)e omitted, as the construction intended is with the old perfective.

‘29. 7. unknown to the Wb., and the translation ‘confined’ is a guess

Inised solely on the context ; Budge renders it as ‘fettered’. For the following — read

-For hw sdb ‘to implant an obstacle against’, ‘obstruct’ see 27. 7 and the n. thereon.

—

Wd-n-f iic(= r) shrt-J, lit. ‘he has made command to fell him’; the first suffix refers

to Ee<.

•29, 8, For read doubtless the construction is that of Gard., Eg. Gr., § 374.

is apparently a writing of msw ‘children’, but who these children are remains

obscure. Budge suggests that they are those of Shu and Tefenet, presumably Geb and Nut,

though the grounds for this supposition are not clear; they might equally well be those

mentioned above in 29, 6.

—

Bhyw-ht imyw iru ‘the sages who are in the bark’ are doubtless

identical with ‘the gods in the bark (of Be')’, compare 27, 25, while rmw n irt-l ‘tears of

mine Eye' must mean ‘human beings’, see above 27, 2-3; ‘29, 3; the whole expression is

clearly an elaborate periphrasis for ‘gods and men’. On the writing ' for rmw
see Gardiner, Lnte-Eg. Stories, 100a. The parallel text in 27, 5 reads rather differently:

‘ the gods who are in his bark desire to attack him, and the tears which issued from mine
Eye are against you'.

29, 9. On led sdb-f see the n. on ‘23, ‘20.

—

Xn ir n-f hrt-f m G pn n mrwt ‘there shall be

made no portion for him in this land at <his '?) desire ’

;
possibly the suffix •/ should be supplied
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after mru'/.—On wsr ‘to be despoiled ('?)’ see the n. on 27, 18.

—

SJjr s(u-) Imijic rsij ‘those

who are in the south fell him’, &c. ; compare 27, 21.

29, 12. For read nth-n-s sic; the two successive s have coalesced.

29, 13-14. Hn^ Inc rn n hftijw nb n Pr-^f . . . m mnh
; here rn n ‘the names of’ is clearly

an error, since the reference is obviously to waxen images; the next sentence orders the

names to be written on the images.

29, 15. The word Q<?i=i is of uncertain reading and meaning; Budge's translation

‘tile (?)’ suits the determinative, but Boeder’s ‘Kreide ('?)’ perhaps yields a better sense.

Since, however, chalk is not a characteristically Egyptian product, I have adopted the

non-committal rendering ‘pigment’.

29, 16. Hut Jiks rn-sn ‘the stanza of conjuring their names'; for hki as a verb see Wh.,

Ill, 177, 7. The suffix in rn-sn presumably refers to Apep and his myrmidons. For the

queried reading of my transcription, Posener, in a letter to Gardiner, convincingly

suggests pointing out that the ‘House of Life’ is a more likely source for a

magical hook than the treasury.

29, 19. Piictijw ‘substance’ (so Budge and Boeder) is perhaps the same word as

‘primaeval form’ Pyr., §§o21d; 52‘2d.

—

mw’ nientioned in conjunction with the

throne, cavern, and tomb of Apep, is quite obscure: the rendering ‘his chamber (•?)’, sug-

gested by the context, supposes a possible corruption of Boeder has ‘ seine Pyra-

mide (?)
’. The whole long sentence has an approximate parallel in 28, 7 ff.

29, 2‘2. For ‘to turn back’ read ‘tocrusli’, cf.Tn).,iv, 215,8.— il

‘may (he) be placed on the fire’; the following sentences show that is the passive

rdi-tiv, so that the subject of the verb, presumably the suflix
-f,

has been omitted.

—

is doubtless identical with P- Pd. Smith, 18, 6; Eg. Bel. 2, 133;

determined with a monkey brandishing knives Cenotaph of Seti 1, PI. 88, 2, 4.^ The det.

in the last-quoted instance, taken in conjunction with the Bremner-Ehind context, suggests

that the word is more likely to be related to hnjt ‘massacre’ than to hnjt ‘disease’ as sug-

gested by Breasted, Edwin Smith Surgical Papyrus, i. 475, so that Budge’s rendering

‘executioners’ is probably not far from the mark. This word occurs again in 29, 27.—For

read sbn-tic-j. This verb occurs transitively also in

‘steer not thy boat awry’. Peas., B 1, 221.

29, 22-3. Thy contemptuous identification of L\pep with the viscera of Ee< is due to

the serpentine form of the demon. is a writing of imy-ht ‘viscera' : for the expres-

sion h{f)b n imy-ht in this context see Wb., v, 9, 19.

29, 24. ^ is probably a corruption of sft ‘knife’.

—

Hnm-k m -i^d n ntr B ‘maj'est

thou taste of (lit. “be presented with’’) the cutting of the great god’
;
with this use of hnm

compare hnrn m sht ‘belaboured with blows’, Adm., 5, 12.

29, 24-5. is apparently the imperative with prothetic I of a verb /,< which

seems to he otherwise unknown. One is tempted to connect it with the Late-Eg. zi^ ^ Jfz;

‘to wander’ Horus and Seth, 7, 5, in view of Sethe, Yerbum, i, § 148 ;
in any case the meaning

here must be something like ‘depart!' Budge renders ‘enter’, apparently supposing P to

he a mis-writing of ^k, but such a translation is clearly the exact opposite of the sense

required. The following ^ 5*=i£ is old perfective with exclamatory force.

29, 25. For shtm-n-s read shtm-s.

29, 27. On hnjt ‘executioners’ see the n. on 29, 22.

30, 1. The translation of ‘squirt out’ (Budge has ‘spill’) is doubtful,

but the rendering of TPb., v, 442, 16 as ‘schliirfen’ is difficult to reconcile with the following

^ I am indebted to Professor Gunn for these references.

H
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hr tiw. There are two other verbs dbdb found in this papyrus, namelj^ ef:=J d^J'^'5'l ‘to

cut through' the skin of Apep, 27, 8; 28, 6; 30, 16; and — ‘to attack’ the

Mght-bark. 29. 19, var. e=J<=J '===,-==- 23, 13; 30, 19.

30, 3. in nn wn dp-k tnc is not the verb ‘to spit’ but is clearly intended for

‘to breathe’.

30, 4. is a writing of see Ibb., in, 295, 383.

30, 8. I’or
\
'‘=>>1 read {m} mdsy rather than wi-f dsij ‘through the knives’, since

the wielders of the knives are clearly meant.

30. 9. ‘thy face is toward it' means ‘thou art bound in that direction’. The
same expression is found in ^ J!^l >6^1] g<?l

^
‘although

I had found a ship which was bound for Egypt’ irenamiiH, 1, 40-1.

30. 11. is to be read bhnir, for the first sign is bdi, not mt. The word may be

identical with ‘knife’ Tlh., i, 468, 19.

30, 12. For read lotni tuk: this Late-Eg. pronoun occurs also above, 26, 17,

end. and below, 30, 13.— is probably a writing of Xruit, the vulture goddess who
personifies terror; the suffix in the following Mp-s shows that the word is feminine.

—

i,
e'~, I'l

‘inayest thou not travel by water or land’ is lit. ‘mayest

thou not sail, mayest thou not journey’; for read while 225^ ()P^ is an

obvious corruption of which is also found above in 26, 15.

30, 13. is difficult, since none of the recorded meanings of this verb fit the

context. In rendering ‘rise up ('?)’ a confusion with ^ j]
is assumed; for another instance

of this confusion see Wb., v, 399, 2.

30, 14. Dbs-sn sir r ‘ to stick (•?) arrows in (some one) ’ is an idiom apparently unknown
elsewhere, but it is probably a development of dbr in its sense of ‘to put on’ clothes Wb.,

V, 556, so that the literal meaning would be ‘they put their arrows on thee’.—For

read (’/. 28. 13; in 27, 19 the same word is written

30. 15. is perhaps to be identified with ‘portion of meat’ or with the

almost synonymous according to Ilh., iv, 437, 4 is also used of the dis-

membered limbs of the Sethian hippopotamus. The sense here is apparently that the gods

devour as food the portions into which 'Apep has been cut.

30, 17. Sbhsn r-k m sdt ‘they cry out against thee with fire’

;

the meaning is that when
the gods ciy out against 'Apep, fire leaps from their mouths.

30, 17-18. The reading at the division of the lines is very doubtful, and the

absence of any suffix after adds to the difficulty; the preposition in ^ and

the following farther speak against the reading -jp-, but it is difficult to see

hnw else to interpret the traces. ‘knives’ appears to be otherwise unknown.

30. 22. For the transitive use of shm see IFt., iv, 248, 19. The use of the dependent

pronoun shows that here at any rate there is no omission of the preposition m, but that

the verb is indeed used transitively.

30. 26. Xlnn originally meant ‘to be bald’ or the like, see Pjjr., §§ 521b (no det.)
; 2055b,

205t;b (det. lint later it comes to mean ‘to suffer’, see JEA 16, 21. To our ideas such

,i remark ' ihuu shalt suffer' is superfluous, if not contradictoiy, after such an all-inclusive

threat as ‘thou shalt not exist’, but such discrepancies are common form in these texts.

—

for sdr-nd; read doubtless sdr-k.

31, 3. Ah i

plural of U ‘young’ of birds, ‘fledghng’, used to refer

to the young of serpents; the derivation is shown clearly by the determinative |^. For
other instances of the widened area of meaning of this word see TFb., v, 340, 4 ff.
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31, 11. For read Po^P|, see the n. on 29, 22, and for ^
read

^

see the textual n.

31, 12. In the words sb fk-tic are difficult,

since sh is apparently a participle referring to ntr, while ik-tw has the appearance of the

old perfective 2nd sing., which is an impossible combination. The simplest solution perhaps

is to regard as a writing of the noun or possibly
]

{Wb.. i, 21)

and to translate ‘who averts ill’ as an epithet of ntr; for this sense of sb see Wb., in, 431, 11.

31, 15. ‘he has power over thee and over thy neck’ reads

strangely, and the feminine suffix in ir-s ^d-k suggests that 1,^ is a corruption of the

name of the goddess in anticipatory emphasis, cf. 27, IG; 30, 9.

31, 17. For of the autographed text read see my
note JEA 21, 51.

31, 20. n is apparently a relative form referring to nmt ‘execution-

block’, though Irt-ii is what one would expect in such a case. It can hardly be an inde-

pendent sentence ‘Ee' has created' unless a word or words reiiresenting the object of the

verb have been omitted after it.

31, 21. In n corresponds to original ni.—In the first word is pro-

bably the passive participle, corresponding to Middle-Egyptiaii the ending can

hardly be the plural suffix ic, as there is no plural noun to which it could refer.

31, 23. For H^PraraaP reacU^robably "P hhs.

31, 26. On the expression Gardiner, Hierut. Pap. DM, iii. pp. 59, n. 2 ; 85,

n. 4.

—

Sdr mr ‘ lie down in pain ’

; for the adverbial use of mr see Gardiner and Sethe, Letters to

the Dead, in, 3 (n.).—On p’j"^ Gie sense of ‘turn away’ some one cj. the n. on 29, 22.

32, 1. difficult and probably in part corrupt; possibly one

should emend into hr nn irijt ni ^wyk.

32, 2. P„^Vi is probably identical with HT., iv, 342. G, used of the flowing Nile,

and of which ‘ to froth up ('?)’ of beer. Two Brothers, 8, G ; 12, 9 is clearly a derivative

;

the sense here seems to be that the waters shall rise up in storm against k\pep. The deter-

minative is taken over from ‘to remove by force', Wb., v, 297, 11.

32, 6-7. On see the n. on 28, 15. In the following sentence the restoration

J]<?^ is very doubtful; what is needed is a verb expressing enmity to Pharaoh, com-

pare the next sentence and 28. 15. For nJu ‘danger (•?)’ cf. Gardiner's note on snhf in his

Admonitions, p. 48.— is not found in the TI'5., but the determinative gives a clear

indication of the general sense.

32, 7. The change to the 2nd person in is disconcerting, as appa-

rently it has no antecedent
;
the context suggests, however, that it must refer to Pharaoh

(see the next n.), in which case we should emend the suffix to «=-.

32, 8. The suffix in iwf m wpwty appears to refer back to ‘Pharaoh’ in 32, 7. The
whole passage down to 32, 9 seems to be a glorification of the king.—On the superfluous

^ in dfdit see Gardiner's note in Hierat. Pap. DM, in, p. 17, n. 13; cf. also ZAS 73, 74,

where he shows that it is a corruption of }.

32, 10-11. In iw m mktf, mkt Gb Pr-^f (m) mkt E<, ntf mktf sw we have a play on
mkt ‘place’ and mk ‘protect’, the latter being written with the same determinatives as

the former. After Pr-^f we should probably read (»«) mkt.

32, 11. With in E<^ him nf r nb ‘It is Ke' who shuts for him every mouth' compare
the spell published in ZAS 65, 35, and also see above, 27, 10-11

; di{r) at the end of the

sentence has been given a deletion-mark by the scribe and is not to be translated. The

* ^ V

J xi J
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latter part of this passage recalls Fijr., § l(j«.—On a possible emendation of the corrupt

^ see the textual note.

E. THE NAMES OF 'APEP

This text, which occupies the lower half of col. 32 with a double column of text and

concludi-s with IS short lines in col. 33, consists of a series of epithets of 'Apep, which are

often unintelligible, followed by instructions for making magical figures of 'Apeit and other

e\ il beings (32, Id-dlj, these instructions in their turn heing succeeded by a short hymn
to He< (col. 33). It is really little more than a magnified rubric added as an appendix to

the long text (jf the ‘JSook of Overthrowing h\pep' which jtrecedes it.

Translation

fi Tin: XA.MKs orbVi’Ei', wiiiru sh.m.l xot ite.

'Al'i;i’. THE 1 ALI.KX, THE .MAXOLEO (?).

l.t 'Al'EC, THE KAI.LEX, THE .MO.ST EVILf?).

'Ai'EC, TltE KAl-LEX, THE FIEKCE-FArEl).

bVl'Ef, THE FALLEX, THE ROARER.

AVI'EC, the FAl.LEX, THE ILL-DtSCO.sEl).

'Al'EC, THE FALLE.X, THE KltSIi.

CO '.ApKI'. THE FAU.EX, THE Y/lXl'.

'.\l'El‘, THE FAI.I.EX, THE DEVOfUER (?).

'.\l'F.l', THE FAl.LEX, THE HREAKEK Ol'EX OK I.AXDS.

'ArER, the FAl.LEX, THE KESROILER OF THE LAXO.

'.Vrer, the fali.kx, the EXE.MV (V).

1’.') 'Arf.r, the rali.ex, the hark oxe (V).

'.Vrer, the fali.ex, the tortoise.

'ArER, T’HE FAI.t.EX, THE XR.U.

'.Vrer, the fai.lex, the rotexx of oi.axve.

'.Vrer, the fai.lex, the ir.vrr.

:io '.Vrer, the fai.lex, the Kitin’ .u.vrr.

'.-Vrer, the fai.lf.x, the averted of face.

'.Vrer, the fai.lex, the sin ov si:;.

'.Vrer, 'ihe fai.i.f.x, the frow akd.

'.Vrer, the fai.i.f.x, the ijm-F ksiiu.

T'p '.Vrer. the fai.lex, the .voskrrkxt (?).

'.Vrer, the i am.kx, the devofrkk (?).

'.Vrer, the i ai.i.ex. the rivit.

'.Vrer, the rali.ex. the ri:.

'.Vrki'. the fali.kx. the evil-minded Ct).

ID '.VrEI'. the I'AI.I.EX, THE IJKIIIJ.

'.VrEI', ihe I AI.I.EX, THE IIUOKEX.

'.Vrer, the fallen, the slain (?).

F! The DERR TIOXS OF the EXE.MIES which ARF, to he JIADE OX A NEW SHEET OF PAPYRUS;

II THEV ARE lo I’.F. FELI.Hl) ' AND CAST INTO THF. FIRE.

r. There shall r.e m\de a serpent with its tail in [its] mouth and its [face] ' (turned)

DOWNWARD, AND IT SHAI.L HE THUS IXSCRIHED OVER ITS HACK: ‘'Al’EP, THE FALLEX, THE BIW-
iD serrent -Make another ; it shall he ‘The my.steriou.s of words’. ' Make other images

IT OF FOUR. FOES Will! SERREXT-F.VUES ' AND WITH THEIR .\RMS BOUND AND FETTERED BEHIND

IS THEM ; THEY SHALL R.E ’ThE CHILDREN OF REVOLT'. MaKE ANOTHER ' SERPENT WITH THE FACE

OF A LION AND ITS FACE (TURNED) DOWNWARD, AND IT SHALL BE THUS INSCRIBED: ‘KoARER’. '
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49 Make another with the face of [ ] and it shall be thus inscribed: canytVB .

'

50 Make another with the face of a crocodile, and it shall be thus inscribed: mw-y^-

51 iiR -iiR . Make another ' ima(;e of a foe with a bird-face, and it shall be thi's inscribed:

52 ifA'rr. Make another. ' an antelope bound and fettered, and it shall be thus in-

.53 scribed: ‘'Apep, the fallen’. ' Make other imaoes of fol k foes with bird-faces and
54 with their arms and legs fettered ' BEHIND THEM, AND THEY SHALL BE THUS INSCRIBED:

‘These are the children of revolt.’

1 After this, praise Re' and recite: O inv father, lord of the gods, greate.-it of the Great Ennead,

2 first primaeval one ' of the gods, who created nieii, after whose coining into being all beings

3 came into being; I am truly thy .<oii of thine heart. ' Divine is this heart which issued from

4 thy shrine, praises come into being with thee, magic ' making thy protection (‘G- How beautiful

is that which comes forth from mv mouth, for I am one excellent of counsels!

5 Come, 0 Eel, behold ' me with thine eve.s ; mavest thou prai.se ivhat I have done. I fell'APEP

0 in his moment for thee, I destrov ' him within his hell, while Hor-merti with his staff cuts off the

7 heads of th}’ foes, the Butcher ' with his great knife cuts to ])ieces the heads of those who rebel

8 against thee, and the Devouring Flame, the fiery one, her fire burns up ' his soul at his execution-

block. But thy soul is joyful, joyful: it has sailed across the sky with a f.iir breeze.

9 Come, ' look with thine eye upon what I have done to the bodv of 'Apep. His house is

10 destro}’ed, his wall ' ruined, his body destroyed in Yat-Pega. (But) thine heavens are stabli.shed,

11 thy cities firm-founded. Be thou enduring; ' be thou flourishing; be thou hale; bo thou youth-

12 ful, youthful; rise, rise, shine, shine, every day. Mavest thou ajipear in the Bark, ' thy heart

being glad; maye.st thou tru.st in thy children. (But) that C-Vpep, the enemy, the icnnlij, the

13 fierce-faced, ' he has thought tliat thou wast ('?) far from him, and he has ])lanned evil at hi.s

14 execution-block; turn him back witli his evil ' on him. Ho, thou who ascendest from the

horizon! The Two Lands are in joy, and thine heart, 0 Rci, is glad every day, for L\pep is

15 fallen ' into the fire, Neki is taken to the fire, and glad is the heart of .\men-Rra, Lord of the

16 Thrones of the Two Lands who dwells in Karn.ik, ' for his foe is fallen under him. Rei is

17 triumphant over L\pe[)—four times—Amen-Ei'a, Lord of the Thrones of the Two Lands ' who

dwells in Karnak, is triumphant over his foe— four times—.\tum. Lord of Iden (?), is triumphant

18 over his foe—four times— Thoth. ' the eliicacioiD of magic, lord of letters, is triumphant over

hi.s foe—four times.

It is at an end.

Commentary

3‘2, 14. For win.vi? ‘mangled ('?)' see IFh., ii, IS!), 15.

3‘2, 21. ‘devourer ('.’)’ is jieihaps derived from i/n ‘to ^wallow'.

32. 23. Sudt is possibly a writing of .sir/// ‘jiilferer’, ‘mutilator ('.’)', Wb.. iv, 32, 5-0.

32, 25. Knmtii is perhaps connected Mith ‘darkness’: ’the dark on(‘' would

he a very appropriate epithet for a storm-demon.

32. 2!). On Wnfij see the n. on 22, ‘22.

32, 30. may possibly he a variant of ft//; above, 32, 21.

32, 39. Wnj is perhaps to he connected with U-
32.43. For the collective .17''^ ‘enemies’ ef.

*«= Amndn b. Note the Late-Eg. con-—I ''liJii ^
st ruction

"
'l\<i -o^ -

.

32, 4(). TT- doubtless a mistvriting of the imperative 7‘^. var. o(?. which appears

regularly in this text before k//.

32, 47. On w-s(ic) htS see the n. on ‘24. 22.

33, 9. is doubtless to be equated witli . a late variant of for the

sense of ‘ruin’, destruction' of buildings or lands cf, Vrk.. iv. 380, 4: Israel Stela, 11, 26.

33, 17. On the place-name 'Idn see the n. on 25, 22.



FURTHER NOTES ON SOME EGYPTIAN FIGURES
OF CATS

By N. LANGTON

With Plates iii, iv

The cat has been associated by Egj'ptologists so exclusively and for so long with the goddess

Bastet that it is disturbing to find in our collection figures and groups which show' that it

was associated with other deities, including Osiris, Xefertem, Bes and other dwarf-gods.

Many of these are however difficult to identify, and the rarity of the pieces, and the wide

range they cover, make the task the harder. AMt identification is most desirable in view of

the possibilit}’ of a common origin. This article attempts little more than the presentation of

material from our collection, which emphasizes very clearly the wddespread importance

of the cat in Egyptian life and religion
;
indeed a doubt seems permissible whether such

range can be credited to any one divinity, and still less to a minor deity such as Bastet.

Our present material divides itself roughly into three classes:

A, in which a small cat is seated at the foot of a deity.

B, in which a cat forms part of a gi'oup containing a deity.

C, in which some cat feature is grafted on to another form of deity.

This classification by outward form is adopted for the sake of simplicity, as grouping by

abstract ideas—life, death, pleasure, maternity, and the like—is too speculative at this

early stage.

Before discussing the material it may be helpful to consider what other cat influences

might be potent enough to rival or supplant Bastet herself as the origin of these figures. They

are very few. Ee<, named in the Book oj the Dead (Spell 17) as ‘the Male Cat ’

;
‘the cat of

lapis lazuli’, and ‘the Great Cat’ mentioned by Professor Blackman in his article on the

Papyrus of Nespeher'an {JEA o. 2.5); ‘the cat in the House of Hapt-Ee' (Bk. Dead, Sp.

125); ‘the cat within the house of Met’ {Metternich Stela, 11. 78-9), and the cat-headed

munimiform figure on the cat’s sarcophagus at Cairo (cf. ZAS 44, 97), seem to complete a

list of which most of the names are mere shadows, perhaps with a common origin. Only

Ee' emerges as powerful and catholic enough for real importance; but even so a few refer-

emces in the literature (e.g., Budge, Gods of the Egyptians, i, 272, 345; ii, 297). and a few

vignettes in papyri as the slayer of Apop, can do little more than stir the imagination.

Cl-\ss a (Xos. 1-G)

A small cat seated at the foot of a deity

1 . Cat-headed, human-bodied Bastet standing, wearing long patterned robe and carrying

the sistrum, aegis, and basket. In front of her right foot is a small seated cat, facing the

spectator, PI. iii, 1. Bronze. H. G-2 cm. Saite.

Although badly corroded, this figure is too rare and important to be omitted. Nothing

material is affected. The figure is undoubtedly Bastet, but the secondary figure, the cat, is

less eas}- to identify or explain. We know that Bastet was invoked in cat form {JEA 22,
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llti, ‘2, a), aiul that, as eat, she received {)rie>tly worship [rf. PI. iii.
2),i

liiit there is nothin^

to help us ill this case to a choice ainone an incarnation, a Au-lienre, a ‘familiar', a temple

cat, and some jiower quite distinct from Pastet : nor does the suhordinate position of the cat

help us. If it is an incarnation, duplication of divinity is involveil. This seems to he esceed-

inydy improbable unless perhaps the object was to show the Goddess in her earlier form as cat.

and in her later one as semi-human, when the Egyptians had come to .>ee a blend of animal

and human as a higher or more attractive conception of ilivinity. The line lironze group in

the British Museum (Xo. 12590), showing tht* semi-hum.in Bastet with four kittens at foot,

might be regarded as on a similar footing to our group; but that, I think, shows Bastet as

a maternity deity, whereas our single cat is evidently one of a series connected with certain

deities with whom, as will appear, a maternity motive seems out of jikice. That the cat here

represents the ka of the goddess seems improbable in view of the physical ditfereiices, and

there is no evidence to support the idea of a ‘familiar'. A temjde cat is another suggested

identitieation. but, though such must have bt'en a complement to cat-worship, and jirobably

like the Apis ljulls was used for oracular purposes, it is most unlikely that one would be

shown at the feet of any deity sa\'e Bastet herself : nor. with her ))resent, would one seem

to be needed.

2. Leonine-headed goddess aihancing; arms pendent, h.inds empty; wig and ruff;

uraeiis on head ; in front of right foot a small seated cat, f,icing spectator. Behind is a ring

for suspension. I’l. iii, 8. Laience. Idue glazi*. II. -l-:3cm. Saite or earlier.

8. Similar to Xo. 2. but the ur.ieus is lost and the goddess carrii's an aegis. FI. iii. 1.

Laience. blue glaze. H. cm. Saite or earlier.

L'ntil the leonine-headed deities ha\(‘ been ideiititied with precision it may seem precijii-

tate to claim these two tigures as Bastet. Both, however, wear tlu* uraeus (the fracture on

Xo. 8 shows that one was present) and. since out of thirty-three uraeiis-crowiied. leonine-

headed tigurines with inscri[)tions which I have noted, no fewer than thirty bear the name of

Bastet, there seems no ri'ason to doubt this identitieation. Moreover, tin* goddess in Xo. 8

c.irries the aegis, which is peculi.ir to Bastet, so that the two tigures sujijdement one another

as evidence for the attrilmtion.

The reason for the distinction bidwcen the leonine and cat-headed forms of Bastet is

unknown, and it is curious that in faience, for wear as a personal amulet . t he former was as

common as the latter was rare. I’erhaps tln' form of worship and the regalia worn differed

according to locality or S|)ecia! festi\ al. 'Ihe [inddcm of the cat's jiresenco seems as far from

solution as in the case of Xo. 1. If is \ ery unfortunate th.it no inscribed grouj) of this kind

sei-ms to be known.

I. Xefertrm advancing, wearing lotu.s hc.id-dre.-^ and kilt, ami carrying a falchion in his

right hand. Bofori’ his right foot is a seatod cat. facing the spectator. Bidiind is a ring for

.'Usj)en>ion. FI. iii, 5. Bronze. II. Il-T cm. Saite.

Xefertrm. the son of Bastet or, as some texts say. of Sakhmet-Bastid, links the cat with

a male deity though one within the Bastet circle. He belongs by parentage and association

to the solar gods, and if he c.in be regarded as a form of Her, the cat may connect with the

latter rather than with Bastet. He i- al-o as-ociated with O-.iris (rj. Xo. 5).

5. Osiris standing, holding crook ,ind ll.igi-llum ; in front on right side a seated cat facing

spectator. Behind is a ring for suspensiom FI. iii. tt. Bronze. H. 7-5 cm. Ftoliunaic.

^ Al'-o from our collcftion. Bronze: H. 7 cm.; (?}.
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Out of many liundreds of similar figures this is the only one I know of with the cat so

placed. It brings the cat or the power it represents into close touch with the world of the

dead. A similar conception seems to underlie a bronze group at Cairo, in which Osiris is

enthroned between Xeferteni and Harpocrates, with a seated cat at his side and a kneeling

worshipper in front, and also in the curious amuletic group No. 9. In addition to these.

Professor Blackman {JEA 5, 26) mentions that the cat is connected somehow or other

with the ceremonies of mummification, and records the occurrence of a cat-headed mummi-
form divinit}’.

6. Fragment of a group showing the feet of a goddess trampling on two prone captives

;

behind her left foot a seated cat looks over its shoulder as it turns its back on the scene.

Faience, blue glaze. H. 3-7 cm. Bubastite.

This curious fragment was pubhshed in JEA 22, PI. vi, 4, and p. 118, where the principal

figure was identified as Bastet. It is included here as extending the series, and as an interest-

ing variation of the normal type. The scene is as yet unexplained.

Class B (Nos. 7-11)

A cat forms part of a group containing a deity

7. Bastet, with cat's head, legs and tail, standing. She wears a short patterned tunic, and

carries the three usual emblems (sistrum now lost)
; on her right stands a small figure of Bes

playing on a lyre, and on her left a crouching cat bites the head of a bird. The group is

placed on a low four-footed stool, the sides of which are inscribed with the names of Udjehor

and his mother. PL iv, 2. Bronze. H. 11-7 cm. Sake.

This group, apparently unique, suggests a ritual scene, and shows Bastet in a rare form,

her aspect perhaps at some particular place or time. Unusual features are the short skirt, the

way of holding the aegis, and the cat’s legs and tail. Bes is frequently associated with her

but the role of lyre-player is uncommon. Bird-eating cats are known as ornamenting the

loops of sistra (Langton Coll., No. 239) ; they are found, too, in tomb paintings {e.g., in the

tomb of Pia<mose at Thebes), but the latter reproduces a domestic scene with the hope of

perpetuating it, whereas our group and those on the sistra suggest rehgious significance,

being perhaps copies of a divination scene in a temple, or of a ritual feeding of sacred cats.

8.

Bes, standing, Avearing a head-dress of four plumes pierced at the tops. He is nude and

tailed, and plays on a long-handled lute. Knee-high, as supporters on each side, are seated

cats, facing spectator. PI. iv, 1. Bronze. H. 11 cm. Sake.

This adds another example to the Bes-and-cat combinations. The association may be

due to the fact that both Avere pleasure-giving deities and Avere coimected AAuth birth and

fecundity. The presence of tAvo cats seems to rule out identification AAlth any single diA’inity.

9.

Leonine-headed goddess standing, AA'earing disk and uraeus
;
on each shoulder sits a

cat, facing spectator, and on each side is a figure of the mummiform Osiris. Behind is a ring

for suspension. PI. k', 4. Bronze. H. 3-9 cm. Ptolemaic.

This unusual amulet, like No. 5, connects the cat AA'ith Osiris ; but here both god and cats

are accessories rather than principals. The dominant figure AAkh the disk and uraeus is

presumably Sakhmet (I knoAV of no inscribed figure Avith this head-dress that hears the name
of Bastet), but her association Avkh the cat is a puzzle unless, in some hidden way, a link

betAA’cen Bastet and fiakhmet is intended. The groirp belongs to a late period AA’hen fusions

Avere a fashion.
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10. An ape, or priest masked as an ape, seated on a stool and placing a circular disk on

the head of a cat seated between its knees. The group surmounts the capital of a papyrus-

column. Faience, blue glaze. H. 8-3 cm. Bubastite.

This piece was published in JEA ‘2'2, PI. vi, 1, but is mentioned here as it introduces a

new deity into the circle of the cat's associates. This deity is assumed to be Thoth, and it is

curious that he and Bastet appear to be the only carriers of the sacred eye. The action sug-

gests some ceremony of a solar nature. The Grenfell Collection (Lot 10'2) contained a group

in bronze showing a seated cat faced by an ape.

11. Human-headed sphinx, with spotted cat body, seated; head turned to right; hair

cropped in four heavy locks
;
tail on right side ; between forepaws is a seated kitten, and

another rechnes on back. Behind is ring with square edges. PI. iv, 3. Faience, blue glaze:

hair and spots in black glaze. H. 1-9 cm. Bubastite.

In early times the sphinx in leonine form represented the King, and in later ones the god

Harmachis. The presence of young shows our sphinx to be feminine, and as no lion-cub

groups are known, and as this one duplicates exactly some of the cat groups shown in JEA
22, PI. vii, 3, 12, 14, the combination is certainly with the cat. Probably the amulet is a

maternity one, but how it originated is not known, unless perhaps the Bubastites, who seem

to have been fertile in new ideas, recast the sphinx. A small amulet (No. 11865) in the

British Museum shows a sphinx guarding its kitten in true cat fashion.

Cl.vss C (Nos. 12-15)

Some cat features grafted on to another form of deity

12. Cat-headed dwarf standing; nude, tailed and straddle-legged; wig with two heavy

plaits; hands clenched and pierced for the insertion of objects (lost). Behind is ring with

square edges. PI. iv, 6. Wood. H. 6-4 cm. Bubastite or earlier.

A cat-headed Bes was my tirst thought for this figure, but the wig is an alien element, and

the position of the hands is more suggestive of captive snakes than of the knives which Bes

sometimes carries. Snakes indicate Ptah-Sokar, of whom small cat-headed bead figures are

known, but neither the tail nor the wig is among his peculiarities. Mr. Alan Shorter ingeni-

ously suggests kinship with one of those dwarf figures who appear nude, wigged, and straddle-

legged, and with snakes, on some of the ivory wands of the Middle Kingdom (cf. PSBA 27,

130ff., 297ff.
; 28, 33fi'., 159ff.). These wands are judged to be horoscopic, and cats are some-

times figured on them. Dwarf gods are often associated with the underworld, but the

evidence is, I feel, too slight as yet for plausible identification.^

13. Cat-bodied creature with the face and breast of a falcon. PI. iv, 7. Faience, green

glaze. H. 1-7 cm. Saite.

A larger piece might be more convincing, but this one does not stand alone, for a faience

figure in the British Museum {ex Bethell Sale, Lot 239) shows the same combination of cat

and falcon with complete clearness: the shape and poise of the head, the prominent breast

and thin legs being unmistakably those of a falcon. There are a number of combinations

with falcon heads which show the importance of the bird, and if, in this case, the falcon

element could be regarded as Ee' it might show the god in a double role of falcon and
male cat.

‘ A very interesting link between Bastet and the dwarf world is to be seen in tlie Papj-rus of Dirpn,
a singer of Amun (A/iC. Egypt, 1914. 29). This shows the deceased being led by the cat-headed Bastet
and accompanied by a bitch-headed dwarf carrying knives and a snake. Our wooden figure would make
a good understudy for this strange creation.

I
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14. C'at-heailod animal seated ; full breasted
; on eacdi shoulder a protuberance (ends lost).

I’l. iv, 5. ISronze. H. '2-~ cm. Ptolemaic.

In ])oise, ^•i;.'l)ur, and character this fantastic creation recalls the bronze Cerberus in the

-Museum of Alexandria (duide. Pi". 34) and so suggests that the lost terminals of the protu-

berance< may have been subsidiary head.s of a feline nature. Fantastic combinations are

found as t-arly as the Twelfth Dynasty in the Tombs of Deni Hasan {e.g., Tomb No. 3), but

this \ iporous little creature seems to fall into a more significant category, and suggests Greek

blood. Alternativfdy the protuberances may be additional breasts, showing us a ‘Great

Mot la r' deity similar to the Ephesian Diana, or again we nray have a new version of the

sphinx according to Alexandrian fancy.

D"). Cat- or liondieaded goddess seated: arms crossed on breast: in each hand a hoe.

Scarab ('.>) on head. Pierced for suspension. PI. iv, 8. Faience, green glaze. H. 1-9 cm. New
Kingdom (

'?}.

No similar figure is known to me of this Mimcnliti-type. It is difficult iir so small a piece

to decide w hether a ruff is indicated or a scarab is jiresent, but my own feeling is that there is

a .'car.il) afld no ruff. If so, Dastet would be indicated, as cat-headed representations of her

witli -c.irali head-ornaments are known, and we could then see this figure as a further hnk
witli the underworld. The shape of the hoes indicates an early date.

I am afraiil I must admit my inability to come to a definite conclusion about these pieces.

1 can find no common denominator, but. g(-nerally speaking. Dastet would seem to be the

likeliest inspiration. In some id' the pieces. ho\\e\ er. it seems improbable that she is present.

Is it possible that behind our juizzle are the m.de and female principles, and that the female,

as time passed and ci\ ilizafion mellowed, usurped, little by little, much of the power of the

male, lea\ing him to he recalled occasionally as a tradition of an old heroic age? I am far

troni urging thi'. but it is ptuliaps worth keeping in mind until more evidence conies to hand.
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THOUGHTS ON THREE RECENT ARTICLES

By g. a. waixwpjght

I

Capart, Gardiner, and van der Walle's Xew Lii/ht on the liume^sulc Tomh-liohheriex

appeared in JEA ‘1% 1G9-93, including a full study of the implications of the ti'xt of

P. Leopold II. Thorough as these are, they will hear some ainplitication, which it is proposed

to supply here.

The text forms part of the inquiry into the tomb rohheries. and Gardiner, smqirised at

their apparent strangeness, thinks the depositions might even he faked, and further marvels

‘at the gusto with which Amenpnufer recounts his thefts’ (p. 1S7). But tliis is explained hy

the nature of the report. The papyrus is of course not a verbatim report of the proceedings,

but a precis giving the gist of the endless cross questions and crooked answers hy which some*

approximation to some facts got into writing. For instance, no man comes into court and

states baldly ‘ I committed this, that, and the other crime'. Nor does he call himself a thief

:

that of course is the clerk’s designation of the accused. In lieing a ])recis this n port is exactly

comparable to the modern proces-rerbed of the })olice-stations in Fgyi)t, which tlu' accused is

made to acknowledge with his seal.

The two protagonists in the text are Fesiur, Mayor of Thebes on the (-astern bank of tlu(

Nile, and Pwei'<o, IMayor of the western bank. T’he robberies had taken place w ithin Fwer<o's

jurisdiction, but he had not reported tlu-m, and Be>iur had laid a conqilaint against his

brother mayor. Pesiidr was on the Great I’ribuiad, yet he ‘did not lind much favour with his

colleagues’ there (p. ISfi), who had to make the resulting inquiry. No, indeed! They no

doubt looked upon him as a troublesome disturber of tbc ](eac(‘. Indeed, tlu-y ‘.(jipear to

have been unanimous in resenting the asper-ions implicitly cast u]>on tin- administraticjn

of Pwei<o’ (p.180). Quiteso! Not only for the reason given above, but nodoubt forfearthat-

some of them themselves might also beconu' inqdicated. Hence their joy (j). 18H) when
nothing much transjiired at the ollicial ins|)ection. Furthermore, tlu- value of the official

tour of inspection will be evident to any one knowing the district. The commission crosst-d

the river in the afternoon of the 19th fp. ISS). It had to get out to the edge of the desert

.

where it inspected Dira‘ Abu '1-Naga on the north and the Tombs of tlu- (,)ueens to the south

of the Necropolis. It was a great deal of ground to cover, yet it claims to have done it, and
one of its members, Nesaraun the Boyal Butler, was back ag:(in in I hebes on tlu- eastern

bank in time to see the demonstration that ev(-ning. tjui(d\ work! We may wall belie\ (‘ that

the demonstration was whole-hearted which was staged by ‘the controllers and sergi-ants

and work-people of the necropolis, together with the heads of police, policemen, and staff

attached to the royal tomb’ at the instigation of I’weivo and the comnlis^ion (]>. ISS], TIk-v

and their administration were vindicated, they were all ‘good men’- -ami evervthing could

go on as before.

Pesiur, the complainant, was not taken by the Vizir-r and tla- Boyal Butler on their

official inspection (p. IHS). Surely, because he might keep on pointing out uncomfortable

details, which it would be more convenient for all parties to overlook. Such was Peikhal's
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refusal to acknowledge the plundering of a tomb which a later inquiry was to prove had been

smashed to bits (p. 188).

One feels sure that news must have come back to Pesiur that the Vizier and the Eoyal

Butler had gone to the house of his enemy, Pwer«o. The going of the authorities to some one’s

house is accepted as important evidence in modern Egypt as to which way the wind is

blowing. But all the same Pwer<o was no doubt given a very nasty time, and reproached in

some such terms as ‘How is it, 0 Pwei^o, that robberies take place in your district? The

Mayor of Thebes is a good man, he would not tell lies, and if robberies had not taken place

where did such and such gold come from ? ’ And so it would have kept on and on, until the

reproachers were induced to stop it.

What inspector is not well used to such behaviour as Peikhal's ? The known and self-

admitted robber is only able to identify two places as those which he had entered, and those

perfect!}’ harmless open ones: an unoccupied tomb and a workman's hut ! No doubt he was

very apologetic and voluble, admitting frankly that he had been very wrong in entering any

unauthorized place even such as these, and that, hence, their excellencies were more than

right in calling him a thief, and that he would remember all his life the words of wisdom
with which they had honoured him. But anything worse than this ? Never, no never!

Pwer<o is stated ‘to have laid the information upon which the Tribunal proceeded to

act' (p. ISG). No doubt he did, but only when Pesiur was getting too dangerous.

Pesiur had nanred ten tombs, including that of Amenophis I. in his accusations, but the

commission of inspection reported only one as rifled (p. 187). No doubt he suffered many
reproaches for this error, and much indignation was poured on his head as an unprincipled

liar. ^Meanwhile, every one would have been rolling out sonorous phrases about the excel-

lence of the perfection of the beauty of truth. But of course Pesiur was only repeating hear-

say, which, while reliable as to generalities, is utterly unreliable as to details—many a rogue

has been aljle to escape by exposing the untruth of a detail or two. On the other hand

Pesiur may have been making the wholesale accusations, some of which may be true but

cannot be substantiated, with which iheJeUah so often spoils his perfectly good case.

The unfortunate robber Amenpnufer did the work, but was a poor man. He got nothing

out of it himself but the labour, anxiety and torture at the trial, and final punishment.

After being imprisoned in the first instance, he had to deliver up his share of the plunder to

obtain his release. Fortunately for him he was able to recoup himself for his losses at the

expense of his companions, but was finally brought to trial and punished (pp. 171, 172).

Naturally Amenpnufer returned to his old practices after his first imprisonment (p. 188),

supposing no doubt that the affair would blow over, as others were continually doing. His

attitude before the Great Tribunal was entirely natural and justifiable: ‘ Vhy pitch on me
rather than on any one ePe ? I am no worse than all the others.’ V here there is little justice

luck comes into play, and no doubt all his friends and relatives said ‘Ah, poor Amenpnufer,

he has no luck'. The attitude, not of actively being better than others, but of passively

l)eing no worse than they is common among ihejellahhi in Egypt to-day. In ancient times it

inspired the whole of the ‘ Negative Confession’, which rolls on and on repeating ‘ I have not

done’ something wrong, never ‘I have done’ something good.

The account of the demonstration of the exultant party is marvellous (p. 189). The affair

can easily be visualized and the abuse which must have been bandied about by the crowd

can be paraphrased in colloquial Arabic with plenty of such remarks as ‘ A-a-a-h-h-h ! ibn el

}:clb! ban ‘au: ijUJirabna hhCiUs! ban ‘aw: ijermhiafi ’d-ddJnjah! Idbin eJina nds taiyiba! 11-

ira:lr rdgil gadn' ! ‘drij nun ‘anduh il-habb! A-a-a-h-h-h! yin‘al abilh

!

Ac., &e., &c.’ Also User-

khopesh's remarks (p. 189) are true to type with their fatuous high morality and their far-
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flung generalization. ‘All the kings, &c., are intact’, though at least one king and several

lesser people were already proved to have been plundered (p. 187). They are protected by
‘ the sage coruisels of Pharaoh, &c.,’ and everybody who beard him echoed his sentiments,

though knowing full well that it wanted much more than that to do it. Of course the im-

plication is that there is no need for such as you to make a fuss, and in any case j'ou prove to

be a liar. But Pesiur having gone so far, and like all the crowd knowing himself to be right

in general if not in every particular, threatens to carry it higher. Alas! such action only

involves the unfortunate in endless disputes, makes him incur the enmity of every one as a

nuisance, and finally ruins him. As a matter of fact Pesiur only got himself ‘ properly ticked

off’ in public by the vizier two days later on one inaccurate detail (p. 190). After this

nothing more is heard of him, while the delinquent, Pwerm, Mayor of the West, continued in

office for at least seventeen years longer (p. 190), But let no one's sympathy go out to Pesiur

as the one honest man suifering for conscience’ sake. No doubt it was something personal

that moved him, a grudge, a desire to get more of the loot for himself, or possibly to gain

credit with his superiors, though this is hardly likely in view of their attitude towards the

whole affair. Again, Pwer'o, Ma3'or of the West and chief sinner, now that the die is cast

comes out as the faithful upholder of right against his rival Pesiur, Maj'or of Thebes. In

righteous indignation at some breach of official etiquette and at the accusations that were

levelled against him, he writes ‘ I have reported them to mj' lord since it would be a crime for

one in m^’ position to hear accusations and to conceal them’ (p. 189). Assuredly he added to

his friends ‘How can the world go on if such iniquity is not stopped '?’ AAt he never reported

the really serious things, which were the robberies going on in his district. Nor does he even

‘know the purport of the great accusations, &c.’, which brings an echo of the complaint

of injured innocence ‘ Walluhi! nut (rrafski ivala luujah ‘alch But Pwer^o is ‘ reporting them

to my lord, and my lord shall get to the bottom of these accusations, Ac.’ (p. 190), loading

all the trouble on to his superior, who would have been worthj' of pity if he had not so

evidently been in it up to the neck. Note the breach of etiquette which formed the basis of

the complaint. It was that the information had been laid before that member of the Great

Tribunal, Pesiur, Maj'or of Thebes, who would be likeH to take it up. The complaint is that

it should have been laid before a greater man, the Vizier. This would have been convenient

for Pwer<o. as the Vizier happens to have shown himself Pwerto’s ’friend’.

But md ‘alesh. every one has been galvanized into activitj- and trouble to do their dut}-'

in an unpleasant situation. !Much inquiry has been rrrade, aird it is true that some trifling

delinquencies have come to light ; but how shamefirl to have nrade such a fuss over so small

an affair, and to have tried to destroj' the character of a ‘good mair’; after all the world is

not perfect, and ‘rrristakes’ (on this occasion the robberies) will always occur. It is very

indecent to wash one’s dirtj' litrerr itr public, Ac. Some wretched starving workmen have

beetr severe!}' punished, the public men and tbeir admirristration have been jirstified, and

the ‘ calumniator ’ repritrranded, even though in a high positiorr. Every one sinks back feeling

he has done his drrty, and will one day urge his energy on this occasion when looking for

some advancerrrent—and everythirrg goes on just as before. Girly, it will be up against

Pwer-ro that robberies did take place under him. hr case a stick should ever be needed, eveir

twenty, thirty, or forty years later, with which to beat hitrr.

Finally, the necessity should be urged for getting a right perspective before such conr-

plications can be firlly appreciated, or the difficulties of life under such rnrcertain conditions

be understood. There must be rrrany books which would srtpply the suitable background.

One which happens to have served this purpose for the preserrt writer is Captain H. Cox’s

Journal of a Besidence in the Burinhan Empire, for it gives his day-to-day experiences at the
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capital in 1797. Not to waste an inquirer’s time it may be said that pp. .53-5, 182-4, 2G3-5,

and 310 to say 405 would prove especially instructive.

II

In volume 23 of the Journal two more articles have appeared, which in their turn lend

themselves to illustration from modern Egypt.

The first is Hemmj’, An Analysis of the Petrie Collection of Egyptian Weights, which

appears on pp. 39-56. The extraordinary confusion in ancient Egyptian weights would
appear to the uninitiated to make commerce almost impossible. Yet exactly the same state

of affairs exists in Egypt to-day, where one soon gets used to it and ceases to notice it. Thus,

the dird‘, mitr, and yanlah, are all used for measurement, and work happily side by side, and
the differences between them, and consequent differences in prices quoted, are well under-

stood. The dird‘ is of course the cubit, and is in constant use all over the country for buying

lengths of material. As it represents the length of the forearm to the finger tips plus the

length again to the knuckles, it is as well to get a long-armed man to help you to buy your
cahco. Y"ou can sometimes, I understand, persuade the dealer not to use his owm measure.

Otherwise for these transactions the mitr and sometimes the yardah are used, and, as their

names imply, they are the metre and the yard respectively. Naturally they are more in use

in the towns than in the country.

Both the rati and the idlckah are the regular weights, though they bear no relation to

each other
; the rati being just a fraction under 1 lb., whereas the icikkah is just 2f lb. In the

Europeanized cities one can generally buy by the kilogram also, if so desired.

For the measuring of small plots of land for village purposes the kasabah is a very usual

standard. But you can also measure in diru‘, six and a half of which are practically one
kasabah. The small difference is marked at the end of the palm-stick measuring-rod.

Things are more compUcated as regards money. In the Upper Country, if a man is talking

at his ease, and not taking pity on the khaicdgah's supposed ignorance, a riydl means 15

piastres, and if you mean the 20 piastres of the Government coin, which is known to excava-

tors, you must specify riydl masrl. Similarly, the coin known to Europeans as 2 piastres,

kirshen, is commonly called tumn, i.e. one eighth of a riydl once reckoned at 16 piastres. In

the Sakkarah district the old Turkish coin, the pdra, pronounced bdra, still passes as currency.

There are forty of them to the piastre, so actually the whole country reckons in them under
the name faddah, when it speaks of ‘ashrin (20), sitthi (GO), and mlyah (100) faddah, which is

the usual Wiry of referring to the half, one and a half, and two and a half piastres. Except
with mlyah the ^vord faddah is regularly dropped off. Not unnaturally, like our own thrum-
mer, tanner, and bob, most of the coins have their nicknames, such as abii khumsah, sdgh,

bcdah, ta‘rlfah, niklah, &c.

Another complication exists between Cairo and Alexandria. While at Cairo kirsh means
the piastre of ten milliemes, at Alexandria it means that of five milliemes, commonly known
to Europeans as the piastre and half piastre, respectively.

The future student of antiquity may one day be troubled by the inscription which the

coins bear, or used to bear. Each coin states that duri&a/f Masri ‘it was struck in Cairo’,

though actually on research he would find that it was struck abroad—in Switzerland I

believe.

At Port Sa’id the coins of almost all countries are current and their values in milliemes

are well-known. During the War an extra complication was introduced in the form of the

Indian rupee, which passed everywhere at sometimes six and sometimes six and a half
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piastres. In Syria before the War things were far worse. Not only the oflicial Turkish coins,

but those of every European country and also those of most Oriental countries were current.

Thus it was impossible to get the exact change. The seller could only see what coins ho

had in the till, and calculate with paper and pencil how nearly he could get to the correct

sum. Though no doubt the system usually worked against the buj-er, on one occasion it

provided the present writer with a return ticket from Be\’rut to Jebel (Byblos) for almost

nothing. Scarcely believing the booking-office clerk could have made a mistake in his

change so heavilj- against himself the purchaser had his suspicions confirmed by a fellow

})assenger, who was loud in his congratulations. All through Syria the mejidiijah had five

different values, varying as to whether you were dealing with the Post Office, the Eevenue,

the merchants in the market, Ac. But this was not all, for in every town each of the five

differed from what it had been in the town you had just left. On arrival the first thing to

do was to inquire the local values.

Money, however, is not everything to the Egyptian countryside, and the extent to which

barter plays its part in village life is perhaps hardly a^^preciated by students. An egg or two,

a couple of onions, a cupful of corn, a jrigeon, will buy at the local shop the household’s small

requirements, such as a few needles, a reel of cotton, a fill-up of the paraffin lamp, or a few

sweets for the children. The schoolmaster is paid in loaves and perhaps a few piastres now
and again, as is the water-carrier. Even the comparatively smart chauffeur of some well-to-

do landowner may get his salary in so many ardabb of corn at harvest-time.

The Jielah is a measure for flour and small quantities of corn Ac., and this is smaller round

about Sakkarah than in the Upper Country. This in the eyes of the Southerner is yet

another proof of the superiority of the South over the North.

Yet again Egypt uses three calendars without trouble. They are the Arabic, or lunar, for

religious purposes
;
the Coptic, or ancient Egyptian, for farming; the European or Gregorian,

for Government and business purposes in dealing with khaudgdt (Europeans and xVmericans).

Most men who can read expend half a piastre on an almanack, and the amount of interest

taken by every one in the calendar is astonishing to the town-bred European. The latter’s

interest in it does not go much beyond looking for the date at the head of his newspaper, or

looking on a calendar to find the date of an appointment for Tuesday three weeks.

Thus it will be seen that a great variety of weights and measures can exist side by side,

and is quite workable in a society that is only loosely organized, is not pressed for time, and

does not weary itself with too exacting a precision.

The second article is to be found on pp. 62-75. It is entitled MEPIEMOS ANAKE-
XQPHKOTQN: An Aspect of the Poinan Oppression in Egypt, and in it Mr. N. Lewis

discusses how the collection of taxes led to the ruin of the land under the Eomans.

Similar extortionate taxes and their brutal extraction produced the same result in

Ismafil Pasha's time. There is manj' a poor man in Egypt to-day whose grandfather or

great-grandfather had possessed land and had been comparatively affluent. However, the

taxes and the extra payments consequent upon the collection of them became so impossible

that the tax-gatherers had to resort to torture to extract them. The favourite means were,

of course, the bastinado, but also the hhacuh which was worse. The result was that many a

man fled from his land, saying it was better to starve in peace than to starve and be ‘killed

entirely’ because he was unfortunate enough to own land. One is told that people were

reduced to fighting with the cattle for such green food as grew naturally, and that a man was
lucky to possess as much as a rag round his middle. Those who had sufficient character

simply became robbers living on the edge of the desert. Hence the population was in a state
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of flux, and a great proportion of families have not been in their present villages for more

than a hundred years, and will tell you that they came from elsewhere. An extreme case

came to the present writer's knowledge when we were excavating at Medum in 1910-11.

Near here is a village, Abu 'n-Xur if his memory serves him aright, whose ancestors had

come all the way from Kuft in the south. Our Kufti workmen were greatly excited when the

facts came to light, and visits of ceremony were made by both sides to cement the friendship

of the new-found relatives. Similarly the ancestor of a well-known family in one of the

Abydos villages had fled from Denderah.

^Ir. Lewis does not say whether in Eoman times impostors went round forestalling the

official tax-gatherers, but such frauds, one is told, used to be perpetrated last century.

Hence the fdldh had often paid taxes several times over. Such a state of affairs finds its

natural consummation in the blowing to bits of Old Beni Hasan a few generations ago by the

Ooveminent, just to teach the people that unwillingness ('?) to pay taxes was no good.
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THE ELECTION OF THE METROPOLITAN
MAGISTRATES IN EGYPT ^

By a. H. M. JONES

Papyeology tends too much to be divorced from the study of Eoman history ; not unnatur-

ally, since papyrologists have their hands too full already to wish to venture into an

ahen field, and the students of Eoman history are deterred by the technicality and the

profusion of papyrus documents. But it is plain that many problems of papyrology will

become clearer in the light of what we know of the constitutional law and administrative

procedure of the Eoman Empire, and that, on the other hand, our rather meagre knowledge

in these fields will be immensely amplified by the interpretation of the papyri. This paper is

an attempt to correlate what we know of the election of city magistrates in the Eoman Em-
pire generally, and in particular in the Greek East, with the evidence of the papyri on this

question.

I approach my problem from the general practice in the eastern provinces. There is no

dispute here as to the main principle, that the magistrates (apxovres) of each city were

elected by its people (S-^/roj). Of the procedure we know virtually nothing, but I would wish

at this stage to venture a hypothesis which will I hope be justified later in this paper. There

can be little doubt that democracy was in the Hellenistic East the dominant form of city

government, and that the particular form of democracy generally adopted was modelled,

directly or indirectly, on the constitution of Athens. It is, therefore, not unreasonable to

apply what we know of Athenian constitutional procedure to the Greek cities of the East in

general. We know from Aristotle's Constitution of Athens that the election of magistrates in

the assembly was preceded by a TTpo^ovXevpa (Arist., 'Ad. IJoX., 44, 4). We do not know what

the content of this TTpo^ovXevpa was, and it may have varied. It may have been simply to the

effect that the people elect the magistrates, but it may, and probably often did, propose a

number of names to the people. In the procedure of election at Athens names were first

proposed {jrpo^oXri) and then voted upon (xetporovia). Proposal of names often took place in

the assembly (Bern., XVIII, 149, npo^X-rjOels TwXdyopos ovtos koI rpiCbv i) Terraptov x^^'Poro-

vrjadvreov avrov dvepprjdri, Aesch., Fals. Leg., 18. xetpoTocoap.eVa)c 8e tcov SeVa Trpea^ioiV eyd)

p.ev TTpoi^X'gdTqv VTTO NavainXlox]?, Arjpoadevrjs 8’ vtt' avrov ^iXoKpdrovs)
, but Plato in the ideal

city of the Laws, which clearly borrows much from Athens, envisages the normal procedure

as the presentation to the people of a list of candidates, to which members of the assembly

may make additions, and then a vote on this possibly augmented list (Plato, Lcgg., 755, CD).

The role of the council (/SouA?;) is likely to have become more important when its character was
remodelled by the Eomans, and I suggest that under Eoman rule the normal procedure in the

cities of the East was irpofioXaL in the ^ovX-g, a 7TpoPovXevp,a proposing to the 8rjpos the names
of candidates, the possibility of further Tipo^oXaL in the iKKXrjala, and finally xe^porovla.

I enter Egypt via Alexandria. Alexandria was without doubt a city, though in one im-

portant respect it was incomplete; it had no council. I do not see, however, that this

deficiency has of necessity any bearing on the other elements of its constitution, its magis-

trates and its people. In a normal Greek city no ifi-gfiapa was valid without a TrpopovXevpa, but
^ This article is in substance a paper read at the Fifth Papyrological Congress at Oxford, 1937.

K
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the magistrates and people of Alexandria could pass i/ir^i^tcr/aaTa, as Claudius' letter shows (Bell,

Jews and Christians in Egypt, p. 23, 1. 20). Even therefore if, as I believe, a rrpo^ovXevfia was

necessary in a normal city before the election of magistrates, in Alexandria it would not have

been so. Primu Jude then, since Alexandria was a city, had magistrates and people, and was

capable of dispensing with a council in legislation, it would seem likely that, despite the

absence of a council, its magistrates were, according to the universal practice, elected by its

people. Direct evidence on this point is scanty, but it does not, I think, contradict my hypo-

thesis. Claudius in his letter to the Alexandrians treats the question of the civic magistrates

as a domestic concern of the city (p. 24, 1. 62, v-n-ep Se tov rd? TroXecrecKas dpxas Tpierls

eivat Kal Tram epol KaXws P^^ovXevcjOai. hoKeLTOu, i.e. SoKelre). These words, I think, rule out

the possibility that the magistrates were nominated by the imperial government. His allu-

sion in the next few words to the examination which magistrates had to undergo on giving

up office

—

V yap <dp>xovT€s tov Scuaeiv evOvvag wv KaKws pp^av perpicoTepoi, ppelv

TTpocreveKOyaovTai tov iv rat? dp^at? xpdvov—more definitely suggests popular election
;
this

evdvvr] was part and parcel of the democratic system of the magistracy. Claudius’ words

are perhaps compatible with selection by lot. But this would be most unusual at this date,

and the emperor's decision tovs Se veoKopovs tov iv ’AXe^avSpelg vaov d? ioTLv tov 0eov

Ee^aoTOV KXrjpoTovg elvat ^ovXope Kadd Kal v iv Kavonan tov avTov Oeov Ee^aoTOV KXppovv-

Tai (p. 24, 1. 60) carries the implication that this method was not the normal procedure.

More impressive to my mind than these passages is the general tone of the ‘Acts of the

Pagan Martyrs'. In these documents the magistrates of Alexandria—the gymnasiarch in

I)articular—are portrayed as popular champions, the representatives of the city in its

struggle against Roman tyranny. It does not seem very likely to me that men of the stamp

of Lampon and Isidore were nominated to their posts by the government which they so

bitterly attacked, and their prestige as popular heroes is more understandable if they were

the elected representatives of the people.

I now proceed to the metropoleis of Egypt. '\Ve find in each of them from the early years

of the Roman occupation a body of magistrates (dpyovre?), in externals analogous to those of

Alexandria. The resemblance is, I think, too close to be accidental. ^Ye find both in Alexan-

dria and in the metropoleis the same series of posts. The majority of them are, it is true,

common to the Hellenistic world, but this particular selection is peculiar, and most peculiar

—to my knowledge confined to Egypt—is the title of the head of the board, i^pypT-qg. The

additional title of dpxLrrpvTavig which is once given (at the City of the Arsinoites, P. Tebt.,

397) to the i^pypT-qg is also suggestive. It implies that the proper designation of the metro-

politan magistrates, normally given the vague style of dpxovTeg, was irpoTaveig, and we know

from other documents (P. Oxy., 477, P. Tebt., 317) that the i^pypTpg of Alexandria stood

at the head of a body of TrpvTaveig. These facts suggest that Augustus (under whom the

metropolitan magistrates first appear; the earliest datable metropolitan i^pypTpg occurs in

.7-4 B.c. in P. Oslo., 26) introduced into each metropolis a board of magistrates modelled on

that of Alexandria. ’

Were these magistrates, as I take those of Alexandria to have been, popularly elected ?

An objection fatal to this hypothesis would be that in the metropoleis there was no Sppog to

elect them. To this I reply that a document of the reign of Antoninus Pius (P. Oxy., 473)

records a decree passed by the dpxovTeg and Sppog of Oxyrhynchus. The document is clearly

official and implies the official existence of a Srjpog

;

the association with the Sppog in this decree

of 'PojpaLojv Kal ’AXe^avSpecvv ol TrapemSppovvreg is, I may note, no derogation of the author-

ity of the Sppog; in many decrees of Greek cities ‘the resident Romans’ are coupled with

the ‘people’.
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Of whom did this consist ? I am inclined, in company with other scholars, to con-

nect its creation with the registration of ot ano firfrpoiroXeajs and of avo yvp.va.aLov, which
seems to have been instituted in the reign of Augustus, probably in a.d. 4-5 (Van Groningen,

Le Gijmnasiarque des metropoles de I’Sgypte romaine, pp. 39-40). The creation of two grades

of quasi-citizens in the metropoleis seems again to have been inspired by the example of

Alexandria. There were, we know, in the reign of Augustus two grades of Alexandrian
citizens, those who were simply ’AAelavS/aety and the more select body who were enrolled in

the tribes and demes (Schubart, Archiv 5, 81 ft'.). What were the privileges of this more
select class is an obscure question, but it has been suggested that they alone possessed the

ius sujfragii, or perhaps the ius Jionorum. In the metropoleis the ius honorurn at any rate

seems to have been confined to the corresponding class of of 0.776 yupvacyLov. The analogy
between the two is perhaps closer yet. In the metropoleis the distinguishing mark of of otto

yvpvamov was the right, which was hereditary, to become members, through the e^TjjSfo, of

the gymnasium. In Alexandria the seems to have been the avenue to the possession

of full citizenship. I may cite Claudius’ letter once more (p. 24, 1. 58) : d-iraai rots i(j>r]pevKd)-

aei aypeL rrjs ip.fjs 'gyep.ovtLas ^al^aiov ^LacfivXdaacoi Tgv ’AAe^ovSpeojv TToXeireiav im toXs

rfjs TToAeto? reipeiois Kal djiXavdpoTrois -rraaeL. This sentence seems implicitly to distinguish

a citizenship ‘with all privileges and concessions’ from ordinary citizenship, and imphes
that access to the former was controlled by the e<^7jjSfa.

To return to my theme, my suggestion is that Augustus created in each metropohs a civic

organization analogous to that in Alexandria. He instituted a body of magistrates and
registered two bodies of quasi-citizens, a select group from which the magistrates were to be

elected, and a larger body which had the right of electing them. It may reasonably be

objected that this construction is entirely hypothetical. What positive evidence is there that

the metropolitan magistrates were elected ? Does the evidence which exists on the method
of their appointment tally with this hypothesis? There is no direct evidence of popular

election. But this is not surprising in view of the paucity of our documents and their

relatively late date. On the other hand I hold that the procedure of appointing magistrates

as depicted in the papyri is the vestigial remnant of what was once a popular election and
cannot be explained otherwise.

In the election of magistrates, as in any normal electoral procedure, there were two
stages, the proposal of candidates and the voting. But it is obvious that the second stage

would become superfluous if in the first stage only so many candidates were proposed as

there were places to fill
; I need hardly remind my readers that to-day no vote is ever taken

in the elections to many bodies, such as boards of directors or committees of societies, whose
members are theoretically elected by popular vote. The cities of the Roman Empire seem
early—though how early it is difficult to say—to have reached this stage in the degeneracy of

democratic institutions, and then to have passed to the second, when it became difficult to

find enough candidates to fill the places. In the Latin West things had, it seems, already come
to this pass when Doinitian’s chancery framed the constitution of the municipium Malaci-

tdnurn. Forinthat document (Dessau. 6089) it is specified that should an insufficient number
of candidates make their pro/essio to the magistrate holding the comiiia, the said magistrate

should post up the names of so many persons as are required to fill the vacancies, and
that these persons may in their turn nominate each one other, and these again each one other,

and that all persons so nominated should be deemed to have made their projessio. This

elaborate procedure, which was probably intended not so much to maintain the vitality of

the elections by presenting a choice to the electorate as to prevent unfair discrimination by
the presiding magistrate in his selection of candidates, does not seem to have had a very long
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life even in the west, and there is no evidence that it was ever applied in the east. But some

procedure similar in essentials mxist have been applied universally. The essential point is

of course that, if candidates failed to come forward voluntarily, persons might be nominated

as candidates against their will. Many legal texts which speak of immunity from honores

prove that candidature for office was already frequently, if not normally, compulsory by the

middle of the second century a.d.

The popular election of magistrates had thus by this period come down to securing a

sufficient number of candidates, by voluntary offers if possible, otherwise by moral suasion,

in the last resort by nomination (I use this term in its technical Latin sense). The first stage

in the electoral procedure, the proposal of names, had, that is to say, become the essential

part. There might follow a vote of the people, approving the fist submitted to them, but this

was a pure formality. It is interesting to note, however, that as late as a.d. 326 ‘populi quo-

que sutfragiis nominatio in Africa ex eonsuetudine celebratur ’ {Cod. Theod., xii, v. 1) ; forms

die hard.

The legal texts unfortunately do not give any clue to the development of the procedure of

nominations ; they date from the third century at the earliest and depict the system in its

complete form. And they present but a fragmentary picture even of the developed system.

It will be as well, however, to summarize the information they give. It appears from them
that nominations were normally made at a session of the council—this point, I think, confirms

my hypothesis about early electoral procedure made at the l^eginning of this paper. For the

early third century I may quote Ulpian, who says {Dig., xlix, iv, 1, §§ 3-4) ‘solent plerum-

que praesides remittere ad ordinem nominatim ut Gaium Seium creent magistratum . . . sed

et si praeses in ordine fuerit, ut fieri adsolet, cum ab ordine crearetur quis . . .
’. I may say in

passing that I question the constitutional accuracy of Ulpian’s language
;
in effect the council

did elect, but in law, I think, it drew up a list of candidates. The reason why it was important

that nominations should be made in council is implied by Diocletian to have been to secure

them due publicity
;
Cod. Just., x, xxxii, 2, ‘ Observare magistratus oportebit ut decurionibus

solemniter in curiam convocatis nominationem ad certa munera faciant eamque statim in

notitiam eius qui fuerit nominatus per officialem publicum perferre curent’—it may be
noted that Diocletian’s use of constitutional terms is more exact than Ulpian’s. This

point is made more explicit by a later constitution; Cod. Theod., xi, xxx, 53, ‘Libellis vel

edictis factae citra consilium publicum non valeant nominationes’.

It is assumed throughout the texts that nomination (in the strict sense) was universal

;

every magistrate, even if he had consented to hold office, had his nominator behind him. A
person nominated was deemed to assent to his nomination, unless he entered a legal appeal

within the statutory period, and was obliged to serve unless he could prove legal exemption
or at any rate satisfy the governor that he had been unfairly selected. On the other hand, the

nominator took a risk in proposing a name, for he was held surety for his nominee, whether
the latter assented or not. In these circumstances it is obvious that no one would nominate
who had not a pressing motive for doing so, and in some cases it seems to have been difficult

to secure nominations
; Ulpian {Dig., he. cit.) records that not infrequently the governor had

to intervene, himself naming a particular person for a given office. The legal texts do not
make it clear whether any one had an obligation to nominate. The constitution of Diocletian

cited above seems to imply that magistratus had to nominate to munera, and a constitution

of Gordian {Cod. Just., x, xlvi, 1) suggests that this was the regular practice at an earlier-

date. ^lagistrates seem as a rule to have been nominated by their predecessors {Cod. Just.,

XI, xxxiv, 1 and 2).

The papyri relating to the appointment of magistrates seem to me to reveal a stage in the
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development of this system. The procedure revealed in these documents is, I need hardly

emphasize, radically different from that employed in filling hturgic posts in the public ser-

vice. With magistrates there is etcrSouts hy a ypapparea?, no /rATjpoxrt? by the imarpaTqyos-

The terminology implies voluntary candidature. A gymnasiarch at Oxyrhynchus under

Antoninus Pius (P. Oxy., 473) received a vote of thanks for his iKovaLa yv[ivamapxM. Such a

genuinely voluntary, or perhaps rather spontaneous, candidature vas clearly by then a

rarity. Candidates are stated to promise to hold office: I may cite P.S.I., 1159, dvd'

vTTecjxeTo 6 avrog 'HpaKXel^rjg yupvaaiap^lag, and P. Ryl., 77, where the magistrates

state in their letter that Achilleus v-nlax^ro . . . e^rjyrjTevaeLv. Other verbs used in this docu-

ment are Tretdeiv, Trporpl-TTeaOaL of the proposer, Treideadai, dva- or eTuSeyeudai of the candidate.

These are untechnical. A technical term obviously misused is x^i-poroveLv iavrov (of the

candidate). A technical term of great significance, correctly used, is trpo^aXXeadaL (of the

proposer), TTpo^aWeaQat eavrov of the candidate.

The actual procedure we see on one occasion only, the famous Achilleus case of P. Ryl., 77.

This document will be familiar to all students of the subject, and I need only emphasize the

points that are significant for my purpose. The two gymnasiarchs and the exegete, as repre-

senting the board of magistrates—this is clear from the letter which they later sign in the

name of the dpxovreg—appear with an advocate and Achilleus at the jStJ/aa of the strategua.

They are apparently under the impression that Achilleus is willing to stand as cosmete, for

the crowd (of Trapearwreg d-rro rrjg TToXeojg) have been told to shout : aTe(f>ea9co Kou/ap-

Teiav p.ip.ov Tov Trarepa t6v j)LX6Tipov yepovra ((>u)Ta. I am inclined to agree with those who see

in this acclamation a vestigial remnant of popular election. The words used are it is true not

quite appropriate to election by acclamation
;
while the first phrase is what one would expect,

since it expresses popular confirmation of a candidate proposed, the second phrase on the

other hand seems to urge Achilleus to become a candidate. Nevertheless it seems improbable

that the shouts of the crowd would be put on record unless they had some constitutional

significance, though by this time, it is plain, their original significance had been half

forgotten. The first half of the acclamation is the stereotyped constitutional form ; the second

expresses the present-day reahty.

What would have happened next in the normal course—if Achilleus had been wilhng—it

is difficult to say. He might have formally announced his candidature—though this seems to

have been taken for granted—or he might by silence have expressed his consent. At all

events the object of these proceedings before the strategus seems to have been to give pub-

Hcity to the candidature: this is imphed in the phrase used in the magistrates’ letter to the

strategus—vueax^'^o o’ofi e^yjygTevaei.v—and by the strategus’ sole contribution to the pro-

ceedings—to order a minute to be taken. In a normal city the necessary publicity would

have been secured by holding the proceedings in the city council, as was later done in

Egypt also, when the metropoleis acquired councils.

In actual fact Achilleus upset the normal procedure by refusing the office of cosmete and

offering himself for that of exegete. A confused situation now arose. The advocate of the

magistrates persists in alleging that Achilleus had already accepted the office of cosmete

—

this acceptance, perhaps genuine, would being informal have no legal validity—and that

if he now offers himself for that of exegete he may take both, but he ought not to shirk the

greater office for the lesser. These protests do not shake Achilleus. The cosmetes are then

produced and declare that Achilleus’ candidature for the e^rjyTjret'a is, for reasons into which
I need not enter, illegal. Every one is clearly anxious to harry Achilleus into undertaking

the KoapLrjTela, but since Achilleus is stubborn no progress is made by mere protests. And
no one is willing to undertake the risk of nominating Achilleus formally, since this involves
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standing as guarantor. At length Aspidas, who is described as the father of Hermes, former

cosmete, pronounces the fatal words ISico Kivhvvw are^cx) ’H^tAAea ttjv KoafirjTeCav. The

advocate seizes on his words: e)(Oftev Srj <f)a>VT]v tov ’HcnnSa ort tStoj kivSvvw avrov OTe^ei.

Kal oxfxeiXei aTecfxrjvai, rj^rj yap dp)(^ dBianroyros iari rij rroAet. The strategus closes the

proceedings by ordering a minute to be taken of the statement.

The sindegus had apparently j'et further functions to fulfil. At a later date the magis-

trates wrote to him, giving a summary of the above proceedings and ending; imareXXeral aoi

0770)5' aKoXovOa toIs £771 aov yevopevois Trpovo-gaaL irpd^ai els to rrjv TToXiv dvoXa^eXv rrjv apyrjv.

It apparently rested with the strategus to enforce the fulfilment of the engagements made

in his presence.

I have. I hope, made it probable that the procedure in Achilleus' case was, apart from the

modifications necessitated by the lack of a city council in the Egyptian metropoleis, the

normal procedure for securing candidates for election to magistracies, as followed generally

in the cities of the empire. I would now wish to point out the contributions made by the

Achilleus document to our very imperfect knowledge of the normal procedure. It appears in

the first place that it was open to any citizen to make a nomination. Aspidas in this case has

no official standing in the matter, not being a magistrate or even ex-magistrate. It has, how-

ever, been plausibly argued that he had a good motive, in that his son, for whom he was,

according to the rules of Eoman law, automatically guarantor, though Koap-gTevaas was

probably still a member of the koivov tu>v KoaprjTcbv and therefore still had financial obliga-

tions in respect of that magistracy. By adding a member to the kowov Aspidas would

presumably lighten his son's burdens and perhaps hasten his release. It seems to me
likely that it was on such motives that the government relied to make the machinery of

nomination work. Technically it was open to any citizen to nominate a candidate for a

magistracy. Actually the only persons who would face the kIvSwos of a nomination

were those who wished to secure their own release from a magistracy. Hence the general

practice, later crystallized, it would seem, into a rule, that each magistrate nominated his

successor.

A second point of some interest is that at the end of the second century nomination

seems only to have been employed as a last resort. If a candidate could be induced to declare

himself willing to stand without being formally nominated, so much the better: the Ktvhvvos

was his alone and no nominator was involved. Later it would seem that a candidate was

invariably nominated, and even if he assented to his nomination, his nominator was none the

less responsible for him.

A third point is suggested by the phrase rgs dpxrjs Tfj rroXei dSiaTTramv ouarjs e^ oTTorepov

avTcXv used in the magistrates’ letter. This may mean no more than that if Achilleus' resources

were inadequate for discharging his obligations to the city in virtue of his office, they would

be supplemented by those of his nominator, Aspidas. But they may allude to the practice of

cessio bonoruin. I hope I may he forgiven if I do not go into that highly controversial sub-

ject. It vill suffice to say that various documents of the third century (CPK, 20, P. Oxy.,

140.3, 1042, BGU, 473) allude to the application of this procedure to nominations to magis-

tracies and liturgies. A nominee might apparently, anticipating that his assets would not

cover his liabilities, execute a cessio bonorum in favour of his nominator, thereby securing

himself against the injamia and bodily restraint which were the lot of an insolvent debtor.

AVhat little we know of this practice is derived almost entirely from the papyri, and it is a good

example of the contribution which they make to our knowledge of the constitutional prac-

tices of the empire at large. For there is no reason to believe that the practice was confined to

Egypt. The reason why the legal sources do not treat it is that it was by Justinian’s day
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illegal. A constitution of Diocletian (Cod. Just., vii, Ixxi, 5) declares: ‘Propter honorem
municipalem vel munus bonis cedentium invidiosam admitti cessionem miniine convenit,

sed his obnoxios pro modo substantiae fungi.’

In conclusion I wish to say a few words about the third century. Procedure has now been
normahzed by the institution of povXal in the metropoleis. Nominations thus take place no
longer before the strategus, but, as in the rest of the empire, at a session of the council. The
enforcement of candidatures seems likewise to have been transferred from the strategus to

the Trpvravis, acting on behalf of the council: this, I think, appears from CPE, 20, where
Aurelius Hermophilos writes to the npuravts of Hermopolis, protesting against the use of jSta

to enforce the office of cosmete on his son after he had effected a cessio bonorum.^ Documents
of this period often speak of election by the council—such phrases as alpedels vm rgs Kparicmgs

^ovXgs are common—and as noted above contemporary legal authorities, Ulpian for instance,

speak of creatio by the ordo decurionum. The actual procedure hardly justifies these terms.

We see nominations being made in council, and the council is apparently responsible for the

enforcement of these nominations, and in the last resort liable for any default by the

nominees. The evidence in fact suggests that elections were not transferred from the people

to the council by any formal act, but that the election proper (x«poTovta) died out, and the

preliminary procedure in the council (npo^oX'g) alone survived.

On the procedure of nomination the papyri give some interesting information. The irpv-

TavL^, as appears explicitly from P. Oxy., 1252 v., and implicitly from the minutes of council

meetings (P. Oxy., 1413-15), is responsible for nominations beingmade but does not, normally

at any rate, himself make nominations. The function of the ynagistratus in normal cities was
probably analogous. He demands nominations for the regular magistracies from the respec-

tive KOivd: the rule that a magistrate nominates his successors is thus firmly established.

From P. Oxy., 1642, it appears that this method of nomination, technically called dvrovopaata,

was legally obligatory for certain magistracies. It was applied by the prefect to the recently

revived ayopavop.La (Sia to e’^ avrovop-aalas avviarojadai rav-rgu -rfiv dpxgv, . . . KeXevaavTOS

Tovs TrXrjpdiaavras ovop-d^eiv dv6’ eavTOJV, ... A rg dvop.aala Trj vtt' ipxiv yevop-evg . . . els rgv

dvr’ ip.ov dyopavopielav)

.

Nominations to extraordinary posts and apparently to member-
ship of the council are made by a (f)vXg. In P. Oxy., 1415, the -upvTavis says: dvaTrXgjpovre

TO ActTodpyTjpa, Sore [. . . dc] opdaaode d[c] povXeodai, and the reply COmes from ol dno -rijs . . .,

and later in the same nomination the councillors say : ovk dvnXe^ei rfj (f>vXfj 6 /7ToAepa[ro?].

Again in P. Oxy., 1413, when the irpvTavLS says: ual at dXXai dp^al ovop,acrdTcocrav 6vop.daaT€

Seual ^ovXevrds, the reply (to the latter appeal evidently) comes from ol and rr)? rpl-rgs (l>vXrjs.

Here again, as it seems to me, the papyri provide evidence of a widespread constitutional

practice of which we know little from other sources. The practice must have been confined

to the east, for the ordo of a city organized on the Roman model had no divisions correspond-

ing to (fivXal. But there is no reason to think that it was confined to Egypt. This is indeed a

jpriori highly improbable, for it would imply that Septimius Severus invented it out of his

own head : it is far more likely that it was part of the normal organization of a Greek ^ovXg,

introduced with the ^ovXg itself into Egypt. And there are faint signs of its existence else-

where. An inscription of Laodicea of Phrygia [Ath. Mitt., 1891, p. 146, rgs povXgg rg <f>vXg

’AttoXXojvlSi) shows that the ^ovXal of Greek cities were still under the empire divided into

^ Cf. the words of the syndic in P. Oxy-, 1413, 'va TTpoTpa-niaoiv koI ap^toow ol ompaCopevoi to TrpwTevlavrov

rijs X(iTovpyT]aca[; .... But the ultimate sanction apparently lay with the provincial governor: Big.. L. iv, 9,

‘si quis magistratus in nuinicipio creatus munere iniuncto fungi detrectet, per praesides munus adgnoscere
cogendus est remediis quibus tutores quoque solent cogi ad munus C£Uod iniunctum est agnoscendum.'
Nominations in the last resort were .similarlv made on the order of the governor. Cf. Big., XLix, iv, 1, § 3, 4,

and P. Oxy., 1252 v., 1642.
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(f>vXai. Another inscription from Arabia {IGB, iii, 1277), recording the repair by a city of

an aqueduct, imaKOTTovvruyv ^ovXexrriov <f>vXrjs BtTatTjvcSv, shows that this division by ^uAat

was used in apportioning administrative duties. Finally an inscription from Mylasa (Le

ISas-AYadd., 407), [dftjcudets v-no -rijs <f>vXrjs v7refM€iv€v yvjj.vaalapxos, shows that at Mylasa the

tribes of the city nominated to magistracies.

The object of the system is plain. It was a simple mechanical device for avoiding the

iteration of othces by the same persons in successive years ; for since the several tribes served

for a period, jirobably a j’ear, in rotation, their members would only be liable to office at

intervals of as many years (or other periods) as there were tribes. It is strange that no hint

of so useful and to all appearances so common a system should appear in the legal texts

;

the explanation is perhaps that it was exclusively eastern while the lawyers are more familiar

with western forms, perhaps that it was obsolete by the time that Justinian's compilers

constructed the Digest and the Code. It is a good example of the contribution which the

papyri have to make to our knowledge of imperial administrative law outside Egypt.
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NOTES ON UNIVEESITY OF MICHIGAN DEMOTIC
PAPYRI FROM PHILADELPHIA^

By CHAELES F. AIMS

Ix my doctoral dissertation I have translated and discussed a group of demotic papyri

from Philadelphia belonging to the University of Michigan^ These papyri, together with

a group from Fayyumic Heliopolis, I hope to publish in the near future. In the meantime

I have taken from my discussion several notes of general interest in order to satisfy the

requirement that an essential portion of the dissertation be published.

1 . The Chronology of the Early Years of Ptolemy Epiphanes

The problem of the chronology of the early years of Epiphanes has recently been dis-

cussed by AValbank,® who shows conclusively that the second year of Epiphanes must have

begun October 13 (Thoth 1 of the Egyptian year), ‘203 b.c., his accession having occurred

some time during the previous year. However, since Dinsmoor has shown that the date

of the Eosetta Stone, Xandikos 1 (ilacedonian), equalling Mecheir 18 (Egyptian), of the

ninth year of Epiphanes, is to be equated 'uith March ‘27 (Julian), 196 b.c.,^ the intervening

time is one year short of the number of years required for the elapsed period. Walbank
proposes that this discrepancy be accounted for by supposing that ‘at some time between

Epiphanes’ second year . . . and his ninth year ... a year must have been omitted
; or

alternatively a break occurred part of the way through one Egyptian year, and the period

from then to the next Thoth 1 was regarded as a new year, with a fresh set of eponymous
priests Knowing of no document dated in j'ear 6, he accepts the first alternative, believing

that the sixth year was omitted. However, P. Michigan Inv. Xo. 4526. Al, 2 is dated in

year 6, Choiak,® and in this double document Epiphanes is not yet included in the cult of

the gods, nor is the priestess-ship of Arsinoe Philopator mentioned.'^ Therefore Walbank's

theory that year 6 was suppressed, along with its supporting arguments, must be discarded.

^ I wish to thank the authorities of the University of Michigan for permission to publbh these papyri.

Professor William F. Edgerton of the Oriental Institute of the University of Chicago has guided me in the

reading and interpretation of these documents and has helpfully criticized the manuscript. My colleague,

Mr. George K. Hughes, has discussed with me many points of interpretation and translation. Professor

Erwin Seidl of Greifswald read a prelimmary treatment of the matter discussed in Sect. 5 below, and has

given me many helpful suggestions. Blr. Herbert C. Youtie of the University of Michigan and Dr. Ray-
mond A. Bowman of the Oriental Institute have also given me suggestions in regard to this problem.

To all of these I wish to acknowledge my indebtedness and deep gratitude.

- C. F. Nims, University of Michigan Demotic Papyri: Papyri from Philadelphia (unpublished Ph.D.

dissertation, Division of Humanities, Department of Oriental Languages and Literatures, University of

Chicago, 1937). “ F. W. Walbank. The Accession of Ptolemy Epiphanes, JEA 22. 20 fi.

W. B. Dinsmoor, The Archons of Athens in the Hellenistic Age. 492. The ninth year, then, began
October 11, 197 B.c. ^ Walbank, op. cit., 31 f.

® The occurrence of year 6 in this document has already been noted; cf. JEA 22. 51, n. 2, Xo. 17.

Walbank. op. cit., 32, had suggested that, after ‘a deterioration of Egyptian morale’ because of

Egyptian military disasters, "the popular morale was restored by the deification of Epiphanes, and the

institution of a priestess to Arsinoe ' at the time when the calendar was changed, and the sixth year omitted.

L

»
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Dates occueeixg dukixg the First Nixe Years of Ptolemy Epiphanes

KNOWN from Contemporary’ Documents
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We must conclude, then, that the second alternative given by Walbank is probably

the correct solution of the difficulty. The accompanj’ing table gives the dates noted in

contemporary documents so far as known for the first nine years of Epiphanes' reign, and
it is seen that there are t\vo possible periods when the break might have taken place, either

between Phaophi of year 5 and Choiak of year C, where there is a period of thirteen months
from which we have no dates mentioned in the documents, or betM'een Mecheir of year 7

and Pharmouthi of year 8, -when there is a similar period with no dates noted.

2. The ss n s^nh of Marriage Settlements

P. Michigan Inv. No. 4526. Al, a ss n s^nh belonging to the type of marriage settlements

usually called ‘Alimentary Contracts has in it two sentences common to this form of

document :
‘ Thou hast caused my heart to be satisfied with the 21 (deben) of silver of the

‘ Leiden i. 373c, also Cairo 30753; on the date of the latter, cf. Sethe, Biirgschaftsurk., 104.

Cairo 30097 ; the date may be Pauni; cf. Sethe, op. cit.. 52.

Cairo 30700; Spiegelberg read the month as Phamenoth.
* Cairo 30flS9d-30701-f 30782. 6 bgxJ vi, 1266.
'' Cairo 30659. ’ P. Petrie m, 57b. ® Tebtunis m. 1, 820.
“ N.Y. Hist. ,Soc. 373b, N. .J. Reich, Sew Documents from, the Serapeum, Mizraim 1, PI. vii.

P. Mich. Inv. Xo. 4526. Al, 2.

“ Louvre 2435, E. Revillout, Chrestomathie demotique, 389.
'• Dublin, Trin. Coll. pap. Hincks, 2A, B, Thompson, in Griffith Studies, 20, 27.
'* B.M. 10575 2, 3, Thompson, .4 Family Archice from Siut, Pis. xvii-xxii; also B.M. 10591, verso,

col. V; 5, ibid., PI. xiv.

Louvre 2408, Revillout, op. cit., 330. Bogetja Stone.

It should be emphasized that the appearance of documents having dates in both these periods so as
to make the elapsed time in each less than twelve months would, of course, necessitate a new theory for

the solution of this cluonological problem.
’ For a catalogue of these marriage settlements cf. W. Spiegelberg, Demotische Papyri {Verdfferit-

hchnngen aus den badi.schen Papyrus-Sammlungen, Heft 1) {hereafter referred to as Spiegelberg, YBP, i), 38
to which add B.YI. 10.591, cols, vi 21-vii;5, Thompson, op. cit.. Pis. vi, vii, pp. 8, 25 f. ; the Greek abstracts
published by A. E. R. Boak in JEA 12, 100 ff., and republished by the same author. Papyri from Tebtunis,
I, 29 ff., 45 f., .52 f., .58 ff., 67 f., and P. Mich. 624, referred to by Boak, JEA 12, 107. A translation of this
last document by \V. F. Edgerton is now in the press.
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treasury of Ptah, refined, ... as thy s^nJi', and, ‘I shall not be able to say to thee, “Pieceive

thy s^nh aforesaid from my hand”, (but) at the time when thou desirest it from me, I will

give it to thee.’ I do not believe that the proper interpretation has been given to two

matters involved in these sentences, namely, the meaning of s^nJi and the nature of the

sum involved (21 deben of silver in the Michigan papyrus). These two problems must be

considered together.

Griffith, commenting on the word s^nh as it was used in P. dem. Bibl. Nat. Paris 219.

speaks of the s^nh, as ‘an annuity’,^ and Spiegelberg, in his translation of this document,

gives the word the meaning of ‘Alimentation (Unterhalt)’.^ Further, the sentence, ‘I shall

not be able to say to thee, etc.’, is paraphrased by Muller, ‘Du hast die Zeit zu bestimmen.

wo du ihn von mir empfangen willst ’,® and it would seem, if I understand him correctly,

that he takes this to refer to ‘Lebensunterhalt’ (hfc^ hbs). Thus it would seem that there

exists a confusion between s’^nh and the yearly stipend for food and clothing. However,

in this sentence s<nh does not refer to this yearly payment; it is clearly stated in every

ss n s^-nh that the s^nh is the ‘X deben of silver of the treasury of Ptah, refined’.

Until recently it seems to have been universal to translate s<nh as ‘alimentation’;^

however, Thompson has lately made the comment, ‘To avoid giving a too precise legal

meaning, I have adopted the words “endowed” and “endowment” for s<nh’.^ It is to be

admitted that the verb s^nh means ‘to nurture’, and that etymologically the noun should

mean ‘the nurture’, i.e. ‘alimentation’. But I believe that a careful consideration of the

evidence, presented below, shows that in its usage the noun means rather ‘that which pro-

duces nurture’, i.e. ‘revenue-producing property’, as opposed to ‘revenue’, and that

Thompson’s translation of the word gives the true legal meaning.

Junker, in the course of his discussion of this type of marriage settlement, indicates his

belief that the money of endowment is a fictitious payment or deposit whose object was

to fix the amount which had to be paid by the husband to the wife in case of divorce,*

and he is followed in this conclusion by Boak.^ Spiegelberg, however, even after the

publication of Junker's conclusions that the marriage settlements represented by the ss n

s<nh were not materially different from other marriage settlements, still believed that this

type of document represented a ‘loose marriage’ or ‘trial marriage’, and took the position

that the money of endowment was an actual amount from which the man paid the woman
her yearly stipend, and, in support of his view, stated that the capital amount would be

exhausted in about ten years.*

P. Michigan Inv. No. 4244. 4a® throws further light on this problem. In lines 6 ff. the

husband says to the wife, ‘Thou hast given to me [money and objects of which the value

is] 4 talents 50 (deben) of silver, the Remainder'' (sp) of thy dowry in the name of the

^ Griffith, Ryl. Pap., 99, n. 3; 113. - Spiegelberg, VBP, i, 41 f.

^ Mbller, Zwei dg. Ehevertrdge aus mrsattisclier Zeit. 27.

* It should be pointed out that Griffith, op. cit., 115, n. 6, after translating as ‘revenue (?)’ in the

text, gives as suggested alternatives ‘investment’, ‘nionev on loan’, ‘annuity’, and ‘pension’, but, as the

comment noted above shows, he did not finally accept the meaning ‘investment’, which is, I believe,

the most nearly correct of his various proposals.

Thompson, op. cit., 12, n. 8.

® H. Junker, Papyrus Lonsdorfer I, 50; cf. also Edgerton, Xotes on Egyptian Marriage chiefly in the

Ptolemaic Period, 9, n. 2.

' Boak, .JEA 12, 108.

® Spiegelberg, VBP, i, 36 f. Edgerton, op. cit., 8 f., takes the same view of Spiegelberg’s theory as that

more fully developed below.

’ This document and others bearing the number 4244 come from Fayj'umic Heliopolis.
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document of endowment of 21 (deben) of silver.'^ The implication of this document is clear.

The document of endowment is made by the husband in consideration of a capital amount

brought by the wife, and the money of endowment is neither an ‘actual’ nor a ‘fictitious’

amount, but rather a ‘nominal’ one.

Further information on the responsibility of the husband is to be had from a document

which appears to be a form of marriage settlement, Cairo 50129.^ The principal provisions

of this contract can be summarized as follows: The man acknowledges the receipt of 500

deben of silver, the dowry (’P),® from the woman, and promises to provide her with 24

measures of grain and 200 deben of silver as her yearly stipend. The payment is to continue

until such time as the woman desires the return of the amount of the dowry, at which

time it must be repaid within thirt\- days. If the money is not repaid, the stipend is to

be continued until such time as the woman receives the 500 deben of silver. Of a similar

nature is the marriage settlement B.M. 1059:1,-* though the provision for the return of the

dowry is dependent on divorce. In line 4 we read, ‘If I divorce thee, ... I will give them

[i.e. 110 deben of silver, the value of the dowry] to thee at the time when thou wishest

them from me, on a day within thirty days of wishing the 110 (deben) of silver aforesaid

from me. ’ Such a statement would seem to imply that even after the divorce the dowry can-

not be returned until the woman requests it. Of the same nature is the marriage settlement

Leiden 1. 8T8a.^ Though none of these documents mentions any connexion between the do-wry

and the money of endowment, both P. Michigan Inv. Xo. 4244. 4a and Karara II show that

the document of endowment was given in consideration of the dowry brought by the -wife.®

* It would .seem that Karara II, 3-4 {cf. Spiegelberg, \'BP, i, PI. ii and pp. 25 ff.) has a similar state-

ment. Spiegelberg had read, dj.t mtj hitj-.i n piy.k{.') j (') r(.’) grkd (?) 'rm>t (?) n rn pi sh s^nh n kd LI. He
believed that the j referred to a quarter of the 200 deben of silver mentioned in 1. 5, of -which 51 dehen

is approximately the correct amount. But the reading j cannot be correct ;
the stroke which Spiegelberg

took to be the tail of j does not belong to the sign at the end of 1. 3. but is actually part of the -word

u'th in the line below; cf. the writing of teth in 1. 14. Because of the evident scribal confusion between the

suffix pronouns of the 2 s. m. and f. in 1. 5, where '-t is written instead of d, it might be possible to read

pty>k and take the following sign to be But since, in 1. 5, we have the statement, ’You have given

to me 200 (deben) of silver’, showing that the husband received the whole amount, and especially since

11. 10-11, reading, ‘At the time when you shall wish them from me, I will give them to you’, seem to

indicate that the entire 200 deben of silver is to be returned, I do not feel that the reading piy'.k j can

bo at all certain. From the facsimile it is tempting to see here, following the reading of P. Mich. Inv.

Xo. 4244. 4a 9, the words pi sp, though there is some paleographic difficulty in the stroke which appears

to follow the p! both in the facsimile and in Spiegelberg’s hand-copy of this group (ibid., 33). However,

it is not po.ssible to maintain Spiegelbcrg’s position that there was written here piy>k j, representing the

51 dehen of silver as a quarter of the value of the dowvy.
• \V. Spiegelberg, Die demoiischen Denkmdler, m: Uemotische Inschriften und Papyri (CCG, xen), PI, Ivi

and pp. 93 f. The summary is made from my own translation, which differs in several particulars from

that given by Spiegelberg.

•* The reading of the signs here is uncertain, and is further obscured by the cancelling lines. I have

read tentatively piy-t hd ’‘nk-P hmi, ‘thy silver of wife’s ‘^property . Hughes suggests P'’i/d hd n ir n-.y

hint, ‘thy silver of becoming iny wife’. The receipt of the dowry in this document was first suggested by
E. Seidl. Ary. 13. bl, n. 1. Thompson, op. cit., PI. xxiv. pp. 68 tf.

’’ Translated by Spiegelberg, Pec. Trnv. 28, 194 f. ; cf. also iloUer, op. cit., 22, Schema VI.

“ It is interesting to note that the parties to B.M. 10.593 drew up, six months later, a document of

21 deben of silver, B.M. 10.594; rf. Thompson, op. cil.. Pis. xxvi, xxvii, pp. 70 ff. This is not called a ‘docu-

ment of endowment ', but the 21 deben of silver and the provisions of the contract show' that it could be

considered a.s such. However, the main emphasis seems to be on the provisions for the return of the said

sum. But the yearly stipeml mentioned in the latter papyrus is not the same as that enumerated in B.M. 10593,

and the relationship between these two documents is difficult to determine.
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The endowment sum is, then, a nominal amount representing money or value received

by the husband from the wife. He does not pay the yearly stipend for sustenance from it,

and so use it up, as Spiegelberg suggested, but it is treated as principal, in relation to which

the payments to the woman for sustenance must be treated as interest, since even in the

case of divorce it would seem that these payments must be continued until such time as

the woman desires the repayment of the dowry or principal sum. Nor can the husband

force his wife to accept the return of the dowry, hut he can give it to her only when she

requests it, as is shown by the sentence, ‘I shall not be able to say to thee, “ Receive thy

endowment from my hand”, (but) at the time when thou desirest it from me, I will give

it to thee’.^

3. The Independent Use of the Conjunctive mftv#

P. Michigan Inv. No. 4526. Al, following the names of the contracting parties, reads,

dl'4 m[tr n hd 21 ... n piyd s^nh rntw m hrd-t-ic r ms-M n<>y}in( m Tird [{ic nty^

[r] vis-t'AC n^y nty iih nty mtic'^y lin<- )u nty iwAj dht hprHv pujd sry pfij sry (y p/y Im m
Jjrd-t-ic r ms-Ut m hrd-t-iv nty [[•](>«< r ms-Uic haj mtivAy dl-t nd ri-si 72 n *^SiC . . . npnjd

hbs hr rnp-t, ‘ Thou hast caused [my heart to be satisfied] with 21 (deben) of silver . . .

as thy endowment. To the children whom thou hast borne to me together with the child[ren

whom] thou wilt bear to me belong everything which is mine together with that which

I shall acquire. Thy eldest son is my eldest son among the children whom thou hast borne

together with the children whom thou wilt bear to me. I am to give to thee 72 (measures)

of ''wheat'' in ''grain'' ... as thy food and clothing yearly.’ Here, in the last sentence quoted,

the conjunctive mtic'- does not continue the mood and tense of any preceding verb, but is

used independently. In this independent use mtw'^ is to be translated as an independent

future, implying obligation; thus it has here the sense, ‘I am (obliged) to give to j'ou . .
.

'.

Spiegelberg has pointed out a similar usage folio-wing a conditional clause,^ but there are

many examples where, as in this document, there is no conditional clause actually present

or implied. Earlier occurrences of this usage with the same wording as 4526. Al are the

marriage settlements Karara I/D and Eylands 10/2.-* Ostrakon Strassburg d. 1845/7 has

mtic'4 hpr n pnj ^-icy, ‘You are to be in my house’.® Thompson has published a demotic

ostrakon of magical content which, in line 4, reads, mtu'AC thbAC hr nuc, ‘They are to be

sprinkled with Avater’ (so translated by Thompson).® Similarly, in the Magical Papyrus.

rnticdi di-t, ‘ Y’’ou are to put (it in something) ’, folloAvs the name of the ingredient.'^ In leases

the independent use of mtiC'' often occurs following the neighbours of the property, where
it begins a neAv thought; cj., for instance, Berlin 3102 13, mtw'Ay .s/.v, ‘I am to plough’,®

^ I believe that the translation of s<nh by ‘endowment’ is establi.shed for its usage in 'documents of

by the foregoing discussion. Moreover, such a meaning is entirely in keeping with the use of s^iih

in other cases, such as, for instance, Brussels 3 2, Spiegelberg, Die demotixhen Papyrus J. Musiies Royaii.v

dll Cinquantenaire, Pis. iv, v, translated also bj’ Sethe. Biirgschajtsurk., 72U ff.

“ Spiegelberg. Dem. Gr.. § 1.52.

^ Spiegelberg, VBP. i, 21. This document is dated about 342-332 B.c.; cJ. ibid.. 28.

Griffith, op. cit.. PI. xlviii. This document is dated 315 B.c. I am indebted to Edgertuu for this and
the two following references.

^ Edgerton. op. cit., 10, 13. * Thompson, PBBA 3.5, 95 If.

’ Griffith and Thompson, The Demotic Magical Papyrus of London and Leiden. Pis. xi 21-22, xii 28.

Edgerton has callerl my attention to a similar usage in the Dendera texts pointed out by .Junker. Sprackliche

Verschiedenheiten in den Dischriften con Dendeia. 9. § 17. 2.

® Spiegelberg, Demotische Papyrus .... Berlin. PI. xxx. I am indebted to Hughes for calling my
attention to this usage in leases.
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similarly, Strassburg 9/11, dl-t mw r-r^f,
‘

I am to put water on it A closely parallel

use is found in P. Michigan Inv. Xo. 4244. 4a/17-19, ‘Thou hast claim on me again (in

regard to) the law of the agreement which I made to thee on the document of endow-

ment ... as well as the law of the agreement aforesaid, making two agreements, and I will

do {mtiC'Aj) for thee their law’. Many parallels to this last might be quoted.^

4. The Use of tn-st with the Meaning ‘pertaining to’

In P. Michigan Inv. Xo. 4526. C2, the ‘Document of Cession'® of the sale of half of

a house, the property is described as ‘thy half part of the house . . . together with the

half part of its courtyard which is south of it ^niip The restoration is based on

P. Michigan Inv. Xo. 4244. 1/5, ‘thy house . . . together with thy courtyard m-Sf^f south

of it ’, and P. Michigan Inv. No. 4244. 6a/2, ‘ the birth of the ibises together with

the southern Qiouse'' of the ibis and the falcon nty Literally, 7n-sf means ‘behind’,

but I believe that in the usages above quoted m-Si is to be taken in the sense of ‘pertaining

to’,^ and that 7ity (or 7ity is to be translated ‘which pertains to it’. The use

of m-sf in this sense does not seem to have been recognized previously; however, Hughes
has called my attention to a similar usage in Eylands 17.® In the body of the document,

line 3, the property is described as ‘the house . . . comprising a chamber, a vestibule, a

staircase below upward’, but in the agreement made by the wife of the seller, the property

is described as ffy'Y ^laj irm 7U nty nty hry. Griffith had taken the latter phrase to

mean ‘they that have claim on him’, ‘those things that (are written) after it’,® or ‘those

things which follow it’,^ but is it not rather ‘his house and those things which pertain to

it aforesaid’ '? A similar usage is found in P. Michigan Inv. No. 4526. B2/x-3, p/ ss . . .

m-s! t! chiyt ps pi (-icy, ‘the document . . . pertaining to the half part of the house’, paral-

lelled by a pas.sage in Louvre 2434-2437, s.i n icy m-sf pny ^-icij, ‘document of cession per-

taining to my house’.®

5. The Title <rbt and ‘Letters of Agreement’

Spiegelberg has published a fragmentary papyrus, Loeb 62, in which one of the persons

named therein bears the title <rht.^ Since at that time no parallel documents were known,
it was not possible to ascertain the import of this title nor to have any clear idea as to the

nature of the document. However, in the group of Michigan papyri from Philadelphia

there are two documents, both fragmentary, which contain the title 'rfef, and one of these

is complete enough to enable us now to determine the nature of the transaction with which
the man bearing this title is associated.

P. Michigan Inv. No. 4200, written in the twentieth year of Epiphanes, is badly pre-

’ Spiegelberg, Die demoiischen Papyrus d. Strassburger Bibliotheb, PI. vii.

Edgerton has called my attention to a similar usage in a hieratic text from the Twentv-first Dynastj’,

Spieeelberg, ZAS .53, 12, 1. 9.

^ Seidl questions my translation of ss n uy as ‘cession’, and points out to me that it should be translated

.Abstandsurkunde’ rather than 'Zcssion'; cf. the remarks by Partsch in Spiegelberg, Die demoiischeu

Papyri Huusvaldt. 12* ff. However, since the translation ‘cession’ is customary in English, I have con-

tinued to use this terra, but 1 do not seek by such a translation to imply any jiarticular juristic interpretation.
‘ iicis does not appear to have this meaning in Coptic; cf. Crum, Cupt. Diet., 314.
^ Griffith, op. cit., PI. Ixv, pp. 273 fl'., 142 ff. “ Ibid., 274, n. 6. ' Ibid., 144. n, 9.

“ Revillout, Chrestomathie dCmotique, 212.

® Spiegelberg, Die demoiischeu Papyri Loeb. PI, xxxiv. and cols. 94 ff. .Spiegelberg had read the title

’lb, without the [, but this can be seen on the facsimile, 1. 7, and is confirmed by the Michigan documents.
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served, and only fragments of the upper portion of this document remain. Following the

protocol, the document reads:

The agreement to which [. . . . Pajneith the younger, son of rOrse.sh [his mother (being) . . . . ,

and] the woman *Tikas, daughter of Teos, her mother (being) *[Ta]nas, came .... in the presence

of [the <r6f] Pneferos, son of Petesouchos, (in) year 20, Choiak.

["They spoke^] in the presence of the ^rht Pnefer[os] aforesaid, saying:

We have given’^ to thee the letter of agreement (U sH hn) [rwhose conditions''] ''are written

below'' (concerning) the house which we bought [from . .] . . Patous [the younger, son of] '^Patous'',

[....].. of which Paneith the younger, son of [''Orses''], owns [....].. half ''on its^ western ''side^,

and [*Tikas, daughter of Teos], owns [. . . . half on its eastern side].

The ownership of the property is confirmed by P. Michigan Inv. No. 4526. Cl, 2,

recording the sale of the eastern half of the house to *Tikas, and noting the previous (?)

sale of the western half to Paneith.

In P. Michigan Inv. No. 4526. B1 the lower portion of another ‘Letter of Agree-

ment’ is preserved, and from what is extant, together with some help from 4200 and

Loeb 62, the missing part can be restored with a considerable degree of certainty. With

the restorations it reads

:

[The agreement to which *Tikas, daughter of Teos, her mother (being) *Tanas, and Hor, (son

of) Patous, his mother (being) ''*Nebwotis'', came in the presence of the Ohf Peteiiris, (son of). . .
.

,

in

year . . ,
month . . .

^They spoke'' in the presence of the Peteiiris aforesaid, saying:

We have given to thee the letter of agreement .... (in regard to) 150 {dehen) 4 kite of silver.

The woman *Tikas, daughter of Teos, aforesaid, says it (in the presence of) Peteiiris, the ^rht

aforesaid

:

Hor, (son of) Patous, aforesaid, has given to me 150 (deben) 4 kite of silver . . . . ,
principal and

interest, in year .
. ,

month . . ;
I have received them from his hand

;
my heart is satisfied there-

with
;
they are complete without any remainder.

I have given to him the document of specie payment and the document of cession pertaining

to my half-part of the house

If I have given the 150 {deben) 4 kite of silver (at the rate of) 24 {kite) of copper to 2 kite (of

silver) aforesaid to Hor, (son of) Patous, aforesaid, by year 22, ''Mecheir'', the last day, the appointed

time, he shall give to me the document of specie payment and the document of cession, making

two documents which are in his possession, and he shall be far (from) the ^rbt (in regard to) this

letter of agreement which is in] his [possession, making] ''three'' documents. He shall [give them

to me without citing any title or] any matter in the world.

If I have not given the 150 {deben) 4 kite of silver (at the rate of) 24 {kite) of copper to 2 kite

(of silver) aforesaid to Hor, (son of) Patous, by year 22, i^Mecheiri, the last day, the appointed time

^ Dhn. Seidl has raised the question, which also occurred to me, as to whether the use of the perfect

here refers to the present document or to a iin given at some previous time, to which this document

refers. I am of the opinion, however, that in spite of the use of the perfect tense of the verb, the letter of

agreement which has been given to the ^rht is the document 4200 itself. Kote that Loeb 62/8 speaks of

[«; Au(-u')] nty hry (the restoration is certain) being given (the verb must be restored) n d^'t/f, i-e. into the

hand of the <rbt, though the actual agreement follows, having been mentioned previously only in the intro-

ductory clause, ’The agreement to which A and B came’. So, too, in cessions, such as, for instance, B.M.

10616; B. 1/6-7, cf. Glanville, Griffith Studies, PI. xvii, the sentence ‘I irill make for thee the document

aforesaid’ is followed immediately by ‘Thou hast claim on me in regard to the law of the document of

specie payment which I have made for thee [on a certain date], making two documents which I have vnade

for thee’. It does not seem improbable that through a juristic fiction the sentence, ‘We have given to thee

the letter of agreement’, may refer to the document in which this sentence is contained, even though the

writing of the document is not yet completed, and has not yet been handed over to the ^rbl.
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aforesaid, I will be far from him (in regard to) the document of specie payment and the document

of cession, making two documents which are in his possession, and I will be far (from) the <rht

(in regard to) this letter of agreement which is in his possession, making three documents. Thev
.'hall be given to hiiC without citing any title or any matter in the world. I shall be far from
riiimT" (in regard to) mv half part, the measurements of which and the neighbours of which are

written above. He shall pay its twentieth to the bank of Pharaoh (on) a day within ten days

after the appointed time aforesaid.

The farmer Petearmotis, (son of) Patous, the husband of *Tikas, daughter of Teos, aforesaid,

stands and says:

Write and do everything aforesaid ; my heart is satisfied therewith.

The farmer Hor. (son of) Patous, afore.'aid. says it (in the presence of) Peteiiris, the 'rht aforesaid

:

If the woman *Tikas, daughter of Teos, aforesaid, has given to me the 150 {dehen) 4 kite of

silver aforesaid at the appointed time aforesaid, I will give to her the document of specie payment
and the document of cession which are in my possession. I will be far (from) the ^rht (in regard

to) [this letter] of agreement, making three documents, and I will give them to her.

If I have not given to her the documents aforesaid at the appointed time aforesaid of giving

to me the money aforesaid which she shall do, I will give 300 {dehen) of silver to the burnt ofierings

and the [libations] of Pharaoh Ptolemy, (.son of) Ptolemy, in the month named. She shall have
claim on me to give to her the documents aforesaid still, without citing any title or any matter

in the world.

In Loeb 62, Herieus the younger, son of Kasanoupis and Kollauthis, and Pneferos, son

of Petesouclios and Teos, come to an agreement in the presence of the ^rht rHerieus'i, son of

Petearmotis. In this case Pneferos has given to Herieus the younger 70 deben of silver.

As security, Herieus the younger has given to Pneferos a ‘ document of 21 {dehen) of silver of

the treasury of Ptah, refined’, which Herieus the younger made in the name of Pneferos

and that of Taonnophris, his daughter, on the day on which Pneferos gave the 70 dehen

of silver to Herieus the younger. If Herieus the younger repays the 70 dehen of silver by
the time appointed, he is to be given back the document of 21 dehen of silver; if he does

not repay the money by the time appointed, it would seem that the document of 21 dehen

of silver is to continue in force.® The other provisions, including those concerning the <rht,

are the same as those in 4526. Bl.*

Thus we have three documents, called ‘ Letters of Agreement ’ in the case of the Michigan
papyri, and simply an ‘Agreement’ in the case of Loeb 62, all containing a reference to

(rht, written within a period of thirteen years,® and possibly coming from the same com-

* I.e. to Hor. ^ Or possibly, ‘from them’.

I am of the opinion that this document of 21 deben of silver was a document of endowment; note
B.il. 10594. Thompson, A Family Archive from Siut, Pis. xxvi, xxvii, where a document of 21 de6e?t of silver,

a marriage settlement, is not called a document of endowment, but has provisions for a yearly stipend ; cf.

p. 76, n. 6, above. Cf. also P. dem. Bibl. Hat. Paris 219. transliterated and translated by Spiegelberg, VBP.
I. 41 f., where the document of endowment is made out to the father for his daughter. I do not believe that
it is necessary to consider the document of 21 deben of silver mentioned in Loeb 62 as a marriage settle-

ment, and the fact that it might be cancelled by the repayment of the money w'ould seem to weigh against
tin.'. However, if it is a document of endowment, this would explain its value as a security.

This summary of Loeb 62 is based on a restoration I have made of that document. I hope to be
able to publish a facsimile of this restoration, together with a discussion of the document, in the near future.

' 4266 is dated in the twentieth year of Epiphanes. 4526. B1 has the twenty-second year of the same
reign as the date on h Inch the payment of the money falls due, and if, as I believe possible, it concerns the
property which is mentioned in 4260, and for which we have the record of the sale, P. Mich. Inv. No. 4526.
( T. 2, also dated in the twentieth year, it must have been executed at or subsequent to the same time. In
Loeb 62 the repayment of the money is due in the eighth year of Philometor (r/. 1. 13), and there is good
reason to suppose that the latter document was written in the seventh year.
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munity.^ Each document records the appearance of two parties before the ^rbt, in whose

presence they have set forth the agreement to which they have come. The nature of the

transaction and the responsibility of each party in connexion there\\'ith are recorded in

this letter of agreement, which is then delivered to the <rbf, and which he holds until the

conditions therein set forth are fulfilled, at which time he turns over the document to

whichever party is entitled to it. In 4200 the conditions of the agreement are lost ;
both

4256. B1 and Loeb 62 are concerned with a loan of money and the security thereof.

Briefly, in 4526. B1 the situation is this. The woman *Tikas has borrowed from Hor

a sum of money which, with its interest,“ amounts to 150 deben 4 bite of silver. In return

she has given to him as surety documents of specie payment and cession, the title to her

half-part (of a house). Such a transaction was, for all purposes, a mortgage, though it is

different from those published by Spiegelberg, which describe the amount loaned and the

property involved,® and from Hauswaldt 18, republished with commentary by Sethe, in

which the first document is a tentative document of specie payment, describing the pro-

perty and giving the amount loaned, and the second a cession, evidently made after the

loan had fallen due and was not j^aid, i.e. a foreclosure.^ Since Hor held the documents

which gave him title to the property, it was necessary to make a record of this transaction

to ensure that the conditions of this contract would be fulfilled. For this purpose *Tikas

and Hor came before a third and disinterested party, the ^rbt Peteiiris,® and set forth the

conditions and obligations of the contract in the letter of agreement which remained in

the possession of the ^rht until the contract was fulfilled either by the repayment of the

loan or the forfeiture of the security. In Loeb 62 the conditions, allowing for the difference

in the nature of the security, are the same.

Aside from holding this letter of agreement, it would seem that the ^rbt had no other

responsibilities. His duties come to an end on the day the repayment of the money is due,

and the letter of agreement is delivered to the person legally entitled to it
;
if the loan has

been repaid, to *Tikas in 4526. Bl, and to Herieus the younger in Loeb 62; if the loan

has not been repaid, then to Hor in 4526. Bl, and to Pneferos in Loeb 62.® And since,

if the loan is repaid, *Tikas and Herieus the younger respectively are then in possession

of the letters of agreement, it is they, and not the <rbt, who must enforce the penalty in

case the documents given as security are not returned, as Seidl has pointed out to me.

* Spiegelberg believed that, because the parties concerned were ‘servants of Hathor mistress-of-Aphro-

ditopolis’, Loeb 62 came from Aphroditopolis. However, we know from other documents in the Michigan

group from Philadelphia, all of which belong to the same family, that the husband and the father-in-law

of *Tikas were also ‘servants of Hathor mistress-of-Aphroditopohs', and it seems probable that Paneith

and Peteiiris, the <rW, also bore this designation. The two other documents known to me which have in

them this designation also come from Philadelphia ; cf. P. deniot. Zenon 6, 2, 5, Spiegelberg, Die demotischen

Urkunden des Zenon-Archivs {Dernotische Studien. \uii). p. 14, PI. v; B.M. 10616. A4/'l, Glanville, op. cit.,

PL xvi (Glanville, op. cit., 156. had read H^-rt (.^) for what is certainly tp-ih t). Since Philadelphia is the

known provenance of the other papivi which contain ‘servants of Hathor mistress-of-Apliroditopolis ', it

would seem at least possible that Loeb 62 also came thence.

' The words did! ms do not appear in the extant portion of the document, but it is probable, as in

Loeb 62, that the amount named represented both principal and interest.

’ Spiegelberg, Eec. True. 31, 91 tf.
* Sethe, Burgsehaftsurk., So. 12, pp. 246 if.

^ We do not possess the beginning of 4526. Bl, but it seems probable, from its nature, that the opening

clauses were parallel to 4200 and Loeb 62.

® The documents make no provision for the presentation to the ^rbt of evidence as to whether the loan

has or has not been repaid. The cjuestion still remains as to what assurance the 'rht might have had in

regard to which of the two parties was legally entitled to the agreement after the date on which the loan

fell due.

M
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It is probable, therefore, that <rbt is the legal title for a disinterested party who has in

Ids care the record of a transaction in order that there may be available such a record

in case the contract is not fulfilled. In the case of non-fulfilment or dispute, this record

could be used as a basis for suit, though this is not stated. Further, I believe that the

office of (rbt was not regularly established, but that, in all probability, a private individual

functioned as such only for the period of his responsibility. In 4200 the <rbt is one Pneferos,

son of Petesouchos ; in Loeb G2 one of the contracting parties is Pneferos, son of Petesouchos,

who is there a farmer. If these two documents do come from the same community in

Philadelphia, it is possible that we have the same person mentioned in each document,

and that the man acting as ^rht in 4200 was a farmer by occupation.

We have, in these papyri, a new type of legal document, with no known parallels among

contemporary papyri,^ and a new juristic functionary. Having estabhshed the function of

the <rbt in the documents P. Michigan Inv. Xo. 4526. B1 and Loeb 62, we need some word

by which this title can be translated. Seidl has suggested that the duties of the ^rbt would

indicate that he served as a 'trustee’, and I provisionally accept this translation.’

One further word must be said. The foregoing discussion is based on 4526. B1 and

Loeb 62. Since the terms of the agreement in 4200 are lost, we can only presume that the

duties of the ^rbt in this case were similar. But since both 4526. B1 and Loeb 62 are con-

cerned with the loan of money and the security thereof, while 4200 seems, at least, to deal

with no such matters, we cannot be certain of the duties of the ^rbt in connexion with that

document. Perhaps 4200 was an agreement dealing with the property rights of each person

in regard to the house of which each owned half. If this be true, the responsibility of the

<-rbt in holding the document would extend over a considerable period of time.

^ There is some degree of similarity between the duties of the ’rht and the well-known syngraphopJtylax

of the Greek papyri. But the syngraphophylax is merely one of the witnesses who holds the document,

whUe the <-rht has a definite juristic function in coimexion with the document itself, in which he and his

duties are mentioned.

Seidl calls my attention to a ovyypajty wvfj^ iv m'crr« (cf. M., Ckr., No. 233, pp. 257 f.), and he points

out that the giving of the two title documents in 4526. B1 is also an wv-q iv mWei, but that, in 4526. B1

we have the <r6/. whose duty it is to watch over the observation of this mans.

The duties and the position of the <r6j having been determined, it is doubtful whether this word
can be connected etymologically with the Coptic ekpHh ‘pledge’, ‘deposit of money’ from m2? ‘take in

pledge, give in pledge'.
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THE MANSION OF LIFE AND THE MASTER OF THE
KING’S LARGESS

By ALAN H. GAEDINEE

With Plates v, vi

The present article on the , var. [2, Jiii't-uih is intended as the prelude to a longer study

on the pr-<nh to appear in JEA 24, part ‘2. The or ‘House of Life’ is well

known as a place connected with the actiTities of the most learned scribes of Egypt, and

the question arises whether the [5|[^, which our materials present as on the whole a much
older designation, is identical with the or to be distinguished from it. In order to

differentiate between the two I render as ‘Mansion of Life’. It must be acknowledged

at the outset that one piece of evidence speaks in favour of identity. This is the Famine

stela of Sehel (No. 31 of mj- article on pr-^nh) where King Djoser appeals to the learned

Imhotep for information about the sources of the Nile, and the famous sage asks permission

to be allowed to consult the ancient books in the ‘Mansion of Life’ How-
ever, the other evidence on which I have collected is so inimical to the notion of

identity that some means must necessarily be found of explaining away this isolated instance.

Was it a simple error on the part of the Ptolemaic authors of the Famine text, designed to

give it a specious archaic colouring '? If, on the contrary, the identification rests upon a true

tradition, then I see no alternative to supposing that the term in the earliest Dynastic

times referred to two heterogeneous buildings.

I

The chief source for the is the title more shortly written of

which according to Junker, Gku II, Go the Berlin Dictionary knows thirty examples, all of

them of the Old Kingdom. My own collection consists of only twenty, but these seem a

sufficient basis for inferences, unless Junker's mention of a variant applies to more

than the one example in Borchardt, Grabd. d. K. Xe-user-re<, 121, which Kees {Be-Heiligtum,

III, 26) had interpreted in that manner. Eeference to Borchardt’s publication shoivs that

the sign surrounding the is as large as Q and is completely destroyed on two sides. Since

the owner of the tomb Djedjem'onekh jiossesses {op. cit., 121) several other titles

which are regular concomitants of the title in question, it is extremely unhkcly that the

reading ^ is correct. Again, much stress has been laid on a supposed variant in

Mar., Mast., p. 109 (B 16). Apart from the isolated character of this variant, I doubt its

existence. Mariette quotes three (or four?) legends from the tomb. One gives the name
clearly as 'Ankhyeres, a name found elsewhere. Another ends with where, if

is part of the preceding title, it is a part never found elsewhere, whereas ‘controller of

the palace’ belongs to the aforementioned regular concomitants of In the third

legend the ending is p. Is it not possible that
p
Seshat-'ankhyeres is the

full name, and that Seshat and
P
L^nkhyeres are alternative abbreviations of it?^

' Another possible view would be that the names Scshat and 'Ankhyercs are really distinct names. For
two names for the same person immediately following one another see Junker, op. cit., 112-14. In that case.
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I do not understand the formation, but if the final -s is the pronominal suffix, a suppressed

element referring to a goddess might partly explain
P-

In any case, it would surely be

rash to rest the identity of g] with Ca -pn on so hypothetical an association with the goddess

of writing.

If we examine with care the examples of we shall find that a considerable

number
2
)laee that title at or near the conclusion of the series dealt with by Blackman in

his important article (JEA 5, 148 ff.) on House of the Morning The in-

scriptions usually begin with ‘Unique friend’, and continue with such titles as 1|-J|

‘Chief Xekhebite’, ‘Controller of the Palace’ and 'Haster of the

secrets of the House of the Morning’. Examples where added to these or to

some of them are Leps., Dhm., ii. 3G, c; 8G, Mar., Mast., D 2, H 21, D 47, D 49 ;
Steindorff,

Grab cl. Ti. 2G; Junker, Gka II, Fig. 18 opp. p. 150; Sehm Hassan, Excavations 1930-1931,

pp. 110, 190; Cairo 55 = Borchardt, Statiien, p. 49; Cairo 171 = op. cit., p. 121; also the

case discussed aboye from the jjyramid of King Xeweserref. Xow Blackman has shown that

the 'House of the Morning’ was the place where the king’s toilet was performed, and seyeral

of the associated epithets proye that they form a factually related series arranged with some

regard for a consecutiye order of eyents. There are definite grounds for thinking that the

‘Chief Xekhebite’ had duties connected with the royal crowns (Blackman, op. cit., 149,

n. 2), and so too had the ‘Keeper of the royal diadem’ ii, 256, 17)^ which, as

Blackman has seen {op. cit., 152), belongs to the series and is at least twice (Leps., Dkm., ii,

3G, c

;

Mar., Must., D 49) in close conjunction with Another unique epithet that

points in the same direction is ‘beautifying Horns’, i.e. the king, which occurs

between '<=>',1==^ and in the tomb of Dehehni (Leps., Dhm., ii, 37, a).

Blackman seems to me to haye oyerstressed the religious aspect of the House of the

iMorning. The temples undoubtedly possessed a chamber of that name which was the

counterpart of our modern yestry, and which was used when the king himself, instead of a

priest as his usual deputy, participated in the religious seryices. But a close scrutiny of the

aforesaid series of titles makes it certain that they refer merely to the court ceremonial.

The significant title ‘Controller of the Palace’ is nearly always a constituent. Xow as

Blackman has not failed to point out {op. cit., 160 ff.), the natural sequel to the matutinal

toilet is breakfast. He does not put it exactly in those words, nor has he connected the title

king’s repasts. This is the further step that I desire to take, and the

corollary to be added is that the was that part of the palace where the Pharaoh liyed and

had his being
;
here, in particular, he must have partaken of his meals, attended no doubt

by his queen and family and not imj)0ssibly by other members of his household.

however, there would be the difficulty that the feminine Seshat is a very inappropriate name for a man,

unless indeed it were itself a shortening for some such name as Hetep-seshat.

^ In Jtlaekman's detaileil enumeration he sometimes stops short before our title, which he renders

'.^uperiisor of the Contributions in the House of Life’, is reached; c/. however his Nos. 3 ((3. y), 6 (a, j3),

7 , 8 . 11 .

- The stela Brit. l\Ius. 101 recently re-edited in .lEA 21. 1 ff., is interesting as combining this with other

epithets connected with the king’s toilet, see op. cit. 4, n. 2.

^ The latter instance gives
^

for iri, which we know' to be the true reading from later variants. While

Sethe's view that
1
in the ( )ld Kingflom determines the pictographic character of the sign it follows is in

the main undoubtedly correct, such exceptions as this urge caution. So too in a single instance of the early

Fifth Dynasty we find (.Junker, op. cit., 147), though we know from the plural p (e.g. Mar.,

Mast.. D 23. p. 248) and from the isolated singular ‘T’ (op. X) 49. p. 312) that hri should be read. The

note on the reading iVh., Ill, 139, 1, should be reconsidered accordingly.
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The space at my disposal makes it impossible to set forth at length the different series

of titles among which occurs, but any one who will take the trouble to look up
the references above given will see that this title usually occurs after those relating to the

king s toilet, and not seldom immediately or shortly before the personal nameT This posi-

tion seems to me highly significant. The toilet necessarily precedes the meal, and when the

meal is over httle remains to be said.

I am not sure whether the title ‘Administrator of Praising-Horus-

at-the-front-of-heaven’, which occurs almost immediately after in the tomb of

Debehni (Leps., Dlim., ii, 37, a) and shortly before it in that of Wepemnofret (Selim Hassan,

op. cit., Fig. 219, opp. p. 190) may likewise have reference to the royal meal. At all events

it belongs to the same series of titles, and to the latter part of it (see Mar., T/a.st., D 2, p. 176

;

D 47, p. 307 ;
D 49, p. 312), and Sethe fin Garstang, Mahdsna and Bet Khalldf, 21) has shown

that was a royal vineyard.^ Hence the administrator of that vineyard may also

have had the privilege of bringing its produce direct to the king's table. In more than one

early inscription (Louvre B 1 and 2; Berlin 1141, 1142; see Weill, He. et Hie. dyn. eg..

Pis. vi, vii) the title |'H, i.e. f ‘controller of the two seats’, though not, I think, actually

in the above-quoted series of titles, occurs in close connexion with t^[2, and the unique

variant ‘controller of the two seats in the Mansion of Life’ (Leps., Dkm., ii, 81)

encourages us to believe that this office was connected ^\^th the throne upon which Pharaoh
sat whilst eating. Since even an absolute monarch would be unlikely to occupy two chairs

simultaneously, perhaps here the reference is to the respective seats of king and queen, who
will have taken their meals together like any other man and wife of exalted birth

;
however,

the usual reference of dual designations to Upper and Lower Egypt counsels caution.

Another title found in company with ,^[5] (Junker, op. cit., 159 ; Selim Hassan, op. cit., Ill)

or else with (Leps., Dkm., ii, 81) is 1^/3 ‘Controller of the black wine-jar’, which, if

my translation is correct, tells its own tale.®

The above combinations would, however, lack their indispensable foundation unless it

could be shown that the title was closely bound up with the notion of feasting and with

the supplies for feasting. Maspero (Etudes eg., ii, 207-9) defined the function of the ^ with

rough accuracy as that of a ‘maitre d'hotel’, but in my opinion he went astray in envisaging

as ‘la ehapelle du temple local qui contenait les statues du double d'un Pharaon’. The
besetting sin of Egyptologists, or to speak more charitably, the inevitable result of the

nature of their material, is to attribute religious or funerary import to contexts which have
no need of it. It must never be forgotten that the outstanding characteristic of Egyptian
ritual and belief was to set the life of the gods and the dead on precisely the same footing

as the life of the living. Hence what we find enacted in religious and funerary scenes is

extremely likely to have had its counterpart in any wealthy household, and particularly in

that of the Pharaoh. Now Junker (op. cit., 64-6) has shown with admirable clarity that

Fourth Dynasty funerary repasts involved the co-operation of three officiants: (1) the 6

2vdpic or ‘butler’, who evidently derived his role from the service of the living, (2) the

' The order may be disturbed by such factors as the division of the titles into columns, compare (e.g.)

Leps., Dkm., n, 30, c with op. cit.. ii, 37, n, and no one who knows the habits of Egyptian tomb-designers

would expect a rigid invariability in this respect.

“ So too, before Sethe, Maspero, Etudes eg., ii, 267-9.
' Junker {op. cit., 161-2) discusses this title at length. On the ground of hk; hit, with which it is

frequently associated, he connects the title with the cult of Hathor. But even if this conjecture holds, it

need not necessarily waft us from the scene of the royal banquet, where Hathor. as the goddess of wine and
music, had, as the story of Sinuhe shows, her own appropriate part to play.
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uitj or embalmer who equally clearly was of funerary origin, and (3) the ^ hri icdb. In

his sensible discussion of the ^ Junker weighs the possibility that the funerary function of

that personage may have had nothing to do with his earthly duties. I doubt if he would

have been so cautious had he realized the continuity of the series of titles studied above.

In the tombs the ^ is usually shown (see op. cit.) facing the deceased noble with right

arm stretched out to the level of the face (PI. vi. 1). This is the gesture of ‘calling’ or of

‘ address and since the verb
jJ mean ‘ to change’—the primary sense in Coptic,

see Crum, Diet., s.v. o'yeoTfe—no less than ‘to turn’, I thought for a moment that ^ might

signify the servant who changed the various courses constituting the menu. That was doubt-

less the function indicated by the aforesaid gesture, though in the funerary application the^
apparently did not actually mention the items themselves, but recited the appropriate

formulae punning upon their names as set forth in the Pyramid Texts. However, Junker

observes that the legend accompanying this gesture is or J
{op. cit., 65 ; also the detailed specification, 62-3) ;

the words J are conspicuous by their

absence. The conclusion to be drawn is that though the gesture represents the ^ chang-

ing the courses and acting, in Maspero’s words, as the ynaitre d'hoteJ, nevertheless this is not

the exact function expressed in the name As regards the reading of that title, the

interpretation of 9 as hri has already been justified (above p. 84, n. 3). The element o
is undoubtedly to be read udb. Not only is wdb a technical term in connexion with offerings,

but also the pun in the Ramesseum dramatic papyrus 125 (Sethe, Dramatische Texte. 227)

is conclusive. There, as the officiant named comes into play, the words
are spoken, being supposed to be addressed by Horus to Seth. We are not concerned with
the meaning of that utterance; its only interest to us here is that it proves the reading
hri ledb. That Sethe's attempt to interpret the title ^ as ‘with turned face’ was a mistake
is proved by the reading of the first element as hri. To take wdb in this title as the word
for ‘shore’, which is the view adopted by ITb,, i, 409, 4 and hesitatingly also by Kees,
Kulturyeschichte, 22,^ is in the last degree improbable, since wdb ‘shore’ refers to a tract of

sand rather than to cultivated fields, and if, as seems likely from the fact that the^ appears
to have superintended the olficial ‘counting of the cattle',^ he was concerned not merely
with the royal banquets, but with the supplies for the same, a sand-bank surely is a very
unlikely source for the best vegetables,® Tor these reasons I am strongly of opinion
that Junker, op. cit., 65 is right in taking wdb in our title as the infinitive or as a nomen
actionis from ‘|Ji=o in connexion with offerings—he renders ‘zuwenden’ or ‘Zuwendung’—
and this suggestion is reinforced by the fact that the single sign q occurs at least twice
as an abbreviation fur that verb, see 115, c; Bissing, Gem-ni-kai, ii,

PL 31) (see below).

Fortunately we are not without evidence to show what the verb wdb means in its tech-
nical funerary sense. There are two scenes (Pis. v

;
vi, 2) where this verb is written above an

officiant at a funerary banquet. The Sixth Dynasty representation from the tomb of

Kageinni fPl. v) is more eloquent and lavish of detail than such scenes are wont to be. To
the left (op. cit.. PI. 27) sits the great man before a table of offerings over which, as is seen
from the identical set of scenes on the opposite wall (Pis. 16-19), was once inscribed the com-
plete menu, i.e. the now stereotyped longer list of offerings. Before him to the right (PI. 29) a

* Kees formerly read the word as iht ‘fields', see Bi.ssing-Kees. Untersuchungen zu den Beliefs aus dem
Re-Ihdiijlum. 21.

- Op. cit. (in the last note). 20.

^ The pas.sages quoted by Kees, op. cit., 21 show at least that the ‘scribes of the house of the hri icdb'
(see below) were often simultaneously ‘scribes of the fields'.
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priest pours water from a tall jar over the hands of a kneeling man, and the logic of the

situation demands that the latter should be either Kagernni himself, or a Aa-priest imper-

sonating him.^ For this is the rite of ‘water-pouring’ with which every feast began,

and it cannot be doubted that the hands therein to be washed were those of the beneficiary

himself, not of those attending upon him. The subsequent events follow in cinematographic

fashion. Two ‘lector-priests’ (/a|J), or it may be the same one performing his function in

alternative manners, recite the appropriate spells or read them from an extended papyrus-

roll. The three kneeling figures shown in the attitude ^ are probably echoing those spells

to a breast-thumping accompaniment. The earlier counterparts to this scene, of which

PI. vi, 1 gives an example, attribute these ceremonial acts to the ^ hri wdb and to the ^ q
‘ embalmer’ respectively. Further to the right in the tomb of Kagernni (op. cit., PI. 29,

c/. 19) is the lector-priest again, his feet turned in the opposite direction and trailing behind

him the long brush known from later texts to have been made of the Ad^i-plant. This, as

indicated by the legend ‘Recitation. Removing the foot', is the well-known rite

performed when the ceremonies connected with the daily ritual of the dead or of the gods

were brought to a close, when in fact the officiating priest left the cult-chamber.^ Thus far

the scenes in the tomb of Kagernni are in no way abnormal: the foot-removing priest is

seen again, e.g. in the tomb of Ptahhotpe (Paget-Pirie, PI. 88) and elsewhere (for references

see Klebs, Reliefs d. alien Reiches, p. 13S, n. 4; d. mittl. Reiches, p. 107). What is, however,

entirely abnormal in Kagernni is that the figure of the departing lector-priest is followed by

other figures enacting the hand-washing and the reciting of the spells all over again, only

•ftith some variation of the details (op. cit.. Pis. 80, 31, cf. too 19; redrawn thence by Miss

Broome, PI. v). How is this repetition to be explained’? Hardly as a renewal of the rites

before Kagernni later on the same day. The words icdb Iht over the first kneeling

man give the clue, and the same expression fj‘='££ is found in the much earlier representa-

tion of the foot-removing priest shown in PL vi, 2. In the last-named scene the priest in

question even turns his face away from the owner of the tomb, thus giving all his attention

to the man kneeling in front of him, hands stretched out over a small table ready to receive

the purifying flow of water. From various Old Kingdom texts it has been conjectured that

wdb iht means ‘diversion of the food-offerings’ from one beneficiary to another.® We know
from many sources that food-offerings laid before the gods in their temples were subsequently

taken thence and used for the benefit of the dead. Surely the scene in the tomb of Kageinni

must indicate that the funerary gifts laid before him—in part, no doubt, as a from

the king—were afterwards transferred to others who thus virtually became guests of his. We
now understand how in the underground chamber of this same tomb the last item in the

great offering-list is labelled offering which the king gives. Diversion of

the food-offerings’* and why elsewhere (e.g. Murray, Saqqara Mastabas, i, PI. 18) the final

items should be just those same items of hand-washing, censing, and fumigation which

opened the entire ritual. The explanation evidently is that when the food-gifts from the royal

* The latter alternative .seems proved by Paget-Pirie, Tomb of Piahhelep, 38, where the kneeling figure

receives a proper name of his own. It is significant, however, that in Middle-Kingdom tombs the priest

simply pours the water over an altar, no second officiant being present, see Newberry, Beni Hasan, i, PI. 18

;

Davies, Antefoker, PI. 28. Since the tomb-ouner was dead and buried far away underground, in the funereal

rite the hand-washing had either to take the semblance of a mere libation, or else to be performed upon a

deputizing l-cr-priest. On the other hand, in the depiction of this act the tomb-owner might well have been

sometimes intended.

^ See Excursus II in Davies-Gardiner, Tomb of Amenembet, 93-4.

® Firth-Gunn, Teti Pyramid Cemeteries, p. 125. ^ Op. cit., p. 124.
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jialiu-fi hiul Li-t-n placed before a favoured courtier, whether alive or dead, what remained

over \\a< carneil to Muiie other recipient, on this occasion prohahlj' a dead relative. That

this explanation is correct seems indicated hy the title of a spell in the Libro dei Junerali

l ed. 'Schiaparelli, ii, p. 17d) which occurs after the conclusion of the great list of offerings and

reads A
‘ llemoving the foot in order to divert the food-offerings

’

or. a-- we miglit [laraplirase, ‘returning from the cult-chamher in order to carry the offerings

ehewhel'e’.

It i'. however, chietly in connexion with temple-offerings that the verb
{
Jc=3 occurs in

thi^ technic.d sense. The king was here alw.iys the theoretical donor, and his gift to the gods

w.is as much <in i f
I "offering which the king gives’ as any presentation of food to a living

courtier or dead rel.it ive or hivoiirite. 'file much-c[ii()ted- examples of
{

Ja and its derivative

suh-t.uiti\e j“(A in the Old Kingdom inscriptions (Urk., i, 37, 119; more obscurely

<jp. cit.. 'dCi; also I'ljr.. IK)) have all to do with ‘temples' or ‘divine offerings’

( - _) and refer to food-offerings secondarily passed on to a funerary cult. A piece of

e\ idt nee Hot hitherto (pioted in this connexion is in a tomb published by Selim Hassan

i Ikvrnrntuin-'! I'JdO-UJ-jl. Tig. 'I'-ii ) ; here beside a woman bringing various offerings on her

head and a goose under her arm st.ind the words
j\ ‘They bring’—

-

n.itur.dly to the deceased —‘the reversion (dbir) of divine offerings’. The rest of the legend

i' too fragmentary to be utdized.

W'e h.ive found tlie act of ‘diverting the food-offerings' linked to the departure of the

othci.iting priest from a funerary feast. It is evident, however, that the same act is equally

much connected with the [U'esentation before the new recipient. Hence we shall not he

>urpri'ed to liiid also a s[)ell entitled ^ for entering in order to

m.ike the ill Version of food-offerings’, see Virey, Tombeuu de Bekhmara. p. ]‘2'2 = Schiaparelli,

up. l it.. II, p. 277 ; </. also Talverley. Tvmplv oj Seihua 1, ii, I’l. 35. The text in the tomb of

!!ekhmire< deserves clo>er attention than 1 can here devote to it, hut it contains the appeal

to tile deceased ‘Wash thyself and sit down to food; place {or are placed) thy hands upon

it
: j

'[ y,
'|K

I

tile divine offerings are transferred’. Further, it is clear from the same text

and from the gesture in the scene from Abydos that the ii'db lljt can, after all, be equated

with the ] 7 j
t only evidently it is not the name of any single act, hut covers an extended

jiroce'S involving tlu* whole ceremonial of offering before two separate recipients.

We h.ive wandered far from the title and the Mansion of Life, but applying to

the title vvh.it We have ie.imt in the course of our investigations we may conclude that its

be.irer w.is t he ollici.d presiding over the king’s table, who saw to its supplies and who catered

for the w. lilts of his guests. 'I’he title itself strictly refers only to the last-named function

ami may be .i ppropriately rendered as ‘Master of the (king's) Largess’. Since the royal gifts

extended Hot only to the courtiers and the oflicials of his entourage.^ hut also to the gods and
to the dead, it is clear th.it the idiief holder of the title, qualitied us ‘in the (Mansion of Life’

or once, .iccording to .Iimker mp. cit., bti) as [i^] ‘the King’s Master of Largess’ must
h.ive been at the lie.id of a large org.uliz.ition. He is often said to he

j

“tg ‘giver

of orders to the M.i'ti'i'sof Largesses and his department, the5 ‘ the House of theMasteris '?)

of L.irges^fes Vi ’.had its scribe^ and their overseers and instructors. For such further ramifica-

tions see .liiiiker. op. cit.. It'll ; flauthier, .hin. Serr. 22. lO'd-ti; id., Personnel du dieuilin,

sl-.'i. ’ \\ e c.in sum up the re.-iilt of our inquiry by saying that the king’s (Master of Largess,

' Si.' till' pa-.-ieics ijiioti-il .fiinkcr, up. nl.. 71, - E.ij. Firth-Kunn, op. cit., p. 12.5.

IftTt' Snn/hf'. i» an«l P. UniiffHf IS thr<i\v Imbt on tlie procedure.
* Noth' tlu’ plural ’ that the Lofts were many and disper.se<l in many directions.

]t likely, a-; ( iauthifr siime.-'t'-, that in later times ^
^

-n-as misinterpreted as containing a reference
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the official who presided over the royal meals in the king’s ‘Mansion of Life', his li\ ing- or

dining-room, was also the official in charge of the ^ If the gifts given l)y the kingd It

will be seen how different this conclusion is from Kees's conception of a ‘ 1 )onianen\ er\\ alter
’

who carried on his avocation in the ‘ Gelehrten^clmle' known as the ‘House of Life'.- Xor

have I found much evidence which could justify Pirenne's definition of the ^ as the official

‘qui dirigera, sous les dvnasti(‘S memphites, les l)ureaux de rinqidt',® though no (hmbt the

king's kitchen was supplied largely from forced contributions from \\hich. as at t'optos, a

temple might be dispensed by royal decree.

II

Four times in the Pyramid Texts the Mansion of Life is named in connexion with the

obscure goddess Mafdet ii, 29, ti) c\ho is said to dwell there ; the epithets in ques-

tion are F/yr., (177, d

:

(iSo.d : with the name of the goddess

suppressed, Pyr., 672, h; cj. also at Edfu, Leps., Dim., iv. 4<i, a. 2(> In

all these passages this cat-like goddess is represented as killing a snake M'ith lu-r jiaw. and

the context is a spell for protection against serpents. In the Pyramid Texts the spell is of

course applied to the protection of the dead king, but it seems very likely that this a])plica-

tion is secondary and that the original intention of the spell was to beneiit the living Pharaoh.

If so, may here once again designate nothing more than the living-rooms of the royal

palace, and the goddess mTU represent either a real or imaginary creature ke|>t for the pur-

pose of hunting venomous snakes. One thinks of the mongoose, of which, as Hr. Fraser of

the Natural History Museum tells me, many mummifit'd specimens are found in that Museum

mixed up with the mummified cats. It is a serious difficulty that Mafdet as depicted on a

very ancient monument (Petrie, Poijul Tombs, i, PI. 7, 4 recognized as j>art of op, i-it., ii.

PI. 7, 10'* by Sethe in Borchardt. l^ahure^, ir. 78) looks more like a cat (so Schafer) or jjanther

(so Sethe) than a mongoose; and. as Faulkner suggests, does not a mongoose kill rather

with its mouth than with its claws? On the other hand, the equally early rcqiri'Sentation

(op, cii,, II. PI. 7, 7 ;
cj. Palermo Stone, rt.. 9, 13) of the animal running up a '^-sign is ])assably

like a mongoose.® Miss Broome and Miss Calverley tell me, howi'Ver, that their eat at

to the Iand-de.signatioii Idb. We iini.st bear in mind that in tlio Middle Kin”d()m tlio ofiicer connorted with

the Royal Table was known as .apparently « « /iI’ (Lange-Seh.ifer. drab- uiid IhulMeine,

III, .jn-b), the correlative term for the recipient being y (op. rH.. 53).

^ Junker, np. cit., 70 cjnotc.s with qualified favour Sethe'.s view {Drinniil. Tfjrfe, 20U. n. 1) that this

expression originally meant ’der Konig set ynaditi und gebe'. T fad to find a partich* of evidence for the

notion that this phrase ever incorporated .a wish, and the said interjiretat ion jemtres the connexion with

hip lusift and hip u'Sht upon which .liinker him.self (p. 77) lavs .stress. In translating hiji as 'boon rather

than 'food-offering' (l)avies-Cardiner. op. ril., ,SU) I had in view the fact that good burial, ike., are sometimes

intended by the gift, but 1 would now admit that the Lgvptian miuht have siii,/ 'olTering' while he //nuid

a good burial, i’or the word-order hip {r)d'i{ir) lu.-'nt my })hilolo:.neal account (/or. at) overlooked fb/r.. l(i.71.

which proves it. Otherwise there is hanlly a word whii h I should wish to alter in what I there wrote. .Sethe

seem.s to have underrated the importance of the com efition of food-transference to w hieh the present article

is mainly devoted, and hi.s explanation of the variant
;

v, Pyr.. 1U1!» as containing the \r of the Diii-f form

before nominal subject is very imjirobable. 1 should now describe the form nl'iir rather as a jieriective

passive participle than a.s a relative form. The origin.al .sense of the (*xpression. as 1 now see it. is to be

sought in the words of the hr't irdb as he .stands before the recipient of the royal gift, alive or dead
;
w hat he

says is ‘An offering given bv the King’, a virtual predicate to the fireseiit he brings with him.

- Kees. Kidliirgr'irhirhti'. 22. lllU-1. ^ Firenne, Hi-tniri di'- ui •.til ill ions, i, 122. ]ti2. n. 5.

Xote the interesting fact that here Jlafdet i- pktoi-ially refiresented as 'lady of the Mamsion of Life’.

’ In particular, the legs are not those of either a cat or a jiaiither.
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Abydos killed several horned vipers by first pouncing upon them with her claws and

then biting them. In face of this evidence it seems to me preferable to suppose that

Mafdet was really a cat-goddess.

Ill

I'ur my remaining examples of
[J]

I am dependent on Gauthier, Did. geoyr., ly, 55, since

it has been impossible for me to search through the yast body of Graeco-Roman texts where

the expression might conceiyahly he found. In Chassinat, Eclfou, ii, 92, 98 among other

epithets of Horus he is called "g” ‘he of Behdet dwelling in the Mansion of Life’,

and similarly at Denderah (Mar.. Demi., i. 26) Hathor is named One may well ask

whether these phrases mean more than ‘in his (or her) own home’. Of Hathor it is said

Mhe m.ikes great the Mansion of Life’ (Diimichen, Tenipelinsclir., ii, 18, 8), which

I am temjjted to interpret as meaning that she increases the importance of the temple

where she is at home.

Thus, with the sole exception of the passage from the I'ainine Btela. there seems no valid

reason fur identifying the ‘Mansion of Life’ with the ‘House of Life’, i.e. the work-

shop of the Ltpoypajj.jjiaT€ls. Sufficient evidence has been produced to make it highly likely

that, except in the one instance just mentioned, the was just that place where a Pharaoh
or a god lived. It is not impossible, however, that the notion of ‘Life’ contained in this

compound term was more materially conceived than it would be with ourselves
;
it may well

have been consciously associated with the thought of ‘victuals'.

Note

The evidence as to tlie exact nature of the action often seen in representations of funerary rites,

where a standing man pours out water, is somewhat conflicting. Most often he stands behind a

man kneeling with his hands outstretched before him. In Leps., Dhn., ii, 84, and also in op. cit.,

Erganzungsbd., PI. 31, the kneeling man has his hands in a bowl w, and the water is being poured
over them. In Davies, Ptahhetep, ii, PI. 31, the water is falling directly on to the kneeling man's
hands. Similarly in the sign sif, Pyi.. § 1011, a, N-text, first occurrence; and so in the scene

described on pp. SO-7 above. Such examples indicate that hand-washing is the action performed.

But ill the sign .srf as given in two cases in Leps., Dl-m., ii, 38, and twice in P)jr., § 1981, a, the

water falls in front of the kneeling man s hands : similarly in Paget-Pirie, Ptahhetep, PI. 9, where
the water falls on an object i=. In El Bersheh. i, PL 11, however, the water is poured (sit) on to the

ground before the deceased s feet, and in Junker, Gha II, Abb. 29, a similar act is being performed.
As Dr. Gardiner has noted (p. 87, n. 1), sometimes the water is merely poured over a table (?),

110 second officiant being present; in Gem-ni-kai, ii, PI. 19, and in the sign sit in Pyr., § 1011, a,

P-text, as in the same sign, Gem-ni-kai, ii, PI. 30, the water falls on to an object “ of obscure

nature. In.iT Ber.iheh, i, Pis. 32, 34 show scenes similar to those in Gem-ni-kai, ii. Pis. 19, 30:

at the back a kneeling man, with hands placed over a small table with single tall foot, has water

poured (sit) on to them by a standing man ; in front of this scene is a kneeling man holding a bowl w
into which water is poured in the msual way, the action being described as

Kagemiii) ; in front of this again is a kneeling man, with no water-pourer standing behind him,

his hands resting on an object g.
In Pyr., § K), a-(l, is the .spell to be recited during the rite sit (written with a pot pouring water

on to an object <=, but unfortunately little is to be gleaned from this as to the nature of the rite.

O O'iri', take thou away^ all those whom K. hates,' and who have spoken evilly against his name.

^ Or ‘thou hast taken away', or 'I take away for thee”.
” Ur hate K.\
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0 Thoth, carry off him who has injured^ Osiris
;
fetch him who has spoken evilly against the name

of K. Put thou him'- into thy hand (four times
) ;

let not thyself be separated from himl'* Beware!

be not separated from him! ’ If this is a rite of washing the King's hands the spell perhaps identifies

the King's slanderers with the water poured over (and into) his hands.

B. G.

^ So Sethe in ZAS 54, 31. Sethe does not, however, refer to this passage in his discussion of sic in Ubtrs. k.

Kom}n. z. d. . . . Pyramidentexten, to § 611, a-b. Ho-wever, to take •<»* here as 'him' would be difficult, since there

is no possible antecedent.

^ Or 'I put him for thee’.

“ Similarly of Seth, Pyr,, § 64J, 6; c/. § 43, a.
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I. Literary Texts

A. Gexer.al

In Euripides Alexandras u. andere Sttas-sburger Papyri rnit Fragmenten griechischer Dichter (Berlin)

B. bxELL covcr.s a •wide field. On pp. l-t)8 he rcpiihls. the fragmm., old and new, of the Alexandras and

tries to reron,struct the play: cf. the dissertation (Munster, 1936) of Chr. Leeke, De Euripidis Alexandra.

Pp. 69-92 are concerned with the pap. containing lyrics from Tragedy publd. after Cronert by N. Lewis

in Ft. dt Pap. 3 (1936), 40-92; Snell offers additions and corrections, especially for the Medea, and a new
text of the third piece, which he doubtfully assigns to the Melanippe y There follows a new text of the

Messenger'^ Speech eontaineil in the same pap., describing the duel between Hector and Achilles, 'which

isNELL would assign to the Hector of Astydamas. On the verso of this pap. are extracts from an anthology'.

Snell gives Maas's text oftwo pieces: ( 1 ) eleven lines of Philemon = Fr. 89 K., (2) a Spartan Paean to Eurus,

and nn. on the remaining extracts. Pp. 93-111 contain the following texts: (1) Inv. gr. 2340 (3rd cent. B.c.),

scraps of Early Elegy
; (2) Inv. gr. 1406-9 (2nd cent. .\.D.), from Simonides’ epinicia for runners

; (3) Inv. gr.

1348. perhaps Comedy; (4) Inv. gr. 234.5 (3rd cent. B.c.). Comedy: ibid, verso, perhaps Comedy; (5) Inv. gr.

1313 (3rd cent. a.d.). hymn of My-stae in a.synarteta. Mo.st of the above pieces had been partially publd.

by Cronkrt. but the present edition is far fuller and altogether more satisfactory.

In it’ll-, di Jil. 14 (1936), 385-409. F’. Dell.a Corte discusses the following eight papp., some of

which have not been previou.sly edited: (1) P. Berl. 9870-9871, assigned to a Hesiodic ‘Catalogue of

IVoiiien’ (nn these two papp. see the same writer in Piv. di Jil. 15, 42-5); (2) P. Berl. 9809. Citation

of Plat. Phileb. 16 d-17 a identified in col. 1 : (3) P. Berl. 9879 (P. Reinach 5). tract on music
; (4) P. Berl.

8439. post-.Vristotclian grammatical fragment; (.5) P. Berl. 10580 (PBC 3, 6731), two papp. of Dioscoros of
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Aphrodito; (6) P. Berl. 9766 (P. Oxy. 23), abridgement ( ? by Aristotle) of Plato. Laws-, (7) P. Wiirzb. 19.

3Iarcus Seius Xicanor (1st cent. B.c.) claimed as author of this tract vepl Tpoiratf, cf. Varro, Pr. 60.

Michigan Papyri, vol. ni (Ann Arbor, 1936), contains four literary papp., the first two of which have been

already publd. No. 139 comprises 18 lines of a ‘Hesiodic’ nature. No. 140 = Soph. O.C. 136-46. Note 138

opdv omitted, 143 aXe^yruip. No. 141 = Time. VII. 57. II. Eclectic text. In 1. 3 the pap. confirms Relske's

emendation KareiXyppevoi. No. 142 = Dem. Contra Aristocratem, [(>36] .}l-[637] 54.

I have not yet seen A. I OGLI.vso, Papiri della R. Universitu di Milano, Volume primo (Milan).

B. Epic, Elegi.vc

In Mnemosyne 5, 62-8, B. A. Vah Ghoxixgen pubis, a fragmentary glossary to Iliad ix. 454-68 from a

pap. (? 1st cent, a.d.) = No. G 99 vs. in the collection of E. vox Scherlisg (Leyden). Lines 458-61 of the

Vulgate are missing (see Allex’s note in the app. erit. of the Oxford Classical Texts edn.). In Philologus 46,

1-18, R. Pfeiffer deals first with the fragm. of a mythological poem publd. by Nors.v and Vitelli in St. it.

fil. class. 12 (1935), 87-91, and argues that these 23 hexameters come from the Great Eoiai, or, less probably,

from the five Books of the Catalogues. P. Tebt. 271 has a similar origin. Secondly, he assigns the first

laropla in PSI 1173 to Odyssey iii. 4 (not xi. 281, as Coppol.a had stated), and restores the text accordingly.

Thirdly, he identifies Cat. Bil 142 as a comm, on Iliad ix. 447.

E. Diehl has written two arts. {Wien. St. 54 (1936), 143-7, and Abh. d. Herder-Gesellschaft zu Riga, 5.

Bd. Nr. 9) on Callimachus' style, and K. Ziegler in Die Antike 13, 20-42, di.scourses on the poet's treatment

of women. The book of J. CoJl.vx, L'Art de CalUmague el de CuluUe dans le poeme 'La Boucle de Berenice'

(Bucarest, 1936), contains little that is new. The study of M. de Col.v, Callimaco e Ovidio (Palermo), is a

useful collection of parallels. I have not seen the art. of L. C.vstiglioxi in Rend. R. 1st. 70, 155 ff.. con-

taining observations on the text of the Diegeseis. An article by W. Klixger in Munera philologica L.

Cidklinski oblata (Posnaniae, 1936), 3.5-9, deals with the text of Euphorion.

C. Lyric

The outstanding event of the year has been the publn. by Mede.v Nor.s.v in Ann. R. Sc. Pisa. 6, 8-15,

of an ostr. (2nd cent. B.C.) containing four stanzas of Sappho in sixteen lines preceded by another line,

transcribed by the editor as oppamBev fKaTioi;, which may represent the end of another stanza—and perhaps

of another poem. The new text is partially covered by two known fragmm., Diehl 5 and 6 — p. 52. 6 L. and

p. 18. 6 L, which it completes and corrects in certain points. Unfortunately, owing to the fragmentary

condition of the ostr. and the carelessness of the scribe, much of the text remains very obscure. The poem
describes a precinct and altars in idyllic’ surroundings—.apple-trees, roses, the murmur of cool water, the

slumber induced by flickering leaves, etc.—and ends with a prayer to Cypris to attend as cupbearer. In 1. 2

Noesa reads vpye, KprjTes, and connects the poem with a hypothetical visit of Sappho to Crete during her

exile. But R. Pfeiffer in Philologus 46, 117-25, expresses his disbelief in this address to the Cretans. The

same scholar interprets na-iov as possibly l’aiT.^oO[5 aAAo peXn;. and in 1. 1 of stanza 4 retaining erBa Brj oil,

the reading of the ostr.. against iXBe Si) av read by Nors.v after Athen. xi. 4t>3 e eXOr, Kv-npi, po.stulates a

fifth stanza beginning roiaSe rots tpoia' hapoiai Km oois,
\

iXBe, cf. Athen. loc. cit. Altogether the new find

raises some pretty problems.

C. Theaxder in Eranos 34. 49-77, continues his Stiidia Sapphica with a di.scussion of d 12. i 3. and t 5.

and adds some notes on Sappho's art. In St. it.fil. class. 14. 139-.50, W. Ferr.vri treats of a reminiscence of

Sappho (2. 7 B. D) in Lucretius (3. 154 flf.). and in Atene e Roma 38 (1936). 221-42. G. Perrott.a writes an

appreciation of Alcaeus. Th. REiXACHand A. PrErii are responsible for the Rude edn. (Paris) of Alcaeus and

Sappho, and B. Lav.agxixi has publd. Agtaia (Turin), a new anthology of Greek Lyric from Callinus to

Bacchvlidcs. In Cl. Quart. 31, 94-101, D. L. P.VGE examines instances of irregular division in a strophic

chorus and claims that Aleman's Partheneion is sung by the ichole chorus. He adds nn. on 11. 45 ff. and

11. 58-9. The same poem forms the subject of an art. by E. Schwexx in Rh. Mus. 86, 289-315.

D. Drama

In Phil. Woch. 57, 558-60, W. Morel discusses the tragic fragm. publd. by E. Lobel in Creek Poetry and

Life (Oxford. 1936), 295-8, and assigns it to a tragedy, which was the model of Ennius' Andromacha Aechmu-

lotis, possibly by Antiphon. In Cl. Quart. 31, 178-81. D. L. P.age pubis, parts of two cols. (3rd cent. B.c.)

from a tragedy, which maybe Euripides' Meleagros. Ibid. 32(1938), 45-t). the same scholar pubis, two fragmm.
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(lbt-2nd cent. from Euripides' 3Iedea (Fr. 1 = 11. 1165—77, Fr. 2 = 1156—60 and 1191—9); these latter

fraumni. are now saitl b\' .J. E. Powell to belong to the same pap. as P. Harr. 38. In Hermes i2, 239—40,

H. Lrc.as uses Favorimis, Hepi 0vyijs. 2. 36 ff. to prove that Eur. Fr. 157 and 158 (from the prologue to

the Antigone) are continuou.s. The reading evrvx'gs in Favorimis citation and that of Dio Chrysostom

(Or. 64. 6) supports the attribution of this speech to Favorimis. Ibid.. 466-9, H. Kloesel proposes inuidCovaa

in 1. 7 of the Siobe fragm. with the meaning ‘iiber etwas oh sagen’. Classical Studies presented to Edward

Capps (Princeton, 1936), 14-23, contains an art. by W. X, B.lte.s on The Satyr Dramas of Sophocles with

special ref. to the Irhneutue pap. W. Schadewaldt, writing on the Achilleis of Aeschylus (Forsch. u. Fortsch.

13. 19-2U), stresses the modernity of Aeschylus' treatment. The Xeue Fragmente d. Aischylos u. Sophocles

of Fritsch has been revd. at length by Zlmjiermaxx in Phil. Woch. 57. 737-48.

In Hermes 72, 50-77, A. Koerte pubis, a new text and app. crit. of Menander's Fabula Incerta. i.e.

the fifth play in the Cairo pap., with a full comm. He claims that the piece is in Menander’s more mature

style, and argues that neither P. Oxy. 429 nor PSI 1176 come from this play, the latter being possibly

Philemon's work. In Am. Joiirn. Phil. 58, 456-7, H. Fraexkel asserts that Men, Epitr. 1-5 ‘mean exactly

uhat they say'. Charisius buys the most expensive wine and then he has even (rai) to force it down his

throat. In Hermes 72, 123-7, A. Lesky argues that Men. Theoph. 25-30 prove the survival in Menander's

day of the low stage with easy access to the orchestra. In St. it.fil. class. 14, 151-66, K. Buechx’er discusses

Epicurus' influence on Menander. E. A. Duparc has written a dissertation (Amsterdam) on Menander’s

female characters. In Mnemosyne 5. 53-61, G. Zrx’TZ prints a new text of P. Berl. 11771 (comedy ascribed

to Alexis) and discusses the piece. In Cl. Phil. 32, 44-58, P. W. Harsh uHtes on Angiportum. Platea, and

rieas. Phil. Woch. 57, 1073-80, contains a rev. of Wehrli's Motivstiidien zur griechischen Komudie by

E. WuEST, and ibid. 1029-44 of Kuiper's Grieksche origineelen en Latijnsche tiavolgingen by A. Klotz.

E. Philosophy. Or.atory, Roxlaxce

In Archil- 12. 175-8. J. E. Powell prints a fuller text of P. Harr. 1 in the light of its identification with

Musonius' tract el Trdrra ra ytvopLeva renva dpevreov (Stob. Flor. 75, 15 = Musonius, Fr. 15 .A). P. Harr. 12

has been identified by M.aas as from Plato, Ale. i. 107 c ff. In <5/. it.fil. class. 13 (1936). 267-81, A. Vogliano

discusses a fragm. (P. Berl. Inv. 16369) of a new Gnomologium Epicureum. The dissertation of B. Haesler

on Favorimis. Hepi ^Lyrjs. has been revd. by H. R. Schwyzer in Gnomon 13. 329-31.

In Piend. R. 1st. 70, 129-32, I. Cazzaxiga pubis, an Oxyrhynchus pap. (lst-2nd cent, a.d.) containing

Aeschines. In Ctesiph.. 86 ff. The text agrees with the tradition of A. In irieii. St. 55, 68-78 H. Oellachee

pubis, a rhetorical catechism from Pap. Graec. Vind. 754 (5th-6th cent, a.d.) with an interesting comm.

B. E. Perry in Studies in the Text History of the Life and Fables of Aesop (Haverford, Penn., 1936),

39-70, deals u ith the texts of the pap. fragmm. His book has been revd. by A. Hausr.ath in Phil. If'och. 57,

770-7. In Aeg. 16 (1936). 225-56, H. Zeitz traces the hist, of the Aesoproman in the light of the papp.

In Symb. O.do. 15-16 (1930), 101-10, F. Zijimerm.axn pubis, a fuller text and study of PSI 725 = Xo. II

in his Griechi.sche Roman-Papyri (Heidelberg, 1936). IV. E. Bl.ake has publd. Charitonis Aphrodisiensis de

Chaerea et Cullirhoe Amatonarum Xarrationiim lihri octo (Oxford, 1938).

F. MlSCELLAREOrS

In Symb. Oslo. 17, 103-6, under Varia 82, S. Eitreai emends P. Oxy. 425 and 1383 = Coll. Alex., Lj-rica

Adespota 32 and 33. In Arch. f. Rel. 34, 313-22. he reprints with interesting nn. the two verse epitaphs

on Isidora of Hermupolis, publd. by Gr.aindor in Bull. Inst.fr. 32 (1932). In Mel. Alaspero 2, 265-81, A. Wil-

helm discusses three Gk. epigrams from Eg. The art. of Q. C-AT.audella in Atene e Roma 38 (1936), 176-84,

contains an appreciation of Xonnus.

In Wien. St. 55, 95-106. H. Gerstixger prints fragmm. of two papp., P. Graec. Vind. 30885 a and 30885 e

(4th-5th cent. A.D.). containing part of Cicero, In Catil. I, with a Greek word-for-word transln. The Latin

text presents some points of interest.

2. Religion, Magic, Astrology

A. Gexer.al

A Fest.whrift remarkable for its immense variety of contents is entitled Quantulacumque : Studies pre-

sented to Kir.sopp Lake by Pupils. Colleagues and Friends (London, Christophers). Many of the arts, con-

tained in it have no bearing on the present subject, but several have, and will be mentioned in their proper
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places. So much importance often attaches to the precise form (uolnmen or codex) of our material that the

new examination by H. A. Saxdehs of the date at which the latter became common cannot but be

welcome. It is his presidential address to the American Phil. Ass. at their December meetinj; in 1937, and

is published in Vnie. of Mich. Quart. Eev. 1938, 95. He would make the codex-form already fairly common

for all kinds of literary works (not merely for cheap editions, rough note-books, and so forth), as early as the

beginning of the Christian era. Incidentally, he finds (IK*) that to suppose a codex-form for Mk. gives a

much easier explanation of the loss of its concluding .section than if we imagine it to have first appeared

as a uolumen. Quite a number of arts, and monographs, not specifically dealing with an\thing papyrological

or Egn., should nevertheless be taken account of as parallel studies, often throwin<g light on these. ^Merely

as examples may be mentioned K. Kerenyi's pamphlet, Pythagoras ii. Orpheu.s (Berlin, Die Rimde). which

contains some interesting ideas on the difference between these two mystic disciplines; G. W. Eluerkix'.s

intienious study of the marriage of Zeus and Hera and its symbol in art, AJA 41, 424; R. P. Eckels's

dissertation on Greek Wolf-Lore (Philadelphia, for the Univ. of Pennsylvania), which handles a group of

beliefs so wide-spread that the paprTologist cannot neglect them; and C. W. Vollgk.aff's suggestion

regarding the provenance of the Rom. belief that the Palladium was in the shrine of \'e.sta (in Bull. Acad,

roij. de la Belg., 1938, 34), whereof he finds a trace in Kallimachos. It goes without saying that the new

vols. of Pir contain, like their predecessors, much that is relevant.

B. Cults of the Gr.aeco-Rom.ax Period

Just on the border-line between religion and literature is the study by F. Dell.a Cokte of the ancestry

of the legend of Perseus as told by Ovid {Rir. di fil. 1.5, 42, cf. 14 (193(5). 385); he suppo.ses it to be derived

from the Hesiodio Ehoiai. C. B. Welles (Ptoc. Am. Phil. Ass. (57, 1939, 7) describes .4 Yale fragment of

the Acts of Appian. and takes occasion to give an account of the ‘acts of the heathen martyrs' in general.

In Ann. Serv. 36 (nominally 1930). 115. 0. Guer.aud and Ch. Kuextz clear away an old misconception.

There is a terracotta in the Cairo (Miis. which professes to be. and perhaps is. a genuine antique ; it represents

Harpokrates and has a brief inscr. in hierogl.. which has been read as transliterated Clk.. XEPyiBOILAZTHZ.

They point out that this unheard-of title of the god is a phantom, for in the first place the inscr. is a modern

forgery, in the second it consists of three Egn. words mechanically copied from a genuine document. Steeling

Dow, dealing with Egyptian Cults at Athens in Harr. Theol. Rev. 35, ls3, uses little or no papyrological

material, but his subject-matter is much to the point. 8. Eitrem (tiymh. Oslo. 17. 2(>) prints a paper which

he read before the Papyrological Congress at Oxford in 1937 on Z-aody. OaXXos and other e.itra paytnetds,

and uses, but does not confine himself to. papp. for his material. Under the heading Varia (ibid. 103) he

has several points of interest. JI. S. S.alem, in JBS 27, 165, holds that the so-called Lychnapsia Philoca-

liana are identical in date with the fourth epagomenal day of the native Egn. calendar; a little of his material

comes from papp.

C. Ruler-Cult

It happens that, so far as the present writer has noticed, unusually little has been written on this

subject. Mention, however, may be made of M. E. Hirsts discussion, in Cl. Quart. 32 (1938), 5, of the

portents in Horace's second ode and of F. Preh.ic's brief n. in Rev. et. hit. 15, 273, concerning the position

of the colossus of Isero.

D. JUD.AISII

I do not attempt as yet to deal with Princeton University Studies in Papyrology A'o. 3 (Princeton Univ.

Press, 1938), in which A. C. Johnsox, H. S. Gehji.as, and E. H. K.ase edit and comment upon the Scheide

Biblical papp. The important new pap. of Ezekiel which it contains and the conclusions drawn therefrom

have not vet been long enough before the public for any sufficient body of critical opinion on them to bo

formed. The Greek OT is well represented in the recent publns. of the Chester Beatty papp.. Ease, iv Sup.

(collotj-pes of the text of Genesis printed in Ease, iv) and Ease, vn (Ezekiel, Daniel, and Esther. Papp. IX
and X). Both are edited bv Sir E. G. Kexyox and publd.. like the rest of the series, by Emery IValker,

London, 1936 and 1937 respectively. The new papp. are the remnants of 118 leaves (236 pp.) whereof

there survive in aU 89. The most interesting is the Ezekiel (part of the same 5LS. as the ,Scheide leaves),

which is the LXX version, hitherto represented only by one ilE., Chigi R. vii. 45, and a Syriac transln.,

the rest of the tradition giving the version of Theodotion. The Chiui )MS. is shown by the new discovery

to be pretty accurate. A summary of much new' material is given by H. I. Bell, Recent Discoveries of Biblical

Papyri (Oxford), appreciatively revd. by H. A. S.axders, Am. Journ. Phil. 58, 370. The fragment of the
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LXX. P. Ryl. Gk. 4o8 (JEA 23, 86). is dealt with by H. G. Opitz and H. H. Schraeder in Z. f. neut. Tl'iss.

35 (1936), 115, who point out that it contains at least one good and old reading, (the technical Ptol.

word for ' trespass ') for the vulsj. daeXBrjs in Dent. 23. 35. An old pap. fragm. of the Hebrew Bible has recently

been shown to be even older than was formerly supposed. In 1903 S. A. CooKpubld. what is known as P. Xash,

containing among other things the Decalogue, and tentatively dated it in the early second cent. .a.d. W. F.

Albright (J. BM. Lit. 56, 145) argues on the basis of material since discovered that the forms of the letters

inelicate rather a date between 16.5 and 37 B.c. One very natural result of the accumulation of new material

is that no edn. of the Greek Bible can claim anything like finality for its text. H. yon Soden, reviewing

among other things Rahlfs's LXX, Legg's (Mark, and several works on papp. and other MSS. in Gnomon 13,

43, VTites what is practically an authoritative essay on the present condition of the study and its problems.

A much shorter rev. shows the same tendency to consider principles as well as the merits of particular works,

A. Allgeieh's not. of the Gottingen edn. of Mac. 1. in DLZ 58, 359. Some criticisms and suggestions

accompany the account of P. Chester Beatty IV, V, and Roberts, Two Biblical Papyri (ieeJEA 23, 86, 87),

by "M.-L.D.' in Her. hibl. 46, 141, The most convenient summary of our information up to the time of

writing IS that contained in Sir F. G. Kenyon, The Text of the Greek Bible (London, Duckworth). It is for

students, not for the general reader, technical and compressed but admirably clear; relevant matter con-

cerning the XT is of course included. Apart from Biblical texts, some interesting work on Jewish religious

hist, has appeared. E. Bikerman in Rev. hist. rel. 115, 163 is of opinion that the documents in Josephus,

Ant. 12, 5 258-64 relative to the persecution under Antiochos Epiphanes are either genuine or at least a

contemporary forgery; he bases his conclusion on material partly from papp., and has some interesting

remarks on ancient documentary forgeries in general. The views of Goodenough {JEA 22, 63) on mysteries

in Philo have met with some sharp criticism, as that of E. BRianER in Rev. it. gr. 50, 168, and of M. J.

Lagrange in Rev. hibl. 45 (1936), 265, the latter being not wholly free from odium fheologicum. Goodenovgh
replies m Quantulacumque (cf. A above), 227, to his critics, but though his title promises an account of

Literal Jlystery in Hellenistic Judaism he seems to the present writer to use both substantive and adjective

m most unusual senses. He breaks new ground in J. Bibl. Lit. 56, 103, with an account of the pictorial sym-

bolism which the Jews of that age indulged in despite all precept to the contrary, and gives a most interesting

account of its motifs and their relation to Christian art. Ibid., 91, R. H. Pfeiffer collects what is knomi
of the contacts and mutual knowledge of Jews and Greeks before Alexander.

E. Magic

The only work of any importance I have noticed is a very good one, Herbert Scholz, Der Hund in d.

gnechisch-romischen Magie u. Religion (Berlin, TrUitsch & Huther), which draws freely on the magical papp.

It is a useful assemblage of facts. -A. theme partly magical is discussed in Quantulacumque {cf. A), 1 by
Campbell Bonner, who treats of the Sibyl hanging in a bottle (Petronius, Sat. 48).

F. Hekmetism : Astrology

An important piece of Hermetic exegesis is the art. by A. J. Festugiere in Harv. Theol. Rev. 31 (1938), 1.

He expounds the image of the krater in corp. Herm. 4, and deduces from it a connexion between Hermetism
and the Gnostic circles which produced the Pistis Sophia and the second Book of JeCi

; he then treats of the

fate of the voluntarily childless in corp. Herm. 2, 17. A reviewer ('V.’) of Scott-Feegcson, Hermetica, iv

(cf. JEA 23, 86), in Rev. bibl. 46, 133, warmly supports Ferguson where he differs from Scott. Li Phil.

Woch. 57, 235, -A. Scherer warmly welcomes Gundel's Xeue astrologische Texte {JEA 23, 87), adding
some coiiimeuts and minor corrections. The same work seems to have been the chief stimulus which moved
1. CuMoNT to compose a really admirable volume, L'Egypte des astrologues (Brussels, Fondation Reine
Elisabeth), in which he at one and the same time demonstrates the proposition that the existing works on
astrology, even the latest, reproduce in substance fairly early Ptol. handbooks and gives a fascinating

account of sociological conditions in Eg. before Actium. In JEA 22 (1936), 218, R. W. Sloley, in reviewing
Ccrtis-Robbins, An Epherntris of 407 A.D. (Univ, of Alichigan Press, 1935), points out that it is valuably
supplemented and corrected by J. Iv. Fotheringham s n. in CL Rev, 40 {1935), 242, and adds an observa-
tion made privately to him by Fotheringham,

G. Xew Testament
llesides the admirable work of Kenyon, noticed under (D) and warmly welcomed by P. Benoit in

Rev. bibl. 4b, b04, mention must be made of an excellent manual less strictly specialist, indeed so simple
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and clear as to be available for beginners in XT criticism, yet containing matter enough to make it vorth

the attention of advanced students of the subject. This is K. and S. L.\ke, Ati Introduction to the Kew
Testament (London, Christophers, 1938). The authors have mo.st wisely included a sketch of the social,

religious, and political conditions of the age in which the events recorded in the XT took place. The only

fault I have noticed is a certain looseness of citation in the nn., e.g., ‘sec Mommsen's Strafrecht' (no p. given).

The important documents notd. in J£A 23, 87, continue to be discussed. M. Dibelius in DLZ 58, 4.

emphasizes the importance of the fragm. of the Fourth Gospel for the confutation of certain e.xtremist

views. H. A. S.\nders in Cl. Phil. 32, 103, holds that the Unknown Gospel was not put together from the

canonical evangels, but ‘ the author lived in a community where the primitive forms of two gospels circulated,

or even where the traditions that preceded such gospels were known'. P. Besoit, Rev. hiU. 40. 58, makes

an elaborate examination of the Beatty-Michigan codex of the Pauline corpus, and concludes that on the

whole it shows an Alexandrian text like that of B already in existence. E. H. K.vse, in a rev. of Michigan

Papyri, vol. m, in Am. Hist. Rev. 43 (1938), 437-8, takes occasion to suggest that the mysterious ‘Sceva’

of Acts 19, 14 owes his existence to nothing more than a dittography of the letters (cV of)? sal viol, whereof

P. Mich. 138 preserves traces in its reading okcvCov. The Beatty-Michigan codex itself is made still further

available by the appearance of Fasc. Ill sup. of The Chester Beatty Biblical Papyri (London), with collo-

types and a few small corrections of the printed edn. Of the arts, in Quantulacinnque (see A) several deal

with XT criticism from various points of ^ iew. Perhaps the most radical is that of H. Perxot, 173, who
holds that the text of the great uncials, and presumably that of all papp. hitherto discovered, is very bad,

so far as the Gospels are concerned, owing to extensive early editing ami harmonizing. Criticism of sources

and historicity of the Gospels, largely under the influence of Formgeschichte. comes from H. .J. C.t.DBURV (99),

R. P. C.vsEY (109), M. S. Exslix (117) and X. Hufem.^n" (123). Documents of various extent are produced

by H. A. S.4.NDEES (-4 Third Century Pap. of Mattheic and Acts, 151) and C. H. Kr.velixg (Tico Selections

from Acts, 151), and others already known are commented on by Sir F. G. Kexyox (145) and C.iXON

Streeter (149). The other arts, on biblical 5ISS. in this volume do not deal with papp., or not primarily

with them.

H. Christi.vxity .vxd C'HRisxi.tN Heresies

A further document bearing on Christian interest in chronology is publd. by H. Lietzm.vxx in Quan-

tulacumque (see A). 339. Berlin possesses ‘unter Xr. 13290 ein stark zerstortes und nurauf eincr Seite lesbares

Pergamentblatt ’ which on investigation proves to be a fragm. of a chronicle, of the kind which 5l0iniSEt;

calls consularia ConstantinopoUtnnn with its derivative the consularia Italica. It runs, with gaps, from 251

to 338, and notes, besides the consuls, the outstanding events of ecclesiastical hist., such as the martyrdom

of S. Cyprian and the bringing to Constantinople of the relics of >S.S. Andrew and Luke. An obscure theo-

logical controversy is discussed ibid., 41, by H. G. Opitz in his essay Dionys v. Alexandrien u. die Lihyer.

The edn. of the Upd^eis TlavXov by C. SemnoT and W. 8chub.\rt (Gluckstadt and Hamburg. 1930) has

been received with warm praise. H. 1. Bell {JTS 38, 189) agrees with the editors that the author did no

more than let his imagination play on the data of -4fG. He makes a few corrections and suggestions on small

points. H. A. S.4KDERS, whose rev., in Cl. WeeMy 30. 141, confines itself to summarizing the work, makes a

more important contribution in Harv. Theol. Rev. 31, 74, by producing from the papp. of the University

of Michigan a part of one of the leaves of the Berlin MS. used by the German editors.

3. Publications of Non-Literary Texts

A. Ge>'er.\l

The past year has seen a remarkable extension of our knowledge regarding taxation in Roman Eg.,

appropriately crowned by the appearance, as this Bibliography goes to press, of the fundamental study of

Prof. Sherhax LeRoy' W.4LL.VCE, Taxation in Roman Eg. (Oxford, 1938), comment on which must be

deferred till next year.

Pride of place naturally falls to Tax Rollsfrom Karanis: Part 1, Text ( == Alichigan Papyri, vol. iv. part i).

ed. Herbert Ch.vy'YIM Youtie, with the collaboration of Y. B. Schcman and O. M. Peyrl. (= I'niv. of

Michigan Studies. Humanistic Series, vol. XLii), xvi-|-437 pp., 4 pis., Univ. of Michigan Press, Ann Arbor,

1936, S5.00. To give an adequate account of this work, which arrived just too late to be noticed last year,

is at the moment impossible, since introduction, nn., comm., and indices are all being held over for Part n.

Suffice it to say that it pubis, three colossal rolls. P. Mich. 223 (now in Cairo), 224 (with republn. of an iso-

lated fragm. already edited as P. Jand. 141), and 225. Together they give us a complete record, in the form

O
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of a day-book, of all money taxes collected in the village of Karanis throughout three entire years (a.d. 171-

4). Xot only are suoh general imposts as Xaoypa<jtla, <j>vXaKoii-. rpi-n] fiaXavelov, etc., represented,

hut also many particular dues levied on land or connected with its ownership, such as the vav^iov, apiBp-pTiKov

KaroLKuii'. and a host of others. For a full analysis we must wait for Part n. but meanwhile the editor himself,

in Cl. Week'll/ 3t). 199-2U1, has given a valuable general account of the book, including some of the interesting

results derived from study of the texts {e.g. that the guard-tax, cjivXaKwv. was payable only by those exempted

from Xaoypa6li. or untit for guard-duties). The mass of material is staggering, the three papp. containing over

13.4oU lines
—

'a text longer than the Odi/iset/ and nearly as long as the Iliad'—and quite apart from their

immediate value for the understanding of the taxation system they form a x'ast storehouse of raw material

for sociological incpiirv in many directions. But for the moment we must content ourselves with admiration

for the indefatigable labours of the editor and his assistants, and for the skill and clarity with which their

work is presented. Revs, so far are mostly non-committal, pending the arrival of Part It; note, however,

those by Wilckex, Arcliir 12, 241-2. and C. Pre.vux, Chron. d'Eg. 12. 279-81.

Less imposing in size, but hardly of less importance, is the new BGU ix : Heixz Kortexbeetel. Sfeuer-

liden roiiii^rher Zed aii.i Theodeljdiia (Ag. I'rk. aus d. btuall. J/u.s. zu Berlin Gr. Vrk\. ix. Bd.), ix— 268 pp.,

4 pis., Berlin, 1937. The texts here run to a mere 2,968 tines
—

‘ wie eine freundliche Villa neben einem ameri-

kamsclien Wolkcnkratzer', as Wilckex humorously observes. The contents are, however, much more
diverse than tho^e of P. Dlich. iv, and the hist, of the papp. themselves needs some explanation. BGU 1891-9

are derived from a group of 7 rolls acquired by the Berlin llus. in 1012. The verso of one of these has

alread.\- been publd. (the famous Giionion of the Idios Lo<gos), the recto of another has been edited under

the title Danhik-ttn utn d. Fuijinn. by H. Frisk; the present work pubis, recto and verso of three more rolls

and the recto of the Gnoinoit, thus leaving two rolls and the verso of the Banhikien stiU to be edited. BGU
1900 was acquired by exchange from the B.M in 1913. From the .same find come the rolls at Columbia Univ.

imbld. by W'ester.m.vxx and Keyes in Ta.v Lid-sand Transportation Beceipt-^ from Theadelphia.

A very brief indication of the contents may be given here : 1891-2 are dav-books of the TjpaKTopes apyvpiKwv

of Theadelphia. recording payments for Xaoypaf^ia. and associated taxes (.y.d. 134); 1893 (on recto of the

Cnoiiiiin) is a list of payments in kind received by the sitologi of BepnAs AiyiaXoC (.a.d. 149); 1894, totals

of all money-taxes received in Theadelphia in .a.d. 157, arranged under heads—a most important document
recording many new taxes, though its value is somewhat marred by lack of a logical disposition; 1895,

receipts of taxes in kind. Theadelphia. .a.d. 157 ; 1806. assessments of various garden- and vineyard-taxes,

under names of land-holders, .a.d. 166 (?) ; 189 1 , alphabetized register of payers of oKrdhpaxpos oTrorSi) Jtorucrou

and Bojifsadpaxpos, .A.D. 166; 1897 a, arrears of vav^wv Karols-wv and vavPiov iva<j>e<jiuiv. .a.d. 166; 1898,

alphabetized li.st of payers of an unspecified land(?)-ta.x. a.d. 172; 1899, similar to 1896, a.d. 172; 1900,

list of 5(,l associations for collective farming of land, c. .a.d. 196. Since each holding is almost exactly

80 nrouras. the total area of land in\'olved is 80 , 50 = 4.O00 arouras. It would hardly have been possible

to divide up land already under cultivation in this way, and it looks as though Ave have here some large-scale

attempt to reclaim ivaste lands.

The editing of the.se texts, bearing in mind the restrictions imposed by the general plan of the BGU, is

be.vond all praise. The introductions are crisp and clear, the comm, succinct and sober; as is fitting in an
edn. of Avhat will be primary documents for the hist, of taxation, the editor has shoAvn a commendable
reluctance to indulge in theorizing, and is nCA'or afraid to record a non liquet. A good popular account of
the book is given by Kortexbeutel in Forsek. u. Fortschr. 13, 314-15, concluding with the announcement
that BGL X will contain a further instalment of the Augustan papp. from Abusir el-Melek, BOB' xi Byzantine
jiapp. from the (ieriiian excavations at Herniopolis. BGU ix is revd. by Wilckex in Archiv 12, 239-41.

1 he small r ollection of papp. owned by the Fondation Egyptol. Keine Elisabeth, Brussels, consisting of

some 1.50 pieces ranging in date from the third cent. B.c. to the sei'enth .A.D., is being publd. seriatim in Chron.

d Lg. b.\' 51. Hoaibeet and G. I’ke.aux. The first document selected for editing is a third-cent. private letter

in very vulgar Gk.. which provides plenty of problems both of reading and interpretation
; Chron. d'Eg. 12,

92-l(M). witli pi. Revd. by W ii.cKEX in Archie 12. 242-3. More interesting is the second item {Chron. d'Eg. 12,

2.58-64, w ith pb). a note (a.d. 91-2) certifying that one Satabous has been exempted from poll-tax as

which the editors interpret as physical rather than economic disability.

P. 51ich. Ill (.JEA 23. 88-9) has been reAxl. by Wilckex in Archie 12, 228-31
; C. B. Welle.?, A.JA 41,

.569-10 (important suggestions); G. Pre.aux, Chron. d'Eg. 12, 269-70; K. Fr.. W. ScmiiDT, GGA 199,

147-56 (very long and detailed); H. I. Bell. .ITS 38, 417-18. F. Heiciielheiji, Zu Pap. Mich. Ill 173 u.

Hesper'ia I (ItJltj), 419 Jf. A r. l-j, in Aeg. 17, 61-4, points out that the ratio of silver to copper implied in the
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document in question is very much loicer than 1 :325, hence it cannot be assifrned to the reijjn of Philometor

(cf. JEA 23, 89). Heichelheim's argument would seem to be confirmed by the independent observation of

W ELLES, in the above-mentioned rev., that P. Mich. 182 (182 B.c.) already implie.s a ratio of 1: 432. But the

whole question is very involved, and I do not think the last word has yet been said.

P. Oslo, m (JEA 23. 89-90) has been revd. by Wilcken in Archiv 12, 22-5-8; in a characteristically bril-

liant n. on the ‘nomarch of Naukratis’ mentioned in P. Oslo, he observes that the only other instance of

government by a nomarch is the likewise autonomous Gk. city of Antinoopolis. The territory (miiapxia) of

Antinoopolis was never an independent nome, but an enclave in the Hermopolite nome (cf. JEA 21. 84), and

so, probably, there was a Xaukratite vonapxCa in the Saite nome. The parallelism of the.se institutions is

simply explained by the fact that Hadrian took Xaukratis as the model for his new foundation of Antinoo-

polis. C. B. Welles, in -4J.4 41. 510-12. has some important suggestions to make, especially on P. Oslo. 118,

130, 133, and 140, while F. Zucker, Zu Pupp. Oslo. Ill in Eymh. Oslo. 17, .54—0, prints .some miscellaneous nn,

on the doeumentarv papp. P. Heeg-V-VED, Three Horoscopes in the Oslo Collection. Symh. Oslo. 15-10. 98-100,

discusses P. Oslo. 163-5, of which only the bare texts are printed in P. Oslo. lit. S. Eitrem's paper, Religious

Calendar concerning the Imperial Cult in Atti IV Congr. Int. Pup., 85-8, is now superseded by the final publn.

of the pap. as P. Oslo. 77.

P. Harris (JEA 23, 89) has been revd. by Wilckex in Archiv 12. 2.34-6; B. Snell, Gnomon 13, 577-86

(almost entirely on literary texts); C. Peeaux, Chron. d'Eg. 12. 270-4; W. G. Waddell. Cl. Rev. .51, 70.

G. Ghedini contributes Sote a tre letlere cristiane in P. Hrir. to Aeg. 17, 98-1(m), discussing P. Harris 107, 126,

and 158.

P. Varsov. (.lEA 22, 68) is severely criticized bv K. Fr. W. Schmidt in Phil. Woch. .57, 1003-9; many
suggestions for new readings are made.

P. .Janda vi (JEA 21, 84) and vn (ibid.) are very favourably revd. by P. Viereck in Hist. Z. 1-53 (1936),

569-71, and 156. 33-5-8. The latter vol. i.s the subject ofan extremely able and iletailed not. by E. Kiessling

in Gnomon 13, 98-103. making some indispen.sable corrections in P. .land. 137 (twv g g H[y]eyp i.iJ.[pev(u>v)]

in 1. 17. and [p-q eVgeyjpag p evojv in I. 20). Other revs, of P. .Janda vii come from H. Koktenbeutel. Riv. di

fil. 15, 215-17. and K. Fe. W. Schmidt. Phil. Woch. 57, 128-31.

To turn to publns. of ostrr., 0. Wilb.-Brk. (JEA 22. 67-8) is notch by H. I. Bell. JE.-l 23. 13-5-7 (detailed

criticism of Mile Peeacx's views on the institution of haoypa<f>la. ivhieh the revieuer finds unconvincing);

M. Engebs, Museum 44, 133-5 (some criticisms: thinks the editor too ready to generalize from insufficient

material): N. Leito, Cl. Weekly 30. 95; W. Seston, Rev. et. anc. 38 (1936), 46.5-6 (important on meaning

oi merismos and possible relation to the caput)-, Ch. Pic.vrd. ./. Sav.. 1937, 182-3; W. Pere.m.in.s, Rev. beige

15 (1936). 105.5-9 (in Flemish, but might be important to those who can read it)
; M. Seore's rev. in II Hondo

classico 6 (1936). 372 I have not seen.

0. Mich. (JEA 22, 68) has been revd. by X. Lewis. Atn. Joutn. Phil. 58, 10.5-7
; G. G.slo. (JE.-i 20, 88)

by F. ZrcKEE in Gnomon 12 (1930). 068-9 (some good suggestions).

Finally G. Manteuffel, Die neue Warschauer Ostrakusummlung. .\tti I F Congr. Int. Pap.. 4.5-50. gives

some facts about 121 ostrr. bought from the collection of Prof. A. Dei.s.smann ; these are different from the

Deissmann ostrr. already publd. by P. 51. .Meyer in his Gr. Te.vte ans .4y., which are now in the L'niv. of

Sydney. X.S.W. ilAXTEEFFEL appends a publn. of three ostrr. of the Konian period, but even if the reading

of the texts is to be relied upon. I find it impossible to believe in the expansions of the abbrec iations pro-

posed. It is to be hoped that the definitive publn. 'will include plenty of good facsimiles.

Goodspeed and Colwell’s Gk. Papyrus Reader (JEA 22. 68) is revd. by (
'. W. Keye.s. Gl. Jonrn. 32

(1936-7). 303-4 : E. P. Wegener, Museum 44 (1936-7), 164-5 (rather critical) ; and V. B. Schc.man, Cl. Phil.

32. 380-2 (important corrections, made from in.spection of the original, to P. Clood.'p. 3. republd. as Xo. 70

of the present collection).

B. Ptolemaic

Another fa.scicule of UPZ has appeared; H. Wilcken. Urk. d. Ptolemaerzeit (Alte/c Funde). ii. Bd.;

Papp. aus Oberitg.. 2. Lief. pp. 91-213. Berlin k Leipzig. The .steady rate at which this monumental under-

taking proceeds, and the clear anil easy style of presentation, make one apt to forget the incalculable labour

involved, each Lieferung in itself being almost equal in extent to an average-sized vol. of papyri. ( )ne special

feature of this part is the help given by .Sir Herbert Thompson in supplying information about the relevant

dem. documents, and the collaboration of the two acknowledged masters of Cfk. and dem. papyrology

respectively is a matter for special rejoicing.
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The contents may be briefly indicated here: Xos. 163-9 are bankers’ dockets to dem. contracts relating

to the famous house around -n-hich the law-suit of Hermias centres ;
170-3 are the papers of Apollonios alias

Psemmonthes, which, 1\'ilcken claims, have no connexion with the Hermias archive; 174-84 are contracts

of sale between members of the choachvtae, separated for the sake of clarity from the Hermias papp., and

including the celebrated 'Casati contract’ (Xo. 180), which with its appropriate comm, runs to 28 pp. of

text
; 18o-90 are miscellaneous papp. relating to the choachytae; 191-3 are the petitions of the pastophori

of Amenophis to the Epistrategus Phommous ;
194-7 are docs, of the paraschistae. This leaves only the

records of the roval bank at Thebes still to be edited, with the indices to the entire work.

A remarkable pap. m the Rainer collection has been edited by H. Liebessy, Ein Erluss d. Konigs

Ptolemnios II Philudelphos uber d. Deklamtion von Vieh u. Sklaven in Syrien u. Phdnikien (PER Inv. Nr.

24. o52 gr.), in Aeg. 16 ( 1936), 257-91. It contains, in fact, two separate proclamations made by Philadelphus

in 262-1 B.c, to his Palestinian dominions, the former establishing an annual registration of cattle (Aei'a),

the latter, and more important, a registration within 20 days by all who had either bought or taken in pledge

persons characterized as adiyara AaiKo. IXevBepa, and a general prohibition for the future of this scarcely-

disguised form of slavery, expressly excepting, however, soldiers and ‘others domiciled {xaTOLKomTes) in

Syria and Palestine' living with native women (ef. the Syrian Elaphion of P. Eleph. 3-4). Wilcken, review-

ing the piibln. in Archie 12. 221-3, points out the remarkable parallels between it and the famous alleged

decree of Philadelphus which is incorporated in the Letter of Aristeas, and which he regards as a genuine

document. At the last moment a full discussion of the second proclamation conies from the pen of the

acknowledged authority on problems of slavery, \V. L. WESTEKM.iXX. Enslaved Persons who are free, Am.
Journ. Phd. 59 (1938), 1-39. Among a number of attractive and important suggestions may be noted his

theory that the present proclamation was designed to close loop-holes in an earlier one ordering a general

registration of slaves in .Syria and Phoenicia, parallel to P. Hib. 29. Westekm.vxx strongly holds that the

Aristeas -npoarayya IS spurious.

Three papp. from the Zenon archive in Athens are publd. by S. B. Kotgeas in EAAHNIK.A 9 (1936),

5-16, with good photos., which are all the more valuable as the originals of the first two papp. have been
mislaid in the Historical Seminar of the University. The third is in the Archaeological Museum. No. 1 is

a letter of Apollonios the Dioiketes to Zenon ordering him to take delivery of and transport by canal to

Philadelphia a cargo of wood sent through Nikeratos, a copy of a letter to whom is subjoined. The letter

belongs to a period when Apollonios was taking an active interest in the development of his Scoped, and
another letter from him, P. Cair. Zen. 59221, is actually dated the same day (Dec. 19, 254). No. 2, a fragment
of a letter to Apollonios, seems to offer terms for budding or repairing irrigation works, apparently on a
large scale, for even if the figure 15,000 in 1. 4 is not to be taken with the immediately preceding adpamv,
.5.000 mattocks are certainly referred to in 1. No. 3, dated Oct. 25, 251, has had a curious history ; originally

it was a letter from Zenon to Kleitarehos, sharply reprimandmg him for having omitted from his account
various items, one of over 9,000 artabs of barley; after it was sealed and addressed, Zenon decided to alter

the wording, so the letter was unfolded and the text drastically remodelled. Having now become a draft, it

was of course retained in Zenon's office.

H. Kobtexbel'Tel, Zum Sondergericht d. Aposkeuai, Aeg. 16 (1936). 292-5, pubis, an application, of the
second cent, b.c., from a woman describing herself as "the amaKcvg [a term for wives and children of soldiers

on active service] of Zeuxilas ; the application is addressed to a phrourarch, and KoRTEXBEfTEL con-
cludes that it was this officer who was entrusted with the special jurisdiction which we know the a-TrooKcval

enjoyed. M ilckex in his rev., Archie 12, 223-4, emphasizes how much we still have to learn about this

obscure institution.

.Some skilful re.storations in the well-known letter announcing the approaching visit of a Roman senator
are proposed by A. MTlhelm. Pap. Tebtunis .33, in JES 27, 145-51.

P. -Jouguet, Quittance de pnt en forme de contrat d six temoins datant de Van 7 de PtoUme’e AuUte, Mel.
Iksrousseaux. 229-38. I have not yet been able to see. From the Brussels cards I learn that it is a pap.
belonging to the french Institute in Cairo, and written at Ibion Eikosipentarouron in the Fayvuni, Dec. 18,

75 B.c.

Nock. Roberts, and Skeat, The Gild of Zens Hypsisfo.s {.IE

A

23, 91), has been revd. by Wilckex,
Archil 12, 219—21. lor the troublesome verb in 1. 13 M ilckex proposes owtt y <evpaTap\riacLv. ‘to head
a con.spiracy', which is certainly attractive. I may add that I now read rldjmv Ik t6tt{ov) in 1. 19, for which
exprcs.sion cf. P. Ryl. 67. .5, and P. Lond. inv. 2327 (unpubld.); after this I am inclined to think artoKhlliiy

Tl>7]r Irepav (= (Talpaif the simplest, if a somewhat sensational, solution.
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C. Rojiaji

A. E. R. Boak, An Ordinance of the Salt Merchants, Am. .Journ. Phil. 58, 210-19, pubis, a Michigan pap.

containing an agreement made by an association of iXoniZXai at Tebtunis in a.d. 47. This throwcs a flood of

light on the working of the salt monopoly under the Romans; in language resembling the statute of an

ordinary ovvoSos, the association decides who shall collect the trade-tax, which of the various members
shall sell salt or gj’psum, or both, and where, and at what price ; the complete absence of any ref. to Govern-

ment control is particularly significant. Revd. by C. Preaux, Chrou. d'Eg. 12. 281-3.

Phillip H. De Lacy, Ah Oxyrh)jnc}in.s Document acknowledging repayment of a loan. JEA 23. 76-80,

with PI. xi, pubis, a Princeton pap. dated .June 14, .52. Especially valuable is his complete list (in the nn.,

on pp. 78-9) of -ryiepai Ze^aarai, quoting 46 passages as against 24 in Blumexthal's earlier collection.

Two Latin tablets recording the births of children to soldiers on active service (who being prohibited

from contracting legal marriages could not get their children officially registered in the ordinary way) have

recently been publd. ; the earlier, dated April 2.5, 127, is edited by H, I. Bell, A Latin Registration of Birth,

in JRS 27, 30-6, and PI. ii. Though comprising only the second half of a diptych, the writing is fortunately

so disposed that the beginning of the scriptura exterior and the ending of the scriptara interior are both

preserved, giving between them an almost complete text. The .second tablet is publd. by H. A. Sanders,

.4 Birth Certificate of 13H a.l., in Aeg. 17, 233—40, with illusts. Here only the second half of the document

is preserved, the texts on the wood and on the wax being practically identical; luckily, however, both

preserve the references to the lex Aelia Sentia et Pupia Poppaea Mhich regulated the procedure here adopted.

W. G. Waddell, ,4 Numbered Petition among the Papp. Fuad. Atti IV Congr. Int. Pap.. 61-2, is interesting

for the method adopted for the registration of petitions. The doc. is a petition to the Prefect M. Sempro-

nius Liberalis (c. a.d. 157-9).

Perhaps the most surprising addition to our knowledge of Roman Eg. is the Rylands pap. publd. by
Eric G. Turner. The Gerousia of Oxyrhynchus, Archie 12, 179-86. This is an application, dated .a.d. 226,

by a citizen of Oxyrhynchus to a municipal official described as ZUttojv tu arippara, demanding enrolment

in 01 ivb TOO yepovalov on the ground that he has reached the prescribed age of 68. To prove this he subjoins

an extract from the weSiaKov eTo-Kplaews, the cataster compiled from the uar' oixiai' a-noypafial the nature of

which was finally established by Wilcken's researches last year (cf. JEA 23, 92). Turner discusses the

instances of a gerousia in other parts of the Roman world, but decides that the gerousia of Oxyrhynchus
was not a parallel institution; it was purely an age-group, of limited numbers, and the members had no

political power, though they might possess considerable social influence
—

'like an Old Boys' club'. Another

ref. to the gerousia of Oxyrhynchus can now be found in the hitherto puzzling doc. publd. by G. Poggi
in Aeg. 15, 209; Turner points out that [ye]p6vTwv in A. 29 and [yepoyrjojv in B. 30 can be restored with

practical certainty. The Rylands pap. will be republd. in P. Ryl. IV.

Hardly less surprising is the appearance of one of the lost columns of the Acta Appiani (P. Oxy. 33. now
P. Lond. Inv. 2435 verso)

; it immediately precedes the already publd, text, and gives some further sensa-

tional, if rather baffling details of this cause eelebre. Mow in the library of Yale University (Liv. 1536), it is

excellently publd. by C. B. Welles. -4 Ycde Fragment of the .4c?.s of Appian, TAPA 67 (1936), 7-23. with

a photo, and an interesting general discussion of docs, of this class.

O. Gufe.AUD, Un Edit du Prefet T. Haterius Nepos au sujet du has clerge igyplien. Jld. Desrousseuux,

199-209, and P. Roussel, Remarques aur un pap.jiorentin. op. cil., 429-34, arc not at the moment accessible.

Henri J.anne, La Lettre de Claude aux Alexandrins el le chriatianisme. Mel. Curnont, 273-95. discusses the

whole question afresh, and comes out strongly for the view that the letter was occasioned by conflicts

between Jews and Cliristian missionaries, pointing out. in addition to the alleged parallels in Acts (which he

accepts) that the Church of Alexandria was traditionally founded in .a.d. 40.

Ske.at and Wegener, P. Lond. 2565 {JEA 23. 91-2). is revd. by C. Preaux, Chron. d'Eg. 12, 106-9

(important on the conflict of principles revealed by the speeches at the trial).

In Archil- 12, 238-9 Wilcken records some addenda and corrigenda to his edn. of P. Brcm. (JEA 23, 91),

which Avith characteristic modesty he refuses to revieAv. except for a bare outline of the contents.

W. H. Buckler, Epistula Truiani. Rectification. Rev. de phil. 11. 404, pubis, a correction by Arthur
Stein to BGU 140. Lines 3—4 should be restored [L]y 7)pat[a]ro[£> *A8piarou ZefiaarodO [ical]

|

[/JocjTiAiou

J[aaoovpwv 'PouJotikov
;
the emperor is thus Hadrian, not Trajan, and the date 119.

D. Roman-Byzantine

P. CoLLOMP and his pupils continue their publn. of the Strasbourg collection (cf. .JE.4 23. 9t>) by editing.
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with the briefest of nn., six more docs., ranging in date from 277 to 391 .t.D.; Papyrus grecs ile la Bihliotheque

natiunale et unirersitaire de Strasbourg (suite). Bull, de la Facidte des Lettres de Strasbourg, 15, 173-(i,

229-32.

E, P. \Vei>ener, Four Papyri of the Botlleinn Library (.JEA 23. 93). is revd. by Wilckes, Arehiv 12, 246.

P. Ross.-tleorg. V (.JEA 23, 93) is revd. by M. Sax Xicolo in DLZ 58, 851-2.

E. Byzaxtixe

C. Prkiux. Une lieconnaissance de Bette du lY* .•^iecle aprts J.-C. (P. Wilbour Brooklyn gr. 1), Arch,

hist. dr. or. 1, 1-16, PI. iii, pubis, a pap. in the Brookhm Mus. Though containing little to excite special

interest (it is a loan u ithout interest of 20 artabs of corn), the doc. is subjected to a detailed analysis, clause

by clause, uhich is a model of lucid exposition. W. Kaiips contributes, in an appendix, a juristic analysis

and a li.st of the legal terms employed.

A fine and unusual doc. is publd. by 51. Xorsa, Elezione del KEd>AA.AlQTHS di unn Corporazione del V

sernlo B.l.'.. Ann. R. Sc. Pisa 6. 1-7, PI. i. It consists of a formal notification from the members of a corpora-

tion to one Aur. Chaeremon. announcing that tbe_\' have elected him their x-e^JaAaiujTijj for the coming year,

enumerating his duties, and various rules for the conduct of members. The business of the corporation

is obscure, through mutilation of the pap., but may have been banking ; the date is either 426 or 441 a.d.

.8. G. Kapsomexos, a pupil of .Schubart, edits two papp. in Berlin under the title Zirei byzantinische

Papyri aus d. Zeit .Justiniaus. BZ 37, 10-17. The former is an order from the Praeses of the Thebaid, FI.

Phoebammon. for payments by the village of Aphrodite towards the annona of a numerus of Xiimidians

stationed at Hermopolis; though only the right half is preserved, the text can be completely restored by

the aid of the parallel does.. P. Loud. 1663 and P. Cair. JIasp. 07321. The other doc. is a contract of surety

on behalf of a private tax-collector on the domains of one Dioscorides. a singularis in the service of the I)ux

of the Thebaid. It is dated at Antinoopolis. a.d. 538.

.4 iilth-cent. pap. from the still unpubld. AVeill collection is separately edited by 5Ille G. Rooll.ard,

0l.UKOy de FI. .Jean, ojjirialis. m Mel. Besrousseaux. 417-22, Described as a ^iXikov, an obscure term which

the contents do nothing to elucidate, the doc. is in fact a receipt of 9 sol. Ittcp roO vpoardyyaros rair ^opdreov

(1. xcipdriov) TeiTvpuji-. In spite of Mile Rouillard's efforts, the situation remains far from clear.

A. E. R. Boak, Early Byzantine Papyri from the Cairo Museum. Xos. 8-20 (JEA 23. 93^) is cordially

revd. by W'ilckf.x. Archie 12. 244-6. In his not. of C. H. Robert.?. Two Letters of the Byzantine period

(.1E.A 22. 79). W'lLCKEX (.4/c/iic 12, 247) makes some minor corrections in the text from his own revision

of the originals.

4. Political History, Biography, Administration, Topography, Chronology

A. Gexeral

M. H. Fisch. Alexander and the •‘stoics, ,4m. Journ. Phil. .58. 59-82. 129-51. examines and rejects the

views jmt foniard by \V. \V. Tarx in his British Academy Lecture Alexander the Great and the Unity of

Mankind, and offers a tentative reconstruction of the hist, connexion between Alexander and the Stoics.

( iiARi.Es .Alexaxder Robixsox. -Ir. in .4lexaiider the Great and the Barbarians (Classical Studies presented

to Edward (Japp-i. Princeton, 1936. 298-30.5) a.ssociates him.self with Tarx's views as expressed in the lecture.

. .SeiiriiART writes a brilliant short survey, Verfassung u. Verwaltung d. Ptolemuerreiches (Alte Or. 35,

Heft 4), and also a short summary of the main characteristics of the Hellenistic king (Forsch. u. Fortschr. 13,

123-4). Hei’ss s Stadt und Herrscher d. Hellenismus in ihren staats- u. rolkerrechtlichen Beziehungen (Klio.

Beihelt 39) is a pioneer work in the juridical sphere. In Cn Probleme de la politique des Ijigides' la faiblesse

dt ^ fd its {Atli 1 \ (Jongr. ltd. Pap.. 183-93) Claire Preaux provides a comm, on the aims of Ptol. domestic
policy and the mistaken attempt to use legislation as a means to economic ends. The weaknesses of Ptol.

legislation—the contrast of statute and practice, the series of regulations containing the .same provisions, the

necessity for u.sing violence in e.xecution. the growth of a special official morality, and development of a
system of private guarantees—are daniningly set out. 5V. W . T.vrx's book Hellenistic Cicilisation has been
tran-'Id. into trench by E. 4. Levy (La (

‘irihsation helUnistique. Paris, 1936). The rev. of P.lol.a Z.axc.lx,

11 monaicato ellenistico net siioi elementi federatii i (JEA 23, 94) by C'l.aire Preaux (Chron. d'Eg. 12, 110-12)

should be noted.

In Bus Geselz u. d. Kaiser in griechischen Urkunden (Klio 30, 54-69) W. Schubart, following a similar
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method to that used in Das helhnistiscJie Konigskleal (JEA 23. 94), examines the (reneralizin<r clauses of

documents, especially petitions, to show that while much that is Hellenistic was retained in the ideal portrait

of the Roman emperor, one very important difference is the conception of Law as parallel or opposed to the

ruler. E. Bkecci.i's Das romische. Aegypttn (Die Aniike 13, (il-7ti) is a transln. into German of an art. that

originally appeared in Le Vie d'Italia e del inondu 3 (103.5), 1035-03.

B. Political History

A. Pbidik writes on Eerenilce, d. Schirester d. Konigs Ptolemnios II Erergeles: Untersuchungen zur

Ptolemaer- und Seleukidengeschichte. m Acta et Votnmenta L'niversilatis Tartueiisis, 35-0 (Tartu. 1930).

viii— 305 pp.

W. Otto's Zur GeschicJite d. Zeit d. d. Ptoleuiaers (JEA 21. 89) (revd. also by C. B. Welles, Am. Jr,urn.

Phil. 57 (1936). 349-52) has inspired P. .lororET to UTite a comm, on Egyptian hist, during the period in

cpiestion. in which he discusses and criticizes a number of Otto's viens [Les D/Ijids du rtgne de Ptuletnee

Philometor et la sixietue guerre .syrienne. Pec. de jihil. 11. 193-23S). H. Hexne. Xate sur le rigne conjoint de

Philome'tor, du fuiur Ecergete II et de t 'h'opdtre II (Per. I't. anc. 38 11930), 443-7), calls attention, as others

have done (e.g. H. I. Bell and T. C. Skeat in their review in JE.A 21, 202—1), to P. Teb. iii. 811 and other

documents to show that the association of Cleopatra II w ith Philometor and his brother had eertainlv taken

place by 107 0 b.c. V. ARAXCio-Rriz, Ena nuora iscrizione sul protettorulo ilei Tolemei in I'irenaica. Pir.

dijil. 15, 260-77, comments in detail on an inscr. publd. in Docuntenti antichi del!Africa iUdiana as Xo. 538.

This text (and the whole of it is to be dated to 199, 8 B.c.) shows Ptolemy footer II regulating affairs in Cyrene

as if sovereign, though acc. to .Justin 39. 3, 1. etc., on the death of Eueroetes II in 110 b.c. Cyrene was left

as an independent kingdom to the latter's natural .son Apion. The st.vle and addre.ss of the inscr. do not

allow the possibility that Apion was at this period acting a.s viceroy for .Soter II.

In Cesar et Cle'opufre. Annales de I'Erole de^ Hautes Etudes de Hand. I. 37-77. J. CARrorixo. resuming a

point of view taken up in Pointes de i ue sur I imperialisine roinain, 89-15.5. estabh'hes a .strong ca.se for his

the.si.s that any romantic attachment between Caesar and Cleopatra, whether in AIc.xandria or Rome, was

entirely incidental to Caesar's intention of subordinating Eg. to Roman power. .Among other evidence for

the successful execution of this intention he offers a new interpretation of the deni, stela from the .8erapcum

(now Louvre 335), according to which theCaesar ivhosc birthdac' i.s celebrated on Payni 23 ( R evii.loi-t's read-

ing confirmed) is the dictator, and the date is 47 B.c.: the Egn. pric.sthood received instructions to celebrate

siiuultaneou.sIy their own festival of Isis and the dies natalis of the master of the Roman -norld. He further

examines the claim (made on grounds of high policy, whatever the rights of the case) that Caesarion was

Cae.sar's child, and attempts to prove it impossible for chronological reasons, but hi.s arguments rlo not

amount to demonstration. L. E. Lord. The Date of .Ddius Caesar's Departure frean Egypt. Classical Studies

presented to Edward Capps, Princeton. 1930. 223-32, concludes that f'aesar must have left .Alexandria by

Alay 1, 47 B.c.. or very soon after.

L’. WlLCKEX's paper, Octuvian after the Fall of .Alerandria. .IPS 27. 138-44. is of con.siderable intere.st for

Oetavian’s intentions towards Eg. and his relations with the Senate. Wilc kf.x .shows that in the Bueheum

.stela Xo. 13 (29 B.C.) the so-called 'kratesis' era is used, not the dating by regnal years. The prie.sts of

Hermonthis, m contrast to those of Philae in the same year, cho.se the former method .since it did not involve

the recognition of Octavian as Pharaoh. But opposition from the Egns., perhaps reinforced by the wiled

disapproval of the >Seuatc, which encouraged the conqueror to make use of a dating-system not based on

regnal years, was swept aside by Octavian's imperiou.siicss. C. B. AVelles's introduction to P. Yale Inv. 1530

(cf. §3) (A Tale Fragment of the Arts c,f Appinn. TAPA 07 (1930), 7-23) sketches Roman policy towards

.Alexandria and the hist, of .Alexandrian nationali.sin.

I have not seen either E. .Albektixi, Les troupes d'Afriqtie et leur pn'tendu mourement rers I'Eg. en 308,

Jlel. Maspero 2, 201-0, or G. B.arda', La ricalitt d'Ale.candrie et de Constantinople au L' siicle, France

franciscaine 19, 5-19.

C. Biography

This year’s book on Cleopatra is by Jack Lixdsaa', Last Days with Cleopatra, London. 1930. In PIT,

XIX/I, 1217-19 there is a full prosopngraphical account by .A. .Steix of J/. Pelronius JIamertinus. and an

added note by W. Hoefji.axx. -A. Steix makes some interesting observations in Papyrusfurschung u.

Prosopographia Imqrerii Romani, Atti IV Congr. Ini. Pap., 209-15.
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D. Adshnistratiox

y. Tscherikower. PdleMine under the Ptolemies, .4 Contribution to the Study of the Zenon Papp., 2Ii:raim

4-5, uses the correspondence of Zenon’s journey in Palestine in 259-8 B.c. and the letters from agents

and sheikhs in the following years to illustrate Ptol. commercial, military, administrative, urban, and land

policies in Palestine, and contrasts them with those applied in Eg. Some of the same ground is covered

bv G. Vaggi. Si/i(i e Siri nei documenti dell Egitto greco-romano, Aeg. 17, 29-51, a collection and analysis

of instances of the adjective.

H. Liebesxy's ptibln. of Ein Eiltiss d. Kdnigs Ptolemains II Philadelphos {Aeg. 16 (1936), 257-91) {cf.

§ 3) adds some information about the administration of Svria and Phoenicia as a Ptol. province. E. Kiess-

i.ixG sketches the present state of knowledge Zurn Katdkenprohlem in Aegijpten in Forsch, u. Fortschr. 13, 392.

F. Zucker's careful art. nipaai in Plf, XIX, 910-26, while especially concerned tvith the legal fiction of

Uepaai rtjs eTTiyoiiJ?, devotes several columns to an examination of the actual antecedents of persons described

as ndpaai andn.T.i. and their grouping in rroXiTtvyaTa. W. Pekemaxs. Treemdelingen en Egyptenaren in

Yroeg-Ptolemni.sch Egypte. Louvain, xxx— 313 pp. (in Flemish) contains elaborate lists and statistics of

foreigners in early Ptol. Eg. The same author has written what I take to be a summary of part of his

results in .luurhencht 4. E.r Oriente Lux, 1S3-6, Vreemdelingen en Egyptenaren in Egypte gedurende de ode

Eevue v.c.

A. C'.iLDERixi, Xuovi studi suite schede di censimento (Scritti in onore di Bartolomeo Xogara. Rome,

45 ff.) reports on recent work done on the Egn. census, and comments on 14 census declarations published

since his last collection of evidence (Aeji. 12 (1932), 346). In an important paper, Recensement ptriodique et

riinte’gr'ition dii domiede legal [Atti IV Congr. ltd. Pap., 225-50). V. M.abtix cpiestions the proposition that

there was a necessary connexion between the 14-year census and the command, issued to persons living

outside their Ihla. to return there, not merel,v to register, but to remain there subsequently. He revs, the

machinery of the census edicts, and offers a new interpretation of the edict of Vibius Maximus. It was

addressed solel,v to Alexandrians, and made it possible for individuals from the nomes whose presence was

required m the city to obtain a permit to return there after registering in their homes.

In a rev. of Cl.aere Peeaux, Les Ostraca grecs de la collection Charlea-Eilicin IVilhour au Ulusee de Brooklyn

in JEA 23. 135-7. H. I. Bell gives reasons for believing in the existence of a form of poU-tax in Ptol. times,

and for rejecting the view that payment of poll-tax was a mark of inferiority. In a lecture which I regret

bcinc unable to see H. C. Youtie summarized the hist, of tax-farms in Athens. Rome, and Eg. {Publicans

anil Sinners. Michigan Alumnus Quarterly Rev. 43. 6-50-62). In MEPIZMOS ANAKEXQPHKOTQN-. an

Aspect of the Roman Oppression in Egypt (.lEA 23. 63-75) X. Lewis, in addition to discussing the tax in

question, provides the fullest collection of evidence to date on the flight from the land in the Roman period.

H. Hexxe, Le Dernotique nO.ilEYZ d AntinooupoUs (Atti IT Congr. Int. Pap., 321-31), attempts an explana-

tion of it. and of certain other dome and tribe names of that town.

In P If, VI A 2. 2205, art. Trapeza, E. Ziebaeth sketches the hist, of banking in Eg., both as monopoly

and as a field for private enterprise, and his art. is supplemented by a note of E. Kiesslixg's, op. cit., 2208-9

s.v. Trapezites. E. Zieb.arth also writes seven lines on one of the more interesting of Alexandrian and

Egn. municipal offices in PW, XVn/2, 1517, Xuktostrategos. To PIL, XVII;2 4Y. Exsslix contributes the

article on Xumerarius, and op. cit., XIX/1 he discusses the honorary title Perfectissirnus.

E. Topography

A. Calderixi's Dizionario dei nomi geografici e topografici del!Egitto greco-romano, part 1 {JEA 22, 71),

continne.s to receive a warm welcome. 8onie additions and corrections are given by J. Siiiox, Orierdalia 6,

132-42. C. Axti, Scavi di Tehtynis (10o0-193d), Atti IV Congr. ltd. Pap., 473-8, makes some remarks about

the topography of Tebtunis it propos of the archaeological mission directed by him. Similarly A. Yogli.axo,

(di Scavi della Missione archaelogica Milanese a Tehtynis, Atti IV Congr. Int. Pap.. 485-96, has a few observa-

tions about Ibion (5Icdinct Madi). M. J. LEiBOnxcH, .4 propos de Vexpedition militaire dirigee en Ethiopie par

P. Petronius sous le regne d'Auguste, Bull. Srjc. roy. de (Je'ographie d'Eg. 19, 270-7. in an attempt to fix the

locality of Pafhros of the dem. texts, suggests identifications for the oppida captured by Petronius in Xubia
(Plin\-, X .11 . VI. 35, 4). In PW. XVII;2, 1509, Wixdbero writes notes on the Ethiopian peoples Nvy^yviTai

and XvKTTLoi. H. Kees. PW, XIX/l. 407-1.5, gives a hist, treatment of Peliision. P. W. H.irsh, Angiportum,

Platen and Licics, Cl. Phd. 32 ,44-58, cites the various meanings of the Greek term dyfotrov to illustrate the

Latin vicus.
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F. Chroxology

L. Laffraychi, Xota sitlla Data LHA delle monete alessandrine di Gallieno (Aeg. 17, 25-8), proposes to

explain jja not as = 9, but as Itos 17 icai a, i.e. of Gallienus and Macrianus (and Quietus), the latter therefore

being recognized in Egypt as co-regents. M. J. Boyd, The Chronology in Porphyry's VITA PLOTIX

I

(CL Phil. 32, 241-57), discusses the papyrus chronology for the reign of Claudius II. though without being

able to bring forward any new material, and rejects the suggestion, first made by Dessal', that Plotinus’

biographer is reckoning by Egn. regnal years. W. Seston, Becherches sur la chronologic du rtgne de Constantin

le Grand (Rev. et. anc. 39, 197-218), corrects the accepted chronology.

5. Social Life, Education, Economic History, Numismatics

A. Social, Life and Education

In regard to Social Life, T. A. Br.ady’s study of The Gymnasium in Ptolemaic Egypt (I'niv. Missouri

Stud. 11 (1936), 3, 9-20) is important: also E. Kiessling's Zum Katokenjiroblem in Aegypten (Forsch. u.

Fortschr. 13, 392): there is some material in S. Eitrem’s Remarks on amvSTj. daWos and other extra pinymeiits

(Symh. Oslo. 17, 26-48). A brilliant book by F. Cumont, L'Egypte des astrologues (Brussels) recreates the

contemporary scene from the data furnished by a.strological writings of the Graeco-Rom. period. Enriched

with nn. (including illusts. from papp.) by Mle C. Preaux, it deserves the closest study.

The methods of education are discussed or illustrated bi' P. Coll.art, Les papyrus scolaires (Mel. Desrous-

seaux, 69-80) and La devinette de la chauve-souris (Mel. Maspero 2, 213-17); see also T. C. Ske.at, A Greek

mathematical tablet (Mizraim 3 (1936), 18-25),

Additions to the facts for the study of Graeco-Egn. art in this period are to be found in A. Adriani,

Sculture del Museo Greco-Romano di Alessandria, JUSiiidvc (Bull. Soc. arch, d' Alex., X.S., 9, 3-25 and 190-210),

B, Habachi, Tico tombs of the Roman epoch (ibid., 270-85), V, Chapot, L’Horus garde-frontiere du name

Sethroite (Mel. Alaspero 2, 225-31), C, Picard, Observations sur Vorigine el V influence des reliefs pittoresques

dits ‘ Alexandrins' (op. cit., 313-33) [important], and E. Michon, Plaque d'or decore'e de reliefs de travail Copte

(op. cit., 357-61).

B. Econo.mic History

Little has been published on Economics; there may be noted A. Andreades. De Vorigine des monopoles

Ptolemalques (Mel. Maspero 2, 289-95), and F. Heichelheim, Zu Pap. Michigan III. 173 (Aeg. 17. 61-4).

C. Kumism.atics

The only contribution to Numismatics seems to be L. L.affranchi, Xota sulla data LHA delle monete

alessandrine di Gallieno (Aeg. 17, 25-8), for which cf. § 4F above.

6. Law
A. General

(i) Bibliography'.

LL WiLCKEN, Urkundenreferat. Archiv 12, 218-47. L. Wenger, Juristische Literaturubersicht. yj. ibid.,

247-314 includes works up to 1936. Pp. 257-67 are devoted to Pirenne's three vols. E. Seidl, Juris-

tische Papyruskunde, Xeuerscheinungen bis SeqA. 19-3G. St. et doc. 3, 213-29; bis Sept. 1937. id.. 4 (1938),

278-89. A. C-ALDerini, Bibliograjia metodica, Diritto e amministrazione, Aeg. 17, 168-74. 312-14, 509-10;

Testi recentemente pubblicati, ibid.. 104-8. 283—4, 479-82. In BZ 37 the section Jurisprudenz occupies pp.

272-7, 581-9. P. Coll.art, Bulletin papyrologique XVI (1936). Rev. et. gr. 50, 40.5—42. List of doctorate

theses relating to the hist, of institutions. Rev. hist. dr. 16. 180-3 (Dr. oriental et dr. romain. 180). J. Ernst
(sons la direction de J. MarouzE-Au) L'annee philologique 10 (1936): Papyrologie 164-9, Droit 384-91. Arch,

hist. dr. or., of ivhich the first annual I'ol. appeared in 1937 (Brussels), under the general editorsliip of

J. PiRENNE. is divided into three sections. Orient Ancien, Orient Greco-romain. Orient Medieval. The publn.

of texts and legal vocabularies is to be a special feature. Sectional bibliographies will begin in the second

A’olume.

(ii) Oriental influence. Rekhsrecht and Volksrecht.

E. VoLTERRA, Diritto romano e diritti orientali (Bologna), is divided into three parts. The first

describes the attempts, sometimes fantastic, beginning as early as the 16th cent., to trace coimexions between

P
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Rom. law and Biblical or other Oriental systems; the second refutes in some detail attempts to derive R. 1.

from other systems of antiquity, while the third examines specific institutions, 1010%™ to the anc. East,

but not to Quiritarian law, which appear in the later Empire. These are few and concern chiefly the law of

the family. Y. holds that there was no attempt to unify the law of the Empire before Diocletian, who was

bent not merely on defending R. 1. against the inroads of popular law, but tried to replace provincial by

Rom. principles. This attempt died with Diocletian, and the uniflcation sought by Theodosius II was

different in that it combined Rom. with local elements. Fundamentally V. is. as he says in a footnote

added in the proof, in agreement with E. Schosb-VI’er, Reichsrecht, Volksrecht u. Provinzialrecht, Z. Sav. 57,

309-55, who amplifies the contention put forward in Z. Sav. 51 (JEA 18, 95) that iliTTEls was mistaken

in regarding the CA as a brutal attempt to force Rom. law on the whole Empire. Neither before nor after

212 was there unity of law; there was Reichsrecht, i.e. principles laid do^m for the whole Empire, Volksrecht,

i.e. ius propriutn of a community and based on autonomous regulation, and Provinzialrecht, i.e. principles

based on official promulgation, such, e.g.. as those concerning the eyKrgaecnv, which may in substance

be derived from native systems. There was no rule that each man should live by his own law, only a general

policy not to interfere with existing arrangements (cf. Studien zum Personalitdtsprinzip, Z. Sav. 49. 345—403

;

JEA It), 134), nor any guarantee that Volksrecht would not be overruled. Pressure towards unification

begins, however, not with the CA but (as with language, cf. Wilckes, § vi below) under Diocletian, and

then .such pectdiarities as remain gradually assume the appearance of local customs. Schoxb.vuek, as in

Z. Sav. .54, 337-S, accepts Wilhelm's reconstruction of P. Giss. 40, and the vieiv that the C^l was

comprehensive. Bucklaxd's Edictum Provinciale, Rev. hist. dr. 13 (1934), 81-96 (JEA 21, 100) is not

quoted. L. We>"gek, Sationedes, griechisches ii. romisches Recht in Agypten, Atti IV Congr. Int. Pap.,

15ft-81, writes in general terms of what has been and may be accomplished with respect to a legal hist,

of Ea.. as the most promising part of a general legal hist, of antiquity. He accepts Wilhelm’s reconstruction

of P. Oiss. 40. with the deduction that non-Rom. elements continued to flourish, not only in spite of the

Rom. laiv. but M-ith Rom. sanction, and ends with a short but illuminating discussion of the limits of

the principle of personality. In Ludwig Mitteis, Arch. hist. dr. or. 1, 181-211. Wenger discusses the develop-

ment of research on the lines laid down by M., and emphasizes particularly the truth of M.'s vieiv that Gk.

luM- was a unity. Recent M'ork on the spread of Gk. ideas and their relationship to Oriental systems is also

briefly mentioned, and Wilhelm's reading of P. Giss. 40 together ivith Schonb-LL'er's general ideas accepted.

(iii) Christian influence.

C. Hohenlohe. Einjluss d. Christentums auf d. Corpus iuris cirilis, I’ienna. fervently upholds the

view that the law of the later Empire is deeply influenced by Christian doctrines, and that the great

Romanists of the 19th cent, failed to recognize the change from classical ‘individualism’ which had been

thus brought about. He also repeats his view (Collatio legum Romanarum et Mosaicarum, Vienna, 1935;

revd. Z. Sav. 56. 361-2) that fit. Ambrose M-as the author of the Collatio, because he wanted to make clear

how much the secular laiv needed alteration by showing how like it was to the Mosaic law which had for the

most part been superseded by the coming of the Messiah. The book deals with modern as much as with

historical problems.

B. Bioxdi. (iiustiniano primo, Principe e Legislatore Cattolico (Pubbl. delV univ. cattolica del Sacro Cuore,

vol. 48), Milan, 1936, is not directly concerned with the influence of Christianity on the law, but intended to

defend Justinian against the constantly reiterated charge of Caesaropapism. J. expressly admits the force

of ranones. and when he incorporates their contents in his legislation this is not to give them a validity

M hich they M ould lack vithout state authority, but merely a form of recognition M'hich also serves the same

purposes as those of a private collection.

(iv) The oath.

B. Kubler. KVGR 28 (1936), 295-305, reviewing favourably Seidl, Der Eid, n, disagrees with S.’s view

that the Christians excused themselves for taking the oath by the emperor’s on the plea that this was

merely a ‘Eluchobjekt', the oath itself being by God. K. thinks this would have been maiestas. Even after

the introduction of Chri.stianity, he explains, the emperor remained semi-divine, ‘with one foot in

heaven'.

E. Seidl. K VCR 29, 24.5-9, reviewing F. Ll. Griffith, Catalogue of the dem. graffiti of the Dodecaschoenus,

adds some points of interest, e.g. that the imperial oath is shown not to have ousted the oath by supra-

terrestial gods among the native population in the 1st cent.
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(v) Diplomatic.

E. Seidl, Demotische L rkundenlehre nach d. friihptolemaischen Texten, Miinch. Beitr. 27, pubis, the

paper read at the Oxford Congress, together with a chronological list of docs, from Alexander's time to

the end of Philadelphus’ reign, with which period alone he is here concerned. He distinguishes three main

categories: (1) the Egn. ‘scribe and witness doc.’, (2) the 'double’ doc., and (3) the bilingual doc. in Gk. and

dem., agreeing with P.\etsch that (1) probably needed delivery (traditio ckartae) to become effective.

Sealing is very rare and certainly not necessary. As regards (2) he agrees with Ktjskel (Si. Rkcolono I,

415 (1936)—not seen) that they represent a reception of a Gk. form. The chief interest of P. Jlich. Inv. 508

(a Latin marriage contract, prob. lst-2nd cent.), publd. by H. .J. Wolff, Aeg. 17, 470-8, lies in its form,

which W. believes to be an independent Rom. adaptation to pap. of the double doc. as commonly written

on tablets. The doc. is folded in the middle, and the witnesses’ signatures are iwitten (in Gk. characters)

outside at right angles to the internal lines, together with a few letters that may represent a Gk. summary.

E. CvMOXT, C.-B. Ac. Inscr. et B.-L., 313-16, gives the text of a fragmentary inscr. found at Susa in 1937,

consisting chiefly of the names of witnesses to a contract. At least two are but C. B. Welles
suggests a restoration which would place the EmoTa-njr before them, as at Dura. The latter scholar, in

Arch. hist. dr. or. 1, 261-84 pubis. Dura P. 101 (a.d. 227) to which W. Kamps adds Resume, Amdy.se et Index

juridiques (284-8). Diplomatically the interesting feature is that the signatures on the verso are found

opposite knots in the string which kept the upper text closed. The doc. is a purchase by a veteran of a vine-

yard, mainl3
’’ Rom. in form.

(vi) Various.

U. WiLCKEN, L’eber den Riutzen d. lateinischen Papp., Atti lY Cemgr. hit. Pup., 100-22. among much
else of legal interest, connects Diocletian’s abolition of the old vvounjuaTiopol

(
Bickermaxx, Aeg. 1 3, 344 ff.

;

JEA 20, 98) with the introduction of Latin for the framework of the individual gesfa which replaced them.

The judgements, however, though originallv in Latin onh', arc accompanied b}' transls. as earlj- as the fourth

centurjy and in the fifth are onh- in Gk. For the earlier period it is a rule that whereas the empe-rors answered

letters in the language in which the}- were written, the suhscriptiones to libelli were alwaj-s in Latin. In

Archiv 12, 235, W. finds confirmation of this rule in P. Harr. 67. O. Gueeaud, Mel. hesroitsseaux. 199-209,

pubis, a short Kej>aXaiov ey SiaraypaTos of Haterius Nepos w-hich orders 7taoTO(f>6poi and lesser assistants

(xpeaKol) to confine themselves to their proper work and not to wear wool (cf. Gnomon. §§ 71 and 74-6).

He conjectures that it maj- have been copied for the information of some office of the Idios Logos, and that

the ev piom KcijidXaia of the Gnomon were, like it, does, that had accumulated in an office chosen because

thej- were ‘eas}’ of access’, as opposed to manj- which in the course of time would have got mislaid or

destroj-ed. The fragm. (probablj- 4th cent.) corresponding to part of D.12.1.1.1. which was discussed bj-

F, DE ZCLFETA at the Oxford Congress, 1937, is reprinted in Bull. Ist. dir. rom. 43 (1935), 408, and is to

appear with others in P. Rj-lands HI. As D. 12.1.1.1. was believed to be heavih- interpolated the discoverj-

is important. J. C. X.abek, Ad Octavianas quasdam, Arch. hist. dr. or. 1, 239—48, contains textual

suggestions and other nn. on Octave GrfrtAUD's edn.

B. L.aw of Persox.s

(i) Census. Poll-tax. Colonate.

V. Haetix, Recensement period iq tie et reintegration du domicile legal, Atti IV Coiigr. hit. Paqi.. 225-50,

concludes that there is insufficient evidence to support Rostovtzeff's view that edicts ordering people to

return to their IBlat were regularlv issued in connexion with the census. The mention of the census in the

edict of Vibius Maximus (W.. Chr., 202) is introductorv and accidental, the real object being, as is said

immediate!}- afterwards, to secure the presence of the population for agricultural work. There is evidence,

however, that such edicts were in several cases issued at the beginning of their author's term of office. A new
reading and interpretation of the last lines of W., Chr., 202 is given pp. 236-7.

M. Hojibeet and Cl. PeL-iux, Chron. d'Eg. 12, 259-64, publ. with comments the certificate of exemption

from Xaoypa<j>ia in the name of Mettius Rufus found among the collection of the Fondation Egyptologique

(JEA 23, 98). Though dadeveia often means poverty they believe that here dadev-q; refers to exemption on

the ground of illness. H. I. Bell. JEA 23. 135-8. reviewing very favourably Cl. PeE-AUX, Les Ostraka grecs

de la Collection C. E. Wilhour (1935), disagrees on poll-tax. This was not a Rom. innovation intended to

mark the politically inferior status of the conquered, but a means of raising revenue taken over from Ptol.

times, as the Arabs later took over the Byzantine dvhpiopds. The distinction was not between conquerors
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and ci:n([uprpd, but t)pt\vpi‘ii tm'mlwrs of Ok. citizpii bodie.s (together with katoikoi) who paid at a reduced

rate, and Egyptuins, Aaoypaiop/iei-o^- meaning ‘paying tlie full poll-tax’. If the tax had marked inferior

status It would not have .survived the 0,-1. For Aanco? = ‘native of’, cf. PER Inv. 24552 below, B (hi).

(
'll. .'s.vi .MAoNE, />« role lie T'oriijo' el ilu 'cenini.t' dini.ilii formation dti colonnt romain. Bi/zantion, 12. 487-581,

throws huht upon the hist, of the distinction between ad-ieripticii and other coloni, but from legal, not

papyroloaK al .sources. For the Ptol. census see now P. Harr, til (decree of Philometur). I have not seen

A. Caldeuim, yiiori studi mdle schede di censimento, 2Ii.-ic. Xogarn or Cl. PRE.Arx, Les Jlodalitets de

iultuche d la gltbe dans I'Kg. grecque et tomaine, Becueil de la Soc. J. Bodin, 35-ti6.

(ii) Registration of liirth.

H. 1. Bei.l, .4 Latin Regldratnm of Birth, JKS 27, 3<M), pubis, one leaf of a diptych, of a.d. 127. similar

to that piibld. by H. Sanoer.s, .I./,4 32 (1928), 3(18-29, but mentioning that the attestation is made in

view of future tpiniiis after the father has lieeii di.scharued from the army.

H. A. Saniiers, .4 Birth Certijicate of 13S .i d. Aeg. 17, 233-4(1, pubis. P. Mich. Inv. 3994. in which the

failure to make prufes.sin is .said to be (ptojit)er distrinrtionem militiue. which proves that S.’s expansion of

diiti niioneni mil. in B(1L’ Ki'.IO is correct. From the words ne testuri ex' lege Atl., etc., S. infers that the leges

Aeha .‘<nitia and Papin Poppaea not only forbade the registration of illegitimate children at the record

office, Imt also ilirected the use of this method of attestation before wutnes.ses.

K. F. U . .'si'HMiiiT. tlCA 199, 147-.5ti, reviewing P. Mich. Ill expantls c. r. e. ad k. in the registrations of

birth ( ill IS. Klti-S) as raii'ia rtlala i d ad kah iidariiim, meaning ’the case has been notified at the proper time'.

1 . i annot mean nris Uoinanns. for the superscription shows that the facts registered were not A’erified

{rilra eaiisnnun I'ognitioiiem) and ritizenship could not lie proved by a calendarium. In Xo. 169 b(i)iae)

tialjidae) cannot refer to the 'double' nature of the doc., but is u.sed because there was one copy for each of

the twill'. For biitli ccrtifieate,s ef. H. I. Bell's rev. of P. .Mich. HI in .JllH 27, 2SU-1.

(ill I SI. I VI r\

.

H. I.iEHEsNv, .ley. 16 (1936) 257-91. pubis. I’KR Inv. 245.52. which contains two irpoaTaypaTa relating

to S\ ria and I’lioeiiii la probably of Ptolemy II. the first ordering returns of cattle, the second ordering

return and [iroductioii liclore the aiKonpos o( ou/para XaiKa eXevOepa held in slavery. A further prohibition

ot the sale or luoitg.ige of such otugara exci*pt Tiur vrro rov Sioikovvtos raj Kara Evpiav nal ipoiviK-qv npoa^oXg

8u')iigucui' he takes to tavour the view of Scito.vBAfER and others {.JE.l 19, 85) against Westermaxn, that

cxeiutu-n leading to actual slavery was not [KTinittod, even by agreement, except in the case of fiscal

debtors, .iiid to confirm .Sc iioNHArER’s reading (Z. Sar. 46, ‘2(16) iTpcfo]^oAr;r T[i'9]eaeai in P. Teb. 5 (il., Chr.,

36), 22.1. .\u.vM;io-Ri iz, I iia niiara isrrizione .s/d jirotettorata dei Tnlemei in ('irenaica. Rir, di jil, 1.5,

266-77 ((/. ( i below ). agrees, assuming that Philadelphus' succe.s.sors restricted the powers of officials to the

mere .mest of fiscal debtors, and that F.uergetes 11 ( P. Teb. 5) forbade even this. The Cyrenaic wpoorayga,

whii h toiliid' e.xeeutiiiu against the [ler.son without previous authorization of the ypij/iarioTai. he takes to

h,i\e been anal. rgoiis III its original F.gn. formulation to Euergete.s’ decree, and. as at first drafted, to have
reterred to othei.ils only, with the objeet of e.xteiiiling the.saiiie i)nueii>les to Cyrenaiea. But as it was feared

that iilhi i.ils there might be m ,i jio'ition le.ss favourable than that of [irivate individuals, the words tj tiZv

liAAeji s T A were added, and the ( 'yreiiae.ins thus recommended to ajiiily the same limitations to jiroceedings

1 1111 lei t heir ow ii iiiiimeijial statutes. \V. B. Westkk.wann. Kn.dai'ed qier.sons irho are Jiee. .lin. .Journ. Phil. .59

( I93s), 1 3(1, ni.uiitaiiis his original view, holding that the new pap. confirms the reading e’Aee'fopa in P. Col.

Inv tsn. blit not Koseii vKLii's and SciiuNri vrKii's interpretation as 'free from mortgage’. Lieresxy, bv'

inti i[iii ting Auis-.jj as 'native’, whereas it refers only to the lower elas.ses. and by defining too narrowlv the
l.iw t'Tii' ri'is pinBuiniuis (1. 22) which laid down conditions of en.'lavement. has narrowed unduly the sphere in

w huh it w as possihle. He also i|iiotes an iinpiibld. ei-reeft?. P. ( 'oh Inv. 272. of 245 B.t'., where the burden of
the .•oni|il,iint is that the creditor has arrested and detained a free person un his oirn riiithoritg, whereas it

seems th.it an a[ipIieatiou to the Trp.is-Tejp for the pur[>ose would have been lawful. \V. also holds (against

W u.i KFN, .\irhir 12. 223) that although striking likeni's.ses between PER Inv. 24.552 and the alleged decree
ot Phil.idelphiis ordering a iiia.'s liberation ot .lewish blave,s (Pseudu-Aristcas. 22-5) go to show direct borrow-
ing. the latter is none the less forged.

C. R. .AIoukow. The Murder of Blares in Attic Lair. Cl. Phil. 32, 210-27. argues that the ypafg {i^peais

gave 'ome proteetion to .slaves, even against masters, though its efficacy was limited by the fact that only
a tree person could prosecute and that a pro.seeutor ran the risk of a penalty if he failed.
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(i\') Guardianship.

P. Mich. Inv'. 6659, publd. by H. J. Wolff, Aeg. 17, 463-70, probably of Xero's reitrn, is a woman’.s

petition to the exegete to appoint a guardian for the purposo.s of a divorce uuyympijoi?, a peculiarity being

that the divorce has already taken place. W. thinks that with other docs, it provides the evidence (denied

by M., Grdz,, 253) that some relatives became tutors igjso iure among peregritii.

(v) Marriage.

P. Koschaker, Die Eheformen hei den Indogermanen, Deutsche L<inilet>referate zuui II. lulernut. Kungr.

f.
Eechtsrergleichiing im Haag, 1917, Sonderheft d. eljten .lahrg. d. Ztitschr. f. aush'indisches u. interuatiouules

Privatrecht, 77-140 b., though not touching papyrology directly i.s indispensable for any study of anc.

marriage. Two forms of betrothal are distinguished, one of an arrhal nature, which corresponds to an

incomplete transfer by sale, the other more purely promissory. ’Ey-yv-qais belongs to the former type, but

K. seems to suggest that the distinction between lyy. and ckBoois might rest on the completion of an inchoate

transaction. However, he does not savthat, and characterizes the problem as unsolved, perhaps insoluble'.

The connexion worked out between epiclerate and ‘free’ marriage by the use of comparative material is of

fundamental importance. F. de Zelueta gives a summary of the paper, LQIi 54 (193S), 126-3.

C. Law of Property

(i) uaTaypaij>g-

E. ScHoXBAUEH, Zur Frage d. Liegensrhaftserirerbes im Alterlume: Das Kecht d. Katagraphe. Atti IV
Congr. hit. Pap., reasserts his view, which he now calls the 'protocol theory’, against Rauel’s [Z. Ear. 54,

188-232; see JEA 21, 95) ‘register theory’ and Schwarz’s 'document theory’. He agrees with K. and

others that Mitteis’s view of k. as equivalent to the dem. 'floe, of withdrawal’ mu.st be given up. but not

with R.’s explanations by comparison w ith the Germanic separation between sale and investiture, for there

is no connexion of blood or civilization between Egyptians and Germans, and the th-rman withdrawal is

from the land itself, not from rights to it. BGU 998, believed to be the result of Egn. influence, is a dei lara-

tion before a public authority, and as such totally different from the 'individualistic’ native document.

R.’s views are not always consistent and require too many meanings for k. : no mere register could contain

all the particulars to be entered according to P. Hal. 1 ; ini in the Teiios inscr. and in P. Col. Inv. 480 must

mean ‘before’ the magistrates (cj. Bickeemann, Aeg. 13, 333-55; JEA 26, 98); Pg. Hura 23 calls itself

a K. and is made before public officers; R.'s explanation of ipjiovpiov in P. Hal. 1 is unacei-ptablo a.s against

Wilhelm’s ’Grenzgeld’, nor can the reading a.no[Xa^ri rijr Tiprjv] be right. It cannot have been possible for

the seller, as R. thinks, to vindicate after k. had taken place even though he had not received the jinre.

Against Schw.arz the chief argument is still that his theory cannot connect Ptol. and Rmn. practice, and

that it is too individualistic to be compatible with Theophrastus’ requiremeut of publicity in all acquisitions

of property. The rarity of refs, to k., which seems .surprising on .Sc HoxBArER’s theory, he explains by the

very fact that k. was an official docuiiientation laid down as essential by statute ami therclore requiring

no special mention. It does not occur in the Hermias trial because that is, as Wilckex has shown, concerned

with possession, not ownership.

(ii) Emphyteusis.

H. Comfort, Emphyteusis among the Papp., Aeg. 17. 3-24, examines the relevant doc.s.. all subsequent

to Zeno’s constitution, including some fop. ones. The difficulties in P. fair. Masp. HI 67299. in particular

that the lessee is to be allowed utc els ^eXTiova eire els yfipora iviyueu' otluf. which is contrari' to the rules of

emphi teusis, are perhaps to be explained by regarding it as superjicirs, for which ipirreveiv was also used.

(iii) Mortgage.

E. Schoxbauer, Eechtshistorische Erkundensludien z. grierhisrhen Rechl im Zveistromlande. I: Pg.

Dura 21, Archie 12, 194-217. defends his own view of dyaveuims against Welles {Z. jSV/r. 56. 99-13.5; JEA
23, 100); like the other Dura docs. Pg. 21 is perfectly explicable on Graeco-Hellenistie lines and the

notarial function of the court has no connexion with Oriental influence. The hypothec was probably not

general, nama inipxonra referring back to some noun which i.s not preserved in Pg. 21 or 32. The manumission

by dedication from Susa (F. Cuaioxt, Mem. de la mission nrchcol. de Perse, xx, 84-S; JEA 18. 94), as now

restored by L. Robert, Eev. de phil. 10 (1936). 137—18, no longer gives any support to Ko.schaker’,s and

Sax X’icolo’s views (JEA 19, 83), but is a purely Gk. form of manumission. C)n dvaviiuais in P. Oslo 118

see Welles, AJA 41, 508-12.
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A. B. Schwarz, Sicherungsuhereigniing ii. ZicangsroHstreckung in d. Papp. {aus Anlass von Stud. Ital.

XII). Aeg. 17, 241-82 (ef. JEA 22, 69) regards the doc. on pp. 103 ff. as an example of a mortgage which

is neither vTTodijKrj nor vva'SXayg.a, but an alienation subject to a suspensive condition, characterized, like

P. Oslo II 40, by the use of the word gtieLv to describe the creditor's right if the debtor defaults, and there-

fore capable of being described in the terms which P. Oslo II 40 B applies to A, as a security i-nl Kvpla.

There is little apparent dili’erence between such security and a iTroBijicTj, but S. points out that the ficieir

docs., so far as they refer to land, give the creditor the right to ask for registration of Karoxg in the

lyK-.. whenever he desires, perhaps because this would not be possible (as with v-aoB. and vttoXX.) without

express permission. Classing the doe. as eVl mpia does not, however, explain how it comes that the

creditor can levy execution against the debtor's property generalh'. This, S. thinks, is due to another

peculiarity of the plvtiv type, i.e. that it definitely gives the creditor the choice (eKXoyrj as in P. Oslo II 40)

between relying on the ownership clause and general irpa^is. There are a number of circumstances in which,

despite a clause giving the creditor ownership in case of default, -n-pafis may become permissible, and P.

Teb. Ill 817 of 1S2 B.c., which stipulates for personal liability, with a penalty for delay, in case of failure

to guarantee or ku&wos, warns us how early Ptol. law overcame the conception of liability restricted to

the object pledged. On the procedural side S. finds support for his view that it is only in case of chiro-

graphs, as opposed to public documents, that Alahnverfahren was a necessary preliminary to eve^vpaoia,

and believes that SioAoyeiogoC in line 59 must be a slip for SiaXoy^s.

P. JorouET, Jlel. Desrousseaux, 229-38, pubis, a receipt of 75 b.c. in the form of a tjvyypa^T] i^apapnipos

which has reference to a debt originally secured by the opoXoyla TTpaaeais of a cow—a rare instance of uivlj ev

-nio-ei. of movables.

D. Law of Obugatioxs

(i) Egyptian contracts.

R. T.aubexschlag, Le Droit contractuel eg. d'apres les pap. grecs, Arch. hist. dr. or. 1, 249-59, sum-
marizes the refs, to ‘Egn.’ contracts under the heads of marriage obligations, security, succession, and pro-
cedure. The contracting parties are. except in one ease, either all of Egn. nationality or mixed. As the
form of the doc. governs the competence of the court, so also the parties can. by choosing either a Gk. or
an Egn. form, determine the law that is to be applied.

(ii) Loan.

J. CvETLER, Le cosidette 'anticipazioni' nelVeconomiu rurale dell’Egitto tolemaico, Atti IV Congr. Int. Pap.,
283-91, summarizes another part of his Czech work on mutuum (cf. JEA 22, 85), treating of advances
of seed-corn and ad^'anees made to tenants for clearing land. When these latter are to be repaid in any case
it i.s because the tenant him.self will benefit by the improvement ; when they are only to be repaid if the work
is not done, it is because, as with jSaoiAiKol yewpyol, the tenant has no claim to the crop.

P. H. DE L-acy, JEA 23, 76-80, pubis. P. 7741 of the Garrett Deposit Collection, Princeton, of .a.d, 52,
an acknowledgment of repayment of a loan made by three brothers to their sister and her husband on the
terms that the creditors were to be allowed to occupy some buildings. A peculiar feature is that one brother
receives the share of another who is absent and guarantees the borrowers against any claim by him.

Cl. Preax-x, Une Reconnaissance de dette du IVe siecle apres J-C {P. Wilbour Brooklyn Gr. 1), Arch. hist,

dr. or. 1. 289-302, adds a brief comm, on the hist, of the standard phrases in this ‘doc. banal’. Analyse et

Index jicridtques by W. K.amps, ibid., 302—4.

(iii) Locatio conductio.

R. T-AX BEXSCHL.Au. Prozesse aus Pacht-, Aliets-, Dienst- u. Werkvertrdgen in d. griechischen Papp., Archiv
12. 187-93. gives a summary of the points arising in these cases.

.S. Eitrem. Synib. Oslo. 17, 26—48, examines ‘ZworS^, 0aAAds and other extra payments' in kind or money
such as occur frequently in connexion with leases and contracts of service, and appear commonly to have
a religious origin. He refu.ses to accept Wilckex’s explanation of BaXXis in P. Par. 62 III 15 as a pahn-branch
given to the successful bidder at the auction, and thinks it is derived rather from the ‘extra paxunent’
customarily required from a lesisee,

(iv) Societas.

W. ICamrs, Les Origines de la fondation cultuelle dans la Grece anc.. Arch. hist. dr. or. 1, 145-79,
combats E. F. Brx'Ck's view that these foundatioms are due to testators’ mistrust in their descendants’
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n-illingness to carry out family worship. Their growth is connected with the ri.se of the ‘small’ family, the

evolution being the reverse of that given by Pieexne for Eg., where individualist and then family founrla-

tions precede the completed family solidarity of Dyn. 6. Annam, however, provides close parallels to Greece.

P. J. T. EndejnBUEG, Koinoonia en gemeenschap van zalcen hij de Griekeii in den Mussieken tijd, Amster-

dam, is largely concerned in tracing shades of meaning, and does not, except occasionally, use material

later than Aristotle. The general legal result (according to the summary in German) is that no settled forms

were developed, such partnership as existed being generally entered into, not for the purpose of making

great amounts of capital available, but simply for the distribution of risk in short-lived undertakings. There

are vague similarities with societe. en commandite but no nearer approximations to modern forms.

H. LE^^-BE^HL, Le 'consortium’ ariificiel du Xouieau Gains, Atti IV Congr. hit. Pap., 293-304, gives

in full the argument for his view that the consortium was a true joint-family, possible only between relations,

or at least members of the same gens between whom there was community of cult (cf. JEA 23, 100).

A. E. E. Boak, Am. Joum. Phil. 58, 210-19, gives a preliminary report of P. IMich. Inv. 657, which is

to be publd. in Pt. II of the Michigan Papp. from Tehtunis. It is an agreement entered into by the salt

merchants of Tebtunis for .\.D. 47-8 in the form of an ordinance, and shows that the merchants were

probably organized as a guild. Xo member is to sell for less than the prices agreed for the three grades of salt.

(v) Agenev’.

E. Eabel, Systasis, Arch. hist. dr. or. 1, 213-37, after explaining that the word as used in the Attic

orators by no means implies authority to act legally on behalf of another, finds much the same result for

Ptol. law by examination of the Serapeum papp. In the 2nd cent. B.c. repre.sentation, in particular for

the purposes of litigation, is not allowed, and must be specialh- asked for in each case (cf. P. Teb. Ill 770,

editor's n.)—a position for which there are close parallels in the Middle Ages. \ few pages on systasis

in the Rom. period end with the remark that no unequivocal evidence on the c|uestion of direct representation

is provided by the use of the word.

(vi) Suretyship.

M. S-AX NicoLd, Zur Kachhurgschnft in d. Keilschrifturkunden v. in d. gruko-dgyplischen Papp.,

Sitzungsb. Munchen, Phil.-hist. Abt., Heft 6, Munich (.50 pp.), examines cases of suretyship for a surety

occurring in the Neo-Babylonian docs, connected with the temple of Eanna at Uruk, and finds some
papyrological analogies. Neither in Babylonia nor in Eg. does the phenomenon occur in private law, but

as the Temple authorities at Earma found it necessary to take these precautions to secure the services of

hieroduli who were apt to attempt escape from their burdensome obligations, so when the burden of liturgies

became unbearable the Rom. authorities, and in the period of auronpayla the landlords, used similar methods.

Pour cases are given, PSI iv 289 ; BGU l 244 ; P8I in 162 ; and that publd. by Donadoxi, Aeg. 15 (1935),

207-8, the last referring, however, probably not to a liturgy, but to the presence of a party for the purposes

of legal proceedings, which had presumably already begun. We may perhaps add now P. Harr. 65, a case

of bail for a man whose son had been sent to the prefect’s court to answer charges against him. Possibly, as

the editor, J. E. Powell, says, the father was bail for his son, but gaps in the text make this very uncertain.

P. Berol. Inv. 16374 Recto (a.d. 538, Antinoopolis), one of two docs, publd. by S. G. Kapsomexos,
BZ 37, 15-17, is an indemnity given by a person appointed to collect taxes on an estate (cf. P. Oxy. I 136)

to the person who has gone surety for him. As in P. Oxy. I 125, aU the promissor’s property, past and

present, is hj-pothecated.

(vii) Negotiable instruments.

V. Aeaxgio-Euiz, II problema dei titoli al portatore in un nuoro papiro di Tebtunis, Atti IV Congr. Inf.

Pap., 251-8, derives arguments in favour of the view that something like negotiability existed from the

report of a case of a.d. 127 in which the plaintiff relies upon a doc. which is in the name of another. The
pap. is to be publd. in the next Milan volume.

(viil) Discharge of obligations.

G. La Plea, La stipulatio aquiliana nei papiri, Atti IV Congr. hit. Pap., 479-84, explains historically

the illogical coexistence of stip. Aq., with a pactum transactionis and penal stipulations in Byzantine papp.

(e.g. P. Lond. Inv. 2017). The restriction of the effect of stip. Aq. to matters that the parties had in mind is

classical reception into civil law of principles derived from the praetorian pactum, but when it was desired

to secure extension to all matters this was expressed by a ref. to the stip. Aq., which originally had that effect.

This is post-classical.
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E. The Law of Successiox

C. A. :Ma'<lhi, La sohnnita ddla 'htredis institutin' net d. r.. Aeg. 17. 197-232. argues that the relaxation

of rules of form for institiitio heratis in later classical law wa.s a progressive p-ocess under the influence of

praetorian indilt'erence to formality, and that Constantine's enactment of 339 (C. 6.23.15) was no innovation.

The constitution of .Viexander .Scverus. evidenced by Pap. E. R. 1792. allowing the use of Gk. in wills, was

no mere act of tolerance (as Ritteis held), but fits in with nian\- examples in the Digest of the interpreta-

tion of ( ;k. wills.

E. The Coekts axd Pkocedi'ke

L. Gerxet. Sur la notion du jugement en droit grec. Arch. hist. dr. or. 1. 111-44. starting from the

conception of the court as umpire concludes that in Attic law (to which he coniines himself) even at its most

developed stac'e the function of a jnilgeinent was not to recognize pre-existing subjective rights but to settle

a quarrel. He denies the validity of the distinction between SG-ai Kara twos and Trpos Tua, holding in effect

that all actions are delictal. E. Seilil and B. H. Strickeb. .^tudien zu Pap. B M eg. 10591, Z. Sur. 57,

272-30S, after bummarizing the hist, of the case with which Thompson's A Family Archive from Siut (JEA
21. 92) is concerned, raise several points of procedural and substantive interest. They regard the identifica-

tion of the trial court with the laocritae as doubtful, for in all known cases in which, as here, the judges are

priests, the parties and matters in dispute are also of a priestlv character, and the jurisdiction may be a

special one. In general the inquisitorial nature of Egn. procedure is held to be confirmed, and a former

suLru'estioii of .Seidl's that one of the persons mentioned might have been called as a witness by a party

{.JEA 22, S7) is withdrawn. The procedure is native, with some Gk. innovations, such as the eltjayuiyevs

and the uTrdgnjga to the strategos. and it is shown that the strategos is under a duty, if he cannot succeed

in mediating between the parties, to send the case for trial to a court designated by law. The problematical

'valuation' does not represent a reception of Ti'gqga, but is a proceeduig intended to safeguard one's right.

If something is done which might interfere with a man's rights, he must either bring an action or execute

a fleed of valuation with sixteen witnesses. Otherwise he will bo estopped after a certain time from com-
])lainin3 of the interference. There is an interesting analysis of the elaborate forms of pleading on pp. 292-4.

Eor siib.stantive law the main point made is that in the 2nd cent, at any rate the KaToxy of children in their

parents properti’ is now shown not to be given directly by the law of succession but to be based on settle-

ment.s, which once made cannot be revoked. From a new reading in BM 10598 1. 14 the authors conclude

that Tefhape sued Tuot for 'Ackernutzen'. For this claim c/. T.aubenschlag, Z. Sav. 55, 283 {JEA 22. 84)

on Si'xTj KapTTov . H. Kortenbevtel, Zion Sondergericht der Aposkeuai, Aeg. 16 (1936), 292-5, shows from a
Berlin fragni., P. 7415, that the special court for soldiers' dependents in the x'npa- was probably that of the

Phrourarch.

\V. Kunkel. Z. Sav. 57, 401-12, rerdewing Berneker, Sondergerichtsbarkeit {JEA 22, 87), criticizes

a number of points in detail.

J. X. Corgi. Xe P. Oxy. Ill 471, L'ne cognitio Caesariana sous Trajan. Atti IV Congr. Int. Pap.. 395-434,

collects apropos of this ‘heathen martyr' doc. a great deal of information on the imperial tribunal.

.According to a rev. by Paoea Barison, Aeg. 17, 296-7, G. Yismara, Episcopalis Audientia (Puhhl.

I 1111 '. Call., Ser. II, 54. 5Iilan). contains a chapter on the papyrological evidence, in which he contends

that P. Lips. 43 shows a case which was not one of arbitration merely in which the parties approached the
bishops' court direct, without previously going to the secular authorities.

H. F. JoLowicz. Ca.se Lav in Porn. Eg., Journal of the Society of Public Teachers of Law, 1937, 1-15,

di'Cusses the evidence for citation of precedents, including P. Lond. Inv. 2565 {JEA 21, 224-47; 23, 111),

and araues for a Rom. rather than a Gk. origin of the practice.

G. Public L.aiv

Cl. Pee.U'x. Un ProhUme de la politique des Lagides. la faihlesse de.s edits. Atti dellV Congr. Int. Pap.,
In.1-9.1. shows how the attempt of the Ptolemies to harness the whole social and economic life of the countrv
to the service of the state, and thus to turn much private into public law, made their legislation weak. The
essay is [lartly an amplification of what the author said, Chron. d'Eg. 19 ( 1935), 343-60 {JEA 22, 89).

V. Araxoio-Ruiz. Una nuova i.scnzione sul protettorato dei Tolemei in Cirenaica, Riv. di fil. 15,

2()li-77 icf. B (iii) above), reprinting part of the inscr. (probably 199-8 B.c.) in col. 538 of Documenti
aidichi deirAfrica italuoia (ii. 2) with comment,, takes 11. 3-13 to be the end of the ipyfiajya referring to
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sacrifices, and thus a municipal, not a royal enactment. It is a mistake to suppose that, in form, royal

enactments took precedence of all other sources, and 11. 14-26 contain a recommenilation to ‘the C'\Tenaeans

i.e. probably the koivov, asking only that the gist (yriu/nj) of the accompanyim; royal TTpoarayixa should be

included in the local SiKaoriKov hiaypappa. Aiayp. is a collection of rules on some branch of state activitj-,

but outside Eg. not necessarily royal. In the phrase rojv fiaaiXiKwi' ’TrpooTayfia.Taiv koX twi' rogoje (11. 8—9 ). vopol

means the municipal statutes, and the antithesis is more common than generally supposed, because of

the ambiguity of vogo? which can also be used for a legal norm generally, but is never used of the enactment

of a Hellenistic sovereign. So in the Empire vopoi came to be opposed to Siardfo?. and the late Rom.

terminology is descended from the relations between the Ptolemies and the free cities. For these relations

see also A. Hecss, Stadt u. Herrsc?ier d. Helhntstuns. in ihrtn stmts- v. volkeireditlichen Beziehtutgen. Klio,

Beiheft 26, 273 pp.. whose main conclusion is that there was never any integration into a monarchical legal

system, and that, so far as jurisdiction was concerned, the ruler never did more than support and influence

the autonomous activities of the cities.

IV. ScHrBAET, Das Gesetz n. d. Kaiser in giiechischen Urkniiden, Klio 30, .74-69, puts together .some of

the introductory generalities to be found in docs,, and refs, to the ditlerent virtues of the emperor, especially

in relation to law. The existence of a governor, to whom are ascribed some of the imperial attributes,

differentiates the Rom. from the Ptol. position.

7. Palaeography and Diplomatic

A. SiG.tL.vs, 'IdTopia rkjs 'EXXrjviKfjs rpa(‘>gs {JEA 22, 90). is highly commended in Phil. Il'or/i. .77, 907-9,

by J. K.ALiTSfS'.VKis. I have not been able to see the not. by M. Seore in II Mondo dassico (> ( 1936), 362.

G. Rudberg, De nominihus sacris udnotatiunculae, Eranos 33 (1937). 146-71 (previously omitted from

this section by oversight), is a useful discussion of the example.s of nomiun saoa in the Beatty papp. and

P. Lond. Christ. 1. On the origin of nomina -sacra, however, the author's speculations are much less satis-

factory, and his suggestion that they were modelled on the scrawled forms of the Imperial names and

titles in the prescripts of papp. uill find few adherents. A reconsideration of the whole problem is urgently

needed.

I have not seen an art. by L. Th. Lefort, La Transcription des testes iniitiKi. Miiseon 70, 1-4, which

may belong in this section. It presumabh- relates to Coptic ,M.S.S.

Jerzy JLiXTErFEEL, Wykazy Ksiaztk u- papyi u-such
(
= Book-catalogues in the papyri), Munern

pliilologica Ludovico Civiklinski ollata (Posnaniae, 1936), 14.7-74. is also inaccessible to me.

A popular account of the genesis and development of the codex is gi\ en by Hreaj Ibscher, Der Koile.r,

in Jahrh. f. Einhundkunst 4, pp. 1-17 {of offprint). 2 pis. It includes, however, some rather surprising

statements, e.g. that the roll is a liner and more practical form than the codex, or that rolls of vellum are

unsatisfactory (what about the many thousands of medieval vellum rolls?): and to suggest that pap. is

more durable than vellum is surely a paradox. The reference to pap. codices of Gk. Biblical texts dating

from the first cent. a.d. is disquieting (or is it a misprint for second cent. a.d. ?), and the statement that Gk.

and Coptic pap. codices down to the end of the third cent, (are there any Coptic IhSS. of this date ?) regularly

consisted of a single large c^uire is not correct. In dealing with the Mani codices, however, where he can

draw from his unrivalled personal experience, the author is on firmer ground, and has much that is interesting

to say about these once-splendid volumes.

C. Bradford Welles, Dura Papyrus 101, Arch. hist. dr. or. 1, 1-24. though not strictly Egn. papyrology,

includes some interesting observations on the rivalry of vellum and pap. at Dura (the latter apparently

introduced be- the Roman army). There is also a fre.sh di.scussion of the vexed question of the 'double deed'

;

for further details and for other work on legal diplomatic r/. above, § 6 A (v).

P. CoLLOMP attemps an explanation of the occasional or even exclusive u.se of the 2nd pers. jil. in royal

letters addressed to a single personage. La Letttc d jdusietir.s de-Ainataires. Atti IV ( 'ongr. Int. Pap.. 199-207.

With considerable reservations he puts forward the suggestion that a general circular letter, written through-

out in the 2nd pers. pL, provided the model for individual copies, intended for dispateh to different officials,

in which the plural had been generally (but by no means consistently) altered to the .singular.

G. Pasqi'ali, Etoria della tradizione e critica del te.sto (.JEA 22, 90; 23, 103) is revd.. on the whole appre-

ciativelv, by B. L. Ullmax in VI. Phil. 32, 371-3; even where he tlisagrces with the author. Ullm.vx pays
tribute to the depth of learning and many-sided interests w hich characterize the w ork.

Q
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8. Lexicography and Grammar

G. Ghedini, Studi ihdiatti aUa niemoria di Paolo Ubaldi (Piihhl. delT Unir. calf, del Sacro Cuore, Serie T';

S'c. itor.. vol. 16), llilano, 443-SO, offers, us 'a rapid glance’ at the chief characteristics of the apocryphal

c'ospcls and quotes many parallels from the papp. The genitive after KaSapevaj and Kadapos is surely ablatival

of separation and not ’di ambito'. We are informed that mareco) takes elg or -npog cvitli the accusative -vvlien

the verb is in the future or aorist (p. 45H); but note Triorevaj clg -rbv 0e6i> BGU S74, 11, etc., and TnaTcvaaL

~<Z Xoyep Bt!U 674, 6. On iv and tig the author remarks that ev — the dative for motion towards is rare

in the Koine. It is quite frequent in the papp., e.g. P. Oxv. 65, 3 ; P. Flor, 156, 7 ; P. Ryl. 125, 25, etc., etc.

For dpa c. genitive rf. P. Oxy. 1)03, 3; P. Lond. 241, 10, etc. t( deXeig ttol^ouj is quite possibly a Latinism:

fptld veliS fitcatm. 4\ith tSerc 6tl ttooov SiVatdj eart cf. got on ttov evploKop-ev P. Oxv. 1671, 22. rov ^
infinitive after rreiSm is hardly a consecutive use; it should be classed with the same usage after verbs of

desiring and attempting. On the substantivizing force of the article cf. xwpb' tov -rd SiopoAoyTjpc'ra CPR 4,

27 ; 8ia TO epe perpiiog tyoi-ra P. Lips. 108, 5, etc.

P. 4^ . H.vhsH, Cl. Plid. 32, 44-58, in dealing with angiportum, platea, and ficus, deals incidentally with
CTTO'ojTrdi', dgtioSor, Xavpa, pvpj) orerq, Ti'tftXr) pvprj. The Gk. masculines in circumflexod -aj are discussed by
44 . Petehsex, ibid., 121-30. The suffix from small beginnings in the cla.ssical period ’spread out until in a
possessive sense it has become one of the commonest suffixes in modern Gk. It commonly designates

(1) the male person in possession of a thing, e.g. ipmXSg; (2) the possessor of a bodily or mental characteristic,

e.g. KtiaXSg ’’fathead”
; (3) the maker or seller of something, a special case of (1). e.g. yaXardg "milkman”.'

The same author {ibid.. 305-28) contributes a study of the Greek place-names in -(e)uiy. To the names
for parts of a hou.se we should, I think, add the new word i-nepeXv, we have the dative of this contracted
form of imepwof in P. hay. 95, 12, where the edd. print vgrepwai without an}' accentuation. H. C. YoriiE
{ibid., loo-S) shows conchneingly that the tyoiopa of P. O.xy. 1160. etc., is a colloquial corruption of the adverb
exopeva meaning ’next to, close to . The same author {ibid., 308-0) quotes a parallel for the aap^iSip of
P. Oxy, 9(j3, 19. P. Ch.vxtr.ux'e, in Etv. it. lat. 15, 88-91, discusses Latin loan-words in late Gk., and shows
how such words revivilied moribund nati\'e suffixes such as —rujp. Of general hnguistic survevs which contain
chapters on the Koine I have not seen the work of P. S. CosT.vs.-dn Outline of IheHistory of the Oreek Language:
with particular emplia-ns on the Koine and the subsequent periods (Chicago, Lkrainian Academy of Sciences
of America, 1936). A. Semexov s book, The Greek Language in its Evolution: an Introduction to its Scientific

Study (Xew \ork, Macmillan, 1936), does not inspire confidence. S. E. Johxson, in J. Bibl. Lit. 66, 331-45,
suggests an approach to the problem of Semitisms in the New Testament and cites papp.

9. General Works, Bibliography, General Notes on Papyrus Texts

A. Gexekal

Papyrology : its contributions and problems (the Henry Russel Lecture, delivered May 14, 1936), by
J. G. 44'ixtee, printed in Michigan Alumnus Quarterly Per. 42 (Summer, 1936, No. 23), 234-48, is excellent
as a brief popular survey.

A length} art. on Papyrus, packed as usual with vast stores of refs., is contributed by H. Lecleecq
to the Diet. arch, chrtt., xn. 1. coll. 1370-1520. Though rather uneven and arbitrary in plan and treat-
ment, it is well worth reading; sections on the manufacture of pap. in its technical and commercial
aspects are followed by a goodly array of t}'pical Christian texts on pap., printed in full, with translns. and

amulets, prayers, liturgies, homilies, libelli, church inventories, Christian letters, the Login, and so
forth. Then come, rather out of place, sections on the papp. of 44’. Europe, such as the Ravenna deeds and
papal bidLs on pap. This part of the article is exceptionally full, more .so indeed than the corresponding chap,
m RreIsexd.vxz s Papyrusfnnde u, Papyru.sforschung (which, by the way, should have been referred to).
44 e then ret\irn to Eg. with sections on Jews and anti-Semitism (the bibliography of Bell’s .Jews and
t hristians alone runs to almost 3 columnsl), brief nn, on the yiani papp.. complete transers. of the new
('Ospel fragmm. in the BM, and a short list of the contents of the Chester Beatty papp. Christian music
is almost confined to discus.sion of P. Oxy. 1786 (54 columns). Finally comes a vast bibliography, consisting
of (1) a complete list of all publns. of papp. before 1990, and (2) a list of publns. of specificaUv Christian papp.
from that date down to about 1936.

A comprehensive list of school exercises from Egypt, including papp., ostrr., and wooden tablets, has
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been compiled by P. Collart, Les Papyrus scolaires. Mil. Desroiisseauj:. 09-8(1. Its 177 items are classified

under different heads, Alphabets, Writing copies. Grammatical pieces, Homer, ilathematics. etc.
;
the

whole should be invaluable for future editors of papp.

A masterly survey of Latin papp. from the pen of L". Wilckejc, t'ber den Xtd-.en <1. lateinhclien Papyri.

is publd. in Atti IV Congr. Int. Pap)., 101-22. Originally delivered as a paper at the Florence Congress

(the subject was suggested to him by I'itelli) it now reappears fullv equipped with footnotes and refs.,

which the wide dispersion of the material makes extremely valuable. After touching on the value of Latin

papp. for our knowledge of palaeography, diplomatic, Latin literature, and Roman law, Wilckex traces

the vicissitudes of Latin as an official language in Eg. from Augustus to Justinian, as exemplified by the

docs, themseh es.

E. Seidl’s work as liaison officer between dem. and Gk. paptTology gives a special value to his paper

at the Oxford Papyrological Congress, Demolitche Urhundenhhre nach d. fruhptol. Texten. now printed as

Miincli. Beitr. 27 (.58 pp.). He analv.ses the tyjres of dem. papp. from Alexander's conquest to the death of

Ptolemy PhUadelphus, traces the mutual influence (if any) of Gk. and dem. forms, anil concludes with a

chronological table of the 144 papp. from the period in question.

Some useful accounts of collections of papp. and the progre.ss made with their piibln. have recently

appeared. K.ael K-rLBFLEiscii, .4«s den Giessener Pajjyrussammlungen III, Xackr. d. Giessener Hochschul-

gesellichaft, xi. 3, pp. 1-8 (of offprint), gives a pleasant semi-popidar account of recent Giessen publns., and

aimounces that the next volume, which will appear very shorth', is to be Griechi-iche Wirtschaj'tsrechnnngeji

it. Verwandtes, by Johann Hummel
(
= P, Jand. viii). The remaining volume.s of the Janda series will be:

Heft 9. Grkchische RecMsurkunden, by K,albfleisch with assistance from E. Kiesslinu (in preparation);

Heft 10, Verschiedenes

;

Heft 11, Ostraka landana; Heft 12. Addenda. Corrigenda, and Indices (in prepara-

tion). In the series Mitteilungen aus d. Papyrussanindnng d. Giessener UnirersilalsbihlitAhek the following

vols. are projected; Heft .5. Ahxandrinische Geriisia-Aklen. by A. von Premer.stein (promised for 1937,

but I have not yet seen it); Heft 6 . Grieckische Venmltungsnikunden aus TeUynis aus d. Anj'ang d. dttiien

JahrJiunderts n. Chr. (reported as ready for pre.ss); Heft 7. Bechtsurkunden

;

Heft 8, Verwaltungsurkunden,

Wirtschaftsrechnungen ii. Vericandtes; Heft 9, Verschiedenes; Heft 10, Addenda, Corrigenda. Indices (in

preparation).

P. CoLL.AET gives an excellent account of Les Papyrus inediisde la Faculii des lettres de Paris, in Atti IV
Congr. Int. Pup., 09-75. This institution posse.sses (1) a large cpiantity of Ptol. cartonnage excavated bt'

Lefebvee and Jouguet at Ghoran and other sites in 1900-1902 and to be publd. by Jouguet; (2) the

Reinach collection, including unpublished papp. sufficient for several volumes, two of which arc in prepara-

tion at the moment, viz. carbonized fragmin. from Thmuis. to be publd. by .-Vndre Bataille. and a vol. of

miscellaneous texts, both literary and documentary, undertaken by the Institut de Papyrologie. The

resume of the contents of this latter vol. sounds most attractive
; (3) The Weill collection, shortly to be publd.

by Collaet and iHle Rouill.aed. H.ans Geestinger. Beiicht uber d. derzeitigen Bland d. Arbeiten an d.

Papyrus Erzherzog Bainer, in Atti IV Congr. Int. Pap.. 30.5-12. describes the contents of Heft 3 of the

Mitteilungen aus d. Wiener Papyrussanindung. which will complete the publication of the non-Christian

literary papp. !Much work has already been done on the Christian texts, including some important fragmm.

of Origen. It is hoped to continue the publn. of non-litcrary papp. in the CPR. and reference is made to

some of the more interesting docs, now being .studied. Heft 4 of the Mitteilungen will contain Hebrew

and Aramaic texts, edited by A. Z. SemvARZ. Unfortunately, now' a.s in the past, economic difficulties are

the chief obstacle to the progress of the work.

J .E. Powell, I Papiri greci Bendel Harris. Atti IV Congr. Int. Pap.. 23-5, has been overtaken by

the publn. it fore.shadowed. The Benilel Harris Papyri (-IE.

A

23, 89).

Another popular account (cf. .IE

A

23. 104) of the various papcTological collections in the Rylands

Library is to be found in Bull. Byl. Lihr. 21, 298-392.

G. Manteuffel. Die neiie Warsrhauer Ostrakasamndnng. has been noticed under § 3 above.

I have not seen Evaki.sto Breccia. Das rvmische Agypten, Die Antike 13, til-Ili, which is said to be

translated from an article in an Italian journal ; the same author's Egitto green e rotnano (Xuova Collezione,

III), Xaples. Loffredo [1936], is likewise inaccessible to me.

Karl Keeenyi discusses from a psychological point of view the attitude of different ancient civilizations

towards book-learning, and stresses the importance of papp. as illustrating the revolution in outlook wrought

bt' Alexandrine scholarship: Die Papyri u. d. Wesen d. ulexandrinischtn Kultur. Atti IV Congr. Int. Pap.,

27-37.
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B. Bibliography

The following bibliogr;iphies are continued:

P. tViLLART, BiiUdiii Fiijii/rologique. XV (1935). Rev. tt. gr. 49 (1936), 501-35.

51. Hombert. t’L. Pkeai x, and others: Bihliogniphie papyrologique in Chron. d Eg. 12, 101-25, 26o-302.

.A. Caltjerixi. BibUograJin mtlodicu. Atg. 17, 129-94, 304-19 ;
Testi recentemente publlicati. Aeg. 16 (1936),

306-40; 17. 104-S, 2S3-4.

U. AVilckex, L'rkunden-Referat, Archiv 12, 218-47.

C. 0. Edg.ae, Papyri, in The Yeni's Work in Classical Studies, 99-105.

C. CIexeral Xotes ox Papyrus Texts

S. Eitrem, Varia. Xos. 79-85. in Sytnb. Oslo. 17. 103-6, contains a number of excellent suggestions

for the readiuL' or interpretation of passages in publd. papp.

J. C. Xabee. ,4(/ Octaiianas 'Emins quasdam. Arch. hist. dr. or. 1. 239-48. is inaccessible to me.

G. AIickwitz has somethin^ to .say on the use of gold and sdver coins as bullion in Xeiv papyri of numis-

matic interest, A uni. Chron. 17. 141—3 (on P. Brem. 83 and P. Harr. 97).

The section Agginnte. correzioni. riedizioni di papiri e di ostraca is to be found in -4c^. 16 (1936), 341,

17, 109-10
;
17, 285 (the last-mentioned consists of the publn. ofa new fragm. of P. Bond. 1917 by T. C. Ske.at).

10. Miscellaneous, Excavations, Personal

The proceedings of the Fourth Papyrological Congress have appeared in a volume dedicated to the memory

of ViTELLi: .4Hi del IV Congresso Internazionale di Papirologia. Firenze. 2S Aprils—2 Maggio 1935. Pubbli-

cazioni di 'Aegvptus’. Sene Scientifica: vol. v. Milan. 1930. xxv-t-496 pp. Price L. 100. Containing

39 papers by authors from 14 different countries, it well illustrates the international character of papjTology,

and a eommendably large number of contributors either give reports on paptTological work in progress or

projected, or discuss questions of general and topical interest. A. C'alderixi. Problemi di organizzazione e di

divulgazzione di Papirologia (351-8). makes sonic valuable suggestions for editors of papp.; these include

(1) a plea for uniformity in presentation of the material (including the novel but attractiie proposal that

the general conclusions drawn from the doc. should be placed at the end and not, as is now customary,

embodied in the introduction)
; (2) more facsimiles, where possible alongside the text

; (3) a standard nomen-

clature for the titles given to doeunientary papp. ; (4) closer agreement on the abbreviations used to indicate

different editions of papp. (a deplorable instance of ambiguity in this matter is provided by Aogliaxo s

new Papiri Milantsi, so entitled regardless of C'alderixi’s own publn. of the same name, for which ‘P. 51il.’

is the accepted abbreviation since 1928); (5) a Beriehtigiingsliste issued on cards at regular intervals,

each card containing, under the name of the pap. concerned, the particular correction, comment, or re-

edition to be noted. The final paragraphs discuss methods of popularizing papyrology by lectures, popular

arts., publns. of select texts, etc. H. A. Saxiiers. Some Puhlns. in course of preparation by American

Papyrologists (469-71). deals with the work of Michigan scholars. All the publns. described have since

appeared, except for the second vol. of Tebtunis papp., now being prepared by A. E. E. Boak and 51ks. E.

Husselmax. a valuable paper by A. AIiol.ati, L. Aji.ati, and C. Bocca, Di un nuovo metodo applicato alia

fotognijia di ' O-straka' (17-S3, with 4 figs.), describes various experiments with ostrr. from which the writing

had practicallv disappeared tliroiigh rubbing and disintegration. Ordinary ultra-violet and infra-red photo-

graphy were alike unsuccessful, but remarkable results were obtained by impregnating the ostr. in a fluorescent

solution (a preparation of alder bark), illuminating it with ultra-violet light, and photographing with an

infra-red filter and infra-red sensitive plates.

The Fifth Papvrological Congress ivas held at Oxford from 30 Aug.—3 Sept. 193 1 . The list of members

exccederl 170, and over 60 papers were read, the majority of which, thanks to the timely intervention of

51. Ho:mbert. are .shortlv to be publd. in book form by the Belgian Fondation Egyptologicpie Reine Elisabeth,

Reports on the Congress so far to hand include a charmingly-worded appreciation by W. Otto,

heutigen Stand d. Papyrusforschung: der fiinfte Internationale Papyrologen-Kongress zu Oxford, in Hist. Z.

157, 309-18, and notes in Cl. Rev. 51. 161, and Aeg. 17, 124-8.

C. Axti, Srai i di Tebtynis (1930-1935), Atti 1 F Congr. hit. Pap.. 473-8, gives a summary account of the

excavations, particularlv of the Temple of Suehos. A. Aogli.axo, di scan della Ulissione Archeologica

Milanese a Tebtynis. ibid.. 48.5-96, actually describes his work at 5Iedinet 5Iadi, and reprints the text of the
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lengthy invocations to Isis inscribed on the walls of the temple of Amenemnies III after its restoration in the

time of Ptolemy Soter II
;
though these effusions are of some interest from the standpoint of religious history,

in poverty of thought and faultiness of metre they almost foreshadow Dioscorusl So far as papp. are

concerned, nothing like the iMani codices has yet rewarded the excavators, though I'ogliano was fortunate

enough to pick up some scraps of Callimachus in lledinet el-Fayyum. On iledlnet Madi see also the report

of the Anticp Dept, in Chron. d'Eg. 12, 55-7.

The Franco-Polish excavations at Edfu have brought to light, among other remains of the Ptol., Rom.,

Bvzantine, and Arab periods, a remarkable group of about 2fX) ostrr. relating to a Jewish famih- settled there

;

many are receipts for the Jew-tax, the 'lov&aiojv riXiafia, on which they shed valuable light, f'/. K.

MiCHAtowsKi, Seue Funde in Edfu, Forsrh. u. ForUchr. 13, 273-5, and the report by B. Beuyere in

Chron. d'Eg. 12, 185-9.

E. Breccia surveys the past, present, and future of digging for papp. in Dove e come si troirino i

papiri in Egitto, Aeg. 16 (1936), 296-305. He points out that the kimnn of the Oraeco-Rom. period are

now practically worked out, except where there are modern towns on top (e.g. Kom Ishgau); of the un-

inhabited kimdn, only Dimai, iMedmet Madi, and Antinoe offer any real prospect of papp., though of course

there is always the possibility of chance finds in the most unlikelv place.

X. Festa writes a Commeinorazione di Girolamo VUelli in Rend. R. 1st. 6 (1936), 267-83. An obituary of

Otto Geadexwitz by E. Albert.aeio appears in Si. tl Doc. 1 (19361, while H. Lietzmaxx contributes

an appreciation, Adolf Deissmann zum Geddchiitis. to Z.f. nent. Il'iss. 35 (1936), 299-306.
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By DE lacy O'LEAEY, D.D.

1. Biblical

A. Bohlig. Uhtersuchtmrjtn ii. it. hopl. Proierbienlexfe . .
.
{JEA 23. 110) has been revd. by W. Till in WZKM

44, 281)-'J(). and by J. Siiiox in Bihlirn 18, 3.>4-6.

W. H. P. Hatch, The Siihscriplion in the Che-bter Beatti/ Manuscript of the Harclean Gospels, in Hai r. Theol.

Rev. 3g, 141-0.5, refers to the monasteri' of to 'Eyarov outside Alexandria, where Thomas of Harqel revised

the 8 vr. gospels, in this subscription called Der’ of 'Antuiiinu {i.e., following the rule of Antony), ii hich may,

hovever, he pointed Her' of 'Enatunivonu {i.e. ’'EvaTov). denoting the ‘convent of the Enatonians", which

H. thinks the more probable. A'either 'Ayrojuayol nor ’Evaroviavoi occurs in Greek.

.1, L. Koole, .Stuilien z. k-opti-irhen Bibeltext . . . {.JEA 22, 94; 23. 110) is revd. by W. Till in {VZKM 44,

291-2, and has also a very brief not. by iS. Gaselee in JTA 38. 70.

\V. Till, tsakli-iche Frugmente d. Alten Testaments appears in Museon oO, 175-238.

The 'Ahna 1-Kanisah' edn. of the Xew Testament {JEA 21. lOS; 22. 94; 23. Ill) is revd. (together with

the Euchologion) by G. H. E. Blrme.ster in JTS 38, 196-9.

P. G. Kexvox, The Chester Beatty Biblical Papyri . . . {JEA 23. 1 10) has added fasc. vi (Isaiah, Jeremiah.

Ecclesiasticus). .xiv— 32 pp. Earlier parts are revd. by K. Lake in J. Bibl. Lit. 58 (1930). 244-5, and by
L. Cekfaux in Rev. d'hist. end. 33, 72-.5, .341-2. As C. points out, the text contains no very unusual reading.

The three pp. at the end of the preface 'recueillent les lemons du papyrus qui. a I'avis de I'editour, meritent

line attention speciale' (p. 75). and to these the revr. adds a series of others which also merit attention.

Here must be noted the art. on The Xatiireof the Textofthe Chester Beatty Papyrus in Acfs. by R. V. G. Tasker
in JT.d 38. 383-95. AVe have in fact here a text not unlike that of the Caesarean text in the Gospels, a

text whicli is mainly but not solely the text of the great uncials R B. for it has a blend of readings of which
some are found aho in D.' (p. 393). Ref. should also be made to Fr. \V. Beare, The Chester Beatty Biblical

Papyri, in Chron. d'£g. 12. 81-91.

H. I. Bell and T. C. iSke-vt. A’cir Gospel Fragments (1935). 33 pp., is revd. by Hombert in Chron.

d'Ey. 11 (1936). ISO. by Hubv in Rech. sc. rel. 26 (1936), 469-70, by Bexoit in Rev. Bibl. 45 (1036). 272-3,

and by an anonymous writer in E.xp. Times 47 (1936). 208-9.

H, I. Bell and T. C. Ske.vt, Fragments of an Unhnoun Gospel . .
.
{JEA 22. 94) is revd. b}' H. A. S.axders

in Cl. Phd. 32. 163-4. Earlier revs, are by J, Behji in OLZ 39 (1936), 613-16, by Colwell in J. Rel. 16

( l'.t36), 478-80. and by .Schmidt and Jere.mias in Theol. Blatter for Feb. 1936. 34. Here also should be noted

L. CERF.Arx. Paratliles canonigiies et exdra-canoniques de 'I'evangile inconnu'

.

in J/i(sc'on 49 (1936). 55-77.

H. A. .Saxiiees. .4 Third-century Papyrus Codex- of the Epistles of Paul . . . {JEA 22, 94) is revd. by E. C.

Colwell in Cl. Phd. 32. 38.5—7. C. considers that 'Professor Sanders’ evaluation of the text is none too

clear, nor is it \'ery convincing' (p. 327). and that 'Tho.se interested in the XT text should supplement their

study of Sanders's careful publn. of this pap. by a study of Lietzmann's brilliant explanation of its signific-

ance' {ibid.}; also by H. V. SoDEX in Gnomon 13. 43-.54. and by R. P. Bexoit in Rev. Bibl. 46, 58-82. This

last deals w ith the varr. and gives critical nn. ; some of the defects are due to a hasty copyist. H. Hoskier.
-1 .'study I/I the Chester Beatty Codex of the Pauline Ejjistles, in .JT.S 38. 148-63, throws a good deal of light on
the problems involved in this interesting text. The date seems to be not later than a.d. 200, and this puts

back the date of the basic form of the Cop. version much earlier than has been hitherto assumed. 'The
underl\ing sympathy ranges rather more with the base of the Boh. than with that of the Sah.’ (p. 149).

There is verv little evidence of a Cop. reaction on the Clk. There is an earlier not. of the Beatty-Michigan

Pauline jiap. by W. Kexxeth Clark in ./. Bibl. Lit. 55 (1936), 83-4. The leading study on this pap.,

W. Lietzmaxx. Ziir Wurdiyung d. Chester Beatty Papyrus d. Paulu.sbriefe . . .
{JEA 21, 108) is discussed by

L. Cerfacx in Museon 50, 160-6.

C. H. Roberts. Two BdAind Papyri in the -John Rylands . . . {JEA 23. 110) is revd. by F. W. Beare in

Chron. d'Ey. 12, 101-2. by M. L. D. in Rev. Bibl. 46, 141-5. and by L. Cerfaitx in Rev. d'hist. eccl. 33, 70-2.
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(a) Apocrypha.

C. Schmidt and W. Schybart, TTpafeis UavXov (JEA 23, 111) is revd. Iiy J. Schxeider in IJLZ 58,

947-50. by St. Losch in Zeitschr. /. bihl. b’css. 54, 302-3, by E. Hexxecke in TLZ 62. 199-201, by
H. I. Bell in JTS 38, 189-91, who suggests several emendations (p. 191), by B. Altaxee in Theol. Rev. 36,

10-12, by L. Cerfalx in Muceon 50, 161-2, and by F. Halkix in An. Boll. 55, 354-7, who notes: 'On se

rappellera que.des 1904, en publiant les fragments du papyru.s d'Heidelberg
( BHO 882) il(;.e. Prof. C. Schmidt)

avait enonce cette these surprenante que les trois apocryphes pauliniens dont I'antiquite est incontestable

:

la legende de Ste Thecle. la correspondanee suppo.see de 1 Apotre avec les Corinthiens, entin son martyre,

n'etaient que des morceaux detaches d'une grande composition intitulde Updleti TlavXov. De cet ouvrage

considerable, aucune trace n'avait survecu en grec: souls les fragments copies permettaient a 51. S. de le

reconstituer idealement’ (p. 355). The editor considers that the newly discovered material confirms his

thesis ; the revr. takes the opposite view.

(b) Alankhaean.

A. Bohlig, Die VerdjfentUchung d. Berliner koptiichen Mani-Texte appears in Forsch. u. Forlschr. 13,

203-4, and emphasizes the importance of the Keplmlnia.

C. Schmidt and A. Bohlig, 2Ianichaische Handschriflen d. Slaatlichen ilu-ieen. Berlin, I: Kepihalaia,

Stuttgart (1935) . . . (JEA 21, 109; 22, 95; 23, 111) is revd. by W. Till in WZKM 44, 290-1. Xew
fasco. (Nos. 7, 8, pp. 148-94) have appeared.

H. PoLOTSKY and H. Ib.scher, Jlanickit incite Hotnilien . . . (JEA 20, 207) -was revd. bv- 0. Kruchmaxx
in Z. f. Kirchenge-sch. 55 (1936), 678-83.

H. H. ScHAEDEB, JIanichdismus nach neuen Fundea u. Forschungen. in Orientalische Stiinmen z. Erlo-

sungsgedanken (ilorgenland, 28), Leipzig, 1936, 80-109.

3. Litirgical

P. V. B. contributes II rito copto e la stta Uturgia to La voce del A ilo 6, 51-3, 89-2. 102—4, 120-1.

O. H. E. Burmester, The Turuhat of the Cop. Church is a contribution to Or. Chr. Per. 3, 78-100.

The Cop. Euchologion of the 'Abna 1-Kanisah’ (JEA 23. 112) is revd. by J. Simox in Orientalia 7

(1936), 112-17, with corrigenda and bibliographical refs, for the convenience of liturgical students. It is

also revd. (with the same Society's edn. of the NT) by O. H. E. Bvrmester in JTS 38, 196-9.

G. Ge-AF, Das Fest Kreuzerhohung in d. orientalischen Rilen, in Der Christliche Orient in Vergangenheit

u. Gegenwart, 2, 98-101, deals with the feast observed on 17th Tout (= 14th Sept.).

4. Liter.ature

J. B. Beexhardix, a Cop. Sermon attributed to St. Athanasius appears in JTS 38, 113-29. In the same

periodical E. H. Coxxolly contributes two arts., Barnabas and the Didache, ibid., 167-8, and Canon Streeter

on the Didache, ibid., 364-79.

J. Lebox, Le Pseudo-Basile (Adv. Eunom., iv. v) est bien Didytne d'Alexandrie appear^i in JIuseon 50, 61-84.

Togo AExa, Jules d’Aqfahs et ses ceuvres, a proptos d une icone conserve'e dans I'eglise d'Abou 's-Seifein

is publd. in Bull. Ass. am. art copte 3. 41. The list of works given in this ikon differs from that ascribed to

the author of so many passions of Cop. martyrs: Julius is treated as a definitely historical character.

51. Rich.ard, Une Homelie de Theophile d'Alexundrte sur I institution de VEuchariste is publd. in Rev.

d'hist. eccl. 38, 46-56. The homily is that ascribed to Cyril ofAlexandria in PG 79. 1016: it is an oration against

the Origenists and can be dated 29 5Iarch 400.

Blake-De 5Ts, Epiphanius . . . (JEA 22. 95; 23, 112) is revd. by 5V. Hexgstexberg in BZ 37. 400-8,

with a very full criticism of the Cop. material employed.

A. Steidle, Patrologia seu historia antiquae litternturae ecclesiasticae, Freiburg i, B. xvii-|-294 pp., does

not ignore Cop. literature, e.g. pp. 96-100, 143—4, 265.

51. Jl^gie, Theologia dogmatka, tom. F . . . (JEA 13, 254; 23, 118) is revd. by R. DRAGUETin Mukon 50,

411, by the same author in Rev. d'hist. eccl. 33, 89-96, and by T. RmERE in Rev. Sci. Rel. 16 (1936), 419-21.

J. Lebox, Les Anciens Symboles dans lu definition de Chulcedoine is publd. in Rev. d'hist. eccl. 32 (1936),

809-76.

C. A. Beexodlli and L. Fruchtel, Kltmens v. Alexandria. Die Teppiche (Stromateis), Basel 1936,

vii+776 pp., is a German transln. of the Htroinateis. It is revd. by J. Behm in OLZ 40, 525-6.
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o. History

(a) Church Hislori/.

D. Attwatek. The Dissident Eastern Churches (Religion and Culture Ser.. ed. J. Husslein), Milwaukee,

xviu— 3-W pp.. illusts. {JEA 22, 95 ; 23, 1 13). Ch. xii deals with the iNIonophysite churches of the Alexandrian

rite. {<;) the Cop, Church, 23H-.50, and (h) the Ethiopian Church, 251-65. It covers the same ground as the

late i)r. A. Forte.scue's work, but gives several new items and is more popular in character.

(i. Hardy is the author of two studies in the hist, of the Alexandrian Church: Aux origines de I'ecole

d' Alexn)idne in Rev. Sci. Rel. 27, 65-90, and La Rinilite d'Akxandrie et de Constantinogde au v’’ siecle. in

Reeh. de tJu'nl. philos. hist. 19 (1936), 5-19.

L. Brehier contributes an art. on Blemmyes (BXepfiues on BXepi'es) to the Diet, d'hist. et de geogr. eccl. ix,

183-0.

A work of striking interest, though not primarily concerned with Cop. or Christian material, is Fr.

CuMOXT. L Egijpie des A.strrdogues. Brussels (Fond. Egyptol. Reine Elisabeth), 254 pp. Sect. 11 incidentally

deals with the much debated problem of the ndroxoi. whom the writer regards as undesirables, consecrated

in the sanctuarv and not allowed to leave the precincts, a view which is not altogether novel. Sect. 12

tleals with Gnosis and divination. Sect. 13 with magic.

A. X. Di.IWAXTORL’LOS, 'H rerdp-nri OiKoviieviKrj EuroSos eV x^Xk-ijSSi’I. 451, appears in QeoXoyia 14 (1936),

20S-24, 297-309.

S. Ga.selee, The Copts, in J. Roy. Cent. Asiatic Soc. 24. 27-45, is an interesting art. which lays emphasis

upon the artistic work of the Copts. The same writer's The Roman Catholic Communion, (b) I niat (Lnion

of Christendom. International Convention, 1940. The Present Clrouping of Christendom. Sect. ni. i. b),

London (X.I).). 15. gives attention to the Copts and Ethiopians (pp. 9-11). Fk. Heiler. Vrkirche und

Ostk-i/ehe. Munchen. xx— 607 pj)., includes 'Die koptische Kirche' (pp. 471-91) and ‘Die iithiopische Kirche’

(pp. 492-510). R. Janix. Les Dglises onentules et les rites is appreciatively revd. in the Eastern Churches

Quart. 2. 51.

Mgr. M.iEC Khouzam. Missions des copies rathoUques en EgyjAe, Cairo. 21 pp.. 11 illusts.. and English

tran.sln, as Missions in Egypt of the Catholic Copts. Cairo, 21 pp,. 11 illusts.. is a popular work by the Eniat

Bishop of Thebes and deals with the hist, and present state of the Cop. L'niat Church.

Less easily classified is E. L.auziere. L'.ime copte, in Le Rayon. Cairo. 1936, 241-5.

fb Lazziti. Tenfilo d'Alessandria . . . {JEA 22, 111) is revd. by Kl. Ji’S.sen in Theol. Rev. 36, 228-9,

and liy P. Ch. Baur in BZ 37. 1.50-1.

R. Moxd and C. H. Myer.s. The Bucheum. London, 1934. 3 vols., is revd. by Ch. Martix in Rev. d'hist.

trcl. 34, 428. and by L. P. K. in Antiquaries' Journ. 1937, 92-4, the latter rev. pointing out the important

evidence it contains as to the survival of paganism in Eg. after Constantine.

J. 8imox. L'Inventaire des monuments de la Bible medit'vale, in Orientalia 6, 360-79, directs attention to

V. Moxxeeet de Villard's La Xubia medioevale {JEA 22. 99).

G. S0TTOCHIE.SA, La reliyione in Etiopia is publd. in Quaderni nazionali. 3a ser., 1, Turin, 1936. 208 pp.,

6 pis.

D. O'Leary. The Ethiopian Church . . . {JEA 23, 113) is revd. by H. Duexsixg in TLZ 63, 178-9.

.1. R. Palaxque. G. B.ardy. P. de Labkiolle. De la pa'ix constantinienne . . . {JEA 23, 113) is revd. by

.1. Si-MOx in La Terre Wallonne 35 (19.36), 314-16, and by J. Lebox in Rev. d'hist. eccl. 33, 85-7, the revr.

pointing out certain dubious statements (pp. 86-7). The new publn. in the same series is vol. iv, P. de

Labriolle. G. Bardy. L. Brehier. G. de Plixv.il. De la mart de Theodose ci I'election de Gregoire le Grand,

Pan^. 612 pp.. a period of great moment in the hist, of the Church, and especially of the eastern and Cop.

communions. It is favourably revd. by J. Lebox in Rev. d'hist. eccl. 33, 809-11. though the revr. takes excep-

tion to some statements—the description of Dioscorus I’s doctrine as purely Eutychian (p. 425) and certain

other points, mo.stly those concerning the Eastern and Egn. branches of the church. The revr. considers

that the book has been too much influenced by Maspero's (unfinished) work. It is also revd. by J. Simon

m La Terre Wallonne 36. 71-3.

O. W. Reixmlth, The Prefect of Egypt from Angu.stus to Diocletian, Leipzig, 1935, xiv-L 155 pp. {Klio 34,

X.F., Heft 21). Is not directly concerned with Christian life, but indirectly the otticc and functions of the

prefect illustrate tlic circumstances of the trials of the marti'rs. Revd. by E. Euertox in Cl. Phil. 32, 182-3.

H. G.U'TinER, Les Xomes d'Eejypte depsnis Hermlote d la cnnqnite arahe (Mem. Dist. d'Eg., xxv), Cairo

(1935). x.xiii— 219 pp,, 5 pis., eonnect.s the nomes with Cop. dioee.ses. It is revd. by B. v(.vx) d(£) W(alle)

in Chum. d'Eg. 1(1 (1935), 4(t3-5, and by A. Adkiaxi in Bull. Soc. arch. d'Alex. 30 (1936), 142-3.
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ScHWAKTZ, Acta Concil. Univ. Chaked. . . . {JEA 23, 113) is rcvd. by F. Diekajip in Theol. Rev. 30,

146-9.

H. PixissiEE, Eglises copies d'Egypte {lSSO-1935) {Xaveriana. 14.5;, Louvain, 1936, 36 pp.

(6) Hagiology.

O. H. E. BrKJiESTER ha.s published The Date of the Transln. of Saint Ischirin in JIuston 50, 33-60.

K. Dowertil, Severos r. Alexandria, in Byz.-neugr. Jahrlh. 30, 5-16, deals -ttith the sixth-cent. Alexan-

drian writer.

K. Exgbekding, Pachomiios d. Altere is an art. in the Lex. f. Theol. u. Kirche, vii (1935), 860-1, and the

same writer's Schenute appears op), cit.. ix, 243,

H. Lecleecq, Paphnuce is an art. in the Diet. arch, chret., xm, cols. 13.58-61.

Togo Mina, Le Martyre d'Apa Epuna {Serv. des Aiiticpiitf's de I'Egypite), Cairo. xxxii-rl25 pp., give.s

the martyrdom from a Pierpont Ulorgan codex. ,1. IMl'VSEp., Le Samedi et le Dimunche dans fEgli.se et la

htterature copies, forms pp. SD-111 of this work.

D. O'Le.xp.y, The Suint.s of Egypt, London, 286 pp., is a popular account of the .saints commemorated

in the ,S\-naxarium of the Cop. Church.

W. Till, Kogjt. Heiligen- . . . (JEA 21, 111 ; 23, 114) was revd. by A. Bohlig in DLZ 57 (1936), 572-5.

St. Bixox, Essai siir le cycle de S<iint Mercure. martyr de Dice et nieurtrier de Vempueur Julien (Bihl. de

TEcole des Hautes Et. Sciences Religieuses. i.m). Paris, vii— 144 pp.. 1 illust. An excellent monograph in

which special ref. is made to the cult of St. Mercury in Cop. churches, according to the literary tradition

(pp. 59-69), liturgical tradition (pp. 102-5), and iconography (pp. 128-9).

(c) Jlonasticism.

K. Hel'ssi, Der Ursprung d. Monchtums . . . (JEA 23. 114) is revd. by ,J. Simon in Orientalia, 6, 302-3,

by C, jENiaNS in JTS 38, 290-1, hy L. Hal.ser in Or. Vhr. Per. 3, 296-9, and by L. Th. Lefort in Rev.

d'hist. eccl. 33, 341-8, a rev. which in itself i.s a valuable essay on monastic origins and brings forward observa-

tions of vital importance. L. comments on the fact that H. confines himself to Gk. and Latin sources for

the early Egn. ascotes, for St, Pakhom and >Shenoute. for whom a good deal of Cop. material is available.

It is revd. also by H. Dop.eies in TLZ 62, 101-2, and by H. A. v.an B.vkel in Xieic Theol. Tijdschi ifI 26, 398-9.

H. Lecleecq, Palladius is an art. in the Diet. arch, chret.. xm, 912-20. W. Telfer is the author of an

art. on The Trustivorthiness of Palladius in JTS 38. 379-82.

J. Simon. Le.s Premiers Disciples de S. Annin an Wddi' n-Xatrhn (in Arabic) is publd. in A.pSulaJ.t 7, 444-6,

A, J, Festugieee, Sur tine nouvelle edition dn 'De Vita Pythagonca' de Jambhque. in Rev. et. gr. 50,

470-94. The author shows analogies between this ‘Life’ and certain important docs, of Christian monachism,

such as St. Athanasius's Life of St. Antony, the Life and Rule of >St. Pakhom. the Laiisiac History, and

the Apophthegmata.

6. Xon-Liteeary M-aterial

P. CoLLART, A Vecole avec le.s petits grecs d'Egypte. in Chron. d'Eg. 1
1 ( 1936), 489-507, is a study of educa-

tion according to the ‘school-boy' papyri.

\V. E. Edgeeton", JJedinet Haiti Graffiti: Facsimiles (L'niv. of Chicago. Gr. Inst. Publns. xxxvi), xii-(-6pii.,

11 figs., 103 pis. Ifos. 92-102 are Cop., the rest hierogl., hieratic, and dem. ; almost aU are badlv damaged.

Two pis. in colour represent scenes from the life of St. Menas. Translations are to follow later.

R. Engelb.ach, Coptic Stela of Dam.shir. in Bull. A?*’, am. art copte. 3, 6-S, 1 pi., gives an inscr. (Sa.) in

19 lines in the Cairo Mus., in two different hands.

S. Eiteem and L. Amcndsen. Papp. Osloen.ses. fasc. iii (1936). xi-^326 pp., 12 pis., contains 12 papp.

of a literary or semi-literary character. Xos. 72-6 deal with medicine, astrology, magic, etc. Xearh' all

are of the Rom. period (lst-3rd cents.).

A. Hebbelynck and A. v.an Lant.schoot, Codices coptici Vaticuni. I'atican City, xxxv-f 69S pp.. is

certainly the most important Cop. publn. of the year and has been long expected. The preliminary pp.

(ix-xxxv) contain preface, hist, of the codices, rules followed in editing, and addemla and corrigenda. Then

follows a description of the Boh. M.S>8. (1-694), followed by a classified index (695-8). The main numeration

is still that of Mai. so that it is easy to find material from the older catalogues. The great vellum A'ltrian

codices (Nos. 57-69) containing Acta and homilies are described at length and the Ok. originals identified

where possible, a most valuable feature. Every piece in the literarj- (M.S.S. is minutely described, and its

R
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inoipit. explicit, and cokiphfin arc "ix'cn. Vol. n (.Sa.) is in the press, but is not likely to appear for some

time. \’ol. I IS revd. by L. Th. Lefort in d/ii.st’oH 5(b 102-3. and by J. Lebox (in Her. d hist. eccl. 33, 80.5-8),

whose rev. contains an important eominent: "Je jie ferai de reinarques que concernant un detail minime,

l assipnation des dimensions des manuscrits. II me semble que I'litilite principalc de cette indication con-

siste en ce qu elle pent cuntribuer a faire retrouver ailleurs des parties ou des feuillets de manuscrits niutiles.

Mais le mesuratre des feuilk'ts dans leur etat actuel est assez aleatoire, car certains d'entre eux peuvent

avoir etc ron^'cs ou rognes. . . . Pour la valeur de critere de I’indication, ne vaudrait-il pas mieux signaler

en millimetres les dimensions et I'esjiace convert par I'ecriture, donnee beaucoup plus umfornie et constante ?
’

(807-8). It is revd. also by H. ilrxiER in BuU. Asi-. am. art copte 3, 75-6.

L. Th. Lefort. ( njilicit LoranitnAia appears in Mu.iLun .50, .5-52. with 3 pis. The 51SS. included contain

biblical fragmm. from On. 17-50, Ex. 1-22, Dt. 7-9. The pis. show Gn. 3. 2-7 ; 21. 32—22 : Dt. 9, 28— 10, 4.

H. Kase, Jr.. P'lpp. in the Princetuint Univ. Collection, n, Princetown, 1936, xi— 130 pp., 10 figs., con-

tains a Gnostic fraum. (Xo. 107). a ‘fever amulet' of the fourth-fifth cents.

H. J. PoLOTsKV. Zuti kopt. Litbeszaiibtr. in Urientalia 6. 119-31. Prom the evidence of two texts drawn

from IVien Pap. K. 192 and ilichiuan Inv. 4932 the author deduces a hypothesis in the hist, of Christian

dogma which is summarized by AV. H(exgsten'berg) in BZ 37. 210.

E. Seitil, Ikr Eid im rum.-ag. Prorinzialrecht, ii: Die Zeit c. Beginn d. Regierung Diokletians his z.

Erobernng Agyptens dnrck d. Arubtr. Munch. Beitr.. Xo. 24, 1935, has a definite bearing upon Christianity

as it shoMs the gradual modification of the form of oath under Christian influence. An appendix deals with

the oath in Cop. law.

MfitAJiMAD Ahjiad Sijikar. Oriental Manuscripts of the John Frederick Leu'is Collection in the Free

Library of Philadeljdiia. .4 De-vriptiie Catalogue. Philadelphia, xix—248 pp.. 48 illusts. Amongst the MSS.

described is one (Xo. 201) which is a Copto-Arabic lectionary of the thirteenth-fourteenth cents.

AV. Till. Eiue kopt. Bautrnpraktik (JEA 23. 113) is a rustic calendar or agricultural guide drawn from

material m the collection of papp. in A’ienna. It is publd. in Mitt, deutsch. Inst. Kairo 6 (1936), 108-50,

1 pi. It is the subject of a useful n. by AA’. H(exgstexberg) in BZ 37. 180-90, and is revd. by L. Th. Lefokt

in Musion .50. 105.

J. G. AA'i.nter. Papp. in the Unic. of Michigan Collection, m (Univ. of Michigan Studies. Humanistic

Ser.. XL), Ann Arbor. 1930. xviii-r 390 pp.. 7 pis. This is revd. and commended by H. I. BELLin JTjS'38. 417-18.

Bull. Ryl. Libr. 21, 298-302 refers (p. 299) to the Cop. papp. in the Rylands Library, Manchester. There

are more tluin 50<J pieces, mostly of the fourth-sixteenth cents. These were catalogued by AA^. E. Crum
in 1909, and a supplementary catalogue was made by the same scholar in 1920.

7. Philology

F. C.alice, Orundlagen d. ugyptischsendtischen Wortcergleichung. in WZKM, 1936, vii-r-"8 pp., is revd.

briefly by 51. Cohex in Bull. Soc. Linguistique. Paris, 38. 170-1.

AA'. E. Ckum. Coptic Dictionary, Part v. n)x.uTe-oio5'n. viii pp. and pp. 573-744 has appeared. A sixth

part is to follow ulikh uill contain indices of Gk. words, etc.

H. J. PoLOTSKY, Deux Vtrhe'^ auxiliairt-s ineconnus da cop/te appears in C. R. des seances du groupe linguis-

tiqne d'tt. clianiito-sOnitiqiifS 3, 1-3.

1. SiAiox. Wann siarh d. Kopti^che avs ' in ZDM<i 90 (1936), (44)-(4.5), is the resume of a communication

presented to the eighth Orientali-tentau, Bonn. >Sept. 1936.

A. .'-MiEszEK. Xotfs on Egn. Accetd as eiidenced in Cop. Xouns is publd. in Poznnnskie Toicarzystwo

Drzyjariu nank. Poznan (1935). but I have not been able to see a copy. The same writer's Borne Hypotheses

conrr riling the prf -history of the Cop. Voictls. issued by Polska Akademja Umiejetnosci, Krakau, 1936, is revd.

by A\’. Till in M ZKM 44, 288-9.

AA'. Till. Das Pi'el im Agyptischen appears in ZAP 73. 131-8.

AA'. H. AA'of.rell. Popular Traditions of the ('op. Language, in AJBL .54, 1-11, is chiefly concerned with

Cop. phonology; the old traditional pronunciation differs from the modern Gk. vocalization introduced in

the ninteenth cent. The treatment is largely based on Dr. A'ycielil's investigations in the Cop. community

at Zeniyah.

In Kenyox, The Chtder Bratty Biblical Papyri . . . fuse, vi (p. 118 above), Crl'JI has a chapter dealing

with the Gld Coptie glossts in Isaiah, winch are an important addition to our Old Coptic material.
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8. Archaeology

(fi) Topography.

X. Abbot, The Monasteries of the Fayyum appeared in A.JSL .53 (U»3ti-7). 1-12, 73-9(1. and has been

publd. separately, Cliicago, 1937, 6(1 pp. It gives some tenth-eent. contracts dealing « ith the monasteries (in

Arabic).

,J. Fartie, S.J., L'Eghse Saitit-Subas et le Martyrium de Saint-Marc a Ahxandrie, in the B}dL A.??, am. art

copte 3, 59-74, is a collection of valuable studies wliose earlier publn. was prevented by the « ar. The author

died in 1919.

E. Meeial, Les Eglises coptes du Vieu.x Caire appeared in Le Rayon, Cairo. 1936, 237-9.

H. IMuxieh, Le Deir Abou-Lifa, in the Bull. Asi. am. art copte, 3, 1-5, 2 illusts.. de.scribes a monastery

ea.st of one of the first heights of the Gebel Katrani m the north of the Fayyum. .Seven Cop. insorr. and one

Arabic were found there. The same writer's Le Monasttre cle Saint Abraham d Farshout, in the Bull. Soc.

arch. d'Alex. 9 (1936), 26-30, and his Babyloiie d'Egypte in Le Rayon, 1936, 22.8-9, are also deserving of note.

B. PoEETNER, Das Alenasheiligtum in d. Il'uste Mariut appears in Der Christlicke Orient in Vergangenheit

u. Gegenicart 2, 43-50.

M. H. .SiMAiK.A P.VCH-A, Guide sornmaire du Mu.see Copte et des jjrincipales eglises du Caire, Cairo. 94 pp.,

161 pis., describes the various objects in the Cop. Mu.seum—architectural frairments. wood carvings, ceramics

and glass, textiles, metal objects, and ikons—then proceeds to de.scribe fifteen of the principal churches of

Cairo. It is the transln. of a guide publd. a few years ago in Arabic. It is revd. bv H. IM(rxiER) in the

Bull. -I-s-s. am. art copte 3, 77-8.

JoH. Georg Herzog zu Sachsex. Xeueste Streif-uge . . . {.JEA 17. 253) is revd. by van Cutseji in

.4ii. Boll. 54 (1936). 181-2.

A. K.vjijieree, La Mer Rouge. VAhyssinie et VAJrique depuis rantirguite. t. 2 {Mnn. Soc. roy. de ge'ogr.

d'Egypte), Cairo, 1935, xvi— 555 pp.. 169 pis.. 95 figs. (2 vols.l.

A. Calderini, Dizionario . . . (JEA 22, 99) is revd. by •!. .Si-Mon in Oritntaha 6. 132-42. and by

\V. ScHt'B.ART in Gnomon 12 (1936), 282-4.

(h) Art.

C. H. CosTiG.AN, Sculpture and Painting in Cop. Art. in Bull. As.s. am. art copte 3. 48-58. points out the

Egn. influence perceptible in Cop. art. as well as tiie Arab influence: its character was preserved to the ninth

cent. It evolved normally until the fifth-sixth cents., then came a brusque change: scenes were simplified

and reduced to two or three figures, geometrical patterns were introduced, akin to the Celtic. The two pis.

show panels from the church of Abu Serga in Old Cairo.

E. Diaz, Kubha, in the Encycl. Islam, suppl. Xo. 3, 127-34. 14 figs., has a Ijearing on Cop. architecture.

Et. Drioton, Art syrien et art copte, in Bull. .I-s-s. am. art copte 3. 29.Ai.(, is a very full and instructive

treatment of the two forms of art. The same writer's L'Art copte apjieared in Le Rayon. Cairo. 1936, 234-6.

Z.AKi Hoh.vjimad Hasan. .(.qA)' j TAa!) ja^. also in the Bull .I-ss. am. art copte 3, 104-

83. is upon Cop. art, sculpture, embroidery, and painting.

U. (Monneret de Villard, Die Kuppelbasililce in Suhien. in Artihus Asiae 6. 2o3-2U, 13 figs., is an

interesting n. on the basilicas with cupolas in Xiibia and on the Asiatic origin of this t\-jX‘.

S. Guyer, Abessinischer Kirchenhau appears in Die Christ! Kunst 33 (1936). 80-8.

P. Ge.aindor, Statue copte du Musee d' Alexandrie. in Bui! Inst. arch, hulgare 10 (1936). 169-72.

H. Leclebcq in C.abrol-Leclercq : Diet. a>ch. chret.. xni. gives two arts. « ith bearing upon Cop. archaeoh.

Papier (cols. 1364-9), of which sect, ii has special bearing on Egn. docs., and Papyrus (cols. 1370-1519),

which gives a ver^' extensive, if not exhaustive, list of extant pajip. The previous voh, xii (1936). 2291-322,

contained an art. on Orant, Orante. uliich gave special ref. to the use of these fitnires in Byzantine and Cop. art.

J. Muyseb, Des cases eucharistiques en rerre, in Bull. Ass. am. art copte 3. 9-28. 1 pi., is a full and inter-

esting account of the use of such vessels from Cop. and Arabic sources. The pi. repre.sents a sjx*cimen in the

Cop. Mus. of Old Cairo.

H. Pfister, Materiaux pour serrir au classement des textiles eg. posterieurs d la conquete arabe appears in

Bee. des arts asiatiques 10, 1-16, 73-85, figs. 1-3, 28-32. It deals chiefly with material in the Arab Museum
in Cairo. Two sections deal with Cop. Christian specimens. (I) late Cop. textiles with Christian desigms.

apparently of the seventh-ninth cents., and (2) materials from late Cop. costumes with ornamental fillets.
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BRIEF COMMUNICATIONS

A Later Allusion to Akhenaten

It has long been recognized that the dating of certain judicial proceedings in the fifty-ninth year of

Haremhab which is found in the record of a famous lawsuit under Eamesses II'" can be explained

onlv bv the attribution to Haremhab of all the regnal years of Akhenaten and his ephemeral

.successors.' The execration in winch the Aten heresv was held during the generations following its

suppression would not tolerate even an implicit admi.ssion that the rulers in question had possessed

legitimate claims to the throne, yet for legal purposes the need will sometimes have arLsen to men-

tion some specific date between the death of Amenophis III and the accession of Haremhab
;
for

general purposes it will have sufficed to write ' in the times of the ommy of Akhet-aten'

,

as is done in

another passage of the afore-mentioned inscription. So far as I am aware no specific date of the

kiitd has yet been noted, but one occurs in a very fragmentary papyrus, long in the possession of the

Berlin Museum. This papyrus (Inv. 3o40 a) contains the scanty remains of a long letter addressed

by some one to the "prince Pesiur". possibly the "prince’ or ‘mayor’ of Thebes, since the greetings

name Miit and Klions as his "good lords’ and a miserably broken passage makes it obvious that he

j'ossessed authority to remit or alter the tax-a.ssessment of a
(j

1 _?i

prince of the IFost of Thebes'. This Pc.siur can hardly be identical with the Vizier of that name who
held office in the reigns of Sethos I and Kame.sses II, though the style of writing and the orthography

(note particularly the relative form in place of later f make it highly probable that the

two were contemporaries. In 11. 6-7 of the recto I read as follows: ... J. o

• '.= > 1 AxjA .- VV Jis i' i 1'
<? 0 I 1.^ yi —

' 0 i i {
Pjii ‘Further, as to what you icrite to

me aski)ig that the day of .. . 's death should he sent to you, when one (i.e. Pharaoh?) arrived in

Monphis, [the . . . carne to me] to say that he died in year 9 of the Rebel’. It would be out of place to

insist on minor difficulties of reading and translation, but I will observe that the words rendered

'the Rebel' could equally well be rendered ‘the Rebellion’. In either case the reference must surely

be to the reign of Akhenaten. Alax H. Gaedixek.

The Idiom it in

Ix Z.U 73. Slices translatesthephra.se

^ 'Ich war ein Armer, der aufgeuomnien wurde ins Schulzimmer, ohne weggenom-

men zu werdeu, als er hineingebracht war; eiuer der hin.sieht und es findet’, thus ignoring the fact

that, as his note .shows. Grapow had made him partly aware of the idiomatic character of

Sethe long ago pointed out to me that this is ‘an expres.sion for disorderlv movement with various

nuances’ (JEA 1. PH. n, 3) and IPh.. l, 149 (2"2) not quite happilv sums up the meaning ‘oft

im i^inne von: unregelnui'sig sein u. ii". It mav bo useful to suggest renderings for the various

examples that have been (pioted. and to classify them in some sort of order. I ignore, except b}- way
of illu'-tration, examples where the two verbs have each an object, or do not follow one another

directly. These, however, seem to give the origin of the idiom as to take something to a place and

then to bring it back, see especially Davies, Five Theban Tombs, PI. 6 ; hence, in our English phrase,

‘to chop and change’, ef. ^ word and bring it back again’,

I.e. don’t chop and change in your statements, prarallel to ‘do not put one thing in place of another’,

^ See Gardiner. The Inxrription of J/es. .52.

- .So eoniparatively reeenth- E. ileycr, Gesrh. Alt.,- ii. 1, p. 4113.
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Ptahhotpe, 608-9. Here already we have our dichotomy of physical and psychical movement. Ap-

nlvinK this we obtain: (1) Physic.^l Movement: P. Umith. .3, 17 ’without movino-

to and fro’, of stiffness of the ligaments of the jaw; Url:., iv, 710, 12 ’the army of His Majesty

attacked ^ ^ vacillating way (?)’; Inscr. did., 3.3 'the priesthood of the

temple ^ woman) who moves to and fro before her fields,^

when their boundaries have not been firmly fixed in the earth." (2) P.sychical Movement: (a) in

neutral or good sen.se, C'rl'., iv, .365, 6, ’my mind (lit. ' heart
') Y ^ travelled this way and that

imagining the tvords of the common people who should .see mv monument in vears to come"
;
(b) in

a pejorative sense P. Pefr. 1116 B, vs. .37 I'Pf, ji ^ "this land will waver and the

issue that is to come will not be known'; so in epithets after iic P. Ch. Beatty VIII. rt., 9, 6,“

’unwavering", of Thoth; Toth., ed. Nav., 160. 2, of the deceased; rather differently, Bergmann,

Hierogl. Insclir., 61, 3^=5rjj]'| ,.Si ’do not tamper (or juggle) with the corn-measure"; the

Graeco-Roman exx. cpioted by ll’h. are obscure to me.

Even after thi.s examination of examples the sentence from which we started is none too clear.

It might be rendered phy.sically, ’ I was a poor lad firmly planted'^ in the school, not fidgeting in it ’,

but I am rather inclined, in view of the last clause, to take the whole psychically: ’I wa.' a poor

lad well-grounded at school, unwavering in it, who had only to look for a thing in order to find it.’

The uncertainties of Egyptian translation are indeed deplorable.

Al.VN H. G.tRDINEE.

Sur un Nom du Wadi Maghara (Sinai)

D'apee.S plusieurs egyjffologues, la region des mines de turquoise du Sinai serait designee par uue

expression {m)fkd ra-f attestee par deux inscriptions du Wadi 31aghaia
: (a) iSetlie. V/k.. i

(1933), 56, • ’ --(P)

A D. . . . (A. B. C, H= titres et nom.s de

personne.s). Cette expression a ete traduite: ’le pays nomine les Echolles de la Turquoise" ("Weill,

Inscrip, dtt Sinai. 49-50. 113, 127. et Sphim: 8, 182), "la terrasse dont le nom est (n>)fkrt

(turquoise)’ (Gauthier. Diet. geog.,\i. 150, et KDni 2, 70), ’the terrace, the name of which is

"ilalachite"” (Breasted, Anc. Pec., i. §§ 266, .342).

L"e.xpression r htyw infkit rn-f e.st suspecte en elle-meme. Une phra.se relative du typo A’ ni'f

pent ditiicilement etre le complement d"une pni'position .* un nom .-.ignifiant ’contrec’, ’pays', etc.,

devrait la preceder (ex.: Vrk., i, 136, 15). 8i ce nom etait .sous-entendu. on devrait avoir rn-s au

feminin (d'apres Gardiner, Eg. Gr., § 92, 1). On ne pent pas davantage faire de Ijtyw seul le

complement de la preposition r. Ce mot est un pluriel lor.squ"il est emplove comme terme gco-

graphique (cf. htyv: nw ’^ntijic mv «*’, ll’h.. in, 319. 8-9) ; il faudrait done nrsn. En outre, pendant

TAncien Empire, infkrt isole® ne s'eraploie pas encore comme nom geographique htyw et ne

doivent done pas etre separes (yc^ dc-termine Ten.semble).

La solution du problenie est fort simple. II siitiit d’examiner les fac-simihes de Gardiner-Peet,

Sinai‘ (voir figure ci-contre), pour constater qu il y a et non apn's htyw iiifk.'t.^ Le rond

^ Or passively ’like (a place) in front of whose fields one moves to and fro\ In any case, of the uncertainty

that ensues when the boundaries of fields are not firmly fixed.

- Here I have mvself been ciulty of an undue literalism in rendering: ’free from stealing and carrying off*, which,

moreover, gives a wrong idea of the origin.

^ Kees wrongly describes iisf as a ‘pseudo-participle\ A participle is quite regular in such examples, and I

do not think his view can be defended on the ground that the predicate hiv/w here is undefined in meaning. Gunn

has rightly recognized is (written fisi here and elsewhere, also tis, see U7j., v, 243) as the original of Coptic Tcoc,

‘become, be hard,’ which also (see Crum) has a transitive "cn^e ’fix* and an intransitive ‘be fixed, implanted'.

^ Cf. Gumi, Studies, p. 40. n. 4; Card., Eg. Gr.. ij 197.

^ Cf. Gauthier, Diet. giog.. it. 162; iii. lo. 34; II b., ii, o7. 4. 5.

® Cf. Weill. Insrrip. du Sinni. 49, et Sphinx S, 1S2.

^ a= lo; 17. ” Seul Birch, ZAN 7 (1869). 26. a lu (en a).
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interieur de manqued mai-> il eii e.-it de meme dans == (une fois en a. partout en ; en a le

contour est netteiuent celui de et en j8 d'autres sont faits exactement comnie les -=.

Kn fait, le titre de I'inscription finit a comme Fimlique d'ailleurs, en a, la disposition

meme des si£;nes, etant nettement sdpare de ce qui precede [cj. figure). Le groupe —({ui,

en a. est suivi de ;
::
— —doit certainement Mre rattache a la liste de personnes (pii lui fait suite,

Q ^ O
son role etant semblable a celui qu'ont. dans d'autres inscriptions du meme genre, les phrases;

"
1

* ‘Liste de son personnel venu avec lui: A., B.,'A'l

! O 0
c., . . var.

I

,

—

L'analyse de ™ reste toutefois ditticile. On pent penser a: (a) un participe+datif: ‘Ceux qui ont

travaillC jjour lui {a

:

pour lui avec lui) : B., C., 1)., . . . mais. bien que des formes sans terminaison

soient attestees," on attendrait d'autant plus que le participe serait employe sans antecedent

;

(6) un -'W/U'/— datif: ‘Travaillent pour lui(a: pour lui avec lui): B., C'., D mais on attendrait

Ont travaille . ,

.

'
(ii-» it-f)

:

(c) un ^dnrn-f:^
'

II a employe (a ; II a employe avec lui) : B.. C., D
mais il faudrait clonner a ^ un sens special qui n'est pas atteste par ailleurs. En outre, pour le

texte a, ces traductions ne sont guere satisfaisantes a cause du double suffixe: ‘pour lui' semble

superflu en (u) et {h). et en (c) c'est 'avec lui' qui parait inutile. Le suttixe de ™ se rapporterait-il

—

jf-y' etant un datif—au roi dont la titulature occupe le debut de chaque in.scription'?

Quoi qu'il en soit, I'exactitude de la lecture ^ est as.suree par les seules considerations paleo-

grapliiques, et les textes doivent certainement etre compris: ‘Mission royale envoyee avec A. aux

Terrasses de la Turquoise. Il a eu pour collaborateurs; B., C., U., etc. . .
.’

Le nom de la region du Wadi Maghara, dans ces inscriptions des V^-VB dyna.sties, est done

simplement Ij/i/ir htfkit, var. htijivfkit, ‘Terrasses de la Turquoise', expression qui se retrouve telle

quelle sur la Pierre de Palerme ” Vrk., i. 246—noter la place de Cg^) et dans un texte

du Moyen Emjiire 1*1- ^)’ constituee comme I'expression

bien connue ^ I
'Terrasses de la Myrrhe'.

.1. J. Clere.

The Medallion of Dahshur

Ix ISltS M. .1. de Morgan discovered at Dahshur among the jewellerv of Princess Khnemet, a

relative of Ameneinhet IL a small medallion with a design of a bull (or cow) couchant in white

with black spots, on a background of greyi.sh blue, surrounded by a border of rectangles coloured

red. white, greenish yellow, and black. This design is covered with a thin circular piece of rock-

' Lc fait e^t friquent jusqu'a la XIr dyna&tie.

- (Jmi.s par Sethe. i'rk.. i. 51). Weill, Inxrrip. du Sinai, 115, y voit des signes d'un de.s noms de la liste

( Hamou . . . f).

^ Gardinei'-Peet. Sinai, n” 92. * C'ouyat-Montet, Hninviumdt, 87 ; e/. aussi ii® 47.

° (lardiner-Peet. Sinai, n® 106; rf. aussi no® 1 15 et 117.

® Pour .=>. (sans objet) = 'travailler', ef. I'ric.. 1 . 70, 8. 9.

’
Cf. .Sethe, Verbum. ii. !i§ 844, 850; Card.. Eg. Gr., § 359, m. pliir.

' tin a le sujet inuUiple .serait rejete apres JiiSf {cf. Card.. Eg. Gr.. § 507, 2. 3; Couyat-Montet. Hammdnidt,

u*^ 123, 1. 3); il en serait de meme de I'objet avee la traduction (c).

“ L’mterpretation (c) m'est suggeree par B. Gunn qui m'ecrit ‘Have we perhaps ir-nf in idm-nf, with in

a special meaning "ayant forme (I’equipe) . .

."
or something of the sort et renvoie a H 6., i, 109, 5.
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crystal and is set in a gold frame. A poor photograph of it is published in J. de Morgan's Fondles

a Dahchour en 1894-lS9d, PL xii, 62, a slightly better one in Vernier, Bijoux et Orfcvrcries (CCG),

III, PL Ixxiii (52, 975). G. Legrain thus cle.scribed it in de Morgan's volume, p. 67 : ’Le monument

le plus curieux de cette serie est une pendeloque composee d'uii medallion de mosaique ou plutot

de marqueterie, serti d'or granule et convert d'une mince -. lame^ de spath. Le sujet decoratif est

compose d'un cercle multicolore de pierres vertex, blanches et rouges. Au centre se voit uii bceuf (7)

couchA’ I remember discussing this little jiendant with Legrain .soon after it was discovered, and

pointed out to him the imjirobability of its being of .stone mo.saic because the coloured rectangles

in the border were irregular in size : I sugge.sted that it might be of fused glass mosaic and Legrain

was inclined to agree with me. In 1912 M. Maspero (Art tu Eyypt, Ars Uua scries, p. 120) described

it as made of ‘glass mosaic' and in the same year I commis.sioned Mr. Harold Jones to make

a coloured drawing of it twice the size of the original which I published in this Journal, vol. 6

(1920), PL xvi, 1 ;
at the same time I described the object (p. 159) as being of coloured glass mosaic.

In 1934 Mr. H. C. Beck (Ancient Egypt, 19.34, p. 16) republished Harold Jones's drawing of the

pendant with the following comment: "This specimen has cau.sed more controversy than any other

piece of reputed early glass. Dr. Lucas and Mr. Brunton are both convinced that it is not glass,

but a stone mosaic. Professor Newberry, on the other hand, thinks that it is glass. He also con-

siders that the question of its material cannot be finally settled until the piece of quartz which

covers it is removed. The authorities, however, will not allow this to be done.' About the same

year (1934) I was reading through Sir Arthur Evan.s's Palace of Minos, iii (193U). and at once

noticed the resemblance between the Dah-shur Medallion and the beautiful miniature bull-catchmg

scene painted on the back of a crystal plaque which he had found at Knossos (op. cit., PL xix,

pp. 108-11). ThLsyear (1937) Mr. Brunton and Mr. Lucas (Ann. Berv. 36, 197-2(K)) have re-examined

the Dahshur medallion with a ‘Zeiss binocular, erectinu, .stereo.scopic microscope' and have now

definitely settled the question as to material; it is neither glass nor stone mosaic, but miniature-

jiainting, though it is not stated whether it is painted on the underside of the rock-crystal, or

whether the rock-cry.stal i.s merely a covering for a painting on another material.^ This is the

only point now to be settled regarding one of the most interesting pieces of ancient Egyptian

jewellery that have as yet come to light.

Percy E. Newberry.

A Chinese Parallel to an Egyptian Idiom

The interesting passage, P. Chester Beatty I. 3, 8 (ed. A. H. Gardiner H>31), in which the Master

of the Ltniverse angrily addresses Horus; ‘Thou art feeble in thy limbs and this office is too great

for thee, thou stripling, the taste of whose mouth is bad', is closely j>aralleled ami elucidated by a

Chinese text of the Han Dynasty. It is recorded in the official annals that when the founder of the

Dyna.sty (at the end of the third century b.c.) heard of the appointment of a youthful general in an

enemy's army, he said: ‘His mouth still has the bad smell of milk; how .shall he match with my
general Han Sin [one of his veteran.s] ?

’ The milk referred to is without any doubt human milk,

since the Chinese have only recently taken to drinking cow's milk ; and there is an e.xpres.-ion com-

monly used in modern Chinese novels to describe a per.son too weak or too young for a heavy task;

‘a youth upon whom the bad smell of milk has not dried’. From this Chinese jiarallel it seems

likely that the .somewhat obscure Egyptian phra.se, ‘the taste of whose mouth is bad
,
refers to the

smell of his mother's milk and lavs added .stress on the youthfulue'-.s of Horus (cj. p. Hi, n. 2 of

Gardiner's edn.).

The determinative of ‘youth (GanL, Ey. Gr., Sign-list, A 17) is clearly derived from the icono-

graphic presentation of Isis suckling Horus. in many examples of which the child is shown with the

first finger to the mouth. .Standing figures of Harpocratcs wearing the double crown display the

same pose of the hand, which is quite distinct from the attitude of the seated man determining

words for ‘taste', ‘speak’, ‘eat', Ac. in which all four fingers are held out close together, though

' They also (p. 200) noticed independently the resemljlance between the Dahshur and the Knossos objects.
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the back of the hand mav be turned towards the owner's face or away from it. It would seem,

therefore, that the single finger touching the lips has special reference to the relationship between

the child and its mother, i.e. expresses the child's desire for milk. At the same time the confusion

always present between ta.ste and .smell would be enhanced by the possibility of confusion between

the two attitudes of the hand to the mouth in the hieroglvphic determinatives of 'youth’ and
taste' &c. respectively. The child pointing its linger to its mouth would in this connexion naturally

suggest the sense of taste rather than the sense of smell.

X. Shiah.

The Writing of the Name Hike’.

It is well known that in Ptolemaic and other late inscriptions the name of the god 'Magic',

is often written This sign makes its appearance as earlv as Dvn. 21. In papvri and upon coffins

of that period there is a scene in which Osiris sits upon a throne resting upon a double staircase,

with a 1arge snake before him whose body and tail cross the whole scene diagonally. Other divini-

ties, which vary in their occurrence, appear before and behind Osiris. Those before are tisuallv

Horns and Thoth, those behind are Isis and Nephthy.s or iMa'et. The last figure behind Osiris,

however, is invariable, and this is alway.s Hike', who holds two wavv serpents crossed in his arms.

In these scenes the writing of the name and emblems of Hike' present some curious variations. In

P. for instance, the legend above the figure of Hike' is (in a vertical column)

(P. BM lOdd-I. ed. Budge. PL cviii). Here the c>\\, written beneath the standard, i.s probablv in-

fluenced by the habitual writing of the name of Thoth (compare the late writing, under the same
influence, of 'Min' as and may be ignored, the god's name being read and understood

as In the similar picture on the inner coffin of
'll

(Cairo 61032; Daressy,

Cercueih des Cachettcs royaler {CCG), PL Ivi). Hike is called |
U and upon his head he wears the

emblem The coffin of Eskhons (Cairo 01030, Dare.-.sy. op. cit., PL xlviii) presents another

interesting variant, for the name of Hike' is sportively written above his head thus; H j/^-
the word-sign consists of the hind-quarter.s of a lion rampant, instead of those of the usual lion

couchant. Finally, it may be mentioned that upon the coffin of Pinutem II (Cairo 61029; Daressv,

op. cit., PL xliv) another curious variation is to be found. Here Hike' is called |^ ^ and upon
his head he wears the emblem This emblem is that of the female counterpart of the god,

^
‘hnist of Hike”, concerning which seethe intere.sting remarks by Dr. Gardiner, PSBA 37 (1915), 259.

Waerex E. Dawsox.

A Summary Writing of the Adverb nii in Old Egyptian?

This i.s the communication referred to in n. 2 on p. 6 of this volume in connexion with the
tran.slation of the words 1 ^ Nekhebu's Cairo inscription, 1. 9. It should be

noted that we have the same sentence, written
\ ^ q (the .signs so disposed in the original),

in L il;., i, 256. 6 ; here it is po.ssible to take the cj as termination of both and One’s fir.st

impulse is probably to read iht vht n-i 'everything that Ls profitable to me’. But it also seems
pos.sible to take either as prospective relative form or as imperfective passive participle, and
— as a summary writing of the adverb pointed out by Gardiner in PSBA 40, 5 ff., and to trans-
late ‘everything because of which I may become-(or, one becomes-)a-.spirit '.^ To decide between
these two pos'ibilitie.s it would be necessary to have evidence of a definite rule as to the relative
positions ot nh and ?! suffix when they are used together. But such examples of this collocation
as I can adduce, after considerable search, in which friends have aided, is strangely scanty and
conflicting. For the order n -fsutfix, nb I can give only rdit-nf ii-l nbt ‘everything that he has
given to me’, Knh. Pap., 12, 9, pointeil out to me by Dr. Gardiner, and A/(!c) [)!]•/ .sic nb 'every one

^ This translation of the verb fh is of course merely conventional.
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to whom it is given
,
Urh., iv, 1114, 9. For the other order I have int iiht n‘f ‘evervthing that is

done for him , BJc. Dead, Xu, Sp. 144, rubric, end, and sjIv nh U'fsiv 'everyone to whom it is assigned \
IV, 1116, 7. Thus in the same inscription and in exactly the same construction we have both

orders {Urk., i\, 1114, 9; 1116, 7). Taking, as subsidiary evidence, the possible position of )ih with
regard to the word it qualifies, that it may on occasion be widelv separated from the latter is shown
by u'^ hn'tn nh every one of you

,
Gard., Ey. Gr., p. 76, n. 3 : sdd r pn nb ‘every one over whom

this spell is read, Urk., v, 97, 1 (P. Ani!), shown me by Mr. Dakin: and jh m r‘f )tb ‘every one who
is -'^spiritual” through his utterance('/) ^ Pyr., 93(jc etc. A'et, against the order bn nh in the common
w’- hn nb every one of them we have )tb int four times in 11. 6, 7 of the Cairo in.scription of Xekhebu
itself. The evidence thus goes to .show that there was no .strict rule as to the position of n.b. A
point, however, in favour of taking — a.s a writing of nil in the Xekhebu inscription and Urk., i,

256, 6, is the use of nli in the closely similar sentence liv-i rUkivl Id )/b(f) ^ht ih nil ‘I know every-
thing because of which the spirit becomes-a-.spirit ’ quoted by Gardiner, FSBA 40, 5; see now also

Urk., I, 173, 18 (note that nil here doe.s not, like //+suffix, precede a nominal subject); and for

ih n ‘to become-a-spirit because of’ something cf. I know f every magic because of
which I may become-{or, one becomes-)a-spirit in the Xecropolis’, Urk., i, 263. 14. If we admit
that is a possible writing of

(j 1)
in Old Egyptian (compare the remarks in Snp. Gnrd. Eg. Gr., 15,

Qjj gg g Middle-Egyptian writing of the adverb ny or nil), we mav perhap.s see it also in the sentence

immediately following this, and tran.slate ‘I have done everything because of
which I may become-(or, one becoine.s-)a-spirit’.

I should be grateful for communication of turther example.s of the use of nb and n -psuffix together.

Batti.scombe Guxx.

The ‘Golden Horns’ Title

May I, with all diffidence, submit a .suggestion concerning the portion of the Pharaoh's
titulary which is translated by some authorities as 'The Golden Homs’ {Hr nbw) and by others,
following a possible indication of the Greek dtriTtaAou' vneprepos of the Ro.setta iStone, as ‘Horns
conqueror of the Ombite (Seth) '. Is it not pos.sible that it denoted ‘Horus und the Ombite (Seth) ',

that is, ‘the Two Powers’ {shinu-y), the usual de.signation of the pair in combined sovereignty? (I

would refer to the position of Seth as explained by H. Kees in his Horns and Seth als Gotterpaar.)
It would thus denote the incorporation in the reigning Pharaoh of the active virtues of the two chief
powers which in olden times had divided the lord.ship of the land ; the Falcon, having subjugated
the Ombite, would be set above him, but the virtue of the latter with respect to his original share
of the land would not wholly lapse.

This is surely a happier presentment than one which would only perpetuate the memory of
bitter wars of old. The fusion of the pair is of course indicated in the formal epithet of the queen of

the Pharaoh as ‘she who sees Horus-and-Seth’. True, a common writing for the pair of
gods is a group of two falcons, as well as both reading nhicy ; but perhaps we mav .surmise an
earlier one giving a clear indication of Seth's ancient po.sition of power and surviving into the
classical age: some confusion of thought in later times mav have suggested the connexion with
‘gold’ (Gard. Eg. Gr., p. 73).

The interpretation here suggested would account for the Greek rendering as ‘victorious over
enemies

,
for the idea of ‘power can obviou.sly have a close connexion with that of ‘victorv’;

moreover dpTiwaXiov being in the plural may well mean enemies in general and not specifically Seth.

G. D. Hoexblowee.

s
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!\Ir. II. W. Fairman, our Actiiii; Fielil Director in Nubia last season, writes:

Tlie Nubian Kxjx.alition commenced its excavation.s on December 20, 1937. The main objective

of the expedition wa< the com])letion of the excavation of Sesebi, and this task was completed by

Februai V 13, 19.3'^. The work involved the clearing of the whole of the south-eastern section of the

Town,—a verv badlv damaged area.—.some work in the centre of the town, which revealed a block

of uthce-' and admini'trative buddings and interestin" remain.s of a drainage system, the completion

of tlie excavation of tlie western .section of the town, and the excavation and .study of the great

brick-lined trench f<mnd last sea.son. The most interesting portion of the work was a large mound
in the extreme .south-e.istern corner of the town. Under two medieval tombs lay a large, well-

built liou-e which had lieen built after the reign of Setho.s I, below this lay another house, pre-

.sumably of the early Nineteenth Dynasty, and under all lay an enormous, brick-lined, well-like

construction which mav have been a jirison or .series of storage chambers. Intact foundation-

deposits were found at tlie .south-ea.stern corner of the town wall, and in the centre of the town in

connexion with the temple; they prove that the foundation of both town and temple was the

work ot Amenophi.s IV. The other finds include several small stelae, a number of scarabs and

traument' of relief, and many other .small objects.

(In the completion of the work at t>e,sebi the men and work were removed to the Society's new
concession at 'Amarah, and twelve day.s were .spent in examining the ancient .site of 'Amarah West.

This prijves to be a large town mound which lia.s been buried deep in sand. Apparently the town
lias suffered very little from modern robbing, and the houses appear to be very well preserved.

The Temple presents unusual features in plan and orientation, and is inscribed both inside and

outside. Since the walls are preserved to a height of at least si.x or seven feet a very considerable

pro[)ortion of the temple reliefs and in.scriptions remain, and many of them retain their original

colours. Historical inscriptions of Ramesses II, Merneptah, Rainesses VI, and Ramesses IX were

disraivercil. including two large .stelae of Ramesses II, one of which, though incomplete, contains

32 lines and makes some reference to the marriage of Ramesse.s II and the daughter of the King of

Kliatti, The extent of the temenos area and its variou.s gateways, one of which may yet prove

to ret, (in its roofing blocks in their original position, was defined and planned and the approximate

extent of the town was traced, and the extensive cemeteries to the north and east of the town,

which do not apjjear to lie completely jilundered, were located. The expedition found evidence of

.in occup.ition (if the town before the reign of Rames.scs II, an occupation which is apparently not

Liter til,in the Lite Kighteenth Dvnastv. It is clear that the .site is a well-preserved one that will

priiilucc interesting rc.sults. including much iuscriptioiial material, and there is every hope of finding

objects, incluilmg, very jirob.ibly, statuarv, in a good state of pre.servation. Thus the site should

well repuv c-xc.iv.ition.'

.Mr. ( )liv('r II Myers sends us tlie following notes on the work of the Sir Robert Mond Expedi-

tion Li-t sc.i -on

:

In view of the .''.ili.ir.iu (.'ongress to be held in Paris this year the expedition has devoted the

entire 19.37- S -e.isdn to furtlier study of the .Saharan remains at Armant.

I’l'evioii-ly miinv jiroblems li.ul been raised hut none solved. We had found onlv surface sites,

on will! li as-dci.itioii' were doubtful, and dating was therefore guesswork. Moreover we did not

know how f.ir the intrusion e.xtendecl, nor from tvhich direction it came.

The first li.ilf of the .spiisdii ivas s[)eut .it Armaiit. the second half in tlie Western Desert in search

of the routes by w hii li tlie .''.ih.ir.in peoples reached the Nile.

H,i ving decided to treat the sites as purely surface ones, w e needed a new technirpie. IVe adopted
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the statistical method in two ways; first, in searching for the maximuiii inmilier of 'ir<‘^ and 'ceing

if the same associations were present in all, and second, hv .^(luaring' eacli 'itooccujiied hv more than

two cultures, in order to trace graphically the relative (li'tril)Ution of rlie latter. 'I'lie^e nietlioils

proved eminentlv sncces.sful: with the first, over thirty site-' made it clear tliat the Saharan shenls

were associated with potterv of the Old Kingdom: hv the .second we were aide to proM' that the

flints found were a.ssociated with the Saharan culture, and not with a separate neolithic one. Thus

we had not onlv the date of this curious intrusion hut also the first d.iting-point for the S.diar.iu

cultures, previously undated.

To find the route by which the.se people came, two small e.xpcdition.s were .sent out, one north-

ward as far as Abu Shushah, and one .southward to Kdfu. The northern e.xpcdition toiind the last

Saharan .sherd.s on the north of the concession: the .southern one found them all the way. Fiom

our results it seemed probable that the people did not traver.'C the great dry dc.-ert around Kliarg.ih

and Dakhlah oases but came by a southern route and down the Nile. This was confirmed liy the

second part of the season’s work, an expedition to the (iilf Kehir and " I'wenat. During tin- lirst

month we explored an area in the centre of the east .side of the Gilf Kehir. Here wc found an am.izing

C’hellean and Acheulean site with implements ui situ beside an ancient l.dcc. lly marking t he he.iring

of each 'flint’ we found that the wind had remained witliin a degree or two of north since the

occupation of the site. All the implements were made from Hakes of <(uartzite or siHfii icd sandstone.

In the centre of the lake, belonging to a much later and briefer wet period, we liuinil reniaiii' of a

neolithic occupation. Digging into the lake we fouml alternate layers of mud and s.md, showing

that, whereas it has generally been supposed that all imid pans in the S.diara havi‘ long been erodcil

away, this site has been building up. The two most imjiortant noolithii- .sites were lound near the

heads of wadis which had been closed by .sand-dunes and had formed hikes. In these was found

potterv similar to that from Armant, ostrich-.shcdl beads, decorateil ostrieh-shells. polished stone

adzes, two crude stone carvings, microlithic chalcedony cores, and stone ini|ilenii'iits ol sarious

kinds in superabundance. In another lake-site definite stratification u.is loiinil.

The second month we devoted'to 'Uwonat. trying to fiinl out wlietlicr the rock drawings and

paintings were related to anv of the Saharan cultures, esiiecially tin* .\rmant S.di.ir.iii. Ill health

overtook us here, but de.spite dilficulties our results were most saiisfin toiy. We bnmd material

identical with the Armant Saharan, possibly to be as.'oeiated with the i.i't jdiaso ot the jiaintings,

the representation of oxen in white. W’e found a pot with holes lor suspension, .uni the remains ol

poles from which pots were suspended, as slmwn in the paintings. 1 he (uir.in who were inhabiting

‘Uwenat in 1927, and whose caves and house we examined, used tin* same inetlnnls ol siispcn-ion,

and their pottery bore clear attinitie.s to the Saharan. Of the paintings tin* great majoiity are of

cattle, but the most interesting show the daily life of tlie [leople. It is impossilile to lea\ e tin* suii-

ject of these painted caves without commenting on tlie siiortsiglited policy wlneli allows copying

expeditions to work their will on them with complete ilisreganl of seientilie niethoil.

Saharan sherd.s in considcrahle quantity are also reported Inmi Khargali. I liese are almost

certainly of much later date, and suggest that until the Persian ( onqiiest the oasis belonged cul-

turally to the Saharan civilization rather than to the Egyptian.

An Exhibition of the results of the Society's work in Egypt and tie- Smlaii i- being Iml.l at the

Palestine Exploration Fund. 2 Hiiide Street. London. W . I, from .June J.> to .)ul\ I 1.

On March 9 Dr. Alexander Scliarff, Profc'sor of Egyptology at Munich, gave a lecture under

our Society's auspices on 'Egyptian Sculpture of the Pyramnl .-Vge at the Ifoyal Society s rooms

at Burlington House. The lecture, at which Dr. Oardincr took the Cliair, was warmly ajipreeiated.

Prof. Scharff is kindlv letting us have the mamiserijit for piihlication in the Jmintid later.

A lecture illustrated by lantern slides on 'E.xcavatioii' at Sesebi ami '.Vmarah W e-t. ^^llan, was

given bv Mr. H. "W. Fairman at the Royal Society's rooms. Burlington House, on .lime .'3n.
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AVe li.ive (If'ciiled to [irint the annu.il 'Li't of Al)breviation.s used in References to Periodicals,

etc.' at the end of each volume rather than (as stated on p. 119 of vol. 23) in the middle.

The hitc-t puhlit ation of our Society is CeDiftenea ofAniinnt, I, which appeared a few weeks ago.

Till- work 1 - liv Sir Robert .Mond, our Chairman, and Mr. Oliver H. Myers, the Field Director at

Arm. lilt, and .d-o h.is ch.qiter- by Air. T. J. C. Baly, Prof. J. Cameron, Prof. A. J, E. Cave, Suliman

Kffeiidi Hii/.avvin, Dr. .1. W. Jackson, and the Rev. De Lacy O'Leary, and contains a full account

of everything found and purcha-ed by the Robert Alond Expedition down to 1935, apart from what

wa- publi-hed in Thi‘ Barheitiii. Actuallv more than fifty experts have contributed to this extra-

ordmarilv full report of an e.xcavation. The work, which is in two volumes containing 300 pages of

text ,ind 7.5 pl.ites re-pectivelv, is being sold at the very low prices of twenty-five shillings to the

juiblic, one guinea to Alembers and As.sociate Members.

The Twentieth International Congress of Orientalists will be held at Brussels on September

5 to In next, under the patronage of H.M. The King of the Belgians. The President is Prof. J.

Capart. who is also Pre-ident of the isection of Egyptology and African Studies; the Secretary-

Cener.il is Prof. C. Ryckmans, of the LTiiversity of Louvain.

The L're.ite-t concern has been caused by the dispatch which apjieared in The Times of April 5,

from that .louriiars Cairo correspondent, headed ’Vandalisin at Thebes’, and detailing a number of

grievous mutil.itioiis of the Private Tombs perjietrated last summer. The following are the facts

us given by The TimC'::

.It Tomb 217 (of the sculptor Ipy), a jiieee has been cut out in a locked tomb, presumably,

tiierefore. with tlie comiivaiice of the guards.

.\r Tomb 75 (of the -ecoiid Prophet of Amun, Anienliotpe-si.se), all the faces, which were

perfect, have been cut out. The tomb was entered through a breach, and a good deal of excavat-

ing hiid to be done, obviou.-ly rpute openly and by daylight.

In Tomb (il (of the Vizier User) the few faces which were perfect have been cut out. The tomb
w.i- eiitcrcil from behind after much cutting.

In Tomb 22t), the only painting was protected by an iron grating. The miscreants thrust their

hand- through this and defaced the figures. As nothing could bo taken away this damage must

li.ive lieen done in wanton mi-eluef.

Tomb 1 IP lie- open ; the -cene of the Syrians was partly cut away.

In Tomb 227 one or two figures liave been cut out.

-V he. ivy re-poii-ibility re-ts upon the Anti<[iiitics Department of the Egyptian Government to

proter r by every me.ins in it- yiower the treasures of ancient art of which it is the custodian
;
and not

Egvptologi-ts alone but the whole world of archaeologists and of art-lovers will earnestlv hope that

th.it Dcp.irtnient will take such steps a.- inav be nece.-sarv to prevent anv repetition of the irrepar-

able d.im.igc that has occurred. The ancient tomb-robbers, while rifling the tombs of their contents

during pcrioils of governmental la.xitv, did at least leave us the decorated walls ; but with the increas-

ing coimniTcial value of Egviitian anti((uitie.s, and perhayis the existence of feuds among the local

guardi.in', the p.iintings al-o are doomed unless .strict surveillance and discipline be exercised.

Prof. Ilerniann R.iiike, whose withdrawal from hi,- Chair at Heidelberg we mentioned m the

yireceiiing volume, h.i- been appointed visiting Professor of Kgvptology at the L^niver.sitv of Penn-

-ylvani.i, Pliiladelphia. and Curator of the Egvptiaii Section of the Peniisvlvania LTiiversity

Alii-cuni, Some time ,igo Dr. C. E. Sander-Hansen succeeded Dr. H. O. Lange as Lecturer in

Egvptologv in the Umver-itv of Cojienhagen.

The -t.iteiiieiit. on p. 2bl of the yireceding volume, that Dr. Siegfried Schott has succeeded

Prof. R.iiike in the Chair of Egyptology at Heidelberg, was an error which we regret.
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"We have pleasure in recording that the prize offered for an e'^sav on a subject connocteil with

prehistoric or Pharaonic Egypt (see JEA 22, 214) has been un.iuiinouslv awardeii bv the judges

to Mr. Theodore Burton Brown for his paper on "The '' First Intenne<iiate Period" of Egyptian

Historv’. Ten e.ssays were sent in, from England, Anierua. France, Egypt, ainl tlie bud, in. The

judges state that "the standard was high, and more than one C'sav \\,is of outst.Hiding merit", and

that the prize paper is ’clearly a valuable contribution to our knowledge of e.irlv nioveineiits in

the near East’.

Dr. Bell writes

:

‘A joint expedition of the Institut francais d'arclieologie orieutale at Cairo and tlie University

of Warsaw, under the direction of M. Bruvere began, on the .‘Ird J.iiiuarv I'.flT. an excavation at

Tell Edfu. The first season lasted till the 2bth February, and its results are deM-ribed in .i \ oliinie

Tell Edfoii 1937 recently issued from the pre.ss of the Institut francais. They ajipear to be of some

importance, and among the finds are a considerable number of Greek ostrac.i from the Jewish

quarter, a few Latin ostraca, and some Byzantine papyri, all of whicli are edited in the volume

referred to above by Prof. J. Manteuffel.

’The excavation was continued in the .season just past. Prof. .Alanteiiff'cl tclK me in a private

letter that some more Greek texts were di.scovered. The further progrc'-s of the work w ill be followed

with interest, and papyrologists wdll hope that our ^tock of pajiyri from the site may be yet further

increased.'

Briti-sh papvrologv has suffered a lieavy loss by tlie suildeii death, on May llltli, of Mr. Caiiifibell

Cowan Edgar. V7e are indebted to Dr. Bell for the following lines on Eilgar .is a jiajivrologi't and

man;
"His earlier work was done in the sphere of archaeology, not p.ipyrology. In a -ories of voliinies

contributed to the Catalogue General of the Cairo iluseiiiu from I'.io'i onwards he de.dt with .i wiile

range of antiquities from Graeco-Roman Egvjit. sculpture, bronzes, glass, vu'Cs, cotiiiis. etc. It

was other scholars, Grenfell and Hunt. Preisigke, Jean .Maspero, who c.italogneil or eilited the

earlier acquisitions of papyri. M’heii, however, the Mu'eiiin came into po'se^ion of a large portion

of the famous Zenon archive. Edgar undertook the tu'k of editing thi'-e doi iiments. Iln jirevioiis

work had given him a good knowledge of the tiraeco-Lgyptiaii background: but to taki' up in

middle age the decipherment of papyri offering, as many of thesis did
,
coti'-idera bh“ difliciih ic', w ,is

no .small task. A considerable selection from the archive was issued m siiccc'sivi' numbers of the

Annales du Service: and the admirable editing which these received 'howeil already the master

hand. These papyri were widely c(uoted and incorporated in the Sainuielhac/i as P. Zenon . Sub-

sequently the whole collection, including those which had already ap|ieared in the Amialis. w.is

published, with the exception of mere scraps, in four l.irge volumes of the ('al/il(i</iie (ii mral. .\t the

time of hi.s death Edgar was engaged in pre()aring for [uiblicalion a further instalment of Zenon

papyri recently acquired by the Cairo Museum.

‘Edgar's work on these Cairo papyri established his reput.ition as the foremost authority on the

career of Zenon and his en\’ironiuent. He reveals througluuit a wide kimwledge of the period,

admirable skill as a decijiherer, and a judgement as acute as it w.is cautious and critical. It w.is

natural and piroper, therefore, that the I niversity of Jlichigaii should coniniission him to edit its

considerable collection of Zenon piajiyri {Zruou Eapgn m the I iurrisih/ af Miehigan (’(jlhrfnin. .\nn

Arbor, 1931). He also edited the Zenon pajiyri in the John Hylands Library. .Manchester, which

he publi.shed in the Bulletin of that institution.

‘His work in papiyrologv was bv no means confined to the Zenon archive. He collaborated with

Prof. Hunt in the two volumes oi Select Pajiijn included in the boeb .'senes: he republished several

of the Petrie Papiyri and edited other miscellaneous texts: and on Hunt s death he undertook the

very laborious task of compileting the work on Part ii of Vol. in of the Tehlunii Papyn. This

volume is very nearly finished and may be exjiected before long, though its a jqiearance will be

somewhat delayed by Edgar's de.ith.
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'Ncitur.illy modest and rotirin;', Edjrar had received, apart from an honorary Lit.D. of Dublin,

far les^ recounition than lie de<erved. Probdblv he would not have had it otherwise
; for he thought

alwuv' of the uork rather than the reward and wa-i more concerned to attain his own high standard

than Tu win the jirai-e of men. He will be remembered by his friends as a man of great kindness

of heart and of a pen-tonality which, when understood, could not fail to be appreciated.’

lioin at Tongland Manse in ISTO, Edgar was educated at Ayr Academv and Oriel College,

Oxford. In b'^li j he was elected to a Craven J’ellow.'hip, and spent a year in Munich studying under

Furtuangler ; he then joined the British School at Athens where he remained four years, working

in the museum-, of Greece and Italy, and taking part in excavations. In 1900 he went to Cairo,

where he joined the Catalogue CommisAon of the Antiipiities Department. In 1905 he became
Iii'pector-in-Chief of Antiquities in the Delta, a po.st which he held until 1919, when he entered the

Egyptian Museum, Cairo, as A-ssistant Keejior. Later he became Head Keeper, and in 1925 Secre-

tary-General of the Department. In 1927 he retired from the service of the Egvptian Government,
and left Egypt to settle with his family in Berkhamsted. Since his retirement he had been a member
of the ( 'oinmittee of our Society, and recently he had given much-valued help to the Editor of this

Joiiiiinl in matters connected with the Graeco-Roman Period.

The de.iths of archaeologist.s are very .seldom violent, but a tragic fate befell Mr. J. L. Starkev,

Director of the Wellcome-Marston Expedition at Tell ed-Duwer (Lachish), who was shot dead in

his car by Arabs on January lotli near Bet Jibrin while on his way to the opening of the new
Archaeological Museum in Jerusalem. For a number of years Mr. Starkev was associated with
Sir Flinilcfs Petrie, whose e.xcavations at K.Tw and Badari he joined in 1922 on his first visit to

Egypt, afterward.s following Sir Flinders to Palestine, and digging at Tell Gemmeh. Tell Fara,

and Tell el-'Ajjiil. About six years ago he began to e.xc.ix’ate Tell ed-Duwer, in southern Palestine,

with the support of Sir Henry Wellcome, Sir Charles Marston, Sir Robert Monel, Mr. H. Dunscombe
Colt, and latterly of the Trustees of the Wellcome Foundation. His work on this important site,

on w hich he was still engaged at the time of his death at the age of 45, brought to light, among manv
other objects, a bowl giving valuable evidence of the use of the ’Sinai Script’ in Palestine, and
later tlie verv remarkable group of Hebrew ostraca on sherds, of about 6(X) B.C., which have been
so widely discussed and of w hich a full publication by Prof. H. Torezyner has lately appeared. He
was buried at the Protestant Cemetery on Mount Zion on January 11th, and a week later a

memorial service, attended by a large number of archaeologists and others, was held at St.

M.ugaret’', Westminster.

\\ ith much regret we record the deaths of two eminent French Egyptologists: Prof. Alexandre
.Moret. on February 2nd. and M. Georges Daressy. on February 2Sth. M. Moret, born in 1868 at

Ai.x-lc'-Bains, wa-- Maitre de-^ conferences in the Faculty of Letters at Lvon from 1897 to 1899;
moving then to Paris, lie became Directeur d’etudes at the Ecole pratirjue des Hautes Etudes from
l-''',i‘.i until 111' death, and Profe-sor at the College ile France from 192.3 onwards. For .some twenty
ye. IT' he w,i' Keeper of the Mu.sec Gumiet : in 1927 he was elected a member of the Academie des
lu'i riptioii' et Belles- Lettrc'. In his ])ublications Moret specialized in Egvptian religion, history,

and 'ociology: more than any other profe-Jsional Egyptologist he was influenced bv the theories

a-'OCMted with Frazer ' (Inhleo Bdnijh. In addition to his more serious work he found time to

publi'h 'ever.il jiopular book' which have done much to maintain interest in ancient Egypt among
the Ireiich public; ot two of them English translations (In the Time of the Pharaohs: Kings and
timh Ilf Eggpl) by Mine Moret have appeared.

M D,ire"y wm' born at Sourdon {Somme) in 1864. and became Assistant Keeper of the Bulak
.Mu'cuni in 18.'-J7. Among other valuable services to Egvjitologv he continued the clearing of the
Luxor leinple, begun by iMaspero in 188 .5 . took part in the discovery of the mummies of the Priests
of Aniun ot the Iwenty-tir't Dynasty in 1891 . completed the clearing of the Temple of Medinat
H.ibu. and arranged the collections of the Egyptian Museum when it was transferred first to Gizah
m IS'.n and again to Ka'r en-Nll in l‘.*02. In addition to writing several volumes of the Catalogue
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General, he contributed an immense number of articles, on aiiti((Uitie.s m the KL'vptiau .Museum and

other subjects, to the Recueil de Trnvaax . . the dn Hervae. the Bidletin de rin^tdut

frauQuis, the Bulletin de I Institut egyptien, Ac. In I’JlI he was a{)[)oiiited Secretarv (ieneral of the

Antiquities Department, of which he was .Acting Director General during the War. He retired in

1923. As a contributor to periodicals he was probable the ino.st jimlitic of all Kgvptologist'. For

some years before his death, however, he had cea'-ed to write.

Dr. W. E. Crum hindly sends the following lines:

"With the death, in his 70th year, of Professor Carl Schmidt, which befell in Cairo on Ea'ter Day,

the editor of the mo.st important Coptic te.vts and the discoverer of not a few (d'the mo't imjiortaiit

Coptic manuscripts in our day has gone from us. Schmidt was a Meck-lenburger and became .1 juipd

at Berlin of Erman and SteindorfE, be.sides attaining distinction as a cla"ieal .scholar. But his hent

was always towards historical theology and from 1899 onwards he taiiirht in the theulcjgii al lacidty,

where and at the Academy he was for manv years closely associated with Haniack. His jiriiu-ipal

publications were critical editions of the Bruce gnostic papyrus in the Bodleian, of the .Vets ot Paul 111

a then unknown Coptic dialect, of the Epistle of Clement in .Achniimic. and of the 1 )ialoouev of .Jesus

and His disciples {GespriicJie Jem) likewise in that dialect. .Some of hi' iiio't valuable work w.i' done

upon the Pistis Sophia, which he edited and tran.'lateil afresh. All his publications are ihar.u-ter-

ized by the minutest accuracy and the abundant—perhaps overabund.int—(oinmentaries by gre.it

learning. The remains of the gno.stic heresies and of e.xtra-canoiiical literature continued thioiigli-

out to be his chief interest
;
hi.s lust years were ab.sorbed by the newly discovered .Maiiii liaeaii ji.ipyri,

whereof he had been the first to recognize the character and in the editing of w hicli he took an .ictive

share. At the end of his life he had thought it his duty to write in defence of the .nitheiiticity of the

early Christian documents, which wa.s being attacked, with more zeal than kiiouledne. by the

partisans of General Ludendorffs anti-Christian movement (see Die junj/e Knche. 19.37).'

With the deepe.st regret we learn, while going to pres.s, of the death i'roni pneiimoni.i, on M.i v 31

,

of Mr. Alan Wynn Shorter, Assistant Keeper in the Deji.irtinent of Egyjitian and .Vs'ynaii .Viiti-

quities of the 'British Museum. A notice of 3Ir. Shorter by Professor Blackm.iii will appe.ir 111 our

next part.
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CORRESPONDENCE

Ti) the Editor.

Join mil of Eijijpfiini Archaeoloijij.

Sir,

Mav I a.<k fur the help of readers of the Jouinul in trciciiig the subsequent history of statues and

inscribed blocks which have been removed from their original positions in Egypt?

While jireparing material for the Topogrnphicnl Bibliography, I have been trying to do this,

and find that while mo^t of them are now in museums, I .sometimes reach a dead-end when the

particular object has disajipeared into private possession where it remains hidden, awaiting a second

cxc.ivation. The larger and better-known private collections present little difficulty, as mo.st of

them have been catalogued and some have already pa.ssed through the sale-room to a final resting-

jilace in a museum. But it frequently happened in the nineteenth century, wdien antiquities could

lie bought cheaply everywhere m Egypt, with no restriction on their export, that travellers brought

home a few '.souvenirs’ of this nature, sometimes with records of when and how' they were dis-

covered. These original ownens are almo.st all dead, and it often happens that their collections, being

w lute elephants to their heirs, disappear into attics or else find their way to local dealers or museums,

generally with no record of the tran.saction. so that any indication of the provenance is completely

lost. For instance, can any one tell me what has happened to the Meux Collection, published by

Budge in IShb, which does not seem to have gone to Lady Meux's heirs, or to have been disposed

of at any important auction-sale? And what has become of the statue from the tomb of Hekaib

at Aswan, brought home by Sir Edward ilalet in the eighties?

In these days of flats and the breaking-up of big estates, the dismantling of larger houses pro-

ceeds apace. Would it not be pos-ible, before it is too late, to make a census of Egyptian antiquities

still in private possession or local collections, and at the same time to rescue any records concerning

them in the shape of old diaries, labels, and .so forth, before they are consigned to the dustbin as of

no literary or pecuniary value ? If any readers of the Journal know of the existence of .such objects

(especially statues or stelae) in private hou.ses, or of old diaries and drawings made by early travellers

in Egypt, I should be very glad to hear from them.

Your.s faithfully,

Rosalixd Moss.The (Triffith Library,

Sandridge,

Boars Hill, Oxford.
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Greek Ostrnca in the Vniverdity of Michigan Collection. By Lciv Amundsex. Part I: Texts. (University (jf

Michigan Studies, Humanistic Series, vol. xxxiv.) Ann Arbor, Um\ersity of Mu Incan I’rc's, 193.5.

xx-f232 pp., 8 pis. S3..50.

Apart from the critical note.s and a few siiirce.stions for the interpretation of sincde words, this volume

contains the texts only of the o.straca published, the commentary being reverted fur Part ii. \\ Inch has not

vet appeared. This fact makes the book a little difficult to review, and J must content myself in the main

with a description of the contents.

The o.straca here published fall into two categories. The second and largest consLsts of those found in the

P'niversity of Michigan's excavations at Karanis in the years and they date mo~tl\ from the latter

part of the third and the earlier part of the fourth centurie.s. Tiiis limitation of date does not appe.ir to !«>

accidental; as the editor points out in hi.s preface, the finds suggest that tlie use at Karanis ot potsherds as

a writing material was infrequent in the earlier and more prospi rous period ot Homan rule but beianie

increasingly common later on. as prosperity declined. The other section ot the \olume eoiitam.' a more

miscellaneous collection of ostraca. tho.se bought at v.irioiis times from or through Itr. Askren.

With very fen exceptions the icstraca of both classes are of the Koiiian period, and all are lertamly or

pre.snmably from the Favwum. The earliest is Xo. 1. uhich the editor dates as 'jirobablv Sept. (i. 23.5 u.i .-

Oct. X'ov. 234 B.C.’ This dating must, however, be questioned. The sciiibol in I. 4 wliii.h Ur. .Viiiimdseii

reads yH explaining doubtfully as xluAivoy), is certainly the talent .sign ; the extension is {ra\<ma) / (Sgcy/ei!)

fSo large a .sum must be in the copper currency, and tlie date can therefore not be as early as the 12th

year of Euergetes I (.see Fr. Heichelheiiu. 11 irt.^chaj'll. Schiniiiknngi n. p. IS). 'J he hand Jirediides ,i date in

the second century: hence we may take the 12th year mentioned as that ot Pliilojiator (21 I -2IH u.c.l. I he

possibility therefore .sugge.sts itself that this ostracon may belong to the eolleciioii found at I’hil.uh liiliia and

published in B&U tgl. Mr. ISkeat observe.s that the .symbol at the beginning uhiili .\niuiid'en takes as

(Aoyo?) or Triepl) i.s probably vtt for vTrivnvrgia).

Xo. 2, which mentions recalls the Zeiioii art hi\'e. especi.ill v as the other two names nu-nt loned are

known there; but the editor dates it second or first ccntiirv B.C.. and siiii e he must ha\e thoiiglif of the

possible conn-exion with the third-century Zeiioii. his dating is no doubt to be acicptod.

In reading through the volume out’ not ices at om e a dillei cm e trom the older collect ions ot ost rai ,i. In

the latter the Theban district or f'optos or Klephantine is the provenaiuc ot tlie great ni,i)oi'!t\ ; the oslnu .i

in Amundsen’s volume come from the Fay\ uiii. and tliis dilTeieiiee in origin i orrespoiids to a dillereiii e in

the character of the tc.xts. The tax-receipts, whu h bulk so hugely cNewhi re. are jiro[ior1 loiiateli less

numerous here; and even where we find .such receipts the_\' rel.ite to taxes ditlereiit from those found iii tlie

majority of the o.straca previousl\' known. For tlic prcsi'Ut eollectiori dates, in large part, trom a period

when the tax .sy.stcm was being simplified; wlir n in jilace of the iiiaiiv imposts .seen in the first, sei oiid. and

earlv third centuries we meet with iiut two or three main classes. I hiis in Xos. 1 ,
< -2.1.1 we find a long and

interesting scries of receipts for etiatf. Tiie cliatl w as intended usiiall it not iii\uiriahi_\ . tor 1 ii el. and in nian\

receipts it is indeed called aygipov Kavolpov. .Sometimes it is destined tor ilal)\loii (. g. 1S9. 19U). in one (^l.()

els vTTOKavaiv yv{ p-vaoLOi.’) '.AXe^aidpelas.

Another senes (2(j(i ff.) relates to work on tlie embankiiieiits, eoiisistmg jiartly of lists of workers with

their quotas, partly of eertiticates of work picrformed for the rorn'e. Ottiers refer to tnuisjiort. Several of

the.se contain the heading iroAlivAr) igpiains. which is rattier puzzling in the alisenee of a commentary. Does

it refer to donkeys supplied by metrupolites for the Opopos drjp.amos : Uouhtless Dr. Amuiid.seii w ill deal with

this question in the commentary volume.

There are, indeed, many small points which are of interest, and the eommentary, more necessary even

than with longer texts if tlie ostraca liere published are to find iheir tull utilitc'. will be eagerly expected.

Meanwliile Dr. Amuntlsen is to be congratulateii on his admirable performance ot a difficult t.isk.

H. I. Bell.

T
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Histoire econoniique et sociale de Vancienne Egypte. Von G. Dykmans. Bd. I: Des origines aux Thinites;

Bd. II; La vie eoonomique sous I’ancien Empire; Bd. Ill; L'organisation sociale sous Fancien Empire.

(Bibliotheque de Fecole superieure de sciences commerciales et economiques de FUniversite de Liege,

Bde. 13, 15, 17.) Paris, Auguste Picard, 1936-7. Svo. 305, 301, 281 Seiten. Gesamtpreis 150 fr. Er.

Das hier vorliegcnde drcibandige Work des belgischen IVirtschaftsgeschichtlers und Soziologen kann als

cine der anrcgendstcn Xeucrschcinungen bezeichnet werden. die der Aegyptologie von nichtcigyptologiseher

Seite in den Ictzten .lahren zuteil wurden. Im Vorwort betont Verf. ausdriicklich ‘cette etude que nous

livrons aux specialistes, n'est pas une ceuvre definitive. Xous aimcrions qu'eUc fiit consideree comme une

sTOthese critique de nos eonnaissances actuelles, capable de guidcr nos continuateurs dans une voie moins

hasardeuse’ (S. 11). Daher soil cine Bcspreehung dieser Sclbstbeschraukung gerecht werden und keinen

kleinlichen ilaL’istab anlegcn.

Der erste Band, der vielleicht als der wertvoUste angeselien werden kann. behandelt die Wirtschafts-

und Sozialgeschichte der Vorzeit. Xaeh cinem cinleitenden Kapitel uber den Schauplatz der Ereignisse, das

sehr aufschlussreiche Angaben uber die durchaus nicht mit Recht beriihmte ag\-ptische Fruclitbarkeit

enthalt (S. 21 ff.), gibt Verf. einen ausfuhrliehen tlberblick fiber das vorgescliichtliche Material von der

Altsteinzeit bis zum Ende der zweiten Xegadekultur. Um zu einer Ausdeutung der rein archiiologischen

Tatsachen zu gelangen, macht Verf. den Leser zimachst mit den wirtschaftlichen und sozialen Ursprfingen

und den daruber herrschenden Meinungen vertraut. Dabci empfindet man die Ablehnung der ausgesprochen

entuicklungstheoretischen Anschauungen Karl Buchers, Levy-Briihls und ihrer Anhiinger, die abwiigende

Stellungnahme zu anderen Autoren (Diu-kheim, Frazer) und die vorsichtige Darlegung einer eigenen Auffas-

sung als wohltuend und, wie seine Ausfuhrungen an Hand der iigj’ptischen Vorgeschichte zeigen, gerecht-

fertigt. In einem weiteren Kapitel werden die beiden Xcgadekulturen besprochen. Xachdcm die ersten

Bewohner des Xiltales von der bstlichcn und westlichen Hochtiache herabgestiegen und sesshaft geworden

waren, ergab sich die iloglichkeit fur eine neue wirtschaftliche Ordnung und soziale Gruppierung. Die

anthropologischen und archaologischen Gegebenheiten finden eine eingehendc Wurdigung; desgleichen

werden die Beziehungen aufgezeigt. die zwisehen dem urspriinglich als soziologische Erscheinung zu werten-

den Totemismus und der sich jetzt ausbildenden Religion bestehen. In einem ausfuhrliehen Abschnitt

finden die religidsen Grundlagen der Vorgeschichte eine Erorterung, die sich im wesentUchen an Sethes

Urgeschichte und alttste Religion der Aegypter anschlie.sst. Dabei kommt Verf. auf den zweifelsohne vorhan-

denen Wesensunterschied zwisehen Ober- und Unteragj-pten zu sprechen. Fur Obenigj'pten nimmt er eine

Feudalordnung an, deren Entstehung er auf ein allmahliches Anwachsen des FamiUengrundbesitzes zuruck-

fuhrt (S. 193) ;
wiihrend Verf. meint, dass im Delta eine durch Seefahrt und Handel zum Wohlstand gelangte

Bourgeoisie sass, die in ihren grossen Stadten nach den Regeln einer demokratischen Verfassung lebte.

Diese von Pirenne (Histoire des institutions et dn droit prive' de Vancienne Egypte, i, S. 51 S.) ubernommene

Theorie ist historisch gesehen keinesfalls haltbar, da cinerseits die beiden angenommenen politischen For-

men im Kulturablauf eines Volkcs zeitlich nacheinander anzu.setzen sind (ffir Aegj’pten die I. Zwischenzeit

und das Mittlere Reich) und andererseits fur cine so frfihe Zeit unmodich mit derartigen Lebensformen zu

rechnen ist. Diese Fragen sind letztiich Sache fines historischen Gefuhls und nicht mit Tatsachen zu widcr-

legen (aber auch nicht zu beweisen!)
; wer wollte jedoch die Bewohner der Handelspliitze der HaUstadt- und

Latenezeit im Abendland als satte Bourgeoisie ansprechen ?— Ein besonderes Kapitel ist dem Aufkommen
des Kupfers und den Anfiingen der Metallurgie geuldmet.— Zum Schluss behandelt Verf. die Beziehungen

Aegc^ptens zu seinen Xachbarlandern eingehend. Hierzu sei erwiihnt, dass die nliij hamitische Xubier und

nicht Xeger sind, diese treten erst in der 18. DcTiastie direkt mit den Aegj’ptcrn in Beriihrung, wie .lunker in

seinem Aufsatz The first Apj^enrance of the Xegroes in History im 7. Band die.ser Zeitschrift gezeigt hat. Das

Verhaltnis Aeg^-ptens zu Pala.stina, .S\Tien und Mesopotamien zeichnet Verf. mit der ihm eigenen Vorsicht und

Zuriickhaltung, ohne dabei eine wcsentliche, fruher geausserte Meinung unberucksichtigt zu lassen. Morgans

‘asiatischer Einfiuss' und Petries ‘ dynasti.sehes I'olk' werden selbstverstandlich abgelehnt. Die fast sati-

rische Zuriickweisung der zahlreichen Kulturwanderungstheorien (Elliot Smith) und der phantastischen

Spekulationen (M'addell) i.st erfrischend zu lesen. (Es wird vielleicht manchem noch nicht bekannt sein, dass

nach den Ansichten von IVaddell Menes ein Sohn Sargons des Grossen war und im Jahro 2641 an den Ufern

Irlands verschied!) — Eine nutzliche Zusammenfassung des vorgetragenen Stoffes beschUesst dicsen

Band.

Der zweiter Band, dem ein Vorwort von Pirenne vorangeht, untersucht die Wirtschaft des Alten Reiches.

Xach einer kurzen Darlegung der age-ptischen Chronologic werden die verschiedenen Formen des Wirt-
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schaftslebens unter Heranziehung zahlreicher Quellen und Literatur acnau duraliL'esprotlun. I'oliiende

Gebiete werden in besonderen Kapiteln behandelt: Ackerbau— Vielizucht, Jagd, l-'isclifung — Grundbesitz
und Bauer— Ausbeutung der Minen und Stcinbruche— verarbeitende In.lustrieii— ( )rganisatKm der I 'iiter-

nehmen und Stellung der Arbeitcr— Umlauf der Guter. AVenri beispielsweise die Gelreidearten aut ze)m
Seiten dirrcbgesprochen werden und die Behandlung von Blei, Mes^ini; und Zinn in eigenen Ahsciinitten
durchgefuhrt wird, so mag das ein Bild von der Ausfulirlklikeit des uel)otenen Materials gelien und man -in ird

desbalb gerade diesen Band oft als Xaehschlagewcrk beider Bcarbeitung von Einzeltragen t)enut 7,en konnen.
Lediglich das vorwiegend winder auf Piremie fussende vierte Kapitel uber den Grundbesitz vird in dits-er

Form nicht zu halten sein, vor allem in dem. was iiber die Thinitenzeit und das fruhe Alte lleieh uesagt ist.

Ein ‘ regime individualiste' (S. 113) undeinc ' bourgeoisie fonttionnariste' (S. 114) durfte ilamals uohlelienso
wenig zu flnden gewesen sein, wie in der Vorzeit demokratiscli-liberale Stadte (s. o.); auch \uirtlen seerade

diese Fragen eine genaue philologisehe Dureharbeitung der Quellen erfordern.— Mit Reebt betont Vert, bei

der Besprcchung der grossen Staatsunternehmen, dass der Bau der Pyraniiden nielit als Zu aiiL'sarbeit in

unserem Sinne zu werten ist, sondern einen skkt des Glaubens bedeutet (S. 32‘J).— Die luni vureetraseene

Meinung, dass der Wertmesser i(.t urspriinglich auf ein « irkliebes Zablungsmittel zuruckgeht. das weuen der

damit verbundenen Betrugsinuglichkeiten nur kurze Zeit in Gebraueli war. verdieiit eniste Beaelitung. uinso

mehr als dadurch die Tatsaclie erkliirt werden kaiui. uaruni der Aegypter, dem die Einfubrune eine.s allae-

meinen Wertmessers gelang, nieht die doeh einfaeliere Form wirkliehen Geldes angewandt hat. \'erf. ist

durchaus zuzustimmen, wenn er sagt: 'Attribuer aux vieu.v Xileens la “geniale" invention d une monnaie
de compte, et les trouver en mcme temps incapables. pendant des sieeles. de la ereer materielleinent, v est en
definitive batir une those sur le paradoxe' (S. 262). Auch hier besehliesst wiedereine uber.siehtliehe Zusam-
menfassung den Band.

Der Genfer Soziologe Duprat hat dem dritten Band ein Vorwort \orange.sehickt. dessen Inhalt hier

garnieht erwahnenswert wiire, wenn darin nieht eine heiite glueklieherweise uberholte Anstliauung uber die

Geschichtsforschung zum Ausdruck kiime, die ich hier wbrtlich anfuhren moehte. um den Loser sieh selbst

ein Grteil bUden zu lassen: ‘L'historien prepare Fintervention du sociulogue qui, en retour. pennet a I'his-

torien de sortir du cadre trop etroit des series interdependantes de faits etablis' (3. xi\ ). Es sei aber aus-

drucklich betont, dass das FVerk von Dykmans nicht von die.scm engon soziologischen .Standpunkt au.s

geschrieben ist, sondern in fruehtbarcr Weise soziologische FragcsteUungen bei einer grundsiitzlieh histo-

rischen Arbeitsweise anwendet.— i’erf, teilt das Alte Reich, zu dem er auch die Tlimitcnzeit rechnet. in lier

grosse Abschnitte ein: (1) Schaffung der monarchischen .Staatsform (Thinitenzeit); (2) die Zeit der grossen

memphitischen Bauherren (3. und 4. Dynastic); (3) die Geburt der Oligarchic (o. Dynastic); (4) die Eiitste-

hung des Feudahsmus. Fur jeden dieser Teile beschreibt cr die einzelnen Formen und Eimichtungen des

staatlichen Lebens, wie sie in der Provinz- und Finanzverwaltung. der .Justiz. Armce und Religion zum
Ausdruck kommen, und ihre Triiger. Durch diese Art des Aufbaus ergeben sich zwaiigskiufig zahheiehe

Wiederholungen, die durch eine strafiere Gliederiing viellcicht batten vermieden uerden kuniieii. Iin g.uizen

gesehen ist es das Ziel des Verfs., das nach einer kurzeii Zeit hothster Maclitvollkommeiiheit de= Koiiigs

allmahhche Aufkommen des fiir die Reichseinheit verhaiignisvollen Feudalismus zu schildern. was ihm auch

gelingt, obwohl man manchmal das Gefuhl hat. dass weniger uielir geue.sen wiire. — Ein Inde.x und eine

Bibliographic (wie bereits am Ende des 1. Bandes) beenden das Work. Die Reiclihaltigkeit der gesainmelten

Literatur ist erstaunlich, wobei umso niehr verwundern muss, dass gerade manche neiiereii .Vrbeiteu

nicht aufgefuhrt sind, von denen wenigstens einige genannt .seieii: v. Risking. Atf/i/phbc/ie Ki<n{stgc^chirhte

(1. und 2. Lieferung, die Vorzeit und das A.R. umfasseiid): GardiniT-Setlie. tu the Vnul (zu Bd. in.

S. 181 ff.); Moller, Die Metallkunst der alien Aei/i/pter (zu Bd. ii. .S. 208 ff.); Wolf. Das dgi/pltbche Kunshjt-

icerbe, in Bd. IV von Bosserts GeschicMe des Knnsiijticcihes (zu Bd. ir, .8. 216 u. o.).

Es kann und soil nicht meine Aufgabe sein, hier ausfuhrlich die kleinen Mangtd und Ungi'iiauigkciten

aufzuzeigen, die jeder iigyptologisclie Leser sofort bemerken wir.i, dies Murde dem Wert des Buchc.'. in

keiner Weise gerecht werden. Es gilt vielmehr zu betonen. dass nach der meisterhaften Kulturgcscliichtc

von Hermann Kccs, in der erstmalig ein Aegyptologe in groi-.sem Stile wdrtschaftlichc (.Icsichtspunkte in die

Betrachtungsweise einbezieht. hier ein Wirtscliaftsgcschichtlcr seine MaCstabe und FrngC'tcllungcn an den

iigyptischen Stoff herantragt, die von agyptologi.scher Seitc bei zukunftigen .Vrbeiten ernstlich aufgegnffen

werden sollten und auf diese Weise fruchtbar verwertet werden konnen. Dies ist das wirklichc F’crdienst

von Dykmans und jedem Aegyptologen kann die Lekturc seiner Wirtschatts- und .^ozialgc.schichte nur

empfohlcn werden.

t2

Herbert D. Sciiaedel.
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Roi/iil Snrrijiihniji of the XVIII Dyiin^ti/. By WitxiAM C. HayE‘<. (Princeton Monographs on Art and

Aichaeiiln^v: (Quarto Scries, xix.) pp. ; frontispiece, 25 pU. and 25 tigs, m the text. Princeton,

l'»:5.5.

Tills liook H an admiral'le sjk-i inien of all that a detailed and sjx'cialized study can and should be. and

.Mr. Ha \ cs IS to be cnnL'ratiilated on an excellent and most valuable piece of work.

The sarcophauu stiidieil in this book ini hide all the extant sarcophau'i of the Dyna.st v—nine in all—up to

.Akhenatcn and the .Aten-ja riod. They form a most mterestim: and important series, anil from the pains-

takini.' and cxtiaordinarily detailed examination to which they have been subjected some striking results

have been ai hieved. In the tir-t place, it is shown that there is a regular development m the design and

del oration of the sarcophagi. The first monument of the .series. Sarcophagus A (of Hatshepsut as Queen

Consort to Tutliniosis 11), is an imitation of the Middle-Kingdom coffin in wood, and thereafter, while the

designers of the saicophagus did not forget its cild u.se as a 'house’, they definitely modified its form .so as best

to serve and express its primary function of 'the container of a mummy enclosed within a series of anthro-

[)oid shells'. It IS worth emphasizing that to the reviewer's mind Mr. Hayes has clearly established this

point and the older of .siicce.s.sion, and this is a matter of the utmost importance, for from it results what is

jiossibly the book's most important and .striking contribution—the light it throws on the problem of the

Tuthmosidc iSuccession. (Mr. Hayes claims, and we think he has justitied and proved that claim, that a study

of the sarcophagus series proves that the Meycr-Winloek theory is the correct one as opposed to Sethe's

theory of the Throiiirineii.

.Man\' [loints emerge from this which need not be enumerated in a review, but it may be as well briefly to

summarize some of the more important points; (u) the early kings of the dyna.sty were buried not in stone

sarc(.|ih.igi, but in wooden eottms: (5) the earlii'st stone sarcophagus is that of Hatshepsut (A) as Queen Con-

sort ot Tiitlimosis If. (r) therefore, the Cairo sarcophagus of Tuthmosis I (E) cannot have been made by him
but was in fact made for his reburial by Tuthmosis III nfter the death of Hat.shepsut

: (d) the uninscribed

sarcopliagus
( P.) found in Tomb 42 in the Valley of the Tomlxs of the Kings is probably that of Tuthmosis II.

Tlicse arc but a tew of the chief resiilt.s of this study, but they are .sufficient to indicate its importance; it

is ipiitc admirable from every asjK'Ct. H. W. r.AiK3l,AN.

The h.irnvntioni oj the Ltjyptian L nirer-nty in the Xeolithic Site nl 2IauiU. Second Preliminary Report
(Season 1!).'12). By QswAr.n MEXoinx and Must.vfa A.mer. Cairo. Egyptian University, 1936.

71 pp., 63 pis. Super royal Svo. P.T. 60.

The Work of the second season in the Ma'adi village-site is very fuUy described in this report. It has
obviously been carried out with the same care and thoroughness a.s that of the first, and it is not the fault

of tile excavators that no very important additions have been made to our knowledge of the history of the
.settlement, hour years have elapsed between the cxcavation.s and their publication. The delay may be due
to tiiiancial ditficultles, but is probably also, to some extent, caused by the verv leisurelv methods of the

Egyptian ( iovcniment Press. It is much to be regretted that official regulations insist ontheuseoftheGovern-
ment Press, w Inch is ipiitc incapable of the dispatch and efficiency necessary for scientific work. In future it

might be jireterable to coiulen.se tlie text considerably; a tabulated inventory wuth a description of anv new^
types of olijects, and a lirief summary of tlie results are all that is necessary for a preliminarv account.
] ive other reports are now due. ,as the worl; has been continued each year. At the pre.sent rate of publication
we m:iv expert the 1937 report in 19.57.

llie priiU'ifial new' points arc the remain.s of foetu.ses buried in pots, and the hippopotamu.s bone placed
vertically in the ground. This last curious find recalls the similar occurrence at Merimda. The plausible
e.xplaiuition t!i;it the bone was there ii.sed as a step will not serve, however, at 5Ia'adi. As there is probablv
a great ililTeience in date between the two sites, it may he that these hippopotamus bones have no common
'igniticancc.

llic jirc'cncc of a very eonsiderablc quantity of 'asphalt' Is quite c.xtraordiiiarv and without parallel.

Xo suggestion is made as to the purpose for which this material was collected. It is more than doubtful
w hether it is rcall} asjihalt at alt. (Mr. A. Kucas has very kindly given me the following note on thi.s subject;

Ibis material was .submitted to Dr. Joseph Gaiigl, who.se method ofexamination and the results obtained
are given in Appendix III of tlie Ma'adi Report. The re.sult is summarised on p. 50 as follows; “A chemical
ex.unination by Dr. Jo.scph Gangl ot Vienna ha.s shown that the material is asphalt xmry much similar to that
produce, 1 in Syro-Palestiiie." Dr. Gangl's analysis was limited to a determination of the solubility of the
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material in certain organic solvents
;
the determination of the ash and the deterimnation of the fact tli.it the

material neither softened nor melted at lot)' C.

‘Professor Jlenghin submitted a specimen of the material to me and I ixamine<l it miu h in tlie -ame
manner as Dr. Gangl, limiting myself at first to it.s general iharaeterGtie.s and heh.iviour and its sohibihtv

in various organic solvents, from the results of which I (oneluded that the material was an uleo-resin from
which the oil of turpentine had been lost, and I reported to this etfeet to Profess,r MeiiLdim. 1 now know,
as the result of further experience of such material.s, that this method of examination, althougli neces-arv

and useful as a preliminary measure, mu.st be supplemented by further work, --iiKe by it.self it gives results

that lend themselve.s to a wrong interpretation. Before a final conehision can be re.icln-d, the material must
be saponified, acidified, and extracted with solvents. Such an additional examination was Mibse,(iientlv

made, with the result that the material was found to be wholly, or mainly, fit whii h h.ul become ram id.

oxidized, and partly decomposed, a result that would, I am sure, 1 m- i-ontirmed by Dr. D.ingl on fiiither

examination.
’

The shells found (p. ol) are very common ornaments in early |)redynastie graves ; Imt the smgle n fen in e.

to Petrie, Amulets, gives an erroneous impression of rarity. A glame at the tomb registers m Haduruin

Cirilisation und Mostugedda will show how often shells were strung as neeklaees ,Ve. in both Dad.in.in ami
predynastic times. Twenty-four large pierer-d Couiis shells were found in the strange loHe. tioii of objeds

310.5 {Badcirian Civilisation, p. -l.t). These are. however, po.ssiblv jiart of .something like a w iti li-ilo. tor's

outfit. The small unidentified shell (PI. Ixiii, 11) is .surely Auviltarin sp., whii h is fnipieiitli found in the

Badarian and Amratian graves. A river shell with nicked edge was found at Mostagedila (PI. xl. 47), Thesi-

flat river-shells (generally Spatha or Mutela) were used for toilet and other purposes.

With regard to the stone vessels .shown on PI. 1. it seems to the writer th.it it is iinnei essary to regar.l

the basalt cup as a new and specialized type. It is fairly obviously p.irt of .i mm h l.irg'er jar whii h ha- been

broken and then made to serve again after having its broken eilge levelli d and smoothed. Such l.irge barrel-

jars with small feet, generally of basalt, are a well-known predymi.'tie type, and (om]ilote examjiles base,

m fact, since been found in the (MaTitli settlement.

There are one or two criticisms which mu.st he .added. It seems a ]>ity that the form. it of ihi- si-, ond

report should differ considerably from the first, and that greater care slioiild not hate been used in making iiji

the photographic plates. PI. xxix is arranged with the pottery ujisidc dew n : PI. xxxi has oiu- ]M)t right way

up and the other reversed; and the scales of the plates vary unneee.ssanly. But tlie printing of the illnstr.i-

tions is a vast improvement on that of the first report.

finally, the authors are to be sincerely congratulated on the work that they are doing, tlieir i. ireful

attention to detail, and tlieir onlerly presentation of the facts. ]t is. so fir. the only work done by Kgw ptians

in which every attention is 2iaicl to minutiae, and which is not s, eking for speetai ular results. It is mm h to

be hoped that others will follow this valuable example, and help to n-i over the history whii h lies hnrieil in

many of the mo.st ancient sites in the Delta and Mile Valley.

(ill Bill N ION.

The Bended Harris Peipyri of Woodhrr/oke t'fdlegt, Birnnnghani. l-ldited with Iraiislation ami N'otes lie

J. Enoch Powell. Cambridge. Unixersity I’re.ss. Itt.'iti. xn— 134 pp.. ,7 [ils. ami a jortrait.

The decijihcriiient and editing of tlreek papyri, parlienlai ly ol a tiiisi ellatieoiis ( oliec t ion < ontaining many

fragmentarv and defaced texts, is a task w iiic h usually rei pures man v mont lis. if not \ eais. of t ra ining'. e \ en

if tlie editor he a good classical sehcilar. To tackle snec-esslnlly siieli an uiicleitaking as an 'autodidai t and

m the midst of other exacting work is an achiei eim-iit given to few men. and one < an but wonder at tie-

tour de force which 4Ir. Powell has aeeonilihshed in this volume. 1 hat the cditmn is l.iuithss eannot be

claimed
; no first edition of such texts ever is. And over and above the imjierleetionseoinmoii to e\er\ eflitioii

of papyri it betrays oceasiunalh its autlior's comparative mexperiem e iii sm-h work. That lie avoids the

e.xcess of comment indulged in bv some editors is to be counted to him for righteousness, and tiie ]iro\ isuui

of translations, which arc a welconu- feature of the volume, maki-s jiossible a further lightening ol th*- ( oni-

nientarv
;
but in not a few eases this aseetii ism is <-.arried tc> an extreme, .and one wonders at times whether

he has really tackled the difficulties of the text before him. There are. too. passages, unmarked by the

caiitionarv dots which indicate uneertaintv. in vvhieh misre.admg.s are to he snsju-i ti <1. .\iul I have noticed

some omissions from the iiiilex, and readings in the text vvhiih are tacitly corrected in tiie imie.x but not in

the apparatus {e.g. lOt), 1, -fidov. left blank in the translation Imt m tla- index eorrei tly given, though with
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a (jm-ry. a> Ta'rfu,-. an ubvioiis word in the context). Tlie wonder i:i. however, not that such blemishes occur,

but tluit thi-y an* not inorA nuin<‘rous.

The papyri were purchased by Dr. Rendel Harris in 1022-3. As they were bought from dealers there is

no e.xternal evidenct' as to provenance. The majority, though certainl\' not all, seem to c-ome from

( b\\ rlivnchus, larue (.[iiantities of material from which site were on the market in 1022. Literary texts are

uumernu-^ (nos. l-till) but for the mo.st part very scrappy. The most important in size is 1, recognized since

the volume appi'ared as part of the lost diatribe of ilnsonius Rufus, cl -nama ra yivofieva rcKva dpcTTreov (the

attribution was madt‘ b\- Mr. 1 'harlesworth). This is distinctly interesting. One or two others have also been

iilentified subsiMpientli' ; but readers interesteil in the literary portion of the volume may be referred to the

review in flnomon 13 ( 1037), 577-8(i, by Rruno Snell.

These hterari- fraement.s are well illustrated in the plates, which give the opportunity to check the editor's

readmes and datines. Mo.st of the latter seem to be correct, but in a few cases doubts arise ; thus, ‘early first

century' siems to me too early for 14. I should a.s.sign 7 to the second or even to the third rather than

to the first ceiituri'
;
perhaps 4 is also placed too early, but the facsimile here is so indistinct that it is impos-

sible to speak with eontidenee. Since literary texts are .so rarely datable save on grounds of script, it is a

pity that no facsimile is given of 4.5. which has a date (.x.li. 2b-7) on the recto.

The documents as a whole do not rank among the outstanding collections, but they contain two or three

important and several noteworthy te.xts, while in the others there are many individual points of interest.

Aliii'ist all are of the Roman or Byzantine period, but one is Ptolemaic. This is bl. a decree relating to

slaves, dating from the period 17(i-170 B.c. fdaves are also the subject of 62. a notice concerning runaways.

Tlie importance of 64 for municipal organization in the third century is considerable; it is an agreement by

whu h a man nominated b_v the phylarch of O.xyrhynchus to carry out the phi/lucrisia contracts with his

nominator to liand over to him the duties of the office. Phylar-ri^in is a new term; and it is intere.sting also

that the jihi/l'irritei (if that was hi.s title) though obviously a liturgi.st. apparently received a salary. There

are several puzzling and undeciphered passages in this te.xt ; in 1. 1.5 one suspects Meuopij before tiuv cTrayoficvcov,

but It 1 -. difficult to see how it is to be titted into the context.

Xo. (is is an interesting application to be appointed a guardian of minors ;
and 69 is a complaint, probably

to the iiichicreiii, th.it property on which a hen was held by the petitioners has. by an error, been included

ill other property eonti.seated by the UpariKos Aoyo;. There are al.so some interesting private letters; the

mo.st notable, w liich is a really important addition to our stock of early Christian letters, is 107. Mr. Powell

dates it in the third l etitiiry, with a rpiery; from the facsimile given it seems to date from the beginning of

that Cl ntury and thus to rank among the earliest reiiiains of Christian epistolography. The writer invokes

T'n TTiirpl i-UlZi t?]s (lAijfhtnj s-ul r:p Trapa/rA^roj niecpaTt but makes no mention of the Son; and he supplicates

tor a threefold blessing on his correspondent: nu po- awpa-t vlyiav {slc)^ tCj 3e Tirsilpari ciidvfiia y ,
rij Se i/a'xi?

Lici/r tw'jiun’.

.''everal of the dociuiicnts siinimarized at the end contain points of interest; e.g., in 134 there is new
evcleiice of flight to es ’ape a liturgy.

in eoncliisioii 1 iii.iy add a few suggestions, which are, however, made only tentatively.

61. 2 it sceiiw safe to read ii-/o]pnro/iof. 62. 1 1 a name seems recpiired
;
qii. 'Apea-di McV(u[i.o?? (A name

’.Ipfo-Tip- Is known.) In 1. 1.5 ipi. rots [uA,Vju] 7-5, 28 qu. eV au-(5 (in his nnnic)'! 78 this tax-receipt is

very [lu/'/liiig. and it is probable that some of the readings require correction. Is M^dvnv a place-name (or a

misre, cling of one)'; fotioiuir is also su.-piciou.s ; is it really fiocidlutv't In any ea.se I would suggest that

.'Ir. 1‘ouell has misundiTstood the document and that the true .sense i.s .something like ‘paid for the hamlet

of .Apollo fir the iiii|H'ri.d dvkcs and for . . . for two . . . on (the rpipiisitioii of) the 7th indietion for the

inundation ot the Sth indietion’, i c. the ta.x-payer is paying an ndrieralio on certain demands tendered in

one indietion lor work in preliaratioii for the ne.xt. 8(1. 33 qu. Treph- (Kadap-lr or siiii.' koi aifpiflor ? 81 is

extri melv [mz'/.ling. 1 would suggest that the .scribe niiscopied from a much corrected draft and put several

insertions into the wrong jil.ices. 88. 13 qu. -pnacvclyx*]'! 07 has some intere.sting entries. Is this account

concerned w ith the gyiim.isinm or the public gaine.s ; In I. 7 qu. \oyoTT[paKTTj) jSaA( avcLiuv) ? In 1. 11 qu. a-ai(r7]rfj)

[or similai
j

/virriTccAiaKtwi
)
uyulilcji

)
[cj, P, (_)s](,. 8-5] ; 90. 2 qu. (cirep) dp^leAoroc) d}6p{nv] ? rjioAu after which

-Mr. Powell leaves iinexplainerl in the translation, are the well-known fractions of the aroura (^
—

in 1. 1 L wt". these are deductions. And o-ejS.XTjOi; means, not ’imposed on’ but ’shipped to'. In 102, 2 it

is diltii u!t not to believe th.at the re.adiiig is TTpivToy pkv or vpa, per Trdiruiv or something similar. In I. .5 nagir

is an equally obvious .suggestion, but doubtless Air. Powell would have read it if it were possible. In 1. 7

drdcra-Tde. sini e it is not corrected in the rijipoHitn-i cnticii-:. seems to be a misprint for dav. 194. 3 qu. cTroAa/Jjcrv
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/i]ai airavBpMTTOv ? 105, 9 surelv Ka (= KaX) aAAat, despite the editor’s doubts ; cf. 1(J7, 8. kX awfia. 108, 1 EvtuXu-

pos is a strange name; qii. EvtoXulos'! 109, 15 is ’Avruow ov n . . a muddled untine: of ’.-ii-mdoL' ttoAci ' 112, 5

almost certainly Kara^Lwaov. In 1. 4 vSv ? In 1. 8 there is no need to » rite ululfora,- ; aC^wi’ is a nemime ortho-

graphical variant. In 1. 10 /ojjifdiia is probably more definite than equipment': (U'cMimablv the

sdkyaJi. 126 is certainly a letter. 147, 4 probably a name, Upwrldpxoe) or similar. 1,74. 4oiaoi' = liov. 1.76,1

qu. Trapavro. rod Se^atj^at ? H. 1. HelI..

Antaeopolis. By Sir Flinders Petrie. (British School of Archaeology in Ei;\pt. Vol. li.) London. 1930.

4°. 16 pp., 28 pis. (1 coloured). 25.S.

hie Flirstengraher von Qdiv. By H. Steckew’Eh, with chapters by 0. .STEiN'noRrr, K. Ki iix, and \V. W'or.r.

(Veroffentlichungen der Ernst von Sieglin-Expedition, 6. Bd.) Leipzig. 1936. 4". 72 (>p.. 31 pL.. 7 jilani,

and frontispiece.

These two books are complementary the one of the other. The von SicL'lin-Expcdition cxca\atcd at

Kaw in 1913, but was not able to continue. Petrie then completed the work in an intcn'-ne campaign

beginning in 1923, lasting some seasons, and covering the whole of the ncighbom hood. The ri».ults aie

‘dven in Brunton, Petrie, and Gardiner, Qau and Binlari. i; Briinton, Qua and ISad/in, ii. ni; Briinton and

Caton-Thomp.son, Bridarian Civdisation : Petrie’s above-mentioned book Antneopoli^
;
an<l H.inling's copy ot

the El-Hammaiuiyah tombs xvhich appeared in Alackay. Harding and Petrie, Bnlirtin and Jluna/iiiht. Email \-

Brunton took out his own expedition and extended the exploration of the distrii t .'till laitlicr north. His

results have just appeared in his volume Aloatagedda. Aidaeupolv-i is I’ctrie’s contribution to tb.it part ot the

site studied in Steckeweh’s book.

Owing to circumstances beyond their control the Cerinaii explorers uere obliged to dela\ publication ot

their results until Petrie’s book had appeared, but this had the advantage of en.ibling them to incnri>orate

much of Petrie's results concerning the great tombs. The two books .-'hoiild be read in conjunction, a.s Ibex

deal xvith the same site from very different angles. Thus. Petrie ri'scued tb<' u rapped-ii)) lo-'il luppopot.iniiis

bones from the rubbish of the tombs, and found tiie great ])ile ot similar bone-. loMcr ilocm the .slope.

This xvas an a.stonishing discovery, with far-reaching religions .significance. Petrie reprodiu e' m cob air si'ci i-

mens of the patterns on the ceiling of Wahk.a II and a plan (Pis. i, xi) ol their airangeiiient, uliile

.Steckeweh gives a photograph of their actual condition (PI. 9). Petries a-.^i'tant, (.reeiilee^. managed to

copy some fragments of painting from an inside chamber of \\ ahka II ( I’ls. xxiii xw iii ). bu h .^teckeueli

was not able to do. Petrie found various objects in the rubbish and <learcd the .-.in ojihagii.s cliaiiibern ol

Wahka II with useful results. He also drew attenti<m to the astonishing rcseuihlance between the plans

of the K.iw tombs and those of the teiiijiles of the U.Idi es-.Sibu'.ih and ( .ert Hiimii hewn long aflerw.iids

in Xubia by Ramesses II (PI. xviii). Petrie deals with the methods by wbu h the tombs were qiiariied out

while ISteckeweh is concerned with architectur.il details. In hud this is the main ji.irt ot his book, and he

gives valuable reconstructions of the toiiib-temjiles as they jirobably appeared when linisheil ( I* loiiti-p..

PL 19, and plans which follow the Pis.). So nun h lor the ground covcrc<l in comnioii. I'.esules this, Petrie

deals with the quarries in the iieighboiirhood. and the methods of extr.u ting the bloi ks and ol getting them

down to the level ground. A large part of .Steekeweh's i>ublic.i( ion is t.ikeii up with Kuhn ami Wolfs i hii|iler

on the Graeco-Roman burials with which the ground about the tombs ol ibii and Wahka II was riddled.

Finally .Steiiidorff' works over the objects, ino.stlv inscribed |>ieces, »bi. Ii can be loiine, ted with the K.7w

nomarchs. from wherex'er thc\' may have come and in wbatexer iiiiiseiim the\ ma\ now be resting. 1 he

pieces have come not only from Kiiw itself, but Irom Alodos and .Meni[)liis. I he material tioni the original

excaveation of Kaw. that of Schiaparelli in the .season ol 19ii.7-(l. Ib-s ni the Turin .Museum. As it lias not

otherwise been published. Steindorff's study is jirobably nearly all that can now be made ol it. lint still ,t

is to be hoped that the Miiseiiin w ill soon see its way to jiiiblish it fully, along with mucli else ol \ aliic in it

s

I)osses.sion that has not yet been laid before the world. .8teindorff embodies bis results in a \aluable intro-

duction dealing with what is known ot the di.strict. its history, geograjihx, and religion.

The chronological sequence of the great tombs as ( 1 )
W’ahka 1. (2) Ibii. (3) Wahka 11. was established b,\'

Petrie and is accepted by Steckcwch and .Steindorlf. although Petrie had no direct e\ idem e with which

to date tliem. The cemeteries show that the jirosjK-rity of Kfixc was great all throiigli the First Inti riiiediate

Period (Brunton. and others, op. ril.. I. 7.7. 71!). but that this came to an end early m IKii 12 (
P.niiitoii,

op. cit.. Ill, 2). In view of this and of the imiiortance of the neighbouring .\s\ at in 1>\ iis. 9 and In, it seemed
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that the L'reat tombs of Kiiw must necessarily belon;; to that period also. Hence, it was to this date that

I’ctrie assienc-d them. Now, however, .'^teindorff's far-tlunii search has produced a stela in the Stockholm

Museum which show s conclusively that Wahka II lived in the reign of Amenemhet III. Hence, the Scnusret

atter whom Wahka's sou was named was probably Senusret III, and 'Wahka I no doubt lived in the reign

of Amencmlir t II. The stela come.s from Abydos, but lielongs to a ' Xomarch and Overseer of the Prophets,

Wahka. begotten of N’akht, justitied'. These are the titles of Wahka II. and a Xakht had been nomarch

at Kaw at this time, for among Schiaparelli's finds is a piece of his coffin. It is curious that Wahka gives his

father no titles on the Abydos steki.

The reviewer would aild that in view' of the new' light on the dating a very different story is unfolded from

that which h.id been antic ipated. The splendid tomb-temples of the nomarchs are not contemporary with

the wclfirc of the middle and lower classes. t)n the contrary they begin, as the .smaller graves show', at the

tmm of the- depopulation or impoverishment of the district. Presumably, therefore, the nomarchs absorbed

all the loc ,il wealth and energy m their enterprise.s and finally ruined the district. If so, the last and greatest

tomb-temple, that of Wahka II. stands, like \'ersaille.s, a magnificent monument to the splendour of the ruler

and the rum of the country.

The iil.ins of these tombs bear no re.semblance to those of Beni Hasan, iler. or El-Bershah. Moreover,

they are ipute difierent from that t>f the tomb-temple of Meiitjuhotpe at Her el-Bahri, in spite of some

external rcscniblance. A( tually all that they have in common is the general principle of a stairca.se going up to

a jiill.ired platform. Astonishing though it may be. their phiiis arc extraordinarily like those of Ramesses II's

rock-i ut temples at Wadi es Sibii'ali and Gerf Huseii in Xubia. Though it may be hard to accept Petrie's

historical loni hisions. here i.s (crt.iinly a ipie.stion which demands consideration. It does not seem to have

been noticed, however, that the Kaw tombs are also very similar in plan to that of Hapdjefi at Asyut.

1‘ctrii ',s plate should be compared with the jilan in Porter-Moss, Top. Bill., iv, 260. It may be added that

till re are dear signs of a large coiirtvard in front of Hapdjefi's tomb, and a stairway or eausinvay must have

led up to It originally. It is from one of the side sanctuaries that the passage descends to the burial chamber

ill Hapdjefi's tomb, exactly as in the Kaw' tombs. On the same page of the Top. Bill, there is a plan of the

Salklianah' tomb. aKoat A,s_\ ut and still vaster than Hapdjefl'.s. The plan of this tomb also has something

111 eomnion with those at Kaw. The date of these two Asyut tombs is problematical; they are quite unlike

the Xinth- to Tenth-Dynasty tombs there of Ekhtay ('Khety') and Tcfibi. Yet Hapdjefi’s is earlier than

,Senusret 1. for the inscription containing this king's names is a palimpsest (Griffith, SiCd and DSr lilfeh.

I'l. 4. first marginal note). The Salklianah tomb has an in.scription containing the name of Amenemhet II

(see Moss in .1 h'.-l 10, 3.')).

T’he cults at Kaw were most peculiar. Hippopotamus bones, mostly fossilized, had been collected from

t.ir and near, anil made into a pile ; others li.ad been wrappetl up and depo.sited m the graves as sacred relics.

The liippopotamus is of course sacred to .Seth, and this is not the only evidence that his cult was strong here.

.As if this were not queer enough, two of the nomarchs. Ibu and AVahka II, became demigods after their

death: they are either associated with the ustial gods, or addre.ssed alone, on several litp di formulae

from the site, tine knows of wise men of an early period, like Imhotep, who were deified long afterwards,

but the deification of two members of a family shortly after their death must be extremely rare. The mother

of both these two demigods was called Jllpinj 'The Two Peaceful Gne.s
(

? ?)'. a name common at this time

in the district of Kaw . The god of the iionie was a combination of 'The two Gods' (.Seth and Horus). who
toiight there ; to a finish according to a late story. ( 'an Hfpii i/ have reference to this '! Wahka II seems to

hare p.iid homage to I’tah of .Mempliis: ollerings are made to him in one of the scenes of the tomb, and an

altar was dedicated to him at .Mi-mpliis itself by a Wahka w ho had the same titles as Wahka II of Kaw'.

The devotion of the district to .Seth may account for the fact that the tombs have been perhaps more

completcK smashed and wrecked than any others in Kgypt. the pieces having indeed been apparently

larried awav. for the various expeditions only found scrap.s. There had been numbers of large statues in

each of the tombs, the walls of some of the courts had been faced with sculptured slabs, and other rooms

had been painted w ith scenes. Yet of all this only a few' basketfuls now' remain.

If there were two burial chambers, the western was eviflently the more important. Petrie found scraps of

Wahka I's coffin in his western chamber, and .Schiaparelli found Ibu's coffin likewise in his western chamber.

Strangely enough the largest ot all the tombs, that of Wahka II, had only one burial chamber, and as that

was on the eastern side the iiomarch had perforce to be buried there.

In Ills conclusion .Steikeweh has some valuable remark.s on the elements contributed to architecture

by Lower and I’pper Egypt respectively. The 'A’orhalle' (small room with steps in it in front of the great
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courtyard, cf. Plan vii) of Wahka I is copied from a pyramid-temple, in Ibu it is only i/idii ated. and W.dika 11

uives it up entirely. Ibu introduced pylons, with which neither the ' Vorhallc' nor the moled c ausew.ic i an

be reconciled. Hence. Steckeweh says, Wahka II has an open causeway, thoiieh on I’l. Ill he recon,-,trii( ts it

with a roof. Pylon and open approach first appear in the temple of Hentjiihotjje at Der cl-Hahn and m the

tombs at Kaw; they are definitely Upper-Egyptian eleimmts. These building' were intended to lie appre-

ciated from the outside, as well as from the inside. But in Lower-Ecyptian an liitei tiiie theie i- no irnjjieiiiL'

exterior, and the approach is by a roofed causeway, so that the \isitor sees nothing ol the tempie until he is

inside it.

Steckeweh supposes the fishes and plant (PI. 1.'). c and p. 24) to be Red Si a fishes and coral, and on this

assumption he ba.ses a statement that the scene clearly shows that Ibu ruled as far as tlie Red .''ea. and th.it

it commemorates a VLsit there. But in what way do the lishes or the plant diffi r from thosi- eoiiiuion in

boating and fishing scenes in the Xile swamps V For instance £l Ikr'-Jith. ii. PI. .wi gi\cs jii-t siu li a |il.int

with a papvrus-clump. The fish at Kaw is the one that is usually speared, and th.it sw iiii.' in most m cut s ot

aquatic life. The one behind it is the kamiut of the Kile, w Inch is shown in the si encs oiil\ less i omiiionl>

than the other.

Steckeweh remarks that Wahka II's painted ceiling includes several patterns unknown hitherto, .ind

goes on to mention the palmette and spiral (Antni-oiiolh. PI. i. middle of toji mw I. .\i tiialli ihis ji.itti iii

occurs a number of times and raises some interesting problems, wliicli the rccicwcr hopes to t.ike up

some day. He believes it to be found in Hapiljefi's tomb at .-\syut ; if so, one more fiomt of siiinl.iritc exists

lietween this tomb and tho.se of Kaw. R. lui.irr.

Imiiri'luum und Geineinsrhnjt in der agi/pli'^cJieu Knltnr. By W.vi.tiiki: Woi.i. (I,ei[i/iger .\g,\ (itologisi he

Studien. Heft 1.) Gluckstadt. J. ,1. Augustin, 1113.j. Svo. 3d ]ip.. 2 jiK.. 3 iliiists. Rin. 3.

The thesis of this short but thought-pruvoking disetis.sion is that the .sell-eonsi loiis indnidual pl.ued

no part in the development of Egyptian culture, at lea.st until Dyii. Is. Dealing tii't with I.gcpti.ui art,

Pmfes.sor Wolf shows that its peculiarities can only be explained on the li\pothesis tli.it llie .iitist w.i.s

completely determined by tradition, did not freely repre.scnt what he saw. Xot until the New Kingdom

do three-quarter-face repre.sentations, the fir.st .sign.s of the free ire.itic-e artist, .ippear. I he .same holds

good of religion. The .sense of sin and the desire for reeoiieiliation. without whii li religion cannot be per-

sonal. are not found in the earlier period. They only appear when tlie traditional st.ite religion is lireahnig

down, the structure of society is changing, and the king is an individual with hcti rodo\ idi ,is ot Ins own.

The arguments are cogently worked out in this short studv, .and it is hit to the reader to test th* ir truth

further. They could certainly be applied with equal force to Kgyiitian alias .itjoiit moralili. i liaiigiiig

from the emphasis on obedienee to traditional rules in Ptahhotpe to the more general ad\ a c .iboiil devi lop-

inent of character in Amoneniope.
.\. \. Dikin'.

The following works have also been received

:

Excavations at the Tepe Ilissar Damghun. By Emeu F. Scu.miut. ( Publa-.itioiis of tluHiaiiian .Nn lion

of the University Museum.) Philadelphia, Univ. of Pennsylvania Press. ItCiT. 4to. xxi • 4 i.H pp.. 7!» illust.s.

The Last Chapters of Enoch in Creek. By UtMimELr. Bonner. (.Studies and Hoi iimcnts. \iii.) Doiaioii.

Christophers, 1937. Svo. 10(1 pp., 2 pD. 1.7.-’.

The Origins of Early Semitic Ritual. By S. It. Hooke. (TlicSi hwca li Lcctuicsof tlio British A< adcm,\

.

1937.) London, Humphrey Milford. 193S. Svo. x— /4 pp. (is.

Scribes and Corrertor.s of the ('odex Sinaitiriis. By H. .1. M. .Milne aial T. (
'. Ski;\t. London. British

Museum, 1938. 4to. xii-;-112 pp.. 43 pis.. 23 iig'. 32-'. (>'/.

The Stone Age of Carmel- Excavations at the Wady Et-.M uyhara. \’ol. r. By D. A. K. ( : union and D. .M. A.

B-VTE. London, Clarendon Pres.s, 1937. 4to. x - 2(i4 pp.. 44 pis. 42-’.
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THE SO-CALLED OMPHALOS OF NAPATA

By GEOEG STEIXDOEFP

Dueing his excavations of the sanctuaries of Xapata at Gehel Barkal, the sacred mountain

of the Ethiopians, Eeisner found inside the great Temple of Amun (B 503j ‘ a conical samlstone

block covered with sculptured necklaces, etc.’, which Griffith, in a preliminary communica-

tion in JEA 3, 221 , compared with the celebrated umbilicus-like figure of the god of the Oasis

of Ammon described by Quintus Curtius. In JEA 3, 255, Griffith published a sketch made
from a photograph and a brief description of this remarkable monument. ‘ It is of sandstone

and evidently of moderate size. Its conical shape is precisely that of the omphalos at the

Oracle of Delphi.’ He further suggested that this stone was connected with a Nubian oracle

at Napata, and that the Omphalos idea was taken over from Delphi. Griffith's ingenious

ABC
Fio. 1.

hypothesis was then followed up by Wainwright, who. in Ann. Sen. 2S, 1S4, compared the

monument with the Ammon fetish of Siwah and similar Egyptian images, and suggested

that its shape was derived from that of a meteorite. I myself expressed my agr(H'ment with

Griffith in ZAS 69, 23, and from the close connexion between the Ethioi)ian and the Libyan

(Siwah) fetish I deduced a close relationship between the oracle of Ammon in Siwah and the

one presumed to have existed in Napata.

The monument found by Eeisner is now in the iMuseiim of Fine Arts in Boston, and bears

the Inventory No. 21.3234. It was there that I saw it in May 1937. A\hen I came to a

conclusion about it which is fundamentally different from that of Griffith, who probably

never saw the original. At my request my friend Mr. Dows Dunham, Associate Curator of the

Egyptian Department of the Museum of Fine Arts, very kindly had several gcjod photograjths

of the stone taken, which he has given me permission to publish (PI. vii). Bi sides this Miss

Betty Eaton prepared an exact drawing in natural size and some sketches, and gave this

important material to me. I owe to her and Mr. Dunham a debt of deep gratitude for their

unselfish assistance. On the basis of this abundant and reliable material, along with the

notes which I made on the spot, I propose to discuss this important object once more.

This monument, made of Nubian sandstone, is beehive-shajied, and ri'sts on a slightly

projecting base. Its height is 0-61 m., the diameter of the base 0-5S m. ; the greatest diameter

of the part above the base is 0-52 m.

At the front (PI. vii, 1 ;
Fig. 1, A) there is a door-like opening of about 0-24 by 0-20 m.,

u



Fig. 2.
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and in the interior an irregular rectangular hollow space, in the bottom of which there is a
depression about 0-085 by 0-13 m. (see Pig. 1, B, C). I presume that in this latter the base of

a small image of a god was originally set. The top of the object is worn away, so that it is

impossible to be certain what its form was; possibly it was a round knob.
The exterior surface of the monument is adorned with reliefs in a pronounced ^ileroitie

style. The ornamentation is divided into three parallel horizontal registers {cf. Fig. -2),

which I will describe in detail.

A. Top Eegister. This shows an ornament of six different necklaces of round, barrel-

shaped, and drop-hke heads {cf. Fig. 2, A).

B. Middle Eegister (Fig. 2, A, B). Bounded below by an ornamented band, reminding

us of the common Egyptian ‘border of coloured rectangles’ {cf. Petrie. Egn. Decorative Art.

Fig. 196), and interrupted by the above-mentioned opening, this displays two processions

of figures exactly corresponding to one another and moving towards the door;

I. Procession to the right of the door. This comprises four figures;

(1) The king, in a short, richly pleated kilt, down the back of which hangs the usual tail

;

his coiffure consists of short ringlets and the diadem often worn by Ethiopian kings, adorned
in front with two uraei, the one apparently bearing the Upper-Egyptian, the other the Lower-
Egyptian crown (or are these objects feathers '?), while from the rear of the diadem two long

ribbons hang down. The king lifts both hands in adoration, obviously addressed to the

divine image which was set up in the interior.

(2) A lion-headed goddess, the sun-disk on her head
;
with her two out stret died wing-arms

—the one hand holds a feather [I
, the symbol of truth, the other clings fast to the wing

—

she protects the king as he walks before her; how we are to understand this protection

and the position of the wings numerous statues show us, cf. the stone and bronze

figures of Isis protecting Osiris, Daressy, Statues dc divinites (COG). PL lix, Nos. 39271,

39272; PI. xlv. No. 38891 (without Osiris); Boeder, Aegtjpiische Bronzetverhe, PI. 17, c, d,

with text, § 131.

(3) A second figure of the king in the same dress (except that the uraei on the diadem

here bear sun-disks) and posture as No. 1.

(4) A winged, human-headed goddess, protecting the king just like No. 2 ; she is however

different from No. 2 inasmuch as she wears a short wig and on her forehead a uraeus, and

there is no feather in her right hand.

II. Procession to the left of the door, as I, four figures; (1) the king as in the procession

on the right
; (2) winged, human-headed goddess with short wig one (hand holding a feather,

as I, 4) ; (3) the king as I, 1
; (4) winged, lion-headed goddess, as I, 2.

At the point in this register diametrically opposite to the opening are the two chief names

of the Ethiopian king in cartouches surmounted by The one name, to the left, can be read

clearly This is, of course, the prenonien of Amenophis III, which was appro-

priated by two Ethiopian kings; Nebmafref I = Anianitenniemize’- who is buried in the

Bagarawiyah pyramid N, XYII (= Lepsius A 38), and Nebma<re' II = Amanikhanewel (?)

who is buried in the pyramid N, XVIII. The second name, on the right, is unfortunately

partly obliterated. Griffith (JA.l 3,255) read it as^^3;<s>Z7^-^‘'-^''

i.e. Amani-Khaneivel (?)’. I was unable to recognize those signs distinctly in the

unfavourable light by which I saw the inscription. Later Griffith's reading was collated in a

good light by Mr. Dunham and Miss Eaton. Miss Eaton writes as follows on the results of
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the examination :
‘ Mr. Dunham and I puzzled a long time over the cartouches. . . . The

inscription is anything but clear and requires the eye of faith on one or two spots.’ Dunham
is sceptical as to Griffith’s reading :

‘ From my examination of the original in varying lightings

I don't think this possible.’ His reading in place of Griffith’s is shown in

Fig. 3, and gives the name Mani-Hanaqerme (?) or Hataqerme (??). ‘The

Hieroglyphic (Egyptian, debased type) as given in the chapel of Lepsius’s

Xo. 39 = Eeisner’s Pj-ramid X, XYIII (Leps., Dhm., v, 51, c = Texthd. v,

319) is (3^=^^ ’j Dunham.

C. Bottom Eegistek. This is decorated with a design occurring

elsewhere at the bottoms of walls (c/. Petrie, Egn. Decorative Art, Fig. 132)

:

alternate large nymphaea-flowers and small nymphaea-buds on vertical

stalks.

Xow, is the beehive-shaped monument from Xapata here described

a cult-object, resembling an umbilicus, an o/x^aAo?, as has been assumed

since Griffith’s discussion? I believe that this question must be answered

unconditionally in the negative. Bather, as must already be clear from my
description, it is a small shrine containing a httle image of a god and

presumably set up in the temple as a dedicatory offering of the Ethiopian

king. Just as in Egypt it was usual to give such shrines the form of small

houses or temples with pillars, torus-mouldings, and cornices (Schafer,

Propylden-Ktinstgeschichte, 405, 2. 3), so in Ethiopia they were occasionally

formed after the pattern of an African house—a circular hut made of mats

or wickerwork, such as is still in use to-day among the Bantu peoples and,

as Borchardt has shown {ZAS 73, 118 f.), among the Tuaregs. How such

a Sudanese hut looked in antiquity may be seen from a bronze bowl found

in Karanog, the so-called ‘ Queen’s Bowl ’ (Woolley-Maclver, Karanbg, 59) :
‘ A small round

hut formed of withies planted in the ground and tied together at the top, strengthened at

intervals by four horizontal bands; it is surmounted by the sun-disk’ (Fig. 4). Compare

also the picture of such a mat-hut on a protodynastic ivory tablet from Abydos (Petrie,

Boycd Tombs, ii, PL 4), referred to by Borchardt, loc. cit. The natives of Pwenet also had

wickerwork huts with hemispherical tops, cf. Xaville, Deir el BaJiari, iii. Pis. 69-71

;

Schafer, op. cit., 348, 1.

The construction of such a hut is not reproduced in our chapel. Instead, the exterior has

been decorated with ornaments and pictures corresponding to the sacred purpose of the

monument. But the hut-form Mlth the door is unmistakable. In view of this, the comparison

vith an o/u^aAo? must be given up, and with it also any theories involving the cult-object

of the Oasis of Ammon or the sacred Omphalos of Delphi.

*CONCEIVABLY(5ZZ:

Fig. 3.

Fig. 4.
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PRELIMINAEY REPORT ON THE EXCAVATIONS AT
SESEBI (SUDLA) AND ‘AMARAH WEST, ANGLO-

EGYPTIAN SUDAN, 1937-8

By H. W. FAIEMAN

The main objective of the Society's work in the Xorthern Province of the Sudan during the

winter of 1937-8 was the completion of the excavation of the site known to Egyptologists as

Sesebi (PI. viii). This task did not prove to he a long one, and, when the work was completed,

the men were moved some 65 miles northwards and Id days were spent in testing and
exploring an ancient town site at ‘Amarah West.

The staff throughout the season was composed of Mr. E. D. Bell, who was responsible

for the photography and surveying, Mr. I. E. S. Edwards, of the Department of Egyptian
and Assyrian Antiquities in the British Museum, and Mr. H. W. Fairman. It was a source

of very great regret to all of us that at the very last moment circumstances prevented

Professor A. M. Blackman from accompanying us as Director: we greatly missed the benefit

of his experience and guidance.

We owe a very deep debt of gratitude to all those who made our work possible: to the

Brooklyn Museum of Fine Arts and Professor Capart, to the Musee du Louvre, to Mr. 0. C.

Eaphael, whose generous donation enabled us to purchase a complete Leica outfit which was

largely responsible for the greatly improved photographic record, and to the Trustees of the

British Museum for permitting Mr. Edwards to accompany us.

To the officials of the Sudan Government our indebtedness is great: in particular to

Mr. G. W. Grabham, the Acting Conservator of Antiquities, for his never-failing assistance

and many personal kindnesses, to Mr. A. C. Walker, the District Commissioner, and to

Mr. L. M. Buchanan, the Assistant District Commissioner at Wadi Haifa.

Sesebi (Sudla)

Some words are necessary in explanation of the manner in which we refer to the site.

Egyptologists have become accustomed to speak of ‘Sesebi’, but in actual fact no such name
or place exists. The nearest village to the ancient town is that of Sese, nestling below Gebel

Sese with the ruins of its mediaeval fortress. The district in which the town is situated is

known as Sudla, the name which is given on the official maps, but the local inhabitants

occasionally speak of Gami.^ The early travellers refer to the site as Sesceh- or Sesce.^

Modern writers, while occasionally using Sese, have shown a preference, since the time of

Lepsius, for Sesebi.

We have so far found no explanation for Sesebi. The ‘king’ of the Mahas, the Sheikh

‘Abdel ‘Aziz Zibir, told me that according to local tradition the site was founded by King

Sesaba, but this explanation is obviously inadequate. Mr. A. J. Arkell has suggested that

perhaps the mistake was occasioned by a misunderstanding of the locative case, *Sese-hi,

* I have heard this name only occasionally. It appears to be used specifically of the southern part of

Sudla. " Caillaud, Voyage a Meroe, I, 388.

^ Hoskins, Travels in Ethiopia. Hoskins did not visit the site, but mentions it.
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‘at Sese’, but I have been unable to find a particle -bi in any of the Nubian grammars and

dictionaries. Since the term has now so general a use, it would be confusing to drop Sesebi

altogether, and so we have decided to combine the false with the true in the form of ‘Sesebi

(Sudla)’.

The first task was to complete the clearance of the western section of the town. The
strip alongside the west wall produced little of interest in the way of buildings or objects:

in the south-west corner was a group of small and late houses, and further northwards lay

three very large magazines, which also appear to be late, or, at least, subsequent to the

original foundation of the town. From these magazines, however, came a very pleasing and

typically ‘Amarnah piece in the shape of a relief of a princess on a fragment of black granite

(PI. X, 1). At the same time a closer study was made of the West Gate and its approach than

had been possible the previous season. The approach from the east (from the interior of the

town) seems to have been flanked by four stone bases, which were presumably for statues or

offerings. A somewhat similar arrangement was found a few years ago in the approach to

the smaller temple (the Hat-Aten) at ‘Amarnah. A study of the drainage system in the gate

proved that it could hardly have served for the general drainage of the town, but must have

been designed for the gate alone. It seems clear that the town was liable to heavy rainfall,

which might be absorbed by the ground in the town but not by the stonework of the gate

itself.^ None of the gates of the town were as imposing as the west one, and it seems that

this must have been the main entrance. This is an unexpected discovery, but later in the

season a similar arrangement was noted at ‘Amarah West, where the main entrance to the

Temple lay on the side most remote from the river (see below, p. loo).

In the centre of the town Ave hoped to find some large dAvelling-houses, but excavation

soon showed that the A'ery solid AA-alls OAA'ed their pretentious appearance to rebuilding,

many of the walls having been doubled. The area has suffered considerable modification.

Originally, it is clear, there was a block of A'ery simple and small buildings immediately to

the south of the block of magazines excavated last year. These buildings can hardly have
been ordinary houses, and it seems best to regard them as administrative offices. This

administrative block Avas formerly separated from the dwelling-houses by a Avide and impos-

ing street AA'hich led directly to the West Gate. Later, however, the offices themselves were
greatly altered, and additional rooms AA'ere built in the street. At the same time a small

drainage system, of Avhich Ave found some signs, Avas installed.

The AA'hole of the eastern section of the tOAAn was largely barren, and only at the southern

end Avere any signs of houses found. It is almost certain that this section of the toAvn Avas

never fully developed, very probably because it lay on a slope and offered difficulties in the

Avay of levelling. The houses Avere badly damaged, some had been destroyed by fire, and
aU had been largely rebuilt. IIoAveA'er, the cellars, Avhich are so common a feature at Sesebi,

provided many objects of interest, including a sandstone statuette of someAvhat uncommon
type AA'hich is apparently a funerary figure,- three small stelae of no great importance,
many scarabs and other small objects, and some Mycenaean sherds (all LH. IIIu).^

In the south-east corner we found a most interesting complex of buildings. Before exca-

A’ation started all that could be seen Avas a tall mound of debris in AA'hich were tAA'o brick

Avails (PI. ix, 1). ExcaA'ation soon reA'ealed at the top two late tombs (robbed), and below

The fact that it was necessary to provide for the drainage of the gates suggests that they were not
roofed over.

- Cf. Boreux. .4 propos de qiidqiies hustes e'qqptiens in Griffith Studies, 395-401.
In passing it may be mentioned that Mr. J. D. S. Pendlebury considers one of the Mycenaean sherds

found in the 1936-7 excaAations (Xo. 337) to be LH. IIIi>.
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these gradually emerged the ruins of a large house (E. 4. 1 ; PI. ix, 2). This house must have

been built after the reign of Sethos I, since a block bearing the cartouches of that king acted

as the threshold to one of the rooms (PI. ix, 3). It was not long, however, before it became

clear that another house lay below this (E. 4. 4). One of the rooms in E. 4. 4 had been used

as a work-room in which quartz had been crushed and the floor was several centimetres deep

in minute chips and dust, amidst which were several larger stones which may have been the

bases on which the quartz was crushed. Below this house were found yet other remains

—

an enormous and massive brick construction (E. 4. 5: see PI. ix, 3 ; E. 4. 1 & 5, E. 4. 4

having been removed). It was necessary to remove all the walls of the earlier houses, and

it was then found that E. 4. 5 was a circular construction standing in a small courtyard.

Our first theory that this was the town well was soon disproved by the discovery that the

building was divided into three compartments by a T-shaped wall (PI. ix, 4). There are no

steps into and no means of entering E. 4. 5 and its exact function is still a mystery.

North of this interesting complex of buildings lay the mysterious brick-lined Trench

which was partly excavated last season. Our work showed that the square of land enclosed

by the Trench contained no complete buildings, and, apart from two isolated and broken

walls, bore no signs of occupation. The Trench is lined with brick in its north, south, and

west sections, but on the east its sides are reinforced with rough stone-work (PI. x. 2j, ami

here the Trench seems to go partly under the east wall of the town, a fact which may explain

the stone reinforcement. It is impossible that this trench should ever have acted as a moat,

for the slope of the ground is such that to have kept even an inch of standing water in the

western section would have involved the flooding of nearly half the town. Possibly it was

intended as a protection for the early settlers and workers before the town wall was com-

pleted. Later, however, the east wall of the town was breached, two additional stone gate-

ways were made, and ramps were thrown across the Trench. Mr. Edwards has suggested

that possibly the area enclosed by the Trench was intended for use as a shelter for cattle,

but it seems rather unnecessary to make two stone gateways in a perfectly good wall just

for cattle.

In later times it is quite possible that the Trench was used for drainage purposes,^ for

at the north-west corner we found a stone drainage channel. This water channel, however,

is itself somewhat of a problem, for the central section is higher than either end, and while

a small section of it falls towards the Trench, in the greater part of it the natural flow of

water must have been away from the Trench towards a small, rectangular stone construc-

tion. This stone construction must presumably have been the foundation of a stand or

tank, and apparently this tank must have stood at a suthcient height to force the water

flowing from it to surmount the slight rise between the tank and the Trench. This is offered

only as a tentative suggestion, for the existing remains are exceedingly scanty, and a tank

in this part of the town seems unnecessary.

In the course of the season two more sets of intact Foundation Deijosits were found.

The first lay exactly under the south-east corner of the town wall. The two small pits were

covered by a large slab of stone, the underside of which was inscribed with the cartouches

of Amenophis lY, whose name also appeared on the faience plaque, the scarab and the

scaraboids which were found in the pits. It is clear from this that not merely the Temple,

but the whole town was the work of Amenophis I\

.

Two isolated and intact pits, the least profitable of all the Foundation Deposits, were

found in the centre of the town. They were not in connexion with any building, for the area

' It is certain that the Trench ceased to be regarded merely as a barrier, for in the higher, western

section (the driest part) two or three corn-bins and granaries were added later.
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in -which they -were found -was devoid of the slightest traces of houses, but we noticed that

they were situated on the line of the southern wall of the Temple, and it must be presumed

that other pits, which have since been swept away by floods, were once made on the line of

the outer walls of the Temple.

Finally, we completed the record of the Temple. In the north wall of the sanctuary of

the central shrine, which we suspect was added by Seth5s I, we found an enormous re-used

block, which, as it appeared to be inscribed, w'e decided to remove. We then found that it

depicted the head and shoulders either of Amun, or of a royal person wearing the headdress

of that god, and that it had once formed part of a door. A careful examination of the Temple

showed that this block could not have come from any of the doorways to be seen in the

present ground-plan of the Temple. It is therefore very probable not only that this block

must have been worked during the pre-Aten period of Akhenaten’s reign, but that the

Temple must have suffered more radical alteration under Sethos I than we had suspected.

Further evidence of modification of the ground-plan of the Temple was forthcoming when

careful brushing of the pavement revealed the mason’s marks for a small altar, or basis for

a boat-shrine, between the central columns of the southern Temple.

‘Amarah West

The site of ‘Amarah lies some 115 miles south of Wadi Haifa. On the east bank once

stood a Meroitic temple of which only the slightest traces remain.^ On the west bank the

ancient remains are more extensive, and we found a large and well-preserved town, and

cemeteries of the New Kingdom and X-Group period. It should be pointed out that, since

the Nile at this point flows almost exactly due east and west, ‘Amarah ‘West’ stands on the

north bank of the river. However, one conventionally regards the Nile as flo-wing from south

to north, and it seems well in this report to describe the various parts of the site by the local

and not by the true compass points: thus ‘north’ at ‘Amarah West is local north, but true

east.^

The ancient town is situated on a large mound (PI. x, 3) close to the river. At present

there are few indications of ancient occupation, for sand has drifted over all walls, and there

are scarcely any objects or even sherds to be noted on the surface. It is the drifting of the

sand that has contributed so largely to the preservation of the site, and causes us to enter-

tain high hopes of successful excavations. Our tests showed that the accumulation of

debris and sand was '2 m. deep on an average, the upper stratum of clean, wind-blown sand

being a metre deep. The precise extent of the town is still uncertain, for the accumulation

was too deep to permit us to find the outer wall of the town in the short time at our disposal,

but it is certainly not smaller than Sesebi (Sudla), i.e. some 200 X 300 m., and it may be

slightly bigger. The site, however, is in an infinitely better state of preservation, and will

take much longer to clear.

The aim of our short exploration was not to dig cleanly or deeply, but simply to discover

the nature and prospects of the site. We succeeded in locating the Temple, and a few days’

scratching laid bare the whole circuit of its walls, which are covered on both sides with

rehefs and inscriptions. On the exterior the scenes are on a large scale, but the figures of

Amen-Ile‘, Horus, Min, Ptah, and Harnesses II, among others, are preserved only from just

above the knees. The interior of the Temple, as tests in the Sanctuary showed, is better

preserved, and it is reasonably certain that the whole of the lower register of scenes is com-

’ See Kirwan’s note in JEA 22, 101.

^ In this report the local bearing is given thus, ‘north’, and the true compass point is added in brackets.
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plete, and that in many places the rehefs still retain the original colours. The figures have not

been defaced and only time has caused them damage.

The main entrance to the Temple is on the ‘west’ (north), the side farthest from the river.

The gate is cut through the massive brick wall, some 100 m. square, which surrounds the

Temple and other buildings. In late times squatters blocked the ’west’ end of the gate with

a rough brick wall. At the 'west’ end stone blocks on each side of the gate bear the cartouches

of Eamesses VI and the figure of the viceroy of Xubia, R(-mss-ntic (FL^-mss-nlit?). At the

‘east’ (south) end of the ‘north’ (east) wall of the gate an inscription dated to the sixth year of

Merneptah records the return of a victorious army in his fifth year: this is apparently a refer-

ence to Merneptah’s victory over the Libyans, and the text itself appears to be a duplicate of

a stela in the Temple of ‘Amadah. On the ‘west’ (north) the gate is flanked by two niches, in

each of which is a stela, each unfortunately broken (PI. x, 4). The ’northern' stela contains

a duplicate text of the last few lines of the well-known stela at Abu Simbel containing the

dialogue of Ptah and Eamesses II,^ and below it is a line of Syrian and Nubian captives.

The ‘southern’ stela, of which more is preserved, still has 31 lines, and contains a duplicate

of the Marriage Stela of Eamesses II at Abu Simbel when complete it must have contained

at least 70 lines, for the existing text begins only at line d3 of the Abu Simbel text.

Of the interior of the Temple little can be said at present, but the general plan i.s reason-

ably certain: the gate leads to an open court with coloimade in which we noted the car-

touches of Eamesses IX. Beyond the court lies the Hypostyle Hall, many of whose enormous

roofiing-blocks still cover the area. Beyond this again we found the Sanctuary with a relief,

in colour, of the king before the sacred barque. From the Sanctuary came an interesting

sandstone stela (PI. xi, 3) in which a mother, son, and daughter are concerned: the text is

an agreement whereby the mother and son renounce all claims to the father’s property

(the father apparently being dead) in favour of the daughter, on condition that the latter

supports her mother in her old age: on the sides of the stela is a curse against whosoever

shall dispute the terms of the agreement. There seem to be excellent prospects of good

discoveries in the Temple, for the position of the fallen roofing-blocks makes it certain that

robbing could not have taken place in modern times. To the ’north (east) of the Temple,

and connected with it by a small vestibule, is a small chapel (PI. xi. 1) which is also the work

of Eamesses II, and to the ‘east’ (south) of the chapel is a series of small magazines.

The Temple is situated in the ’north-west’ (north-east) corner of a large enclosure some

100 metres square. As far as can be seen at present the buildings within the enclosure are

houses and not magazines, but near the centre were noted two columns from a building of

uncertain nature. The enclosure wall is some 5 m. thick, with numerous and very big but-

tresses. In addition to the entrance to the Temple, two gates were noted: a small one. with

the cartouches of Eamesses II, lies just ’south’ (west) of the entrance to the Temple, and here

we found a bronze nail with its head in the form of a 2i^-bird : this must have formed part of

an inlay. In the ‘south’ (west) wall is another gate, which is also inscribed with the name of

Eamesses II. From the relationship of the roofing-blocks to the side walls, it seems exceed-

ingly probable that the roof of the gate is stilt in its original position: this fact will give some

idea of the extent to which the site is buried. Xo gates were found in the ‘north’ and ‘east’

walls of the enclosure.

Beyond the great enclosure wall are numerous traces of houses, and nowhere could we

find ground-level at a depth of less than 2 metres. The houses, in fact, are so deeply buried

that we were unable to decide whether there was an outer wall to the town, and on the ‘east

^ Naville, TSBA 7, 119 ff. Our text is preserved from the middle of 1. 29 of the Abu Simbel text.

^ For the most recent study of the Abu Simbel stela see Kuentz, Ann. Serv. 25, 181 if.

X
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(south) slope of the town mound we descended 4 m. without finding the ground level. The

houses and their contents are therefore well protected.

Our last task before covering in our pits and trenches was to try to see whether there

were any signs of an occupation of the site before the reign of Eamesses II, for three test-pits

had made us suspect this possibility. Accordingly, a room in the ‘south-w'est’ corner of the

enclosure was completely cleared and at the bottom, a few cm. below the lowest course of

bricks, we found a thick brick wall built at an angle across the room (PI. xi, 2). Below the

floor level we found a small sherd of the painted ware so typical of the ‘Amarnah Period

and the late Eighteenth Dynasty. It may be taken as certain, therefore, that there were

two main periods in the history of the town (in addition to post-Eamesside squatters),

and that the later of these was in the reigns of Eamesses II and his successors.

The nature of the site, deeply buried as it is, and our preliminary, purely surface work,

prevented us from finding many objects. It is clear, how'ever, that the Society has acquired

a site which holds out every prospect of being instructive and profitable: the Temple area

will certainly yield inscriptional material, and may well provide statuary
;
everywhere the

great depth of accumulation and the obviously unrobbed appearance of the town thoroughly

justify an optimistic outlook. ‘Amarah West presents a great opportunity, and it is much
to be hoped that sufficient funds will be forthcoming to enable the Society to excavate in

its entirety what may well prove to be one of the most profitable and important sites that

have come within its sphere of work in recent years.
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THE HOUSE OF LIFE

By ALAN H. GARDINER

In preparing my edition of the papyrus generally known as the Golenischeff Glossary I have
had occasion to look into the evidence for the ‘House of Life’. That institution is

vaguely famihar to Egyptologists as the place where scri))es were employed or trained, but
the general works barely mention it,^ and singularly little attention appears to have been
paid to the subject. My own investigations have brought to light nothing startlingly new,
but it will be useful to possess a collection of the evidence upon which conclusions must
necessarily be based. There are doubtless some examples that I have overlooked, but what-
ever deficiencies might have been found have been lessened by the help of several friends.'^

The Berlin dictionary (i, 515) contents itself with the ambiguous definition Haus der

Schrijtgelehrten and omits the most important reference of all, that to the well-known

naophorous statue of the ‘chief physician Udjeharresnet’ in the Vatican,

recently re-edited with an admirable commentary by G. Posener in La premiere domination

perse en Egijpte, pp. 1 ff. The passage relating to the n jn {op. cit., 21) needs so much more
discussion than most of our other material that I begin with it, in spite of its late date.

After that I shall revert to a chronological order.

(1) Only the essential phrases will be given in hieroglyphic here, since the text can be

studied in Posener’s book, or in Schafer’s article (see below). The translation runs: ‘His

Majesty King Darius commanded me to return to Egypt
in order to restore the department (s) of the House(s) of Life

after (they had fallen into) decay. The foreigners carried me from land to land and delivered

me back into Egypt according as the Lord of the Two Lands had commanded. I did as

His Majesty had commanded me; ^ furnished them with all their

staffs® consisting of persons of rank, not a poor man’s son among them.

© ^ placed them in the charge of every learned man'* [in order to teach

them ?] all their crafts. His Majesty commanded them to be given all fmanner of) good things

in order that they might exercise all their craft(s). ^

I equipped them with all their ability® and all their apparatus which was on record in

^ An exception is Kees, Kulturgeschichte d. alten Orients, see the Index s.v. Tempelacliule {' Lebenshaus'),

but he quotes only two authentic instances, and many of his assertions are based on the supposed identity of

[Sn with a supposition which I have refuted in niy article JEA 24, 83.

“ Posener has not only helped me with collations of several stelae in the Louvre, but has brought to

my notice Nos. 3, 12, 17, 36, 47, besides others already loiown to me. To Fairman I owe Nos. 26, 42, as well

as most of the Edfu examples. Pendlebury has supplied information with regard to No. 8, and Davies with

regard to No. 9. To the Editor, as usual, I owe much careful criticism, and by pointing out earlier literature

he has saved me from clahning the conclusions under No. 24 as my own.
^ On this difficult word see below, pp. 170-1 and 179. The renderings 'Schuler' (Schafer, so too now

Kees, ZAS 73, 87) and ‘etudiant’ (Posener) are without justification.

* There is reason for thinking that in connexion with the compound rh-hl the adjective nh can sometimes

separate the elements or else be placed after the whole. See below p. 170, n. 2. for the former possibility.

® Hardly ‘ Bediirfnisse ’ with Schafer or 'choses utiles’ with Posener. The ma.sculine form indicates

either a plural meaning ‘efficient men’ or else an abstract 'efficiency’, ‘ability’. Cf. ihie of the 'Zaubermachf
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accordance with their former condition.

This His Majesty did because he knew the virtue of

this art to revive all that are sick and to commemorate for ever the name(s) of all the gods,

their temples, their offerings and the conduct of their festivals.’

The crux of the passage lies in the plural pronoun of — and to solve this

problem it looks as though we should have to know what stood in the lacuna after .

There Schafer (ZAS 37, p. 74, n. 1) assumed the name of a second building co-ordinated

with pr-<^)ih, and as the first element in the name of that building he took the second n
of rv . Posener rightly rejects this view, pointing out that the spelling n n is common.
In pre-Ptolemaic times it is perhaps a little less common than but many examples occur

and are logically quite in order, since the first n of ^n is the word for ‘ house ’ to be read

phonetically pr, whereas the second n is determinative of the entire compound as in

nfcvi, What is absolutely decisive in favour of Posener 's view is that

concludes a fine, and among the many texts on this carefully executed statue there is not

a single example of a word divided between two lines. Posener, following up the idea

expressed in the title to Schafer's article Die Wiedereinrichtuug einer Arzteschule in Sais

restores [
—

‘of Sais’ in the lacuna. This did not agree with the traces that I had seen

to the right of the break^ whilst making a collation many years ago, but as my own indica-

tions were not quite in accord with what is visible on the rather indistinct photograph

pubhshed in Bessarione, iv (1898), Pis. 3-4, I apphed to Pater A. Pohl to help me with a

collation. He, in company with Pater Dyson and Professor Tulli, the

Director of the Egyptian Gallery of the Vatican, has taken great pains

to gratify my wish, and I express to the three scholars my most cordial

thanks. The adjoining cut (fig. 1) shows what is still visible, and Pater

Pohl adds the valuable comments that (1) the missing top sign cannot

have been higher than (2) the next sign is not merely a horizontal

one, but points upwards, (3) the third sign is horizontal, and (4) what is

seen centrally below this is almost certainly part of a hieroglyph, not merely the edge of the

break. Studying these facts with care, I am convinced that the last two signs are for

if the reader will examine the published photograph of ‘lato destro’ he will there find clear

examples of showing that the point of the arrow is a simple horizontal stroke, and the

spacing of o beneath it agrees perfectly with the traces in the lacuna. For the preceding

signs I very hesitatingly suggest [^]. The phrase

strued as a plural ‘the department(s) of the House(s) of Life deahng with medicine’, lit. ‘of

acting- as a physician’, on the same principle as when the Egyptian writes

for ‘ye shall speak with your mouth(3) ’
; the alternative would for him, no doubt,

have implied that each person had several mouths.® Similarly, each House of Life will

have possessed only one medical department.

I submit this solution not as by any means certain, but as the best available in the

circumstances. If it is correct, Udjeharresnet's mission will have been to restore the medical

departments, not in Sais alone, but throughout the whole of Egypt. The expression ‘ depart-

ment of the House of Life’ occurs only here, and seems to require the further definition

of a god iri., I, 15 (0). That the latter view is preferable is shown by
*

there is no craftsman who has (completely) acquired his mastery’, Ptahhotpe 56. I owe this quotation to

t'ann. * To the left there are some fictitious hieroglyphs due to the restorer.

The writing for the infinitive would be no serious objection at this period. I have not

suggested [—] before it since that sign seems rather too low for the available space.
^ I am, however, completely at a loss to explain why the word pr-^nh itself should be in the singular.
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which, if ray restoration be accepted, it actually receives. Some such definition is all the
more likely since Udjeharresnet, not being a first prophet of Xeith or of some other god,

but only a chief physician
, courtier, and high official, can hardly be supposed to have

possessed the qualifications to reform the ‘Houses of Life’ as a whole. Still, the latter-

portion of the passage quoted suggests doubts. The words ‘revive all that

are sick point unmistakably to the art of medicine, and it is Schafer’s merit first to have
translated hry hiyt correctly. But how can the commemoration of the names of the gods
and so forth be linked up with a mere medical department ?

It thus looks as if Udjeharresnet did, after all, reform the Houses of Life in their entirety,

although his first sentence refers only to the medical departments. In support of this my
ultimate, if very tentative, conclusion I would point to the remarkable iteration of the

word ^ ‘all’; would the writer have spoken of ‘all their staffs’, ‘all their crafts’, ‘all then-

talent’, ‘all their apparatus’, ‘all the gods’, unless he had meant a wholesale restoration

of the institutions called by the name ‘House of Life’-? Supplementing what the writer-

says by the knowledge that the Houses of Life were centres of the scribes’ profession, we
thus find in the final sentence a fairly comprehensive statement of the activities there

pursued. It is in the that medical and religious books were written and there it was
that all questions relating to such learned matters were settled.

One of the main results of the present article will be to show that the conception of the

as a training college, and still more the coirception of it (to which some have climbed

from the humble level of Schafer’s Arztesckule) as a University, is a grave mistake. The
purpose of the was, as Udjeharresnet says, for its members to ‘exercise all their

crafts’. Amid the mass of evidence I shall produce there are singularly few references to

teaching. Naturally in a restoration of ruined Houses of Life training of competent staff's

would be a necessity. It is not, however, necessary- to read into the words of the Vatican

statue more than that the new recruits were to be youths of good birth ‘under the charge
’

—note the expression ^—of men of solid learning. There was nothing in Pharaonic

times, so far as can be seen, corresponding even to the Gymnasia where Greek-speakiirg

Egyptians were educated.^ The local schools (2^ PJ ^ doubtless quite elementary.

Even the ‘school’ at the Capital where the 'children of the magistrates’ were educated

{Sail. I, 4, 1) need not have been on a much higher level.- The sparse information that is

gained with regard to more advanced teaching suggests that it took place in whatever

office or profession had been chosen for a lad's career. The system was that of ‘apprentice’

( ^ and ‘master’ {^<^).^ This agrees with the statement of Diodorus (i, 81):

‘ The children of the people receive their education from their fathers or relatives, who teach

them the professions they are to exercise during their lives’; also at the beginning of the

same section, ‘the priests instruct their sons in two kinds of letters, those called sacred and

those of a commoner kind ’. It was apparently only in very late times that priestly education

took on a more formal character ; a papyrus from Tebtunis dating from the second century

A.D. (Grenfell-Hunt, ii, 291) mentions that a candidate for priesthood had to pass an

examination in religious subjects.'*

^ On these see Wilcken, Grundzuge, I, 1, 138.

^ It was hence that the notion of an Egyptian University first gained currency, vf. Lauth's article Die

altdg. Hochschide von Chennu, in iSitzungsb. Jlunchen, 1872.

® This seems substantially the view taken by Erman-Ranke, Agypten. 370. See too my Late-Egn.

Miscellanies, 34, 7, together with the note. Posener quotes too the epithet ‘teacher of the apprentices in the

hall
(|

I n) of writings' in a variant of Anasl. I, 1, 2-3, the sole passage known to me which suggests

larger classes.
* See Wilcken, op. cit., I, 2, Xo. 137.
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(2) We now take a leap backwards for a couple of millenia. Since, as I have shown in an

earlier article {JEA 24, 83), there is no good reason for equating the ‘Mansion of

Life’ with the ‘House of Life’, and since also a Sixth Dynasty passage (Petrie,

Athribis, PI. 6 ; Hrfc., i, 267, 11) stating that a nomarch embalmed his father with
(]

‘ linen of the pr-^nh ’ (sic) obviously requires emendation of into pr-M ‘ treasury ’ (see

Vrh., I, 138, 7 ; 146, 13), we are left with only one authentic instance of from those

early times. This is in an identical passage from two royal decrees releasing the priesthood

of Min of Coptos from various corvees, among them from (supplying) ‘the

apparatus of the House of Life’, Urk., i, 286, 10; 289, 8, both from the reign of Phiops II.

The expression is the same as that employed on the Vatican statue (see above, p. 157) and
we may suppose the apparatus in question to have included papyrus, reed-pens, ink,

medical instruments, perhaps even the whole pharmacopoeia.

(3) The Middle Kingdom is likewise sparing in its references to the House of Life. The
earliest is the epithet lord of the House of Life’ above the head of a

ram-headed god on a sculptured block of the reign of Stankhkare' recently discovered in the

temple of Et-Tud, F. B(isson de la) R(oque), Tod {1934 d 1936), 93. Since other examples

of this epithet are applied to Khniim in Ptolemaic times, consideration of the fact is deferred

until later; see below under No. 53. M. Posener, to whose kindness lowe this reference, suggests

that the epithet of Khnum |^]n ?n found already in the Fifth Dynasty (Borchardt, Grah-

denkmal des Sahiire^, PI. 18 ; see Sethe’s remarks in the Text, p. 94) ought to be corrected into

Jjntl pr-^nh. This seems to me too daring a conjecture, especially as a pr-zs is found elsewhere.

(4) The much-betitled prince Mentjuhotpe of the great Abydene stela at Cairo, CCG 20539
(Lange-Schitfer, Grab- und Benhsteine,!!, 153), receives the epithet ‘Master

of the secrets of the House of Life’. The date is the reign of Sesostris I.

(5) At El-Bershah (Newberry, El Bersheli, ii, 21, 3) an ‘overseer of the royal harm’,
Iha by name, after some epithets affirming his loyalty to the king, proceeds to speak of

himself as ‘ one who sees to the propitiation of the gods, n overseer of writings

in the House of Life, to whom all private matters (dsnc) are revealed’.

(6) On the Cairo stela 20023 (Lange-Schafer, op. cit, i, 26), a i i
‘ physician ’ named

Ameny has standing in front of him a ‘scribe of the House of Life’ named Keku.
This is the earliest example of the latter title.

(7) Among the subordinate personages on a Middle Kingdom stela is a ^ the
reading of the first sign is obscure. Leyden V. 67, see Beschr. Leiden., ii, PI. 36, No. 49.

(8) Passing to the Eighteenth Dynasty, the sole piece of evidence dating from that
period! is the remains of an actual ‘House of Life’, known to be such by the fact that its

bricks hear the stamp rvi-^rvi. Pendlebury, who made this important discovery at El-

Amarna (JEA 20, 134), has kindly provided me with the following information. The ‘ House
of Life consists of two buildings, Q. 42. 19 and Q. 42. 20, which lie 400 metres to the south
of the great temple and 100 metres east of the small temple and royal estate that are them-
selves to the east of the Palace. The ‘House of Life’ abuts upon the so-called Records
Office ‘The place of the correspondence of Pharaoh’,^ as the bricks

^ Lieblcin, Diet., 598 mentions a where one might be tempted to emend Lacau,

SUes du >1 . empire {CCO), 34117 shows what the true reading is.

- JEA 21, 139; an incomplete example Petrie, Tell el Amarna, 42. The name is the same as that of the
Bureau for the King's Correspondence at Pi-Ra<messe as depicted in the reign of Meneptah in the tomb of
Tjay at Thebes {ZAS 44, tiO), except that there the word «<< is more suitably preceded by the plural article

I . Scribes of this institution are occasionally mentioned, e.g. besides Tjay himself, Brit. Mus., 149

;

Lefebvre, Inscr. des grands prttres, p. 67, No. 15, c ; in another form. Pap. jud. Turin, 6, 3.
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are stamped—as befits the similarity of their activities. Building 19 was entered from

the west by a small room, whence there is access to a central chamber with a long room

to the south, two rooms to the east and one to the north. A passage runs right round the

building, which is much ruined, no floors having survived. The other building (numbered 20)

is very small and has a large oblong pier in the middle and a court to the south. The only

object of any importance found was a fragmentary funerary papyrus (from 20) now in the

Ashmolean Museum.

(9) Nineteenth Dynasty. Tomb 111 at Thebes, dating probably from the reign of

Eamesses II, belonged to one ^ Amenwahsu, whose principal titles are

‘scribe of the sacred book(s) in the house of Amiin’; ‘ ife<&-priest in the house

of Amun’;
p 1

‘ conducting the festivals of all the gods at their seasonal

feasts’;
i

‘conducting the divine bark in peace (through)

the virtue of his utterances’; lastly ‘scribe who wrote the

annals of the gods and goddesses in the House of Life’. Once and once only is Amenwahsu

given the title ‘scribe of the House of Life’. This is at the end of a long hymn to the

two Truths concluding with the words

‘ This inscription was written in this tomb by the scribe of the House of Life Amenwahsu

with his own finger(s).' It is interesting to have the actual autograph of a tomb-owner.^

(10) In the same tomb the title is given also to two sons of its owner named respec-

tively ^(1^ Didia and Kha<emope; it may well have belonged likewise to

Amenwahsu’s father ^ ^ Simut, since we learn of him that he was a

‘draughtsman of the Lord of the

Two Lands in all monuments belonging to Amun in Ipet-esut; he who wrote the great

name of the Good God in the Eamesseum in the house of Amun on the west of Thebes.’

(10 a). The Kha<emope just mentioned evidently moved to Heliopolis, since on a fine stela

now in Stuttgart (Spiegelberg-Portner, Aeg. Grabsteine, i. No. 32 [PI. 18]), he speaks of his

father and mother as being ‘of Thebes’, while he himself was a ‘royal scribe
, a

‘scribe of the sacred book(s) of the Lord of the Two Lands’, also, like his

father, p^^ 2 ‘one who wrote the annals of all the gods in the House of Life
,

and finally a ‘divine father of EG(-Atum in the House of Life’.^

(11) The (^ner of the stela Turin 177, published Eec. Trar. 4, 142, was a certain

Yuti who bore the title ‘scribe of the House of Life of the Lord of the Iwo

Lands’. The exact date has still to be determined.

(12) De Morgan, Cat. des Monuments, I, p. 95, No. 150 bis. Tl^ graffito on the island of

Sehel gives the cartouche of Eamesses III and beside it the words

‘ To the spirit of the lieutenant of the House of Life of the Lord of the Two Lands, Khons.’

This title is unique and the reading for that reason somewhat suspect.

(13) Two of the officials condemned for taking part in the conspiracy against Eamesses HI

had previously borne the title ‘scribe of the House of Life
,
P. jud. Turin, 5, 5, in

Deveria, Memoires et Fragments, ii. That Deveria and his successors ha\ e been right in

reading may be seen from rfeid., 4, 1 ,
where the sign

|
in ruin is quite differently made.

(14) Down to Eamesses III the references to the House of Life have been few and far

between. It may not, however, be pure chance that mentions of that institution are more

^ I owe my copies of this tomb to the kindness of N. de G. Davies.

= Curiously enough, however, this same title occurs in the penultimate line of the autograph hjTnn to

the two Truths above quoted, but whether it referred to Amenwahsu or to his son Kha'emope is rendered

uncertain by the lacunae.
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frequent in the official records of Kamesses IV. The two Abydos stelae are conspicuous for

originality of thought and wording, and there is also other evidence to suggest that this

monarch possessed a marked hterary and archaeological bent. Indeed, he claims as much
for himself in two different places. The longer inscription from Abydos (Mariette, Abydos, ii,

54-5, see Piehl, ZAS 22, 38) represents the king as investigating (1. 3) ‘[the annals?] of

Thoth who is in the House of Life ’
>’

* ^ have not left unseen ’, he

continues, ‘ any of them all, in order to search out both great and small among the gods and

goddesses, and I have found the entire Ennead, and all thy forms are more

mysterious than theirs.’ Osiris is here addressed, and Harnesses accordingly proceeds to extol

him as god of the moon, as the Xile and as the king of the netherworld, after which he

passes on to a recital of his own good deeds.

(15) The same royal love of learning is illustrated in the earlier of the two great inscrip-

tions which Harnesses IV caused to be graven in the rocks of the Wady Hammamat. Here

(Couvat-Montet, Xo. 240 = Leps.. Dbm., iii, 223, c) the king is described (11. 11-12) as

(emend

‘excellent of understanding like Thoth, and he hath penetrated into the annals like the

maker thereof, having examined the writings of the House of Life’.^ The writer goes on to

relate that Harnesses had been inspired by some god to find the right place (where to quarry)

a great monument,- and the king ‘had charged the intimate friends of His Majesty, the

chiefs and great princes of Upper and Lower Egypt in their entirety and the

scribes and learned men of the House

[of Life?] to make this monument of the Place of Eternity {i.e. for the Hoyal Tomb) in

this mountain of bekhen-stone’. The restoration -pr-l^nh] in this last passage is extremely

doubtful on account of the stroke after n, which is not found elsewhere in that word until

very late times, see below, Xos. 80, 42, 43, 50.

(16) The long inscription which commemorates an expedition sent by Harnesses IV to

Hammamat eighteen months later—^it is dated in the second month of the third year

—

deserves more careful consideration than it has received. As Breasted points out (Anc.

Bee., IV, § 461), it commemorates the second largest expedition ever sent to those quarries

—a fact the more striking since, if we may trust the evidence of the preserved inscriptions,

they had been used only on the smallest scale since the Middle Kingdom. Indeed, it is clear

that before despatching the main force under Ha<messenakhte, the high-priest of Amun, the

king felt it necessary to inquire into the nature of the monuments previously derived from

that source. This is recounted in the following words (Couyat-Montet, Xo. 12, 11-12);

Majesty had charged the scribe of the House of Life Ha'messe'oshehab, the scribe of

5 n PS 9 wS.J
-His

^ The text is somewhat uncertain and I have combined the two copies.

- It is presumably from these words that Lefebvre {Histoire des grands pretres, p. 179) has inferred the

presence at Hammamat of Harnesses himself. Had the king taken part in the expedition, surely that fact

would have been expressed in a less ambiguous way. Or was Lefebvre influenced, like Breasted {Anc. Bee., rv,

§ 464), by a similarly figurative passage in the later stela, see below under (16) ? For my own part I consider

it higlily unlikely that Harnesses ever went to Hammamat.
^ Xot ‘of crown possessions’ as Breasted tentatively suggests (§ 465), but doubtless a misinterpretation

by the sculptor of m his hieratic draft.

* Montet read
|
; but my reading, which seems obvious, is suggested bj’ his excellent photograph

in PI. 4.
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Pharaoh Hori, and the priest of the house of Min-Hor and of Isis^ in Koptos Usima<re'nakhte

to investigate the commissions for the Place of Truth in the mountain of bekhen-stone after

they had been found to be exceedingly beautiful and to be great and wonderful monuments.’

The wording is obscure. The expression is not to be understood with

Breasted* and Lefebvre* as referring to a spot in the mountain of Hammamat called the

Place of Truth, but signifies ‘works (lit. commissions) done (or to be done) for the necropolis’.

The phrase occurs twice more at Hammamat in connexion with the same expedition

(Couyat-Montet, Nos. 222, 223), and also in the newly-found^ commencement of the Late-

Egyptian Miscellany which in my edition (p. 121) I have called Turin A ; here we have the

phrase /iiie commissions of the

Place of Truth which Pharaoh commanded to be made’. In this last passage it is highly

improbable that any part of Hammamat should be in question. That ‘ Place of Truth ’ is a

general name of the Theban necropolis® seems clear from a sentence in the Gold Mines

papyrus (Chabas-Lieblein, Deux papyrus, PI. 5), where mention is made of a statue of

hekhen-stone [which was brought to] ‘To-meri {i.e. Egypt)

JV-.0
]]

and was set down in the Place of Truth beside the

House of Usima're<setpenre<, the [great] god’, i.e. beside the Eamesseum—the reference is

not improbably to one of the very monuments alluded to in our Hammamat inscription.

To return to the passage quoted from the latter, if the verb hhy be given its usual force,

the statement is very nearly self-contradictory; how could the otficials ‘seek for’ the works

of the necropolis when these had already ‘been found’ to be very beautiful'? “What I think

must be meant by this awkwardly turned sentence is that the small commission of three

appointed by the Pharaoh had the double function first to seek out for examination whatever

monuments of Hammamat-stone were available in Thebes or other cities, and secondly,

guided by what they learnt from these, to devise the new monuments to be quarried there on

behalf of Eamesses. The choice of officials for such a task could hardly have been bettered.

The scribe of the House of Life would be able to identify from their inscriptions any

ancient monuments that had come from Hammamat and would possess the skill to compose

new inscriptions to be placed on the statues or sarcophagus still to be made
;
the scribe of

Pharaoh w'ould be in a position to know his master's wishes
;
lastly, the priest of Koptos

would be familiar with the quarry and its possibilities. The preliminary investigation will

thus have been a very suitable preamble to the huge undertaking that was to follow.

(17) Doubtless of Eamesside date is another graffito from the island of Sehel naming a

‘the scribe of the sacred book(s) in the

Hou?e of Life,^oyal acquaintance of the Lord of the Two Lands, the overseer of construc-

tions in the temple of Amun on the wesH of Thebes, Ea'messenakhte’, de Morgan, Cat. des

Moyiuments, i, p. 93, No. 130.

^ Gauthier, Le personnel du dieu Min, 20-1, points out that Breasted's translation ‘ Min-Harsiese ’ is

inexact. He himself renders ‘de Min-Horus et d'Isis% and it seems unlikely that Isis can have been actually

identified with Min-Horus. ^ Breasted, op. cU., p. 225, n. /. ^ Lefebvre, op. cit.. p, 183, n. 2.

* On a fragment that has long been in the Geneva collection, was noticed there by Prof. Capart, and by

the generosity of the authorities of the Geneva Museum has now gone to join the main portion of the Mb.

at Turin.

® Since the greater includes the smaller, this return to the old view of ilaspero could not contradict

Cern^’s certainly correct view that for which ^ is the usual substitute in the tombs,

properly refers to the tomb of the reigning king in course of construction. See Bull. Inst. fr. 27, 160. The

word hr had sometimes itself a corresponding wider sense, see JEA 22, p. 186. n. 10.

® For exactly the same form of title cf. below, Xo. 22. ' |1
is given in the publication for

f .

Y
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(18) Vienna 51, published Bee. Trav. 9, 40, not in Wreszinski, is a Eamesside stela,

probably from Abydos, belonging to an Amenmose who was a ‘ scribe accounting for the
grain of all the gods’. His son Prenen bore the titles —= ‘scribe of the

sacred book(3) of the Lord of the Two Lands’; = ‘scribe of the House of Life of

the Lord of the Two Lands’ ; ‘conducting the festival(s) of Osiris’ ; finally, he was

^ ^
‘chief head of the stable of His Majesty, protecting him who is in the

Palace Evidently a very versatile fellow

!

(19) A stela in Bologna (no. 1942= Kminek-Szedlo, Catalogo, pp. 210-11), which we
may guess to be of Eamesside date, though the publication speaks of it as Saite, names
two ‘scribes of the House of Life’ named Amenwah^ and Iny
respectively.

(20) (21) Two damaged or doubtful examples, Borchardt, Statuen (CCG), in, 162 and
Beschr. Leiden, xii, 13 = Leyden D 83.

(22) In the heading to the Onomasticon of Amenope {Hood, 1, 4; Gloss. Gol. 1, 4) the
author bears the title ^,7', ‘scribe of the sacred book(s) in the Houseof Life’

;

cj. above. No. 17. In the body of the work No. 116 is

‘scribe of the House of Life skilled in his duties’, emphasizing the special ability"^of "those

who held this rank and incidentally a sly bit of self-praise on the part of the author. The
item occurs immediately before the enumeration of priests and after the ‘royal scribe and
lector-priest (who functions) as Horus’.

(23) Next we reach two passages from Eamesside papyri showing that magical spells

intended for the use of the living came within the scope of the House of Life. In P. Leyden
347, 3, 2 the god ‘Horus in Snid{^, who is known to have had magical
powers,^ is described as ‘master of words, of
exalted rank in the House of Life, a creator in the library ’. The previous line calls the same

i''
prince of books’, and a third passage (12, 6-7) reveals him as co-

operating with Thoth in the authorship of a magical work.

(24) A section of P. mag. Harris (= P. Br. Mus. 10042) has the heading (6, 10):

®pcll of all water-enchantments—now the head ones have said with
regard to it. Open the heart to no strangers concerning it—a true secret of the House of
Life . The enchantments in question were to ensure the safety of any who travelled by
water, and had to be recited over an egg-shaped lump of clay which was then thrown into
the Nile. Lange in his edition (p. 55) takes the word ‘head ones’ to mean ‘die

leitenden und daher einsichtsvollen Klassen im Volke’, but surely this is merely an abbrevia-
tion for IaJ ‘^he chief lector-priests’, whose magical powers are illustrated in
the V estcar Papyrus. I now see that Strieker explains our passage in the same way, in a
postscript to his excellent note on the Hebrew expression '’7SQ"'’aD’]n ‘ magicians of Egypt ’,

Acta Or. 15, pp. 6 and 20 of the offprint. As the facts now ascertained in this matter are
not generally known to English readers, I summarize them here. The word *Db“in had been
compared with SqJ Jjry-hbt by Erman {Bel. d. Ag., 308) and Wb., iii, 395, but even Erman’s
apologetic qualification in der entstellten Form chartum’ will hardly allow the etymology

' The publication gives
|

for ^ •

Learnedlj but not very lucidly discu.ssed by Kees, ZAS 64, 107. He places the home (or a home)
of this god in the neighbourhood of the W hite Monastery near Sohag—the Egj-ptian name was —and
later on adduces evidence to connect his cult with the Oryx Nome, see the tomb of Ameni at Beni Hasan.
I am not clear whether Kees really regards AnictCl) as the name of a town; the matter seems doubtful in

spite of the determinative 0 . ^ The is written in red.
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to pass muster. Eanke {Keilschrijtliches Material, 37) had quoted from an Assyrian text

of the eighth or seventh century, among names of priests, doctors, and magicians, a title

hartibi given to three persons with Egyptian names, but had refused to connect this with the

Hebrew word. The possibility thus suggested became, however, a strong probability in the

light of the Demotic term Jir-th which Griffith (Stories of the High Priests of Memphis, n.

on 11 Kh. 5, 8) found applied to the sorcerer Hor, son of Pa-neshe and tentatively rendered

‘ librarian ’. Spiegelberg (Demotica, i, 4) adduced a good deal more evidence which proved

the reading hr-tb and indicated the connexion with I^Js- To Strieker (loc. cit.) belongs the

merit of asserting the identity of the Demotic hr-tb with the Hebrew term and of citing the

Harris passage.

(25) In the Brussels museum is preserved the painted coffin of a scribe A\nkhefenamun

from the tombs of the priests of Amun at Der el-Bahri, Speleers, Recueil des inscr. eg.,

No. 290 (p. 77). Among the scenes is a dais sheltering the symbol beside which is the

legend J ^ great, the god's mother, lady of the House

of Life, dwelling in the Beautiful House ’, i.e. the place of embalmment. The connexion of Isis

here tvith the House of Life seems unique, but is explicable by her great magical powers.

(26) The important reliefs relating to the sed-festival discovered by Naville at Bubastis

may be almost exact copies of Old Kingdom scenes, though actually dating only from the

reign of Osorkon II
;
but I hesitate to assign the inscriptions that interest us to so early a

time. A procession of long-skirted priests, most of whom hold papyrus rolls, is headed

‘friends and masters of magicV Festival Hall of Osorkon 11, PI. 8. Among the

separate personages are two ‘magician-protectors of the King of Lower Egypt’; there

is at least one ‘ royal scribe ’
;
finally there is where the restoration of the sign in

lacuna is guaranteed by op. cit., PI. 3. Though in each case this legend stands over

the head of a single person a plurality was certainly meant and we must render ‘ the com-

pany of the House of Life’, with the Old Kingdom word for ‘company’ (IPi)., v, 402) which

appears to be nearly synonymous with the later see below under No. 38. The main

interest of these examples is that here the House of Life is explicitly connected with magic,

and from a very early date sorcerers belonging to it were evidently in attendance upon the

king at the great moment of his Jubilee.

(27) We pass to Saitic times. The chief physician of King Apries Peftufauneit

has left a fine statue of himself, now in the Louvre, Avhere it is known as A 93. The inscriptions

record the extensive restorations made by its owner in the temple of Osiris at Abydos,

apparently at the behest of Apries’s successor Amasis. After the account of the re-establish-

ment of the god's estate and vineyards, the text continues laconically:

PS P

I °

^

restored the House of Life after (its) ruin. I renewed

the sustenance of Osiris, and put all his (or its '?)" ordinances in their proper place. See

ZAS 32, 119 and corrections of Piehl's copy, ibid., 33, 12( ;
the exact sense here of ntS A'hich

Breasted (Anc. Bee., iv, § 1022) renders ‘contracts’, is not clear. Nor is it certain whether

there is any inner nexus between the mention of the^ and the statements before and after.

(28) To the Persian period belongs the Vatican statue that A\as our starting-point

(see No. 1). The other information from the same age is drawn from the famous demotic

papyrus known as Btjlands IX. This contains the long petition of one PeteSse for redress of

Avrongs done to him and his family by the priests of Teudjoi, the modem El-Hibah. The

petition is dated in the 9th year of Darius I, but the first reference to the House of Life goes

' Probably the same legend is to be restored in PI. 3 just before the tsf nt Pr-<-nh to be mentioned m the

text here a few lines further on. For hryic hki see too below under Ao. 30.

^ Cf. wO n pr-<nh below’ in No. 50.
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back ninety years earlier, when in the 14th year of Psammetichus I Peteese’s great-great-

grandfather of the same name brought a tablet of stone from Elephantine to Teudjoi, and in

order to record thereon the good deeds he had done in the latter town ‘ caused the granite-

workers, the engravers, the scribes of the House of Life, and the draughtsmen to be fetched

I’he demotic text (7, IG) has n sine pr-^nh as in the Ptolemaic decrees; see Griffith, Ryl.

Rap.. Ml, 2-29. A similar event took place at a later date, ibid., 13, 19, see op. cit., 91, 236.

(29j About fifty-seven years later than the episode narrated above under (28), the

second Peteese, grandson of the first, was nominated by the priests of Teudjoi to accompany

Psammetichus II on his expedition to Sj'ria. Many ‘prophets’ of other towns were going

too, and the priests of Teudjoi overcame Peteese's reluctance with flattering words :
‘ Behold ’,

they said, ‘ thou art a scribe of the House of Life
;
there is not a thing that they shall ask thee

to which there is nut a suitable answer (?).’ So Griffith's translation of 14, 21, see op. cit.,

9G, 237. The last phrase must surely somehow mean ‘for which thou wilt not have an

appropriate answer'. Peteese was sent with the king as being the most learned man that

Teudjoi had to offer.

fdOj From the Thirtieth Dynasty another fine statue in the Louvre (A 94) mentions the

Hou'e of Life. l)ut only in a title stressing the magical powers of the personage depicted,

namely Xaklitliarhab, a ‘chief lector-priest’. The title in question is U
‘leader of the masters of magic in the House of Life’; for the phrase hryw hkH see above
under (2Gj. lirugseh, Thes.. Gs7; Pierret, ii, 52, top; Piehl, Inscrr. hierogh, i, 16. Posener

informs me tliat there is a statue of this same man bearing the same title in the British

Museum (No. 1G4G).

(31) The material for the Graeco-Eoman period bulks much larger than that for any
earlier age. I begin with three references that belong more to the realm of fiction than of

f.ict, though they are none the less informative on that account. The famous Famine stela on
the island (jf Sehel (Hrugseh. Rieben Jahre der Hungersnoih

;

de Morgan, Cat. des Monuments,
I, 79-82) has been thought to be a pious fraud on the part of the priesthood of Sehel, anxious

to secure special privileges from the king, who had, it is assumed, favoured the temple of

L>is to the detriment of the old gods of the Cataract. Sethe, the last to study the text in its

entirety^
( U liters., ii, 75 fi'., 103 ff.), thought, on the contrary, that it might be ‘die Wieder-

auffrischung alter, halb in Yergessenheit geratener Tatsachen’ (p. 81). I myself incline to the

older view, though perhaps not in quite the positive form in which it has been stated. Any-
how, the inscription purports to be a decree of king Djoser of the Third Dynasty addressed

to the then reigning prince of Elephantine.” The cause leading up to the decree was the

misery that had befallen Egypt through seven consecutive years of low Niles. In his desire

to cope with this catastrophe Djoser appeals to the famous chief lector-priest Imhotep
(Imouthes) for information about the sources of the Nile and about the god in control of

them. The sage seems to have been unable, without previous study, to answer the questions

])ut to him, so he begged permission
P

‘ ^

enter into the Mansion of Life and may open the rolls and may seek guidance from them’.
Here for once cn .5^n pr-Uih is replaced by

[]
hiet-^nh, whether by a mistaken archaism

or because the of the Old Kingdom was really identical with the later cn ra . The former
alternative is preferable, as will be seen in my article on JEA 24, 83.

(32) M hatever view be taken of the historicity of the Famine stela, all are agreed that

* Parts are treated by \ andier. La famine dans VEgypte ancienne, 38 ff., 132 ff. Vandier is inclined to
share Sethe's views in regard to the historical authenticity of the inscription.

“ In a hasty collation of this with the original which I made many years ago I read the name of the

prince as Mi-hsi iliusis.
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the stela concerning the Princess of Bakhtan was a priestly forgery designed to enhance
the prestige of the Theban god Khons. This stela (Prisse, Slonuments, PI. 24; full biblio-

graphy, Gauthier, Livre des rois, ni, 41), after recounting the marriage of Ramesses II to

Nefrure^ the daughter of the princess of Bakhtan, tells how an envoy from that country
came to seek medical aid for Nefruref s elder sister Bentresh, who had been stricken down
with illness. Harnesses summons the ‘staff of the House of

Life and the courtiers of the Residence ’ to advise him what to do. A highly skilled phvsiciaii

is sent to Bakhtan, but his help proving of no avail, the god Khons himself, i.e. an image
of him, is dispatched and by his magical power exorcises the evil spirit.

(83) Ancient Egypt has bequeathed to us no more crj-ptic religious book than Salt S2o,

now P. Brit. Mus. 100-51, published in Hieraf. Pap. BM, ii, PI. 31-40. IMuch of it is devoted

to aetiological myths, while other parts are prescriptive magic. It is difficult to say how the

references to the House of Life are to be taken. The first allusion (G, 2-3) is to a magical book

to be made on the 20th day of the first month of Inundation: ‘Thou shalt not divulge it. He
who divulges it dies of a sudden death and an immediate cutting-off. Thou shalt keep very

far away from it
;
by it one lives or dies. ™

be) read (only) by a scribe of the workshop (?) whose name is in the House of Life.' See on

this passage below under No. 57.

The other passage relating to the ‘House of Life’ describes an ideal structure so called,

to be built in Abydos, with gods on all its sides and gods serving as priests %\itbin it. The

tenses employed appear to be future or prescriptive. One might hesitate with regard to

uiin-f at the beginning and elsewhere, but hi in the clause following seems necessarily an

imperative, and later on nn «A', nn nu-J can hardly be taken excejit as futures; lastly ntf

silyj in 7, 4 must certainly be the future emphasizing construction disc(n ered by Gunn.

Translation is easy, but it is difficult to decide whether the picture painted is pure theological

fantasy, or whether it had some practical magical purpose. We can barely dispense with

quotation of the whole (6,5-7, 7).
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‘As FOR the House of Life, it shall be in Abydos. Build it in four bodies, the inner body being

of covered reeds (?). As for the four ru’s and the ^—as for the ^nhy (“the living one”), he is

Osiris, and as for the four n's (they are) Isis, Xephthys, Horus and Thoth,^ Isis being on one side

and Xephthys on the other
;
Horus on one (side) and Thoth on the other. These are the four sides.

Geb is its ground {i.e. floor) and Nut its heaven (i.e. ceiling). The hidden one who rests within it

is the Great God. The four outer bodies consist of a stone that contains two wings, and its lower

part {i.e. its floor?) is sand, and its ontside has severally four doors, one south, one north, one west,

and one east. It shall be very hidden and very large. It shall not be known, nor shall it be seen;

but the sun shall look upon its mystery. The people who enter into it are the staff of Her and the scribes

of the House of Life. The people who are in it, the/kty-pnest is Shu, the slaughterer (hnty) is Horus
who slays the rebels for his father Osiris, and the scribe of the sacred books is Thoth, and it is he
who will recite the (ritual) glorifications in the conrse of every day, unseen, unheard. Hale of mouths,

and secret of body and mouths, they are far removed from sudden cutting-off. No Asiatic shall

enter into it
;
he shall not see it. Thou art very far removed. The books that are in it are the

emanations {bnc) of Ee< wherewith to keep alive this god and to overthrow his enemies. As for
the staff of the House of Life who are in it, they are the followers of Re' protecting his son Osiris

every day.’

A vignette later on in the paityrus (PI. 36 of the publication) illustrates the above
description, and is reproduced on the next page (Fig. 2). The main interest of the passage is

that it is the only one which throws any light on the conceptions lying behind the name n n

.

\\ e need not necessarily follow the writer in interpreting the element as meaning ‘living

person’ but the identification of that ‘living person’ with Osiris and the state-

ment in 7, 0-6 about the purpose of the books which are in the do seem to point

to a belief that the primary purpose of literary composition was to maintain life, whether
that of the gods, of the king, or of mankind generally. The connexion of the with
magic and medicine points in the same direction, and it must not be forgotten that the

inscriptions on temples and tombs had an indubitable vivifying purpose, even if proofs of

the fact are rare and ill-defined. ^\'hen a learned scribe wrote a religious book, it was
more than a mere book that he created or served as the instrument for creating. The book
was an ‘emanation’ or ‘soul’ of Pie', the creator-god, see Wb., i, 414(1) for references.^

How far back this conception goes we do not know for certain, but it seems hkely that it

was very ancient. The scribes who wrote in the ‘House of Life’ were ‘followers’ or
servants’ of Ee', embodying in their compositions that creative power to maintain life

which was his. Books were thus inspired, they were 'sacred (lit. god’s) books’ and
we recall also the term ‘god’s words’. Was it Egypt that first put the notion of the
Word of God into the heart of Man?®

The passage in Salt 825 contains the phrases and '"'hich are

The MS. substitutes Geb and Nut’ for these last two, clearly WTongly, as the continuation shows.
The writings here, above under (31) and below under (43), make it highly improbable that the first

element in this compound is the word bjw ‘might’, which is the view of Wb. A further reference for the
writing with the three 6;-birds will be found Z.iS 43, 131.

See too, from a rather different angle, IMoret, Mysteres egyptiens, the chapter on Le verbe createur.
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of constant recurrence in connexion with the ‘House of Life’. There is also, as Posener did

not fail to point out, the term ^ ^ (j(j which was encountered on the Vatican naophorous
statue (above 1), and the discussion of which must still be deferred awhile. What connexion

the 7%-priest’i and the obscure Mtf or ‘slaughterer’ had with the
‘House of Life’ is not clear.

(34) Bergmann, Buck tom Durchwandehi der Ewigkeit. In a passage describing the
experiences awaiting the blessed dead, it is said of the owner of the papyrus (60-1): ^

I
I n W Jin I I

‘thy hiv-food finds

achievement beside the library,

thy provisions (emend dpw)

come into being in the House

of Life’. The thought is akin

to that of Salt S25

;

here, how-

ever, books have the power not

only to bestow life, but also to

produce food, the means of life.^

(35) Variants of the above

passage on a stela from Hawara
{Rec. Trav. 36, 76) do not men-

tion food at all. The published

text reads |

^ ‘ of the Library, thy

glorifications are in the House

of Life, and thy name shall be

pronounced by the staff of the

House of Life in reading its glorifications.’ On the other face of the same stela (op. cit., 78)

there is an invocation to a whole series of priests starting thus:
—

‘0 ye ae'&-priests,

prophets, lectors, everyone [scribes] of the House of Life, em-

balmers (?), uiidiv, ka-priests, and all mummifiers of the necropolis .... who shall see

this stela, and read the divine writings
’

(36) Posener points out in a letter that in Bremner-Rhind, 29, 16, where Faulkner

suggested we ought to read The word occurs in a heading;

X — n e
15 1 I Cl dCZi I O i

‘It is a secret book in the House

of Life, which no eye shall see, the secret book of overthrowing Apopis.’

(37)

The Mendes stela. In the reign of Ptolemy Philadelphus the temple of the ram-god

of Mendes was built anew, and a stela commemorating the benefits which that king con-

ferred upon the city is preserved in the Cairo Museum. When, some time after the 21st year,

a new sacred ram was discovered in the vicinity, petition was sent to Ptolemy requesting

^ See Wb., I, 580 (4) and Gautliier. Personnel dii dieu Min, 77-9 ; further .Sethc in ZAS 57, 24 commenting

on Bk. Dead, spell 115. where again thvfkti/ i.s identified with Shu.

“ See Tr6., iii, 122 (14).

® In op. cit., 54 we find a pr-<-nh-lric, but this is probably different, cj. also Dumichen, Residtate, I, 47, 10.
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that the scribes of the House of Life should come and inspect it. ‘ Thereupon His Majesty-

sent to the temples of Upper and Lo-wer Egypt to cause to come ^
'— ' 'i®i^ [staff of the House of Life] consisting of

the !te<6-priests of the nomes and the prophets of the Two Lands consisting of

the learned men^ in their cities. after

the statu of the House of Life had seen it, they recognized its markings* according to the

ritual-book.’ Then a titulary was made for this new re-embodiment of no less than four

gods as had been done since ancestral times. Urk., ii, 48, 11-49, 12.

(38) The priestly decrees of the Ptolemaic age, usually written in hieroglyphic, demotic,

and Greek, have a stereotyped opening that enables them to be treated together. Attention

will be paid to the differences between the versions only in the vital portions. After the

date and royal titulary the texts continue: ‘On this day a decree i/rp^tor/xa) : the

temple-overseers and prophets, the priests who enter into the holy place to adorn the gods

with their raiment

scribes of the sacred book(s) and the staffs of the House of Life and the other weffc-priests who
had come from the two halves of Upper and Lower Egypt (for such and such a purpose, being

assembled in such and such a place)— they said’: (then follows the substance of the decree).

The hieroglyphic quotation above given is actually from the En-Niberah version of the

Eosettana {Urk., ii, 172); for similar texts see Canopus {op. cil., 126), Philensis I {op. cit.,

201), Philensis II {op. cit., 216); Gauthier-Sottas, Un decret trilingue. Instead of

Canopus has the demotic rendering of this is always u/ shw pr-^nW’ and the

Greek Upaypapfiarels. It is noticeable that the scribes of the House of Life are definitely

ranked as priests.

The moment has come at which we can no longer postpone discussion of &=.(](] ^^^
and

the related words. The variants “7 (E™cess of Bakhtan stela. No. 82 above),

(Canopus, Tanis version, below. No. 39, and so too No. 35 above), ^ (Bucheum, No. 42

below) and *= (Mendes stela, above, No. 37) all show s= as initial letter, and Wb., v, 338

takes the word as a collective tt
‘

Schreiberschaft ’, though quoting an example ^ ',72

^ from Naville, Mythe d’Horus, 24, where a single scribe is designated It would

accord with this latter use that“ is found over the head of the scribe who follows the king

on the palette of Narmer, and in a very puzzling ritualistic ( ?) papyrus from Quibell’s find

at the Eamesseum (late Middle Kingdom) a single official appears to bear the title ,7.1^
I

° difficult to see how a feminine collective could be used of a single male person,

though this was apparently the view of Sethe in quoting the example from the palette of

Narmer {Der Ursprung des Alphabets in Xachr. Gdttingeji, 1916, Heft 2, p. 157). The writing

£=
(| ]7 ,

looks like a mascuhne plural and perhaps the simplest solution is to admit the exist-

ence both of the collective “ and of a form in -y derived from it ;
s=[]

(]
would thus be

an analogon to 7^,^, knbtyw. This solution is favoured by the writing &25,

' So restored by Sethe.

“ Bh-ht-, for the -nviting here c/. below, No. 46 and Budge, Egyptian Antiquities in the Possession of

Lady Meux, PI. 11, 1. 12 "VSfi.
' ’ '

^ For discus.sion on this word, see under (38).
* Since jbwt, usually rendered 'form’ (H't., i, 8(1) ‘Gestalt’), is clearly connected with/bii- ‘to brand’ I do

hesitate to render it ‘ markings ’ here.

^ A broken passage with Griffith, Two Hieroglyphic Papyri, PI. 14, may have contained

the same expression in hieroglyphs, if any importance is to be attached to the writing ;
otherwise

L7i ] ^ could be read.
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7, 2.6 corresponding to of the Vatican naophorous statue (above, No. 1), where the

close connexion with [ru.^n renders inevitable the identification with “
,
s=>Vl ^ .

The explanation that involuntarily suggests itself is that = in all the"^ Graeco-Eo'man
examples is a false transcription of hieratic which is indeed extremely similar, and
corroboration of that view seems to be offered by the appearance in several places of

and the like for which we habitually read mdft; Wb.,ibid. quotes as Tvery

late variant for |^j as epithet of the goddess Seshat, and below in No. 46 (Cairo 22017)

we shall find the title written We might accordingly conjecture that

r=(]!] and its equivalent ^(ji) both read mdftyw and mean literally ‘the bookmen’.
To this, however, there are two serious objections, the lesser being that in that case we should

have to abandon the comparison with “ on the palette of Narmer and with the Middle

Kingdom quoted above. The greater objection is that “ and variants possess, as

Wb., ibid, points out, a -vsider sense that has nothing to do with books whatsoever, namely as

meaning (1) ‘people’ (or the like) of a god (who sustains them), and (2) ‘partisans’ of an
enemy. The Graeco-Eoman examples used by Wb. are unknown to me, but on a late stela

in Leyden {Beschr. Leiden, vii, PL 16, No. 20 = Piehl, Inscrr. hierogl., in, 30, 6) the owner,

addressing Onuris-Shu, says ‘I commanded thy people’ and in Salt ii2o,

7, 2 (above. No. 83) it seems more natural to translate

than as ‘the bookmen of Ee<’, though from the context it emerges that the staff of Eec is

here equated with the scribes of the Ptouse of Life. More decisive are two passages from the

Tomb Eobberies Papyri where Peet was at a loss to know whether to read ^ or but

where he finally (p. 186) favoured the latter ; in his autographed text of P. Brit. Mus. 10052,

2, 1, we read of thieves’; rather

similarly 7, 3. Gunn points out to me that in Ptahhotpe, 120 ‘If thou art one who sits

at the table of a man greater than thyself’ the much later version of

P.Brit. Mus. 10509 writes Since the phrase ‘dinner-table

of the Prince’ shows, according to Wb., v, 338, the variant (Cairo 20709, b is the

source), and since there is a word woodwork of a ship {Wb., v, 839 (13) ; see

Wenamun 2, 4. 49. 56) perhaps, utilizing all the data, we may provisionally combine them
in some such manner as this:—There is a word if meaning a wooden board in a verv

general sense; hence is derived ft for the ‘board’ or ‘table’ at which one sat to eat.

or where at least the provisions for eating were stacked; hence 77,^. commciisalcs,^

to use the medieval Latin expression, and then more generally, ‘staff’, ‘gang’. The writing

•with was perhaps due to the confusion in hieratic of ^ with the rare sign for (see

Devaud’s note on Ptahhotpe, 120) rather than with that for ~—
,
but was apt to be retained

when the
|

of the n n were spoken of, since the latter happened to be men concerned

with papyrus-rolls. Perhaps the writing of for nidd ‘book’ is entirely late and

secondary. I have tentatively rendered , "7°^
i

English ‘ staff’.

Possibly in some cases, c.g. in (1) above, it may be the plural of the collective, i.e. staffs,

and not as elsewhere, the plural of a derivative in -y from that collective, i.c. properly

‘men of the staff’.

In conclusion, I desire to emphasize the hazardous and doubtful character of the above

inferences. Not all the relevant facts are at my disposal, but on the other hand some that

I have cited were clearly not known to the compilers of the Berlin Dictionary, which appears

^ It must, however, be remembered tliat the Egyptians did not dine ‘at the same table' in our sense.

For important additional evidence confirming the reading U and the meaning ‘ staff ’ see the Postscript to

this article.

z
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to be in general agreement -ttlth my deductions. I have been more or less consciously

influenced by the fortunes of the Enghsh word ‘board’.

(39) Canopus, 34 {Urk., ii, 151-2) ordains that daily and on feastdays male and female

singers shall sing in honour of the dead princess Berenice —
hynmsof worship written by the staff of the House

of Life and given to the head-teacher of the singers, and the hke shall be written in the books

of the House of Life’. The only point of interest in the demotic is that here, as in (35), it

writes shic pr-^nh for The Greek has ovg av vfivovs ol l€poypapp.aTeLs ypai/iavrej

hwtjLv r& (hho^LBadKaXo) (Lv Kal rd dertypa^a KaraxcopLcrO-qaeTat els ras lepas ^v^Xovs. It is to

be noted here and in the adjacent entries that the Greek consistently ignores the existence of

the House of Life, substituting for it everywhere the adjective lepos. The expression

‘ books of the House of Life ’ does not necessarily mean ‘ kept in the House of Life ’

; the place

of production may be intended.

(40) Canopus, 32 {Urk., ii, 149). The diadem to be placed on the head of the image

of the dead princess is to be designed out of certain symbols which in combination will

reveal her name of Berenice ‘through (dem. r-Jie according to) its forms

in the writing of the House of Life’. The Greek has Kara rd errLcnqpa rps lepds ypap.p.aTLKrjs

‘ according to the devices of the sacred script ’. Probably the plural strokes in ^ i have no

significance, and the analogy of ibid., 37 (below. No. 41) makes it probable that ss here

means ‘mode of writing’ and not ‘writings’ or ‘books’. The hieroglyphic script is evidently

meant. On the entire passage see ZAS 43, 156-7.

(41) Canopus, 37 {Urk., ii, 154). The decree is to be ‘ carved on a tablet of stone or metal

writing of the House of Life, writing of letters, and writing

of the Mediterranean islands’, in the Greek lepots ypdppaaiv Kal afyuTmotj Kal iX\r]vlKoi,s

The ‘writing of the House of Life’ is of course hieroglyphic, as above in (40), and for it

Eosettana {Urk., ii, 197) and Philensis I {Urk., ii, 213) substitute j
! ‘the writing of

the god's words ’, the demotic following the hieroglyphic everywhere.

(42) A new Buchis bull, which had been born in the 19th year of Ptolemy VI, was

installed at Thebes in the 24th year in the presence of the god Amenope and of the king

himself, who had travelled upstream for that very purpose

courtiers, the prophets, the irc<6-priests, the staff of the House of Life, and

all the multitude^ of the entire (land)’, Mond-Myers, Bucheum, PI. 41, No. 9, 11. 10-11, and

vol. II, p. 7. In the preliminary inspection of Asphynis no mention is made, as on the Mendes

stela, of the scribes of the House of Life, but they may have been included in the persons

who are named, xiz. the 0
‘ iceifc-priests, the royal inspectors, and the

soldiers of the Two Great Houses’.

(43) Louvre C 232 (Pierret, Eec. Inscr. Louvre, ii, 21. 67); the copy of the relevant

portion is due to the kindness of M. Posener. The owner of this Ptolemaic stela was the

‘king’s scribe and prophet of Mehyt-in-Abydos Petearpo-

krates’. The son Imhotep who dedicated it held both these titles of his father and

among others that of ‘prophet of Thoth-dwelling-in-the-House-of-Life
’ ;

it is

permissible to ask whether the last-named designation means more than that its recipient

was acknowledged to be a man of great learning. In the principal inscription Petearpokrates

calls upon a number of his colleagues to praise Thoth when they behold this writing of his.

The interesting invocation begins as follows; Jf9
Cl

I

^ Fairman renders ‘soldiers’, but is not the late sense ‘multitude’, JuiHHUje preferable here?

“ Probably for
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T?nnnI I ii II Zly^^

^ ° Q n I n uS lASj^
jr I ! :=. *12 ^ ! O’

f A'^n^n'ltd^ '''-'', etc. ‘0 all ye priests who penetrate into the

words of god and are skilled in writings, yewho are enlightened in the House of Life and have

discovered the ways ( ?) of the gods, who have penetrated into the archives of the Library

and can interpret the mysteries (itmr) of the Emanations of Eec {i.c. sacred hooks, see above

p. 168), who are skilled in the work of the Ancestors and who open up (
'?) the heart of what

is upon the wall, ye who carve the tomb(3) and who interpret the mysteries—if ye come
(lit. who shall come) to Eostaw and if ye all approach the sacred land’, etc. We are reminded

of Neneferkaptah in the story of Sethon, see below No. 55.

(44) The same son Imhotep bears the same title jcu on an important stela

in Vienna, Wreszinski, Aeg. Inschr., i, ‘25 (p. 89).

(45) Cairo Cat. Gen. 22070 has yet another example of the same title. This is on a stela

tsn uTi
'The s . . . -priest^ who is in the chamber, It.sk-priest, dancer, lector in face

of Min, /A'ty-priest, overseer of the deserts, overseer of the priests of Sakhmet,'* prophet of

Thoth-dwelling-in-the-House-of-Life, scribe of the sacred books of Min. Ahmose.’ See

Ahmed Bey Kamal, Steles ptoIGnn'iques et romnines (CCG), p. 65 and PI. 22.

(46) On another Akhmim stela in Cairo (Cat. Gen., Xo. 2‘2017
; op. cit.. p. 19 and PI. 7)

the owner Haronnofre bears, among other titles, the following: n| ‘over the

secrets of the god's words’
;

"learned (H-/d. see above p. 170,

n. 2) in every (papyrus-)chest of the House of Life belonging to the House of Min’;

‘chief teacher of the children of the prophets, ice^h-

priests and </c-priests ’

; and ‘scribe of the sacred bookls)’. In the title mentioning

the ‘House of Life’ this probably serves only to indicate that the boxes in question contained

papyri written in hieroglyphic; the genitival particle A™ is doubtless to be taken with

hnw, not with pr-^nh.

^ Posener hesitates between and . Perhaps son\e writing of shnc.

^ The right reading is ihh, not ihh as Ahmed Bey Kanial gave, see Gauthier. Personnel. 02, n. 3.

^ In discussing this title CTauthicr. op. cit.. 49, has overlooked my contention {Eijn. Gr., p, 527, under

Aa 25) that all we know of its reading is that it began with s.

* The simple "priest of Sakhmet' occurs Murray, i<oqq. Masf.^ I, PL 11 — Mar., D (>2 ;
on

the Middle Kingdom Cairo stelae 20391, 20735 (see Lange-Schafer. op. cit.); also on a papyrus fragment of

similar date in Moscow, see Turajev, Egiptoloqicheskia Zamietki in Bull, de I ht'-t. imp. des >Sci€/ice.s'.Petrograd,

1916, p. 18; finally in P. Ehers 99, 2-3. The "overseer’ of such priests is found, besides here and below in

Ko. 49, also in >8^'. 22, 41. 140 (tomb of Petosiris); Crk.. n, 2, 8 ('in the entire land’): 4, 2 ("of Upper

and Lower Egypt’); Spiegelberg. Demot. Inschr. {CCG). p. 30, hierogl. text, 1. 1; and finally in a demotic

docket to be mentioned below. The context of the example in the Ebers papyrus shows that this priest was

a doctor or magician of sorts. In the scene at Sakkarah the bearer of the title, who was also a shd ( in-

structor” ?) of doctors’, is shovm superintending the cutting up of an ox. M ith this agrees quite remarkably

the evidence of a papyrus of the reign of Hadrian described by Sudhoff in his book Arztliches aus griech.

Papyrus-Urkunden, p. 9. Here a Upon-oaxoa4)payi(TTT}s testifies that he has examined a calf to be sacrificed

and has found it pure; the demotic signature names as the writer of the document an overseer of the

priests of Sakhmet'. Such examination of slaughtered cattle may well have been one of the chief

functions of these priests, and as confirming this suggestion we must remember that Sakhmet v as the

savage lioness-goddess who would naturally be concerned with slaughter. However, it must also be

recollected that the expression ‘year of pestilence’ is equally closely associated with her name, so that

every doctor who treated serious epidemics may have claimed the title. In the Ebers passage (— P. Edwin

Smith, 1, 6, see Breasted, p. 106) the " priest of Sakhmet' is mentioned as feeling the pulsation of the blood in

various parts of the human body, so that his Avork was not exclusively associated with the sacrifice of animals.
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(47) On yet another Akhmim stela (Florence, inv. 7641, Eec. Trav. 20, 90) the owner

Pahet (?) was a ‘s . . . .-priest and scribe of the House of Life’.i

(48) One Onnofre whose stela is in the British Museum (No. 808) had the titles

‘tlie /isfc-priest^ who is in the chamber, the king’sjcribe of the House of Life’.

Is this strange-looking title comparable to the earlier Nos. 11, 18?

(49) The Lee collection at Hartwell House, near Ajdesbury, once contained the stela of

a woman which is published in Sharpe, Egn. Inscr., ii, 68. Her father Peteese held

a number of priesthoods, that of Osiris at the head of them, and in his capacity as a learned

man occupied several offices that have been mentioned once or many times in this article,

e.g. ‘scribe of the sacred book(s) ’

; f ‘overseer of the u'ec&-priests of Sakhmet

Quite unique, on the contrary, is apparently the title ‘great prophet (lit. god’s

servant) of the House of Life’, the deity in question presumably being Thoth.

(50) In a description of a particular feast at Edfu the journey of Horus and his com-

pany of gods from point to point is related in detail. At the end of the second day they

‘proceed to the hall of the House of Life’, where

‘all the ceremonial of the House of Life is performed, and

interpretation of the naming (??) is made at time of evening’. Then they spend the night

in this place. (Chassinat, Temple d'Edfou, v, 135, 11. 44-5, controlled by Berlin photo. 70;

translation, Brugsch, Drei Fest-Kalender, p. 15.) The impression given is that the House of

Life is not in the temple at all, and the purpose of the visit seems clearly to be to obtain

interpretation of some kind from the learned. Another similar visit on the first day of the

festival occurs in 11. 12-13, where we read ‘(they)

proceed to the hall of the House of Life, and the business is done by the prophet’. A burnt-

offering is then made, and after this various religious compositions are read by the scribe

of the sacred book(s).

(51) In the Library of the temple of Edfu (see below, p. 177) there is only one reference

to the House of Life. This is in an epithet of Osiris Khentamenthes, the lord of Abydos

n Vu ^
‘

"'ho initiated the House of Life in the work of its lord ’, Chassinat, op. cit.,

in, 346. Here, if I have understood the sign aright, ‘ his lord ’ will refer to Thoth, whom
Osiris took as his scribe and to whom he showed special favour, see Diodorus, i, 1, 15-16.

(52) The goddess of writing was naturally associated with the House of Life, but

references to such an association are rare. At Edfu we find ^ ^ X iMl

X ‘Seshat of Lower Egypt, the lady of plans, the lady of writings in the House

of Life’ (Chassinat, op. cit., ii, 31); also Sethe, in Borchardt, Grabdenkmal des Konigs

Sa}iure<, Text, 78, quotes as another late epithet ^ ‘dwelling in the House of Life’ on

column 6 F of the Hypostyle Hall of the temple of Karnak.

(53) An example of the epithet Imtl pr-’^nh applied to the ram-headed Khnum has been

quoted (No. 3 above) from as early as the Eleventh Dynasty. Khnum was the builder par

excellence, and as all Egyptian monuments are adorned with inscriptions to their full extent

it is not unnatural to find him so described. Hence we find him as ‘in the House
of Life’ at Edfu, combining to protect the temple ^Hth Neith of Sais, Nut, and Thoth in his

name of Heka (Magic), seeChassinat,op.cff.,vi,147 (c/.tool43). Similarly at Esna
Eec. Trav. 27, 88.

(54) There are mentioned also at Edfu seven builder-gods, of whom is naturally

one. Chassinat, op. cit., iv, 353 ; vi, 174, 185, 321. In a speech put into the mouths of these

^ Gauthier (Personnel, 100) claims one Imhotep, owner of the table of offerings. Cat. Gin. 23130 of

the Cairo Museum, as a sS pr-<nh. But neither the text nor the Plate in Ahmed Bey Kamal’s publication

confirms this. - See tVb., iii, 164 (2). ^ ggg above p. 173, n. 4.
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and other associated divinities ve find the phrase
|

", ‘-we equip
the House of Life "ftith holy (or secret) things op. cit, vr, 322.

(55) We turn now to the demotic literature. In the first tale of Sethon (Griffith, Stories

of the High Priests of Memphis) Xeneferkaptah is represented (3, 9) as having ‘no pursuit on
earth but to walk on the necropolis hill of Memphis, reading the writings that were in the

tombs of the Pharaohs and on the tablets of (i.e. written by) the scribes of the House of Life'

{shw Pr-<nh), as the priests and scribes invoked in Xo. 43 above are imagined to do.

(56) In a later part of the same tale (6, 8-10) Sethon goes to ‘the necropolis hill of

Coptos with the priests of Isis and the high-priest of Isis. They spent three days and
three nights seeking in all the tombs that were on the necropolis hill of Coptos, turning

over the stelae of the scribes of the House of Life, and reading the writings that were upon
them. But they found not the resting-places in which were Ahure and Merab her son.’

(57) When this son Merab was born, it is said that di-w shf n £( n('?) Pr-<nh (3, 8). This

Griffith rendered, illegitimately as it seems to me, ‘he was caused to be written in record

in (of"?) the House of Life’. The House of Life would thus be a sort of Somerset House,
where births, if not also deaths and marriages, were recorded. For »uch a view we might
indeed possibly quote the first mention of the House of Life in Salt S2o, above Xo. 33.

But the meaning of that passage is obscure and we are perhaps justified in asking whether

the present sentence does not simply mean that his name was written in a hieroglyphic

book, lit. ‘a book of the House of Life’.

(58) In the second story {II Kh., 1, 12) ‘the ch[ild 8i-Osiri] became beginning (?) to

say magic ("?) with the scribes of the House of Life in [the temple of Ptah •?]
’.

(59) In II Kh., 6, 7-8 ‘scribes of the House of Life’ are accused of practising sorcery.

(60) Gunn’s derivation of the Bohairic C'^pe^iiuj, the name given in Gen. xli. S, 24 to

the ‘magicians’ of Egypt who failed to interpret Pharaoh’s dream, from ‘scribe of

the House of Life’ has been rightly accepted in all quarters. JEA 4, 252.

Before passing on to the conclusions to be drawn from the evidence abo^'e presented it is

necessary to distinguish the from other designations of localities that are certainly

not identical. The town of ^ mentioned in the Medinet Habu geographical list, in the

Mayer papyri, in the dockets of Abbott and elsewhere,^ is clearly distinguished by the

writing; it had as its deity the crocodile-god Suchos (Sebk-Kec) and lay somewhere between

Sohag and Kom Ishgaw, see Gauthier, Diet, geog., ii, 63. The meaning of the expression

which I have already quoted two instances- (from op. cit., 62-3 where

they are wrongly separated), is unknown, but it had something to do with the ritual revival

of a god.® A locality {op. cit., 63) is likewise unidentifiable. Much more im-

portant is the question of the relations, if any, between the ‘ Mansion of Life ' and the

‘House of Life’. This question has been the subject of a special article {JEA 24, 83),

where I conclude that the only arguable example of identity is the Famine stela from Sehel

(Xo. 31). There, however, the author may well have attempted an unjustifiable archaism.

It will be seen that the evidence fully vindicates my statement that the rupm was neither

a school nor a university, but was rather a scriptorium where books connected with religion

and cognate matters were compiled. Besides the Vatican naophorous statue (1), the only

passage that could possibly be adduced in favour of the opposite view is an Akhmim stela (46)

^ E.g. in a gratfito from Abu Ku« on the road to Hamniamat, Weigall, Trarek in the Upper Kgn. De.^erts.

PI. 7, No. 16. = Couyat-Montet, No. 251. " Above, p. 169, n. 3.

^ See a third instance JEA 20, 2 in the context ‘I was Master of the secrets (Fairman "an embaliuer")

in the Pr-^nh-lrw, reviving Osiris in the House of Gold.’
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mentioning a teacher of the children of the priests, but all that is there said is that he was
‘ learned in every (papyrus-)chest of the House of Life belonging to the House of Min’, and

this probably only means that he was an adept in all the subjects dealt with in the religious

books to be found in his local temple-library.

Great stress is laid on the productive aspect of the House of Life, and we can have no

doubt that this was the workshop where most sacred books and inscriptions were composed

and written. It seems likely that the ever-increasing frequency with which the House of

Life is mentioned as the Christian era approaches was due to the growing differentiation

between religious and secular matters, and in particular between the hieroglyphic and

hieratic scripts on the one hand, and the demotic or epistolographic style on the other.

Hieroglyphic writing is now termed ‘writing of the House of Life’ as opposed to ‘t\Titing

of documents ’ (or ‘letters’, 6<), and presumably hieratic was included in the former (40, 41).

The topics handled by the ‘ scribes of the House of Life ’ (first actually mentioned in Dyn. 12,

Xo. 6) included medicine (1) and magic (23, 24, 26, 30, 36), but certainly not mere literature

;

some of the Late-Egyptian Miscellanies, for example, were copied out by apprentices at the

Treasury, as was also the Tale of the Two Brothers. As regards mathematical treatises there

is no evidence. "When ‘ books of the House of Life’ (39, cj. 15) are mentioned, this need not

necessarily mean more than that they were compiled by scribes of that institution
;
certainly

it does not mean that the books in question were kept there. It seems legitimate to think of

the House of Life as a place of learned discussion and composition; there apparently it

could be decided how the royal (10) and divine (37) titularies were to be worded; private

stelae were devised there (55. 56) as well as the ‘annals of the gods’ (9, 10) ; there too inter-

pretations (50) were given, and the conduct of festivals was determined (1). In a word,

very great talent and knowledge were required (1, 48). The ‘scribes of the House of Life’

were indeed synonymous with ‘learned men’ (rh-ht;^ see especially 43, also 46), and in very

late times he who was so qualified boasted of himself as a ‘prophet of Thoth-dwelling-in-

the-House-of-Life’ (43, 44, 45). A title which was associated with the as early as the

Nineteenth Dynasty (9, 10, 17, IS, 22, 33, 46, 49) and probably also far earlier is

‘ scribe of the sacred book(s) ’, but whether every bearer of this title was actually connected
with some House of Life must remain uncertain. It is clear from the wording of the Ptole-

maic decrees (38) that the scribes of the House of Life were regarded as ‘priests’ {ice<^h),

and Peteese. the chief prophet of Amun at Teudjoi under Psammetichus II, allowed himself

to be flattered Avith that title (29).

The priestly character of the said scribes did not preA'ent them from being active in the

service of the Pharaoh, and the Peteese just mentioned accompanied the king on his journey
to Syria together Avith many others like him from different places. We have seen how
Piamesses I\ used a scribe of the House of Life in connexion AAuth his funerary monuments
(16). In important matters touching religion (37) or medicine (32) the king was apt to

conA-oke priests from all parts of Egypt, including the scribes of the House of Life, and
PtolemyM on one occasion made a long journey together Avith this multitude of theologians

in order to induct a neAv Buchis hull (42). Or again, the entire body of priests including the
staffs of the Houses of Life, ostensibly on their oaau initiatiA'e, assemble in solemn conclave
at a giA’en city, and thence issue a decree (38). In earlier times aa'c find the title ‘ scribe of the
House of Life of the Lord of the Taao Lands’ (11, 18), and there are other titles of a similar

kind (48, perhaps 12) or cases Avhere a scribe concerned Avith religious writings is shown by
his titles to have been in the direct employment of the king (10, 10a, 17).

Gauthier {Personnel, 11—12) conjectures that this term had a definitely religious colouring ‘sachant
les rites’. I do not think that view is correct.
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Whilst '«-e thus know a good deal about the ‘scribes’ and the ‘staff (it, 1, 32, 33, 35, 37,

38, 39, 42) of the House of Life, information concerning that institution itself is exceedingly

scanty. It might possibly be supposed that a House of Life existed only in one or two of the

big cities, and that scribes who aspired to great learning served their apprenticeship there

before taking up scribal or priestly work in the provinces.^ However, my analysis of the

text on the Vatican statue (1) suggests that there were many institutions of the kind,

perhaps one in every city of any importance. We actually hear of Houses of Life in El-

Amarna (8), Abydos (27, cf. 33), and Edfu foO), but the inscriptions are silent as to who was
at their head and as to how they were financed. We hear of their ‘equipment’ (dbhiv,

Nos. 1, 2), but they do not seem to have contained libraries of their own. The temples, or

at all events some temples, possessed libraries, and these had their special name
pr-mdH,^ a very ancient term (e.g. Hrk., i, 281, 8. 14; 284, 15 ; 285, 5 ; Mar., Mast., p. 23;

Borchardt, Grabd. d. K. Sahure'-, PL 1, Text 76-7 ; scribe of, Leps., Dhm., ii. 50, b
;
Junker,

Giza, II, 164; and cf. Uric., i, 47, 13) which cannot be followed up here. C’hampollion has

described in vivid language® his discovery (after Jollois and Devilliers) of the famous

hbrary in the tomb (arjfia) of Osymandyas described by Diodorus fi, 49). It seems likely

that this is the first eight-columned room lying behind the Hypostyle Hall of the Ilamesseum,

i.e. the room with the astronomical ceiling, and Champollion (followed by Porter-Moss) has

perhaps been misled by Diodorus into identifying it with the room next following towards

the west.^ In the temple of Edfu there is also a library, likewise called pr-mcjd, quite

a small room at the back of the entrance to the Vestibule (Chassinut, Temple d'Edfou, m,
339-51).® The library of Edfu is celebrated for its two lists of hooks, nearly all of a magico-

religious nature (see ZAS 9, 43). Also at Philae there is a chamber similarly designated,

with a small niche in one wall hke its fellow at Edfu.® Only in one legend among all these

temple-libraries (Chassinat, op. cit., in, 346, above. No. 51) is the House of Life mentioned,

and then only incidentally. Nor is there any other room in any temple which can be identified

with the At El-Amarna, as we have seen, the House of Life lay at a distance from

the temple, and the description of the feast-day of Horns at Edfu (50) points to a similar

separation. In the Saitic inscription (27) describing the restoration of the temple of Osiris

at Abydos its author indeed claims also to have renovated the House of Life, but we are

not told where this was situated. It seems clear from such epithets as ‘ scribe of the sacred

books in the House of Amun’ (9) that the administration of the House of Life was not

wholly divorced from that of the temple, but since the former was apparently in the main

only a workshop, it may usually have been localized outside the temple precincts.

^ Two passages (33 ad init. and 57) might conceivably be taken to mean that such future savants were

enrolled at birth, but the sense of the passages in cpicstion is very doubtful.

^ The reading is proved for demotic by II Kh., 5, 1 1 and there seems no reason to think it was different

earlier. Sethe (in Borchardt, Grabd. d. K. Sahure’-, 78) seems to have read pr-dmdt. on what grounds I do

not know.
’ H. Hartleben, Lettres et journaux de Champoilion le Jeune, 326.

* ChampoUion based his conclusion on the fact that the goddess Seshat Tady of wTitings, mistress of

the library’ is depicted on the door leading to the second eight-columned room (Leps., Dtcm., ni, 167, where

the caption is incorrect). But this depiction is actually in the Astronomical room, and to the right of it is

another scene of Seshat with the same titles (Burton, Excerpta IlkrogL, 46); even more significant is the

fact that the same goddess with the same titles is mentioned on a column of the same room (Champ., Eot.

Descr., i, 901). The only thing that could make us doubt that the Astronomical room was the library is

the absence of any niche like those found at Edfu and Philae. ^ Room e in Baedeker's plan.

* See on this P. Milkau. Geschichte der Bihliotheken im atten Orient, 18-19, -tthcnce also some of the facts

above detailed have been drawn. For the sculptures of the Philae library, see Berlin photos. 842-7, 856-7.
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We have found the House of Life associated with several deities, and in all cases the

rt\i>on, if not as^ignahle with certainty, can at least be guessed. Thoth (14, 43, 44, 45) and

Sc'hat (ei) were directly connected with the art of letters; Isis (25) and the Horus of

Siiirt (?) (23) were famous for their magical powers; Osiris, during his beneficent reign on

earth, had taken Tlioth as his chief adviser (51); lastly, Khnum, the creator-god, was

siiecially connected 'with building, and Egyptian buildings are unthinkable without the

sculptures and inscriptions that adorn their walls (3, 53, 54).

In another way also Osiris may possibly have occupied a central position in the con-

ception of the House of Life (33). If, as I have conjectured, the name of that institution

referred to the powiT of divinely inspired writings to vivify that which was dead, no fitter

(jhject to benefit by their ])oteiiey could have been found than Osiris himself, he being the

prototype and pattern of all the dead. Xo doubt the Books of the Dead of which hundreds

are found in our museums were characteristic products of the House of Life. On its medical

side the House of Life naturally had a vivihdng function (cf. s^nh hry luyt in 1), and magic
possessed a similar aim. Finally, one obscure passage (34) actually associates the House
of Life with the notion of food.

Postscript

Since the foregoing article went to Press a few more references have been brought to

my notice. Posener quotes two examples from P. Cairo 6S027 (formerly known as P. Boulaq

1 './I, see Golenischet'f, Pup. hieratiques, pp. 114 If.), a magical work of Roman date claiming

to afford protection to the I’iiaraoh during the hours of the night. In 3, 14 it is said that the

book must not be seen by any eye save (that of) the king himself or the chief lector-priest

or the myrrh-keeper in theHouse of Life’. In spite of the inappro-

priate detenninati\-e I think the rendering ‘myrrh-keeper’ is likely to be correct, and this

\\ill bo a rather too specific designation of the keeper of the drugs which, as I guessed in the

text to my example Xo. 2, may have formed part of the regular equipment of the House
of Life. In that direction points a second reference in the same papyrus (4, 1) speaking of

‘the great my.sterious ointment of the House of Life’

vliich was so el'tieacious a remedy for a man in danger by night. The ingredients are

(Tiumoratod, but do not comprise myrrh.

I’osener also ([notes from the Ptolemaic and Roman temple of Et-Tud an unpublished

e]iithft of the god Khnum
'l®

‘lord of the House of Life dwelling in Esna'.

I ho location is gi\'on as ‘salle hyj)OStyle, inur du fond (Est), 2me registre, tableau au nord
do la ])ort(' donnant dans la Salle dos Deesses’.

(More ombarras.-.ing are a number of exam[)les quoted by Cerny from Chassinat, La
sr(‘ini(li’ triiuruillf dcDctr el-Puhitri (CCG).c.y.,pp.^M,40,&2,12, 76, SO, 81, S3, So, mentioning
oithor Isis or Xojdithvs as 3 ^ ‘mistress of the House of Life’ or alternatively as

mistro>s of the ISoautiful Houso’, i.r. the place of embalmment : cj., too, the heraldic design,

up. iiL. ]i. 78, top. At first sight it might seem as though the ^ were here identified with
t ho -r-' .but this [irovos to bo an illusion. since in the examples printed in italics both epithets

occur side by side, as on th(‘ Brussels col'fin, Xo. 25 of my article. My comment on the

Iittor affords sufficient ex[)l.ination.

I airman [joints out that in Chassinat, Edfou, vii, 12, 2 the decoration of the temple-

walls is attributed to the ‘great artificers of the House of Life.’ This
som 'wluit onlargos the known sco[)e of the activities of that institution.

Ldgorfon has sup[ilied me with several demotic instances occurring in Spiegelberg's

material now in his hands. A ‘scribe of the House of Life’ is mentioned in Ostr. Perl. 12980
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from Elephantine, and there is a reference to the pr-<iih on another unpuhlished Jlerlin

ostracon, No. 6540. On a bilinpual stela in the liriti-;!! Museum (Ih-upsc-li. 77e'.>.. 9o.")) tlie

title s>-st {Wb., Ill, 414 [6]) in the comlunation -j 'm.ipical ju-otector of the livine

Apis’ is rendered in Demotic by .sd'pr-Odn I find also two ‘scribes of the House of Life’ in

Griffith, Dem. Graffiti of the Builecasthoinits, i, p. 304.

In discussing the word fp. 171) I overlooked WedLs article on ii’e<

.

Trav. 27, 41, where many references to the ‘table of the Prince’ (wrongly read by bun til.d

instead of tt Jffif) are collected. Of special importance is a Miiblle Kiiieilom stela meiitioiieil

by Weill of which the owner's father wars
j

- - ‘loe.d iii'pertor of the

staff of the Treasury’, whilst he himself was ‘commander of nc'-mK' in con-

nexion with the same official body, Cairo (CLG) 20143. Here we seem to liaie quite

decisive evidence that the collective word or means ‘si,Of gen, r.illy. is to

be read it, and is a derivative of the word for a ‘table’.

Lastly, as regards temple libraries, Poscner tells me that at Kt-Tud blocks belonging

to such a room have heem found, their inscriptions giving a cat.dogue of the bo,d^s.

A a
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THE PKESENT POSITION OF THE METROLOGY OF
EGYPTIAN WEIGHTS

By FLIXDEES PETEIE

For the study of ancient weights, preparatory grouping from 1891 onward showed general

outlines of the divisions into separate standards. The results were much the same as are now
stated in JEA 23, 39-56.

By 1915, this grouping was seen to need better criteria for the distinction of the standards.

This better definition superseded all the earher grouping, which now became the mere
scaffolding of the subject, and as an imperfect stage, was not useful for the general reader.

The principal lines of advance are the following: (1) The diagram of the variations of a

standard must he taken separately for each separate multiple; sometimes the larger weights

agree together much better than the small weights, owing perhaps to their being made
professionally and not as chance required. (2) Different multiples must be taken into account,

binary, or decimal, or sexagesimal as in the Daric. (3) The different periods must be separated

by form as in Weights and Measures, PI. i, repeated for popular use in Measures and Weights,

p. 14. Thus we can see better what were the ranges of divisions in early ages, before confusion

arose by careless copying. (4) Attention must be paid to the fashion of forms which indicate

a common origin.

The late period of the weights of Naukratis and Daphnae makes the confused results

yielded by them of no value in studying the early origin and distribution of weights.

Following such criteria, after 1915, we reach sounder conclusions as to distinction

between standards.

The peijem is divided from the sela by the heavier kinds of weights. The origin is Pales-

tinian, as fifteen examples bear the name in Phoenician, and have been mostly found in

Palestine. There were three origins, about 116, 121, and 124 grs., all starting in Dynasties

IV-VI, and later fused together.

The daric is separated by the use of 3 in the multiples and in fractions, such as jg or jh,

the regular Babylonian scale. A gap between values 2489 and 2502 marks the separation.

The stater is best delimited by a gap in each kind of weight between 130-3 and 133-4, as

the average of twelve different forms. Some examples in the Twelfth Dynasty are of 134
and 136, but later there is a spread from 132 to 139.

The qedet is distinguished by beginning in prehistoric Semainean, as six cones give 141

to 147-6 for the unit. It was always divisible by 3, though usually decimal.

The hmit between the qedet and the necef is seen in the heavy weights of 40 deben,
which range from 55-200 to 59750 (= 400 qedets of 138-0 to 151-7), and then cease. The
value 152-4 may appear, therefore, as the hmit, and only 5 in 800 qedets exceed that limit.

The necef belongs to Syria, and I first detected it (in 1878) in the weights of Syrian
tribute to Egypt reported in qedets. Eight weights bear the name in Phoenician. It is

northern in extension, being the unit for great gold collars from Sweden, and the same unit

is found in the similar form of collar in the Seventeenth Dynasty at Thebes.
The hhoirine weights are marked distinctively with numerals on fourteen examples

;
the
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origin is Persian. In the single-unit w eights the necef ends at 167-9 and the khoirine begins

at 172-4; about 168 is the best dividing-point.

The heqa or gold standard is a very well-marked but diffuse group. In Egypt it descends

from prehistoric Amratian times. It extended to the Indus, as the common standard. There

w'as a high group 206-216, and a low group 190-200. These were not finally fused till the

Twenty-third Dynasty, yet the shape, and the same marking for ‘gold', belong equally to

both groups, as on examples of 189-7 and 215-3.

The Phoenician sela or Alexandrian standard is from 214-7 (Yapheio cups) to 227-0. It

is distinguished by the clumsy and square forms of the weights.

The blurred outhne of the whole mass of material was therefore by 1917 focused to

precise division, when the various new criteria were introduced. This treatment resembles the

use of many different reagents in extracting the several elements of a chemical compound.

All of these standards were in use from the Old Kingdom onward, and three of them are

known to have been used in the prehistoric ages.
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THREE OLD-KINGDOM TRAVELLERS TO BYBLOS
AND PWENET

By PEEGY E. NEWBEEEY

I

In the Sixth-Dynasty tomb of Klmi at Aswan {cf. Porter-Moss, Top. Bibl., v, 235) is a short

historical inscription which has not been fully comprehended by the two scholars—Breasted

and Sethe—who have studied it. Unfortunately they had access only to J. de Morgan's

copy published in 1894 in the Cat. des Monuaients, i, 157, which is so inaccurate as to be,

in Breasted's words, 'impossible to use’. Xeither Breasted nor Sethe examined the original

text at Aswan, so that it is not necessary to discuss all the emendations that they made

;

it will suffice to record that in 1901 Breasted^ had recognized the name of Pwenet (‘Punt’)

in de Morgan's blundered copy, and that two years later Sethe'- had seen that Khui's name
must be restored below that of Tjetji in this historical inscription. Sethe's restoration of

this personal name is correct, but in the 1st edn. of his work he quite unjustifiably altered de

iMorgan's given without the determinative t£i], to (with ^ and

hatched) 'Kush'; this alteration has been followed by Breasted without any question-mark

in the translation of the text which he printed in liis Anc. Ecc., i, § 361. In the 2nd edn.

of Urli., 1, however, Sethe returned to de Morgan’s reading.

When at Aswan in 1926, I myself copied the inscription and found it to be clear so far

as the names of the two places visited by the travellers are concerned. My copy runs as

follows

:

2a A'*—\
''!L

oaiZ.
(j Mg<arfcTci24l'/ifTl?

Fig. 1.

says: I went forth with my lord, the Noble

(Byblos
j

(Pwenet)
to I was brought back (?)

‘The Director of the Kiosk, Khnemhotpe

Quti-^), the Treasurer of the God,

in safety after visiting those countries.'

Tjetji’s tomb (Porter-Moss, op. cit., 240) was excavated in the same necropolis as that

of his fellow-traveller Khui. An inscription in it records that it was he who
, ,

^
2'-— ‘brings the products of the Southern Countries to the King’ {Urk., r, 141), and

among the persons figured in it are the ‘Director of the Kiosk, Khnemhotpe’ (de Morgan,

op. cit., 200, has for J^“), and ‘His (Tjetji’s) daughter, the

lady Haremkawes’ (de Morgan has In the tomb of Khui it is this

1 PSBA 23, 238. = Urk., i, 140-1.

^ For this arrangement of hierogh-phs in a line, cf. Urk., I, 125, line 8.

Urk., I, 141, in the 1st edn. reads c|q ‘eleven times’, but in the 2nd edn. C I q
^ Other corrections to be made in de Morgan’s copies of the texts in this tomb are: The vertical line

immediately in front of the seated figure of Khui begins and there is no second in his name.
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Khnemhotpe who is said to have accompanied his lord on his expedition to Pwenet, and
a lady Haremkawes, a daughter of Khiii s wife Senti, is figured.

II

In the W adi Hammamat there are two graffiti on rocks which give the name and titles
of a Tjetji who is certainly the same individual as the one named in the Aswan tombs.
The first simply gives the title and name ‘the Treasurer of the God, Tjetji’. The
second, a long horizontal line of hieroglyiihs with some hieratic signs interspersed, reads;

;LUUJ
t 1 A UJ =v

Fig. 2.

‘Commission executed liy the Treasurer of the King of Lower Egypt, the smr-ic^ii, the

Treasurer of the God, the Commander of the Army,- the Overseer of the Hunting-Country,®

the Overseer of gold,^ the Overseer of all the Countries of the South® . . . who sots the

terror of Horns (the King) in the foreign Countries.® Tjetji.’

These two graffiti at Hammamat were probably engraved when Tjetji was passing

through the famous ^Ya.di on his way to or from Pwenet, for it is well known that the

Egyptians used this overland route through the Eastern Desert to the port of the ancient

Snciv (Kosffi’), and there embarked on ships for the southern land.

Although the two above-mentioned graffiti at Hammamat are, in my view, to be

attributed to the Tjetji of the Aswan tombs, there are others in the same Wadi which

possibly refer to him before he was appointed to the important office of Treasurer of the

God." One of these is dated in the ISth year of the reign of Pepy I {Urk., i. 93®). It records

a Pioyal Commission that was executed by an Overseer of all the Works of the King,

together with the Treasurers of the God, Ikhi and Ihu, while among those who accompanied

these high officials was a Master Builder Tjetji. This latter person is named again

in a graffito on a neighbouring rock {Urk., i, 95®) where he is given the title of ]\[a3ter Builder

of the Pyramid This Pioyal Commission was carried out by the Treasurer of

the God Ikhi, one of the two Treasurers who accompanied the expedition dated in the ISth

year of Pepy I, mentioned above.

The officer burning incense before Khui is entitled ^j|T)|
‘Director of the Kiosk’. J. de lilorgan's copy of

the inscriptions upon the false door is full of errors; it was correctly copied and published in 18S9 by

Griffith in PSBA 11, PI. 1 of his Xotes on a Tour in Upper Egypt, pp. 228 If.

^ Couyat-Montet. Les Inscr. hierogl. et hitral. du Oucidi Hamnuhndt (1912), Xo. 64, p. 60.

- My copy (Fig. 2), made in 1896, gives not (A as in Couyat-Montet, op. cit., Xo. 3.5, p. 46, PI. x.

The hierogh-ph depicts a man holding a throwstick. but the .stick is straight, not bent, as in Metjen's

tomb at Berlin {Urk.. i, 6). For this geographical name (apparently not recorded in Gauthier, Diet, geog.),

see Xaville, Xlth Dyn. Temple at Deir el-Bahuri, I, p. 7, and cf. do Buck, Coffin Te.ets, i, 282 /i, 299 k.

' My copy has not as in Couyat-Montet.

^ The hieratic sign after vi:7 appears to me to be a form of ^ , but it is not like any of the early examples

given by MbUer, Hierat. Pal., i, Xo. 291. Xote that in the tomb of Tjetji at Aswan, Tjetji ‘brings the

(CH., I, 141).

° For this phrase, cf. Urk., I, 124, 132, 141 ; Mariette, Mnstahas, 187-9.

Several ‘King's Sons' of the Old Kingdom bore the title: cf., inter alia, Leps., Dkm., n, 18-22, and

Mariette, Mastahas, 187, 189, 191.

® = Couyat-Montet, op. cit., Xo. 107, p. 74. “ =Couyat-Montet, op. cit., Xo. 103, p. 72.
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Yet another graffito in the Wadi Hammamat (Urk., i, 94^) records an expedition that

had among its members the Treasurers of the God, Ikhi and Ihu, and included the (1

‘Dignitary- concerned with the papyrus-roll, Khui’, the officer whose duty it was to keep

the records of the expedition. This Khui may well be the same person who afterwards

bore the title of Treasurer of the God, and was accompanied by the Director of the Kiosk,

Khnemhotpe, on his travels to foreign countries.

^ Couyat-ilontet, op. cit., Xo. 61, p. 58.

” That this title does not imply elevated rank is obvious from a consideration of the oflScials who bore

it : see inter alia, Davies, Ptahhetep, rt. Pis. xxv, xxx ; Gunn, Atm. Serv. 25, 251. Couyat-Montet, op. cit., 58,

errs in giving © in place of © in the personal name.
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PYGMIES AND DWARFS IN ANCIENT EGYPT

By WAEEEN E. DAWSON

The Pharaohs of Egypt and their nobles, from the earUest times, delighted to have in their

households dwarfs and_ other mis-shapen human beings. This peculiar taste has had a very

wide distribution both in space and time, and it has survived in many places until recent

years. To this fancy we owe the existence of a number of pictures, statues, and drawings

in the monumental records of Egypt. Many of these representations supply pathological

features of great interest, all of which have a bearing upon the history of medicine.

It is curious that in the works of many modern writers pygmies and dwarfs should he

spoken of almost as if they were synonymous terms. The ancient Egyptians themselves

distinguished between pygmies, i.e. the normally small races of men from the interior of

Africa, and dwarfs, which were pathological cases drawn from their own population.

Pygmies

In the tomb of Khewefhar (‘ Harkhuf
’)

at Aswan there is an interesting inscription which

refers to pygmies. Khewefhar made four journeys to Southern Nubia, whence he travelled

westw'ard. Three of these journeys were made in the reign of Mernere' and the fourth in

that of Pepy II, both kings of the Sixth Dynasty. Whilst on his last journey he wrote to

the king reporting that he had secured a pygmy, and the king's reply to that letter is copied

on the walls of his tomb. The original letter seems to have spoken of the pygmy as a wild

and fierce creature continually seeking to escape, for the king s reply gives explicit directions

to his official from this point of view. Deference may also have been made to a pygmy

brought to Egypt by one Werdjededba’ in the reign of the Pharaoh Isesi. These reffirences

can b'e inferred from the king's letter, which opens with an acknowledgement of his minister s

communication, and proceeds as follows P

‘Come northward to the Eesidence immediately. Leave (everything ?) and bring this pygmy

with thee, which thou hast brought living, prosperous, and healthy from the land of the Akhtm,-

for the dances of the god, to rejoice and gladden the heart of the king of Upper and Lower Egypt

Neferkere', may he live for ever. When he (the pygmy) goes down with thee to the vessel, appoint

trusty people, who shaU be about him on each side of the vessel
;
take care lest he fall into the water.

When he sleeps at night, appoint again trusty people who shall sleep about him in his tent;^ inspect

ten times a night. My majesty desires to see this pygmy more than the produce of Sinai and of

Pwenet. If thou arrive'st at the Eesidence, this pygmy being with thee alive, prosperous, and

My Majesty will do for thee a greater thing than that which was done for the Treasurer of the Dod

Werdjededba’ in the time of Isesi, in accordance with the heart’s desire of My Majesty to see this

pygmy.’

The late Professor Breasted, in his translation, Anc. Ecc.. i, § 353, used throughout the

word ‘ dwarf ’. The Egyptian word is dng,^ 3 means ‘ pygmy ’, the word for

‘dwarf’ being nmi,^ as we shall presently see. In commenting upon the foregoing

' Urk., I, 129-31.

An unknown southern people.

^ In Pijr. it is uTitten d/ng.

The old translation ‘spirits’ is impossible.

Tn lil.K. MTitten
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inscription,^ Breasted evidently confused pygmies and dwarfs, for he says that Khewefhar

‘returned bringing a rich pack train and a dwarf from one of the pygmy tribes of inner

Africa. These uncouth, bandy-legged creatures were highly prized by the noble class in

Egypt : they were not unlike the merry genius Bes in appearance, and they executed dances

in which the Egyptians took the greatest delight. ’ He refers to two illustrations (his Figs.

41, 75), both of which represent not pygmies, but achondroplastic dwarfs. The late Sir

Gaston iNIaspero, in an illuminating commentary on the inscription of Khewefhar," calls

attention to the reference in the Pijr. Texts (§ 1189) to the dnig ‘who dances the dance of the

god ’, but both here and elsewhere in his writings he appears to harbour the same confusion

between pygmies and dwarfs. I know of no Egyptian representations of dancing pj’gmies,

but there is in the Cairo iluseum a bronze statuette of a pygmy. This figurine has been made

deliberately grotesque, but there can be no doubt that an African pygmy is intended. The

artist has exaggerated the protrusion of the belly and the enlargement of the navel : these

throw into contrast the lean ribs and prominent clavicles. His grotesque fancy has led him

to fashion the nose crooked and the mouth awry, but the negroid characters are strongly

marked.® In the great temple of Bubastis a bas-relief represents three figures which I

believe to be pygmies.-* They are clearly not achondroplastic dwarfs, and although of short

stature—the tops of their heads just reach the level of the shoulders of the Egyptians

represented in the same scene—they have well-proportioned bodies without pathological

deformity, and a slight tendency to steatopygia is indicated. In his remarks on this scene

the late Professor Xaville confuses p}'gmies and dwarfs as other writers have done.®

Dwarfs

The Egyptian dwarfs are all, without e.xception, cases of the pathological condition

known as achondroplasia, and we have evidence of these achondroplastic dwarfs in Egypt in

predynastic times and throughout the historic period from the First to the Thirtieth

Dynasties. Skeletons of two such dwarfs, and the humerus of a third,® were found in the

royal tombs at Abydos.' In the same place were also found two stelae, on each of which

the crude but con-^'incing outline of a d-\varf is carved.® At Abydos also, the skeleton of a

dwarf dating from the Fifth Dynasty was found, and this is now in the Museum of the Royal

College of Surgeons in London. Another skeleton of protodynastic age was found on the site

of the ancient HieraconpoIis,®and yet another, dating from the Sixth Dynasty, was found bj'

Garstang at Beni Hasan.*® iMany years ago, Mariette discovered at Sakkarah the tomb of

the dwarf Khnemhotpe, and in it was found the statue, now in the Cairo Museum, which is

one of the most famous pieces of Old-Kingdom sculpture, and photographs of which have

been reproduced in countless books, both Egyptological** and other. From another part of

the same necropolis, Quibell obtained in 1910 the granite sarcophagus of a dwarf, Djeho

the son of Petekhons, of the Thirtieth Dynasty, on the lid of which is sculptured a full-

length profile of his nude figure.*® Early in 19’27, the tomb of another dwarf, Seneb. of the

1 Hist., 139-tO.

^ C4. Daressy, Ann. Serf. 4, 124 and PI.

° Op. cit., 31.

’’ Op. at.. II, 24.

“ Quibell and Green, Hierakonpolis. n, 26.

" Etudes de iMyth., ii. 429.

^ E. Xaville, Festival Hall, PI. xx, 5.

^ Petrie, Royal Tombs, I, 13.

* Op. cit., I, PI. 35.

Garstang, Burial Customs (1907), 41.

" E.y. Borchardt, Statnen u. Statuetten . . . (CCG), I, PI. 32, Ao. 144.

'' See Quibell and Hayter, Archaic Ma.stabas (Excavations at Saqqnra, in), PL xxxv. For the texts and
full description of the sarcophagus see Maspero, Sarcophuges des epoques persane et jitolemaique (CCG),

73 ff., with Pis. vi-viii.
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Sixth Dynasty, was brought to Ught in the necropohs of Gizah.i In addition to these actual
bones and definite historic records of dwarfs, there exists a large number of representations
of achondroplastic dwarfs in the wall-paintings of tombs in various sites, as well as drawings
of them on papyrus, and a series of figurines and statues.^

Dwarfs in Egypt fulfilled various offices and duties, sometimes of an important kind,
but I know of no evidence whatever that they were engaged in performing sacred dances
as the dug, or pygmies, were. They are frequently represented in charge of jewellerv (Exx. 1

,

6 , 18),3 or of pet animals
(
3 , 4 , 21 ), or in personal attendance about their masters

(
5 , 7 , 8 , 9 ,

10). These dwarfs are generally of the male sex, females being much rarer, although in

modern times achondroplasia occurs more frequently among women than among men.
The dwarf in Ex. 2 stands on the prow of a boat and brandishes a sling

;
the female figure

in Ex. 13 carries an object that seems to be a coffer, and walks behind a procession of

musicians
; the dwarf in Ex. 5 holds a mirror, whilst that in the figurine. Ex. 22

, carries on
his shoulders, St. Christopher-like, the god Bes.^ In Petrie's Medum, PI. ‘24, there is a pic-

ture of a child who has been spoken of as a dwarf,^ because he is in charge of tame monkeys,
a function frequently performed by dwarfs (c/. 3

)
: his proportions are, however, those of a

normal child, although the artist has deliberately emphasized his small stature in order to

strike a contrast with the relatively large size of the monkeys. The dwarfs Khnemhotpe,
Seneb, and Djeho, referred to above, must have been persons of considerable importance®

to have been able to afford, the two former costly tombs, and the latter a massive granite

sarcophagus. Khnemhotpe bore the title of Keeper of the Royal Wardrobe, and Djeho bears

a number of high titles. The important positions occupied by dwarfs in ancient Egypt is

further indicated by the fact that the skeletons referred to above were found in the royal

necropolis.

Generally speaking, these achondroplastic dwarfs are depicted by the Egyptians with

considerable fidelity to nature. The body is muscular and thickset, the limbs short, the

genitaha infantile, and the head large.'’’ In some cases there is a more or less marked degree

of lordosis
(
1 , 18 ,

27), but generally the spine approximates to the form of that of a normal

man. In most of the drawings the heads of the dwarfs reach to the waist-level of the normal

men in the same scenes. In some instances, however, the artist has resorted to a playful

trick of wilful exaggeration, evidently designed to produce a striking effect. Thus in

Exx. 3 , 4 , 21 the dwarfs are drawn on a smaller scale in relation to the animals they are

^ Junker, Vorlciufiger Bericht in Anzeiger d. Akad. d. IPtss. in IPi'ea, pkilos.-hist. Klasse, Jahrg. 1927,

100 ff.

” 1 , Deshasheh, PI. 13
; 2 , Op. cit., PI. 5 ; 3, Sheikh Said, PI. 4 ; 4 , Op. cit., PI. 6 ; 5 , Deir el Gehraivi, i.

PI. 17 ; 6 , Op. cit., PI. 13 ; 7 , Bock Tombs of El Anianta, n, PI. 5;8, Op. cit.. PI. 8; 9 , Beni Hasan, li, PI. 32 ;

10 , Op. cit., PI. 16 ; 11 , Royal Tombs, I, PI. 3a; 12 , Petrie. Amulets, PI. 32 ; 13 , Petrie. Athribis, PI. 1 ; 14 ,

Royal Tombs, n, PI. 28; 15 , Abydos, i, PI. 4, fig. 11 ; 16 , Quibell, Hierakonpolis, i. PI. IS. fig. 19 ; 17 , Bnlabish,

PI. 20; 18 , Tomb of Ptahketep (Paget and Pirie), PI. 25; 19 , Leps., Dkm., ii, 30c; 20 , Garstang, Burial Cus-

toms, Pig. 230, p. 325; 21 , Bissing, Gemnikai. i, PI. 23; 22 , Mucgregor Sale Catalogue (Sotheby’s, 1922),

PI. 25, lot 1310;23, Op. cit.,P\. 24; 24, Murray, (1911), p. 40;25, o/*4«i’, PI. 11;26,

Papyrus of Queen Henttoice (Cairo): Mariette, Pap. de Boiilaq, m, Xo. 23; 27 , Lepsius, Todtenbuch, vig. to

§ 164 = Gunn, Rec. trav. 39, 102. (The foregoing memoirs, when no author's name is quoted, are EES
Excavation Memoirs and Arch. Survey.)

“ These numbers refer to the references in footnote 2 above.

^ Cf. JEA 15, 1 ; 16, 143.

^ E.g. by Maspero, Dawn of Civilization, 299.

® Seneb was a Prophet of Cheops and Buto, and bore a number of other titles, some of which refer to him

as director of classes of dwarfs; see Junker, op. cit., 106 ff.

^ Cf. P. J. Poynton, System of Medicine, ed. Allbutt and Rolleston. 1907. iii, 117 ff.

B b
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tending than can possibly have existed in nature; for in one case the standing dwarf is

very little taller than the squatting monkey,^ in the second the top of the dwarf's head

does not reach to the greyhound's chin, and in the third the dwarf is scarcely taller than the

greyhound and monkey he holds in leash. As already mentioned, most of the Egyptian

dwarfs are males, but considerable development of the breasts is usually indicated. A pair

of dwarfs, one male, the other female, habitually accompany one of the princesses in the

scenes portrayed in the tombs at El-‘Amarnah. They have mock-grandiloquent names and

titles; the male is Pare' ('the Sun’) and the female Erenlieh (‘forever’), and they are called

‘ the vizier ’ and ‘ the queen ’ respectively. In addition to the usual signs of achondroplasia,

they have deformities of the feet, and in the case of the male, of the head also.^

The shape of the head varies considerably. It is well known that achondroplastic

infants are liable to malformation of the head during parturition, owing to its relatively

large size. In some eases, the skull appears quite normal in contour, but in others it is

dolichocephalic, or otherwise deformed, sometimes to a very marked degree
(
3 , 8 , 14 , 25 ,

26). In such cases the occipital region is sometimes rounded in form
(
7 , 25), and sometimes

square and angular (8, 26). Deformity of the skull is probably deliberately exaggerated,

but it is not wise to place much reliance on this feature, for Exx. 7 , 8 , both of which repre-

sent the same individual, reveal two different cranial contours. The head of Djeho is in

contrast with all the others, for the brow is high, the top of the head elevated and domed,

and its form suggests that which sometimes results from malposition during parturition, i.e.

through occipitoposterior presentation.

The legs are often bandy, and this is a common feature of achondroplasia
(
9 , 10 , 14).

The form of the dwarf at Beni Hasan
(
9

) suggests rickets, but the square muscular build

and short arms make it more probable that ordinary achondroplasia is intended, and that

the bowing of the legs is exaggerated, an inference which is confirmed by the word nmiu

('-~-^) ‘dwarf’, written above the figure.

Achondroplastic dwarfs must have had magical significance, and for this reason figurines

and amulets were formed in their shape from the earliest times
(
12 , 16 , 20 , 22 , 23). In a

magical papyrus at Leiden there is a spell to facilitate birth, called ‘The Spell of the Dwarf’.

At the end of the incantation is the rubric: ‘Say the words four times over a dwarf of clay

placed upon the vertex of the woman who is giving birth. In another magical papyrus

there is a spell in which a dwarf is invoked :
‘ 0 thou dwarf of heaven ! 0 thou dwarf of

heaven! Thou dwarf Avhose face is big, whose back is long and whose legs are short. The
picture accompanying the 164th spell of the Book of the Dead represents the body of an

achondroplastic dwarf with a Janus-head—the face looking forwards is that of a falcon,

and that looking backwards is human. The arm is raised in the attitude of the god Min. In

the remarkable series of pictures of divinities seated in shrines which accompanies the 147th

spell of the Book of the Dead, one is the seated figure of an achondroplastic dwarf (e.g.

P. Alii, PL xi), and a similar figure sometimes occurs in funerary papyri of the Twenty-first

Dynasty
(
26). The last three examples, although mythological subjects, are clearly based

upon human models, with the exaggeration needed to produce a terrifying appearance, for

they are all denizens of the underworld.

^ It is a Cercopitkecus monkey, which in the attitude depicted could scarcely have exceeded a height

of 18 inches.

' These dwarfs occur many times in the tomb-scenes: of Panehasy {Eock Tombs of El Amama, n.

Pis. 5, 8) ;
of May (op. cit., v, PI. 3) ; of Ay (op. cit., ^1, Pis. 17, 26, 28).

= P. Leiden, i. 348, 12, 2-6.

* P. Jlag. Harris, 8. 9-10; Gunn, Eec. frav. 39, 102.
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Another indication of the respect in -which dwarfs -were held in Egypt is provided by a

sentence of the Teaching of Amenemope, in which the sage says: ‘Laugh not at a blind man,

nor tease a dwarf. Finally, itmay be mentioned that the personal name Pf-nmi, ‘ the Dwarf

occurs frequently in an Eighteenth-Dynasty account-papyrus in the British Museum."

I am indebted to Professor Gunn for a revised translation of the text in the tomb of

Khewefhar and for some valuable references.

ADDITIONAL NOTE

In stating above that I knew of no records of dwarfs performing sacred dances, I had

overlooked the passages quoted by Gardiner, Notes on . . . Sinuhe, 70 (to Sinulie B, 194-5).

In the first of these (Mariette, ilon. Div., 61) reference is definitely made to dancing (lihh)

at the door of a tomb, performed by dwarfs (nmliv). The second instance (Ptolemaic) is

similarly worded, but ‘dwarf’ is here not spelt out, being written simply with the word-

sign § which might as well stand for dnig as for nynl. It is well known that amongst the

funerary ceremonies a dance was performed by men wearing a peculiar head-dress, the

micw as they were called, and it seems probable that in the first-mentioned text (X.-K.)

the scribe confused the writing of muic with — nmw, the usual M.-K. writing,

which he transcribed into the current spelling
| G

|

. Concerning this possible confusion

of words, see Gardiner's note, he. cit., and as to the Hucic-dancers, see Davies-Gardiner,

Tomh of AmenemJiet, 51, n. 8.

It is hardly likely that the ‘dance of the god’, in which the king took so keen an interest,

should refer to one of the routine funerary ceremonies which were performed for private

individuals. The true pygmy-dance is much more likely to have been a temple-ritual.

There are many painted or sculptured scenes representing the ttufic-dancers in tombs of

all periods, but there is not a single instance, so far as I am aware, of a picture of the ‘ dance

of the god’, which must have been a very rare occurrence—only performed, in fact, upon

the infrequent occasions when a pygmy could be procured to do it.

1 P. BM. 10474, 24. 9 (cf. JEA 12, 221).

- P. BM. 10036. recto 5. 3 and often (Glanville, ZAS 68, 34).
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THE STELA OF THE SCULPTOK SIRE^

AT OXFORD
By a. N. DAKIN

The stela to be discussed in the following pages now stands in a prominent position in the

Egyptian room at the west end of the Ashmolean Museum (ground-floor)d It was discovered

during Professor Garstang’s excavations near Er-Eekaknah in 1901-2/ and published with

brief comments and a partial translation by Professor Newberry in Tombs of the Third

Egyptian Dynasty, Appendix A, p. 66 (photographs of front and back, PI. 33).®

Viewed from the front (PI. xii), this stela seems only to need to have its edges trimmed
off to be a regular example of the round-topped Twelfth-Dynasty type.* But the back is very

unusual, showing a figure of the owner in high relief on a sunken panel, not centred, but

noticeably to the right of the vertical axis, surrounded on three sides by inscriptions. The
rest of the back (about four-fifths of the whole space) is left quite rough.®

The stela is of limestone, and its dimensions are: height from present base, 0-813 m.

(32 in.); maximum width, 0-515 m. (-20^ in.); thickness varying from 0-12 to 0-16 m.

;

smoothed portion at back, 0-31x0-26 m. ; the sunken panel is 0-22x0-14 m. and is cut

back to a depth of from 0-020 to 0-025 m. The front is very well preserved, except for the

breaks at the bottom and a patch to the left of the centre in the second register, where the

figures and hieroglyphs have been damaged by rubbing. On the back, the main figure has

been damaged, and it seems that an incised figure of a man in the posture of adoration has

been scratched out below the right vertical column of inscription.

The style and workmanship of the front of the stela are very good: the figures (all in

sunk relief) are well drawn and the detail of wigs, etc., has been put in very thoroughly

(though no doubt it was, as so often, obscured by paint, of which perhaps a few traces

remain)
;
the composition of the scenes is pleasing except in the lowest register of all, where,

as frequently happens, a rather too numerous collection of miscellaneous people has been

crammed into a small space. The hieroglyphs are for the most part w^ell made, though often

reversed or awkwardly arranged.

^ I wish to thank Mr. D. B. Harden of the Museum, who kindly gave me permission to study this stela

for publication. Its number is E. 3921.

® Actually in remains of houses of the Roman period at Bet Dawud Sahl, 16 km. north of Abydos, see

Garstang, op. cit., 12.

’ Since these photographs were taken the lower parts of three names in the lowest register have broken
away. The stela is now set rather too low in its base, so that the bottom framing-line is out of sight near

the right-hand end.
* ‘ Round-topped ' stelae with the corners cut back a httle and then left square are not unknown, e.g. even

on the very fine Lej-den stela V 3 the top corners have been only half-heartedly chamfered off.

^ In view of the general appearance of the back (which can be seen in Garstang’s original publication,

PI. 33) it seems hardly likely that the whole of it was exposed when the stela was set up. Along the top run
three or four saw-cuts, which suggest that the owner may have tried to separate the two faces—though
this would have left two very thin slabs. Perhaps the likeliest explanation is that the stela was let into the

thickness of a wall in such a way that the whole of the front was visible on one side while only the inscribed

panel of the back showed through a hole on the other side. In such a case there might be no need to trim
the edges or smooth down the rest of the back.
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On the back there is scarcely any interior detail in figures or hieroglyphs, and the latter

are much less carefully disposed and cut.

There does not seem to be any evidence pointing to a precise date, but I have found

nothing to contradict Garstang’s ascription to the Twelfth Dynasty.

The principal person,^ in whose honour the stela was carved, is a sculptor named Sire<

he appears on the left of the first register, and again he is the figure in relief on the back

panel. Most of the other people represented are relatives or fellow craftsmen. The fact that

Sire' himself is said to ‘cause to live’ the names of several of these relatives makes it quite

clear that he had the stela made during his own lifetime. Sire<’s family would seem to have

been particularly attached to the god Khentekhtay, if one may judge from the numerous

names having that god’s name as one element, though it must be admitted that names so

formed are very frequent in the Middle Kingdom.

The Inscriptions and Scenes®

A. Front

The first five lines, which fill the lunette, read as follows: Adoration to Khentamentiu

in the great procession,^ tchen the god is ferried across to Peker,^ and seeing the beauty of

Wepwawet in thefirst procession in Shen-Hor,^ by the sculptor SirP,'^ by the sculptor Djehuti,%y

his father Khentekhtayemhet,^ (by) his brother the sculptor Sebekhotpe,^^ by by Ekhtay,^^

' Or persons, for, as suggested below, p. 196, there may have been two sculptors named Sire'.

^ ‘Son of Re'’, a not uncommon name, though a rather surprising one, being one of the most important

titles of the king. (All the names found on this stela are given in Ranke, Die dg. Personennamen, except

where the contrary is stated.)

^ I wish here to thank my teacher. Professor Gunn, who first suggested to me that I should work on

this stela, for his kindness in helping me with some points in relation to the proper names.
* In the ‘mysteries’ at Abydos, see Schafer, Unters., rv. 68.

° The site of the tomb of Osiris, deri\-ing its name from that of a legendary tree, see Schafer, ZAS 41,

107 tf. Wh., I, 561 (6) does not show this uniting without the final consonant as a Middle-Kingdom one.

® ‘The ... of Horus’, elsewhere more often written with honorific inversion, seems to have been, like

Peker, of special significance in the Osiris-legend at Abydos. Gauthier, Did. gt'og., 5, 139, quoting only

the examples from Petrie, Athribis, PL 13. suggests that it may be a name for the necropolis of Atliribis.

But in other examples (e.g. Louvre C. 3, 1. 14; Munich Clyptothek 40, 1. 14. in DtToff-Portner, Aeg. Grab- it.

Denksteine aus siidd. Sammlungen, n, PI. 2, Ko. 3 = Sethe, Lese-d., 74, 11, where given as Glv'ptothck 27

;

Hierogl. Texts BM, n. Pis. 5, 6) it occurs in what must be, as tfh., iv, 497 (3) takes it, the name of a festival

or ceremony at or near Abydos (Hlay he hear the rejoicing at R-n-liwr, ami the H;kr festivity on the night of

sleeping the sleep (sdryt) of Shen-Hor). On our stela, as in the practically identical phrase on Cairo 20516 c,

it is the place of the ‘first procession’ in the Osirian ‘mysteries in Mhich, as described by Ikhernofrct, the

god Wepwawet goes to aid his father Osiris. It is thus natural that epwawet should be in

the Athribis examples. Was the sdryt a commemoration of a bivouac after the battle w ith Osiris s enemies '!

'

This third line offers an interesting example of specialized ad hoc determinatives, as found fairly often

in the O.K, Here, as ‘adoring' is in question, we get men in the recognized posture of adoration, instead

of the regular ‘seated man’.

® Named after the god Thoth.

” ‘Khentekhtay is to the fore'; the unusual writing ^ of the clement -hty of the god's name is, as

Prof. Gunn has pointed out to me, evidence that the element is a nis’he-form from ht bell\ . Cf. the earliest

known writing of the simple name Hty ^ ^ ^ A., I, 152, 7 (although here in the O.K. the presence of

the two reeds is unusual in a ju'she-form).

‘ Sobk is kindly.’

Presumably not a repetition of the chief person.

‘The paunchy (
?)’, cf. n. 9 above, and JEA 2.3, .5, n. 5.
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Klientelihtaijernliet^ KhenteliJitayhotpu,- and KhenteUitayhotpu. An offering which the King
gives to Osiris, Lord of Busiris,^ Chief of the Westerners, the great god. Lord of Abydos, and

{which the King) gives to Wepwawet, the Bower of the two lands,^ Lord of the Sacred Land, and
to Anubis who is in front op the god's shrine; (namely) a fuyierary offering of bread and beer,

a thousand of oxen, a thousand of geese, a thousand of alabaster and clothing for the honoured

one, the sculptor, Sire<, born of Hotpu.^

Next follow the four main registers. The first register comprises two scenes
; the left-hand

scene shows: The honoured one, the sculptor Sire^, possessor of honour, and his beloved ivife'^

sitting together before a table, while food is offered to them by his brother Khentekhtay-

hotpu in the right-hand scene sit his brother, the sculptor Sebekhotpe, possessor of honour,^

and his wife Sitsenmerip above their offering-table is written: A funerary offering of bread

and beer, oxen and geese, and the offerer is his brother SenmeriW
Above the second register runs a line of inscription as follows; An offering which the king

gives to Osiris, the great god. Lord of Abydos, that he may give a funerary offeruig of bread and
beer to the honoured Djehuii; it is his son who causes his name to live, the sculptor Sire^, justified.

On the left of the register itself the three seated figures are his father, the sculptor Djehuti,

possessor of honour with his daughter Sitsenmeri and his mother Hotpu, while facing them
across the table stand his son Senmcri in the regular attitude for pronouncing the offering

formula (but perhaps it is not the formula written above, which is ascribed to Sire<), his son

Ekhtay, his daughter Sitsenmeri^- and his brother IntefS^

The third register closely resembles the second. Its superscription runs: An offering

which the king gives to Wepwawet, the Power of the two lands. Lord of the Sacred Land, (namely)

a funerary offering of bread and beer, a thousand of oxen and geese for the honoured one

Khentekhtayemhet. It is his son who causes his name to live, the sculptor Sire<. The
three seated figures on the left are his father Khentekhtayemhet, his wife Hotpu and his

daughter Sitkhentekhtay^^ and facing them stands his son Khentekhtayemhet, plucking a fowl,

and then follow three women, his daughter Sitdjehutip his daughter Sekhathor,'^^ and his

sister Merusi.^’’

The fourth register resembles the first, consisting of two scenes, each showing a seated
' No doubt the son of the other bearer of this formidable name.
'Khontekhtay is kindly’; of these last two one appears in the first register, the other in the fourth.

Below, where space allows, the ending -tv of the Old Perfective is written.
° A much abbreviated spelling of Bdw.
* A not very frequent title of Wepwawet occurring again below; cf. also, e.g. Hierogl. Texts BM, v, 5,

Budge, Lady Maix Collection, PI. IX D (Djm. 18), Leyden V 10-1 (twice), and Cairo 20025 a, 2, the latter two
examples having been unnecessarily ascribed to Anubis by their editors. A debased form occurs on a
late stela in Wogensen, Stiles eg. au Mus. Xat. de Stockholm, p. 71.

Hnty here with det. which tVb., m, 304 does not show as found before the N.K.
'' Apparently htp{w), — ‘food, offerings’ (IJ'b., m, 184) as a proper name, but cf. p. 194, n. 6, below.
' Thus the wife is given no name.
" Note the unusual writing of -hty with w .

® Sh bmh, broken but unmistakable.
' “ ‘ Daughter of Senmeri.’

A name difficult to explain, in view of the alternative writing with

M ho thus seems to be shown twice in the same scene.

He who brings his father’; cf. Erman, ZAS 39, 147, and the feminine counterpart Int-it-s.
“ ‘Daughter of Khentekhtay.’

‘Daughter of Thoth.’

Named from the cow-goddess who suckled Horus.
For mr-icy sy, ‘How beloved is she!’ ? Apparently not found elsewhere.
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couple receiving food offered by a third person. To take first the left-hand scene, the
inscription above reads: An offering which the King gives to Wcpwawetf that he may give

a funerary offering of bread and beer, a thousand of oxen and geese to the Ka of the honoured
Sire<, justified f then above the table, It is his sons son who causes his name to live, Sire<,

justified. The seated figures are, the honoured Sire^, justified and his wife Sithhentekhtay,

who is smelling an unguent; before them stands his son Khentehhtayhotpu who is saying

An offering which the King gives, a thousand of bread and beer, a thousand of oxen and geese.

In the right-hand scene the inscription above runs: An offering ivhich the King gives to

Osiris, Lord of the Thinite Lome, (that he may give) a funerary offering of bread and beer,

a thousand of oxen and geese to the Ka of the honoured Ehhtay, and over the table, It is his

daughter's son who causes his name to live, the sculptor Sire<. The seated man is the honoured

Ehhtay
,
justified and the woman who grips his arms so possessorially is his wife, Sitrereru.^

The offerer in front of their table is his daughter Sitpepyf^ who says: An offering which the

King gives, a thousand of bread and beer, a thousand of oxen and geese.

In the lowest register of all Sire^ himselP is shown twice, on two seats facing in opposite

directions,® between which his parentage on the maternal side is inscribed, ms-n Htp(w).

To the left the offering formula, which reads An offering which the king gives to Osiris and

to all the gods of Abydosf’ (for) the honoured Sire<, born of Hotpu, is spoken by his brother

Intef. Further left stand three figures: first a woman with the inscription his mother,

Ketabdju-Sitwepwaivet,^ then two men, the sculptor Wdnesh,^ and Sisckhcdhor.^° To the right

of Siret as he sits facing right stand five persons. First a man whose name is broken away,

who recites the formula, An offering which the king gives, a thousand of oxen and geese (for) the

honoured one, the sculptor Sire^, born of Hotpu. Xext comes his brother Khcntclchtaycmhct (’l),'^^

^ Here the word-sign is vritten mistakenly before the phonetic signs.

^ Appearing abnormally before the name.
® ‘Daughter of Rereru’, apparently not found elsewhere. Probably a variant or an erroneous spelling

of Sit-rrw.

* ‘

Daughter of Pepy.’

^ Here the Mviting ( seems to hesitate between honorific inversion and an order of signs corre-

sponding with the pronunciation.

® A quite unusual arrangement, for which I cannot quote any good parallel. It i.s difficult to see why
he should not have been shown in the usual place of honour at the left-hand extremity of the register. Did

the artist feel that this register, like the others, ought to have a break in the middle ? Though, if symmetry

was the main consideration, we might have expected registers 2 and 3 also to have the seated groups in

the middle.
~
Probably not ‘the gods, lords of Abydos', as nb{u') has no plural det. ; for the clear plural iibw II b., ii,

360 gives both renderings.
^ ‘She of Abydos, daughter of Wepwawet.' Probably A’t-jWir is here the first part of a double name

{cf. those discussed JEA 23, 2, n. 1, among which iIcketherhab-Yebi'o is likewise a woman s name) and she

is Intef's mother but not Siren's, i.e. either a subordinate wife of Sire' s father or one whom he married

before or after Hotpu. So Intef would be Sire'’s half-brother on the hither' .s side, for winch we might have

expected sn-J n li-f, on the analogy of sn-f n mut-f which occurs in Spiegelberg-Portner, Aeg. Grab- u. Denlc-

steine aus siidd. Sammlungen, i, PI. 8, extreme right-hand figure in second register.

®
^

usually rendered ‘Wolf’.

This name, ‘ Son of Sekhathor’ (see p. 192. n. 16, above), is not in Ranke, but appears among J. J. Clerc s

Notes d'onomastique in Bev. d'tgyplol. 3, 111. One would hax'e expected to find honorific inversion.

So Garstang, whose photograph, which unfortunately is indistinct at this point, seems to show

but so placed that there seems to be no room for too. Could the last element have been -shm t This

name and the next have been damaged since that photograph was made.
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then his sister Sitkhentekhtaij} and finally two men apparently not related to Sire', Senmedu^

and Yefen . . .,® the end of whose name is lost.

B. Back

The back of the stela (see PI. xiii, 1, and Garstang, op. cit.,Fl. 33) is very unusual in appear-

ance
;
in its general arrangement it might be said to show a remote resemblance to a Sixth-

Dynasty type of false door, but I have not been able to find any reasonably close parallel.

The workmanship on the whole is definitely not so good as that of the front. The figure in

relief, whose head and legs have suffered much damage, is the honoured one, the sculptor

Sire^. Above, on the left, he is represented sitting at a table, and the inscription reads:

The one who is in honour^ leith the Great God, the Lord of Heaven, may he give^ a funerary-

offering of bread and beer, oxen and geese, alabaster and clothing, to the Ka of the honoured

one, the sculptor Sire^, born of Hepicet,^ possessor of honour.

Below the right-hand vertical column of inscription Sire' himself will have appeared

again, but his figure has been deliberately scratched out. Above are the words Adoration

to Osiris, the great god. Lord of Abydos, (by) the one who is in honour with the king, the sculptor

Sire^, possessor of honour. On the left side his father stands in the posture of adoration,

with the inscription Adoration to Wepicauet, Lord of the Sacred Land, by his father Khente-

khtayemhet, possessor of honour.

The relationships of the persons depicted are not all clear; as Garstang pointed out.

Sire' seems to have two fathers!^ The main difficulty is to know to whom we are to refer

the suffix •/ (‘his’), attached to some of the chief figures in the lower registers; and this

difficulty is most acute in the cases of the two ‘fathers’, Djehuti and Khentekhtayemhet,
and the two ‘mothers’, Hotpu at the extreme left of the second register, and the one who
follows Intef in the bottom register. Everywhere else there seems to be little reason to

doubt that ‘ his ’ refers to the cliief figure in the scene in question. In the case of the two

' So Garstang's photograph.
- ‘The man of the staff’ (a name not in Ranke), the staff regarded as a divine being (c/. Spiegelberg

in Eec. Trav. 25, 184 ff.), though not enjoying honorific inversion. The name is slightly damaged at the
bottom (and has suffered from the common tendency of Egj-ptian stone-cutters to make odd signs face

right in a word which as a whole faces left) but apparently should read
"J”
— • As Prof. Gunn

points out to me, this must be the Middle-Egyptian equivalent of the frequent Late-Egyptian name Ns-pf-
mdtf, 'He belongs to the staff’, which appears in Gk. as ’EaTruijns and in Assyrian as Ispimatu {cf. W. Max
Muller, ZAS 31, 127). Similarly we find S-n-Pth = Ns-Pth and S-n-Hr = Ns-Hr, though the forms in S-n-
seem to be much less frequent (excepting, of course, S-n-Wsrt) than those in AA-. In the present case does
the very full writing of mdw imply that the name is of O.-K. origin ?

^ The first three signs are clearly (probably an abbreviation of iwf n) and just above the break

there appears to be the top margin of another sign. There is very little left, but what remains might be

interpreted as the top of suggesting iwf n mwtf, ‘He belongs to his mother’, or some similar name.
* The signs are out of order; presumably we are to read t)

®
•

° It is rather surprising to find the offering-formula after what seems to be a title ; was the scribe misled
by ntr <!, nh pt into continuing as if Hip di n-sw IVsir had preceded ?

1 ^ ^ strange phonetic writing for
; perhaps further evidence for the metathesis

Mp > hpt, suggested in Firth-Gunn, Teti Pyr. Cent., I, 110, n. 17; although Ranke, op. cit., 260, 12,

apparently regards this final -t as genuine, and omitted from the other writings, the true reading to be
Htpiii. Cf. also his note, p. xxvn, to 257, 22.

The stelae Cairo 20155 and Hierogl. Texts P3I, n, PI. 15, seem to be parallel cases : in the latter the chief
figure seems to have t^o udves and tw’O fathers, although as one of the fathers is in the unfinished bottom
left comer he may be an uncorrected mistake.
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fathers we should naturally take ‘his’ to mean ‘Siren's’, as he has just been mentioned in

the offering-formula above them, but plainly some reinterpretation is necessary.

But first we must discover what certain information the stela offers, by considering each

register in turn. The first register yields the following scheme ( indicating the relation

of brother to brother, brother to sister, etc. where the parents are not stated, * indicating

a woman)

;

Khentekhtayhotpu Sire< = ?* Sebekhotpe = Sitsenmeri* Senmeri

In the above presumably ‘his brother’ as applied to Sebekhotpe will mean Sirff's

brother, to judge from the third line of the lunette, where the former is again ‘his brother’

in a line of people headed by Sire'
;
in that case whether Senmeri is brother to Sire' or

Sebekhotpe comes to the same thing as far as we can tell.

From register 2 we get:

? = Hotpu*

Intef Djehuti = '?*

Sire' Sitsenmeri* Senmeri

In the third register we meet a different set of people

Merusi* Khentekhtayemhet =

Sire' Sitkhentekhtay* Khentekhtayemhet Sitdjehuti* Sekhathor*

The fourth register shows two sets of grandparents of a Sire', with a son offering to the

paternal grandparents, and a daughter to the maternal. In such a case it seems most

reasonable to assume that the son is father and the daughter is mother of the SirC-' in

question. On that hypothesis we can Hnk up the two scenes of register 4 as follows

:

Sire' = Sitkhentekhtay* Ekhtay = Sitrereru*

i

Khentekhtayhotpu = Sitpepy*

Ekhtay

Hotpu*

Sire'

This grandson Sire' cannot well be the Sire' for whom the formula in the lunette is written,

for the latter’s mother is Hotpu, and we cannot tell whether the grandfather Sire' is the

man in register 1, for there the wife is nameless ;
he might be the Sire' aforementioned of

the lunette, though, in that case, we might have expected him to be called sculptor .

For the two halves of register 5 we can draw up the following schemes; (a) Left-hand half;

? = Netabdju-Sitwepwawet* ‘? = Hotpu*

Intef Sire'

(h) Eight-hand half:

? = Hotpu*

Sitkhentekhtay* Sire' KhentekhtayemhC‘t(-?)

cc
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All that the back of the stela has to tell us is

Khentekhtayemhet — Hepwet (presumably = Hotpu)*

Sirec

which was almost deducible from the third register.

When we try to combine the data of the various registers we find that registers 3 and 5

and the back all have Siref, Hotpu and one of the Khentekhtayemhets in common, and will

therefore form the best starting-ground for a general scheme, while registers 1 and 2, whose
personnel is rather different, are united in another scheme. Register 4 is very difficult to

lit in, and must be set aside for the moment. Registers 3 and 5 and the back, then,

yield

:

Merusi* Khentekhtayemhet = (1) Hotpu* =(2) Netabdju-

I

(or Hepwet)
|

Sitwepwawet*

I I ^ I
I

Khentekhtayemhet Sitdjehuti* Sekhathor* Sitkhentekhtay* -• Sire^ Intef

We might try to link up the refractory material of register 4 with the above scheme by
supposing that Sire< married his sister Sitkhentekhtay, and that Khentekhtayhotpu was
their son and the other Sire< their grandson, also a sculptor. But there are two serious

difficulties in the way of this combination: firstly, as mentioned above, we should have
e.xpected the elder Sire< to be called ‘sculptor’, and secondly, if he was really married and
had a son and grandson, it is surely surprising that no other children of his appear.

Registers 1 and 2 give the following combination:

? = Hotpu*

Intef Djehuti = ?*

Senmeri Sebekhotpe = Sitsenmeri* Ekhtay ?* = Siref Khentekhtayhotpu

It is evident at the first glance that this second table is (supposing the same name to refer

to the same person) quite incompatible with the first. In the one. Sire' is brother, in the
other, nephew to an Intef

; and in one Hotpu is Siren’s mother, in the other his grand-
mother.

Any attempt to harmonize the apparently discrepant data is hazardous and must be
recognized to be quite conjectural, but it may be allowable to suggest two possible lines

towards a solution.

One method would be to postulate two Sirens (or, more precisely, three, including the
grandson in register 4, who must be other than the bearers of the same name in registers 1

to 3). One would be the Sire' of our second table, who appears in registers 1 and 2, and is

sou of Djehuti and so apparently grandson of Hotpu, while the second would be son of

Hotpu (so given in register 5
)
and so by inference brother, or at least half-brother, of

Djehuti, though that is not stated, as this supposed second Sire' and Djehuti do not appear
together anywhere.

The other method involves another relaxation of our principle that ‘his (brother, etc.)’

refers to the chief figure of the register or part of register in question, but otherwise it is

not unreasonable. It is to suppose that ‘father’ can be used loosely, as it is in English, to
mean step-father

;
then we need not multiply Sire's but can suppose that the one who was

actually son of Khentekhtayemhet and Hotpu called himself son of Djehuti because Hotpu
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after the death of Khentekhtayemhet had married Djehuti; then we must take it that she

is called ‘his mother’, meaning ‘Siren’s mother’, in register 2 because her relationship to

Sire< was felt to be more important than her relationsliip to Djehuti.

Either of these suggested methods would allow us to produce a family tree without any

great improbabihties, combining our two previous schemes, but whether either of them

would reproduce the set of relationships no doubt quite clearly understood by the original

author of the inscription is a question which must be left quite open.
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POISONS IN ANCIENT EGYPT

By a. LUCAS

It is commonly stated in books on toxicology that the ancient Egyptians used prussic acid

(hydrocyanic acid) as a poison. These statements may all be traced back to the alleged

translation by Duteil of a passage in ‘an extremely ancient papyrus in the Louvre’, which

is as follows: ‘Ne prononcez pas le nom de lAO, sous la peine du pecher’ (‘Speak not the

name of lAO '—one of the Hebrew names for God—‘under the penalty of the peach-tree’).^

Mr. Alan Eowe tells me that this papyrus must be attributed to a Gnostic.

Commenting on this passage, E. A. Witthaus says- ‘it would be difficult to draw any

other inference than that the Egyptian priests were acquainted with the preparation of a

poisonous substance (hydrocyanic acid) from peach leaves or kernels with which those who
betrayed the secrets of the priesthood were destroyed’. Wynter Blyth is more emphatic

and states^ that ‘ The Egyptians knew prussic acid as extracted in a dilute state from certain

plants, among the chief of which was certainly the peach’.

It may be pointed out, however, that although the peach-tree is grown to a small extent

in gardens in Egypt, it is not indigenous and was only introduced into the country at a

comparatively late date, probably from Persia. "With respect to this, Pliny says* that ‘ It

is quite untrue that the peach which groM's in Persia is poisonous and produces dreadful

tortures, or that the kings of that country, from motives of revenge, had it transplanted in

Egypt. . .
.’ Newberry found peaches and a large number of peach stones in the material from

the Graeco-Eoman cemetery at Hawara.®

^lany magical texts on papyrus and stone, of the New Kingdom and later, contain spells

against poison
;
in most cases it is clear that the poisoning has resulted from the bite of a snake

or the sting of a scorpion, and in the others, e.g. the magical Papyrus No. 36 of the Vatican,®

where the nature of the poison is not specified, we have no reason to assume that it was

artificially produced and was not the result of one of the two natural injuries just mentioned.

Maspero says^ of an Egyptian mummy of a young man, whom he calls ‘ prince sans nom ’

that ‘ tons ceux qui Tout vue ont suppose sur le champ que le prince qu’elle representait

avait ete eiiipoisonne. La contraction du ventre et de I’estomac, le mouvement desespffie

par lequel la tete se rejette en arriere, I’expression de douleur atroce qui est repandue sur la

face ne peuvent gueres s’expliquer que par cette hypothese. Les bras et les jambes avaient ete

tordus par la souffrance.’ Even though the ‘ prince ’ had died in agony, there is, of course, no

evidence whatever that he had been poisoned
;
and again, if poison was the cause of death,

it may have been from snake-bite.

^ F. Hoefer, Histoire de la cMmie (1842), i, 226. [It has not been possible to trace this quotation. Hoefer,

loc. cit., merely says ‘selon M. Duteil, auteur d’un Dicticmnaire de-s Hieroglyphes, on lit sur un des papyrus du

Louvre ‘ne prononcez pas. . .
.’ Nothing of the kind seems to be stated in Duteil’s Dictionnaire. Sir Herbert

Thompson kindly informs us that neither in the single demotic magical papyrus (No. 3229) nor in the three

Greek magical pap\-ri (latest edn. Preisendanz, Griechische Zauberpapyri, I, n) of the Louvre, is there any
such statement.—Ed.] ^ Manual of Toxicology (1911), 5. “ A. and M. Wynter Blyth, Poisons, 2.

^ Xatural History, xv, 13. ® Petrie, Hawara, Biahmu, and Arsinoe, 48, 50.

' E. Suys, Le Papyrus magique du Vatican, in Orientalia 3, Nova Series, Ease. I, 1934.
" Les Mamies royales de Deir el-Bahari, I (1889), 549; PI. ix.
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Herodotus states’- that ‘Psammenitus, son of Amasis’, ‘plotted evil and got his reward;

for he was caught raising a revolt among the Egyptians ; and when this came to Cambyses’

ears, Psammenitus drank bulls’ blood and fortlra-ith died’. A footnote by a translator,

A. D. Godley, states that ‘The blood was supposed to coagulate and choke the drinker’.

Eeisner” found in a tomb at Xag‘ ed-Der, probably dating from the First Intermediate

Period, about twenty reed arrows and about the same number of bone arrow-heads, three of

which had barbed or serrated tips. All the tips were blackened. There were also three cases

made from reeds for containing arrow-heads so that they might be carried without danger to

the owner. ‘ The form and size of the reed shafts and the bone points leave no possible doubt

that these were poisoned arrows of a type well known in use among African and South

American tribes. The blackened tips confirm this conclusion. The blackening was probably

only colouring matter used by the maker of the arrows in order to mark clearh' the tips

which had been poisoned from those which had not yet been prepared. The material was not

analysed, but it is doubtful if any trace of the original poison would have been found.’

Petrie states^ that ‘ The arrow points of ivory are common in the earlier part of the

1st Dynasty. . . . They are often tipped with red ochre, which has been supposed to l)e a

poisoned tip ...

;

probably the red colour was put on Anth the idea of sympathetic magic, in

order to draw the arrow to the blood of the animal at which it was shot’.

Mr. W. B. Emery, of the Egyptian Antiquities Department, recently found, in a First-

Dynasty tomb at Sakkarah, a large number of ivory-tipped arrows, about sixty of which were

coloured red at the points.‘‘ A few of the latter were submitted to the writer for examination.

The length of the red-coloured portion varied from about G to about 13 mm., with a mean of

10-7o mm. (0-4-2"). The colour, which was a thin paint, and not a stain, was easily removed

by means of both water and hydrochloric acid and consisted entirely of red oxide of iron

(red ochre), and showed no evidence of either organic matter or poison. It is probable,

therefore, that this colour was merely symbolic.

Various plants containing poisonous substances grow wild in Egypt at the present day,

and probablj' have done so from very early times. The two principal of these are several

species of Datura, including Datura stramonium (thorn-apple), and several species of Hyo-

scyamus, including Hyoscyamus muticus (Egyptian henbane), both of which contain the

alkaloids hyoscyamine, hyoscine, and atropine.

Henbane is mentioned as a medicine in an Oxyrhynchus papyrus (in Greek) of the first

century a.d.®

Another plant containing poison that until recently was cultivated in Egypt, is the opium

poppy (Pajpaver somniferum), from the ripe capsules of which opium is obtained. This opium

yields several alkaloids, the principal of which is morphine. Although the opium poppy is

very common in North Africa, it is not known at what period it vas introduced into Egypt.

Opium, however, was known anciently, and is referred to as a medicine in the Oxyrln nchus

papyrus already mentioned, and poppy seeds are named in two papyri of the third centur\ b.c.
'

Another poisonous plant, black hellebore {Elii:oma Jidkbori niyri), is also mentioned as

a medicine in the same OxjThynchus papyrus. This plant contains tv o cr\ stalline glucoside^,

both of which are powerful poisons. No mention of this plant growing in Egj pt can be tiaced.

1 15 .
2 (a) Ann. Serv. 5 (1904), 10.5-9 and IT. vii (1) ; (6) private communication.

Royal Tombs, ll, 34-5.
* M. B. Emery, The Tomb of Hemaka, 14, 45-8.

® A. S. Hunt, The Oxyrhynchus Papyri, 'I'm, Xo. lOSS, p. 113.

® C. C. Edgar, Zenon Papyri in the University of Michigan Collection, 1931, Xo. 26 (257 B.c.) and Xo.

46 (251 B.C.).
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THE CUERENCY OF EGYPT UNDER THE PTOLEMIES

By J. G. MILNE

Before the conquest of Egypt by Alexander the Great, there was nothing that could be

described as a native coinage in circulation in the country: certain metals, usually gold or

copper, were traded in exchange both for local and for foreign business, but they were treated

as commodities and were not given standards of value : they passed by weight at the market

price. Silver is more rarely mentioned in the records of business transactions: it was not

obtained from local sources, and, though a substantial amount must have been imported

—

the inscriptions of Osorkon I show that he had given at least 560,000 pounds of silver,

mainly manufactured, to the temples in the first four years of his reign—its use seems to

have been confined to articles of luxury or ornament. It is true that much of this silver came
from Greek lands in the form of coin, but the reason for this is that to the Greeks a coin w'as

virtually an ingot, and an order for silver bulhon would most naturally be met by the dis-

patch of coins to the required weight. The destinyof Greek silver coins in Egypt isclearfrom

the condition of the hoards—about a score in number before the Greek conquest—that have

been recorded they are typically miscellaneous collections from different districts and of

different standards, sometimes mixed up with scrap metal, and often hacked to test their

composition in such a way as to obscure what was the most essential point in a coin for the

purposes of a Greek trader, the badge of the issuing authority. It would have been a com-
plicated affair for an exchange agent or banker to evaluate such a collection in terms of

specie : treated as bullion, they simply had to be weighed out. In two or three eases their

destiny is even clearer, as the process of melting and remaking the metal had been started

before the hoards were concealed, and half-melted coins or lumps from crucibles are mixed
up with the coins.^ It may be taken as certain that these coins, so far as the Egyptian
merchants were concerned, were regarded solely as bullion. It might have been expected

that, after the Persian conquest of Egypt, the Persian coinage of gold darics and silver sigloi

would have been made legal currency in the country
; but there is no evidence that they were

so used. Two instances are recorded of the occurrence of darics in hoards,® but these are

comparatively late, and with the darics there were gold coins of Philip II of Macedon; while

there is only one case in which sigloi were found in a hoard,'^ and then in association with a

mixed lot of Greek silver. Sigloi do not occur casually on Egyptian sites, as practically all

kinds of currency of later periods do, and it seems fair to conclude that they did not form
an official part of the media for the transaction of business in Egypt. Herodotus, it may be

said, regards Aryandes as having struck silver coins when he was satrap of Egypt ;
® but,

whatever value may be placed on the story, it does not suggest that the coins were meant
for local use, and we need not suppose that they were.

An approximation to coinage may be found in some pieces of gold stamped on both faces

with hieroglyphic signs, the reading of which is ‘good Gold’: these are of adjusted weight,

and might be regarded as belonging to the same class as the early Greek coins of pale gold

‘ The hoards of Greek coins have been collected and indexed by S. P. Noe, Bibliography of Greek Coin-

hoards (2nd edn.. New York, 1937). ^ E.g. Noe, 143 (Benha el-‘Asl) and 144 (Beni Hasan).
Noe, 322 and 420. “* Noe, 888. ^ Herodotus iv, 166.
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or silver, but for the fact that they bear no sort of clue to the authority under which they

were issued, and so lack the guarantee which was indispensable to the Greek idea of a coin.

Obviously under these circumstances they could not have a face value, and it is most

probable that they are ingots of gold made up after the convenient Greek pattern in handy

lumps: a Greek might have regarded them as staters, but certainly not as nomismata.^

The only coins which can be definitely accepted as struck in Egypt before the time of

Alexander belong to the middle of the fourth century, and are copies of Athenian types

of the preceding century. In all probability these were produced to be used for the pay of

Greek mercenaries, who were employed by the native rebels against the Persian rule, and

would naturally want to be paid in Greek money: an Athenian general, Chabrias, had been

sent over, and might have taken with him some old dies from the Athenian mint as part of

his equipment. Two specimens of such Athenian tetradrachm dies have been found in Egypt,

in one case associated vdth a quantity of old coins and another hoard was composed of

defaced Phoenician coins, scrap silver, and melted metal, together with new Athenian coins

of these old types, presumably just produced on the spot.® But these copies of Greek coins

would only have a currency value to the mercenaries, and the types would have carried no

meaning outside the camps of the insurgent party. The same may be said of a solitary gold

coin, showing like them Athenian types, though not from regular Athenian dies, which has

the name of Tachos, the leader of the rebellion:* dies for gold would not be procurable from

Athens, so he had some made vith the familiar types for his mercenaries.

lYhen Alexander conquered Egypt, therefore, it is fairly certain that the mass of the

inhabitants had no acquaintance with coinage in the Greek sense—the idea that a piece of

metal could have a definite purchasing power assigned to it, apart from its metal content

and the local market prices, was quite outside their experience. Moreover, the system of

coinage to which they were introduced was complicated by the fact that it was on a bimetallic

basis, and the ratio of metal values in Egypt had never been the same as in Europe. Egypt,

like all the rest of the Empire of Alexander, was to be Hellenized, and the Hellenic ideal of

a universal Empire postulated a common currency of one standard for all provinces. Alex-

ander had adopted the Athenian standard, which was based on silver, with gold at a fixed

ratio of 10:1, and bronze as a subsidiary token currency: Imt under the native kings the

ratio of gold to silver had been only 2:1.® It may be doubted whether the Alexandrine system

would ever have taken root in Egypt, even if the Empire had held together.

In the first instance a mint was set up in Egypt, presumably at Alexandria, and there vas

an issue of tetradrachms of the normal Alexandrine types:® it is not ceitain vhether anj

lower denominations were struck at the same time. These tetradracluiis vere not of course

intended for purely local circulation: they would be current throughout the Empire, and

equally the issues of other mints would be current in Egypt. So they are found in hoards

outside the country, and a large proportion of the Alexandrine tetradrachms that lun e come

from Egvpt are of external mints. The Egyptian would not need to trouble about the mint-

marks on the coins : they would all be classed together as silver of Alexandei ,
and the apyvpiov

’AAe^avSpeTov mentioned in an Elephantine papyrus of 311-10 b.c.^ would doubtless be of this

kind. But a change began to be manifest, even before the death of the boy Alexandei put

an end to all pretence of unity in the provinces: the silver was still struck in the name of

Alexander, though vith new types—on the obverse a head of Alexander the Great in an

1 G. F. HiU in Chron., 1926, 132.

J. N. Svoronos in Corolla Sumismatica, 285: G. F. HiU in .A um. Chron., 1922 .14.

^ JEA 19, 119. G. F. HiU in Sum. Chron., 1926, 130. ^ JEA 15, 150.

® E. T. NeweU, Alexander hoards: Demanhur (New York, 1923), 144-7. ‘ P- Eleph., 1.
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elephant-skin cap, on the reverse a figure of Athene—and the tetradrachms were kept on

the Alexandrine standard
;
but the smaller coins, the drachmas and half-drachmas, were of

reduced weight, approximating to the Asiatic standard commonly known as Ehodian.^ The

reason for this change was doubtless that the larger coins would be required as much for

external trade as for internal, while the smaller were for local circulation : so the tetradrachms

conformed to the standard of the Empire, but the drachmas could conveniently be assimi-

lated to Egyptian values of metal.

It is not clear at what date precisely the next change was made in the standard of the

silver : it may have been after the death of Alexander IV, or when Ptolemy took the title of

king in 306, or at some intermediate date. The issue of tetradrachms with the name of

Alexander and the types described above continued, but the weight was reduced to the

Phoenician standard.^ This meant that the Alexandrine ideal of a common standard for

the Greek world had been definitely abandoned : there was no longer a single authority for the

determination of the circulating value of coins, and each of the Successors could fix it as he

wished. For the purposes of external trade which involved payments in silver Phoenicia was

far the most important part of the dominions of Ptolemy: Egypt imported silver, but did

not export it ; but the Phoenician merchants would require a supply of silver staters, and

therefore Ptolemy adjusted his coinage to their valuation. As will be seen, it was this prin-

ciple which governed the standard of the Ptolemaic silver for the next century.

This drop in the weight of the silver stater was accompanied by a corresponding drop in

the gold: hitherto gold staters and double staters of the Alexandrine standard had been

coined in Egypt, the stater being approximately of the weight of two Alexandrine drachmas

;

and Ptolemy reduced his stater to the weight of two ‘ Phoenician’ drachmas. But the change

in the silver standard had been due in part at any rate to the higher value of silver as against

gold in Egypt, and for internal purposes it was a mistake to bring down the gold to corre-

spond with the silver. So the next issue of gold was of a different character: the weight of the

unit was approximately that of the double stater of Alexander, which would pass outside

Egypt on the basis of a weight equivalent to four drachmas, while it was approximately five

times the weight of the Egyptian silver drachma: as all Greek gold coinage at this period

seems to have been intended to serve merely as an expression of silver for convenience in

paying large sums, weight against weight at the local ratio of values, it was obviously desir-

able to secure the acceptance of a coin by making it of a weight that could be related to

alternative standards used in the areas to which it was likely to be sent. This principle

governed the issues of gold in Egypt till the middle of the reign of Philadelphus.

There is very little evidence of the use of bronze coins in Egypt during the earlier years

of Greek rule
; it may be surmised that the classes of the population who would have had

most occasion to use it, the peasantry and artisans, had not become familiar with the new
idea of coinage, and so low values were not issued in any quantity. The first plentiful bronze

issues were after the assumption of the royal title by Ptolemy in 306 : these are of the ordinary

Greek module, with nothing much more than an inch in diameter, and probably served as

tokens for fractions of the drachma : there is no sure basis on which to estimate their de-

nominations, but if a comparison with Syrian coinage can be accepted, the chief denomination

may have been a half-drachma.

During the reign of Ptolemy Soter, and for the first part of that of Philadelphus, the

official Egyptian currency continued on this basis, which was practically that of Alexander

^ J. X. Svoronos, ra vofiLafiara twv IlToXeiiaiwv, ii, pp. 7 ff., series iv. 2. (The head ofAlexander had appeared
with the old reverse tj-pes earlier, but no change in weight is associated with this.)

^ Svoronos, pp. 18 ff., group 1, series i.
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with a reduced silver unit. But it is noticeable that a substantial proportion of the silver

tetradrachms of this period are punch-marked or scratched with signs, which is evidence

that they were not accepted in trade at the value put on them by the issuing authority. Such
marking is found on several series of Greek coins, and in every case it can be shown to

be due to the original guarantee of value having ceased to be effective
; for instance, the coins

of Aegina were freely punch-marked after the reduction of Aegina by Athens, and so were
the Persian sigloi after the fall of the Persian Empire.^ It would appear that the Egyptian
merchants took the Ptolemaic silver, not at its nominal value, but as bullion, which at

Egyptian rates would be much higher, and marked the coins to signify the fact ; it was
probably illegal, but the government could not have enforced the acceptance of their coins

at an artificial rate without causing a considerable dislocation of trade, and so acquiesced in

the practice.

The situation was however obviously unsatisfactory, especially in view of the possession

of the greater part of Phoenicia by the Ptolemies: the coinage wliich was not suited to

Egyptian requirements was quite suitable for the Phoenicians
;
and, so far as silver was con-

cerned, the Phoenician merchants were more important than the Egyptian, for the reasons

already stated. About 270 the whole system seems to have been revised, and separate treat-

ment accorded to Phoenicia and to Egypt. There is a plentiful coinage of silver, which

belongs to the reigns of Philadelphus. Euergetes, and Philopator, and consists almost en-

tirely of tetradrachms: it is on the Phoenician standard, and the majority of the coins can

be assigned by their mint-marks to the mints of Tyre, Sidon, Ptolemais Ake, Joppa, and

Gaza
;
these are normally dated by regnal years.- Coins generally similar to these, but with-

out mint-marks, are also found, and these have been regarded as the issues of the mint of

Alexandria.® But it should be observed that the coins of the mints of Phoenicia have on the

reverse the legend PTOAEMAIOY ZHTHPOI, not PTOAEMAIOY BAEIAEnS as on the

earlier coins of Soter and Philadelphus and the later ones of the second and first centuries:

this distinctive formula may have been adopted for use in these mints from a desire to consult

the feelings of the Phoenicians; the omission of the title BAZIAEIiE would avoid emphasis

on the foreign overlordship. In the next century a somewhat similar idea may be traced in

the coinage of the Seleucid kings at their Phoenician mints: this was on the Phoenician

standard, instead of the Alexandrine which was used at Antioch and other Seleucid mints,

and so clearly intended for Phoenician trade; and on it the laudatory titles, which were

inscribed on the Antiochene issues, do not appear. As the coins of the series under considera-

tion which have no mint-marks bear the same legend as those with the mint-marks of

Phoenicia, it is fair to assume that, even if they were struck at Alexandria, they were de-

signed primarily for circulation in Phoenicia. So far as Egypt was concerned, they were on

much the same economic footing as foreign coins, and this renders their treatment, or

maltreatment, by punching more understandable.

The most important item in the revision of the system for the purposes of Egyptian local

circulation was the introduction of an entirely new series of bronze coins,^ which were evi-

dently intended to contain an amount of metal bearing some relation to their face values,

so as to remove them out of the category of mere tokens. The largest of them are of a size

and weight for which there is no parallel to be found in the issues of Greece or Asia Minor

:

they average about six times the weight of the chief bronze coin of Soter, and if, as is not

improbable, they were issued as drachmas, while the earlier coin may have been a half-

^ Num. Chron., 1931, 177.

- Svoronos, pp. 78 ff., group 8, 1, series ii; 2, ii; 3, ii; 4, i; 5, i: p. loO, group 7
: pp. 197 £f.

^ Svoronos, p. 61, group 2: p. 156, group 4; p. 178. group 2. Svoronos. pp. 64 ff., group 3.

D d
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drachma, the increase in weight was threefold. Such an increase cannot be explained as a

raising of the standard: there are a few instances in Greek coinage of the standard of bronze

being raised, though the reverse process is much more common ;
but no raising by more than

about twenty-five per cent, is known. The only possible explanation is that the government

decided to initiate an independent coinage on a bronze standard, which was not to be subject

to the fluctuations of prices of silver: in other terms it may be said that they forsook the

Alexandrine silver standard, and dissociated their coinage from the Greek system.

The results of this change are evident almost at once, both in the hoards and in the papyri:

in the middle of the third century the typical Egyptian hoard consists not of silver tetra-

drachms, as was the case about 300, but of bronze of the two largest sizes, which may be

taken to be drachmas and half-drachmas; and payments of substantial sums in bronze

appear in the papj-ri. The fact that the Ptolemaic bronze of this period had a real metal

value also appears from its export in considerable quantities to foreign countries: the coins

of this series have been found all round the Mediterranean, and even as far afield as Britain,

and in Italy they were occasionally restruck for the local bronze coinage. Technically it

would seem that both silver and bronze were legal tender to any amount in Egypt, and no

adjustment should have been needed as between the two for the reckoning of payments: but

the fact that silver was undervalued as currency would naturally tend to drive it out of

circulation: no one would want to give a silver tetradrachm in payment for a debt of that

amount, if he knew that he could get more than four drachmas for it in the silver market.

Gold ceased to play an important part in the Egyptian currency after the reign of Philadel-

phus : this may have been to some extent due to the exhaustion of the Persian reserve which

had been thrown on the market by Alexander, and the consequent recovery of gold values,

which would make it better from an economical point of view for the kings of Egypt to

export their gold than to use it for local circulation ; but in any case internal trade in Egypt

would not call for a large supply of coins of high value. The only gold coins struck in Egypt

after about 270 are differentiated from the regular silver by the choice of obverse types: the

Egyptian silver tetradrachm from first to last continued to bear the head of Ptolemy Soter,

with only one brief exception,’^ resembling in this consistency the great Greek commercial

coinages
; but the gold of the later kings, and a series of silver double staters, had portraits

of the reigning king or his queen, alongside of which ran a series with commemorative por-

traits of Arsinoe II. ^ The former series ended in the reign of Epiphanes, the latter went on

till that of Euergetes II. These coins of exceptional types and exceptional size were probably

intended quite as much to serve as medals as to be used for ordinary circulation; and this

supposition is borne out by the absence of any record of their having been found in hoards.

Till the end of the third century, then, there was a dual currency in Egypt: the mints

of Phoenicia continued to issue coin for the Ptolemies so long as they remained in the

possession of Egypt, the last known coin of the series being dated in year 4 of Epiphanes.

But that the silver had ceased to be current at its nominal value is shown by an entry in an

account, probably of the end of the third century, in which a man pays 16 dr. 54 obols for a

silver stater, which would be either of Alexandrine or Phoenician standard:® in the former

case the silver drachma was worth a little more than four Egyptian drachmas, in the latter

somewhat more. This agrees adequately with the rate of exchange known for the first

century b.c., which gave an Attic drachma or a Roman denarius for a Ptolemaic tetra-

drachm. So it was natural that for purposes of trading convenience some kind of adjustment

should be made: in certain cases, mainly official payments where large sums of money were

' Svoronos, nos. 1123-4, 1136. ^ The series begins with Svoronos, p. 64.

= UPZ, 149, 1. 32.
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likely to be involved, regulations were issued for taking bronze at a discount, to compensate

for the trouble involved in handling it, in others it was taken at par. But as the bronze was
exported at a metal value, and the silver was mainly used for foreign trade, the ratio of

metals had to be related to external values as well as internal
; and, though there are no

definite equations recorded in the third century, the terms of certain documents suggest that

the conversion of silver drachmas into bronze and vice versa was becoming a recognized

practice.^

The situation was altered by the loss of the Phoenician possessions of Egypt at the turn

of the century : there was no longer the need to supply the merchants of Tyre and Sidon

with silver coinage, but Cyprus still remained in the hands of the Ptolemies, and did not use

the heavy Egyptian bronze as its normal currency, bo almost simultaneously with the last

issues of Ptolemaic coins from a Phoenician mint, there appeared a new series of tetradrachms

at the Cypriote mints of Paphos, Salamis, and Citium.- These continue the same types, but

go back to the old legend ofPTOAEMAlOY B ASIAEfiS, which suggests that they were struck

with a view to circulation in Egypt rather than in the outlying possessions ; and they actually

did circulate in Egypt much more freely than the Phoenician issues, occurring in considerable

numbers in hoards as well as sporadically. It is noticeable that they are not punch-marked

like their predecessors, which shows that they were taken at their face value in Egyptian

trade; also, while the weight of the coins was approximately the same as before, they were of

inferior metal: anal}'sis shows a debasement which steadily increased, till at the end there

was only about 25 per cent, of silver in them. This can clearly be connected with the local

valuation of silver at the end of the third century mentioned above: if silver was worth four

times as much in Egypt as in Greece, the Egyptian drachma should only contain one quarter

of the silver in the Greek. Of course this meant that the currency of the debased Ptolemaic

silver was practically confined to Egypt; no one outside would look at it at its face value,

nor was it attractive as metal. So, while the third-century coins are found in Greece and Asia

Minor, the second and first-century tetradrachms hardly ever occur there.

But the debasement of the silver involved a revision of the rates of exchange for the

bronze; the two had been related to suit the foreign market, and when outside support

forsook the debased silver tetradrachm, the bronze drachma lost ground in sympathy
;
and

its collapse was the more rapid because it had no recognized equivalent in the ordinary

Greek schemes of currency. Early in the second century the bronze drachma and its frac-

tions ceased to be struck on the standard introduced under Philadelphus, and a fresh set of

bronze coins was issued, which must have been regarded as unrelated to the earlier series,

since they are not found associated with them in hoards to any extent : large hoards of the

third-century bronze are common, and likewise of the later, but it is rare to come upon even

one or two stray examples of the third-century coins in a hoard of the second century. The

new model of bronze continued to be struck with little variation in standard till the end of

the Ptolemaic dynasty; and the valuation j)ut upon the coins can be deduced from the

denominations which appear on the last issues of the series in the reign of Cleopatra \ II. The

two common bronze coins of this reign are marked respectively P and M,® which Eegling has

shown to represent 80 and 40 bronze drachmas,* and it is the more probable that this valua-

tion can be carried back to the beginning of the series, as the sums recorded as paid at this

period in papyri postulate the existence of some currency in which the drachma was of very

light weight: it is common to find statements of the payment of many talents in bronze

money, which would have been an impossible burden in the third-century bronze with its

^ E.g. P. Mich., 173. " The series begins with Svoronos, p. 217, group 5, 2.

^ Svoronos, p. 311, Nos. 1871 and 1872. " 2./. Xitmism., 1901, 115.
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drachma weighing about a quarter of a pound, but was comparatively easy when the bronze

talent was represented by seventy-five pieces of eighty drachmas weighing perhaps five

pounds in all.

The exact date of the official change-over cannot be settled at present. The new silver

coinage began in the second year of Epiphanes, so far as known coins show, but it does not

follow that the alteration in the bronze issues was contemporaneous with this: it is quite

probable that it was effected somewhat later, when the results of the depreciation of the

silver were felt in trade. But it seems to be clear from the evidence of P. Mich. 182 that the

change was operating before 182 b.c. ; in this papyrus there is a record of a loan of 44T.

4800dr. in bronze, though the penalty for non-fulfilment of the contract is expressed in

silver of the old coinage. Whether the payment of the fine would have been made in this old

coinage, if a default had occurred, may be doubted : but as the depreciated silver was legally

of the same value as the good silver, the terms of the contract would have been satisfied by

payment in the new tetradrachms. As a matter of fact, the old third-century tetradrachms

fingered on in circulation, and are found mixed up with their debased successors in hoards of

the second century and even later: there is no complete break at this point in the silver

currency, as there is in the bronze. As the Ptolemaic coinage was from first to last on a

nominally silver standard, even when it was expressed in bronze, the purchasing power of

the standard coin, the tetradrachm, was not affected by its debasement, any more than the

purchasing power of the English silver coinage has been affected by its debasement in 1920.

But after the bronze drachma lost its intrinsic relation to the silver and became a mere token,

it collapsed at the first crisis and was no more than a term of account.

The natural result of this was that for business purposes a ratio had to be fixed as between

the silver and the bronze coins
; and from about 160 b.c. it is the normal feature in accounts

to convert silver drachmas into bronze or vice versa. The rates vary considerably, but are

seldom above 500:1 or below 400:1, and the average works out at nearly 440:1. This in-

dicates that the rate of conversion, like exchange rates to-day, was a matter for settlement

in the money market : it is not clear whether the government made any attempt in the second

century to control the movements, but if they did it seems to have had as little effect as

similar attempts by governments have now. Thirty years ago the rate of the piastre to the

pound Turkish at Smyrna, nominally 100:1, A’aried in commercial quotations from 108:1

to 182:1. In the last years of the dynasty Cleopatra, as we have seen, appears to have tried

to stabilize the ratio by marking her coins as of eighty and forty bronze drachmas, which

suggests a ratio of 480 :1 ; at this figure the coin of eighty bronze drachmas would be an obol

of the silver standard. This agrees approximately with the statement of Festus^ that the

Alexandrian talent Avas of tAA'elve denarii
; as the sih'er content of the denarius was about the

same as that of the Alexandrian tetradrachm, this gives a ratio of 500:1. It is possible that

in the second century the gOA'ernment intended the bronze to be taken at a similar rate, but

as the coins haAe no marks of A’alue nothing certain can be said: the commonest pieces,

which form the bulk of the hoards of the second and first centuries,^ are of a size comparable

AA'ith that of the eighty drachma coins of Cleopatra.

The eA'idence of coins found in Egypt shoAA's that there was more joint circulation of silver

and bronze in the second and first centuries than in the latter part of the third, and this

accords Avith the evidence of papyri—not so much the official records as the stray entries in

priA’ate papers. Thus in the middle of the second century Ave find a man at Tebtunis collect-

ing four drachmas silver

—

i.e. a tetradrachm—and five hundred drachmas bronze on every

^ Festus, p. 359 (Muller).

- Svoronos, Kos. 1224 and 1384, and 1424.
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thirty arourae ;
and at the same place a complaint of the theft of six hundred drachmas of

coined silver and seven talents of bronzed Fortunately the difference between the silver and

the bronze drachma is so great that there is little risk of confusion when we have to decide

which is meant in a statement of prices or payments: but the variations in the exchange rates

must be taken into consideration.

1 P. Tebt. 739 and 743.
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SIR ROBERT MOND, LL.D., F.R.S.

1867-1938

By the death of Sir Kohert Mond, F.E.S., on October 22, our Society has lost a munificent

President, and Egyptology a devoted student. Born on September 9, 1867, at Farmvorth,

near "Widnes, Lancashire, he vas the eldest son of Dr. Ludwig Mond, F.E.S., who, with the

Eight Honourable Sir John Brunner, P.C., founded the famous firm of Brunner, Mond & Co.

He was educated at Cheltenham College; from there he went to Peterhouse, Cambridge, and

aftersvards to the Zurich Polytechnicum, and Edinburgh and Glasgow Universities. In the

last-named University he was private assistant to SirWilliam Thomson (Lord Kelvin). Early

in his career he assisted his father in the discovery of new carbonals, and throughout his life-

time was engaged in pure and applied chemistry. His contributions to chemical journals

were many and various. In an appreciation of his scientific work contributed to Nature

(Nov. 12, 1938) Professor Charles S. Gibson, F.E.S., writes ;
‘ It is difficult to give an adequate

account of Eobert Mond's scientific and industrial interests. His scientific greatness lay not

so much in what he himseK discovered or achieved but in what he did to make it possible for

those to achieve who were less fortunately placed. Especially after his father’s death, he

regarded his wealth and position as a trust to be used in the advancement of knowledge and
appreciation of beauty, and through that of international peace and fellowship, and heworked
incessantly to achieve this ideal.’ Among the scientific institutions that benefited by his

munificence, the chief was probably the Eoyal Institution. He served for many years as the

Honorary Secretary of the Davy-Faraday Eesearch Laboratory Committee
;
for a period was

President of the Faraday Society, and in 1931 gave the Spiers Memorial Lecture on Faraday.

A few years ago he was elected President of the French Society of Chemical Industry, and
last year he was mainly instrumental in founding the Society for the Study of Alchemy and
Early Chemistry, being its first President, and writing the first article (‘On the Study of

Alchemy’) in its journal Ambix.

By profession a chemist, it was to Egyptian Archaeology, among other subjects, that he
turned for recreation. It was my privilege to meet him first at his father’s house in 1896, and
four or five years later, when on a visit to Egypt, he came to me at Luxor and expressed the

wish to collaborate in the work that I was then carrying out on a very small scale in the

Theban Necropolis. In 1902, on my relinquishing explorations in consequence of other

duties, Mond took over the concession that I then held from the Egyptian Government.
Early in January 1903 he began work on his own, his first task being the clearance of the

tombs of Kenamun and Sennufer at Shekh ‘Abd el-Kurnah. In February of that year Mond,
Eobb de Peyster Tytus, and the present writer helped Howard Carter, then Inspector-

General of the Service des Antiquites for Upper Egypt, to clear the tomb of Tuthmosis IV
and pack for transport to the Cairo Museum the antiquities found in it. For the next two
winters Mond devoted himself to clearing inscribed tombs at Thebes, his annual Eeports
being printed in the Annates du Service des Antiquites (5, 97-104; 6, 65-96). Among other

tombs he discovered that of Userhet (No. 51) which was later pubhshed by N. de G. Davies
in the Tytus Memorial Series. At the close of 1905 Mond’s first wife died tragically at Luxor,
and he then gave up personally supervising his excavations, but Howard Carter and Arthur
V eigall, the successive Inspectors of Antiquities in Upper Egypt, continued the clearance of
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the Theban tombs with the financial aid of Mond and others. In 1906 he joined the

Committee of the Egypt Exploration Fund, and in 1909 the Committee of the Liverpool

University Institute of Archaeology, and vas one of the chief supporters of Professor John

Garstang’s explorations at Meroe in the Sudan and in Asia Minor during the years 1910-1913.

In 1909 he sent out from England, at his own expense, Mr. Jelf, an Oxford graduate, to assist

Weigall in the work at Thebes. In 1913 was published the Topographical Catalogue of the

Private Tortibs of Thehes by Gardiner and Weigall with the assistance of Kobert Mond, and

this is a record of what had, up to then, been accompUshed at Thebes. In the introduction to

this book, Gardiner wrote that it was due ‘in large part to the personal endeavours and

enlightened liberality of Mr. Eobert Mond that the Theban Necropolis is now, on the whole,

well protected and in a satisfactory condition ’. In a lecture which Mond delivered before the

Eoyal Institution in May 1914 he told his audience that the restoration and preservation of

the Theban Tombs had been one of his ‘ day-dreams ’ for many years and that he had worked

out a well-considered and continuous scheme to achieve this end. ‘This object took shape’,

he said, ‘when the opportunity arose which enabled me to secure, after many consultations

with the most competent Egyptologists, and especially with Dr. Alan Gardiner, the services

of Mr. Ernest Mackay, for many years the chief assistant of Professor Flinders Petrie,' and

he announced that Mackay ‘ will now devote his whole time to the systematic inspection,

excavation, restoration, and preservation of these chapels’. Some record of Mackay's work

was printed in this Journal (3, 125, 219; 4, 74-85). In the spring of 1916 Mond generously

lent Mackay to assist N. de G. Davies in building up whole walls from fragments and

restoring the tomb of Puyemre^ to something of its old architectural form. In the summer

of 1916 Mackay was called away on war service and work at Thebes had to be abandoned.

It was not until the winter of 1923 that Mond again began explorations at Thebes.

Mackay being engaged elsewhere, Mr. Yeivin was employed temporarily to superintend the

excavations, and Mr. Walter Emery, a student under the late Professor Peet at the Uni-

versity of Liverpool, was sent out to Egypt. The following year Emery took charge of

Mond’s work which was now being carried out in association with, and under the aegis of,

the Liverpool Institute of Archaeology. His first task was the clearance of the famous tomb

of Ea'mose, the vizier of Amenophis III and Akhenaten. This took three years to complete,

and the pubhcation of the scenes and inscriptions in it has recently been entrusted to the

skilled hands of Norman de Garis Davies. Mond s, Emery’s, and Aeivin s Eeports for the

years 1923 to 1926 are printed in the Annals of Archaeology and Anthropology (13, pp. 3 ff.

;

14, pp. 14 ff.).
, , .

In the winter of 1925 Mond was growing restless and thinking of transferring his activities

to some place outside Thebes. Early in 1926 he and Emery prospected for a nev site at

Armant and applied, in the name of the Liverpool Lniversity Institute of Archaeology, for

a concession covering about fifty square miles at the back of Armant. On this conce>>ion

being granted by the Egvptian Government, excaA'ations were at once begun there bj Mond s

assistants Emery and A. E. Callender, and the burial ground of the Buchis bulls vas soon

discovered. Mond now cleared a motor road, ten miles long, from Ihebes to Armant, to

enable him to visit Emery two or three times a week to inspect the work and record progress.

The Preliminary Eeport on these excavations is printed in the Annals of Archaeology and

Anthropology 16, pp. 3-12 with Pis. i-xx.

In 1929 Eobert Mond was elected President of the Egypt Exploration Society, and the

Armant concession was then transferred to our Society. Dr. Frankfort vas sent out '''jlh SJ-

large staff, Mond bearing the whole cost of the expedition. On being appointed 1 ield-

Director of the Iraq Expedition of the Oriental Institute of the Unuersitj of Chicago,
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Frankfort resigned his post with the E.E.S. andEmeryhaving been engaged hy the Egyptian

Government to carry out the Archaeological Survey of Nubia, Mr. F. W. Green of the Fitz-

william Museum, Cambridge, undertook to superintend the Armant excavations for a season.

Then Mr. Ohver Myers was appointed Director and he has conducted the explorations ever

since. Three volumes on The Bucheurn by Sir Eobert Mond and Oliver Myers were issued to

the E.E.S. subscribers in 1934 and two on The Cemeteries ofArmant last year. These volumes

show how wide were Mond’s interests, for he enhsted the help of no less than sixty-nine

scholars and scientific workers to write for these five volumes.

Sir Eobert did not confine his archaeological work to the Nile Valley alone. He served

as Treasurer of the British School of Archaeologj" in Jerusalem and of the Palestine Explora-

tion Fimd: for the former he instituted a Eobert Mond studentship. The cost of Miss

Garrod’s excavations at Athlit was defrayed by him, and the same lady’s work, with others,

in the Shukhah Cave near Lydda, was greatly assisted by his generosity. Excavations were

also carried out in Brittany under his supervision. During the last two years Mond has also

financed the important work of Dr. Hans Winkler in the Eastern and Libyan Deserts, in-

cluding that scholar’s VdJher und VdJherbewegungen im vorgeschichtlichen Oberdgijpten im
Lichte neuer FelsbiJderfunde and the volume Boch-draicings of Southern Upper Egypt issued

by the E.E.S. a few days before Sir Eobert 's death.

Sir Eobert possessed a collection of antiquities at his apartment in Cavendish Square,

but it was his invariable habit to give the best pieces he bought to museums, rather than
keep them himself. He was the first to contribute on a munificent scale toward the purchase

by London University of the Petrie Collection of Egyptian antiquities.

Among his numerous distinctions were those of Hon. LL.D. conferred upon him hy the

Universities of Liverpool and Toronto. He was Honorary Trustee of the Eoyal Ontario

Museum, Toronto, the Director, Mr. Currelly, being an old personal friend whom he first met
in Egypt. In 1932 he received the honour of knighthood. Last year he was elected F.R.S.,

which he regarded as the greatest honour a man could receive. He was a Commander of the

Legion of Honour and an Officer of the Order of Leopold.

A kinder heart or a more generous mind than his, it would be difficult to imagine. His
benefactions in countless directions were great. Archaeology owes him a deep debt of grati-

tude, and it is to be hoped that it will be possible to continue and complete all the work he
initiated. To Lady Mond and his daughters we express our deepest sympathy for the loss

they have sustained.
^

Although Sir Eobert lived during his later years mostly in Brittany, where his ashes have
been interred, he loved his native country England, and at the Memorial Service held at the

West London Synagogue on November 2nd, Eupert Brooke’s sonnet was read:

If I should die, think only this of me

:

That there’s some corner of a foreign field

That is for ever England. There shall be

In that rich earth a richer dust concealed

;

A dust whom England bore, shaped, made aware,

Gave once, her flowers to love, her ways to roam,

A body of England’s, breathing English air,

Washed by the rivers, blest by suns of home. . . .

Percy E. Newberry.
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ALAN WYNN SHORTER
1905-1938

Alan Wynn, the only child of ilfred Wynn Shorter and Mary Shorter {nee Mary
Adams), was born at 14 Grosvenor Gardens, London, X.W. 5, on June 8, 1905.
When he was only two and a half years old he began to suffer from serious bone trouble,
and was obhged to wear irons on his legs for nine years and hobble about as best he
could with rigid knee-joints. Despite this great disability he attended a kindergarten from
the age of five, and then, on attaining his ninth year, went to Sunbury House School,
in Willesden Lane, London, X.W. 2, where, thanks to the care and devotion of the
Headmaster, Mr. Ernest Dove, he improved greatlj' in health and made rapid progress in

his education. That he was able, however, to go to school at all he owed entirely to his

mother’s unremitting watchfulness and skilled nursing. When he was twelve years old he
entered St. Paul’s School, where he was placed on the Science side. But after passing the

London Matriculation he informed his parents that he had long desired to have a classical

education. Accordingly, with the approval of the High Master, the late Dr. Hillard, who
fully sympathized with this ambition, he was moved over to the Classical side. To begin

with he was placed not in a form but ‘in Hall’, where he studied intensively under the able

direction of Mr. Pantin, to whom many generations of Paulines feel themselves deeply

indebted. At the end of two years Shorter had made such progress in Latin and Greek that,

with the additional aid of some self-acquired knowledge of Egyptology, he gained a Classical

exhibition at The Queen’s College, Oxford.

He went up to the University in October 1924, and promptly won the College prize for

Collections. In 1926 he obtained a Second Class in Classical Honour Moderations, and in

1928 a Second Class in the Final Honour School of Oriental Studies, his subjects being

Egyptian and Coptic. It was a great disappointment to his friends as well as to himself

that he missed a First Class in ‘Finals’. This mishap was undoubtedly due to the fact that

he had been overworking and was not in a good state of health during the last two terms

before the examination.

After coming down from Oxford he joined the Egypt Exploration Society’s expedition

to Armant and assisted in the clearing and recording of the Bucheum
;
he also took part

in that Society’s excavations at El-‘Amarnah during the latter part of the same season.

Though he enjoyed and made full use of his time in Egypt it soon became obvious to himself

and his colleagues that his real interest lay rather on the philological than on the archaeo-

logical side of Egyptology. On his return to England, therefore, he gladly accepted the

post that was offered him in the Department of Egyptian and Assyrian Antiquities in the

British Museum, where he continued to work, mainly on MSS. of the Book of the Dead,

till his fatal illness overtook him.

In 1931 Shorter married Joan, the elder daughter of the much-loved Headmaster of

his preparatory school. There are four children by this marriage, three boys and a girl.

In 1933 he was received into the Eoman Catholic Church, a change-over which, so he

told the writer, opened out a new life for him. In May 1938 he was stricken down with

pneumonia, and, despite his own courageous fight for life and the devoted nursing of his

wife and mother, died on the 31st of that month after three weeks’ illness.

E e
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Shorter was the author of three pleasing little books, written with a view to increasing

the interest of the general public in ancient Egypt. The books in question are An Intro-

duction to Egyptian Religion, Everyday Life in Ancient Egypt, and The Egyptian Gods,

published respectively in 1931, 1932, and 1937.

How serious is the loss that English Egyptology has suffered by his premature death

the scholarly first volume of his Catalogue of Egyptian Religious Papyri in the British

Museum (London, 1938) clearly shows, as do also the many articles which he contributed

from time to time to this Journal, the first of these, A Possible Late Representation of the God
Ash (vol. 11, 78 f.), having been accepted while he was still an undergraduate.

It is a matter of great regret to his colleagues that he has not been spared to bring out

the second volume of his Catalogue and to publish, as he always hoped to do, an authorita-

tive work on Egyptian religious beliefs and practices during the New Kingdom.
As the writer of this notice remarked in The Pauline of July 1938, Shorter possessed

great strength of character and could never be persuaded to put expediency before principle.

But he could be a charming and highly entertaining companion, and was at all times and in

all circumstances a most faithful and sympathetic friend.

A. M. Blackman.
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BIBLIOGEAPHY: PHARAONIC EGYPT (1937)

Edited by A. il. Blackman

The work is divided as follows ;

§ 1. Archaeology. G. A. Wainweight.

§ 2. Art and Architecture. N. de G. Davies.

§ 3. Conservation. A. N. Dakin.

§ 4. Demotic Studies. S. R. K. Glanville.

§ 5. Excavations and Explorations. M. F. L. Macadam.

§ 6. Foreign Relations. I. E. S. Edwards.

§ 7. Geography and Topography. A. M. Blackm.an.

§ 8. History. R. O. Faulkner.

§ 9. Law. S. R. K. Glanvtlle.

§ 10. Literature. R. O. Faulkner.

§ 11. Palaeography. A. M. Blackman.

§ 12. Personal Notices. A. N. Dakin.

§ 13. Philology. A. M. Blackjian.

§ 14. Publications of Texts. M. F. L. Macadam.

§ 15. Religion and Magic. A. M. Blackman.

§ 16. Science, Mathematics, &c., is unavoidably held over.

For the explanation of abbreviations used in references to periodicals, &c., see the list at the end of this

volume.^

The Editor of this Bibliography would be grateful if scholars would facilitate the work of compilation

by kindly sending to him at the Institute of Archaeology, 1 1 Abercromby Square, Liverpool 7 , off-prints of

their articles, and, so far as is possible, copies of their books. He also wishes to thank his colleagues who

have once more so kindly co-operated with him in this undertaking. He is further deeply grateful to Mr.

A. N. Dakin for reading through the MS. before it went to Press, and for making it conform with the

usages of the Journal, a task that he was unfortunately prevented by illness from undertaking him.self.

The date ‘ 1937 ’ is omitted in the case of books, periodicals, &c., published in that year.

1. Archaeology

R. Anthes revs, at length in OLZ 40, 218 £f. Junker s Giza II.

A. J. Arkell, The Double Spiral Amulet in Sudan Nn. and Records 20, 151 ff., collects instances of these

from the Sudan and other lands. He supposes it to be derived from the bicornuate symbol on the head of

Meskhenit.

* Considerations of space have necessitated compression of the text of this Bibliography by abbreviation of

many frequently recurring words. It is hoped that the abbreviations will be self-explanatory, but to avoid any

possible obscurity a list of all except the most obvious is given here: anc. = ancient, ancien, -s, -ne(s); Antiq.

Dept. = Antiquities Department (Service des Antiquites) ; arehaeol. = archaeolog-y, -ical ; art(s). = articlc(s)

;

BM = British Museum; comm., -s. = commentar-y. -ies; Cop. = Coptic; dem. = demotic
;

doc(s). docu-

ment(s) ;
edn. = edition; Eg(n). = Egypt(ian) ; Eg. = Egyptc ; eg. = egyptien, -s. -ne(s) ; et. etude(s) ; fragni(m).

= fragment(s) ; Gk. = Greek ; hierogl. = hieroglyph(ic) ; hist. = histor-y, -ical ;
illust(s). = illustration(s) ; inscr(r).

= inscription(s’); Inst. = Institute ;
Inst. fr. = Institutfran^ais; MFA = Museum of Fine Arts ( Boston)

;
Jl.K. =

Middle Kingdom ;
MMA = Metropolitan JIuseum of Art (New York) ; nius. = museum, niusee(s)

;
n(n). = note(s)

;

N.K. = New Kingdom; not., -d., -s. = notice, -d, -s; O.K. = Old Kingdom : ostr(r). = ostrac-on, -a; pap., -p. =

papyrus, -i; Ptol. = Ptolemaic; publ., -d., -n(s)., -s. = publi-sh, -shed, -cation(s), -shes; rcf(s). = reference(s)

;

rev., -d., -r.,-s. = review, -ed, -er, -s;Rom. = Roman ;
transcr(r). = transcription(s) ;

transl., -d., -n(s)., -s. = trans-

lat-e, -ed, -ion(s), -es.

—

Editor, JEA.
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H. Asselbeeghs in Ex Oriente Lux, 4, 176 ff. and pis., has a series of arts, on Excavations, Further

Puhlns., and The Sailor who climbs the Eigging.

C. Bachatly in Bull. Inst. d'Eg. 19, 117 fi. and pis., pubis, some Capsian implements from north of the

Faj’Y'um.

A. Bayoumi, Survivances eg. in Bull. Soc. Boy. Geogr. d'Eg., 279 ff., pubis. 4 extracts from medieval Arab

authors which clearly originate in Pharaonic days. Two give methods of discovering whether people are

sterile or not
;
another is a receipt for destroying superfluous hair ; the fourth concerns the vast serpent which

tries to devour the sun at its rising and setting.

E. Buxe-De Mot calls attention in Chron. d’Eg. 12, 219 ff., to a piece of a faience rhyton of Cretan

shape. It is now in the Brussels Mus., and came from the MacGregor Sale. Id., in Bull, des Mus. Roy.

d'Art et d'Hist. 9, 81 ff., a well-illustrated art. on the Tell el-‘Amamah objects in the Brussels Mus.

F. W. v. Bissing, Seltene Formen friihzeitlicher Schminkpaletten in ZAS 73, 56 ff., describes 3 palettes,

one a misunderstood pelican, one adorned with two bulls’ heads, and another in the form of a wasp (?);

id., Die blaudugige Konigin Teje inZASlS, 123 f., points out that the lady in question is not Tiya of Dyn. 18

but Titi of Dyn. 21. and that the colour of the eyes in the painting is most questionable ; id., OLZ 40, 201 ff.,

revs, at length Reisneb, The Devel. of the Egn. Tomb down to the Accession of Cheops-, id.. Bull. Soc. arch.

d’Alex., 211 ff., Sul tipo dei sistri trovati nel Tevere, is an important studj' of Graeco-Roman sistra originat-

ing in the finding of 6 in the Tiber near the Iseum ; Ann. R. Sc. Pisa 4, 1, 67 ff., Oberteil einer Isisfigur aus

Faience, and Statuette des Museo del Palazzo dei Conservatori.

F. Bisson de la Roql'e in Chron. d’Eg. 12, 21 ff., gives further particulars and Musts, of the 12th-Dyn.

treasure of Et-Tud.

Blackiian, The Value of Egyptology in the Modern World is revd. shortly by Heemann in OLZ 40, 418.

L. Bokchakdt, Zur Oesch. d. Pyramiden in ZAS 73, 106 ff., returns to his series of studies, the last of

which appeared in vol. 32. This time his subject is the Step PjTamid, which he finds was built on a site of

tombs that were already robbed. The great well in the pyramid is the great vertical pit of the original

mastabah. The great southern tomb, which is so mysterious, he concludes to be older than Djeser and to

have been utMzed under him; Altdg. Mattenhiitten u. Maitenhiitten bei den Tuaregs in ZAS 73, 118 f., makes

a convincing comparison between the archaic pictures of shrines and the huts of the modem Tuareg;

Denkmdler d. Alien Reiches (ausser den Statuen), l, is another vol. ofthe CC6. Kha-bau-seker’s collar-necklace

is once more called that of the high priest of Memphis, but the wearer does not bear that title, and it is only

exceptional!}' that the insignia is worn by the high priest.

C. Boeeux in Bull, des Musees de France, 39 ff., pubis, a large bronze Sakhmet, and 66 f., a beautiful little

head in painted limestone of one of Akhenaten’s little daughters ; in Rev. de I’art anc. et mod. 41, 211 fi., he

discusses an early M.-K. ivory statuette. The man holds back his kilt in a manner peculiar to Middle Eg.

B. supposes this gesture to be a form of etiquette. Id., in Chron, d'Eg. 12, 77 ff. (reprint from the Journal

des Debats, Oct. 26, 1936), recording the centenary of the setting up of the obelisk in the Place de la Concorde

at Paris. The account is a reminder of the immensity of the undertaking in setting up an obelisk and of the

excitement caused, whether in the 16th cent, in Rome when Fontana removed the obelisk from the Circus

Maximus to the Piazza del Popolo, or in the 19th cent, in Paris, London, or Xew York. No doubt the original

rejoicings in Eg. had been equally great, and the occasions even more important.

K. Bosse, Der menschliche Figur in der Rundplastik der dg. Spdtzeit von der XXII. bis zur XXX. Dyn.,

1936, collects and describes a number of these statues. The places of origin, dates, materials, details, &c., are

described with a view to discovering the sequence of developments.

L. G. Boyd and W. C. Boyd, Les Groupes sanguins chezles anciens Eg. in Chron. d’Eg. 12, 41 ff., point out

the astonishing fact that they have been able to carry out blood tests on Egn. mummies and assign them
to their blood groups. All kinds of information interesting for the history of mankind are adumbrated by
the new science of blood tests. In Eg. it shows that the quality of the inhabitants’ blood has scarcely varied

since predjTi. days.

P. Bkandt Collection (Amsterdam) ; Ptol. mummy-masks from this collection are publd. in Ex Oriente

Lux, 4, 272, and pi.

H. Brxjnnee, Die Anlagen der dg. Felsgrdber bis zum Mittl. Reich, is revd. shortly by Mile Webbrouck
in Chron. d’Eg. 12, 210 f., and at great length by v. Bissing, OLZ 40, 499 ff.

G. Beltns, Der Obelisk u. seine Basis auf dem Hippodrom zu Konstantinopel, is revd. by Casson in JRS 27,

289 f. He treats almost entirely of the problems of the classical reliefs on the base.

L(udlow) B(rrLL), Egn. Antiquities from the Pier Collection in Bull, of the Associates of Fine Arts at Yale
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Untv. 7 (1936), 30 ff. and figs. This collection was sold by auction at the Anderson Galleries, New A"ork, in
March 1936.

A. W. VAN Buren, Ohelishoa in PIT, xm, 2, 1705 ff., gives a short account of the use of obelisks in Eg.
and details about the various obelisks brought to Italy and Constantinople by the Emperors.

Capaet nots. the following works in Chrmi. d'Eg. 12: 67, O. Koenigsbeeger, Z)ie Kmistruktion der dg.
Tiir; 67 ff.. Firth and Qeibell, The Step Pyramid and Latter, La Pyramide d degres; 194 f., Erman's book
for children. Die iVelt am Nil, with a long extract on pp. 195-8; 208 f.. Billet’s art. in Bull. Inst. Jr. 36,DExtraction du gramt en Eg. d Vepoque pharaonique

;

209, Reisner, The Dog which was honored by the
King of Lpper and Lower Eg. in Bull. MFA 34, calling attention to his own publn. long ago of a dog’s
coffin; 212 Egn. Statues and Statuettes ;2\Z f., van Wungaarden’s Eenige opmerkingen over de
..oogenaamde beeldengroep van Mert-tefs, pointing out that this has been usurped by a certain Khenou who
was attached to her funerary temple; 217 ff., Winlock, An Egn. Flower Bowl, suggesting that seeds may
have been sown in the bowl, so that the cow walked in verdure rather than among lotus flowers as \V. thinks

;

222 f., T. G. Allen, Egn. Stelae in the Field ilus. of Bat. Hist.

;

227, H. Rydh, Huru man levde i Faraosland,
a Swedish book for children. In Brooklyn Bins. Quarterly, 21 ff., C. describes 2 painted coffins of Btti. 21 and
later.

G. Caton-Thompson, E. IV. Gardner, and S. A. HrzAYnN in Bull. Inst. d'Eg. 19, 243 ff. and pis.,

examine the new theory of the hist, of the Fayyum Lake propounded by the Geol. Survey of Eg. They
give more evidence, gathered in 1937, to support their own view. The Survey believes that Herodotus
was right in thinking that the flood water of the Nile entered Lake Moeris and flowed back into the Nile
Valley when the inundation subsided, thus making the Lake into a vast reservoir.

J. Cernt , Deux noms de potsson du tiouvel empire in Bull. Inst.fr. 37, 35 ff., pubis, some ostrr. with drawings
of the fish called to-day Icurldr, or, in the north, shdl, which latter proves to be its anc. name.

P. F. Clinton, The Connoisseur, 88 ff., figures a variety of not verv good shawabtis and some scarabs

and contributes a fairly good general art. on them.

J. Cooney, Brooklyn Bins. Quarterly, 189 ff., basing his remarks on an O.-K. torso received by the Mus.
speaks of Egn. sculpture and the unsympathetic treatment it has received until recently.

P. B. Cott, orcester (L .6'.,4.) Art Bins. Annual 1, 17 f., figures and describes an uninscribed life-size

female torso of O.-K. workmanship, which has been recently acquired by the Mus. It comes from 'excava-

tions in the vicinity of the Great Pyramid of Gizeh’.

E. D.aetevelle-Puissant, Notes conchyliologiques africaines in Chron. d'Eg. 12. 50 ff., names a quantity

of shells found in Eg. and gives a short bibhography of the subject.

D. Dunham, Bull. BIFA 35, 11 ff., describes and figures a number of objects from Tell el-‘Atnarnah,

among others a brick from the building whence came the Tell el-'Amarnah Letters. It is stamped ‘ Records-

Office of Pharaoh (to whom be) Life, Prosperity, Health’; 50 ff. compares the Egn. bird-trap to a 15th-cent.

Italian one and reconstructs it. It is found to work efficiently; 70 ff., a splendid small head in green slate

of the Saite period. It is in the naturalistic style so well known from the statue ofMentu-em-het ; 73 f.. records

objects received in exchange from the MMA and gives a photo, of a hawk’s head from the temenos wall of

Senusret I’s pjTamid at Lisht. Id.. Naga-ed-Der Stelae of the First Interm. Period, pubis, in full detail 87 of

these stelae, gives an attempt at classifying them into 4 groups according to date, but is not able to discover

any development or degeneration in the workmanship (rev. by Cap.art in Chron. d'Eg. 12, 214 ff.). In LAOS
56, 173 ff. and 2 pis., D. pubis, a number of squeezes presented to Boston in 1878 and 1886. several of which

were taken from scenes which have now disappeared. D. records the progress of the Egn. Dept, of the Boston

Mus., the accessions, publns.. lectures, &c., in the The Sixty-First Ann ual Reportfor the Year 1930. MFA, and

contributes the Egn. section to the Buffalo Fine Arts Academy's publn. Blaster Bronzes. It consists of 4 pp.

of text, a bibliography, and figs. 42-61, each with its description. In The Connoisseur, p. 39, D. figures the

statue of Amun and devotes half a page to its description.

R. Dtjssaud in Syria 17, 93 f., revs. Fetrier, Les Origines de la marine phenicienne, and points out

differences between the Egn. and Phoenician ships. The Egn. ships were essentially river-boats adapted for

sea-going. He also points out that the earliest intercourse between Eg. and Syria was by ship.

E. S. Eaton, Bull. BIFA 35. 54 f., explains a curious picture of the O.K. It proves to be a jumping-game,

still played by boys in Trans-Jordania. See also under Z. S-A.ad below.

I. E. S. Edwards, A Toilet Scene on a Funerary Stela of the BI. K. in JEA 23, 165 and pi., shows a

lady before her table of offerings, but holding a mirror and also a towel with which she is wiping her face.

R. Engelbach, Ann. Serv. 37, 1 f.. Statuette of Yi from Elephantine, pubis, a 12th-Dyn. figure, the hands
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of which are turned up as if to receive offerings and have the words offerings ’ and ‘food’ inscribed on

them.

K. J. Forbes, Bitumen and Petroleum in Antiquity, is revd. by P. Coeemans in Chron.d'Eg. 12, 225 f. He
gives a useful bibliography, and like others comes to the conclusion that it could only be from the Ptol.

period that bituminous products might have been used in Eg., and even then only very rarely.

J. S. F. G-VRNOT, Le Lion dans Fart eg.. Bull. Inst. fr. 37, 75 ff., studies the characteristics in the modelling

of lion figs, during the different periods.

H. G-VOTinER pubis. Vn curieux monument des dynasties houbastites a Heracleopolis Magna in Ann. Serv.

37, 10 ff. and pi. The title of Amun suggests that the sculpture, like another found at Heracleopolis, was not

original there but was brought from the 17th Xome of the Delta.

P. Gilbert, in Chron. d'Eg. 12, 27 f., thinks one of the objects from the royal tombs at Ur shows Egn.

influence; Le Theme de groupement des Graces avant les Grecs in L'Antiquite Classique (Brussels) 5, 373 ff.

carries back the idea of sculpturing the Graces dancing round the stone to 12th-Dyn. sculptures in Eg.

He passes in review other sculptures of a similar nature from other lands.

G. Goyox, Ann. Sen-. 37, 81 ff., reports the fitting in of various fragmm., found by the French at Tanis, of

the well-known and badh' damaged .statue of Senusret I which was brought to Cairo by Baesaxti in 1905.

-4«c. Egn. Sculpture Lent by C. S. Gulbenkian Esq. (with 22 pis.) is a description of the objects on loan to

the Bif. The chief of the.se, of course, is the splendid obsidian head of Amenemhet III which was originally

111 the ilacGregor Collection. In Chron. d'Eg. 12, 221 f., C.apaet revs, the work, giving valuable information

as to previous publns. of many of the objects. Accounts of the exhibit also appear in The Museums Journal

36, 4S9, and in Arch.f. Or. 12, 81 ff., OLZ 40, 678 ff.

W. C. Hayes, Glazed Tiles from a Palace of Harnesses II at Kantlr {MMA Papers, 3). A classification

and study of the glazed tiles w Inch have come recently in quantities from Kantlr, 15 or 16 miles S. of Tanis

(San el-Hagar). The site proves to have been an important palace-city from Sethos I to Ramesses X, that is

to say, for a period of 200 years or so. It is with good reason that the author asks whether this W'as not

really the Delta residence of the Raniessidcs rather than Tanis whose claims have been so warmly advocated.

The palaces nere largely- lined and floored with multi-coloured faience tiles, thus antedating the well-known

Assyrian custom by some 600 years. A short resume is given by E. Bille-De Mot in Chron. d'Eg. 12, 219 f.

Hayes pubis, in Bull. MMA 32. 157 f. a writing-palette of the chief steward Amenhotpe and lists up a

number of other objects of A. scattered in other museums.

A. Hermann. Die Kalze im Fenster iiber der Tur in ZAS 73, 68 ff., studies some cases where a domestic cat

takes the place of the better-known sphinx in the window-lattices. He asks whether it was because this was
a favourite place for the cats to sun themselves in the winter and cool themselves in the summer; OLZ 40,

209 ff. a long and detailed rev. by H. of Firth-Quibell and L.auer’s books on the Step Pyramid.

U. Hol.scher. The Excamtion of Medinet Habu, I, is revd. by v. Bissing in Arch. f. Or. 11, 255 ff.

W. HoL.scher, Libyer u. Ag.: Beitriige zur Ethnologic u. Gesch. libyscher Volkerschaften nach d. altag.

Quellen (Agyptol. Forschungen, Heft 4, Gluckstadt). A detailed discussion of the various Libyans, their land,

dress, historj', personal appearance, as known to us from Egn. sources. Like so many others the author

([notes Lucan, Pharsalia x, 129, as mentioning the fair hair of some Libyans. But surely, taken in its natural

sense the pa.ssage contrasts the ‘Libyan’, i.e. African, hair of the one group of slaves with the fair hair of

another unnamed group.

III. Ldn. Xeirs, .Jan. 2, objects from a Ist-Dyn. cemetery in the Avenue of Sphinxes, Sakkarah ;
restoration

of the funerary temple of Amenhotpe .son of Hapu at Thebes ; I’eb. 13, mummy and objects from the tomb of

Hat-nufer, mother of Senmut ; Feb. 27, plan of the tomb of Sabu of Dyn. 1 at Sakkarah including the unique

.schi.st bowl; Mar. 6, O.-K. alabasters and a Rom. bath from Edfu; June 12, the discovery of a park for

-sacred ibises and their vast necropolis at Hermopolis West; July 3, reproductions of Mrs. Beunton's

paintings of Cleopatra, the queen of king Teti, and a pectoral of Tut'ankhamun ; July 31, the first Hittite

sculpture from Cilicia; Oct. 9, decorated pottery with Cretan connexions from Tell Atchana near Antioch;

Oct. 16, objects from Megiddo including some Egn. ones; Oct. 23, Egj'ptianizing ivories and other objects

from Megiddo; Xov. 27. Egn. and Eg\q)tianizing objects from Lachish; Dec. 11, Romano-Egn. hair-nets

and caps in the Field Mus., Chicago.

G. Jequier writes in the Gazette de Lausanne, Jan. 24, exposing once more the fallacies and absurdities

of pyramidology. It seems that this peculiarly Anglo-Saxon and German aberration has been gaining

ground recently in the French world. The art. is reprinted in Chron. d'Eg. 12, 147 ff.

P. JouGUET in C.-R. Ac. Inscr. B.-L., 1936, 239 ff., discusses the Treasure from EUTud.
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L. Keimee in Bull. Inst. d'Eg. 19, 147 ff., makes some preliminary remarks on the study of the pig in

Anc. Eg. The native figures and drawings only show the wild boar, while the (Iraeco-Rom. terracottas show
the Indian pig (Sus vittatus) which fattens easily, and was apparently introduced into Eg. only in classical

times.

A. Laksijjg, Bull. MMA 32, 285 f., figures and describes various O.-K. objects received by the M.MA
from Boston in exchange. They include an unfinished statuette of Menkaure' o.xhibiting the methods of

the sculptor.

H. Laksen, On Baking in Eg. during the il. K. in Acta Archiealogica (Copenhagen) 1930, pj'. .51-7.

A careful study of a baking-oven, bread nio\dds, and the method of employment, ba.sed on finds at Abu
Ghalib in the \V. Delta.

A. P. Laekie, The Fayum Portraits Painted in IViix, Technical Studie-t in the Field of the Fine .irts 0. 17 f..

adds some remarks to Miss Dow’s in vol. 5. His students painted quite easily with melted wax. though

naturally it required a technique of its owui.

J. Leibovitc'H in Bull. Inst. d'Eg. 19, 81 ff., pubis, two stelae of the goddess Kadesh ;
the one at Moscow

from the Golenischeff Collection, the other in Cairo from Ehnasyah. Both are in a very jxxir condition.

I. Lexova, Anc. Egn. Dances, is shortly revd. by A. Hermann in OFZ 40, 22 f.

G. Lopki.anoef, Ann. Serv. 37, 219 if., pubis, a number of objects from the tomb of PediamenojH-t

which are now scattered in many museums.

A. Lucas in JEA 23, 27 ff., pubis. A'otes on Myrrh and Stacte. He here recurs to a subject on which there

is infinite confusion in modern as well as anc. times, discussing such things as resins, myrrh, frankinccn.se,

and other incense materials. In considering the anc. stacte he arrives at conclu.sions w hith are different from

Steuee’s and which seem more probable.

G. DE Manteyee, Les Origines de IEurope, ii: le site de Tf.g. -An amazing outpouring of learning to do

with an original universal alphabet, the original homeland of the Aryans, pyramidolog\', Ac.

H. DE Moean'T, Chron. d'Eg. 12, 29 ff., 102, has a well documented art. on Le < 'hat dans I'art rg.

;

also writi's

in ia A’'a<Mrc (Paris), 385 ff., £a Terrene rfa«a CaMC. Lj. with figs. Cai'akt jxiintsoutin Chron. d'Eg. 12, 214,

that the Menkheperre' mentioned is not Tuthmosis III but the king of Dyn. 21,

At long last the 2nd fasc. of Newbeery’s Funerary Statuettes and Model Sarcophagi has ajilieared in the

CCO. The pis. are still to come.

I. Noshy, The Arts in Ptol. Egypt, gives an excellent aceountof thesituation as betwei'n Greeks and Egns.

and its result on the architecture and sculpture of the time.

J. M. Paul, Le Massage d tracers les ages in Aesculape 27 shows on p. 1.5 an O.-K. sculpture from Sakkarah

of masseurs at work on the fingers and toes of their patients. For Egyptologists the sculi)turo w ill l>e better

seen in Wbeszenski, Atlas, in, PI. 23.

J. PeeCTVAL contributes a most valuable illustrated art. Cereals of Anc. Eg. and Me.mpotarnia to Xature,

Aug. 15, 1936. The corn discovered in the tombs of Anc. Eg. is invariably Kmmer wheat (Tritirutn diroccuni)

and barley. Two kinds of barley were cultii'ated in .\nc. Eg., Bere barley {Uordeiim culgare) and Six-rowed

barley {H. hexastichm). No other form of wheat than Emmer was cultivatcil in Kg. down to the end of the

Dynastic period. This being so, we must assume that the two words Inl t and .sw-t refer to some te^-hmeal

difference in the one type of Emmer. Very little ancient grain has lH‘<*n rescued from MesojKitamia, but

what has been is Emmer and barley as in Eg. Small Emmer comes from Arjiachiyah, but a large Rivet wheat

from JemdetNasr. ThisisTrificuw turyidaift, a superior type of Emmer, such as is grown in .\bvs.sinia to-day.

Peteie pubis, another vol, of his Catalogue of the Collection at I niversity ( ollege, Ihe two small

catalogues of T^e Funeral Furniture of Eg. and of .Vtonc and Metal Ta.se.i are bound in 1 vol. The Funeral

Furniture is not illustrated by pis. but is a discussion of the various ela.sses of objects with descriptions of

juanv and references to the publns. Stone and Metal 1 a.ses carric.s on the tradition of thi* other \oIs., with

many pis. arranged in tj'pe series and full discussion of the development of each and much other inform.a-

tion. Dr. M. Murray revs. P.'s Shnhtis m Man, (>9 f . and note.s that this is at present the only work dealing

with so numerous a class of Egn. antiquities, Newberry' s y'oIs. in t { ft are now in proci'ss of appe.aring.

P. has a number of short arts, in Syro-Egypt 1, 9 ff. A'eu- Tools in Arehaeology refers to the- results obtainable

by drawing frequency curves of the occurrence of objects and the study of racial eliaract< ristirs in skulls

;

13 f. revs. Reisn'er's Deed, of the Egn. Tondi, laiinting out the entirely hyjiothetical nature of the supi-r-

struetures R. gives to the Royal Tombs of -Abydos.

A. PiANKOFF in Bull. Inst.fr. 37, 29 ff., studies a curious statuette of Bes of the Ptol. age. and discu.sses

the various types of this god.
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Ch. Picakd, Un Tombmu royal a Saqqarah in J . Sav., 241 ff., is an appreciation of the Step-PjTamid

complex taken almost entirely from the work of Lauer, Firth, and Quibeix.

M. PiEPER calls attention in OLZ 40, 472, to Horwitz’s art. on Egn. and AssjTian siege-engines publd.

in ZeiU. fur hist. Waffen- und Kostiimkunde, 1932, and, 354 ff., revs. Erslas’s Die Welt am Nil.

E. S. G. Robinson, *4 Gold Comb- or Pin-head from Eg. in JHS 57, 79, pubis, a strange group in classical

style of the early 3rd cent. B.c. It represents Demeter, Persephone, and Harpocrates, the latter in an un-

usual form.

O. Roeder, Ag. Bronzewerke, pubis. 44 pis. and many figs, of the numerous bronzes in the Pelizaeus-Mus.,

Hildesheim. He does not confine himself to the statuettes, tools, and implements, but also studies the

methods of manufacture, and then attempts to distinguish the craftmanship of Lower, Middle, and Upper

Eg. He had begun this type of inquiry in his Statuen dg. Kdniginnen. In a work of the size of the present

there must be shortcomings. For instance the animal, PI. 34, g and § 239, is inscribed to Horus of Letopolis.

Yet R. calls it an ichneumon, though it is not like one, but is like a shrewmouse, which we know was

sacred at that city. Figs, i, k, 1, though called ichneumons, are also shrewmice. Fig. h is, however, an

ichneumon, and a very good one. It is quite unlike the others, v. Bissing points out a number of defects

in his long rev., OLZ 40, 727 ff. Chron. d'Eg. 12, 63, R. makes an addition to his art. Vier Statuen in Ann.

Inst. phil. hist. or. 3 (1935).

A. Rowe, Catalogue of Egn. Scarabs, Scaraboids, Seals, and Amulets in the Palestine Archaeol. Mas.,

Cairo, 1936, is much more than its title indicates. It gives a detailed list of Egn. contacts with Syria from

Predyn. days to the time of Alexander. The scarabs are fully illustrated, grouped, classified, and tabulated.

Finally a graph is given to indicate the extent to which the various periods are represented. The most

common naturally turn out to be the Hyksos period and that of Dyns. 18 and 19. At the end of the book

various other Egn. objects from Palestine are discussed, notably an axe from the River Adonis dating from

Khufu or Sahuret. Indices of every sort complete this admirable vol.

Z. Saad, Ann. Serv. 37, 212 ff., adds to Eaton’s information in Bull. MFA that the O.-K. high-jump is

played in modern Eg. as well as in Transjordania. In Eg. it is called khazza lawizza.

Sales: Mar. 2, a collection was sold b\' Christie; Nov. 9-12, E. Guilhou’s collection of rings was sold

by Sotheby ; Nov. 23-5 the collection ofW. M. Mensing was sold at Amsterdam by Mensing & Fils (Frederik

Muller & Cio).

A. ScHARFF in OLZ 40, 288 ff., revs, at some length Caton-Thompson and Gardner’s The Desert Fayum.

He would like to bring the date of the older neolithic culture down from the authors’ 5000 B.c. to 4000 B.c.,

which seems to leave an extremely short time for many happenings. He also says that Menghin and Bittel

have since fixed the Qasr es-Sagha to the O.K., whereas the authors of the book under rev. did not care to

decide between the O.K. and M.K. Together with Menghin, S. assists Koepp in his hist, of archaeol. in the

Near East. This sect, occupies pp. 61-6 of W. Otto’s Handbuch der Archdol.

\V. Schubart in Gnomon, 218 f., revs, von Bissing, Ag. Kultbilder d. Ptolomaier- u. Bdmerzeit, making

some useful remarks on the various forms given to such gods as Serapis, Isis, Canopus, and others.

M. 8. Shaw in JMEOS 21, 23 f., gives a detailed verbal description of a mummy and its coffin now in the

Manchester Mus., but unfortunately gives no photos. It is that of a certain dwine father of Amun, Khary,

son of Ankh-pa-khred and Merit-Amun, of Dyn. 19. Ibid., 51 ff., S. gh^es the essence of ’W. C. Hayes, Royal

Sarcophagi of the XVIllth Dynasty.

A. W. Shorter in BM Quart. 11, 32 f., pubis, a head from a hollow-cast bronze fig. of Ramesses II, and

a stone fig. of Taurt with a lion’s head and mane.

W. S. Smith, in JEA 23, 17 ff. and pis., reconstitutes a good part of Atet’s wall from which came the

famous Jledum geese, collecting the fragmm. from a v'ariety of Museums.

C. V. Solver, Egn. Shipping of about 1500 B.C., is a transln. and reworking in The Mariner's

Mirror 22, 430 ff. with pis., figs., and maps, of his book in Danish, Puntlandets Genopdagelse c. 1500 f. C.

It deals primarily with Punt and the vovBge thither under Hatshepsut, but also with Egn. shipping in

general.

J. L. Starkey, in PEQ, 228 ff. and pis., reports from Lachish scarabs of Hyksos kings and many of later

kings, also a bowl with a hieratic inscr. of the 13th-12th cents. B.c. Another important piece is the dagger

which can be definitely dated as not later than 1600 B.c. It bears signs of the Sinaitic script and another

sign vhich occurs m Crete and the Aegean.

O. .Steindorff in Z.iS 73, 122 f., pubis, a beautiful vase-stand in pierced bronze. The designs are of

regular X.-K. type, and the object is now in the Field ilus., Chicago.
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R. O. Steuer returns to the study of incense in his Vher das wohlriechende Xatron bei d. alien Ag. This
is a much larger work than his original one Myrrhe u. SUikte.

J. Vandiee pubis, in Syria 18, 174 ff. and 2 pis., the Asiatic treasure from Et-Tud dating to the reign of
Amenemhet II.

V. VlKENTlEFF publs. P. Bobrovsky's Collection of Antiquities (Paris) and devotes a long comparative
study to the remarkable polj’theistic statuette from Antioch. It is a combination of Taurt and Horns
the Child.

G. A. Watnweight, The Pyramids of Alerok in a JajMnese Colour-Print in Antiq., 229 ff. and 2 pis.,

shows that Caillaud’s pis., publd. in Paris in 1823, had reache<l Japan and had been used by an artist

there before 1829. This also witnesses to the interest shown by the Japanese in the outside uorld even in

the days of their strict seclusion; in JEA 23, 125 ff., \V. revs, in considerable detail Caton-Thompson and
Gabduer, The Desert Fayum

; ibid., 127 ff., Borchardt, Einiges ~ur dritten Bauperiode d. grossen Pyramide

bei Gise; ibid., 129, he mentions B. Stewart’s Hist, and Significance of the Great Pyramid, though it proves

to be only a pyramidological book.

M. Weebrottck in Chron. d'Eg. 12, 211 f., mentions the great piibln. of ostrr. from Der el-Madinah by
Vandier d’Abbadie. The first of these vols. concerns the animals and the last the satirical drawings.

Bull, des Mus. roy. d'Art et d’Hist. 9, 36 ff., IV. pubis, a number of pieces of sculpture from the Mentuhotjx*

temple at Der el-Bahari which are now in Brussels.

W. D. VAN WuNG-AARDEN publs. and discusses the group in the Leiden Mus. showing Mertibls, another

woman, and a boy named Khenu, Oiidheidkundige Mededeelingen uit het Bijhsmus. ran Uudheden te

Leiden, Nieuu'e Reeks, 17, 1 ff.; and 9 ff., a study of an O.-K. statuette of a woman grinding corn, with

remarks on the extension of the saddle quern. In Ex Oriente Lux 4, 261 f. and jil., he publs. a bronze fig. of

a bat, and 262 a M.-K. head of black granite.

H. A. Winkler, Vblker v. Vdlkerbeicegungen im corgeschichtlichen Oberdg. im Lichle neuer Felshilderfunde

(Stuttgart), gives some specimens of the rock-engravings, and makes a preliminary division of them into

groups, with an attempt to date them in terms of Egn. pre-hist, and liist.

H. E. WiNLOCK, Bull. JilJlIA 32, 173 ff., descrilx's the reconstituting of a lady's hcad-dre.ss from the

separate pieces. The result is convincing though unique, and gives more a medieval than an Egn. effect

;

in MMA 67th Annual Report, 17 f., W. gives a resume of the Egn. Dept.'s activities. Id., The Private Life

of the Anc. Egns. is appreciatively mentioned by Spiegel in OLZ 40, 93.

W. Wreszinski, Atlas altag. Kulturgesch., Teil III, Lief. 1-3, pulds. a number of O.-K scenes. PI. 1 is

unique in showing the artist at his easel which has ratchets for propping the board at the de.sired angle.

PI. 17 also has a scene which is probably unique. It has already been publd. in Daates, Ptahhetep and

Akhethetep, and shows the farmyard including 1.225 swans. Pis. 25, 26 give the well-known circumcision

scenes, and 23, 24 the less well-known ones of massage. Pis. 33-5 include metal-casters, and Ixiat-builders

appear on PI. 36.

2. Art and Architecture

A. General

H. Brunner, Aeg. Kunst {Die Kunst dem Volke. 85; Munchen, 36 pp., 70 figs.). A briiT description of

the achievements of Egn. art under the conditions imposed forms .a useful introduction to a series of exeellent

photos., so well selected to portray the many sides of the subject as to lie of u.se to others than the general

reader.

A. Bugge contributes a sect, on Eg. (pp. 11-17, 16 figs.. 8 pis.) to Oldtidrns Kun.d i Europa ng A.Aen

(Verdens Kunsthistorie), Oslo.

G. Carotti, L’arte delV antico Egitlo (304 pp., 325 figs., 8 pis., Milan). A jm.sthumous work brought out,

perhaps inadvisably, by E. Tea.

Cap-ART, Les Limites de Vart eg. in Bull, de VOffice Internationale det In-ds. d'Arrh. el d'Uid. de I'art,

Paris, 3, 34 ff. This important subject is somewhat querulously treated in an exixisition of the many eases

in which the supposed limitations of Egn. art were surmounted.

W. Deonna inics Limites de I'art eg. {ibid.. 93 ff.) replies to Gapart. Valuable as a brief but lucid estimate

by a classicist of the gulf between the art of Eg. and that of Greece after the archaic period had been left

behind, setting forth the infinitelv greater freedom and promise of Gk. art. but stopping .short of an explana-

tion how the Gk. could make the transition from primitive to realistic art w hich Eg. found impossible, and

F f
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the admission that, since the transition is a possible one, Eg. will also prowide approaches to what was out

of the question for her as a general advance.

Egyptische Kunst en Beschaving in het Rijicsmuseum van Oudheden (te Leiden), The Hague, 119 pp., 28 figs.

An enlarged and better printed edn. of the 1928 guide to the Egn. collection in Leyden Mus. Some of the

additional filusts. are much more than just adequate.

W. Wkeszixski, Atlas zur altag. Kvlturgesch., admirably continued by H. Grapow and H. Schafee,

has progressed as far as the 3rd issue of Part III. Revd. by Deioton in Rev. arch., 293 f.

B. Contributions of Restricted Scope

A. P. Laurie, The Fayum Portraits painted in Wax in Technical Studies in the Field of the Fine Arts 6, 1,

17 f. A brief claim that painting in 'wax was a simpler matter than has generally been assumed.

Master Bronzes selected from Museums and Collections in America, Buffalo. A finely illustrated catalogue

of an exhibition at Buffalo, N.Y., with an interesting account of methods of casting. An introduction in

5 pp. to the Egn. section (Figs. 42-61) is by D. Dunhaji. Revd. by v. Falke in Pantheon, 210 ff.

I. Noshy, The Arts in Ptol. Eg., London, 153 pp., 18 pis. This book is welcome both for itself and on

account of the nationality of the author, who seems to have made western standards of thoroughness and

documentation his own. The title is a little deceptive, however. The book deals with the influence of

Greece on Egn. art, or rather with her failure to exert it. In this domain Greece and Eg. remain apart

to the end. Revd. by Fairhan in Ann. Arch. Anthr. 24, 172 ff.

K. Pflugee, The Art of the Third and Fifth I>yns. in JEA 23, 7 ff. A briefly sketched suggestion that

5th-Dyn. art, inspired chiefly from Lower Eg., carries on the imaginative art of the 3rd, and that the art

forms of the 4th Dj’n., under the influence of Upper Eg., break into this development.

A. ScHARFF, Egn. Portrait Sculpture in Antiq. 11, 174 ff., 8 pis. The author reduces the attainment of

portraiture by Egn. statuary to extremely small proportions, identification being assured by the inscr.

The body was an ideal one. The face only came near being a copy at periods when conventions were subject

to strain, as at the zenith of the M.K., the El-‘Amamah period, and about 500 b.c.

Vandiee d’Abbadie, Catalogue des ostrr. figures de Deir el Medineh, Faso. 2 (Files. Inst, fr., n, 2),

156 pp., pis. 37-92. This second part deals mainly with persons instead of animals. Most of the plates are

coloured or tinted by the skilful hand of the authoress. They exhibit the Egn. draughtsman at his ease and
following his fanoj’, and, though divisible into classes, show large variation and indmduality.

C. Material Indirectly Provided

A few books may be cited that contain helpful illustrations.

Anc. Egn. Sculpture lent by C. S. Gulhenkian, Esq. A catalogue of the temporary exhibition at the BM
with text by S. Smith and I. E. S. Edwards and 32 admirable photos of this exceptionally select collection.

No. 16 should not be dated before Dv'n. 19. The famed obsidian head is rightly ascribed to the M.K., as

against Ranke. Revd. fully and informatively by E. Zippert in Arch. f. Or. 12, 81 ff. ; also in Ann. Arch.

Anthr. 24, 169, and OLZ 40, 678 ff.

Catalogue of Egn. and Classical Antiquities from the Collection formed by Frederick Temple, First Marquess

of Dufferin and Ava, Christie, London, 8 pp., 3 pis. Representations of a royal statue in limestone (end of

Dj'n. 18 ?), a granite Sakhmet (Djti. 18), and a cedarwood mummy-case (Saite).

H. Grapow and H. Schafer, Fine ungewohnliche Darstellung der Sonnenbarken in ZAS 73, 97 ff. A
peculiar convention replacing a perspectival view.

In Memoriam L. Earle Rowe reproduces a good O.-K. bust in wood from the Rhode Island School of

Design.

G. Loud in III. Ldn. News, Oct. 27, 707 ff., (fine ivories from Megiddo).

F. B. R., Tod (Files. Inst, fr., 17) shows fine fragmm. of M.-K. sculpture.

C. Robichon and A. Vaeille, EnEgypte. A bright picture-book with exceptional photos., architectural

and otherwise. The portico of the temple of Hibis, Khargeh (No. 60), should have been cited as a clever

restoration (by M. B.ar.aize).

D. Reviews of Works Published before 1937

Of F. W. V. Bissing, Aeg. Kunstgesch. at length and critically by R. Anthes in Phil. Woch. 57, 603 ff

Also in OLZ 40, 20 ff., and in ZDMG 91, 515 f.
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Of N. M. Davies, Anc. Egn. Paintings, at length by C. R. Wiloams in Am. Journ. Phil. 41, 638 ff.

Also in Apollo 37, 45 ; Burlington Mag., 99 ff. ; Chr(m. d’Eg. 12, 64 ff. ; OiZ 40. 285 ff.

Of H. Rakke, The Art of anc. Eg. in Burlington Mag., 54 ; Connoisseur, 44 f.
; Pantheon, 33.

Of H. Schafer, Das altag. Bildnis, at some length by W. Holscher in OLZ 40, 697 f.

Of Vandier d’Abbadie, Catalogue des Ostrr. figures, Fasc. 1. in Aeg. 17, 301.

3. Conservation
H. Chevrier, Bapport sur les travaux de Karnah {1936-1937), in Ann. Serv. 37, 173 ff., gives an account,

with Ulusts., of the restoration of walls round the Sacred Lake, the consolidation of architraves, a gate and
a staircase in the Hj-postyle HaU, the strengthening of a lintel in the temple of Khonsu, and other improve-
ments.

In a rev. of G. Jeqtjier, Le Monument funer. de Pepi II: I, Le tomheau royal (1936), A. M. Blackman
points to J.’s work on the underground passages and chambers as a valuable lesson in methods; Ann.
Arch. Anthr. 24, 170 ff.

J.-P. Lauer, Mote sur divers travaux effectues d Saqqarah en 1936 et 1937, Ann. Serv. 37, 103 ff., with pi.,

describes his work near the pyramid of enis, the excavation, reconstruction, and protection of walls and
reliefs in several mastabahs

; he has also rediscovered blocks from the temple of Wenis (too carefully hidden
by Barsanti in 1901), made arrangements for storing blocks from Djeser’s temple, and completed the electric

light system in the Serapeum and the mastabah of Ti.

Another art. by Lauer, Rapport sur les restaurations effectuees en 1936—1937 dans les monuments de Zoser
d Saqqarah, in Ann. Serv. 37, 96 ff., describes, with pis., his restoration of the papyrus-columns, the fa9ade
of the ‘Southern House’ and the serdab (in which a cast of the original statue has been placed), and his

identification of many parts of columns from the entrance to the enclosure.

H. E. \\ INLOCK, An Egn. Headdress, in Bull. J/J/-4 32, 173 ff., gives an account of the reconstruction

of an elaborate ISth-DjTi. head-dress for a woman, consisting of strings of gold rosettes, originally inlaid

with camelian and glass.

4. Demotic Studies

W. F. Edgeetoit, Medinet Habu Graffiti: Facsimiles, includes a large number of dem. copies, many of

considerable length. Transliterations and translns. of these are promised by E. in a forthcoming vol. Briefly

revd. by R. 0. Faulkner, JEA 23, 268.

W. Erichsen, Demotische Lesestucke, l, one of the two outstanding contributions to dem. studies, is revd.

by H. Grapow in an interesting summary, Zur Erforschungsgeschkhte des Demotischen {OLZ 40, 478 ff.).

The other is F. Ll. Griffith, Catalogue of the Dem. Graffiti ofthe Dodecaschoenus. This monumental work
contains facsimiles (prepared by Mrs. Griffith) and translns. with comms. of 508 graffiti, of which 450 were

recorded on the various buildings of Philae. The bulk of these are proscynemata—in some cases no more than

the name of the visitor is written—many of which were the work of priests or others of the staff of the temple

concerned. A few contain biographical detail, and there is interesting material as to the nature of temple gifts

and the upkeep of festivals, &c. The graffiti include a small number of legal records, mostly oaths. Tho most

interesting is the long inscr.—the longest dem. graffito known—left by the envoy of king Teqriramane of

Meroe to Rome {i.e. the Rom. emperor or some representative of his ?) in the middle of the 3rd cent. a.d.

(Philae 416). The importance of the work, however, lies in its contribution to lexicography and. above all.

palaeography. There are 284 pages of indices containing facsimiles (apart from the vol. of facsimiles of the

complete texts) of the significant variations of all w ords, numerals, names, etc., found in the graffiti arranged

to show the transition from the most normal to the most unrecognizable orthographies. Many of the graffiti

here recorded will soon be illegible owing to the latest heightening of the dam at Asw an. Many had already

perished long before this book was printed, and are recorded from squeezes or copies made by copyists from

the time of Napoleon’s expedition onwards. Griffith had access to all the known material of this kind, and

the willingness of his contemporaries, Benedite, Hess. Spiegelbero, Erman. Grapow, and Roeder—to

mention the most obvious—in putting unpubld. work at his disposal in order that he might make a standard

collection is the highest tribute that could be paid to his scholarship. Revd. by Seidl in EVGR 29, 245 ff

.

An alabaster block with incised Gk. inserr. has been identified by O. Guer.aud as the upper part of the

stela of Moschion, long since preserved in Berlin. The dem. inserr. were publd. by RE^^LLOUT in Rev.

egyptol. 2, 272 ff., and formed the basis of E. Bovdieu’s Me'triquede'mofique. Guer.aud discusses the stela
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and transls. both the old and the new Gk. poems on it in La Stele greco-demotique de Moschion (Bull. Soc.

arch. d’Alex. 31, N.S. 9, 161 ff.).

X. J. Reich, The Papyrua-Archire in (he Philadelphia University Mus. (The Papp. from Dira‘ abu

’ISaga), 1 (Mizraim 7, 11 ff., pis. 1-10), revises his descriptive list (Alizraim 2, 13 ff.) of docs. I-XI of

this important dem. archive, and gives photographic reproductions (much reduced in size, but very clear) of

docs. III-XI and XIV, all hitherto unpubld.

E. Seidl’s valuable Demotische Vrkundenlehre nach d. fruhptolemdischen Texten, Miinch. Beitr. 27, and

his joint review-art. with B. H. Stricker of Thompson’s Family Archive from Siut (Studien zu Pap. BM.
eg. 10591, Z. Sav. a~, 272 ff.) are notd. in the Graeco-Roman Bibliography, § 6 A (v), p. 107, above.

T. C. Skeat, The Eeigns of the Ptolemies. With Tables for Converting Egn. Dates to the Julian System

(Mizraim 6, 7 ff.), besides providing an elaborate ready-reckoner, is an extremely convenient statement of

the publd. Gk. and dem. evidence for Ptol. chronology, with valuable nn. on all the controversial points.

B. H. Steickee, Etudes de grammaire eg. (Acta Or. 16, 81 ff.), shows that sdmf in dem. has always perfect

sense and never historic past; and in Notices sur le pap. dim. 30616 du Musie des Antiquites au Caire (ibid.,

85 ff.) contributes 16 pages of grammatical nn. on Seine, with a short reasoned statement of his attitude

towards the transcr. of dem.

Sir H. Thompson, Note on t h\T(-t) in Boundaries of Ptol. Conveyances of Land (JEA 23, 258) shows that

this fern, word has no connexion with the similarly spelt masc. hyr, ‘street’, but (with its variants) is ‘the

same as the word hre-t, ‘food’, frequently found in dem., and in Cop. ope’, and= Gk. rpo(j>rj (for rpof>clov),

‘a feeding-place’, with special ref. to the quarters of sacred animals and birds.

5. Excavations and Explorations

A. Egypt and the Sudan

Sesebi. Excavations begun by the EES uncovered three temples in a single block dating from the

4th year of Amenophis IV, the central temple having a small crypt beneath with reliefs of Amenophis IV
and the Queen in the company of various gods. The figures of the King and Queen had been hacked out.

See JEA 23, 117 and 145 ff. ; Chron. d’Eg. 12, 190 ff. ; AJSL 53, 203 and 54, 74; Nature, July 10; Times,

July 5. See also § 15, p. 237 f.

‘Anibah. The 2nd vol. of the report of the Antiq. Dept. Miss, archeol. de Nubie 1929-34 describes the

buildings and temple in the town, the N.-K. cemetery and the tomb of Pennut. The results of the Ernst v.

Sieglin Exped. of 1912 and of the Eckley B. Coxe Jnr. Exped. of the Univ. of Pennsylvania of 1910 are

also embodied in the report. See G. Steindoepf, Aniba, 2. Band, mit Beitragen von D. Maecks, H.

ScHLEiF u. W. Wolf, Gliickstadt, in 2 parts, text and pis.

Edfu. The excavations of the Inst. fr. together with the Univ. of Warsaw were concerned with rubbish

mounds west of the temple of Horus, of which the top levels were of the Rom. town, with houses of the Ptol.

period beneath, and with the Egn. necropolis at the bottom. Here 9 untouched tombs were found, of which

the oldest was that of Pepy-nefer, governor of Edfu in Djti. 6. Some fine objects of this date came from the

tombs. See 111. Ldn. News, 5Iar. 6, 403 ; Chron. d'Eg. 12, 185 f. ; Forsch. u. Fortschr. 13, 273 ff. ; Arch. f. Or.

12, 94; Jahrb. d. Arch. Inst. (Archdologischer Anzeiger, Beiblatt) 52, H. 1-2, 270 ff.

El-Kdb. The exped. of the Fondation Eg. Reine Elisabeth under Cap.aet reports that the temple was

huilt under Djti. 18 and had 3 sanctuaries, being successively enlarged down to the time of Xectanebo 11.

A smaller temple to the W. was dedicated to Thoth. Several statues and bas-reliefs with names of kings

from Dyns. 18 to 30 were discovered. See Chron. d’Eg. 12, 132 ff. ;
Bull. Acad. Roy. Bdg. (Classe des Lettres),

p. 12 ; Ann. Serv. 37, 3 ff.

Gebelen. The Italian Egj’ptol. Exped. announces the discovery of tombs of Dyns. 1 to 5. See Chron.

d’Eg. 12, 168, also Oriente Modemo 17, 357 ; Chicago Daily News, May 1.

Ei-Tud. For further arts, on the treasure previously reported see Chron. d’Eg. 12, 21 ff. ; C.-R. Ac.

Inscr. B.-L., 1936, 239 ff. ; Syria 18, 174 ff. This season’s excavations of the Louvre have revealed a sacred

lake of two basins, with fragmm. of statues and Christian pottery. For further details see Chron. d’Eg. 12,

157 ff., 170 f. ; Egn. Gazette, Apr. 13; AJSL 53, 262. A complete report of the excavations of the Inst. fr.

for the past few years has appeared, viz. F. B[isson de la] R[oque] : Tod (1934 a, 1936), Cairo.

Armant. The EES under O. H. Myers has this season continued the exacavation of the Ptol. temple,

in which well-preserved blocks from earlier structures, ranging in date from Djm. 11 to 26, were discovered.

The investigation of a hillock named Kom el-‘Abd at the edge of the desert was also undertaken. This was
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found to be a building of unbaked brick, the bricks bearing the name of Amenophis III. Further under-

takings included the excavation of a pan-grave cemetery and of a Cop. monastery, and the further

investigation of the ‘Saharan’ civilization, of which pottery had been found previously. For this purpose

a desert exped. under Dr. Wixklee explored the E. desert between Luxor and Armant and brought back

many photos, of rock-drawings. It is hoped that further traces of the ‘Saharan’ people will be found later

by a similar exped. into the \V. desert. Interesting hierogl. inscrr., introducing a new queen and princesses

of Dyn. 13, are reported from the road from Armant to Ifag‘ Hammadi. See Chron. d'Eg. 12, 171 If. ;
JEA 23,

117 ; Geograph. Joum. 87, 95 f.
;
Arch. f. Or. 11, 275 f. ;

Egn. Gazette, May 18.

Thebes (Karnalc). For a report on work of the Antiq. Dept, in 1935-6 see Ann. Serv. 36, 131 ff. For that

of 1936-7 see Ann. Serv. 37, 173 ff. H. Ricke gives a further account of the small temple of Uatshepsut

and Tuthmosis III in Ann. Serv. 37, 71 flF.

Thebes (
Valley of Queens). A short not. of the activities of the Italian Egyptol. Exped. in Chron. d Eg. 12,

180. See also Oriente Modemo 17, 357.

Thebes (Kumat Mur‘di). See Ann. Serv. 37, 33, for the report of the finding of the pedestal of a statue

of Ramesses II.

Thebes {Kom el-Hetdn). On the discovery of the temple of Amenhotpe, son of Hapu, see further in

Chron. d’Eg. 12, 174 fi. and 211 ; Rev. arch. 9, 82 f. ; 111. Ldn. News, Jan. 2.

Thebes (Der d-Madlnah). The reports of the excavations of the Inst. fr. 1933—4 have been publd.,

viz, B. Beuyeee: Rapport sur les fouilles de Deir el Medineh (1933 a 1934), le partie: la necropole de I ouest ;

2me partie: la necropole de Vest, Cairo.

Thebes (Shekh ‘Abd el-N'amah). For a full account of the M>LA exped. 1935-6 see Bull. J/Af.4, Jan.,

sect. n. Summary in III. Ldn. News, Feb. 13, 272; Scientific American, Nov., 266 ff.
;
Rew i ork Times,

Jan. 17 ; Life, Jan. 25; AJSL 53, 204.

Thebes {El-Khokhah). The Antiq. Dept, report the discovery of an inscribed tomb-chamber with 2 in-

scribed sarcophagi. Ann. Serv. 37, 37 f.

El-Mustagiddah. G. Bkuston's report {Mostagedda and the Tasian culture with a chapter by 0. M.

Moea>’T, London) explains the findings of the BM exped. in 1928-9 in great detail, with new material for

the study of the Badarian and Tasian cultures.

Tell el-'Amamah. The excavation of the Great Palace was completed by the EES and some buildings

of uncertain purpose cleared. Among the objects found are mentioned a relief showing the transport of an

obelisk, a complete Mycenaean vase, a Cypriot vase still containing fluid, and some fragmm. of relief and

fayence. See Chron. d'Eg. 12, 180 f. ; Arch.f. Or. 11, 276 ff. ;
JEA 23, 118 f.

Tunah el-Gebel. The Egn. Univ. Exped. announces the discovery of a large Rom. well near the tomb of

Petosiris, and of a number of subterranean galleries in which the sacred animals of Thoth were buried.

See Chron. d’Eg. 12, 185 ;
111. Ldn. News, June 12, 1088 f. ; AJSL 54, 73 f. ; Arch. f. Or. 12, 94 f.

El-Eshmunen. The account of the German expedition’s excavations in 1935 is publd. in Alitt. deutsch.

Inst. Kairo 7, 1 ff.

Aladinat Uadi. See Arch. f. Or. 11, 402 f., for a further summary of the excavations of the archaeol.

exped. of the Royal Univ. of Milan.

Sakkdrah. Fibth and QinsELL, Excavations at Saqqara: The Step Pyramid. 2 vols., Cairo, and L.vuer,

Fouilles d Saqqara: La pyramids d degres, 2 vols., Cairo, are revd. in Chron. d’Eg. 12, 67 ff. The latter is revd.

at great length by Ch. Pic.ved in J. Sav., 241 ff. {Un Tombeau royal de la Ille Dyn. d Saqqarah). A further

discovery was made by the Antiq. Dept, under W. B. Emeky, that of the tomb of Sabu. an official of Dyn. 1,

in which the body was in its original position, unembalmed. See Chron. d'Eg. 12, 163; /((. Ldn. Sews,

Feb. 27, 348 f.; Egn. Gazette, Feb. 10, Feb. 11, Mar. 1; Discovery, March, 88; Museum News, Mar. 15, 3;

AJSL 53, 259 f. ; Arch.f. Or. 12, 93 f. ;
Times, .4pr. 16, Apr. 23 ; New 1 ork Times, Apr. 16. 1 arious activities

of the Antiq. Dept, in Ann. Serv. 37, 103 ff.
, . . . j- o j ?•

Ma‘ddi. Menghin and Amek, The Excavations of the Egn. Univ. in the Neohthtc site at Maadi,lnd prelim.

report (season 7932), Cairo, 1936, is revd. by R. PiTTioia in AntAropoa 32, 307.
, ,

Fustdt. Ann. Serv. 37, 58 ff., contains an account of the clearance by the Antiq. Dept, of a rock tomb

containing a large number of sarcophagi. Further reports speak of the discovery of a tomb contaming an

enormous sarcophagus with a normal-sized coffin within. See Chron. d'Eg. 12, 183 f
;
Egn. Gazette, Feb. 1/ ;

AJSL 53, 257 f.

Abu Ohdlib. A report of the work undertaken by the Egn. Museum in Stockholm appeared in Nature 24

(July), 168 f.
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Zakdzik. Twelve large sarcophagi of sacred bulls, all plundered, were found at Kom Abu Yasin by the

Antiq. Dept. Nearby were small chambers containing mummies of falcons with their eggs beside them in

jars. See AJSL 55, 213 ; Aalwre. Dec. 18, 1067. Photos, in Daily Telegraph and Morning Post, Dec. 29.

Tunis. For a report on the continued work of the Univ. of Strasbourg Exped. on the Great Temple

see Chron. d'Eg. 12, 181 ff. Some stelae, statues, &c., were discovered. Further work was done on the large

brick building north of the temple of Anta, which was found to contain a number of wells. See also Kemi 6

(1936), 71 fi.; C.-R. Ac. Inscr. B.-L., p. 142; AJSL 53, 261 f.

El-Kabbdri. B. H.vbachi, Tico Tombs of the Rom. Epoch recently discovered at Gabbari, in Bull. Soc. arch.

d’Alex. 31, N.S. 9, 270 fi.

B. Outside Egypt

Sinai (Zuweyid). For an account of work of the Brit. Sch. of Arch, at Anthedon see Syro-Egypt 1, 3 fi.

Egn. objects are announced from Town C, the Maccabaean town. See also Syro-Egypt 2, 3 ff. and Petrie,

Anthedon, Sinai (Brit. Sch. of Arch, and Egn. Research Account publns., 58), London.

Palestine {Tell Dmver). An Egn. scarab of the 16th-D\Ti. king ‘A-hetep-Re‘ was found on the surface

by the Wellcome Marston Exped. From a triple-chambered tomb of the Hyksos period came a great number

of seals and scarabs of the late 18th and early 19th Dyns. and one of Dyn. 13. More scarabs came from

adjoining tombs. See PEQ, 228 ff. and 178.

C. Miscellaneous

The following are concerned with excavation and/or exploration in Eg. and the Sudan. H. Gauthier,

Les Fouilles en Eg. en 1932-1933, in Rev. d'egyptol. 1 (1933, appeared 1937), 289 ff. ; M. Brion, La Resurrection

des villes mortes, Paris; G. Cattaut, Chronique d'Eg., in Mercure de France, Sept. 15, 640 ff.
; M. Bekabrt,

A trovers V£g. el le Soudan, in Conferences et Theatres (Brussels), 4, 299 ff. ; C. R. Willi.ajis, News Items

from Eg., the season of 1936 to 1937 in Eg., in AJA 41, 629 ff.

6. Foreign Relations

A. Egypt

F. W. V. Bissing, Die blauaugige Kdnigin Teje, ZAS 73, 123 f., points out the error in Reche’s Basse u.

Heimat der Indogermanen, 16, where it is stated that ‘Egn. sources report of the Mitannian princess Teje,

who married the Pharaoh Amenophis III, that she was blue-eyed’. R. was misled, for, as is well known,

Teje was the daughter of Yuya and Tjuyu. In the same art. the writer warns against the hasty identification

of the Hurrians with the Kharu of the Egn. inscrr.

The same author, in OLZ 40, 201 ff., commenting on G. A. Reisnee’s Devel. of the Egn. Tomb (1936),

remarks that the Egn. people from the beginning were a mixed race and quotes R.’s view that the predo-

minant components were Libyan and Semitic.

F. Bisson de l.a Roque, Le Tresor de Tod, Chron. d’Eg. 12, 21 ff., describes briefly some of the objects

contained in the Et-Tud treasure and discusses its purpose, date, and provenance.

A. Fakhey, Blocs decores provenant du Temple de Louxor. Ann. Serv. 37, 39 ff., pubis, with line-drawing

illusts. 16 fragmm. of texts and scenes from a hitherto unknown list of foreigners. The author demonstrates

that these fragmm. originally formed part of a chapel of Amenophis II at Karnak and that they belonged

to the archetype—formerly thought to belong to Tuthmosis III—of a Ptol. list, a fragm. of which was

publd. by Max Muller, first in OLZ 3, 270, and later in his Egyptol. Researches, 2, 66 ff. Three of the fragmm.

contain the texts usually employed to introduce the names of conquered peoples ; 4 refer to people from

the N., 8 to people from the S., and 1 to people from both N. and S.

J. SruoNS, Handbook for the Study of Egn. Topographical Lists relating to Western Asia. (Leiden, E. J.

Brill, 16-f223 pp., figs.) sets out in clear and scientific fashion the foreign names given in 34 topographical

lists dating from the time of Tuthmosis III to Sheshonk I. Each list is accompanied by a description of

its location, and identifications are noted where possible. In an informative introduction to the book the

author discusses briefly the historical trustworthiness and topographical value of the lists. List V (p. 127)

should be read in the light of an art. by A. Fakhry, Ann. Serv. 37, 39 ff.

J. Sturm, Arch. f. Or. 11, 400 ff., in a not. of excavations in 1936 at Tanis, mentions a relief showing

Ramesses II smiting a Libyan at the feet of the god Atum.
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B. Libya, Nubia and the Sudan
A. M. Blackman, JEA 23, 145 £f., gives a preliminary report on the EES excavations at Sesebi, Northern

Province, Anglo-Egn. Sudan, 1936-7. Also reported by the same author in Chron. d’Eg. 12, 190 ff., and in

111. Ldn. News, Aug. 14.

Capabt, Les Fouilles d el-Kab, Chron. d’Eg. 12, 133 ff., records the discovery of some blocks bearing the
remains of a mythological text and mentioning Libyan dances.

A. DE CossoN, JEA 23, 226 ff., reports on the physical and archaeol. features of Bahren, Nuvvemisah,

and El-A‘reg in the Libyan Desert.

W. Holschee, Lihyer u. Aeg. {Aegyptol. Forschungen, 4 ; 70 pp.. figs.) discusses exhaustively the various
types of Libyans which figure on Egn. monuments, and reaches many important conclusions regarding

their characteristics and origins.

L. P. KnewAN, Studies in the later hist, of Nuhia, Ann. Arch. Anthr. 24. 75, quotes Griffith's suggestion

(Ryl. Pap., 3, 87, n. 4; 420) that the ileja of Egn. texts represent the Beja of the present day, and adds
that, while the identification is possible on philological grounds, there is as yet no further evidence to

support it.

0. H. Myers, JEA 23, 117 f., reports on the EES excavations (Sir K. Mond Expedition) at Armant
and mentions a particularly fine relief found in the temple of Tuthmosis III, which shows the hand of the

king grasping the heads of Nubian and Asiatic prisoners. He also refers to the excavation of a pan-grave

cemeter3' which supplies fresh information concerning Nubian mercenaries of the 2nd Intermediate period.

Also reported in Chron. d'Eg. 12, 171 ff.

P. E. Newberry, ZAS 73, 139, in a n. on the hierogl. |, sees a parallel between the bow used bj- the

Nuers of Bahr el-Zaref when dancing and a miniature bow used among the Eastern Libj'ans as a badge

of office.

C. Palestine, Syria, and Asia Minor

W. r. Albright, Arch. f. Or. 12, 71, revs, favourabh’ Grundlagen d. aeg.-semitischen Wortvergleichung,

by Fe. C.alice, and makes manj’ useful suggestions, particularh’ with ref. to texts from Ras esh-Shamra.

The same author, The Egn. Correspondence of Ahimilki, Prince of Tyre, JEA 23, 190 ff., commenting on

foreign usages and expressions in the TeU el-‘Amarnah tablets, points out that the ten letters from AbimUki

were actually written by an Egn. scribe. Manx- features of both linguistic and hist, importance emerge

from this treatise.

H. Bauer, Der Vrsprung des Alphabets (Alte Or. 36, H.1/2); rev. by L. Th. Lefort, Muse’on 50, 397 ff.

K. Bittel, Arch. f. Or. 11, 395 f., in a not. of recent excavations at Bogazkdj’, mentions the discovery

of correspondence with Eg.

Bj' the same author, Bogazkdy. Die Kleinfunde der Grabungen 1906-P2, Leipzig.

M. Ghehab
, in an art. publd. in Bull, du Mus. de Beyrouth 1, Iff., entitled Un Tresor d'orfivrerie

syro-eg., describes a remarkable collection of jewellerx' which has been put at the disposal of the Lebanon

Republic bj' the Antiq. Dept, of Palestine. The collection, numbering 67 pieces, contains many objects

which resemble specimens in the treasures found bj* de Morgan at Dahshur and bj’ Montet at Bxblos.

There can be no doubt concerning the Egn. origin of manj’ of the pieces, especiallj’ of a pectoral bearing

the name of Amenemmes III which resembles the one found at Dahshur so closeh' as to suggest that it

came from the same workshop. There are, howex’er, also in this collection manx' objects belonging to tx'pes

not found in Eg., but resembling specimens from Ras esh-Shamra and Bx blos. Possiblx' the collection

was pillaged from a roj’al tomb in Bybios.

R. Dussaud in his not. in Syria 18, 403, of Die Paldstina-Literatur, ed. bx' P. Thomsen, LixTaison 1

and 2, singles out for mention Ch. 6 bx' A. Moret dealing with the traxels of Egns. in Asia, ior D.’s xdexvs

on Cerny’s Semites in Egn. Mining Expeditions see § 13, p. 232.

H. Ehelolf, in a preliminarj' report of the Bogazkoy excavations (1936), MDOG 75, 61 ff., mentions

the discovery of a few fragmm. of letters UTitten in Akkadian forming part of a correspondence with Eg.

The author, howexmr, claims no special significance for them.

E. 0. Forree, The Hittites in Palestine, n, PEQ, 100 ff., draxvs on the information supplied by the

‘Amamah letters when discussing the different tj’pes of ‘Hittites’ in Palestine and fixing their geographical

positions.

1. J. Gklb, AJSL 63, 253 ff., locates Shanhar, which is mentioned both in the ‘Amamah and in the

Bogazkoy letters, in N. Sj-ria, possiblj' near Aleppo.
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N. Gltjeck. Exjploraticms in E. Palestine, m, Bull. ASOR 65, 8 ff., remarks that the rapid growth and

great wealth of the Nabatean kingdom was due to its geographical connexions with Syria, Arabia, and Eg.

H. Grdeme, Zu der altsinaitischen Inschr. Nr. 363, Arch. f. Or. 12, 59 ff., points out that the name DT3

which occurs in this inscr. is not Semitic, but that it corresponds to the Egn. ndst, ‘the little one’.

M. Guentch-Ogloeeff, Astarte syrienne et le ded d'Osiris. Rev. d'egyptol. 1, 197 fE., figs.

E. Henschel-Simon, The Toggle-Pins in the Palestine Archaeol. Mus., in Quart. Dept. Antiq. Palest. 6,

169 S., points out that the sudden and frequent appearance of the toggle-pin in M.B. II seems to be con-

nected with the Hyksos culture.

A. JiKKE, Die dg. Listen paldstinensischer u. syrischer Ortsnamen (Klio, Beiheft 38, N.E., H. 25). A very

useful hand-book containing transcrr., accompanied by fuU annotations, of 27 lists of place-names in

Palestine and Syria. Rev. by R. Dess.wd, Syria 18, 394 fi. Also rev. by C. J. Mullo Weee, Ann. Arch.

Anthr. 24, 174.

C. N. JoHXS, Excavations at Pilgrims' Castle, ‘Atlit (1933): Cremated Burials of Phoenician Origin, Quart.

Dept. Antiq. Palest. 6, 121 ff., who had in a previous art. (op. cit., 2, 41 ff.) shown that shaft graves of the

5th and 4th cents. B.c. found at ‘Atlit, though fundamentally Phoenician, display some Egn. and Gk.

elements, finds confirmation of his dating of the cremated burials of about the 7th cent, in the discovery in

one of the graves of an Egn. scarab of either Osorkon III or Sheshonk IV.

G. Loud reports on the excavations of the Oriental Inst, of Chicago at Megiddo in III. Ldn. News, Oct.

16 and 23. Among the objects discussed are many which display Egn. design and motifs, including some
magnificent ivories.

M. E. L. ILvllow.vx, reporting on his excavations at C'hagar Bazar in III. Ldn. News, Mar. 27, states that

he found a number of copper cornet-shaped objects in the bottom of jars and suggests that they formed

part of a wine-drinker's outfit and belonged to a type which was imported into SjTia from Eg. The author

includes a photo, of a mould showing a god and a goddess separated by a SjTian version of the Egn. ^anhh.

P. Moxtet, Les Reliques de I'art syrien dans V£g. du Nouvel Empire (Puhlns. de la Faculte des Lettres de

rUniv. de Strasbourg, Fasc. 76), examines in detail the various scenes in Egn. temples and tombs which
depict Syrians and their wares, and also a number of Syrian objects found in Eg. After discussing briefly

the Egn. texts accompanying the scenes, he gives a detailed analysis of the objects represented. Ch. 4 is

devoted to a study of the Keftiu without, however, any very conclusive arguments being adduced as to

their origin. The interrelation of Syrian and Egn. art is fully discussed, their points of resemblance com-
pared, and their differences noted.

J. Pekdlebury, reporting on the results of excavations at Tell el-‘Amamah during the season 1936-7
in Chron. d'£g. 12, 180 f., mentions among other ‘finds’ a complete Mycenaean vase and a Cypriote vessel

with its contents.

G. PosEXER, Une Liste de noms propres etrangers sur deux ostrr. hierat. du Nouvd Empire, Syria 18, 183 ff.,

discusses two important ostrr. at the Louvre (E. 14354 and 14355), apparently dating from Dyn. 19 and
containing 14 SjTian proper names, 10 of which were previously unknown. The docs, are also of value for

the light they throw on syllabic writing.

H. Basse, Keilschrifthches, ZAS 73, 90 ff., discusses a new TeU el-‘Amamah tablet already publd. by
G. Dossrs in Rev. d’Assyrologie 31 (Paris, 1934), 125 ff. From this tablet we learn that 40 women from
Gezer were transported to the harem of Amenophis III, bringing the known total of foreign women in the
harem to 428, which, as the author points out, must have been responsible for a considerable introduction

of foreign blood into Eg. in Djti. 18. In the same art. a number of important linguistic parallels between
cuneiform and Egn. are considered.

A. Row’E, a Catalogue of Egn. Scarabs, Scaraboids, Seals and Amulets in the Palestine Archaeol. Mus.
(Govt, of Palestine Antiq. Dept.) Cairo, 1936. xlviii-j-347 pp., 38 pis., graphs, diagrams, and a map. The
catalogue contains descriptions of more than a thousand scarabs, ranging in date from Dyn. 12 to 26, and,
in addition to its archaeol. value, demonstrates the extent of the penetration of Egn. products of this

period into Palestine. A very useful feature of the book is a table of Egypto-Canaanite contacts.

H. Schafer, Eine nordsyrisehe Kultsittef, ZAS 73, 54 ff., describing the great stela found at Ras esh-

Shamra in 1932, compares certain aspects of the monument with a monument found at Tell Defennah,
which is now in the Cairo Mus. The style of the monument is certainly Egn., and the sculptor, though
probably not an Egn., must have come under Egn. influence.

C. F. A. Schaeffer, Les Fouilles de Ras-Schamra-Ugarit— Sme Campagne, Rapport sommaire, Syria 18,

125 ff., describes a most interesting stela. On the stela, which is uninscribed, is a scene of a person presenting
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an ofEering before a seated god, probably El, and its close resemblance to Egn. monuments of its kind is very

marked. The style suggests that it is of the time of Dyn. 18 or 19. Another object discussed is a weight in

the form of a human head, which, it is claimed, owes its inspiration to Eg. Also reported in Arch. f. Or. 11,

392 if., and in 111. Lin. Xeics, Feb. 20.

E. A. Speisee, Some Animal Figurines of B ilia arid Gatcra, Bull. ASOR 68, 10, 13, describing excavations

at Tell Bnia, reaffirms his view already stated in iluseums Journal 23, 273, that pottery from Tell BiUa IV

possesses affinities with the ethnic movements which were to culminate in the Hyksos conquest of Eg.,

although he no longer believes in the Anatolian origin of the ware in question.

J. L. Stakkey, in his lecture at the Wellcome Inst, on July 16, reported in PEQ, 228 ff., mentioned

many interesting Egn. objects found at Laehish, particularly a scarab of 'Aa-hetep-Re' of D^m. 16. Hyksos

scarabs bearing the name of Apophis, and a small pottery bowl with an inser. in hieratic, which Gardiner

and Ceeny date to the 13th-12th cents, b.c. The bronze dagger found in an earlier excavation, which

bears an inscr. related to the Sinaitic writing, was also discussed. The excavations are also reported in III.

Ldn. News, Nov. 27, and in Rev. archeol. 10, 254 ft'.

J. 'Vandiee, a propos d'un depot de provenance asiatique trouve a. Tod, Syria 18, 174 ff., discusses the

nature and provenance of the Et-Tud treasure. Before drawing his conclusions he outlines the main sources

of information for relations between Eg. and Asia during the IM.K. The treasure probably docs not represent

booty, because everything points to Eg. and Asia being at peace at the time. \'arious considerations lead

the uTiter to think that it represents tribute levied by the Egn. king from a Phoenician prince. This pro-

venance is supported on different grounds by R. Duss-AUD, ibid.. 405, in a rev. of 0. Eissfeldt, Fine Ein-

schmelzungsstelle am Tempel zu Jerusalem (Forsch. u. Fortschr. 13, 163 f.).

E. Weill, Sur la situation hist, et politique de Ras Shamra, L'hist. des Religions, 174 ff., cites hist, evidence

from Egn. sources when commenting on two recent arts, by C. Virolleaud.

W. D. VAN WiJNGAAEDEN, De Wcg, dien de Israelieten volgden hij hun uillocht nit Egypte. Oudheid-

kundige Mededeelingen uit het Rijksmus. van Oudheden te Leiden, N.R., 18, 0 ff., carte.

G. E. Weight, Palestine in the Chalcolithic Age, Bull. ASOR 66, 21 ff., discusses the sequence of pottery

in Palestine during the 6th and 4th Millennia, mentioning points of contact with Egn. pre-dyn. cultures,

especially that of Jla'adi, for the date of which the author claims that Palestinian pottery furnishes a guide.

Jd., The Troglodytes of Gezer, PEQ, 67 ff., divides the early Bronze Age in Palestine into four phases and

links them up with their corresponding periods in Eg., adopting for his purpose the minimum chronology.

The first phase falls in the Late Predjm. Period, the second in Dyn. 1, the third in the Pyramid Age. and the

fourth in the First Intermediate Period. The points of resemblance between the Egn. and Palestinian wares

are noted.

D. JIiscellaneous

F. W. V. Bissing, Das angebliche Weltreich der Hyksos, .Arch.f. Or. 11, 325 ff., comments on the statement

in Das Hethiterreich by A. Gotze (1928) that the Hyksos Empire extended to Crete and Babylonia and that

its centre was in N. Syria. In voN B.’s view there is no evidence to demon.strate a Weltreich of Hyksos

either Aryan or Anatolian, let alone European, and he favours the view that the foreign elements {e.g. the

name Ivhian) were simply conveyed by them from Palestine.

J. Feiedbich. Das Siegel des Hethitischen Konigs Hattusili III nach der aeg. Fassung seines Verlrages

mit Ramses II. (Artihus Asiae curat editionem R. Hadl, Lipsiae, vol. vi, fascc. 3, 4, 177 ff.)

P. Gilbert, Un Relief egyptisant dans les tombes royales d'Our, Chron. d'Eg. 12, 27 f., commenting on a

relief of a copper shield found by Woollea' at LT, sees in the motif traces of Egn. influence. The writer

maintains that the example serves to emphasize the closeness of the relationship which existed in archaic

times between Eg. and the East.

A. S. Hemmy, Analysis of the Petrie Collection of Egn. Weights, JEA 23, 39 ff., concludes that the Stater

and Khoirine standards were introduced into Eg. by the Hyksos. The importance of the Dario standard

at Naukratis from Djm. 26 to the Ptol. period, whereas in the remainder of Eg. it was unimportant, is held

to indicate ‘that a conspicuous element of the trade of Naukratis was with ports on the Asiatic coast’.

L. Kediee, Pendeloques en forme d'insectes faisant partie de colliers eg.: Notes additionelles. Ann. Serf. 37,

142 ff., remarks on the use of the grasshopper as an amulet against plagues of this insect and mentions that

it played an important part in religious and superstitious ideas in both Eg. and Asia Minor. It is clear

that in both Eg. and Assj-ria the grasshopper was regarded as a menace.

G. Stelndoeff, Em hronzener Gefdssuntersaiz, ZAS i3, 122 f., describing a bronze case-base in the

Gg
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Field Mus. of Nat. Hist., Chicago, mentions that the ‘palmette’ motif has been regarded as ‘Phoenico-

cj-priote ’ by C. Boeeux, who suggests that this method of decoration displays Asiatic influence. The author,

however, considers it to be a pure Egn. motif, and where there are similarities in Asiatic art they are rather

due to Egn. influence.

F. H. Weissbach, ZDMG 91, 80 ff., mentions a Persian plaque with a cuneiform inscr. found at &kkarah.

7. Geography and Topography

G. Caton-Thosipsox and E. \V. Gardner’s The Desert Fayum (1934) is revd. at length and very favour-

ably by G. A. Wain-weight, JEA 23, 125 ff.

A. DE Cossox’s Kotes on the Bahren, Kmiemisah, and El-A^reg Oases in the Libyan Desert (JEA 23,

220 ff.) contains information of geogr. as well as of archaeol. interest.

Text C of G. Goyox's Les Traraux de Chou et lea tribulations de Geb (Kimi 6, 1 ff.) contains a list of

cities and localities situated in Upper and Middle Eg., including the Fayyum.

M. Hamz-a in an art. (The Statue of Jleneptah I found at Athar en-Kabi and the Route of Pi^ankhi from
ilemphia to Heliopolis, Ann. Serv. 37, 233 ff.) claims that Athar en-Nabi is the site of the temple of Atum
at Kheri'aha (Babylon), visited by Phankhi on his way from Memphis to Heliopolis.

A. JiRKu’s Die dg. Listen paldstinensischer u. syrischer Ortsnamen (Klio, Beiheft 38, N.F., H. 25) is

favourably revd. by Capaet, Chron. d’Eg. 12, 204, and C. J. Mullo Weie, Ann. Arch. Anthr. 24, 174.

H. Kees’s Die Laufhahn des Hohenpriesters Onhurmes von Thinis (ZAS 73, 77 ff.) refers to the ‘Eastern

Blidt

'

in the Thinite Nome, the mod. Nag‘ el-Mashayikh = Lepidontopolis. Oasis, a long and important art.

by K., appears in PW, xiu, 1681 ff.

L. P. KiRW.Ax'a instructive and entertaining Studies in the later Hist, of Nubia (Ann. Arch. Anthr. 24,

69 ff.) contains some matter of topographical interest.

E. Ludmig's Le Nil (Paris, 1936-7) is revd. by S. T., Tendances, Aug. 15, 162, 235 f.

In his Le Naos D 29 du AIus. du Louvre (Rev. d'e'gyptol. 1, 161 ff.) A. Piaxkofe discusses the geogr.

position of Mryt, Mfkt and certain other Delta Towns.

Most welcome is the appearance of Poetee-Moss, Top. Bibl., v: Upper Egypt : Sites. Oxford, xxiv-h

292 pp. Eevd. by R. 0. Faelkner, JEA 23, 271.

M. R.APHAEL suggests in Nouveau Norn d’ une pyramide d’ un Amenemhet (Ann. Serv. 37, 79 f.) that

&(^) -'Imn-m-hit is the name of the pyramid of Amenemmes III.

A. Rowe’s A Cat. of Egn. Scarabs (see § 6 C) contains a good n. on the locality Snui and a useful index

of place-names.

A. Varille in his Nouvelles Listes geogr. d’Amenophis III a Karnak (Ann. Serv. 36, 220 ff.) pubis.

6 granite blocks belonging to the bases of 3 colossal statues of Amenophis III, which possibly once stood in

his funerary temple. Apart from laudatory and other inscrr. they bear bsts of Asiatic and African peoples

and strongholds conquered or held by the Pharaoh in question.

In Belier du Fayoum et 21e name de la Hauie-Eg. (Bull, lnst.fr. 36 [1936-7], 129 ff.) R. Weill argues

in favour of the Fayyum being regarded as the 21st Upper-Egn. Nome. He inclines to the view that Smn-Hr
and SiJ-hniv are identical with Sdt.

C. E. Wilbour's Travels in Eg. (Brooklj-n, 1936) is revd. by L. P. Kirwax, JEA 23, 272 f. ; G. Roeder,
OLZ 40, 418 f. ; A. Childe, Boletin do Museu Nacional [Rio de Janeiro] 12 (1936), 93 ff.

;
A. W. Shorter,

J/»5£((ms Joum. 37, 72 f. ; Capart, Chron. d'Eg. 12, 71 f. See also Capaet, Bull. Acad. Roy. de Belgique

(Classe des Lettres), 1936, 395 f.

A short not. of H. E. Wixlock’s Ed-Ddkhleh Oasis (New York. 1936) appears in Syro-Egypt 1, 14.

E. ZipPERT (Arch. f. Or. 11, 400) gives a short account (derived from a report in The Times, Jan. 7) of

W. B. K. Shaw’s expedition to the S. part of the Libyan desert.

The following works have not been accessible to me:

—

G. C.atox-Thoiipsox, E. W. G.aedxer, and S. A. Huz.ayytx’s Lake Moeris-. Re-investigations and some

Comments (Bull. Inst. d'Eg. 19, 243 ff.).^

C. Khextz’s Toponymie eg. (Bull. Inst. d'Eg. 19, 215 ff.).

J. SiMOXs’s Handbook for the Study of Egn. Topograph. Lists relating to IF. Asia, Leiden.’^

' But see under § 1, p. 215. But see under § 6 A, p. 224.
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8. History
W. F. Albright, The Egn. Correspondence of Abimilki, Prince of Tyre (JEA 23, 190 ff.) claims that the
OHcen Meritaten is named in the tenth letter, and that all the letters from Abimilki were written bv

an Egn. scribe.

F. W. V. Bissino, Die blaudugige Kbmgin Teje {ZAS 73, 123 f.), explodes a theory that this queen was a
blue-eyed Mitannian princess.

L. Boechardt, Der Krdnungstag Ramses’ V. {ZAS 73, 60 ff.), considers that the ‘Daj’ of Coronation’
ascribed by J. Oeeny {ZAS 72, 109 ff.) to Ramesses IV really belongs to his successor.

J. H. Breasted, Oesch. Aeg. (German transln. of his ffist. publd. by the Phaidon Press with a supplement
on Egn. art by H. Ranke), is revd. by J. C(apart), Chron. d'Eg. 12, 00, and A. Hermann, OLZ 40, 607 ff.

W. E. Caldwell, The Anc. World (New y'ork, Farrar & Rinehart), contains sections on Eg.
J. Capart and G. Contenae, Hist, de VOrient anc., is revd. by R. de V(ai’x), Rev. bibl. 46, 150 f, and

B.B., Revue St. Boniface (Brussels), May, 9 ff.

A. DE Buck, The Judicial Pap. of Turin (JEA 23, 152 ff.), gives a valuable transln. and discussion of
this important hist, doc., rejecting the theory that it was a fiction subsequently contrived by Ramesses IV.

W. Durant, The Story of Civilization, appears in a French guise as Hist, de la civilisation. I: Les origines.

La Sumerie, L’Eg., La Babylonie, L'Assyrie, with a preface by the translator, C. Moukey (Paris, Payot).

G. Dykaians, Hist. econ. et soc. de Vane. Eg., v^ols. 1 and 2, is revd. by H. de Moeant, Ann. d'hist. icon,

et soc. 45, 299 fi. ; L. T. Lefort, Museon 50, 148 ff.
;
Montet, Rev. et. anc. 39, 233 ff. Vol. 3 of the same vork,

which appeared in 1937, is revd. by L. T. Lefort, Museon 50, 401 ff.

V . F. Edgerton, On the Chronology of the Early Eighteenth Dyn.(Amenhotep I toThutmoselll) (AJSL 53,

188 ff.), utters a warning against unconditional acceptance of Borchaedt’s chronological scheme for this

period.

W. F. Edgeeton and J. A. Wilson, Hist. Records of Ramses III. The Texts in ‘Medinct Habu' 1-2, is

revd. by fi. Deioton, Rev. arch. 10, 287 f. ; A. C(aldehini), Aeg. 17, 118; and R. D(ussaud), Syria 18, 210 f.

For H. Kees’s monograph on firihor, see §15, p. 239.

C. Kuentz, La Bataille de Qadech, is revd. by Montet, Rev. it. anc. 39, 223 f.

D. Macnaughton, a Scheme of Egn. Chronology, is revd. by T. B. Beown, JEA 23, 270.

Montet, Here de Menophres (C.-R. Ac. Inscr. B.-L., 418 ff.) takes the view that the Menophres after

whom Theon names the era commencing in 1321 b.c. is Ramesses I and that he was a descendant of the

Seth 'A-pehty of the Stela of 400 Years, whom M. considers to have been a local pre-Hyksos ruler at Avaris.

M. would also transfer the date of the commencement of Dyn. 18 from 1580 to 1550 b.c.

A. Moeet, Hist, de VOrient, is revd. by Capaet, Chron. d'Eg. 12, 59 f. ; G. Contenau, Syria 17, 380 ff.

;

E. Dhoeme, Rev. hist. rd. 116, 84 ff.
;
and Montet, Rev. it. anc. 39, 228 f.

Petrie, -4 New King (Syro-Egypt 2, 10), seeks to insert a Sety-mer-amun immediately before Haremhab.

K. Pfluger, Haremhab u. d. Arnarnazeit, is revd. by J. C(apaet), Chron. d'Eg. 12, 205, and W. Wolf,
OLZ 40, 677 f.

For J. Pieenne’s arts, on the Instruction for Merikare', see § 10. p. 230.

For revs, of G. Posener, La Premiere Domination perse en Eg., see § 13, p. 234.

A. ScHARFF, Der hist. Abschnitt der Lehrefiir Kbnig Merikare (noted § 10). is revd. by H. D. Schaedel,

Die Wdt als Gesch. 3, 477 ff., and Capaet, Chron. d'Eg. 12, 203.

For J. Vandiee on the llth-Dyn. Intef Kings see under § 14 A, p. 235 (Et-Tiid).

A. Weigall, Hist, de VEg. anc., transld. from the English edn., is revd. by C. Picard, Rev. arch. 9. 105 ff.

R. Weill, Bases, mithodes et risultats de la chronologic eg. and its supplementary vol. Compliments are

revd. by Montet, Rev. it. anc. 39, 229 ff.

9. Law
A. DE Buck, The Judicial Pap. of Turin (JEA 23, 152 ff.), gives a new transln., with philological comm.,

of this well-known doc. By allowing the verb-form in 2 1. livl d'lt m lir n. &c., its natural sense of a past

narrative tense instead of the present employed by previous translators, he fundamentally alters the character

of the text, which now appears as an account by Ramesses III of the steps taken by him in the interval

between the famous harem conspiracy and his death, rather than an official doc. setting up a court to deal

with the participants in the affair. In his conclusion de Buck is led to suggest a modification of .Struve's

theory of the great Harris pap., which the former consitlcrs may after all have been the work of Ramesses III

and not of his successor.
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J. Cerny, Restitution of, and Penalty attaching to. Stolen Property in Rarnesside Times (JEA 23, 186 ff.),

shows that the feminine word h'ict, known to the IFfi. from P. Leiden 352 and recognized by C. in a hitherto

nnpiibld. ostr. belonging to the Or. Inst. Chicago, as well as in P. BM. 10335, verso, 21, is the technical term

for the penalty imposed on a convicted thief in addition to the repayment of the stolen property. The pivt

might be assessed at twice or three times the value of the goods stolen, but was sometimes renounced in

cases where these were not actually found with the thief.

J. Piren:^e, Le Sewage dans VEg. anc. sous les XXItne-XXVme dynasties (Recueil de la Societe Jean

Bodin, 11 if.) has not been accessible to me.

The same author outlines the hist, of government in Eg. from the earliest to Eom. times in Les trois

cycles de I'hist. juridique et sociale de I'anc. Eg. {Etudes d'hist. dediees d la memoire de Henri Pirenne, 229 S.).

Id., Hist, des institutions et du droit price' de I'anc. Eg., Vol. 3; La Vie Dyn. et le demembrement de

VEmpire, is revd. by E. Seidl in Z. Sar. 57, 379 ff.

10. Literature

F. DoR^SEIFF, j(jr. Liebeslieder, Hoheslied, Sappho, Theokrit {ZDMG 90, 589 ff.), studies the influence of

Egn. love-songs on Hebrew and Gk. poetry.

G.yedixer, Late-Egn. Miscellanies [Bibl. Aeg., 7), pubis, a hierogl. transcr., with nn., of Schiderhand-

schrijten culled from many sources; not. in Chron. d'Eg. 12, 195 ff.

H. Ge-ipow, Sprachliche u. schriftliche Formung dg. Texte, 1936, is revd. by B. v.yx de W.ylle [Chron.

d'Eg. 12, 198 S.) and by K. O. F.wlkxer (JEA 23, 269 f.).

H. PiEPER, Das dg. Marchen, is revd. by B. O. Faulkxee, JEA 23, 130.

J. Piee>'>'e devotes to P. Leningrad 1116

A

two arts.; Les Instructions du roi Kheti d son fils Merikara
(C.-R. .4c. Inscr. B.-L., 1936, 289 f.) and Une Xouvelle InterprRation des instructions du roi Kheti d son fils

Merikara [J. Sac., 12 li.).

G. Pose>-ee, Catalogue des Ostrr. hierat. litteraires de Deir el Medineh, fascc. 1 and 2, is revd. by M. F. L.
i\lAC.AD.AM (JEA 23, 271).

A. Rosenvasser, Xueros textos literarios del antiguo Egipto. l: Los textos dramdticos, is favourably notd.

by J. C(.apaet) in Chron. d'Eg. 12, 201.

A. ScH.vErF, Der hist. Abschnitt der Lehre fur Konig Merikare (Sitzungsb. Miinchen, 1936, H. 8) studies

the hist, section of P. Leningrad 1116A, with transln. and a valuable comm. For revs, of this publn.
see § 8. p. 229. Id., Der Bericht iiber das Streitgesprdch eines Lebensmuden mit seiner Seek (Sitzungsb.

Munchen, H. 9) has publd. a complete new transln. and comm, of this well-known but difflcult text.

J. Spiegel, Die Prdambel des Amenemope u. die Zielsetzung d. dg. 11 eisheitsliteratur, is revd. by M. Pieper
(OLZ 40, 287 f.). Id., Die Erzdhlung com Streite d. Hants u. Seth in Pap. Beatty I als Literatuncerk (Leipz.

Agyptol. Stud., H. 9), has made an interesting study of this nnthological story, which he classes as an ‘epic’.

11. Palaeography
H. Bauer s Der I rsprung des Alphabets (Alte Or. 36, H. 1-2), is revd. by L. Th. Lefort in Museon 50,

397 ff.

L. Borciiardt in his art.
j|

dK ' DaumeiC (ZAS 73, 119 f.) maintains that the sign
||

represents the

thumb. He cites an inscr. in the cenotaph of Sethos I at Abydos, in which the ‘fifth’ hour of the night is

written with
j]

, showing that the Egns. regarded the thumb as the fifth finger.

J. Cerxy, Two Puzzles of Rarnesside Hieratic (JEA 23, 60 II.), elucidates a hitherto undeciphered group
of signs in Pap. BM. 10335 and explains a puzzling sign qualifying various food-stuffs on several ostrr.

T = fresh’. In his Restitution of, and Penalty attaching to. Stolen Property in Rarnesside Times C. shows

that the determ, of tnet in Pap. Leiden 352, considered doubtful bv Wb., is to be transcribed ^ .

I a

For J. S. F. G.aknot's Une Graphic fautive du verbe —Jpi (Bull. Inst. fr. 37, 63 fi.) see under § 13 of

this Bibliogr.

Chron. d'Eg. 12, 62. refers to P. Gilbert’s Remarque sur le signe ^ (Ann. Inst. phil. hist. or. 3, 155 f.)

in which it is suggested that the hierogl. ^ represents a pyramid with its enclosure-wall.

For H. Gkapow's n. (ZAS 73, 75) on^ = pnvty see § 13, p. 233.
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I have not seen S. H. Hooke’s art.. The Early Hist, of Writing, in Antiq. 11, 261 £f., nor H. Jenson’s
Die Schrift in Vergangenheit und Gegenivart (Gluckstadt, 1935, viiiJ-418 pp., 445 figs, and pis.).

Montet in his interesting art., VArc niihien et ses emplois dans I’ecriture (Ktmi 6, 43 ff.), adduces evidence
for the view that the sign

|
depicts a Nubian bow. P. E. Xewbekry, discussing the same sign in Xote on

the Hierogl.
|
(ZAS 73, 139), compares the miniature bows of the Xuers with that anciently ‘used among

the eastern Libyans as a badge of office’.

Sethe’s Das hieroglyph. Schriftsystem is revd. bv A. Pom, Orientaiia 6, 264 f., and H. E. L. M.vcadam,
JEA 23, 272.

The late J. L. St.aekey sent a most interesting contribution to III. Ldn. Xeus, Xov. 27, 944 ff., entitled
Palestine Clues to the Origin of the Alphabet : new discoveries at Tell Duiceir, the biblical Lachish : hieratic script

and art relics revealing early Egn. influence, uith other evidence bearing on Old Test. hist.

I have not been able to lay hands on M. Stracman’s Origins et semantique de quelques hitroglyphes eg.

(Ann. Inst. phil. hist. or. 4 [1936]. 963 ft’.).

P. SuTTLER and G. von Selle’s Bibliographie zur Geschichte der Schrift is revd. bv G. Ryckji.ans, Museon
49 (1936), 311 f.

12. Personal Notices

In a rev. of F. C.alice’s last work M . E. Albright pays a tribute to his memory, Arch. f. Or. 12, 71.

W . R. Dawson, The First Egn. Society, in JEA 23, 259, gives a briefaccount of a club for promoting Egn.
learning in the middle of the 18th cent.

Obituary nots. of Sir G. Elliot Sotth have appeared in Bull. Ryl. Libr. 21. 4 ff., by T. H. Pear; in

Chron. d’Sg. 12, 231 f., by J. C(-AP.AnT); in VAnthropologie 47, 419 f., by H. V. V(allois); and in Man 37.

Xo. 59. with pi., by M. Young.
Many journals have publd. arts, in honour of the late A. Ep.man and his fundamental work in Egypto-

logy: Arch. f. Or. 12, 95 ff., by A. Schaepf; Egn. Gazette, July 2, p. 6, by G. A. Reisner (not seen)
;
Forsch.

u. Fortschr. 13, 271, by H. Gr.apow; JEA 23, 81 f., by W. E. Crum; The Times, Juno 30; ZAS 73, v ff..

by G. St(eindorff) ; ZDMG 91, 484 f., by H. O. L.t.NGE.

A not. of the late Mrs. X'. C. C. Griffith by X. de G. Da\hes appeared in The Times, Oct. 25, and was

reprinted in JEA 23, 263.

A tribute to Er. C. Lagieh by P. BonEH-LAPlERRE appeared in Chron. d'Eg. 12, 288 ff., reprinted from

Papyrus of Januarj'.

A brief account of the Prague Oriental Institute’s Commemorative Ceremony in Honour of President

Masaryk appears in Arch. Orient. 9, 438, and speeches by R. Hotowetz and B. Hrozn2 are printed ibid.,

301 and 302 ff.

In Le Rayonnement de Silvestre de Sacy, J. Sav., p. 17 ff. (continued from 1936), H. Deher.ain refers to

de S.acy’s attempts to decipher the dem. portion of the Rosetta Stone and his relations with Champollion.

A not. of E. ScHi.AP.ARELLi by G. H.arro in La Voce del Xilo, Gen.-Eeb., 10 ff., I have not been able to see.

Appreciative accounts of the late A. Wiede3L\nn appear in Chron. d'Eg. 12, 232 f., by C.ap.vrt, and in

ZAS 73, viii. by H. Bonnet.

Brief appreciations of C. E. Wilbour's work are given in revs, of the vol. of his letters Travels in Eg.

(1936) in Chron. d'Eg. 12, 71 f., and in JEA 23, 272 (by L. P. Kirw.vn).

13. Philology

IV. F. Albright points out in Egn. Correspondence of Abimilki, Prince of Tyre (JEA 23, 190 ff.) that in

this batch of letters a few Egn. words have been reproduced in cuneiform, thus giving us the contemporary

vocalization of them.

T. G. Allen's Egn. Stelae in Field Mus. of Xat. Hist. (Chicago, 1936) is revd. in Chron. d'Eg. 12. 222 f.,

by C.IP.ART, who suggests that the formula smsf ki m tp hb 2» mic hi f (p. 34) may refer to festivals of the

inundation.

A rev. in Chron. d'Eg. 12, 62 ff., of Ann. Inst, pthil. hist. or. 3 (1935, vol. offert a J. C.vp.art), refers to

points of philological interest in arts, by E. Chassin.at (.4 propos d'un mot incertain) andE. Drioton (Rotes

sur le cryptogramme de Montouemhit).

In his art., Der Berliner Hocker dea Petamenophis (ZAS 73, 25 ff.). R. Anthes discusses at length the
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obscure formula iVfr nmiy n XN. di-tw hi f hft hf &c. ; ibid., 94 ff., he somewhat modifies his interpretation

of the formula in question in view of an 18th-Dyn. version which had previously escaped his notice.

L. Borchardt, Denkmdler d. A.. M. im Mus. von Kairo. I. Text u. Tafeln zu jNr. 1296—lo41 {CCG,

Xos. 1295-lSOS), Berlin, 244 pp., 52 pis. The spelling dsy for dsr in a Sth-Djm. inscr. is to be noted and the

strange writing of smi-ti (not instanced in 11 b., m, 448). Titles not included in M. A. Murray s Index are

sM rnrt (Xo. 1398) and imy-r hm(ic) ntr Skr n Mfffy (No. 1403). In his art. Der Krbnungstag Ramses’ V.

{ZAS 73, 60 ff.), B. disagrees with Cerny’s interpretation of the words gmgm and sd (see JEA 23, 249). In

Erei neue Beispiele von Mondmonatsnamen aus der Zeit der 20. Dyn. {ZAS ^3, 66 f.) B. discusses the month-

names P-n-riinut, P-n-ipt, and P-n-lnt, which occur on ostrr. recently publd. by Ceruy, and regards them

as month-names of the ‘later lunar year’.

H. BRUA'lfER, Die Texte aus d. Orabem d. Herakleopolitenzeit von Shit mit Vbersetzung u. Erlauterungen,

70 pp. (Agyptol. Forschungen, 5). B.’s translns. show, for the most part, a distinct advance on those of his

predecessors, and the comm, contains material of considerable philological interest.

P. Bucher's important work, Ees Textes des tomhes dc TJioutmosis III et d’Amenophis II, I, is discussed

by Mostet in Rev. et. anc. 39, 224.

F. C.alice's Grundlagen der ag.-semitischen Wortvergleichung {Beihefte zur II ZRM, I, Vienna [1936],

278 pp.), which I unfortunately did not see and so could not enter in last year's Bibliography, is revd. at

length by IV. F. Albright in Arch. f. Or. 12, 71 ff. A. is appreciative, but also critical, and makes many

useful suggestions.

J. Cerxy in The Oender of Tens and Hundreds in, L. Egn. (JEA 23, 57 ff.) points out that the definite art.

(or its equivalent) can never show the gender of tens but does sometimes show the fern, gender of the word

si ‘hundred’. In another art. in JEA 23, 186 ff. (Restitution of, and Penalty attaching to. Stolen Property in

Ramesside Times), 0. maintains (probably rightly) that the word fmt means ‘penalty’, and that the words

bn M(-l)tnvt m-dlf(see A. M. Bl.ackman', JEA 11, 253) should be transld. ‘I will not exact a penalty from

him’. In Deux Xorns de poisson du Xottvel Empire (Bull. Inst.fr. 37, 35 ff.) C. deals with the words wr (
— the

mod. kari:dr or shdl) and tss (Dj-n. 19), ds(s) (Dyn. 19-20). The transition t$> ds has only so far been traced

up to the Saite period. In La Constitution d'un avoir conjugal en Eg. (Bull. Inst. fr. 37, 41 ff.) he draws atten-

tion to the dnai Aey. ‘marriage-settlement (?)’. C.’s Semites in Egn. Mining Expeditions

to Sinai (Arch. Orient. 7, 384 ff.) is notd. by R. Dussaud, Syria 17, 391 f., who draws attention to the M.-Egn.

writings of what are evidently Semitic personal and ethnic names. The appearance of these names indicates

,

so D. thinks, that the Israelitish-Canaanite population was already at this date spread over S. Palestine.

E. Chassinat’s art., .4 propos d’un mot incertain (Ann. Inst. phil. hist. or. 3, 107 ff.), which discussed

the word mnw (designation in late texts of a vase sacred to Hathor) is referred to in Chron. d’Eg. 12, 62.

J. J. Clere’s admirable art., Le Fonctionnement grammatical de Vexpressioti pri hrw en anc. eg. (Mel.

Maspero, i [1935], 753 ff.) is discussed by Mostet in Rev. et. anc. 39, 238 f. In Clere's A Note on the

grammatical Gender of the Xames of Tomis (JEA 23, 261) it is suggested that the suffix / in mini ht-ntr

nt sbdw hmi'tf nt nsiv-bit refers to ntr and not to jbdw. C. contributes to C.-R. du groupe linguistique d'etudes

chamito-semitiques, 2, 66 ff., an art. entitled La Chute de In du sufpxe -cn de I’anc. eg.

In a rev. in Chron. d'Eg. 12, 200 f., of R. Cotteayeille-Giraudet’s VAnc. Eg. et les langues africaines

(Rev. anthropol. 46 [1936], 56 ff.) G. LEFEBATtE criticizes the theory that the Hamitic languages in general

and Egn. in particular have affinity with the languages of Negro Africa.

A rev. by H. Raske (OLZ 40, 680 ff.) of W. Czermak’s Die Laute der dg. Sprache. Eine phonetische

Untersuchung. Tl. 2. Die Laute des Xeuag. (Vienna, 1934), is both critical and suggestive.

A. DE Buck's The Judicial Pap. of Turin (JEA 23, 152 ff.) contains many important philological nn.

In these de B. points out that bw rh-i st can mean ‘I do not know w'ho the\’ are’, and maintains that in

L.Egn, the rel. form has always past reference ; that iw srfm-/always refers to relative past time ;
that sdmf=

‘he has heard’, while hvf hr sdrn is used for narrative = ‘he heard’; that the negative of iivf hr sdm is

uvf hr tm sdm, but of sdmf, bupivf sdm. He also is of the opinion that narrative iivf hr sdm can continue

a past rel. sentence, just as the 1st perf. can continue a perfect rel. sentence in Cop. There is an interesting

Chron. d’Eg. 12, 62, refers to E. Drioto^i’s Xote sur le cryptogramme de Montouemhet (A)in. Inst. phil.

hist. or. 3 [1935], 133 ff.). D.’s art., Cne Figuration cryptographique sur une stele du Moyen Empire (Rev.

d'egyptol. 1, 203 ff.) contains an ingenious rendering of a series of cryptograms on the well-known Louvre

stela C 15.
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Capaet (Chron. d’Eg. 12, 214 ff.) revs. D. Dustlam’s Naga-ed-Der Stelae of the First Intermed. Period

(Oxford, vii+ 124 pp., 34 pis.) and suggests that the title ^ j^j
means not ‘Overseer of the

Sacred Black (?) Cattle of the hnrw\ but ‘chef des reelus des Sacred Black Cattle’.

In his useful book. The Pap. Ebers (Copenhagen), B. Ebbell maintains that the swnw are physicians

and the ‘Sakhmet-priests’ surgeons. The sm ‘sorcerer’ plaj-ed a useful role ‘where a psychic influence

was espeeiaU3^ needed’. Revd. bj’ C.apaet, Chron. d'Eg. 12, 223 f. Ebbell pubis, an art., Ag. anatomisch.

Namen, in Acta Or. 15, 293 ff.

R. Engelbach in his art.. The Statuette of Yi from Elephantine (Ann. Serv. 37, 1 f.), records the rare

Ermau-Ge.apow, TF6. : Die Belegstellen, Bearbeitet von H. Grapow u. W. Erichses, 2. Bd., H. 1-2.. ii—
192 pp. It is to be hoped that these necessarj’ adjuncts to the IVb. will be issued rapidh'. Re%'d. bj'

MonteT, Eev. et. anc. 39, 225 f. Erilan’s last contribution to Sitziingsb. Berlin (March 1937, 2 pp.) is

entitled Wb. d. ag. Spr. E.’s Neudg. Gr. is revd. bj’ JiIontet in Rev. et. anc. 39, 226 ff.

R. 0. EAtrLKitER continues (JEA 23, 10 ff.
;
166 ff.) his admirable transln. of P. Bremner-Rhind. The

comm, is full of useful information, philological and otherwise.

Gardiker contributes to JAOS 56, 189 f. an interesting art.. The Egn. Origin of some English Personal

Names, and to ZAS 73, 74, an important n.. Late uritings o/
J J

'magistrates'. His Some Aspects of the

Egn. Language (Proc. Brit. Acad., vol. 23) should prove a valuable contribution to linguistic studies in relation

to national psychology.

J. S. F. Gabxot in Une Graphic fautiveduverbe—^^J^ (Bi/H.7(iSt./r.37,63 ff.)explainsthevb.-~-J

which occurs three times in the inscr. of Nhbw ( Urk., i, 217 f.), as a corrupt writing of -J , the engraver

having confused it with sbn which is normallv’ written with the fish-determinative. His art.. La Stele de

Khou-oui (Ann. Serv. 37, 116 ff.), comprises some phUological nn., though, strange to say. ho makes no com-

ment on the interesting variant d)f P, ‘ ma\’ he cross the sand’ (see also L rk.. i, 252, 13). for the usual drf bn.

H. Grapow has made three interesting contributions to ZAS 73, 44 ff., .Ig. Personenbezeichnungcn

zur Angabe der Herkunft aus einem Ort; Das Alter des Osirishijmnus zu Paris (in which he sugge.sts that the

word-order indicates that the hymn is a M.-K. composition), and Eine Schriftspielerei aus

der achtzehnten Dyn. (in which he points out that is a writing of pmty). For revs, of G.'s Sprachliche u.

schriftliche Formung dg. Texte (1936), see § 10, p. 230; his Vber die anatomisch. Kenntnisse der altag. Arzte

is revd. by F. Sala'O?;!, Aeg. 17, 290 ff. (very favourably); and his Untersuchungen uber die altag. medizin.

Papp., 1-2, by Salvoni, op. cit., 288 f., A. M. Bl-ACkaian', -Ian. Arch. Anthr. 24, 169 f., E. v. Kramlik,

Orientalia 6, 143 f.. and Anthropos 32, 299.

R. Heckeb’s Zicei Schalenfiir Libationen bn Berl. Mus. (ZAS 73, 36 ff.) has some interesting nn. and a

list of pers. names containing the element iht and of the form

G. Jequiek’s Le Monument funir. de Pepill, i (1936). is revd. by A. M. Bl.ackm.ax, Ami. ArcL Anthr. 24,

170 ff. (who iwints out the valuable work achieved by J. in filling up lacunae in the XeferkerO' version of

the Pyr. Texts)

;

B. C. Couroyer, Eev. bibl. 46, 475 f. ;
C'apart, Chron. d'Eg. 12, 209 f. ; F. Leva, Arch. Or. 9,

448; F. Z., Aeg. 17, 123.

H. Jilskeb’s Giza IL, which contains much important philological material, is revd. by H. Brunner,

Gnomon 13, 431 ff.
. .

H. Kees’s art.. Die Laufbahn des Hohenpriesters Onhurmes von Thinis (ZAS 73, 77 ff.), contains some

valuable philological nn.

C Kuentz in Duplicata d'un vocabulaire (Bull. Lnst.fr. 36 [1936-7]. 181 f.) discusses some rare words

desivnatini^ mineral products, &c. His La Bataille de (fidech is revd. by ilONTET, Rev. et. anc. 39, 223 ff.

J. Leiboattch’s Les Lnserr. protosinaitiques (Cairo. 1934) is revd. by R. Butin. Mizraim 2 (1936), 81 f.

What F. Lena says on the subject of ‘les formes relatives passives in his art., Ze.s Formes relatives dans

la langue anc. eg. (Arch. Orient. 9, 311 ff.), does not altogether accord with the views of most authorities

on Ei^n. grammar. Lbid., 1 ff., he continues his treatise, Les Participes indecluiables dans la langue anc. eg.

(see JEA 23, 250 f.).

V. Loret’s art. in Md. Maspero, i. Pour transformer un vieillard en un jeune homme, is notd. by Montet

in Rev. et. anc. 39, 239 f.

P. Miller’s art., A family Stela in the Univ. Mus., Philadelphia (JEA 23, 1 ff.), contains some matter

of philological interest, viz. a few new personal names and a n. on the rare word tnv.
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Moutet, Les Tombeaiix dits de Kasr-el-Sayad (Ktmi 6, 81 £E.), discusses the word giw ‘narrow’, as found

in the title untj-r (pp. 87 if.; see also H. Kbes, ZA8 70, 63 ff.); the verbpns (p. 94) ‘stretch’ (?),

and a word possibly to be read ,5g^ (p. 95), not recorded in Wh.

jM. A. Murray and K. Sethe, Saqqara Mastabas, n (Brit. School of Archaeol. in Eg., xi). London, vu-)-

32 pp., 8 pis. This vol., which I have unfortunately not seen, is certain to contain much important phOo-

logical material.

P. E. Newberry, Eunerary Statuettes and Model Sarcophagi, 2 (CCO, Nos. 48274-48675). Cairo, pp. 305-

405. This vol. contains httle of philological interest apart from the inscrr. on Nos. 48404, 48406, 48412,

and 48483.

G. Vose^sbrs La Premiere Domination perse en Eg. is TBYd. bj’H. Bonnet, OL.Z 40, 612 f. ; B. C. Coueoyer,
Rev. libl. 46, 622 ff. ; R. Dussaud, Rev. hist. rel. 115, 116 ff. ; Syria 18, 310 f.

H. Ricke's art., Der Gefliigelhof des Amon in Karnah (ZAS 73, 124 fi.), has some interesting nn.

A. Rowe’s A Cat. of Egn. Scarabs (see § 6 C) contains very useful indexes of personal names, and names
of divinities and locahties.

C. E. S.andee-Hansen, Die religiosen Texte auf d. Sarg d. Anchnesneferibre. Copenhagen. xi-;-158 pp.

Accompanying the texts are a transln. and comm., the latter containing interesting philological material.

H. D. Sch.aedel’s Die Listen des grossen Pap. Harris (1936) is revd. by E. Otto, OLZ 40, 357 f.

A. ScHAREF, Der Bericht liber d. Streifgesprach eines Lebensmiiden mit seiner Seele (Sitzungsb. Miinchen,

H. 9). This altogether admirable publn. contains many valuable philological nn. For revs, of S.’s Der hist.

Abschnitt der Lehre fur Konig Merikare (1936) see § 8, p. 229.

Sethe's important art.. Die Ban- und Denkmalsteine d. alien Aeg. und ihre Namen (Sitzungsb. Berlin,

1933, xxn, 864 ff.) is revd. by Montet, Rev. et. anc. 39, 235 f. The new pts. of his Vbers. u. Komrn. zu den

Pyr. (Bd. ii, Lfg. 1-4, and Bd. nr, Lfg. 1-3) are invaluable alike to philologists and students of Egn. religion.

In his Etudes de grammaire eg. (Acta Or. 16, 81 ff.) B. H. Stricter discusses the different verbal forms
used to express the perfect and historic past (affirmative and negative) in O., M., and L. Egn., dem. and
Coptic ; also the stmchronous present in L. Egn. and the use of sdmf in dem.

In Das Pi^el im Ag. (ZAS 73, 131 ff.) W. Till comes to the conclusion that there is no evidence for the

existence of this verbal form in Egn.

Ckron. d'Eg. 12, 64, refers to B. v.an de Walle's Une Stele eg. du Moyen Empire au 31usee Curtius de

Lttge (in Ann. Dist. phil. hist, or. 3 [1935]), which bears a short inscr. containing an unusual formula.

J. Vandier's La Famine dans VEg. anc. is favourably revd. by Capart (Chron. d’Eg. 12, 207 f.), who,
however, suggests a different rendering of a passage in the inscr. of Iti (op. cit., 106). Also revd. by Montet,
Rev. et. anc. 39, 237 f.

R. Weill, La Signification de pjj, rerbe 'etre realise’, 'exister' (Rev. d’egyptol. 1, 181 ff.). Many of W.’s
conclusions wiU not be accepted by most of his philological colleagues.

S. Yeivin’s art., Studies in comparative Egypto-Semitics, rv (Kemi 6 [1936] 63 ff.), is an important
additional contribution to the Egypto-Semitic etymologies already suggested by the late A. Ember and
other scholars.

I have not seen the following works and must therefore refrain from comment

:

B. Coueoyer, La Lecture du nom d’Horemheb (Joum. Palestine Or. Soc. 17, 100 ff.).

A. Fakhry, Sept tombeaux d Vest de la grande pyramide de Guizeh (Cairo, Antiq. Dept., 1936, 40 pp., 8 pis.).

H. GB.&VOYC, Ausgeivdhlte mschriftliche Quellen zur Gesch., Sprache u.Kunstdersog. Mittelmeervblker. A:Ag.
Quellen (H. Bossert, Alt-Kreta, 3. Aufl., Berlin, 49 ff.).

W. C. H.AYES, The Texts in the Mastabeh of Se’n-Wosret-’-Ankh at Lisht (MMA Egn. Exped., 12). New
York, ix-r27 pp., 12 pis.).*

J. Janssen, Aegypt. Philologie [1934—6] (Jaarbericht 4 [1936] van . . . Ex Oriente Lux 173 ff.).

J. LEiBonTCH, Deux steles ine'dites dela de'e3seQadech(Bull. Inst. d’Eg. 19 [1936-7]. 81 S.) Id., Nouvelles

Considerations sur V inscr. protosinaitique no. 6, autrefois No. 349 de la seriepublieepar A. H. Gardiner

et T. E. Peet (op. cit., 18 [1936], 157 ff.).

H. F. Lutz, Concerning the Significance of the Egn. Particle m(j) (Univ. of Calif. Publns. in Semit. Philol.

10 [1936], 223 ff.); The Intensifying Conjunction in Egn. (op. cit., 10, 217 ff.).

P. Miller, Stela of Sisopduyenhab and his relatives (Bull. Univ. Mus. Philadelphia, 6 [1936], 7 ff.).*

* See under § 14 A, p. 236. ^ See under § 1, p. 217. ^ See under § 14 A, p. 235.
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14. Publications of Texts
(Of the revs, only those which critically discuss publns. of texts are included.)

A. Feom Sites, Museums, &c., is Egypt asd the Sudas
‘Anlbah. G. Steisdorff, Aniba,u {Antiq. Dept., Miss, archeol.de Xubie 1029-34. Gliickstadt) contains

fragmentary texts and texts from small objects, shawabtis, &c.

Edfu. J. S. F. Gaesot, La Stele de Khou-oui, in Ann. Sere. 37, 116 If. Printed text, transln., and discus-

sion, with photo., of a stela from Edfu in the Cairo ilus. (entry Mo. 66903) with an unusual funerary formula.
Et-Tud. F. Bjissox de la] R[oqtie], Tod {1934 a, 1936), Flies. Inst. Jr. (Cairo), contains many small

fragmm. of publd. text. In Bull. Inst. Jr. 36, 102 ff., J. Vandier pubis, two blocks found by the Inst. fr. at

Et-Tud mentioning a King Intel of Djti. 11 with Horus-name Shr-tiwp, in consequence of which he re-

numbers the Intef-Kings thus; Shr-tnvy Intef I, Wth-^nh Intef II, Xht-nb-tp-nfr Intel III.

Thebes (Der el-Madinah). M. Werbeouck revs. C. Maystre, La Tombe de Xehenmdt in Chron. d'Eg. 12,

211. Some new texts appear in B. Beuyese, Rapport sur lesfouilles de Deir el Medineh {1933-34), le partie:

la necropole de Vouest, and in op. cit. {1934-36), 2me partie : la necropole de Vest (Cairo). Two more vols. of the

catalogue of hieratic ostrr. of the Inst. fr. have appeared: J. C’erxy, Catalogue des ostrr. hitrat. de Deir el

Medineh {Documents defouilles . . ., tome 4me, nos. 114-189, tome ome, nos. 190-241, Cairo). These contain

descriptions of the ostrr. accompanied by transerr., hand-drawn facsimiles, and photos.

Thebes {Kamalc). A. Vaeille, in Xouvelles Listes geogr. d'Amenophis III (Ann. Serv. 36, 202 ff.), gives

printed texts and photos, of 15 re-used granite blocks from a built-up base between the 10th pylon and the

temple of Mut. Six of these, with the names of Amenophis III, have lists of conquered peoples. In ZAS
73, 124 ff. {Der GejiugdhoJ d. Amon in Karnak) H. Ricke pubis, the text of a stela of Sethos II found in

1936 south of the Sacred Lake.

Thebes (Luxor). A. Fakhry continues his art. on Blocs decores provenunt du temple de Louxor in Ann.
Serv. 37, 39 ff. Those blocks publd. here contain lists of names of conquered peoples. There appear to be no

hitherto unrecorded names. A. Moeet pubis, text and transln. of an ISth-Dyn. copy of an O.-K ritual for

temple-dedication in C.-R. Ac. Inscr. B.-L., 239 ff.

Thebes (Madlnat Habu). W. F. Edgeeton, Medinet Habu GraJJti : Facsimiles (Chicago). For description

see rev. by R. 0. Faulkner in JEA 23, 268; also revd. by A. Caldekini, Aeg. 17, 300. The first vol. of

the report on the Inst, fr.’s excavation of the temple of Amenhotpe, son of Hapu, near Madlnat Habu
(C. Robichon and A. Vaeille, Le Temple du scribe royal Amenhotep, fils de Hapou. i. Cairo) gives an edn.,

with transln. and comm., of the texts which led the French archaeologists to their discovery. These are

BM 138 (stela in hieratic) ; Pap. BM 10054, rs. 2, 11. 1-6
;
dem. Pap. BM 10240 ; text on a ruined door of the

temple itself, seen by Lepsius. Some further texts from the temple now excavated appear in the pis., e.g.

text on a bas-relief from the interior of the 2nd pylon ; fragmm. of painted hieroglyphs. The text on a stela

of Ipw-ky, not included in the vol. here mentioned, but from the basin in the temple precincts, can be seen

in a photo, in Chron. d’Eg. 12, 179. For revs, of the vol. sec § 1.5. p. 240.

Thebes (Shekh Abd el-Kurnah). D. Dunham, Sole on some old sqtteezes from Egn. moniunents, in LAOS 56

(1936), 173 ff., has photos, of squeezes containing inserr. from the tomb of Kha'emhet (tomb 57, Portee-

Moss, Top. Bihl., I. 88). At least one (PI. I. a) supplies a more complete version than hitherto publd.

Maddmud. R. Cotteaueille-Giraudet, Rapport sur les fouilles de Medamoud (1932) (Cairo, 193(i), has

small and fragmentars' texts from loose blocks of Akhenaten.

El-Kasr u-a e.pSaydd. Les Tombeaux dits de Kasr-el-Sayud: hand-copies of remnants of inserr. in three

tombs of the O.K. by P. Montet in KAni 6, 81 ff.

Abydos. P. Miller, A family stela in the Unit'. Miis.. Philadclj>hin, in .IEA 23, 1 ff. and id.. Stela of Si sop-

diiyenhab and his relatives {Pennsylvania Mus. Bull. 6, 7 ff.) both give text of the stela in que.stion (Petrie,

Abydos, n, PI. 30, 1, and p. 43), now at Philadelphia. The former publu. is the more complete.

AMg‘ el-Mashdyikh. H. Kees, in ZAS 73, 77 ff., gives printed text, transln.. and discussion of a hitherto

unpubld. biographical text from the tomb of In-hrt-ms (Die Laufbahn d. Ilohenprie-ders Onhurmes von

Thinis).

Nag" ed-Der. A publn. of great importance to students of stelae, funerary formulae, etc., is I). Dunham.

Kaga-ed-Der Stelae of the First Intermed. Period (Oxford). Printed texts, uith photos., transhis.. indices

of names and titles, and much additional matter from stelae from the Mag‘ cd-Der district, which here

includes Shekh Farag and Mag‘ el-Mashayikh (see aboi'e), this being in fact one large cemetery of the

Thinite nome, excaA’ated by Dr. Reisner.

H h
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Dir Rifah and Asyut. P. Moxtet, Les Tomheaux de Siout et de Deir Rifeh, in Kemi 6 (1936), 131 ff. (with

some photos.) and H. BEruNEs, Die Texts aus d. Grdbem d. Herakleopolitenzeit von Siut (Gliickstadt).

The first is the continuation of a series of arts, on the tombs, with hand-written texts. B. confines himself

to tombs 3, 4, and 5 (Asyut), and of the two versions his is perhaps the better as he keeps to the original

direction of the texts.

Eshmunm. A. Hehmamn pubis, short texts from objects found at Hermopolis in 1935 in BericJit ii. d.

Ausgrabungen d. Deutschen Hermopolis-Expedition 1935 (Mitt, deutsch. Inst. Kairo 7, 31 ff.).

LisM. W. C. Hayes, The Texts in the Mastabeh of Se'n-Wosret- ^Ankh at Lisht (New York). Facsimiles,

with useful lists and concordances of the Pyramid and other funerary texts appearing in the tomb.

Sakkdrah. G. Jequier, Le Monument funtr. de Pepi II. I: Le Tombeau royal (Antiq. Dept.-. Fouilles d
Saqqdruh, Cairo, 1936), contains facsimiles of the texts in the pvTamid of Pepi II and of several new texts

from the same source. This valuable work, over which much trouble has obviousH been taken, is provided

with concordances between these and other funerary texts from royal pjTamids. The new texts are executed

in solid black, the aheady known texts in outline, and restorations are indicated by dotted lines, a parti-

cularly happy arrangement. Rev. by Blackman in Ann. Arch. Anthr. 24, 169 f.^

Gizah. S. Hassan, The Great Limestone Stela of Amenhotep II (with photos, of text and transln.) in Ann.
Sen-. 37, 129 ff.

Cairo. P. E. Newberry, Funerary Statuettes and Model Sarcophagi, fasc. 2 (CCG, Nos. 48274-48575).

Numerous texts. L. Borchardt, Denkmdler d. A. P. (ausser den Statuen) im Mus. von Kairo, Teil I,

Text u. Tafeln zu Nr. 1295-1541 (CCG, Nos. 1295-1808). A text on a stela of Djti. 19 in the Cairo Mus.,

with photo., is publd. by P. C. Labib in Ann. Serv. 36, 194 ff. (The Stela of Nefer-ronpet). G. Steindoeff,
in An7i. Serv. 36, 161 ff., pubis. 177 scarabs with names of private persons from the collection of
H.M. King Fu'ad I, presented to the Cairo Mus. (Skarabaen mil Narnen von Privatpersonen d. Zeit des

M. u. N. P ). The art . is provided with indices of names and titles. A limestone block in the Cairo Mus.

mentioning a pjTamid perhaps that of Amenemmes III, with photo., in M. R.aphael,

Pouveau Pom d’lcne pyramids d'un Amenemhet (Ann. Serv. 37, 79 f.). A Bubastite monument of uncertain

provenance with reliefs and text relating to Prince Takelot, later King Takelot III, is publd. with photo, in

Ann Serv. 37, 16 ff. (Un Curieux Monument des dynasties boubastites d Heracleopolis Magna), by H. Gatjthxeb.
The text is of interest as it states the titles of Takelot before he became king. A short n., with photo., on
a small statuette in the Cairo Mus., perhaps from Elephantine, by R. Engelbach, Statuette of Yi from
Elephantine, in Ann. Serv. 37, 1 f. An art.. Two unpubld. Coffins in the Egn. Mus., by M. Kamat. in Ann.
Serv. SI, 125 ff.

Ismd'lliah. G. Goyon, Les Travaux de Chou et les tribulations de Geb, d’apres le Naos 2248 d’lsmailia, in

Kemi 6, 1 fi. This text was copied and publd. in 1890 by Griffith in Tell el Yahudiyeh (EEF 7th memoir),
Pis. 23-6 and pp. 70-4. It reappears now in a new hand-written edn., accompanied by photos, and transln.

The text is reversed: in the original it reads from r. to 1.

Tams. G. Goyon, Trouvaille d Tanis defragmm. appurtenant d la statue de Sanousrit ler. No. 634 du
Mus. du Caire, in Ann. Serv. 37, 81 ff. Text and photos, of the statue with the newly-discovered fragmm.
in place. Texts from 13 obelisks of Ramesses II at Tanis (hand-copies with photos.) are publd. in Kemi 5,

104 ff., by P. Montet and G. Goyon (Les Obelisques de Ramses II).

B. From Museums, &c., outside Egypt
Berlin. R. Anthes, Der Berliner Mocker des Petamenophis, contains texts from statue Berlin 23728

in ZAS 73, 25 ff. The author adds to his remarks in ZAS 73. 94 ff. Interesting inscrr. from two vessels,

Berhn 18514 and 18901: R. Hecker, Zwei Schalenfur Libationen xTft Z^.S T3j 36 ff.

Chicago. T. G. Allen, Egn. Stelae in Field Mus. of Nat. Hist., Anthropol. Series, 24, 1, Chicago, 1936,
has photos, and translns., accompanied in many cases by hand-copies, of 50 funerary stelae from Hyn. 11

to the Cop. period. The only evidence for their provenances appears to be derived from the texts. Some
of the photos, of the stelae with difficult texts might have been reproduced upon a larger scale. Revd. by
A. W. Shorter in Museums Journal So, 439.

Leiden. Transcr.. transln., and discussion of a small hieratic pap. P. Leiden 352 by J. Cerny in JEA 23,

186 ff. (Restitution of, and penalty attaching to, stolen property in Ramesside times). Texts from several
Egn. antiquities, partly in photo, and partly hand-copied, in W. A. van Leer, Egyptische Oudheden, met

1 See also under § 13, p. 233.
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een inleiding van Dr. W. D. van TJ ijngaarden {ilededeelingen en verhandelingen van . . . Ex Oriente Lux,
Leiden, 1936).

London (BM). I. E. S. Edwakds, A Toilet Scene on a Funerarij Stela of the M. K., in .LEA 23, 165 (a short n.
on BM stela 1658 with photo, and transln.). C. E. Sasder-Hai;sen's Die religiosen Texte auf d. Sarg d.

Anchnesneferihre, neu herausgegehen und erklart (Copenhagen) is what its name proclaims it to be, and has
been thoroughly carried out. The letterpress is in autographed form with hand-written texts, not accom-
panied by facsimiles or photos. There are several new textual readings.

London (L niversity College). A. W. Shorter, The Pap. of Khnememhab in Univ. Coll., L^ondon, inJEA 23,
34 fi. Somewhat fragmentary texts from an unusual funerary pap. of the Memphite, not Theban, school.

With photos.

Paris. A. PlA^tKOFF, Le Aao.s D 29 du Musee du Louvre, in Bev. d'egyptol. 1, 161 fi. Texts with figs.,

photo., and discussion. G. Posener, Une Liste de noms propres etrangers sur deux ostrr. hitrat. du Nouvel
Empire, in Syria 18, 183, facsimiles and transerr. of two lOth-Bvn. ostrr. in the Louvre.

C. illSCELLANEOrS

P. Bobrovsky and ^ ^ ikektiev. Collection of Antiquities purchased in Syria and Eg. (Paris). Such
texts as appear on these objects are publd. All very small.

Capart revs. J. \ andieb. La Famine dans TEg. anc., in Chron. d’Eg. 12, 207 f., and G. Posexer, La
Premiere Domination perse en Eg., in Chron. d’Eg. 12, 206 f., mentioning his own discovery of a fragm. at

El-Kab with a cartouche of Darius in which the ri] is written.

E. Driotox, Bev. d’egyptol. 1, 203 fi.. explains some further crj’ptographic texts from (a) architrave E.
of 1st court of temple of Luxor (Leps., Dkm., m, 149 b), (6) ‘love scene’ in Beni IJasan 17 (Leps., Dkm., ii.

143 b), (c) jambs of door of sanctuary of Sokar in temple of Sethos I at Abydos, (d) ‘Naples stela’ (Bull. Inst,

fr. 30, 369 fi.), (e) stela Louvre C 15. The art. is accompanied by photos, and line drawings (Vne Figuration

cryptographique sur une stele du Moyen Empire).

Gaedixee, Late-Egn. Miscellanies (Bill. Aeg., 7, Brussels), following on Late-Egn. Stories (1932), con-

tains examples of most kinds of Egn. composition except fiction. The following papp. are included:

Bologna 1094; Anastasi II, III, III a, IV, V, VI; Sallier I, IV verso; Lansing; Roller; 4 from Turin,

designated Turin A, B, C, D; Leiden 348 verso; Rainer 52. Autographed transerr. with textual nn. oppo-

site. An exceedingly useful work.

Gaedixee, A priest of King Tuthmosis III and Prince Wadjmose, in Orientalia 6, 358 f. A fragmentary

limestone statuette, with text, of Pi-ivsh, priest of Tuthmosis III and lector-priest of Prince Wadjmose,
probably identical -nith the Pi-wih of Ann. Serv. 1, 107, no. 22.

G. Louklaxoff, Les Statues et les objets fune'raires de Peduamonapet (Ann. Serv. 37, 219 fi.).

C. Maystee, Les Declarations d' innocence (Liire des Marts, Chapitre 125) (Cairo), is a complete and useful

edn. of Spell 125 with the variants, transln., nn., and indices.

15. Religion and Magic

M. Aluot, in En Kouvel Exemple de vizir divinise dans IEg. anc. (Bull. Inst. fr. 37, 93 fi.), deals at length

with a 5th-Dj‘n. vizier and nomarch of the 2nd L'pper Egn. Nome named Isi, who was divinized after his

death, like Imhotep, Kagemni, and Amenhotpe .son ofHapu, and was the object of a local cult in his own city

of Edfu during the M.K. and Second Intermed. Period.

Ann. Inst. phil. hist. or. 4 (1936) = Mel. Franz Ctimonl is revd. by Cap.art, Chron. d’Eg. 12. 202 f.

A. M. B.adawi’s Der Gott Chnum (Gluckstadt, 62 pp., 13 figs.) is a useful and well-illustrated study.

Fig. 9, p. 19, however, has nothing to do with Khnum as bringer of the inundation, but depicts him making

a gesture of greeting (see ll'i., n, 203, 9-12).

V. Bissixg’s Ag. Kultbilder der Ptolornaier- u. Bbmerzeit (1936) is revd. by W. Schubart, Gnomon 13.

218 f.

An art. by the same author, Sul tipo dei sistri trovati nel Tevere, appears in Bull. Soc. arch. d'Alex. 31,

N.s. 9, 211 fi.

F. Bissox DE LA Roque’s art., Le Lac sacre de Tod (Chron. d'Eg. 12. 1.57 fi.), describes the sacred lake at

Et-Tud, which consisted of two basins, one inside the other, to suit the variations in the level of the water

at difierent seasons of the year. The lake has two stairways, one for descent and one for ascent.

A. M. Blackman’s arts.. Preliminary Beport on the Excavations at Sesebi. Korthern Province. Anglo-

Egn. Sudan, 1936-7, and Sesebi, A'orthern Province, Anglo-Egn. Sudan. EES Excavations, in JEA 23,
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145 ff. and Chron. d'Eg. 12, 190 ff. respectively, mention two boat-shrine supports found in the triple temple,

the crj-pt in the foundations of the central temple adorned with reliefs depicting Amenophis IV (sometimes

accompanied by Nefertiti) in the presence of various divinities, and the foundation-deposits discovered

under the N.-W. and S.-W. caverns of the temple-substructure. They also refer to a possible small sun-

temple of Amenophis IV erected just outside the pre-Aten temple-area. See also III. Ldn. News, Aug. 14,

272 f., figs., and C. Picaed, Arant la reforme d^Ahhenaton, in Rev. arch. 10, 254. A short account of a lecture

by BLACK3i.i2f on Temple Worship in Anc. Eg. is given in JMEOS 21, 13 f.

A short n. on W. S. and A. M. Blackaian’s art.. An Anc. Egn. Symbol as a Mod. Egn. Amulet (Ann.

Inst. phil. hist. or. 3 [1935], 91 ff.) appears in Chron. d'Eg. 12, 62.

L. Bohchaedt's Statuen u. Statuetten von Konigen u. Privatleuten is revd. in Chron. d'Eg. 12, 70. and

Aeg. 16 (1936), 347. No. 1359 in B.’s Denkmaler des A. R. ini Mus. von Kairo, I (CCG), supplies anew example

of the ma-stahah-Mke construction in Sahure''s jubilee-temple without the obelisk surmounting it (see Sethe,

ZAS 53, 55).

A not. of C. Boeecx’s art., Vn Type de chevet eg. (Ann. Inst. phil. hist. or. 3 [1935], 97 ff.), appears in

Chron. d'Eg. 12, 62. Attention is drawn to the symbolic and religious value of these motifs which, inspired

by solar and Osirian myths, evoke the idea of ascension and resurrection.

A. M. Calveelev and II. F. Beoome's The Temple of King Sethos I at Ahydos is revd. by A. Scharff,

Antiq. U, 24:2 f.

II. A. C-A>'J<ey’s 2Iore Notes on Boatsand Ships in Temples and Tomhsya. JMEOS 21, 45 ff., discusses the

religious significance of ships in Eg. and other countries.

Cap.aet's discoveries at El-Kab (see Rapport sommaire sur les fouilles de la Fondation egyptol. Reine

Elisabeth a El-Kab, in Ann. Serv. 37, 3 ff.) included a lion of Sethos I with an image of the King (now

destroyed) in front of it, the lion being ‘Horns who averts evil’ (Hr hsfiv diet)
;
an inscribed statue recording

among other priestly titles that of
| ^ ; and a relief (temp. Tuthmosis II) suggesting that the Nubian god

Dedwen was to some extent the object of a cult at El-Kab. Another inscr. found on the site speaks of

"Osiris Dedwen’. C. has some evidence for his view that the triad worshipped at El-Kab consisted of

Nekhbet, Horus of Bhdt, and Thoth. Several blocks were found having portions of an interesting mj’tho-

logical inscr. See also Chron. d'Eg. 12, 133 ff. and 184 f. By the same scholar is the art.. Two Mummy Carton-

nages, in Brooklyn Mus. Quarterly 24, 20 ff.

E. Ch.assix.at's Le Temple de Dendara, i-i\', andie Temple d’Edfou are revd. respectively by E. Driotox,
Rev. arch. 10, 291, and P. Moxtet, Rev. et. anc. 39, 221 ff.

Attention should be drawn, perhaps, to A. Childe's Notes sur la philosophic des eg. in Annaesda Academia
Brasileira de Sciencias 0 (1934), 57 ff. ; 7 (1035), 129 ff. ; 8 (1936), 233 ff.

E. Bille-De Mot, in a rev, (Chron. d'Eg. 12, 216 f.) of R. Cottevieille-Giraudet's Rapport sur les

fouilles de Medamoud (1932): Les reliefs d'Amenophis IV Akkenaton, draws attention to the representation

of a S'ed-festival baldaquin in a relief of Amenophis IV publd. by Griffith in JEA 5, 61,

Capart (Chron. d'Eg. 12, 224 f,), in a rev. of W. R. Dawsox’s The Magicians of Pharaoh (Folklore 47

[1936], 234 ff.), criticizes D.’s statement that magical cures are necessarily anterior to the use of medicines,

R. Dcssal'D, Cultes canane'ens aux sources da Jourdain d'apres les textes de Ras Shamra (Syria 17 [1936].

283 ff.) deals with an anc. Phoenician myth representing Anat as a cow-goddess. Her connexion with Hathor
is discussed and questioned. A short n. by the same authority, entitled Encore le dieu Horon (Syria 17, 394),

refers to a statue of Harnesses II placed under the protection of the god Hamon.
Eriiax’s La religion des Eg. (transld. by H. Wild. Preface by E. Driotox. Paris, 514 pp., 8 pis., figs.) is

revd. by G. Jequiee, Gazette de Lausanne, Oct. 31, 1.

In his art.. Three unnumbered Tombs at Thebes (Ann. Serv. 36, 124 ff.), A. Eakhey draws attention to

a representation in the tomb-chapel of Nebmehj't of the deified Queen Nefertari adoring the solar bark.

E. Driotox revs. G. Eoucart’s Tombes thebaines: Necropole de Bird' abu’n-Naga. Le Tombeau d’Amon-
mos in Rev. arch. 10, 290 f.

G.ardixer s The Attitude of the Anc. Egns. to Death and the Dead is revd. by E. Salvoxi, Aeg. 17, 289 f.,

and A. V . Shorter, JEA 23, 268 f. Gardixer pubis, in Orientalia 6, 358 f., the inscr. on the lower portion

of a seated limestone statuette of Pwah, a ice'6-priest of Tuthmosis III and lector (hry-hbt) of the Prince

Wadjmose.

J. S. E. Garxot in his Le Tribunal du grand dieu sous I'Anc. Empire eg. (Rev. hist. rel. 116, 26 ff.) main-
tains (with some justification) that the ‘great god’ mentioned in the threats to unsuitable visitors, which
are found in tomb-chapel inserr. of the O.K., is not the king but a god—Re' or Osiris (see his n. 1, p. 32).
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In IJn Curieux Monument des dynasties boubastites d Heracle'opolis Magna (Ann. Serv. 37. 16 ff.), H.
Gauthier suggests that the ’Imnpi lit of the monument in question maybe identical with Imn (-B^) rn (or n)
pi Iw, lit being often confused with iw in the late period.

For G. Goyou s Les Travaux de Chou et les tribulations de Geh d'upres le naos 324S d’Is/nailia (Kemi 6
[1936], 1 ff.) see § 14 A, p. 236.

H. Grapow and H. Schafer, Fine ungeubhnliche dg. Darstellung der Sonnenbarhen (ZlS 73, 97 ff.),

show that in the well-knomi scene depicting the goddes.ses of the East and West each standing in the bow
of her boat and passing the sun s orb from one to the other, the boats in question are supposed to be lying
not bow to bow but side by side.

In Les Trois Protecteurs de notre cite J. Grimond (Chron. d Eg. 12, 239 f.) maintains that the protectress
of Paris during the Rom. Empire was the goddess Isis.

M. Guextch-Ogloheff discusses in Astarte syrienne et le ded d'Osiris (Rev. d'egyptol. 1. 197 ff.) a scarab
which displays a nude female standing beside a ^ and a flower. The female, so she thmks, is Astarte =Isis,
and she associates her and the dd with the legend about the dead Osiri.s and the epeiKy related by Plutarch.
She dates the scarab to the Hyksos period.

In The Clearance of a Tomb found at Al-Fostai, 1936 (Ann. Serv. 37, 58 ff.), A. Hamada mentions 414
shawabti figures found in the tomb 'fixed in a quantity of sand in an interesting order’, which he describes.

The tomb also produced a good collection of amulets.

W. C. Hayes’s Royal Sarcophagi of the XYlllth Dyn. is reyd. by II. ,
8

. Shaw (JMEOS 21, 51 ff.), who
refers to the information concerning the religious and funerary doctrine.s of the X.K. which the texts c-n-

grayed upon these royal sarcophagi supply. Revd. also by E. Driotox, Rev. arch. 10, 283 f.

In Zwei Schalen filr Libationen ini Perl. Mus. (ZAS 73, 36 ff.) R. Hecker pubis, some interesting inserr.

comprising dedications to Satis and Anukis and an anc. text, of which other exampkes exist dating from
M.-K. to Ptol. times, representing the sources of the Nile as being at Heliopolis.

W. A. Heidel’s Hecafaeus and the Egn. Priests in Herodotus Bk. II (Memcirs of the Amer. Acad, of

Arts and Sciences [Boston], 18, 2 [1935], 53 ff.) is revd. by Ph. E. Legraxd in Rev. et. anc. 38 (1936), 457 tf.

In Herihor «. die Aufrichtung d. thebanischen Gottesstaates (Xachr. Gottingen, Fachgruppe 1, Altcr-

tumswiss., N.F. Bd. 2, Xr. 1 [1936]) H, Kees maintains that the usurpation of Hrihor was not a yictory

of the clerical party; rather it was the rise to supremo power of an unscrupulous adyenturer, who, as com-
mander-in-chief of the army and yiceroy of Xubia. made use of liis great sacerdotal position, to whicli Ids

birth gave him no claim, to further his own ends. He was also greatly assisted by Theban jealousy of the

political and administratiye position assigned by the Ramessidcs to their residential city in the Delta. K. has

much that is interesting to say on the meaning of ichm-msut, and asserts that it denotes anew Theban era

introduced by Hrihor himself in yc. 19 of the reign of Ramesses XI. The inscr. publd. by K. in the art..

Die Laufhahn des Hohenpriesters Onhurmes von Thinis (ZAS 73, 77 ft'.), contains a number of priestly

titles. K. discusses the practice, which first becomes noticeable in Dyn. 19, of appointing retired soldiers

and civfl-seryants, who were of high standing but not members of priestly families, to important sacerdotal

positions, so supplying them with a permanent income in their old age.

For L. Keimer's yiews on the use of the grasshopper as an amulet see § 6 D, p. 227.

The inscr. publd. by P. C. Lablb in The Stela of Xefer-ronpet (Ann. Serv. 36 [1936], 194 ff.) contains an

interesting curse beginning with the words, ‘As for him who shall remoye my name in order to insert his

own name . . .
’.

In Chron. d'Eg. 12, 202, is a short not. by C.apart of I. Levy's Autour d'un roman mytkologigne eg.,

publd. in Ann. Inst. phil. hist. or. 4 (1936), 817 ff.

G. Loukiaxoff’s Une Statue parlante ou oracle du dieu Rc-Harnmkhis, Ann. Serv. 36, 187 ff., describes

a limestone bust of a hawk-headed god which L. thinks was used for the giving of oracles.

A short not. of A. Moret’s Rituels agraires de Vane. Orient d la lumiire des nouicaux texlcs de Ras Shamra

(Ann. Inst. phil. hist. or. 3 [1935], 311 ff.) appears in Chron. d'Eg. 12, 63. The same scholar's Texte rifiiel

du debut de VAnc. Empire reproduit au temple d'Amenophis III a Louxor is publd. in C.-R. Ac. Inscr. B.-L.,

239 ff.

H. Muller in his Enters, ii. Darstellungen von Gebarden anf Denkmalern des A. R. discusses among

other gestures those of priestly ofticiants performing various religious rites, and those of mourners on the

occasion of a death or at funerals.

Petrie has put together much useful material in The Funeral Furniture of Eg. (Brit. Sch. of Archaeol.

in Eg., 59, London, x-r30 pp.). His Shabtis is revd. by M. A. Murray m Man, 69 f.
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R. Pettazzoni's La confessione dei peccati, ll: Egitto, Bahilonia, Israele, Arabia meridionale is revd. by

G. CoppENS in Museon 50, 145 f.

A. PlAA'KOFF thinks that the figurine discussed in 8ur une statuette de Bes (Bull. Inst. fr. 37, 29 ff.)

represents Bes inspiring a flute-player on whose shoulders he is mounted. The reliefs and texts puhld. by

P. in Le Xaos D 29 du Musce du Louvre (Rev. d'egyptol. 1, 161 ff.) depict and refer to the god Osiris Alryty.

divinities male and female personif\-ing prosperity (cf. Boechardt, Sahure^, n, 108 f.), divinities of the

Osirian ej’cle, the Heliopolitan ennead, the Hermopolite ogdoad, divinities of important cult-centres, and

local divinities or divinities worshipped in the neighbourhood of ilfki'- {whence the shrine came), some of

whom occur comparativelj’ rarely.

Ch. Picard contributes two nn., the one entitled Sanctuaires au Palatin and the other Homere et les

religions d'Eg., to Rev. arch. 10, 110, and 8 (1936), 213, respectively.

CapART revs, briefly in Chron. d'Eg. 12, 202 f., J. Pirense's Le Culte funeraire en Eg. smisl’Anc. Empire

(Ann. Inst. phil. hist. or. 4 [1936], 903 ff.).

K. Peeisendajtz points out in his art., Oamoutha (PW, xvn, 1675), that two different etymologies have

been suggested for this name.

For L. Pron’s La Grande Pyramids et sa signification see Le Vieux Bistouri, Suresnes, Feb. 20, 1 ff.

H. Ricke in Ein Tempel mit Pfeilerumgang Thutmoses’ III. u. Hatschepsuts in Kamalc (Ann. Serv. 37,

71 ff.) describes a small temple (recently uncovered at Karnak) dedicated to ‘Amun on his terrace’. It was

erected by Tuthmosis III and altered by Hatshepsut. One of the foundation-deposit pits presents an

unusual feature, and the deposits themselves, though crude, are of some interest. In his art. in ZAS 73,

124 ff., Der Gefliigelhof des Amon in Karnal:, R. pubis, a stela which records Sethos II’s rebuilding of a

poultry-farm for Amun. This lay on the S. side of the sacred lake at Karnak, and the ruins of it, as restored

yet again hy Psamut (who also rebuilt the series of store-houses adjoining it), are still quite recognizable.

A brief but favourable not. by Capast of C. Robichon and A. Varille’s Le Temple du scribe royal

Amenhotep, fils de Hapou, i, apx)ears in Chron. d'Eg. 12, 211. Revd. also by E. Deiotox, Rev. arch. 10,

286 f. ; P. JIONTET, Rev. et. anc. 39, 224 f. ; F. Z., Aeg. 17, 301 f.

G. Roedee in his Bericht it. die Ausgrabungen der Deutsch. Hermopolis-Expedition 1933 (Mitt, deutsch.

Inst. Kairo 7, 1 ff.) describes a M.-K. temple discovered by him at Hermopolis. This consisted mainly of an

open court ivith two trees, which, R. thinks, was the original sanctuary of the Hermopolite Ogdoad (p. 8),

who, from Djti. 19 onward, resided in the ‘Sethos temple’. The site of the ‘primordial mound’ has not

yet been located.

A. Rowe, A Cat. of Egn. Scarabs (see § 6 C). R. supplies a useful n. on the god filr-imy-Snwt (see also

ZAS 64, 126 f. ; and Gaedinee, Hierat. Pap. BM, m, 113, n. 1). The book also contains an index of

names of divinities.

A. RrscH has contributed a long and most instructive art. on Sun to PW, xvn, 1462 ff. He points out

that this divinity had no cult, priests, or ritual of his own. He always remained merely the personification

of an element.

H. Schafee in Eine nordsyriscke Kultsitte? Zum grossen Denhstein von Ras Shamra (ZAS 73, 54 ff.)

compares with the monument in question one displajing similar features found at Tell Defennah. In Eine

unerhannte Trauergebdrde u. ein angehlicher ^ PldtzUcher Tod' in Reliefs des A. R. (ZAS 73, 102 ff.) he discusses

two representations of an unusual (female) mourning-gesture, and also shows from a parallel scene that the

man depicted collapsing is not the suddenly stricken 'Ankhma'hor but a relative displajdng excessive grief.

S. Schott’s Das Lbschen von Fackeln in Milch (ZAS 73, 1 ff.) is a long and important art. in which it is

shown that there are grounds for supposing that when Amun visited the temple at Her el-Bahari the pedestal

supporting his boat-shrine was surrounded with 4 small tanks containing mflk. These were covered with

wooden gratings in which lettuces were inserted, the lower ends of these vegetables being in the milk.

Round the pond of mflk thus formed were set 4 ‘XUe-figures’, the impersonations of the 4 tanks , holding

tapers which were lit at night. Strangely enough S. does not refer to the obvious connexion between the

milk and the white juice of the lettuces. The milk was doubtless supposed to increase the juice of the plants

and so add to their efficacy as an aphrodisiac (see Gardiner, Ch. Beatty Papp., No. I, p. 22). It was, of course,

owing to the sexual properties which they were supposed to possess that lettuces figure so prominently

in the cult of the ithyphaUic fertility-gods IMin and Amun.
A. W. Shorter’s The Egn. Gods (London, xiv-|- 144 pp., 4 pis.), though intended mainly for the general

public, contains much useful information. The same scholar in his art.. The Pap. of Khnemernhab in Univ.

^ See Piankoff, op. cit., 174.
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Coll., London (JEA 23, 34 ff.), points out that this early 19th-Dyn. copy of the Bk. Dead was produced
under the influence of Memphite theology and that it displays some interesting and unusual features,

including a representation of the 4 enemies mentioned in the Book of Overthrowing ^Apep.

J. Spiegel’s Die Idee vom Totengericht in der tig. Religion is revd. by A. Pohl, Orientalia 6, 203 f.

G. Steindorff and W. Wolf’s Die Thebanische Grdberwelt is revd. by R. 0. Faulkner, JEA 23, 129 f.

(who points out that the authors, doubtless by a slip of the pen, wrongly place Siptah and Queen Tawesret
at the end of Dyn. 20), and by A. Pohl, Orientalia 6, 265 f.

An interesting description of the temple of Amenhotpe, son of Hapu, by A. Vaeille and C. Robichon
appears in 111. Ldn. Xews, Jan. 2, 12 f., under the heading A ‘'Christopher Wren' of Eg. more richly shrined

than Pharaohs, and later deified-. Discoveries at Luxor. An art. by the same two authors, entitled Quatre

nouveaux temples thebains, in Chron. d'Eg. 10 (1935), 237 ff., is referred to in Syro-Egypt 1, 14 f.

R. Weill pubis, in Bull, lnst.fr. 36 (1936-37), 129 ff., an interestuig art., Belier du Fayoum et 21e nome
de la Haute-Eg. He maintains that an ivory tablet of Wdymw and an entry on the Palermo Stone show that

even by the middle of Djti. 1 religious syncretism was so far advanced that the ram-god of the Fayyum,
originally the ram-god of Heracleopohs Magna, had already obtained a place in the temple of the crocodile-

god of that region.

Weill’s Le Champ des roseaux et le champ des offrandes dans la religion funeraire et la religion guierale

is revd. in Syro-Egypt 1, 12 f., and by H. Bonnet in OLZ 40, 91 ff. B., while regarding the book as a most

useful source of information, contests the theory that the Field of Reeds and Field of Offerings denoted

the E, and W. limits respectively of the sun’s daily journey across the sky. Also revd. by P. Montet,

Rev. it. anc. 39, 229 ff. ; E. Drioton, Rev. arch. 10, 291 ff. ; and A. W. Shorter (who comments very favour-

abl3' upon it), JEA 23, 292.

E. Zippeet’s Theben-West (Arch. f. Or. 11 [1936-7], 398 ff.) contains a short but excellent description

(illustrated) of the funerarj' temple of Amenhotpe, son of Hapu. Ibid., 12, 94 f,, Z. describes the subter-

ranean burial-places of sacred hawks and apes in the cemeterj’ of Hermopolis, and also the sacred enclosure

planted with trees, arranged round a deep well dating from the Rom. period.

I could not laj’ hands on the following works and therefore am unable to comment upon them

:

A. J. Abub.akr, Enters, ii. die dg. Kronen. Gliickstadt. xx-f 72 pp., 14 pis., 46 figs.

E. Baes, Les Dieux sadiqiies. Brussels, Henri Kumps, 154 pp.

A. BAyoTun, Survivances eg., in Bull. Soc. Roy. de Ge'ogr. d'Eg. 19, 279 ff.‘

E. Blochet, Sur le Phenix, in Musion 50, 123 ff.

E. CouLON, Le Spiritualisme en Celtique, en Grece, en Eg. et I'hypothese atlantidienne. Montbeliard, 1936,

32 pp.

G. D. Hoenblower, Osiris and his Rites, in Man 37, 153 ff. ; 170 ff. ; 199 (additional n.: Hathor and

the Pharaoh).

A. K-AYSEr, Die Tempelstatuen dg. Privatleute im m. u. itn n. R. Dissert, zur Erlang, d. Doktorwiirde,

Heidelberg, 1936, 66 pp.

J. Leiboahtch, Deux Steles inedites de la deesse Qadech (Bull. Inst. d'Eg. 19 [1936-7]. 81 ff.).“

C. M-AYSTRE, Les Declarations d' innocence (Lirre des Moris, Chap. I'lo) = Recherches d'archiol. de philol.

et d’hist., 8. Cairo, Inst, fr., vii-}-163 pp.^

H. R.anke, Agypter als ' Gdtterkinder'

,

in Corolla, Ludwig Curtius zum 00. Gehurtslag dargebracht (Stutt-

gart), 180 ff.

M. Weebrouck, La Decoration murale du temple des Mentouhotep, in Bull, des Mus. Roy. d'Art et d'llist.

(Brussels), 36 ff.

J. A. Wilson, Illuminating the Thrones of the Egn. J ubilee, in JAOS 56, 293 ff.

But see under § 1, p. 214. - But see under § 1, p- 217. But see under § 14 C, p. 237.
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BRIEF COMMUNICATIONS
Sur un Passage de la Stele Louvre C 1

L’inscriptiox verticale de la stele C 1 du Louvre commence par les phrases suivantes (d’apres
SIC SIC sic

etc. Dans les editions recentes ce texte a ete public correctement, a I’exception du groups

{cf. fig. 1) qui a toujours ete interprete fautivement. On I’a lu: g (Maspero, .S'tud. de

3, p. 162), (Pierret, Rec. d'inscrr. du Louvre, ii, p. 28), ( ] (Piehl, Inscrr. hierogl., Serie i,

2® part., p. 3), ^ (Brugsch, Thesaurus, 1467), ou bien, en reproduisant tel quel le signe

inutile; ^ [sic!] (Gayet, Steles de la XIP dyn., pi. 1), ij (Max Muller, OLZ 3 (1900), 48), ^
(Breasted, AJSL 21 (1904—5), 155); en dernier lieu, Sethe a donne la forme qu'il a lue ivP.t

(Lesest., p. 82, 1. 11 et n. c; Erliiut., p. 132). Exterieurement la copie de Max Muller est

exacte, mais son interpretation—il lit ms^t ‘4Vahrheit’^—est impossible a cause de la forme meme
du signe mutile^ et du fait qu'il y a deux <=>. La lecture de Maspero, avec i^, et toutes celles qui

en decoulent, rencontrent egalement des obstacles: le signe est trop peu recourbe pour pouvoir

etre ^ ;
un mot ^ avec deux t est non seulement inconnu, mais d’une forme a laquelle on ne

pent guere s’attendre dans le cas present.

La veritable lecture du groupe est en fait La forme du signe mutile convient pour =13

comme on pent en juger par les autres exemples de ce signe se trouvant sur la stMe (figs. 2, 3, 4).

Cette lecture explique la superposition et le deplacement sur la droite des deux ^ {cf. fig. 2).

Fig. 1 Fig. 2 Fig. 3 Fig. 4

Le terme est un substantif feminin {cf. mt{r)t ou nit{y)t derive soit de I’adjectif mtr {mty‘>)

‘exact’, soit du verbe mir {>mty) ‘temoigner’.^ Dans une biographic de la XVIII® dyn. {UrL,

IV, 973) ce dernier mot apparait precisement dans un contexte semblable a celui de sur Louvre
SIC ^

C 1: f
‘cela dont je viens de temoigner (= de me porter garant), ce sont mes qualites (reelles), il ne s'y

trouve pas d’exageration
; cela, c’est reellement mon caractere, il ne s’y trouve pas d'inexactitudes’.

A la lumiere de cet exemple'* le mot de Louvre C 1 apparait nettement comme un derive de
hitr ‘temoigner’ signifiant litteralement "temoignage’ et etant par suite probablement identique

au mot de meme forme {mirt) et de meme sens mentionne par le Worterbuch (ii, 172, 11-14) et

atteste jusqu a present seulement en neo-egyptien. La traduction du passage cite au debut de
cette note doit done toe: ‘Quant au recit de cette stele, c’est un temoignage (= un expose
veridique valant un temoignage)‘’ de ce qui a ete realise par moi, c’est ce que j’ai fait reellement

;

il ne s’y trouve pas d’exagtotion ni de mensonges’. J. J. Cleke.

‘ Breasted a lu aussi ‘truth’ op. cit., 157 et Anc. Rec., i, § 471.
- Le signe a sur Louvre C 1 sa forme habituelle

—

cf. 11. 4, 16, vertic. 3, et dans la legende de la femme.
^ Sur la distinction de ces deux racines, cf. Card., Egn. Gr., p. 447, D 50, n. 2.
•* Voir peut-etre aussi Couyat-Montet, Hammdmdt, no 1, 1. 9.

° Cette signification est imposee par le contexte: Sethe (Erldut. Lesest., 132), bien que croyant avoir affaire a
un derive de ichc ‘erklaren’, a traduit correctement ‘ wahrheitsgemasser Bericht’.
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Recent Discoveries at Sakkarah
Followixg the discovery of intact magazines in the tomb of Hemaka early in 1936 I turned my
attention to a large First-Dynasty mastabah which had been partly cleared by Firth, and numbered
by him as 3036. This tomb, like that of Hemaka, proved to have a hollow superstructure divided

into 32 magazines, all unfortunately plundered. Examination of the burial-chamber revealed the

existence of four magazines, two on each side of the chamber, which was built below ground-level

underneath the magazine superstructures. Two were found intact with pottery in situ. Sealings

revealed the name of the owner as Ankhka, a high official of King Wedimu (sealings of his were

found by Petrie at Abydos, cf. Royal Tombs, i, PI. xxi, 29). These magazines and the burial-chamber

were exceptionally well preserved, and complete details of the methods of timber roofing, &c.,

were revealed. Another surprising feature wa.s a trench surrounding the superstructure beyond the

enclosure-wall. This was filled with mud to form a bed for rows of trees, the roots of which were

found spaced out at regular intervals of 2 ft. They are now being examined.

Tomb No. 3038, the burial-chamber of which was partly cleared by Firth, was re-examined

with astonishing results. From an architectural point of view it is by far the most interesting

example of First-Dynasty building yet discovered. It had undergone three distinct and radical

changes in design, all apparentlymade by the owner, Nebetka, an official under Wedimu. The building

after the first clearance presented the usual features of a typical First-Dynasty mastabah—

a

hollow brick superstructure with magazines and palace-fa9ade on all four sides, with a descending

stairway on the ea.st side leading to a great rock-cut pit divided by brick walls into the burial-

chamber and subsidiary rooms. Here again full details of the wooden roofing were procurable,

together with definite evidence of a second storey in the pit itself.

The most interesting discovery at this point of the excavations was the finding of a second

rock-cut pit beside the pit with the burial-chambers. This was untouched, and was found to contain

high brick-built shelves on three sides, in which were set granaries with unique pottery lids and small

doors at the bases. All these doors were sealed with the name of the owner Nebetka, hitherto

unknown.

The high floor-level of the magazines in the body of the superstructure suggested the probability

of something being buried under the rubble and sand filling, and with this in view I removed the south

side of the palace-fagade. We were rewarded with the discovery of a second superstructure, which

consisted of a raised brick-paved terrace surrounding a pyramid structure arranged in steps care-

fully built of brick and plastered (see PI. xiii, 2). Having completely disclo.sed this conception of the

architect we then removed the terrace and found the steps of the pyramid continuing below it to

the ground-level. The original design was thus revealed as a form of oblong step-pyramid covering

subterranean burial-chambers.

The tomb of Sabu, dated to 'Enedjyeb, was reported in the press. Besides a fine series of

objects we found Sabu himself in the original burial posture, which curiously enough was semi-

extended and not contracted.

Another important discovery in our last season was two very unusual First-Dynasty tombs

dated to Ka'a and having burial-chambers cut out of the face of the cliff. The superstructures of

one of these tombs retained well-preserved painted designs on the walls, similar in many respects

to those of Hesyret, although many of the designs are entirely new. The objects from all these

tombs, including wooden labels, pottery, and stone vases, form a large collection and will vastly

increase the existing one in the Cairo Museum. The objects from the tomb of Hemaka are already

on exhibition, and the publication of this discovery should be out in about two months.

There is little doubt that systematic excavation of the long-neglected Archaic Cemetery at

gakkarah would yield a wealth of information hitherto undreamed-of by the archaeologist.

Walter B. Emery.

The Egyptian for ‘in other words’, ‘in short’

Very nearly fifty years ago W. Max Muller rightly explained in the expression

P. Bol. 1086, 15 as an unorthographic writing of recalling the fact that in P. Bidaq IV
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the regular spelling of the word for ‘other’ is !
see Rec. trav. 13, 152, n. 5. This correct

explanation has been either rejected or forgotten, see Erman, Neudg. Gr., § 675 (‘als

Vertrostung’), Wolf in ZAS 65, 93 ('nachdriicklich’), Wb., v, 85 (2) (under the conjunction ki).

The context in the Bologna papyrus is reasonably clear. A Syrian slave allotted to the temple of

Thoth had not been delivered, and the writer of the letter has made investigations. First he went

to the chief herald of the army, but that officer 'excused himself(?)^ with me,

said in eSect (or "in sum’, lit. ‘in other words’) that the Vizier had acquired’ the slave. Erman
quotes as other instances P. Harris 500, rt. 5, 11, and P. Leyd. 367, 5. Both passages are extremely

obscure : the letter presents difficulties of reading and the love-song is certainly corrupt, though in

this latter I am inclined to render :
‘ The love of my brother is my concern when I am alone, for my

heart does not cease sending me speedy messages that come and go

saying to me that he has wronged me, [in] other words, that thou hast

found another.’ This rendering is so venturesome, however, that two fresh confirmations of Ma.x

Muller's view are doubly welcome. The more decisive is an ostracon just published, Cern}’, Ostr.

hier. . . . Heir el Medineh, No. 235. A lady named Ese here makes an appeal saying: ‘Let me be

given the places {i.e. burial-places?) of Panekhu my husband.’ Thereupon, ‘inquiry was made with

regard to the opinion of the notables, and they said: "The woman is in the right.” Then the places

of her husband were given to her.’ The text concludes: ‘In

other words, she was taken" for him’, i.e. regarded as his successor. The other passage is on an
ostracon in the possession of Dr. Cernv", who kindly allows me to quote from it. A woman, writing

to her sister, says that her husband threatens to divorce her. The couple are apparently abroad, and
the husband complains that the wife’s family do not pay him or her any attention, nor do they send
provisions as is usual in such oases. He ends: ‘In

short, you must (lit. ‘shall’, for twt r) say something, or you will return to Egypt.’ Such is the
translation I propose

;
Dr. Cerny had suggested: ‘If you say something, you will go back to Egypt.’

We may easily both have failed to grasp the sense, but it matters little
; ^ evidently sums

up the husband’s reproaches and states the conclusion to be drawn from them.

It goes without saying that not every combination of with is an example of the phrase

here discussed. Thus Anast. V, 9, 8 is doubtless the particle +sdm-f form. In the Hittite Treaty, 20,

no subject follows, so that ky dd may be meant, but the passage is too much damaged to have
evidential value. In P. Mag. Harris, 10, 1 is very obscure. I owe these three examples

to Gunn, Pleyte-Bossi, Pap. Turin, 17,8 1° which Oerny calls my attention

at the last moment, involves some unpublished additions and is too difficult a passage to be
discussed here.

The idiom m h dd is interesting in several ways. It is rare to find phrases beginning with a

preposition introducing a clause or serving as a conjunction; I can name, besides the expression

here discussed, only and however, the principal interest is to find a new
illustration of the principle that Late-Egyptian orthography is a perverse kind of phonetic script,

see JEA 16, 229-31. It is highly dangerous to explain any Late-Egyptian writing by an etymology
based on mere visual inspection

;
we must always try to divine what sound may have been intended.

Alan H. Gaediner.

‘The Reading of the Egyptian word for Necropolis’

In Sup. Gard. Egn. Gr., 3 (addition to p. 63, § 81) I wrote: ‘In view of the derivative hrty-ntr

‘"necropolis worker” and the later writings it might be worth while considering whether the old

reading hrt-ntr should not be retained after all’, and I quoted Sethe’s discovery that |iaj] is to be

^ The verb snwt requires farther investigation. Wolf and Wh. give leugnen’, but here the suffix must appa-
rently be reflexive.

- Cerny marks tbe verb as of doubtful reading. However, the det., though cursively ’written, cannot be any-

thing else than and this points to iti.
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read hn-hht, not liri-hh. The conjecture is made a certainty by Junker, Giza II, 115, Abb. 7, where
in a htp dz nsw formula of the early Fifth Dynasty ^

p ^ *may she be buried (in)

the necropolis in the western desert’ is twice written. The t under m can only belong to the preced-

ing 1> so that the reading hri-ntr is proved. So too op. cit., 120, Abb. 10, whereas in 119, Abb. 9,

the t is omitted.

Al.\x H. Gardiner.

Early Red Faience

In an article on 'Glazed are in Egypt, India, and Mesopotamia’ in JEA 22, 146, I .stated that,

so far as I knew, no red faience had been found in Egypt of a date earlier than Dvn. 18, whereas
it had been found in India of a period between 3000 and 2700 b.c. A few weeks ago I examined at

Sakkarah two small red faience tiles from the Third-Dynasty Step Pyramid, and M. J.-P. Lauer
kindly gave me a reference to a printed illustration, dated 1835, of a small red tile, also from
Sakkarah. This is in Allante del Basso ed Alto Egdto, by D. Valeriani, Plate T 37 D. In this, not only

are red tiles illustrated in colour (which i.s, however, too scarlet), but also a small black tile and a

small yeUow one, in addition to the well-known blue tiles. These are attributed to a pyramid at

‘Abu Sir’, but the Sakkarah Step Pyramid is very close to Abusir, and it is certainly that which i.s

referred to. A. Lucas.

The Silver of Aryandes

Heeodotus (iv. 166) states that Aryandes, satrap of Egypt under Darius, tried to immortalize

himself as Darius had done: Darius had purified gold to the highe.st degree possible and struck it

into coins
;
and Aryandes, when .satrap, did the same with silver—it is added by Herodotus that the

Aryandic silver was the purest in his own time. Darius thereupon put Aryandes to death on a

charge of conspiracy, which Herodotus seems to regard as unconnected with his coining operations.

So far as the gold of Darius is concerned, there i.s no difficulty in the .story. When Herodotus

wrote, the only pure gold coins circulating in the Greek world were those of Persia, which were

universally known as Darics. The Persian regal coins are all anonymous, but it is practically certain

that the series ivas started by Darius; and his name might well be attached to the standard gold

piece which he issued and continue under his succe.ssors, in a way of which many other examples

can be found. These Darics are over 234 carats fine
;
and Herodotus, as an Ionian Greek, would be

struck by the contrast they offered to the pale gold, which we term electrum, which was used for

coinage in Western Asia Minor. This is a natural alloy of gold and silver, which, as struck at

Cyzicus, Mjdilene, and Phocaea, the chief centres of its i.'tsue in the fifth century, contains only

from 40 to 60 per cent, gold ; and if a Daric is put beside a Cyzicene, the difference in colour catches

the eye at once. So it is understandable that Herodotus would think that Darius had made his gold

coins so much purer than the Greek and called them by his own name in order to win a lasting fame.

But there is not the same contrast between Persian and Greek silver: the Persian silver sigloi are

as a rule over 90 per cent, fine, but they are no better in this respect than most of the Greek fifth-

century coinages, and rather below the Athenian. Also Herodotus evidently regards the silver of

Aryandes as having been coined in Egypt, which is hard to reconcile with the fact that coined

money was not used in that province, and all the .silver coins that were imported were simply treated

as bullion. It would have been a waste of labour for Aryandes to strike silver sigloi there and issue

them as coin at the same face value as the regal sigloi ;
the metal value of sllwr in Egypt was always

far higher than in any other part of the Near East, and Aryandes would have got a better price for

his silver as bullion than at Persian specie rates. Moreover, there would have been no point in jniri-

fying the silver to an exceptionally high degree in Egypt, where the metal was chiefly in demand for

the work of silversmiths, who would not want pure silver.

But if Herodotus is right in thinking that Aryandes was disgraced for playing tricks witli the

coinage, the high value of silver in Egypt may furnish a clue to the facts. The ratio of gold to silver

under the Rame.ssides had been only 2:1, and in Ptolemaic times it was about the same : in Persia,
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at the time of Herodotus, it was 13:1, and in Greece generally about 10:1. So, if Aryandes had

acquired sigloi at their face value, and then sold them as bullion to the silversmiths for gold, he

might have made a handsome profit on the transaction. Such misuse of the royal coinage would

presumably be treason in the Persian Empire, as it would be in most monarchical countries
;
and if

Darius learnt that his satrap was selling his coins for more than he had decreed they should be

worth, it was sufficient reason for putting the offender to death.

Herodotus might hear that Aryandes had been executed for tampering with the coinage, and

that he had been charged with treason
;
but he would not understand the sanctity attached to the

royal issues, nor would he grasp the intricacies of the exchange. So he concluded that the charge

of treason was fictitious, and, having in mind the fame of the Darics, decided that Aryandes

embarked on his project of coinage to win a like fame for himself, and in this way roused the enmity

of Darius.

The ‘ Aryandic’ silver which Herodotus seems to have seen was probably nothing more than the

ordinary Persian sigloi. The name given to the silver suggests that the story came from a Greek
source : it was a Greek, not an Egj’ptian or Persian, habit to nickname coins, and doubtless Herodotus

picked up his information at Naucratis. Aryandes was possibly satrap at the time when Darius

started his coinage, and so may have introduced the sigloi to the market there
;
the Greeks called

the gold Darics, the silver Aryandics
;
and both names stuck.

J. G. Milne.
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NOTES AND NEWS
A GRIEVOUS blow has been dealt our Society by the loss of its President, Sir Robert Mond, LL.D.,

F.E.S., who died on October 22 last. Since his election in 1929 he had been a most munificent

supporter of the Society’s activities, defraying the whole cost of the Armant Expedition, and aiding

us in many other ways. An account of his distinguished career as archaeologist and chemist by one

of his oldest friends, Professor Newberry, appears on p. 208.

The Nubian Expedition began its season’s work at the beginning of November at ‘Amarah West,

where a very promising start had been made in February. The personnel consists of Mr. H. W. Fair-

man (Field Director), Mrs. Fairman, and Messrs. David Bell, Peter Fell, and J. G. MacDonald.

Work began with removal of the debris outside the Temple proper, and the discovery that the

magazines, originally vaulted, are preserved to a level above that of the lintels shows that the

Temple buildings still stand to an even greater height than had been expected. ‘Saharan’ sherds,

found on the surface of the Town and Temple, perhaps indicate, Mr. Fairman thinks, that

‘Amarah was the first place on the Nile to be reached by the ‘Saharan’ people. When the last

report was sent good progress was being made with the clearing of the Temple forecourt. Five

cemetery sites, two of them apparently representing a culture that has hitherto received little

attention, have been located, and will be examined later.

This autumn three important works have been issued by our Society either independently or in

conjunction with other bodies. The third volume of The Temple ofKing Sethos I at Ahydos, copied

by Miss Calverley with the assistance of Miss Broome, and edited by Dr. Gardiner, is of course a

joint publication with the Oriental Institute of the University of Chicago. It contains 65 plates, of

which 13 are in colour and 24 are photographic, and deals with the set of rooms devoted to the cult

of Osiris which lie behind the seven Chapels published in Yols. i and ii. Much more use has been

made than previously of retouched photographs, which render the delicate reliefs far better than

does line-drawing. The price to the public is £6, to Members and As.sociates £5. That these prices,

bearing no relation to the expense of production, should be possible is due to the generosity of

Mr. John D. Rockefeller Jr., who has defrayed the entire cost.

—

Rock Drairings of Southern Upper

Egypt, I (Sir Robert Mond Expedition), by Dr. Hans A. Winkler, contains forty collotype plates of

drawings admirablyphotographed, mostly in the desert east of the Kiiia-Armant stretch of the Nile,

and going back to early predynastic times. They give new information about early desert peoples, the

fauna of their. time, their dress, weapons, boats, and even social life and religion ; some of the draw-

ings are bv a predvnastic people who came acro.ss the Red Sea to the Eastern Desert, others by a

very early race of hunters ;
others again throw fresh light on the Blemmyes, and there are some

protodvnastic Horus-names. The volume is sold to the public at 18.s., to Members and Associates

at 13s.' 6J.—Jointly with the University of California the Society has issued a publication of the

Graeco-Roman Branch, The Tebtunis Papyri, \ ol. iii. Part 2, by A. S. Hunt, J. G. Smyly, and

C. C. Edgar. It contains 262 business, legal, and administrative documents and letters, and six

literary fragments, with four collotype plates. It is sold by the Society to Members, Associates,

and subscribing libraries only, at 28*’.

We try hard, aided by the judicious Mr. Dakin and our printer’s skilled readers, to avoid mis-

prints, with tolerable success on the whole. But to our deep dismay we find that Mrs. Davies's

article 'Some Representations of Tombs in the Theban Necropolis', on pp. 25 ff. of this volume,

contains five errors which got into the proofs after the author passed them, and for failing to correct

which we are responsible: on p. 26, n. 4, p. 36, lines 10 and 2-3 and n. 2, and p. 40, u. 2. N. M.
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Davies’ should of course have been ‘N. de G. Davies’. That these mistakes still leave the authorship

of three of Mr. Davies's finest publications in the family is perhaps an extenuating circumstance ;
but

for making Mrs. Davies appear to annex her husband’s works in this way we offer our apologies to

both concerned. To do anything which might cause domestic unpleasantness is quite alien to the

policy of this Journal.

Prof. Steindorff sends us the following lines (translated)

:

'Egyptology has again to bewail a heavy loss. On August 12, in Paris, Ludwig Borchardt died

of a heart complaint, in his seventy-fifth year. Thereby a most productive scientific career has

come to an abrupt end, and our science has lost one of its oldest and most meritorious representatives.

In quite early years Borchardt, stimulated by Heinrich Brugsch, came nnder the spell of ancient

Egypt ;
endowed with unusual mathematical gifts, he studied in Berlin at the Technische Hoch-

schule, but at the same time applied himself to Egjqrtology as one of Erman’s first pupils, being

specially attracted by the hieratic papyri of the Middle Kingdom and by chronological problems.

In 1895 he paid his first visit to Egypt, and worked, under the direction of Sir Henry Lyons, at

recording the monuments on the island of Philae which were threatened by the Aswan Dam.

This, his first excavation, was soon followed by a nnniber of others which he conducted himself,

and through which he founded the study of Egyptian architecture as a new discipline. The Sun-

temple of Abu Ghorab and the pyramid-temples of Abusir were explored by him with methods in

part taken over from Dorpfeld, and communicated to the scientific world in exemplary publications.

Then followed the excavation of El-‘Amarnah, the houses and villas of which he made stand forth

again. Here fortune granted him one of the finest discoveries ever made on Egyptian soil, a sculp-

tor's studio with portrait-heads of the family and courtiers of the Heretic King, among them the

now world-famous bust of Queen Xefretiti. The Great War put an end to this successful under-

taking, excavation on the site being later taken over and continued with excellent results by the

Egypt Exploration Society.

"Borchardt rendered another great service to science by creating, in conjunction with Maspero,

the Catalogue General du Musee du Caire, to which he himself contributed the volumes dealing with

statues, among the best of this great publication.

‘ Acting at first as Scientific Attache of the German Consulate-General at Cairo, Borchardt founded

the German Institute of Egyptian Archaeology, at the same time creating as a dependance the

German House at Thebes, which opened its hospitable doors not only to his compatriots but also

to many non-Germans. When Borchardt reached the age-limit and had to resign his official position,

he had no wish for a comfortable and restful old age
;
full of energy, he made a working-place of

his own, an Institute for the Study of Egyptian Architecture, into which he threw his whole

scientific energies.

What rich fruits Borchardt's many-sided activity brought forth is attested by the bibliography

published for his seventieth birthday, on October 5, 1933. Pure philology and linguistics excepted,

practically every' province of Egy'ptology was studied by him, in particular, of course, those branches

to which he could apply his special gifts for calculating and measuring. In Egy'ptology this in-

vestigator, a man of sound judgement, averse from all my-sticism, will never be forgotten. May his

last creation, the Institute for the Study’ of Egyptian Architecture, cause Ludwig Borchardt's

name “to live for ever and to eternity”.’

Shortly’ after the publication of this Part the Griffith Institute at Oxford will be opened. It

will be remembered that Professor Griffith bequeathed his considerable fortune, as a reversion after

his widow's death, to the University towards the foundation of ‘a permanent home or institute for

the study of ancient languages and antiquities of the Near Ea.st . . ., comprising departmental

libraries, studies, and space for the treatment of collections resulting from explorations and excava-

tions
;
together with funds for keeping it up and for aiding explorations and excavations', and that

he also left his library and scientific papers for the Institute. Mrs. Griffith, who died in October

1937, left her estate for the same purposes. The exact amount which accrues to the Lhiiversity from
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the two bequests is still uncertain, but is known to be amply sufficient for the realization of the

benefactors’ intentions. The building, of four storeys, forms an annexe to the Ashmolean Museum

;

for the Institute will be a department of that Museum, directed by a special Committee. The claims

of Egyptology, which the testators expressly directed should receive first consideration, are fully

provided for
;
there is generous accommodation for the splendid library, under a special librarian who

is rapidly becoming an enthusiast for Egyptology, and rooms for the Professor and for two enter-

prises founded and largely maintained by the Griffiths, namely the Oxford University Excavations

in Nubia, the finds and records of which at Kawa are being worked upon for publication by Mr.

Macadam, and the preparation, by Miss Eosalind Moss and her as.sistants, of the Topographical

Bibliography of Ancient Egyptian Hieroglyphic Inscriptions, Reliefs, and Paintings, of which five

volumes have appeared. The Reader in Assyriology will have his quarters in the Institute, to which

the Museum’s Assyriological library is to be transferred. Kindred subjects, among them Greek

epigraphy, will have a home there, and there is space for the storage of certain antiquities. Thus

through the Griffiths’ generosity the University will possess a worthy and long needed centre for

teaching and research in Near-Eastern subjects; and there is no doubt that the Griffith Library,

which will continue to aim at completeness for all scientific purposes, will attract as welcome

visitors foreign as well as English students of Egyptology.

We offer our sympathies to the Director and Members of the Fondation Egyptologique Eeine

Elisabeth of Brussels in the loss sustained by them through the death, on September 22, of their

President of many years’ standing, M. Henri Naus Bey.
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EEVIEWS AND NOTICES OF EECENT PUBLICATIONS
Ancient Egyptian Sculpture lent by C. S. Gitlbenk-ian, Esq. London, The British Museum, 1937. 8vo. ii-|-

28 pp., 32 pis. 2s. 6<?.

It is seldom that the public can view a private collection which reveals the spirit and beauty of ancient

Egyptian art to a degree comparable with that attained by the great museums, and which is so well-arranged

and select that the fine pieces are not seen, as so often, huddled together or in the near vicinity of shoddy

or time-worn material. Further, there is nothing here to make the sceptic purse his mouth; even the most

attractive pieces seem manifestlj’ genuine. Hence we owe a deep debt of gratitude to Mr. Gulbenkian,

who has allowed the public to share the joy of a collector’s life and in particular to see again that obsidian

head which we were so somnolent or poor-spirited as to allow to leave this country. The late ivory reliefs

shown on PI. xxxi perhaps come next to this in perfection, with a happy union of faultless delicacy and
decorative simplicity. In these the highest tribute has been paid by Egypt to its own national art, since,

in a short era of awakening after the passing away of most of the glorj' of Egj^t, self-effacing artists chose

for their swan songs the repetition of ancient refrains and succeeded in catching all their grace, though

not quite all their virile force.

Mr. Sidney Smith, Keeper of the Department of Egj-ptian and Ass\Tian Antiquities in the British

Museum, in a short introduction indicates the place of each item in the history of Egyptian art, and

ilr. I. E. S. Edwards, Assistant-keeper, adds translations of the texts that occur. Both carry out their

modest tasks briefly and well. Dating objects by style rarely meets with unanimous acceptance, however.

The relief on PI. x.x is almost certainly not earlier than the beginning of Dyn. 19, though of exceptional

quality. Perhaps the stela on PI. xxi is of the same period. I have a feeling that the royal head on PI. xix
comes from a late period and is an archaizing return to 18th-Dj-n. forms, carried out with perfect tech-

nical skill.

The dexterity with which a dom-palm becomes a toilet-spoon (PI. xxxn) is a witness to the refinement

which had been reached in the later period of the Empire ; for the cleverness of the composition, its subtle

humour and balance, are on the highest level. The deity named on the statuette of Shepes (p. 26) would
seem to be Tutu, son of Kelt, rather than of a serpent Utut, as Mr. Edwards pointed out to me in self-

criticism.

N. DE G. Davies.

The Papyrus Ebers; the Greatest Egyptian Medical Document. Translated by B. Ebbell. Copenhagen,

Levin & Munksgaard; London: Humphrey Milford. 1937. 8vo. 135 pp. Dan. Kr. 30.

Dr. Ebbell has long occupied himself in the study of Egyptian medicine, and for some years has made
contributions to ZAS and other journals on the subject. He has now accomplished the ambitious task of

a complete translation of P. Ebers, and for his energy and perseverance in this he must be awarded the

fuUest credit. It is unfortunate, however, that what might have been a most valuable contribution to

medical history has been put forth in a form that cannot but provoke criticism by Egyptologists. Despite

the great progress that has been made in the last thirty years in our knowledge of Egy ptian grammar and
syntax, the time has not yet arrived when a translation ofan Egj-ptian text can be given to the world without

a commentary. It is incumbent upon the translator of any text, be it literary, religious, or what it may, to

give a defence of his renderings. Far more is this the case with a long document of a highly specialized

nature, w hich abounds in technical terms demanding full investigation. Dr. Ebbell in his previous articles

has attempted the determination of a considerable number of anatomical, pathological, and pharmaceutical

terms, but vast quantities of others stiU await treatment, and in the present work these are either translated

into English without any reason being given why such and such a meaning is attributed to such and such a

word, or else the Eg^yitian words are merely transcribed into their conventional sjunbols. Dr. EbbeU,

moreover, seems unwilling to make use of the labours of his colleagues in the same field, as is evidenced, for

instance, by the fact that in this Journal for the last few years there has appeared a number of articles

attempting to determine the identity of certain herbs, drugs, and diseases ; but Dr. Ebbell has not in any
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single instance adopted the interpretations advanced or even controverted them. Manv of his renderings
of the technical terms are probable enough, but they require proof: some, however, are quite indefensible
and conflict not only with the evidence of the medical texts themselves, but also with that of the magical
and literarj’’ texts in which some of them also occur. Of the latter texts L)r. Ebbelt set ms to have no know-
ledge.

In his Introduction, Dr, Ebbell has given the names of various scholars who have occupied themselves
with the study of P. Ebers, but his list is very incomplete. He does not mention the name of Maspero, for

instance, who as long ago as 18 i 6 made the first translation of the corrupt and difficult passage dealing with
the stomach. And here it may be mentioned in parenthesis that Dr. Ebbell renders r-lh. not as ‘stomach’
generally, but as curdia {the anterior orifice of the organ), stating that the Egvptian term ‘’means literallv

the mouth of the stomach whereas he should have said 'mouth of the heart '. There is no reason to sup-
pose that the Eg^yitians attributed any more particular significance to the cardiac orifice of the stomach
(where it joins the oesophagus) than they did to the pyloric orifice (where it joins the duodenum) and thereby
ignored the central part of the organ itself. The medical evidence of the Ebers, Berlin, and Ed. Smith papjTi
does not support so specialized a meaning of r-ih any more than does the reference in P. Sallier II. 7, 3.

Dr. Ebbell, also in his Introduction, ascribes a higher authority to P. Ebers than it is entitled to. The
document is by no means distinguished for the purity of its text, and it is quite obviously a hf terogeneous
collection of remedies, recipes, and wrinkles, collected from numerous sources, altogether analogous to, and
just as unscientific as, the ‘household recipe hooks' of Europe «hieh are common in manuscripts from the

fifteenth century onwards, and extremely abundant after the invention of printing. The only superiority of

P. Ebers over the other so-called medical papt’ri is the fact that it is longer, and calligraphicallt’ a finer

SIS .

;

but it is full of the same corruptions and absurdities as all the others, although it does contain, inter-

spersed amongst the purely empirical and magical recipes, a few garbled and corrupt extracts from a more
rational hook of inedicme, parts of which are already known to us in the Kahun and Ed. Smith papyri.

In enumerating the other medical papyri. Dr. EhheU should not have omitted mention of the medical

texts in the Chester Beatty collection, transcripts of which have been available to him for two years
;
nor,

if he includes the so-called Medical Papyrus of London among such documents, is he justified in omitting the

important magico-medical papcii at Leiden (especially I. 343-1-345), and certain other similar documents.

Dr. Ebbell would have made his book far easier to use if he had indicated the numbers, not only of the

pages of the original MS., but also of the lines ; and it would have added further to the utility of the book had

he inserted in the margins the numbers of M'reszinskfs edition of the text, as this edition is that wliich is

most commonly used by students and was indeed used by Dr. Ebbell himself. It is difficult to see the utility

of the lists of words at the end of the book, since none of these forms a complete glossary or index, and, .save

in a few instances, no reference is given for a justification of the meanings adopted.

After the long and painstaking labour of Dr. Ebbell in attempting to sujiply what is much wanted—

a

complete translation of P. Ebers, it may seem ungrateful on the part of the jircscnt reviewer to make the

foregoing strictures. But Dr. EbbeU may be assured that they are kindly intended, and that, had he adopted

the methods of modern editors of Eg^-ptian texts and provided a well-documented and fully commented

edition with a complete glossary or index, he would have conferred a far greater boon upon all those interested

in P. Ebers either as Egyptologists or as medical historians. As it is, Egyptologists will still feel themselves

bound to work out afresh any passage they wish to study, and medical histonan.s w ho do not know Egyptian

w'iU stiU have to take on trust much that requires justification. I..et ns hope that Dr. Ebbell will regard the

present work merely as a prehmiiiary essay and as the precursor of a full and detailed translation of the text

.

\Vakren R. Dawsox.

Libyer und Agypter, Beitrdge zur Ethnologie und Geschichle libyscher Vdtkerschaflen nark den altugyjdinchen

Qudlen. By Wilhelm Holscher. (Agyptologische Eorschungen, Heft 4.) Gluckstadt, J. J. Augustin,

1937. 4°. 70 pp., 6 pis. RM. 9.-

The primary aim of this hook is to determine the cthnoloLdcal divisions of the Libyan peoples, their

origins, and their relations with Egi-pt by analysing the representations of them on Egvptian monuments,

their other archaeological remains, and the occasional allusions to them contained in the historical literature.

The author has accomplished his very complicated task with care and thoroughness, and his arguments,

though often involved, are presented w ith a conviction which is refreshina. Each of his conclusions is based

on a statement of the existing evidence, from which the cardinal and fundamental features arc sifted. The

K k
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first group to be examined is the Tjehenu, the earliest representations of whom occur on monuments of the

Old Kingdom, notably on the famous relief in the mortuary temple of Sahure^, A full critical description

of these people, as they appear on that relief, is given, some of their most striking features being the

unpractical nature of their dress, which was obviously determined by magical or ritual factors, the close

resemblance of some elements of their attire to that of the Egi’ptian Pharaohs, and the undeniably Eg^^tian

origin not onlv of their tribal name but also of the names of certain individuals. It is not surprising that,

having pointed out these and other less conspicuous but still important traits which find Egi'ptian parallels,

the author sees in the old Tjehenu an Egi’ptian stock which was squeezed out of the Delta at a very early

period and which, while retaining many of its original characteristics, adopted others from its newly

acquired African neighbours. He locates their home in the \\ adi Natrun and the Fayyum.

The account of the Tjemehu begins with an analysis of their dress and weapons, from which we learn

that they were mainly archers, though they are sometimes depicted with swords. They seem to have

flourished at least from the First Intermediate Period until the beginning of the New Kingdom, for after

that their name is used, like that of the Tjehenu in earlier times, to indicate Libyans in general, including

the Libu and the Jlashwesh. Concerning their origin little can be ascertained with certainty, but the author

favours the view that they migrated from the south-west to the north-east, and in support of this view,

though speaking in guarded terms, he finds evidence in the passage of the C-group of Nubian pottery which

has been found by Newbold in the Wadi Hawa.

It is in his treatment of the Libu and the Mashwesh that the author displays most clearly his ingenuity.

There are many elements which are common to the dress of both these peoples, but one feature of the

latter, namely, the penis-case, is lacking in the representations of the Libu. The author not unnaturally

links up the practice of circumcision with this use of the penis-case—the uncircumcised Libu requiring no

such addition to their dress. The much-debated word 1/mt is discussed with full references, and the ultimate

conclusion is that it is derived from the Hebrew —a suggestion already put fonvard by Brugsch

—

and that its use corresponds with it in meaning both the foreskin and the uncircumcised phallus.

The historical background of the Libyan supremacy in Egj-pt and its course are dealt with dj-nasty by

djTiasty until the final downfall at the hands of the Ethiopians.

By the publication of this book an important gap in our knowledge of the relations of Egypt with her

Western neighbours has been filled, and fresh discoveries must surely confirm at least the main lines of

this thesis.

I. E. S. Enw-iRDS.

Die agyptischen Listen palastinensischer und syrischer Ortsnamen. By Anton Jirkit. (Klio, Beitrage zur

alten Geschichte, Neue Folge, 26. Beiheft.) Leipzig, Dieterich'sche Verlagsbuchhandlung, 1937. 8vo.

66 pp., 1 pi. RM. 4.-

In this wholly admirable little volume Professor Jirku has succeeded in presenting to aU scholars whose

interests extend to the many perplexing geographical problems of S\Tia and Palestine a book of reference

which is both comprehensive and commendably brief. It is not for the Egyptologist alone that the book

has been WTitten, for every name is transcribed into Roman characters and explanations are given in the

accompanying footnotes wherever those unacquainted with the idiosjmcrasies of the hieroglyphic script

might reasonably be puzzled (e.g. p. 7, n. 4). The lists—twenty-seven in number—are arranged in chrono-

logical order, beginning with that of Tuthmosis III from the temple of Karnak and concluding with one

of Taharka, copied by the author from the pedestal of a statue in the Cairo Museum ; every place-name

which is mentioned more than once is provided on each occurrence with full cross-references, so that it is

possible to see at a glance whether the neighbouring places in any given instances coincide. Most of these

geographical lists will be familiar to Egyptologists, for they are already included in the works of R. Lepsius,

W. M. Muller, K. Sethe, and J. H. Breasted ; many have recently been collated anew by the author, and

three, from monuments of -Amenophis III, Ramesses II, and Taharka, are published, so it seems, for the

first time. In his identifications, which are given in note form at the first mention of a name, the author

has made liberal use of the Old Testament, Tell el-'Amarnah tablets, Hittite records, Ras esh-Shamra texts,

and other modern archaeological evidence, as well as giving critical references to the existing geographical

works. It was obviously not his intention that these bibliographical references should be exhaustive

—

a task which would be outside the real purpose of the present volume—so that it would be inappropriate

to record here occasional omissions which occurred to the reviewer when reading through the book. Some
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brief remarks on the historical significance of the geographical lists and the manner of their composition,

followed by an excellent index, conclude this most useful work.
I. E. S. Edwards.

Lea Meliques de 1'Art Syrien dans I'Egypte du Souvel Empire. By Pierre INIoxtet. (Publications de la

Faculte des Lettres de I'Universite de Strasbourg, Paso. 76.) Paris, Societe d’edition, 1937. 8vo.

189 pp., 207 figs. Fr. 80.

M. Slontet has worked extensively in Egypt and for a few producth'e years in Syria. He ought therefore

to be a dispassionate judge when the two countries make rival claims. If in this book he too often pla\'s

the part of an advocate who makes the most of points that tell in favour of Syria, his client of the moment,
yet on the whole, despite some doubtful arguments, he is not led far from a right outlook or a just verdict.

The author has set out to present the contribution which Syrian objects found or pictured in Egj'pt

can make to a knowledge of Syrian art. He has to show that this material is really Syrian, proving it by

parallels dravm from the soil of Syria and by a contrast of styles which ma_i' serve as a test of impure

imitations. Recent years have immensely increased the material that S_\Tia has contributed to its own
history ; but this is scattered, uncatalogued, and not very accessible. The Egj'ptologist will be disappointed

to find the well-known Egyptian material profusely illustrated here, but the Syrian material, mainly objects,

noted only by references to publications. It is an unhappy division, since it means that photographed

objects are set off against line drawings, a chasm not easily bridged by many. This is therefore a book

primarily for those less familiar with Egypt, the great museum of ancient painting and representational

reUef. In this respect the book serves its purpose fairly well, though the sources are never critically treated

where suspicions might justly be aroused, no new material is added, and the illustrations are not always

taken from the best versions. There do not seem, however, to be man}’ ca.ses where serious error occurs.

The Eg}-ptologist would gladly have exchanged the long verbal descriptions of the illustrations for

a clear presentation of the vital questions at issue. What is ‘S}Tia’ ? Is it modern Syria, SiTia of classical

times, or S}Tia as an ancient geographical term ? Is it Phoenicia, or the cit}--states of the time of the

Egyptian Empire, or what ? The author sighs vainly for the power, which he rightly allows to the ancient

Egyptian, of distinguishing the products of Assyria. Crete, Phoenicia, and Syria (Kharii). Reliable know-

ledge of the city-states of S}Tia, their social condition, culture, wealth, power, and varying history, is still

very small, and M. Montet says nothing to elucidate the subject. To say that the cities of the coast were

rich, populous, and productive (p. 179) but that scarcely anything has survived from Dyn. IS owing to

the Eg}’ptian plunderers (did the}’ rob the graves too ?) is not very helpful. If M. Montet had substituted

‘Phoenician’ for "S^iTian’ in the title of his book, he would not have needed to suppress more than a few lines.

Nothing is said here of any development of Syrian art, or of a classical age as against one of decadence.

Yet it is plain that a period of comparative simplicity was followed by one of excessive decoration, corre-

sponding to the degradation of taste that set in in Eg}'pt under the Ramessides, after lapses in the previous

reigns. Syrian products shown in Egyptian tombs of the early New Kingdom are still fiiirly rc.straincd in

style, if more ornate than most Egyptian manufactures, though Fig. 126 is a prophecy of evil to come.

From the time of Tuthmosis IV on, however, increasingly ridiculous and complicated show-pieces {objets

d’apparat) appear, culminating in the atrocities pictured (faithfully ':) in Egyptian temples and in the tomb

of ’Amiseba’ (Imisibe', No. 65). The latter M. Montet seems to regard as the finest productions of Syrian

art and as real examples of its culture, not as objects rigged up for sale to tho.se who affected exotic pro-

ductions, or as attempts at enhancing bullion-value by meretricious showiness. Hence the author's claim

‘nul doute que des vases semblables a ceux d’Amiseba n’aient existe dans les temples des Raal et des

Baalat’ (p. 179). But if objects three-parts definitely foreign in motif and symbolism, and even embodying

signs of S}’rian enslavement to Egypt, formed the furniture of native temples, Syria must have been

incapable of an indigenous art worthy of the name. The articles shown by Imisibe’ must surely have

been of the most tawdry and flimsy construction. One might as well cite the worst examples of chinoiaerie

in England as specimens of English or of Chinese .art. But M. Montet has some questionable aesthetic

criteria. The source of the decorated crater he finds to be Syria because, whereas in Egypt and Crete it

remained simple, in Syria it became an object on which animals and plants could be liberally hung. ‘N'est-

ce pas la preuve que cette Industrie est nee dans le pays qui a su lui donner un tel dcH’eloppement ? ’ (p. 170).

The author occasionally shows himself behind the times. He believes that the ornaments shown on the

rims of vases were all interior decoration (‘c est la scule solution pos.sible , p. 68). He still sees Syrian

slaves and artificers in the bald and bearded old men of Egyptian tombs (pp. 163 f.). He is inclined to
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see a cock in the griffin's head of the tombs of Weser and Rekhmire' (and indeed that bird was just known

in Egypt in Dim. IS). But the wattles shown by Hoskins and Prisse seem to be imaginarj'. He is also

unaware of the nature of the ointment-horns ( ‘ hampes p. 48) often shown in the hands of Syrians, affirming

that they have not their like in Egi'pt and do not exist in our museums. There are, in fact, several, and

one, now in the Royal Scottish iluseum in Edinburgh (Petrie. Qumeh, PI. xxv), supports the author’s

evidence for their Syrian origin, since, instead of the head of a goddess (Hathor-Astarte) at the point near

the spoon at which the horn ends, it has the head of a dove.

For its specific purpose of presenting the Egyptian material in word and picture and commenting on

it the book will be found extremely useful, and incidentally there is much sound sense on the relations of the

two countries. The best service is done in Chap. V ('Objets trouves en Eg\'pte’) where the author claims

for SiTia certain Bubastite and other relics which have not always been assigned to that country, chiefly

and most safely on the ground that the Siuian manufacturer did not observe the natural proprieties of

a scene as did the Egi-ptian, but mixed his borrowed elements into the design that pleased him most. The

argument ‘It is not Egj'ptian enough for Egj-pt and too Egi’ptian to be Aegean' assigns an object to

Syria as the nation least hampered by national tradition or aesthetic principles. He claims for Syria the

griffin (through Mesopotamia), the female sphinx, the horse and chariot, the large ship, the scimitar, the

ointment-horn, the shallow vase, the palmette, confronted beasts, galloping animals, the presentation of

a scene in space instead of in registers. It is very urdikely that the hachures on animals are a Syrian device

to suggest curvature, for they merely replace similar markings in Egyptian painting.

As regards the general influenee of S\Tia on Egypt M. Montet has no doubt as to its unhappy character.

He fully admits that Egypt began by improving on everj-thing she borrowed and making it her o\ra. But

the meretricious objects exported to Egypt tended to deprave her taste; she ended by accepting and

imitating objects in the most exaggerated SjTian style, the most useless and bizarre productions. ‘En un

mot I'art Egj'ptien a perdu de son serieux. de sa dignite a partir du moment ou il a subi I'influence des

etrangers, surtout des Syriens’ (p. 182). He admits, too, that S\Tia was a borrower from the first and is

not deceived as to the level its arts attained at their best. ‘Xul souci de la realite ne dicte leur choix. . . .

On aime ce qui briUe, mais trop souvent I'objet eclatant est fait d’une mince feufile de metal precieux

appliquee sur du bronze ou sur du bois. . . . Cela n’avait pas d'importance puisqu’O ne s’agissait que de

decor.’ ‘ On a prodult une setae depourvue de toute signification, mais agrtable a voir, comme I’art phe-

nicien a toujours aime en produire’ (pp. 180, 181, 99).

The volume shows some slips in proof-reading. ‘OmbreUe’ on pp. 66, 77 is surely an error for its half-

sister ‘ombello’. On p. 78 there occur ‘latiformes’ for ‘lotiformes’ ; ‘Kenamun’ for ‘Nebamun’ on p. 27,

1. 6; Schweinfuch ’ for ‘Schweinfurth’ on p. 77. Is ‘la sphinge’, on pp. llOf., reaUj* meant to stand ? On
p. 12 'Tomb 163’ should be ‘Tomb 162’. Citations of illustrations sometimes err by one unit, more or less

(e.ff. on pp. 96, 107, 113). An English quotation on p. 147, n. 1, has six mistakes. The index is meagre.

X. BE G. Davies.

Haremhah unddie Amamazeit (Teildruck: Harernhahs Laufbahn bis zur Thronbesteigung). By Kukt Pflugee.
Zwickau, F. Ullmann, G.m.b.H., 1936. 8vo. 62 pp.

Only the second of three parts of this doctoral thesis is published, but from a summary of the rest we
learn that it offers a solution of two main problems. Why were the names of Tut'ankhamun and Eye
deleted from the records ? And why was Eye made king when Haremhab was already so strong ? The
reason, in Dr. Pfluger’s view, was that the ‘heresy’ of Amarna was not merely religious, but also political

and social, the result of a struggle between classes, which went on throughout the period. The influence of

this struggle on Haremhab's career and the part he played in it are brought out in this published part of the

work, in which the numerous scenes and inscriptions relating to Haremhab as a private individual are care-

fully reconsidered. From the titles used at different periods the author concludes that Haremhab was
already in a position of extraordinary power under TuRankhamun before his success in the Asiatic war
(there was no Asiatic war in Haremhab’s own reign). In view of the difficult political situation it was safer

to use the more modest titles, and they do not fuUy represent the position he held. The reader cannot but
feel doubtful whether Egyptian inscriptions and scenes will bear exact evaluation of their smallest details,

but Dr. Pfluger's discussion is very careful, and it is to be regretted that he has not been able to publish

his other sections.

A. X. Dakin.
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Das altagijptiscke Bildnis. By Hei^ich Schafeh. (Leipziger Agyptologische Studien, Heft 5.) Gluckstadt

and Hamburg, J. J. Augustin, 1936. 8vo. 46 pp., 46 pis. RM. 7.20.

Once again Professor Schafer has given us a book of profound and original thought. It is now nearly

twenty years since his Von dggpiischer Kunst raised the study of Egyptian art to a new level, and in this

new work, brief though it is, we can see the application of the general theory to the narrower field of por-

traiture. Beginning by pointing out that in the ancient world before classical Greece, portraiture existed in

a developed state only in EgA-pt, Professor Schafer goes on to show to what extent we can consider Egyptian

portraits to be genuine reproductions of the features of the portrayed. He points out that in the early stages

of art all sculpture of human beings was to some extent portraiture, because there was no conception of man
in general, and every statue was the statue of one particular man even though it might not resemble him

to any very marked extent. With the invention of uviting this process was simplified, for by the mere

writing of the name a statue which bore no true resemblance to the portrayed could readily be identified

with him. We have many examples of the working of this theory in the obliteration of a name and the

writing of a new one in its place; in these cases it is clear that the important element is the name and that

the actual resemblance of the statue to the man whose name it bore was not particularly relevant. But

apart from this we have many examples of what must be true portraits ; it is, for example, possible to identify

a statue of Amenemmes III or Tuthmosis III on facial evidence alone, so well attested are the faces of these

two kings. Even in cases where at first sight two statues of a man bear no re.semblance to each other, a more

careful study wUl show that they arc reallj' very similar ; Schafer quotes as an example of this the classic

case of the two statues of Ra'nofrc, one showing him with a wig and the other with short hair. So unlike

did these two statues appear to be that many concluded from this that true portraiture could not be spoken

of at this time; but when Engelbach tried the experiment of placing a wig on the short-haired statue it

was immediately apparent that they were similar. Schafer also points out that it was only the face that was

thought to need exact representation; the rest of the body could be represented in a purely conventional

manner, and so we get a series of type-groups of bodies, differentiated into young men, old men, 3'oung

women, old women, and so on. The treatment of the faces shows quite clearly that this was due to conscious

intention rather than lack of skill.

The plates are excellent. There is one error: the famous ivory statuette of a king from Abydos is repro-

duced from the plate in Abydos, n and not from PI. 9 of JEA 17 as stated in the list of plates. This is

unfortunate, as the early photograph taken before the cleaning and repairing by Dr. Plcnderleith does not

do justice to this very remarkable little object.

P. L. SHI^^^E.

Die Erzdhlung voni Streite des Horus und Seth in Pop. Beatty I als Literaturweri:. By Jo.achim Spiegel.

(Leipziger AgA’ptologische Studien, Heft 9.) Gluckstadt, Augustin. 1937. 8vo. 141 pp., 1 pi. RM. 9.-

This book contains many new and interesting ideas, the chief of which is elaborated in Chapter III. The

author there attempts to show that the true emphasis of the narrative under discussion is not on 'The Con-

tendings ofHorus and Seth’, but on the conflict between Remand theEnnead. This conflict is concerned with

the assignment of the inheritance of Osiris. The Ennead supports Horus and the principle of hereditary

succession, but Re' wishes to change the direct succession in favour of his minion Seth. It is claimed that the

shifting of emphasis and the preference of Re' for Seth, inasmuch as they diverge sharply from the path of

the accepted myth, suggest that the real interpretation of the narrative is historical and political. Re' is the

king of Egj-pt, the Ennead his couned of nome-rulers. The conflict between them is based on the historical

experience of the early Middle Kingdom, when the newly strengthened kingship was seeking to oppose

hereditary succession in the appointment of nome-rulers, and to set up royal partisans instead. .Support for

this is found in the realistic description of Seth's position and in the omission of reference to his Asiatic

connexions, formed in the Hyksos Period ;
also in the terms ‘office of the ruler’ (bu t hki), used of the inheri-

tance of Osiris, and ‘Council of the Thirty’ and ‘Corporation' (knit), used of the council of the gods. Other

figures in the narrative have a similar historical significance. Osiris in the concluding section stands for the

kingdom of Heracleopolis, corresponding to the position given to him in Spell 175 of the Book of the

Dead, where the official theology of that kingdom is laid down. His influence in deciding the conflict in a

certain direction accords with the probability that the nome-rulers attained their greatest power during the

Heracleopolitan regime. Viewed from the time of composition, his kingdom was relatively past
;
thus it is

the kingdom of the dead. Again, the prominent role of Thoth as the champion of hereditary succession
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reflects the position of the Hare-nome in the First Intermediate Period and the beginning ofthe Middle King-

dom. The occurrence of Beb in the Ennead is due to his connexion with Heracleopolis, while his ejection

from it echoes that city's decline. Amun is entirely omitted, and this would be hard to explain if the story

were a Ramesside composition of Theban origin. Such an omission, it is claimed, would not be surprising, if

the narrative is really what the present theory suggests it to be, namely a Ramesside revision of a work

written in the Middle Kingdom.

It may be said at once that this historical interpretation is far from convincing. Contemporary colouring

from the period postulated {e.g. ‘Council of the Thirty’) may certainly be present, but its presence need not

involve reference to contemporary events. It is very improbable that Horus and Seth, who are still the

central figures, now represent merely the respective favourites, in a recent and restricted era, of the nome-

rulers and of the king. Such an interpretation implies a facile process of replacing a myth's historical content.

It means that the ancient Egj’ptians were wont to re-use and refurnish their myths as they did their graves.

For this is the third historical interpretation suggested for different stages of the story of Horus and Seth.

The first stage, as represented in the Pyramid Texts, had doubtless a foundation in the predynastic conflict

between Upper and Lower Egypt. When the tale was subsequently re-told, as it was in the Kahun Papyrus,

the present narrative, and the Horus-myth of Edfu, it is hard to believe that an entirely new historical

meaning was given to it. Even in the original stage there was no conscious conservation of history. The
Chester Beatty story, as Gardiner remarked, approaches rather the pure Marchen

:

it pieces together many
old mythical fragments and adds new ones, its aim being merely to divert.

Spiegel is on firmer ground in his literary analysis and in his explanation of some of the episodes. His

suggestion that the episode concerning 'Anti the ferryman is an aetiologieal myth, explaining his name ‘the

taloned one’ is plausible, since it gives force to the statement that ‘the front of his feet was removed’. He is

probably right too in saying that the presentation of the Eye by Thoth to Re' symbolizes the delivering of the

kingship for reassignment. -Hthough he lavishly uses the epithets ‘epic’ and ‘Homeric’ to describe the

literary power of the work, he does not agree with Gardiner that the treatment of the gods is ‘ Homeric ’, for

this, he claims, was circumscribed either by the current myths or by the new historical significance. He like-

wise defends the narrative against the charge of ‘lubricity’, maintaining that the homosexual episode is

handled with more restraint than in the Kahun Papyrus. He quotes Diodorus to show that even the

exhibitionism of Hathor is by^ no means ‘amusing in a Rabelaisian wav', but may be connected with a
custom by which women uncovered their nakedness before their temple-gods, as an act of petition. If that
be so, why does the story say that ‘the great god laughed at her’ ? (The reader is presumably entitled to the
same reaction.) Re' laughs, according to Spiegel, because Hathor, a goddess, has made an exaggerated act

of self-humiliation which is fitting to mortals onlv. This austere explanation would be more acceptable if

the custom alluded to were better attested, and for an earlier period.

A new translation is appended, and some of the changes are clear improvements, e.g. the optative makes
better sense in 1, 8. (

l\Iay he (Thoth) take the king’s ring for Horus’). Spiegel’s treatment of 4, 8-9 is some-
what violent both textually and grammatically. The desire to substitute sense for the nonsense of the existing

text condones the first type of violence, but not the second. The text states that the Ennead cried out to
Re', saying, ‘ What are these words which thou hast spoken, which are not worthy that they should be heard ?’

-\ctualH Re', according to the present text, has not uttered a word. An outburst from Horus, however,
immediately follows, and it is with this that Spiegel would connect the Ennead's question. He would there-

fore make two changes, addressing the Ennead’s question to Horus and not to Re' (with a corresponding
change in the text), and translating the relative form in a future sense. It is verv doubtful, however,
whether ih ns mdict Idd'k can mean anything other than ‘What are these words which thou hast said?’
since the relative form has past meaning in Late Egyptian (see Erman, Aeuag. Gr., § 823; Gardiner,
dEA 16, 224. n. 1). ,Spiegel cites as a parallel P. Beatty' I, 10, 12, but the relative form is there partly
substantival, and p; dd-i irtn might almost be translated ‘my speech to j'ou’ (c/. Erman, op. cit., § 394,

"’*'''1 ctwa “seine Rede” sein’), with the temporal reference undetermined. A simple
solution of the difficulty', which seems not to have occurred to either Spiegel or Gardiner, is to assume
the inadvertent omission of the offending words of Re'. The Ennead’s question to him then becomes
meaningful.

It should be added that there is an error in the opening sentence: this Chester Beatty' papyTus is not
in the British Museum, like the others, but in Mr. Chester Beatty’s private collection.

J. Gwyx Gkitfiths.
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Atlas zur altaegyptiscken Kulturgeschichie von Walter Wkeszisski. Teil III: Griiber des Alten Reiches.

Bearbeitet von Heixeich Schafee unter ilitwirkung von Hermann Grapow. Lieferungen 1-4.

Leipzig, 1937-8.

In 1909 Walter Wreszinski arrived at Thebes with a young bride, a large camera, and unlimited zeal.

The Theban necropolis lay before him, fuU of pictures, many of which had already been reproduced by
copyists. But he considered that a camera could improve on such laboured productions in a few hours. Out
of my longer experience I lavished counsels and cautions, until he exclaimed in exasperation ‘Do you think

that I am a publisher of picture-books?’. Poor Wreszinski! It was just to this that he was doomed by fate

and by his own perception what a lively and convincing bioscopic record could be produced of the activities,

social customs, and even the emotions of a people so ancient as almost to be primeval, yet already so full of

subtlety and sophistication—man in much of his infinite complexity. Thenceforward the Atlas took up more

and more of his time and energy, untU he drew into the vortex of his project his wife and his friends, so that,

when early death carried him off in 1935, he had, unknown to himself, contrived not only that his life-work

should be continued, but also that the expansion and improvement towards which it had kept moving should

stiU be maintained. Hence Part m, so far as it now lies before us, while showing changes (distinctly'

for the better), stiU remains Wreszinski’s, and is stUl served b\' his wife’s devotion. The Atlas promises to

take a place among the books which facilitate and enliven a return to the ancient world and so entice men
towards humanistic thought and practice. And of all peoples the ancient Egyptians offer the uarmest wel-

come to strangers from a distant future.

What then is, in sum, the treasure here exhibited ? Words taken from Prof. Schafer’s preface show the

quality of his appreciation and become a guarantee of his power to open the eyes of his readers. For him

these pictures are ‘artistic creations of a high sort which have caught up an exhdarating picture of the life

of a shrewd and energetic agricultural people, and to which the pyuamids make a fitting background,

symbolic of this sturdy State. In them delight in vitality, whether of plant or animal, mingles with solicitude

for the claims of death; the huzza of the husbandman alternates with the blow from the tax-gatherer's stick’.

If this is not exactly' our own political ideal, so much the more quickening.

The interpretation of the scenes having been entrusted to men of such special competence and so well

equipped with parallel examples in support of their elucidations, it would scarcely be fitting to detract from

the general admiration which the work in its present hands must command by suggesting alternative ex-

planations here and there. As there are points where all will be thankful to find a frequent rock of offence

removed from the way, so also there are places where the authors will be followed less readily. It is well

known that the philologist’s powers are severely tested by the curt and intimate sentences, exhortatory or

descriptive, with which these episodes are sprinkled, half decoratively, half in order to gain added vitality,

as with the captions of a cinema-film. Prof. Schafer, too, has often doubted whether he has quite reached

w'hat the designer intended to convey to those who should peruse his work. This uncertainty is inevitable,

though always a little less than it used to be.

But our admiration of this ancient means of imparting information ought not to be weakened by its

inherent limitations. We strive still after the ideal of so educating our peoples that no man, however simple,

shall fail to read and learn by reading. Yet here at the beginning of culture a method had already- been de-

vised by which the dullest could, without schooling, enjoy a narrative of events, a presentation of scenes, a

biographical record, so long as they came fairly near to his own experience. Ko one of us who takes in hand

this series of plates in the light of the very full interpretation given by the editors but will speedily learn to

read Ancient Egyptian, not by grammar and rule, but—as soon as he becomes accustomed to its quaint

adaptations—pleasantly and easily-, by eye and by sympathetic imagination alone.

If a bone had to be thrown to the spirit that always denigrates, it would be in the form of a question

whether we are not near, or already at, the point where knowledge of the simpler and recurring features of

Egyptian picture-writing may be assumed, and editorial notes be confined to the rarer words and to cases of

specially involved syntax in this pictorial script ; whether, too, such an economy- of explanation might not

increasinglv be used in this publication also as it advances, so that very* valuable observations may- be less

liable to be lost in stretches of what by that time will be obvious to most. The absolute tyro must not always

be catered for ; he is less common and less worthy of consideration than he was.

N. de G. Davies.
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Anc. Egypt = Ancient Egypt, continued as Ancient

Egypt and the East.

Ann. Arch. Anthr. = Annals of Archaeology and

Anthropology.

Ann. Inst. phil. hist. or. = Annuaire de TInstitut de

philologie et d'histoire orientates.

Ann. R. Sc. Pisa = Annali della Reale Scuola

Sormale Superiore di Pisa {Lettere, Storia e

Filosofa), Serie II.

-4nn. Serv. = Annales du Service des Antiquites de

I'Egypte.

Ann. Univ. Roma — Annuario della R. Universitd di

Roma.

An. Or. = Analecta Orientalia.

Antiq. = Antiquity.

Ap')(. 'E<l>. = ^Ap)(aio\oyiKT] ^Efqpepls.

Arch. f. Or. = Archiv fur Orientforschung.

Arch. f. Rel. = Archiv fiir Religionswissenschaft.

Arch. f. R. u. 15'. = Archiv fiir Rechts- und Wirt-

schaftsphilosophie.

Arch. Giurid. = Archivio Oiuridico.

A rch . h ist. dr. or.= Arch ives d’ h istoiredu droit oriental.

Archiv = Archiv fur Papyrusforschung.

Arch. Orient. = Archiv Orientdlni.

Ath. Mitt. = Mitteilungen des . . . deutschen archaeo-

logischen Instituts, Athenische Abteilung (‘Athe-

nische Mitteilungen’).

BCH = Bulletin de correapondance hellenique.

Beachr. Leiden = Plej-te-Boeser, Beschreibung der

dgyptischen Sammlung des niederlandischen

Reichsmuseums . . . in Leiden.

Bibl. Aeg. = Bibliotheca Aegyptiaca.

Bibl. egyptol. = Bibliotheque egyptologique.

BGU = Agyptische Urkunden aus den . . . Museen

zu Berlin: Oriechische Urkunden.

Bk. Dead = Book of the Dead.

BL = Preisigke-Bilabel, Berichtigungsliste der grie-

chischen Papyrusurkunden aus Agypten.

BM Quart. = British Museum Quarterly.

Boll. fil. class. = Bollettino di filologia classica.

Botti-Peet, Giornale = II Giomale della Kecropoli di

Tebe.

Breasted, Anc. Rec. = Ancient Records.

Bull. Acad. Sci. URSS = Bulletin de VAcade'mie des

Sciences de V Union des Republiques Sovietiques

Socialistes: Classe des Sciences Sociales.

Bull. ASOR = Bulletin of the American Schools of

Oriental Research.

Bull. Ass. am. art copte = Bulletin de VAssociation

des amis des eglises et de I'art coptes.

Bull. Inst. d'Eg. = Bulletin de VInstitut d'Egypte.

Bull. Inst. fr. = Bulletin de VInstitut frangais

d’archiologie orientals.

Bull. Ist. dir. rom. = Bullettino delV Istituto di diritto

romano.

Bull. MFA = Bulletin of the Museum of Fine Arts

(Boston).

Bull. MMA = Bulletin of the Metropolitan Museum
of Art (New York).

Bull. Ryl. Libr. = Bulletin of the John, Rylands

Library.

Bull. Soc. arch, d’Alex. — Bulletin de la Societe

royale d’archeologie d’Alexandrie.

Buraian = Jahresbericht iiber die Fortschritte der

klassischen Alterlumsivissenschaft.

Byz.-neugr. Jahrbb. = Byzantinisch - neugriechische

Jahrbilcher.

BZ — Byzantinische Zeitschrift.

CAH = Cambridge Ancient History.

CCO = Cairo Museum, Catalogue General.

Ch. Quart. Rev. = Church Quarterly Review.

^ The alphabetical arrangement of the abbreviations ignores stops and spaces. The abbreviations used in
references to editions of papyri may be found in CAH, vii, 889-91

;
x, 922-4; xi, 927. The form for reference to

periodicals is: JEA 24, 109, n. 1 ; for reference to other works in several volumes: ir6., i, 200 (note commas and
absence of ‘p.’).
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Chron. d'Sg. = Chronique d'Egypte (cited by year-

numbers).

CIA — Corpus Inscriptionum Atticarum.

CIO = Corpus Inscriptionum Graecarum.

Cl. Journ. = Classical Journal.

Cl. Phil. = Classical Philology.

Cl. Quart. = Classical Quarterly.

Cl. Rev. = Classical Review.

Cl. Weekly = Classical Weekly.

CPHerm. = Corpus papyranim Hermopolitanorvm.

CPR = Wessely, Corpus Papyroruin Raineri Archi-

ducis Austriae.

C.-R. Ac. Inscr. B.-L. = Comptes-Rendus de VAca-

demic des Inscriptions et Belles-Lettres.

Crum, Cop. Diet. = A Coptic Dictionary.

CSCO — Corpus Scriptorum Christianorum Orienta-

lium.

Diet. arch, chre't. = Dictionnaire d'arche'ologie chrt-

tienne.

DLZ = Deutsche Literaturzeitung.

EEF = Egypt Exploration Fund.

EES = Egypt Exploration Society.

Egn. Rel. = Egyptian Religion.

Erman, Ag. Or. = Agyptische Grammatik, 4tli edn.

Erman, Lit. — Die Literatur der Aegypter.

Erman, Keuag. Gr. = Xeuagyptische Grammatik,

2nd edn.

Et. de Pap. = Etudes de Papiyrologie.

Etudes = Etudes : revue catholique d’interet general.

Exp. Times = Expository Times.

f. (e.g.) p. 81 f. = pp. 81-2.

Files. Inst. fr. = Fouilles de TInstitut franqais.

Forsch. u. Fortschr. = Forschungen und Fort-

schritte.

Gard., Egn. Gr. = Gardiner, Egyptian Grammar.

Gardiner-Weigall, Top. Cat. = A Topographical

Catalogue of the Private Tombs of Thebes.

Gauthier, Diet. geog. = Dictionnaire des noms gto-

graphiques.

GOA = Qottingische gelehrte Anzeigen.

Gr. = Grammar, Grammatik. Grammaire.

Griffith, Ryl. Pap. = Catalogue of the Demotic Papyri

in the John Rylands Library, Manchester.

Griffith Studies = Studies presented to F. LI. Griffith.

Harv. Theol. Rev. = Harvard Theological Review.

Hierat. Pap. Berlin = Hieratische Papyrus aus den

. . . Museen zu Berlin.

Hierat. Pap. BM-. i, n = Facsimiles of Egyptian

Hieratic Papyri in the British Museum {First

Series, Second Series)

;

ni = Hieratic Papyri in

the British 3Iuseum {Third Series).

Hierogl. Texts BM = Hieroglyphic Texts from Egyp-

tian Stelae, d-c., in the British Museum.

Hist. = History of Egypt.

Hist. Z. = Historische Zeitschrift.

IG = Inscriptiones Graecae.

lOR = Inscriptiones Graecae ad res Romanas per-

tinentes.

III. Ldn. Xeivs = Illustrated London News.

inserr. hierogl. = Inscriptions hieroglyphiques.

Jahrb.f. Litiirg. = Jahrhuch fur Liturgiewissenschaft.

JAOS = Journal of the American Oriental Society.

J. as. = .Journal asiatique.

J. Bihl. Lit. = Journed of Biblical Literature.

JEA = Journal of Egyptian Archaeology.

JHS = Journal of Hellenic Studies.

JMEOS = Journed of the Manchester Egyptian and

Oriental Society.

JRAS — Journal of the Royed Asiatic Society.

J. Rel. = Journal of Religion.

JRS = Journal of Roman Studies.

J. Sav. = Journed des Savants.

JTS = Journal of Theological Studies.

Kah. Pap. — Ciriffith, Hieratic Papyri from Knhun

and Guroh.

KVGR = Kritische Tierteljahresschrift fiir Gesetz-

gebung und Rechtswissenschaft.

Lacau, Te.vtes rel. = Textes religieux.

Leps., ZHvH. = 'L(ex>sms,Denkm(deraus Aegypten und

Aethiopien.

LQR = Law Quarterly Review.

M., Chr. = Mitteis, Chrestomathie {Grundziige und

Chreslomathie der Papyruskunde, ii, 2. Halfte).

MDOG — Mitteilungen der deutschen Orient-Gesell-

schaft.

Mel. Beyrouth = Melanges de VVniversite Saint-

Joseph, Beyrouth {Liban).

Mel. Maspero = Melanges Maspero {3Ian. Inst. fr.

66-8 ).

Mem. Inst. d'Eg. = Memoires de Ihistitut cVEgypite.

Mem. Inst. fr. = Memoires publics par les membres

de Ilnstitut frangais d'nrcheologie orientale du

Caire.

3Iein. Miss.fr. = Memoires publies par les membres

de la Mission archeologique franchise an Caire.

Meyer. Gesek. Alt. = Geschichte des Altertums.

M., Grdz. = Mitteis, Grundzuge {Grundzuge und

Chrestomathie der Papyruskunde, n, 1. Halfte).

Jlitt. deutsch. Inst. Kairo = Mitteilungen des

deutschen Institutsfur dgyqjtische Altertumskunde

in, Kairo.

Mbllcr, Hierat. Pal. = Hieratische Paldographie.

Mon. Plot. = Fondation Eugene Piot. Acadunie des

Inscriptions et Belles-lettres. Monuments et me-

moires.

Miinch. Beitr. = Miinchner Beitrdge zur Pajiyrus-

forschung und antiken Rechtsgeschichte.

MVAG = Mitteilungen der vorderasiatisch-aegyp-

tischen Ge-sellschaft.

n. = note.

L 1
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Xachr. Gottingen — Nachrichten ron der Gesellschajt

der Wissenschaften zu Gottingen. Philologisch-

historische Klasse.

Souv. rev. theol. — Xouvelh revue theologique.

Num. Chron. = Xumismatic Chronicle.

OGIS = Dittenberger, Orientis Graeci Inscriptiones

Selectae.

OLZ = Orientalistische Literaturzeitung.

Or. Chr. = Oriens Chriatiamts.

Or. Chr. Anal. = Orientalia Christiana Analecta.

Or. Chr. Per. = Orientalia Christiana Periodica.

P. = Pap\Tus.

PEQ = Palestine Exploration Quarterly, formerh'

Palestine Exploration Fund’sQuarterlyStatement.
PG = Patrologia Graeca.

Phil. Woch. = Philologische Wochenschrift.

Porter-Moss, Top. Bibl. = Topographical Biblio-

graphy of Ancient Egyptian Hieroglyphic Texts,

Beliefs, and Paintings.

Proc. Am. Phil. Ass. = Proceedings of the American
Philological Association.

P.-R., Pap. Turin = Plejiie-Rossi, Papyrus de

Turin.

PSBA = Proceedings of the Society of Biblical

Archaeology.

PSI = Papiri della Societd Italiana.

PW = Pauly-Wissowa-Kroll-Mittelhaus, Beal-En-

cyclopddie der kiassischen Altertumswissenschaft.

Pyr. = Sethe, Hie altaegyptischen Pyramidentexte.

Bee. Champ. = Becueil d'etudes e'gyptologiquesdediees

d la memoire de Jean-Francois Champollion.

Bech. sc. rel. — Becherches de science religieuse.

Bee. trav. = Becueil de travaux relatifs a la philologie

et d Varchiologie e'gyptiennes et assyriennes.

Bend. Pont. Acc. = Atti della Pontificia Accademia
Bomana di Archeologia {Serie ill): Bendiconti.

Bend. B. 1st. = Bendiconti del Beale Islituto Lom-
bardo di scienze e letters.

Bev. arch. = Bevue archeologique.

Bev. bibl. = Bevue biblique.

Bev. crit. = Bevue critique d’histoire et de litteralure.

Bev. d’egyptol. = Bevue d'egyptologie.

Bev. de myst. — Bevue de mystique.

Bev. de phil. ~ Bevue de philologie, de litteralure et

d’histoire anciennes.

Bev. d'hist. eccl. = Bevue d’histoire eedesiastique.

Bev. Eg. anc. = Bevue de I’Egypte ancienne.

Bev. egyptol. = Bevue egyptologique.

Bev. et. anc. — Bevue des eludes anciennes.

Bev. et. gr. = Bevue des etudes grecques.

Bev. et. juives = Bevue des dudes juives.

Bev. d. lat. = Bevue des dudes latines.

Bev. hist. = Bevue hiatorique.

Bev. hist. dr. — Bevue historique de droit franqais et

dranger.

Bev. hist, philos. rel. = Bevue d’histoire et de philo-

sophic religieuses.

Bev. hist. rel. = Bevue de I’histoire des religions.

Bh. 2Ius. — Bheinisches Museum.

Biv. di arch, crist. = Bivista di archeologia cristiana.

Biv. difil. = Bivista difilologia classica.

Biv. indo-greco-ital. = Bivista indo-greco-italiana.

Biv. star. dir. ital. = Bivista di storia del diritto

italiano.

SB = Preisigke-Bilabel, Snmmelbuch griechischer

Urkunden aus Agypten.

Sethe, Eildut. Lesest. = Erlauterungen zu den aegyp-

tischen Lesestiicken: Texts des Mittleren Beiches.

Sethe, Lesest. = Aegyptische Lesestucke zum Oe-

brauch itn akademischen Unterricht: Texts des

Mittleren Beiches. 2nd edn.

Sethe, Vb. Komm. Pyr. ~ Vbersetzung und

Kommentar zu den altdgyptischen Pyramiden-

texten.

Sitzungsb. Berlin {Miinchen, etc.) = Sitzungsberichie

der Preussischen {Bayerischen, etc.) Akademie der

Wissenschaften.

Spiegelberg, Hem. Gr. = Hemoiische Grammatik.

Spiegelberg, Kopt. Hdivb. = Koptisches Handworter-

buch.

St. econ.-giurid. Univ. Cagliari = Studi econornico-

giuridichi della B. Universitd di Cagliari.

St. et Hoc. = Studia et Hocumenta Historiae et luris.

St. it. fil. class. = Studi ituliani difilologia classica.

St. Pal. = Studien ziir Palaeographie und Papyrus-

htnde, ed. C. Wessely.

Sup. Gard. Egn. Gr. = Supplement to Gardiner's

Egyptian Grammar.

Symb. Oslo. — Symbolae Osloenses.

TAPA = Transactions of the American Philological

Association.

Theol. Bev. = Theologische Bevue.

Theol. St. Kr. = Theologische Studien und Kritiken.

Tijdschrift = Tijdschrift voor Bechtsgeschiedenis.

Till, Achm.-K. Gr. = Achmhnisch-Koptische Gram-
matik.

TLB = Theologisches Literaturblatt.

TLZ = Theologische Literaturzeitung.

TSBA = Transactions of the Society of Biblical

Archaeology.

Uliters. — Untersuchungen zur Geschichte und Alter-

iumskunde Agyptens, ed. K. Sethe, later H.
Kees.

UPZ = Urkunden der Ptolemaerzeit, ed. U. Wilcken.

Urk. — Urkunden des dgyptischen Altertuma, ed. G.

Steindorff.

Wh. = Erman-Grapow, Worterbuch der aegyptischen

Sprache.

W., Chr. = Wilcken, Chrestomathie (Grundzuge und
Chrestomathie der Papyruskunde, I, 2. Halfte).
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W., Grdz. — Wilcken, Orundziige (Grundzuge und

Ch.restomath.ie der Papyntshmde, i, 1. Halfte).

W., 0. = Wilcken, Griechische Ostraha aus Aegypteu

und Nulien.

WZK3I = Wiener Zeitschrijt far die Kiinde des

3Iorgenlandes.

ZA8 = Zeitschrijt fur ugyptische Sprache und Alter-

tumskunde.

ZD3IG = Zeitschrijt der deutschen morgenlandischen

Gesellschaft.

Z. f. hath. Theol. = Zeitschrijt fur katholische Theo-

logie.

Z.J. Kirchengesch. = ZeitschrijtJdr Kirchengeschichte.

Z. J. neut. Il'i-ss. = Zeitschrijt fur neutestamentliche

Wissenschajt.

Z.J. Xumisiii. Zeitschrijt far W umismatik.

Z.J. vergleich. Rechfsic. = ZeitschrijtJar rergleichende

Rechtswissenschajt.

Z. Sar. = Zeitschrijt der Suvigny-Stijtung (Roma-

nistische Abteilung).
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in, 209 f.
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Dakin, A. N., The Stela of the sculptor Sire< at

Oxford, 190-7.

Bibliography: Pharaonic Egypt (1937):

§ 3. Conservation, 221.

§ 12. Personal Notices, 231.

reviews by, 145, 254.

Dances performed by dwarfs or pygmies, 185 f., 189.

Daressy, M. Georges, death of, 134.

dark, 180, 245 f.

Dames, N. de G., Bibliographv : Pharaonic Egj’pt

(1937).

§ 2. Art and Architecture, 219-21.

reviews by, 253—4, 257.

Dames, Nina M., Some Representations of Tombs
from the Theban Necropolis, 24—40

; 247.

Dawson, Wareen R., The Writing of the Name
Hike, 128.

Pygmies and Dwarfs in Ancient Egj’pt, 185-9.

review bv, 250-1.

Diodorus, 177.

Djeho, dwarf, 186 f.

Drainage sj’stem at Sesebi, 152 f.

Drovetti, Chevalier, collection of, 15 f.

Dunham, Dows, The Biographical Inscriptions of

Nekhebu in Boston and Cairo, 1-8 ; 147.

Dwarfs, confused with pygmies, 186 f. ; functions,

187 ;
magic, 188.

Dykmans, G., Hisioire economiqm et sociale de

I’ancienne Egypte. 3 v. (reviewed), 138-9.

Dyson, Pater, 158.

E
Eaton, Miss Bettj’, 147, 149.

Ebbell, B. (trans.). The Papyrus Ebers; the Greatest

Egyptian Medical Document (reviewed), 250-1.

Edgar, C. C., short obituarv, 133 f.

Education in Pharaonic Egj'pt, 159.

Edwards. I. E. S., Bibliographj-: Pharaonic Egj’pt

(1937):

§ 6. Foreign Relations, 224-8.

reviews bv, 251-3; 151.

El-Amarna, ‘House of Life’ at, 160 f.

Election of the Metropolitan Magistrates in Egypt,
The, A. H. M. Jones, 65-72.

Emery, Walter B., Recent Discoveries at Sakkarah,
243 ; 199, 209.

Essay-prize, award of, 133
Ethiopian king-names, 149.

F
Fairman, H. W., Short Report on Sesebi Season,

1937-8, 130.

Preliminarj’ Report on the Excavations at Sesebi
(Sudla) and ‘Amarah West, Anglo-Egyptian
Sudan, 1937-8, 151-6.

review bj’, 140; 247.

Fairman, JIrs., 247.

Famine Stela of Sehel, 83, 166 f.

Faulkner, R. 0., The Bremner-Rhind Papyrus

—

IV, 41-53.

Bibliography: Pharaonic Egypt (1937):

§ 8. Historj’, 229.

§ 10. Literature, 230.

FeU, Mr. Peter, 247.

First-Dj’nasty tombs at Sakkarah, 243.

Fondation Egj’ptologique Reine Elisabeth, 249.

Foundation Deposits at Sesebi, 153.

Further Notes on some Egj-ptian Figures of Cats,

N. Langton, 54-8.

G
Gardiner. Alan H.. The Mansion of Life and the

Master of the King’s Largess, 83-91.

A Later Allusion to Akhenaten, 124.

The Idiom it In, 124-5.

The House of Life, 157-79.

The Egi-ptian for ‘in other words’, ‘in short’,

2434.
The Reading of the Egjrptian word for ‘Necro-

pohs’, 244—5.

Garnot, M. Jean Sainte Fare, 8.

Garstang, Professor, 186, 190.

GUf Kebir, Chellean and Acheulean remains at, 131.

Glanville, S. R. K., Bibliographj’: Pharaonic
Egypt (1937):

§ 4. Demotic Studies, 221-2.

§ 9. Law, 229-30.

Gold coinage, Ptolemaic, 202, 204; Persian, 245.

Grabham, INlr. G. W., 151.

Griffith Institute at Oxford, 248-9.

Griffith, Prof., 147, 150.

Griffiths, J. Gwyn, review by, 255-6.

Gunn, Battiscombe, A Summary Writing of the

Adverb nil in Old Egj-ptian?, 128-9.

H
Hammamat, Ramesses IV’s expedition to, 162-3.

Hayes, Willlam C., A Writing-palette of the Chief

Steward Amenhotpe and some Notes on its

Owner, 9-24.

Royal Sarcophagi of the XYIII Dynasty (re-

viewed), 140.

Herodotus, 199, 200, 245.

Hike', name, writing of, 128.

Hoards, tj’pical contents, 204. 205.

Holscher, Wilhelm, Lihyer und Agypter, Beitrdge

zur Ethnologic und Oeschichte libyscher Vblker-

schaften nach den Quellen (reviewed), 251-2.

Hori, tomb of, 38.

Hornblower, G. D., The ‘Golden Horus’ Title, 129.

Horus of Snict in the ‘House of Life’, 164.

House of Life, The, Alan H. Gardiner, 157-79.
‘ House of Life ’ distinguished from Mansion of Life,

83. 90.
‘ House of the Morning ’, 84 f.

Houses at Sesebi, 152 f.

Hut-formed chapel, 150.

Huj’, tomb of, 40.

I

Ikhi and Ihu, Treasurers of the God, 183 f.

Ipy, son of Amenhotpe, 23 f.

Isis as ‘Lady of the House of Life’, 165, 178.
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JlBKir, Antou, Die agyptischen Listen paldsthmisi-

scher und syrischer Ortsnainen (reviewed).

252-3.

JoLOWicz, H. P., Bibliography: Graeco-Roman
Egypt. Papj-rology (1937)":

§ 6. Law. 10.5-13.

Jones. A. H. M., The Election of the Metropolitan

Magistrates in Egypt, 65-72.

K
Kagemni, tomb of, funerary banquet, 86 f.

Kha'emope, son of Amenwahsu, 161.

Khentekhtay, names formed from, 191 f.

Khewefhar (‘Harkhuf’), tomb-inscription of, 185.

Khnemhotpe, Director of the Kiosk, 182 f.

Khnemhotpe, dwarf, 186.

Khnum as ‘lord of the House of Life’, 160, 174, 178.

khoirine, 180.

Khons, tomb of, 37.

Khui, tomb and travels of, 182 If.

Koser, port, 183.

L
Lange, Dr. H. 0., 132.

L.\ngton, N., Further Kotes on some Egj’ptian

Figures of Cats, 54r-8.

‘Letters of Agreement’, 78 ff.

Libraries in temples, 177, 179.

Liverpool University Institute of Archaeology, 209 f.

Lucas, A.. Poisons in Ancient Egypt, 198-9.

Early Red Faience, 245.

M
Macad.am, M. F. L.. Bibliographv: Pharaonic Egypt

(1937).

§ 5. Excavations and Explorations, 222-4.

§ 14. Publications of Texts, 235-7.

MacDonald, Mr. J. G., 247.

Mafdet, cat-goddess, 89 f.

Magic connected with ‘House of Life’, 164-5, 167.

Magical significance of dwarfs. 188.

‘Magicians of Egypt’, identical Demotic and Hebrew
term, 164 f. ; 175.

Magistrates, election of, in Egj-pt, 65-72.

Mansion of Life, The, and the Master of the King’s

Largess, Alan H. Gabdinek, 83-91.

Manteuffel, Prof. J., 133.

Marriage settlements, 74 ff.

Master of the King’s Largess, functions, 88 f.

Memphis under Eighteenth Dynasty, 23.

Menghin, Oswald, and Mustafa Amek, The

Excavations of the Egyptian University in the

Neolithic Site at Maadi (reviewed), 140 f.

Memeptah, inscription of, at ‘Amarah West, 155.

Metrology of Egv'ptian Weights, 180-1.

Milne, J. G., Bibliography: Graeco-Roman Egypt.

PapjTology (1937):

§ 5. Social Life, Education, Art, Numi.smatics,

and Metrology, 105.

The Currency of Egypt under the Ptolemies,

200-7.

The Silver of Aryandes, 245-6.

Mond, Sir Robert, obituary notice, 208-10 ; 247.

Montet, Pierre, Les Reliques de Part syrien dans

VEgypte du Souvel Empire (reviewed), 253—4.

Moret, Prof. Alexandre, death of, 134.

Moss, SBss Rosalind, 136. 249.

Mycenaean sherds at Sesebi, 152.

Myers, Oliver H., notes on season at Armant,
130-1.

N
Nakhtamun, tomb of (Der el-Medlnah), 39.

Nakhtamun, tomb of (Shekh ‘Abd el-Kurnah), 37.

Xapata, omphalos of, 147-50,

Xaus Bey, M. Henn, death of. 249

Xebamun and Ipuky, tomb of, 36.

necef, 180.

Nedjemger, tomb of, 37.

Xeferhotep, tomb of, 36.

Xeferronpet or Kel, tomb of, 37.

Xcfersekherii, tomb of. 38
Nefertem, connected with cat, 55.

Xekhebu, Biographical Inscriptions of. 1-7
;
career

and titles, 7-8; 128.

Xewberry, Percy E., The Medallion of Dahshur,

126-7.

Three Old-Kingdom Travellers to Byblos and
Pwenet, 182—4.

Sir Robert Mond. 1867-1938. 208-10.

Xilis, C'h.arle.s F., Xotes on I’niversity of Michigan

Demotic Papyri from Philadelphia. 73-82.

Xizzoli, Giuseppe di, excavations at Sakkarah, 12 f.,

16.

Xotes on University of Michigan Demotic Papyri

from Philadelphia, Charles F. Xi.m.s, 73-82.

Xubian Expedition (1938). 247.

0
O’Leary, de Lacy, Bibliographv: Christian Egypt,

118-23.

Osiris, connected with cat, 55 f. ; w ith House of Life,

178.

P
Palmer, L. R., Bibliography: Graeco-Roman Egypt.

Papyrology (1937):

§ 8. Lexicography and Grammar, 114.

Papyri: Michigan Demotic, 73 ff. ;
contribution to

knowledge of Roman law, 65, 72; mention-

ing payments in bronze, 204 ff.

Peach-tree late introduced into Eg\-pt, 198.

Persian coins in Egypt. 200, 245.

Pesiur. tomb of, 37 ; relation to Ramesside tomb-
robberies, 59 f.

Peteese of Tcudjoi. 165. 166. 176.

Petrie. Flinders, The Present Position of the

Metrology of Egy ptian Weights, 180-1.

Antueopolis (reviewed), 143 f.

peyein. 180.

Peluger, Kurt, Uaremhuh und die Amarnazeit
(reviewed), 2.54.

Phoenicia and Egypt under Ptolemies. 202 f.

‘Place of Truth’, general name for Theban necro-

polis, 163.
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Pliny cited, 198.

Pohi, Pater A.. 158.

Poisons in Ancient Eg^’pt, A. Lrc.is, 198—9.

Posener, G., 157 {., 1g5, 169, 178, 179.

Powell. J. Enoch. The Remkl Harris Papyrus of

Woodbrooke College. Birmingham (reviewed),

141 f.

Preliminary Report on the Excavations at Sesebi

(Sudla) and 'Amarah West, Anglo-Egj-ptian

Sudan, 1937-8, H. W. E-VIEMAN, 151-6.

Present Position of the iNIetrology of Egj'ptian

Weights, The, Flinders Petrie, 180-1.

Princess of Bakhtan stela, 167, 170.

Ptolemies, currency under, 200 ff.

Ptolemy Epiphanes, early chronology of, 73 f.

Publications of the Society, 1938, 247.

Pwenet, 182 f.

Pwer'o, Mayor of the West of Thebes, 59 ff.

Pygmies and Dwarfs in Ancient Egypt, Warren R.

Dawson, 185-9.

Q
qedet, 180.

R
Ramesses II, two new stelae of, 130, 155.

Ramesses IV, inscriptions of, 162.

Ra'mose, tomb of (Der el-MedInah), 39.

Ra'mose, tomb of (Shekh 'Abd el-Kumah), 36;

clearance, 209.

Ranke, Prof, Hermann, 132.

Raphael, Mr. 0. C., 151.

Raya, tomb of, 38.

Re* connected with cats, 54. 55.

Rockefeller, Mr. John D., Jr., 247.

Rose, H. J., Bibliography: Graeco-Roman Egypt.
Papyrology, 1937.

§ 2. Religion, Magic, Astrologv (including tests),

94-7.

Roy, tomb of, 39.

S

Saharan remains at Armant and ‘Uwenat, 130 f. ; at

‘Amarah West, 247.

Sakkarah, First-Dynasty tombs at, 243; early red
tiles, 245.

Salt, Henry, excavations and collections, 15.

Sander-Hansen. Dr. C. E., 132
.Saroy, tomb of, 39.

ScHAEDEL, Herbert D., review by, 138-9.

ScH.iEER, Heinrich, Das altdgyptische Bildnis (re-

viewed), 255.

Scharff, Dr. Alexander, 131.

Schmidt, Prof. Carl, death of, 135.

Schott, Dr. Siegfried, 132.

‘Scribe of the House of Life', 160 ff., 170, 176, 178.
sela, 181.

Seneb, dwarf, 186 f.

Sesebi Excavations. 130, 151-6.

Seshat and the ‘House of Life’, 174.

Seth, 129.

Shiah, N., A Chinese Parallel to an Egyptian Idiom,
127-8.

SmNNiE, P. L., review by, 255.

Shorter, Alan Wmn, death of, 135 ; obituary notice,

211-12 .

Silver standard under Ptolemies, 202 ff., 206, 245.

Sir Robert Mond, LL.D.. F.R.S., 1867-1938, Percy
E. Xewberry', 208-10.

Sir Robert Mond Expedition at Armant, 130 f.

Sire*, sculptor, stela of, 190 f.

Ske.at, T. C., Bibliography: Graeco-Roman Egypt.
Papyrology (1937):

§ 3. Publications of non-literary texts, 97-102.

§ 7. Palaeography and Diplomatic, 113.

§ 9. General Works, Bibliography, General

Notes on Pap3Tus Texts, 114-16.

§ 10. ilisceUaneous, Excavations, Personal, 110-

17.

So-called Omphalos of Napata, The, Georg
Steindoref, 147-50.

Some Representations of Tombs from the Theban
Necropolis, Nin.a M. D.avies, 24—40.

Spiegel, Jo-ACheu, Die Erzaklung vom Streile des

Horns und Seth in Pap. Beatty I als Literatur-

werk (reviewed), 255-6.

Starkev, J. L., career and death of, 134.

stater, 180.

Statues of Amenhotpe, chief steward, 18 f.

Steckeweh. H., Die Fiirstengraher von Qaic (re-

viewed). 143 f.

Steindorff, Georg, The so-caUed Omphalos of

Napata, 147-50.

short obituary of Borchardt, 248.

Stela from near El-Rekaknah, 190 ff.

Strieker. 164 f.

Sur un Nom du Wadi Maghara (Sinai), J. J. ClIiee,

125-6.

Sur un Passage de la Stele LouiTe C 1. J. J. Cleee,
242.

T
Tachos, coin of, 201.

Taxation in Egx’pt, Roman and 19th-centurj’, 63 f.

Ten Edfu, Franco-Polish excavations at, 133.

Temple at Sesebi, 154, at ‘Amarah West, 154 f.

Tetradrachms, Athenian and Alexandrine, 201 f.

;

Cj-priote, 205.

Theban Necropohs, tomb-representations from, 24^
40 ; Mond’s work in, 208 f.

Thoth and the ‘House of Life’, 162, 172, 173.

Thoughts on Three Recent Articles, G. A. Wain-
IVEIGHT, 59-64.

Three Old-Kingdom Travellers to Byblos and
Pwenet, Percy E. Newberry', 182-4.

Titles and epithets, ofAmenhotpe, 19 f. ; title *ri/, 78.

Tjetji, Treasurer of the God, mscriptions of, 182 f.

Tjonufer, tomb of, 38.

Tjoj’, tomb of, 38.

Tomb-paintings, damage to, at Thebes, 132.

Tomb-plans, 144, 243.

Tomb-representations from the Theban Necropolis,

24r4:0.

Tomb-robberies, Ramesside, modern parallels to

procedure, 59 ff.

Tombs, individual, described, 16 ff., 18, 86 f. ; repre-

sented, in Theban Necropolis, 24—40; First-

Dj-nastj-, at Sattarah, 243.
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Tulli, Professor, 158.

Tuenek, E. G., Bibliography : Graeco-Roman Egypt.
PapjTology ( 1937)

:

§ 4. Political History, Biography, Administra-
tion, Topography, and Chronology, 102-5.

U
Udjeharresnet, inscription on statue of, 157 ff.

Ulpian, 68.

‘Uwenat, Saharan remains at, 131.

\V

Wadi Hammamat, graffiti in, 183 f.

Wadi Maghara (Sinai), 125 f.

Waiswrioht, G. a.. Thoughts on Three Recent
Articles, 59-64.

Bibliography: Pharaonic Egj'pt (1937):

§ 1. Archaeology, 213-19.

reviews by, 143-5.

Walker, Mr. A. C., 151.

Water-pouring in funerary rites, 90.

Weights, Egyptian, 180-1, modem parallels to

ancient confusion. 62 f.

Wolf, W-iltuer, Individuum und GemeinscJiaJt in

der agyptischen KuUur (reviewed), 145.

WEESZIXSKI, Walter, Atlas zur altaegyplischen

Kulturgeschichte, Teil III (reviewed), 257.

Writing of adverb nil, 128 ; of name Hike , 128, Late-

Egyptian, 244.

Writing-palette of the Chief Steward Amenhotpe, A,

and some Xotes on its Owner, William C.

Hayes, 9-24.

INDEX OF WOEDS, ETC., DISCUSSED
A. EGYPTIAN

I. WORDS AND PHRASES
ihivt, ‘markings' of a sacred ram (Gardiner), 170. n. 4.

ihw, ‘efficiency’. ‘abdiU-’ (Gardiner). 157, n. 5.

’In-(l)t'f. n. pr., ‘He who brings his father’ (Dakin),

192, n. 13.

iry <nty. ‘myrrh-keeper', i.e. keeper of drugs (Gardi-

ner), 178.

iryt written ^ (Dunham), 2, n. 5.

ik<, see i’t.

It In, 'move to and fro’, ‘waver’, etc., of physical or

psychical movement (Gardiner), 124 f.

<bwtn, ‘because of (?) your impurity (?)’

(Dunham), 6, n. 6.

<mi (also <»i below?), ‘devourer (?)', perhaps from
‘to swallow’ (Faulkner), 53.

()ih n H Ilk!, recipient from Royal Table (Gardiner),

88, n. 5.

’rbt (dem.), ‘ trustee ’ who held record of a transaction

(Xims), 78 ff. ; doubtful whether comiected

etymologically with 82, n. 2.

!d(‘‘)-mr dll'! Hr hntl pt, ‘administrator of (the

vineyard) Praising - Horus - at - the - front - of-

heaven’ (Gardiner). 85.

Wnj, ‘The evd-minded (?)’ (Faulkner). 53.

icihw, utterly obscure word (Faulkner), 48.

ii,<b Shmt, ‘priest of Sakhmct', a doctor or magician

of sorts (Gardiner), 173, n. 4.

u<rtio n it hk!, officer connected with Royal Table

in M.K. (Gardiner), 88, n. 5; 179.

wp . . . (?), "first day of month’ (Dunham), 5, n. 9.

u'sh, of one whose influence pervades (Faulkner), 47.

U'db, technical term in connexion with offerings,

‘diversion’ (Gardiner). 86 ff.

[bln dpt r-f], ‘taste of whose mouth is bad', referring

to smell of mother's mdlr (Shiah). 127.

bhniv may be identical with bhnt, "knife' (Faulkner),

50.

p!, ‘to be primaeval (?)’, related to piiv (Faulkner),

46 f.

puctyw, ‘substance (?)’, perhaps same as

(Faulkner). 49.

pr-<-nh, ‘House of Life’, place where medical and
religious books were written, not a training-

college or L’niversity (Gardiner), 157 ff.

pr-<nh-lnc, connected with ritual revival of a god
(Gardiner), 175.

Pr-^nht, a town between Sohag and Kom Ishgaw
(Gardiner), 175.

pr-indit, ‘library’ of a temple (Gardiner), 177, with
n. 2.

pr dint, ‘House of the Morning’, where king's toilet

was performed, not necessardy only in temple
(Gardiner), 84.

Pkr, M.-K. writing without -r (Dakin), 191, n. 5.

fkty, kind of priest, identified with Shu (Gardiner),

169, n. 1.

m-ht, ‘in the service of’ (Dunham). 4, n. 11.

m-S! in dem.. ‘pertaining to’ (Nims), 78.

mild, perhaps ‘rule’, ‘measuring-rod’ (Dunham), 4.

n. 14.

IL'Jdt probably cat-goddess, not mongoose (Gardi-

ner), 89 f.

Mr-u-(y)-s(y)^. n. pr., ‘How beloved is she!' (?)

(Dakin), 192, n. 17.

mry n tn, perhaps ‘is . . . desirable to you?’ (Dun-
ham), 5, n. 11, 6, n. 12.

/nt, ‘protect', MTitten with same dets. as mbt, ‘place’,

in word-play (Faulkner), 51.

mt(r)t, mt(y)t, ‘temoignage’ en moven-et'. (Clere),

242.

mtm dem. conjunctive used independently as future,

implying obligation (Xims), 77 f.

mdic m, ‘speak about’ (Dunham), 5, n. 2.
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.Vi-yMit->SV(-K’^-i(Virf,probablvdoublename(Dakm),

193, n. 8.

nil perhaps simplv — in O.-Egn. summary writing

(Uunn), 128 f.

/!« hii s, perliaps of sootiiing (Faulkner), 48.
.\ uittic (also .\ li t, etc.), ‘ Hunting-Country’, unusual

sign in writing (Xewbcrry), 183, n. 3.

7ibww-<nh, ’gold-amulets {'; ?)’, true nature of objects
unknown (Dunham), 2, n. 9.

nnii, iimw, ’dwarf’ (Dawson), 185.

yrii-tt. corrupt writing of (Faulkner), 50.
nhf, ‘danger {'!)' (Faulkner), 51.

iikm, originally ‘to be bald", later ‘to suffer’ (Faulk-
ner), 50.

Hflr, with det. of man with axe standing on piece of
wood (Dunham), 2, n. 7.

r , omitted in O. Egn. before intin. or <Jr (Dunham), 2,

n. 14.

r-ib, specialized meaning ‘eardia’ finds no support
(Dawson), 251.

rh-ht, writing with (Gardiner), 170, n. 2; means

only ‘learned’, without religious colouring,
170, n. 1.

hi, ‘lay out (’')’ (Dunham), 2, n. 13.

hut-'-nh, ‘ilaii.sion of Life’, place where Pharaoh or
god lived, not identical with pr-<nh (Gardiner),
83 ff.

Ilpu-t, strange writing for n. pr. Hipw (Dakin), 194,
n. 6.

hull/, ‘slaughterer’ connected with ’House of Life’?
(Gardiner), 109.

hn hr-k r-n, ’thou art bound in that direction’
(Faulkner), 50.

tir imij isnwt, ’Horus in Snwt (?)’ (Gardiner), 104.
hrl ivijb (ill hict-'-nh), ‘.Master of the (king’s) Largess

(in the .Mansion of Life)’ (Gardiner), 83 ff!

hri-tp, for hri-fiht hr'i-tp, ‘chief lector-priest’, and
equivalents in demotic, .Assyrian, and
Hebrew (Gardiner), 104 f.

Hki, the god ‘.Magic’, curious variations in the
writing of the name (Dawson), 128.

htp {r)di(ii') uliwt, ‘an offering given by the King’,
not a wish (Gardiner), 89, n. 1.

Iltpirp, n. pr. fern., ‘The Two Peaceful Ones (??)’,
jierhap.s with ref. to fight of Horus and Seth
(Wauiwright), 144.

hii/t, with various dets,, probably ‘executioners’
(Faulkner), 49.

-/.y “ ^^te var. of Jh, with sense of ‘ruin', ‘de-
struction’ (Faulkner), 53.

hjlif, ‘before’, with temporal meaning? (Dunham),
2, n. 12.

Ijnm in. lit. ‘be presented with’, of something bad
(Faulkner), 49.

hnly with det. Q in M.K. (Dakin), 192, n. 5.

Hntij-hty, evidence that seeontl element is a nishe
(Gunn), 191, n. 9.

hrp nstl (m hirt-<nh), ‘controller of the two seats (in
the Mansion of Life)’ (Gardiner), 85.

hrp hitb' km. Controller ot the black wine-jar’
(Gardiner), 85.

htyu- {m)fkit, ‘Terrasses de la Turquoise’, nom du
Wadi Maghara (Clere), 125 f.

Hty, n. pr., ‘The paunchy (?)’ (Gunn), 191, n. 12.

hry-(, ‘apprentice’ (Gardiner), 159.

hrt-ntr, -word for ‘necropolis’ so to be read (Gardi-

ner), 244 f.

s for -sn in 0. Egn. (Dunham), 6, n. 15.

S-n-mdw, n. pr., ‘The man of the staff’ (Gunn),
194, n. 2.

St nii<t, ‘Place of Truth’, a general name of the
Theban necropolis (Gardiner), 163.

si: (a) writing of swi
;
(b) for sdi, by false transcr.

from hieratic (Dunham). 4, n. 10, 6, n. 1.

Si-Shit-Hr, n. pr., ‘Son of Sekhathor’ (Dakin), 193,
n. 10.

Sii-rrrw, n. pr., probably for Sit-rrw (Dakin), 193,
n. 3.

siw with a nuance of captivity (Faulkner), 48.
sib ‘dignitary’, does not imply elevated rank (New-

berry), 184, n. 2.

sib iry nidit, officer who kept records (of an expedi-
tion) (Newberry), 184.

sit, exact nature of this action not clear (Gunn),
90 f.

sink in dem. marriage settlements, ‘revenue-produc-
ing property’, ‘endowment’ (Nims), 75 f.

MCI, see SI.

sb, with various fish-dets. = (a) wTiting of sbi [hr]

‘intercede [for] (?)’. (b) ‘in hostility (?)’

(Dunham), 3, 4, 5, n. 14; 6, nn. 5, 7; cf.

Editor’s n., p. 8.

shw! with apparently' reflexive object, ‘excuse one-
self (?)’ (Gardiner), 244, n. 1.

shm, transitive use with dependent pron. (Faulkner),
50.

shm tiicy, title of Wepwawet (Dakin), 192, n. 4.
S.I, ‘mode of writing’, not ‘wTitings’ or ‘books’

(Gardiner). 172.

ss n wy, in dem., ‘cession’ (Nims), 78, n. 3.

ss n pr-<nh, in late period used of hieroglyphic ’writ-

ing and presumably’ including hieratic (Gardi-
ner), 176.

stf, ‘rage’ of waters rising up in storm (Faulkner), 61.
sdi, see st.

sdm-n-f in fut. perf. use (Dunham), 6, n. 1.

^di'yt (nt Sn-Hr), bivouac after battle with Osiris’s
enemies (?) (Dakin), 191, n. 6.

s', ‘palette (?)’ (Dunham), 4, n. 13.
si n (.') pr-inh, in dem., perhaps simply a hiero-

glyphic book (Gardiner), 175.
sit, geht vielleicht auf ein wirkliches Zahlungsmittel

zuruck (Schaedel), 139.
sbt, ‘meat-portion (?)’ (Faulkner), 50.
spt, det. with^ (= ^ ?) (Dunham), 3.

Sn-Hr, of significance in Osiris-legend at Abydos
(Dakin), 191, n. 6.

ki, verb perhaps to be connected with kill, in impve.
= ‘depart!’ (Faulkner), 49.

ki (earlier ky): m ki dd, ‘in other words’, ‘in short’
(Gardiner), 243 f.

kiutl, ‘workman’, in O.K. (Dunham), 2, n. 1.

Knmty, ‘The dark one (?)’ (Faulkner), 53.
ts (also tisi and tis), ‘plant firmly’, original of Cop.

Tioc (Gunn), 125, n. 3.

tt, variously written, ‘ staff ’, derived from tt, ‘ board ’,

‘table’ (Gardiner), 157, n. 3, 170 f., 179.
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ttyw, ‘men of the staff’, masc. plur. of derivative
from tt (Gardiner), 170 f.

t! in plural, with several dets., of the young of ser-

pents (Faulkner), 50.

dUn (dem.), perf, yet referring to document in

which it appears (Nims), 79, n. 1.

dhdb, ‘squirt out (?)’ and similarly spelt verbs
(Faulkner), 49 f.

d{i)ng, ‘pygmy’ (Dawson), 185.

dbi ssr r, ‘to stick (?) arrows in’ (Faulkner), 50.
db^: hr db<ic-i, ‘through my action’ (Dunham), 5, n. 4.

dbw. ‘reversion’ of offerings (Gardiner), 88.

II. SIGNS AND GROUPS!

^ derived from iconographic presentation of

Isis suckling Horus, finger touching lips

expressing desire for milk (Shiah), 127 f.

^ read iryt (Dunham), 2, n. 5.

obscure group, for ‘his chamber’?

(Faulkner), 49.

f=Ej reading b{,')h in bhniv (Faulkner), 50.

W ‘first day of month’ perhaps original of late

W (Dunham). 5, n. 9.

used both with id and Idn (Gunn), 8.

‘Horus and the Ombite (Seth)’ (Hornblower),

129.

in late ^ratings of rh-ht (Gardiner), 170, n. 2.

perhaps has value sh in sbn (Gunn), 8.

‘iU (?)’ (Faulkner), 61.

[j
g probably a writing olNrwtt (Faulkner), 50.

I I

‘confined (?)' (Faulkner). 48.

,
,
0 ‘knives' (Faulkner), 50.

^ ‘rise up’, assuming confusion with

(Faulkner), 50.

‘enemies’ (Faulkner), 53.

^ ^

as WTiting of mdit, ‘book’, perhaps only late

and secondary (Gardiner), 171.

I and writings of it and liytr,

perhaps due to confusion of dy-, and /=\ in

hieratic (Gardiner). 170 f.

I instances in O.K. not determining pietographic

character of sign it follows (Gardiner), 84,

n. 3.

O (? c=i word of uncertain reading and meaning,

‘pigment (?)’ (Faulkner), 49.

/\ det. of spt, = ^ ? (Dunham), 3.

B. COPTIC
ApHfe, ‘pledge’, doubtful whether dem. <rb( can be tcoc, ‘become, lie hard', derived from Egn. is

connected etymologicallv with it (Nims). 82, (Gunn), 125, n. 3.

n. 2.

C. GREEK
apxnrpvTans, additional title of head of board of

metropolitan magistrates (.Jones), 06,

yvpvaoLov, ol diro, privileges of (Jones), 67,

Sijgof, in Egn, cities (Jones), 67.

e^rjyqTTjs, head of Egn. metropolitan magistrates

(Jones). 66.

avenue to possession of full Alexandrian

citizenship (Jones). 67.

KivSvvos, involved in nomination to magistracy

(•Tones), 70.

/xT^rpoTToAeoi?, ot o-tto, privileges of (.Tones), 67.

fiTjxavia, more definite than ‘equipment’; prixaviov

presumably the sdkyah (Bell), 143.

voX{iTwv) Srj/iOOToy, referring to donkeys supplied by
inetropolites for Spdpio? &rjp.6mo;‘! (Bell), 137.

npopdXXroSat, technical term (in appointing magis-
trates) of great significance (.Tones), 69.

TrpojSoAi;, of metropolitan magistrates in council,

alone survived in 3rd cent. (Jones), 71.

npindms, proper designation of metropolitan magis-
trates (Jones), 66.

(fivXaC, persistence and functions in Eastern cities

(.Jones), 71 f.

phylarrisia, new term (Bell), 142.

xapoTovriv tavrov, technical term obviously mis-

used (.Jones), 69.

! The signs (or. in the case of groups, the first signs) arc arranged in the order of the sign-list in

Gard., Egn. Gr.
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